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Wednesday, November. 1, 1961.

The SPEAKER (Sir William McDonald)
took the chair at 4.11 p.m., and read
the 1prayer.
EISTEDDFODS.
GOVERNMENT GRANTS.

Mr. DIVERS (Footscray) asked the
Treasurer1. What annual grant is made for each
of the following eisteddfods-(a) Bendigo;
(b) Dandenong; (c) Footscray West; and
( d) Heidelberg?
2. Whether, as the Footscray West
Eisteddfod is larger and committed to
greater costs than the other eisteddfods, he
will give consideration to increasing the
annual grant for the eisteddfod?

For Mr. BOLTE ·(Premier and
Treasurer), Mr. Rylah (Chief Secretary) .-The answers are--1. Last year the amounts were:£
600
Bendigo
1,250
(b) Dandenong
100
<c> Footscray West
Nil.
<d) Heidelberg
2. Following earlier representations to
me by the honorable member in this matter,
the Eisteddfod Committee has supplied
detailed information to the Treasury, and
the matter will be considered shortly when
the allocations are being determined.
(a)

HOSPITALS AND CHARITIES
COMl\!llSSION.
SOUTHERN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL: CONSTRUCTION:
ESTIMATED
COST:
ACCOMMODATION.
Mr. STONEHAM (Leader of the
Opposition) asked the Minister of Education, for the Minister of Health1. When approval was given for 1:-he establishment of the Southe~n Memoria~ Hospital and what is the estimated cost·

Education Department.

2. Whether construction of this hospital
has commenced; if so, what stage of the
project has been reached and what expenditure has been incurred already?
3._ What. is the planned accommodation of
the hospital' and what districts it has been
designed to serve?

Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Minister of Education) .-The answers supplied by the
Minister of Health are--1. On 13th October, 1943, approval was
given for the establishment of a general
hospital to serve the City of Brighton. On
6th September, 1949, approval was given to
extend the scope of the hospital to serve
also resideQ.ts of St. Kilda and Caulfield,
and the name was changed by incorporation
on . 16th January, 1951, to Southern
Memorial .Hospital.
It is impossible at
this early stage to give accurate. estimatef>
of final cost.
2. Yes. Construction has commenced 011
the boiler house which will serve Southern
Memorial Hospital and the Caulfield Hospital. Contract ·sum is £174,207. To date,
£57,063 of this has been paid.
Planning
is in progress for the kitchen to serve both
hospitals.
Total expenditure made from
governmental funds, including ;part of the
cost of purchase of the site from the Commonweal.th Government, the purchase of
additional land, and building expenditure
is £232,771 out of a total expenditure to
date of £235,500.
3. In general terms, it will be a hospital
of 220 to 310 beds, possibly larger, to serve
the Cities of Brighton, Caulfie.Id and St.
Kilda, and the south-east metropolitan area
generally.
The hospital will be built by a
series of "staged" contracts and will be
modified " pavilion type " construction
which will result in considerable saving in
cost without any loss of efficiency.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT.
FREE MILK SCHEME: CONSERVATION OF
SUPPLIES.

Mr. STONEHAM (Leader of tbe
Opposition) asked the Minister of
Education1. Whether his attention has been drawn
to an article appearing in the Herald newspaper of 23rd October, 1961, headed
" Schools waste milk-nowhere to store it "?
2. Whether milk supplied under the free
milk scheme is being wasted at schools?
3. Whether consideration has been given
to the provision of appropriate milk coolers
or shelters as have been provided at schools
in Tasmania?
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Contractor.

Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Minister of Education).-The answers are--

Alf.
Richardson Constructions
Wakker and iDroog
M. Marley
C. J. Stewart
Rodney Construction Co.
Pty. Ltd.
Murray and Rowe

1. Yes.

2. Not to my knowledge.
It is the responsibility of head teachers to advise the
dairies concerned of any variation in the
quantity required.
3. Yes. The School Milk Advisory Com. mittee has given full consideration to the
protection of milk on delivery to schools.
The methods used in New South Wales and
Tasmania were fully examined.
In view
of the short period between delivery and
consumption, it was considered that the
present arrangements made for the reception and protection of milk were satisfactory.
The importance of the protection of
milk has been emphasized in a circular
which was sent in January of this year to
all schools participating in .the milk scheme.
The Milk Board has reported that it has
received very few complaints in recent
years regarding the operation of the free
milk scheme.

Department.

CONSTRUCTION:
BULK
SUCCESSFUL TENDERERS.

Mr. COCHRANE (Gippsland West)
asked the Minister of Public Works1. How many school class-rooms were
erected during the twelv.e months ended
30th June, 1961?
2. What tenders for the erection of classrooms were advertized during that period?
3. How many bulk contracts for ·classrooms were let during the above period and
how many units were included in each 1bulk
contract?
4. What were the names of the successful tenderers in each case?
1

Mr. PETTY (Minister of
Works).-The answers are--

Public

1. 1,143 class-rooms weve completed.
2. This information is not readily available. Its compilation would involve a great
dee.I of time and research for which officers
are not available.
3. (a) Three bulk contracts were let.
(b)
(i) 49 class-rooms.
(ii) 61 class-rooms.
(iii) 69 class-rooms.
Contractor.

4.

(i)

M. Gallagher
Q h Ma~~
A. V. Jennings Construction Co. Pty. Ltd. . .
S. and S. Constructions
Pty. Ltd.

No. of
Class-rooms.

4
2
18
10

No. of
Class-rooms.

4
3
2

1
4
1

49
(ii)

S. and S. Constructions
Pty. Ltd.
E. J. McGee . .
R. Poulston
A. V. Jennings Construction Co. Pty. Ltd.
W. A. Churchill
A. V. Steele
K. Everson
G. L. Mackie
K. D. Sewell

4
3
5

37
1
4

1
3
3
61

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT.
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(iii)

C. J. Owen
C.B.V. Joinery Pty. Ltd
H. C. Hudswell
A. V. Jennings Construction Co. Pty. Ltd. . .
Southw.ell and Anderson
W. S. Purvis and Co.
K. D. Sewell ..

1

20
2

33
7
4
2

69

STATE RIVERS AND WATER
SUPPLY COMMISSION.
IRRIGATION DISTRICTS: REVENUE AND
EXPENDITURE,

Mr. BROSE (Rodney) asked
Minister of Water Supply-

the

1. What was the revenue and expenditure of each irrigation district during each
financial year from 1958-59 to 1960-61?
2. What sums were collected in the
Goulburn-Murray Irrigation District in
each of those financial years from-(a)
general rate; (b) irrigation charges· (c)
drainage rate; (d) sales of extra ~ater;
and (e) other charges (if any)?

Mr. MIBUS (Minister of Water
Supply).- The answers to these questions are in the form of a long statement, and I seek leave of the House to
have it incorporated in Hansard
without my reading it.
'
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Leave was granted, and the answers. were as fol'loWiB:1.
STATE RIVERS AND WATER SUPPLY COMMISSION.
IRRIGATION DISTRICTS.

Statement of Revenue and Expenditure for the Years 1958-59 to 1960-61.
1959-60,

1958-59.

Districts.

..
..

Boort
..
Calivil
Cohuna.
..
Deakin
..
Dingee
Fish Point ..
Ka.tandra. ..
Kerang
Koondrook ..
Murray Valley
Mystic Park ..
North Shepparton
Rochester
Rodney
Shepparton ..
South Sheppa.rton
Swan Hill ..
Third Lake ..
Ton gala-Stanhope
Tragowel Plains

..

..
..

..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

Total Goulburn-Murray
Central Gippsland
Ma.ffra-Sale ..

..
..

Total Ma.ca.lister

..
..
..

Bacchus Marsh
Campa.ape ..
..
Merbein
Nya;h
..
Red Cliffs ..
Robin vale ..
..
Tresco
Werribee

..
..

..
..
..
..

..

Tota.I

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

Revenue.

Expenditure.

Revenue.

25,268
17,810
87,975
18,242
8,286
2,373
16,467
34,890
38,304
149,263
3,728
35,319
107,972
162,576
40,779
10,538
45,483
3,990
90,152
67,121

29,637
11,792
78,167
16,880
7,850
4,096
14,9<;2
39,365
41,363
106,277
5,881
26,271
89,452
126,360
42,147
7,885
43,851
4,038
90,202
50,917

..
..
..

966,536

837,393

909,184

43,825
78,892

29,695
63,347

..
..

..

..

..

122,717

93,042

136,033

106,415

119,695

115,144

14,511
2,598
91,845
30,739
133,007
58,397
13,779
31,689

13,080
1,375
84,021
32,071
142,493
56,839
15,952
30,416

15,802
90,895
24,398
124,498
52,873
11,857
27,713

12,870
783
90,514
33,217
153,138
58,043
20,003
22,624

24,231
1,038
90,960
28,272
128,068
62,396
15,095
29,323

16,755
944
95,7i8
35,520
162,619
59,996
21,961
25,290

l,465,818

l,306,682

l,394,697

l,390,931

l,597,047

l,550,028

2.
STATE RIVERS AND WATER SUPPLY
COMMISSION.
IRRIGATION DISTRICTS.

Collections in Goulburn-Murray District for
the Years 1958-59 to 1960-61.

-

1958-59.

1959-60.

1960-61.

General Rate ..
Irrigation Charge
Sales of Water ..
Drainage Rates
Miscellaneous ..

£
115,229
378,861
362,428
67,520
42,498

£
88,336
395,398
289,411
88,123
47,916

£
92,185
433,725
316,224
97,736
158,099

..

966,536

909,184 l,097,969

Totals

1960-61.

..

..
..
..

..
..

..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

~.444

Expenditure.

Revenue.

Expenditure.

..

..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..

..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..

..

893,324

..

..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
1,097,969

..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..

1,016,081

..

..

GOULBURN-MURRAY IRRIGATION DISTRICT:
WATER RETURNED TO RIVERS.

Mr. BROSE (Rodney) asked
Minister of Water Supply-

the

1. What quantity of water was passed
back into the rivers through outfalls in the
various areas within the Goulburn-Murray
district in each month of the 1960-61 irrigation season ?
2. What quantity of water was passed
back during the months of September and
October, 1961?

Mr. MIBUS (Minister of
Supply).-The answers are-

Water

1. The quantity of water passed back
into the rivers through outfalls within the

Housing Commission. (1
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Goulburn-Murray Irrigation District in
each month of the 1960-61 irrigation season
was as follows:·
Campaspe Broken
Goulburn
River
River
B.iver
Murray
Creek
(acre feet). (acre feet). (acre feet). (acre feet).

Month.

September
October ..
November
December
January ..
February ..
March ..
..
April
..
May

..

327
2,760
1,272
1,100
1,782
1,485
1,547

..

18,564
25,527
11,158
8,242
4,073
3,376
2,450
7,246
5,542

..

462
5,658
1,298
210
438
648
2,676
8,390

372
633
1,945
1,730
2,218
i,422
1,009
1,616
394

2. The quantity of water passed back
during the month of September, 1961, was
as follows:Volume
Acre-feet.
178
Goulburn river
18,615
River Murray
1,138
Campaspe river
474
Broken creek
The figures for the quantity passed back
through outfalls during the month of
October, 1961, are not yet available, but
will be communicated to the honorable
member immediately the information is
received.
HOUSING COMMISSION.
LAVERTON ESTATE: SERVICE PERSONNEL:
PURCHASERS: REGISTERED TEN ANTS:
RESALES.

Mr. CRICK (Grant) asked the Minister of Public Works, for the Minister
of Housing1. How many serving members of Her
Majesty's forces are housed in the Housing
Commission's Victoria Estate at Laverton
as-(a) purchasers of Commission homes;
or (b) registered tenants of such homes?
2. How many ex-servicemen or ex-servicewomen are (a) purchasers of homes
in this estate; or (b) registered tenants of
these homes?
3. How many civilians are housed in the
estate as-(a) purchasers of Commission
homes; or (b) registered tenants of the
Commission?
4. How many homes in the estate have
been resold by the original purchasers
in the following categories-(a) serving
personnel; (b) ex-servicemen or ex-servicewomen; and (c) civilians?

Mr. PETTY (Minister of Public
Works).-The replies furnished by the
Minister of Housing areOf the 450 houses on the Laverton estate,
28 have been sold to the Royal Australian
Air Force and 200 allocated for tenancy

1961.]
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Railway Department.

to serving personnel under clause 13 of
the Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement.
The balance of 222 houses have been
sold40 to serving members of the Forces,
16 to ex-members of the Forces,
166 to civilians.
There have been two resales by civilians.
STATE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION.
CONNEXIONS TO FARMS.

Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Gippsland
South) asked the Minister of Electrical
Undertakings1. How many farmers who have applied
to the State Electricity Commission for
electricity to be connected to their premises
are awaiting supply, and how many of
them will have to wait-(a) one year;
(b) two years; (c) three years; (d) four
years; (e) five years; and (f) six years and
more?
2. What is the reason for such delay in
providing electricity to these farmers?

Mr. G. 0. REID (Minister of Electrical Undertakings). -The answers
are1. Approximately 11,000.

2,500
2,500
2,000
1,500
1,500
1,000

will
will
will
will
will
will

have
have
have
have
have
have

to
to
to
to
to
to

wait
wait
wait
wait
wait
wait

up
up
up
up
up
up

to
to
to
to
to
to

1 year
2 years
3 years
4 years
5 years
6 years
or more.
2. Little more than half of this number
have to wait over two years. This clearly
demonstrates the rapid progress achieved
under "self-help," rather than ·being any
indication of delay. Under "self-help" the
rate of progress of Victorian country electrical development far outstrips that which·
could or can be achieved from the resources
of the Commission or funds which the
State can provide for the Commission.
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
NORTH WILLIAMSTOWN STATION: GRADE
SEPARATION.

Mr. FLOYD (Williamstown) asked
the Minister of State Development, for
the Minister of TransportWhether it is intended to have grade
separation at the North Williamstown
station railway crossing; if so, whether any
definite plans have been drawn up for
either a road over-pass or under-pass; if
not, whether he (the Minister of Transport> will undertake to inform the Williamstown City Council and the local members of Parliament of any future plans
in order that their views and co-operation
may be obtained?
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Mr. FRASER (Minister of State
Development) .-The answer supplied by
the Minister of Transport isThe Inter-departmental Committee on
Abolition of Level Crossings on whose
recommendations all level crossing aibolition
projects are based, has prepared no plans
for abolition of the crossing at the North
Williamstown station.
In the event of grade separation being
decided upon, ample consideration will be
given as in all other cases.
MELBOURNE-ALBURY LINE: TRAIN
CREWS STATIONED AT BENALLA.

Mr. TREWIN (Benalla) asked the
Minister of State Development, for the
Minister of TransportWhether, when trains are running
through north-eastern Victoria on the uniform gauge railway line, it is anticipated
that train crews will be transferred from
Benalla to other stations on the Victorian
railway system; if so, how many men will
be transferred?

Mr. FRASER (Minister of State
Development).-The Minister of Transport has stated that the matter is being
investigated. I understand that no final
decision will be reached for a couple of
months, and I suggest that the honorable member repeat his question at
about that time.
STATUTE LAW REVISION
COMMITTEE.
CRIMES ACT.

Superannuation

MONEY LENDERS (AMENDMENT)
BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Council and, on the motion of Mr.
MEAGHER (Minister without Portfolio), was read a first time.
LABOUR AND INDUSTRY
(WOMEN'S HAIRDRESSING) BILL;
Mr. G. O. REID (Minister of Labour
and Industry) moved for leave to bring
in a Bill to amend section 80 of the
Labour and Industry Act 1958.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
LOCAL AUTHORITIES SUPERANNUATION (AMENDMENT)
BILL.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister without
Portfolio) .-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

Last year Parliament passed an Act
amending the Local Authorities Superannuation Act to enable the Local
Authorities Superannuation Board to
conduct its own insurance scheme rather
than operate in conjunction with the
Australian Mutual Provident Society and
other insurance companies approved for
the purpose. It was anticipated that
this would increase the benefits enjoyed
by employees of municipal councils and
other public bodies, and this contention
has now proved correct.

Mr. DUNSTAN (Mornington) presented the report of the Statute Law
Revision Committee upon a proposal for
the amendment of sections 393, 420,
Arising out of the passing of that Act,
473 and 499 of the Crimes Act 1958, ·the Board has asked the Government
together with minutes of evidence.
for three straightforward amendments
to its legislation. Under last year's
It was ordered that they be laid on amending Act, the Board was required
the table, and that the report be printed. to determine, as soon as practicable,
whether an existing policy should be
allowed to continue in force with the
LAND (UNUSED ROADS AND
insurance company, or whether the
WATER FRONTAGES) BILL.
policy would be surrendered or conThis Bill was returned from the verted to a paid-up policy. This enactCouncil with a message relating to an ment was proclaimed to operate from
the 1st March, 1961, from which date
amendment.
·
premiums in respect of existing policies
It was ordered that the message be· became due for payment. In the case
taken into consideration later this day. of policies which had not been in force

(Amendment)
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for a period of two years at the date
referred to, the Boar.d faced a· difficult
situation in that such policies had
neither a surrender nor a ipaid-up value.
As the Australian Mutual Provident
Society was not prepared to negotiate
with the Board for ~ surrender value,
the Board decided that, rather than lose
the premium money already paid, this
class of policy would be continued in
force. Accordingly, premiums to the
28th February, 1962, were paid.
The Boar.ct is now rather concerned
because, having once made a determination in respect of these policies, it has
no authority to subsequently make any
further determination. By the end of
February next a substantial number of
these policies will have been in force for
a period of two years and will have
acquired a surrender value. Clause 2 of
the Bill empowers the Board to make a
second determination in respect of these
policies. Without this power a serious
and continuing anomaly would exist because a permanent employee whose
policy is continued in force cannot be
brought under the Board's own retirement and death benefits insurance
scheme, but must continue under the
insurance company's scheme.
The effect of this is best shown by an
example. A permanent employee born
on 27th December, 1935, and on a salary
of £983 per annum entering the old
Australian Mutual Provident Society
scheme on the 1st February, 1961,
would have obtained a death cover of
£2,793, assuming that he was medically
acceptable. An identical person entering the Board's own retirement and
death benefit scheme on 1st March, 1961,
would have received a death cover of
£4:568. If the first employee should die,
his dependants would be at a considerable disadvantage. The proposed amendment will substantially eliminate this
disadvantage.
The Board has requested that it be
empowered to obtain money by way nf
bank overdraft on its insurance contracts account. In respect of its Provident Fund, section 16 of the Board's Act
authorizes it to operate by way of bank
overdraft, and it is illogical that it has

Bill.
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no statutory authority to do likewise in
respect of its contracts account. Clause
3 of the Bill provides such authority.
The Board will thus be better enabled
to avail itself of the best investments
offering.
The third amendment effected by the
Bill concerns the financial year of the
Board. In 1948, the Board determined,
by resolution, that its financial year
would end on the 30th June each year.
The Boar.ct also fixed the 1st March as
the date for the payment of premiums
and contributions. In view of last year's
amending Act, it has become desirable
that the Board's financial year end at
the end of February, and the Board has
resolved accordingly. Sub-section (1) of
section llG of the 1960 Act provides
that the Board shall, at the expiration
of each period of three years after 30th
June, 1961, cause an actuarial investigation to be made into the financial position and sufficiency of the contracts
account. Clause 4 ·of the Bill alters this
date to the last day of February to fit
in with the Board's financial year.
The Government is anxious to facilitate the operations of the Board and to
ensure that the maximum benefits possible will accrue to the ever-increasing
number of officers and employees of
local authorities and their dependants.
Accordingly, the Bill is commended to
the House.
On the motion of Mr. DIVERS (Footscray), the debate was adjourned until
Wednesday, November 8.
MELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN
BOARD OF WORKS (YARRA RIVER)
BILL.
Mr. PETTY (Minister
Works).-! move-

of

Public

That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this Bill is to vest in
and place under the management and
control of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works the bed, soil
and banks of that part of the Yarra
river which lies between the Queen-street
bridge and the Spencer-street bridge,
excepting any portion on which any
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wharves, 'buildings, or erections now
stand. This section of the river, formerly
vested in the Melbourne Harbor Trust
Commissioners, was divested from the
Commissioners and vested in the Crown
by the Spencer-street Bridge Act 1927.
Since that time the responsibility for
control of this section of the river has
never been fixed, with the result that
it has become a "no man's land," disfigured by the existence of hulks, junk
and rubbish.
In recent weeks the
Government has made available finance
to enable the Public Works Department
to clear the unsightly debris from the
river, pending vesting of this section
of the river in the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works, as is the river
upstream from Queen-street bridge.
The Bill provides for the v~sting of the
bed, soil and ·banks of the stream excepting any portion on which any wharves,
buildings or erections now stand. This
means in effect that the Board will control the river up to high-water level,
with the exception of any portion where
existing structures are below high-water
level and which are built over the water.
Clause 1 contains the title. Clause 2
amends the Twelfth Schedule to the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works Act 1958 to provide for the vesting in the Board of the bed, soil and
banks of that part of the Yarra river
between
Queen-street
bridge
and
Spencer-street bridge, excepting any
portion on which any wharf, building or
erection was standing at the commencement of this Act. I commend the Bill
to the House.
On the motion of Mr. FLOYD
(Williamstown),
the
debate
was
adjourned until Wednesday, November
8.
LABOUR AND INDUSTRY
(WOMEN'S HAIRDRESSING) BILL.
Mr. G. 0. REID (Minister of Labour
and Industry).-! move--

10 p.m. on Thursd~y evenings. At the
outset, I desire to emphasize that this
Bill is an enabling and permissive one
in the sense that it removes a restriction imposed by section 80; but, in no
sense, will it compel people to engage
in work if they do not wish to do so.
The basis of the Bill is that hairdressers'
shops will be permitted to remain open
if they so desire.
This authority has
been requested by the Master Ladies
Hairdressers' Association. Section 80 is
one of the main sections of the Labour
and Industry Act dealin.g with the closing hours of sbops and establishments
which are defined as shops. It provides that shops must be kept closed
after certain hours; it does not provide
that shops must remain open until
certain hours. In other words, it is
not a compulsive section. Similarly,
the amendment proposed in this Bill
is not compulsive; it merely extends the
ability for a specific type of shop to
remain open on a certain night.
At the present time, the relevant
sub-section applying to hairdressers'
and tobacconists' shops is that, apart
from Sundays, when they must be
closed for the whole of the day, and
Saturdays, when they must be closed
from the hour of 1 p.m. onwards, all
such establishments must be closed
after 7 p.m. I point out that a great
many hairdressers do not observe those
hours inasmuch as they close their .premises earlier than the times to which
I have just referred. In fact, I recall
one hairdresser, whose establishment I
used to visit, who djd not open his
business premises until 12 noon each
day. As previously stated, section 80
does not compel hairdressers to open
their shops at set hours-it is an optional section.

That this Bill be now read a second time.

The amendment proposed in this Bill
is contained in clause 2, which will add
the following proviso at the end of subsection ( 1) of section 80 of the Labour
and Industry Act:-

This is a short Bill to amend section
80 of the Labour and Industry Act so
as to ena1ble the trade of ladies hairdressing to be lawfully performed until

Provided further that shops in which
the trade of hairdressing for females only
is carried on may remain open for the
purpose only of carrying on such .trade
on Thursdays until the hour of Ten o'clock.
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It should be clear to honorable mem-

bers that hairdressers will remain open
only if they so desire.
Dealing now with what might be
termed the actual reason for this extension of trading hours, I point out that
some time ago the Master Ladies Hairdressers' Association formally requested
that early consideration be given to
appropriate steps being taken to permit
ladies hairdressing salons to remain
open until 10 p.m. on one night weekly,
preferably on Thursdays. The request
was forwarded in written form over the
signature of Mr. John H. Boothey, the
secretary of the association, and the
Government gave favourable consideration to the request.
It must be remembered that section
80 of the Labour and Industry Act, in
its present form, is a consolidation of
the provisions enacted over a number of
years in Labour and Industry Acts and
Factories and Sho,ps Acts, and that those
sections have been changed and varied
from time to time to meet the demands
of society. It must also be remembered
that what is laid down in the consolidated section 80 is not necessarily a
hard and fast rule for all time; it must
be changed from time to time in accordance with the demands and the necessities of the social conditions of the
times. The section does not necessarily
enshrine a set of principles which should
be considered as something beyond
review. It is a proper function of
government to endeavour to keep the
laws in tune with the needs of the
people, and, when changes in living
take place in the community, Parliament should see that the laws are
accommodated to those changes. Following on the request made by this organization for a change in the law in this
respect, the Government gave it consideration. It has always been the
policy of this Government to enable
citizens to go about their affairs as
freely as possible, at times convenient
to them and consistent with the preservation of the public good.

For some time it has been apparent
that the times available to the public
for the pursuit of some of their ordinary

and normal undertakings have become
so restrieted as to exert unnecessary
pressure even in relation to their domestic affairs. It is with a view to relaxing
some of this pressure that the present
Bill is brought forward. I think it will
be agreed that, in accordance with
current fashions in ladies hairdressing,
the majority of ladies find it desirable
to pay fairly frequent visits to a hairdresser.
When one considers the
number of ladies with either business or
domestic obligations which fully occupy
them during the usual day-time hours
when hairdressing services are available, it is apparent that consideration
should be given to arranging some
extended hours in which they should
be able to obtain appointments. I
believe the amendment proposed in the
Bill will effect a service to the public.
The present restriction in section 80,
although of long standing, is in a certain
sense an artificial one in as much as
it ties the business of hairdressing to
the actual description of a shop. It
is appropriate for Parliament to draw
a distinction between shops which sell
some commodity and those which perform some service for the public. The
ordinary basic idea of a shop is a place
in which goods are sold. Normal shop
transactions take only minutes to complete, and therefore even busy people
can fit them into the pattern of a day's
work without much trouble. But, when
a personal service is required which
takes some considerable time to complete, there should be available some
substantial time when this may lawfully
be done without interrupting business
or domestic responsibility. Although
there may have been some justification
for including hairdressers' rooms among
the places which, by industrial law, are
classified as shops when it was necessary
through the medium of statute to
preserve reasonable working conditions
for employees, this is no longer necessary because there are now industrial
tribunals and well organized industrial
organizations to take care of these
aspects of the trade. Accordingly, when
present-day legislation is unduly restrictive, Parliament is well justified in
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taking a fresh look at such ·prov1s1ons
as section 80 of the Labour and Industry
Act.
As I have indicated, the request for
this measure was made some time ago
by the Master Ladies Hairdressers'
Association. That association requested
an extension of trading hours for one
night a week, preferably Thursday. The
Government, after consideration of this
matter, is satisfied that the present
hours available to the public are inadequate to enable them to obtain reasonable service in this respect, and has
accordingly reached the conclusion that
on one night per week hairdressers'
shops in which only ladies hairdressing
is carried on may remain open until 10
p.m. The day of the week that has been
selected as likely to be the most suitable
Accordingly, this Bill is
is Thursday.
now submitted for the purpose of
amending sub-section ( 1) of section 80
of the Labour and Industry Act by
adding to it a proviso which will enable
such shops to remain open until 10 p.m.
on Thursdays so that the trade of ladies
hairdressing may be carried on until
that hour.
I commend the Bill to the
House.
On the motion of Mr. LOVEGROVE
(Fitzroy), the debate was adjourned
until Wednesday, November 15.
MEDICAL (AMENDMENT) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October
3) on the motion of Mr. Bloomfield
(Minister of Education) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Dr.
JENKINS
(Reservoir).-The
Opposition has carefully examined this
Bill and can find nothing in it that is
contentious. However, we ·feel that we
should express some disappointment
that the amendments do little to an Act
which has remained pr.actically unchanged throughout the last 50 years or
so. We cannot but agree with the ratification of the agreement between the
States that any medical ·practitioner
who is in the employ of the Commonwealth as a full-time medical officer
should be granted registration if he is
qualified to be registered. It is interesting to note that one of the reasons given
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for taking this action was to enable such
medical 1practitioner to undertake postgraduate work at hospitals, and so on.
The Opposition believes the same might
be said for many interstate graduates
who visit Melbourne to gain postgraduate experience and who, because
of the particular status of registration
nowaldays, are unable to pursue any
practical studies in the hospitals.
It also affects the matter of those practitioners coming to this State to carry
out short-term locum tenens appointments, for there may be some deterrent
effects with the proposed fee of ten
guineas for registration and, as they
often do not comply with the regulations on the register, they might have
to register on more than one occasion.
In this matter of registration, the
ridiculous situation arises in which practitioners on the borders of States are
forced to register in more than one
State in order to carry on their practice effectively. We feel that some agreement on this basis between the States
could be made for the recognition of
registration in other States, if not on a
long-term basis, at least on a shortterm one to cover some of the cases
that arise.
It is proposed to delete the reference
to a foe of three guineas for the
registering of a practitioner's name
under section 15 of the principal Act
and this fee will be included in the
Second Schedule and will be fixed at ten
guineas. I am sure that such a provision will be included in the Bill before
it has reached its final stages. There
can be no argument that the medical
profession should contribute to the
revenue necessary for the proper functioning of the Board. After all, while
the Board assures the standard of
medical care for the community in this
State, it also serves the function of
protecting the medical profession and
its standards and, of course, of maintaining the general high esteem in
which it is held by our community.
However, one wonders whether a single
registration fee is the answer to the
provision of revenue for the proper
functioning of the Board. I appreciate
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the arithmetic in the Minister's secondreading speech showing how the revenue
can be increased and brought more into
line with costs. If there were imposed
an annual registration fee of two guineas
or three guineas upon the 5,000 practitioners on the register, the revenue
derived would amount to some £10,000
to £15,000 a year. We might wonder
what would :be the need for this increased revenue. With the present fee,
the Register of Medical Practitioners
produced is a rather peculiar document.
All that is necessary is for the doctor
to register with the Medical Board,
pay his fee, behave himself and theoretically advise changes of address in
order to remain on the register.
Mr. WHEELER.-What do you mean
by his behaving himself?
Dr. JENKINS.-! shall leave the
honorable member, who has quite an
amount of experience in these matters,
to draw his own conclusions. However,
among the medical practitioners I note
one colleague, who has been in the
United States of America for seven
years, is shown as having a Melbourne
address. Another colleague has been
in the United States of America
for eight years, and while his
American address is shown on the
register I cannot see what purpose that serves. With the revenue
derived from an annual fee, the Board,
or the staff of the Board, would be able
to form some useful register and keep
it up to date. This would give some
idea of the functions that practitioners
are serving; for example, how many are
in general practice, how many are in
specialist practice, and how many are
engaged in association with industry and
other special medical work. The committee that has been formed to study
undergraduate medical education would
have appreciated such information if it
had been to hand.
There is an annual fee imposed in
New South Wales. Originally, in the
first year there were some problems
with practitioners forgetting to renew
their registration. Of course, they would
be the type who are wont to contribute
to the revenues by forgetting to renew
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their TV and radio licences and, therefore, would be taken for extra imposts.
We also agree that section 19 of the
principal Act is rather out of date in
its listing of qualifications necessary for
registration by the Board. However,
the proposed amendment, in my view,
increases the power of the Medical
Board rather excessively. In discussion with an eminent medical practitioner in Melbourne, I asked his opinion
of the Medical Board. He said, " Well,
it has always struck me that the Board
is out of touch with reality and is as
unchangeable as the solar system."
I do not re.peat that statement in any
criticism of the Board. Looking at
it, we see many names that are
illustrious for service to the community
and the profession. However, if the
Board is to be given increased powers,
one feels that it should be more truly
representative; for instance, it should
include representatives, of the two
universities, the College of General Practitioners, the Royal College of Surgeons,
the Royal College of Physicians, the
British Medical Association, the Commission of Public Health and so on-all
represented as a matter of right and
not of probability.
Mr. W1Lcox.-Would not the Trades
Hall. Council do well in that lot?
Dr. JENKINS.-! was going to suggest that it might be worth while changing the make-up of the Board to include
members other than those belonging to
the medical profession. One of the
additions I had thought of was a member of the profession to which the
honorable member for Camberwell
belongs.
Mr. SNIDER.-What
patients?

about

a

few

Dr. JENKINS.-! am sure that many
patients are so appreciative that they
would be willing to serve on the Board
and so preserve the status that the
community is fortunate enough to
enjoy in its medical care. I feel that
we should endeavour to have a specific
list of qualifications necessary for
registration that would be acceptable
to the Board. It is surely necessary
for local, interstate and overseas
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graduates to know that they will be
registered if they apply, if they are of
good repute and if they have certain
qualifications. It is particularly important with overseas graduates, when we
consider the number who have registered
in Victoria over the last five years.

who have come, as the honorable member for Camberwell doubtless implies, as
refugees from the welfare State, have
soon been in quite a hurry to return to
the security of tenure and practice and
the security of income that they enjoyed
in their own country.

In 1956, overseas graduates comprised
57 out of the 256 persons who were
registered; in 1957, they numbered 63
out of 268; in 1958, 69 out of 253; in
1959, 99 out of 256; in 1960, 91 out of
282; and this year so far, 57 out of 112.
Overseas graduates contribute a significant proportion of new registrations
each year.

The final clause relates to the Foreign
Practitioners Qualifications Committee.
It is necessary that this body should
remain in force for some time. As regards qualifications desirable for registration, one wonders whether this part
of the Act could be modified to include
qualifications obtained in countries other
than the English-speaking world.

Mr. SNIDER.-Would they be Australians with overseas degrees or persons
born in other countries who had graduated abroad?

Although members of the Opposition
offer no objection to the Bill, we ask the
Minister of Health to examine the Medical Act as a whole with the view of its
amendment to bring it more into line
than it is with current trends in the
medical profession.

Dr. JENKINS.-! would expect them
to be persons who had graduated overseas and come to Australia to practise.
Any Australian who had obtained overseas qualifications. in addition to the
local qualifications would not need to reregister but would merely have the extra
qualifications added to the register of
medical practitioners.
Concerning the definition of qualifications necessary for registration, members O'f the Opposition consider that care
should be taken to ensure that the
power of the Medical Board is not increased unduly. In this respect, the
set-up of the Board should be examined
with a view to making it representative
of the various groups in the profession
that need representation to-day.
Mr. WHEELER.-Of the overseas graduates, would many be English?
Dr. JENKINS.-With the information
at my disposal, I am unable to answer
that question. However, there would be
a reasonable proportion of English
graduates among them.
Mr. WILCOX.-They leave Britain because they do not much like the national
health scheme, do they not?
Dr. JENKINS. - A number of those
whom I have met have come to this
country on a working holiday. Some

Mr. SNIDER (St. Kilda). - I commend the honorable member for Reservoir upon his contribution to the debate.
It is pleasing to· members on the Government side of the House to hear a member who has joined this Assembly so
recently giving early evidence of his
ability to participate constructively in
the debates.
I applaud the action of the Government in bringing in this measure. It
would have been necessary in one form
or another at this time if for no other
reason than to continue the activities of
the Foreign Practitioners Qualifications
Committee.. Unless the Act is amended,
the ability of that committee to continue
to function will cease on the 31st December, 1961.
I am not sure whether I
correctly understood the honorable
member for Reservoir when he referred
to this subject.
I do not believe that
there is any limitation to Engiish speaking countries with respect to the registration of persons who have :graduated
overseas.
Dr. JENKINS.-You misunderstood.
Mr. SNIDER.-I accept that statement. Concerning the comments made
by the honorable member regarding the
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Medical Board, I do not wish to take to
task the Minister of Education, when he
is filling in for another Minister, and I
realize that in making his secondreading speech he was acting on advice
given to him.
However, I felt that
there was represented an unfortunate
attitude regarding the activities of the
Foreign
Practitioners
Qualifications
Committee and the :provisions of this
Bill to extend its operation, when the
Minister saidThe Medical Board is agreeable to the
extension of the provisions of the Twelfth
Schedule, although it is not satisfied at this
stage that those provisions should be inserted permanently into the law.

I express it as my own viewpoint that
it is the prerogative of this Parliament
to decide a policy such as that, and it is
not the prerogative of the Medical Board
to determine for how long such a provision should exist. While I respect the
integrity and ability of the members of
the Medical Board, I believe this House
would have waited a long time if it had
depended on the Board, in the first place,
to come 'forward voluntarily with a
scheme, even of a temporary nature, to
permit the registration of practitioners
with foreign degrees.
I commend the
Government which introduced that
measure and the House as a whole which
supported it for having taken the initiative in recognizing that there was a
benefit to be conferred upon the people
of this State, and indeed of Australia,
by allowing persons with medical qualifications which were considered to be
acceptable to exercise their .professional
skills here.
Since the principal Act contains reference to a dental register, I think it is
appropriate to say that I hope the
Government will consider legislation
which will permit also the registration
of properly qualified dentists with
foreign degrees. It is inconsistent that
we should permit persons with specialized skills to come to our shores and
confer on them the rights of citizenship
while denying them the right to apply
their ability for the benefit of the people.
Further, it seems to me that it is
detrimental to the State to force people
with professional skills to waste their
Session 1961.-40
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scientific training by compelling them
to earn a living in some other way.
By allowing that to occµr, people with
professional qualifications are forced
into the common labour pool, where
they displace others who may be seeking
employment and who do not have the
skills that would enable them to enter
another sphere.
I should like legislation similar to that
which we are now extending to be
enacted whereby a competent committee
would be established to examine applicants to practise dentistry in Victoria
and, where they found the applicants
suitable, to register them. If this were
done, the people of the State would have
the benefit of the skill and training that
new citizens can bring, and at the same
time the high standard attained by Australian dentists would be protected in
the same way as protection is given to
the high standard achieved by Australian medical :practitioners.
Regarding registration fees, the honorable member for Reservoir may have
found a few friends on the Government
side of the House because of his thinking
about an annual fee.
Interestingly
enough, when we were considering this
question that thought was advanced,
and perhaps we erred in judging that
the approach would not be acceptable.
Be that as it may, I think the honorable
member can draw some consolation
from the fact that with the estimated
new registrations annually at least
there will be some continuing revenue-approximately £2,000-coming into the
pool. Perhaps that will allow part of
the functions which the honorable member hoped would be performed to be
undertaken. I do not think it necessary
to add anything further at this stage,
except to express the hope that this
Bill will receive the support of all
honorable members and will be accorded
a speedy passage.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed, pro forma.
The House went into Committee of
Ways and Means.
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Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Minister of Education) .-I move-That under and subject to the Medical
Act 1958 as proposed to be amended by the
Medical (Amendment) Bill there shall be
charged and paid for the use of Her
Majesty the several fees hereinafter specified, namely£ s. d.
For registering person as a
medical practitioner
10 10 0
For
registering
each
additional qualification . .
0 10 6
For restoring name to register pursuant to the provisions of section fourteen
1 1 0
For restoring name to register pursuant to the provisions of section fifteen 10 10 0
For issue of .certificate of
temporary registration as
a medical practitioner . .
3 3 0

Dr. JENKINS (Reservoir).-! should
like to direct attention to one point in
regard to the schedule of fees. The fee
proposed to be charged for restoring a
name to the register pursuant to the
provisions of section 14 is £1 ls. That
section provides that if a medical practitioner receives a registered letter
from the Medical Board requesting
certain information he is required to
reply to the letter within six months.
If he does not, his name is struck off
the register. It seems to me that we
are being lenient by charging a person
who is lax enough not to carry out this
particular requirement of registration,
a fee of only £1 ls., whereas the initial
fee for registration is £10 10s. Surely
the fee of £1 ls. is not in accordance
with the seriousness of the action.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Minister of Education) .-I am sure that the Minister of
Health has considered the propriety
of the fee proposed to be charged and
probably has discussed it with some
representatives of the profession to
which the honorable member for
Reservoir belongs. However, I am sure
that the honorable gentleman would be
glad, between the present stage of proceedings and the final passage of the
Bill into law, to have another opportunity of discussing this matter with
the honorable member. I hope the honorable member will be satisfied to let
this re~olution be agreed to as proposed
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with the assurance that he will have the
opportunity of discussing the matter
with the Minister.
The motion was agreed to, and the
resolution was reported to the House
and adopted.
The House went into Committee for
the consideration of the Bill.
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3, providing, inter alia-(2) In the Second Schedule to
principal Act for the expression£ 8.
" For restoring name to
register
1 1
there shall be substituted the
following expression:" For restoring name to
register pursuant to
the
provisions
of
section fourteen
1 1
For restoring name to
register pursuant to
the
provisions
of
section fifteen
10 10

the
d.

0"

O

O."

Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Minister of Education) .-There has been a drafting
error in the preparation of this clause
and an amendment in my name has
been circulated to the Committee for
the purpose of including in the clause
adequate provision for the new Second
Schedule. Accordingly, I move-That sub-clause (2) be omitted with the
view of inserting the following sub-clause:" (2) For the Second Schedule to the
Principal Act there shall be substituted
the following Schedule:SECOND SCHEDULE.
£ s. d.
For registering person as a
practitioner 10 10 0
medical
For registration each addiqualification
0 10 6
tional
For restoring name to register pursuant to the
provisions of section
1 1 0
fourteen
For restoring name to register pursuant to the
provisions of section
10 10 0
fifteen
For issue of certificate of
temporary registration
as a medical practiti oner
3 3 O"

The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
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Clause 4 was verbally amended, and
as amended, was adopted, as were the
remaining clauses.

that any step which can be taken to
reduce this toll with any reasonable
prospect of success should be adopted.

The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and passed through
its remaining stages.

No fair-minded person can doubt that
the toll of the road is increased by
some motorists on occasions driving
when their faculties have been interfered with or impaired as a result of
their drinking. It cannot be denied that
some accidents result from that fact.
Therefore, it seems to me to be logical
that anything that will reduce the incidence of drinking before driving or
driving after drinking must be to the
benefit of the community and that all
practicable steps should be taken in this,
as in every other department of the
subject of accident prevention, to improve the situation.

CRIMES (BREATH TEST EVIDENCE)
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October
24) on the motion of Mr. Rylah (Attorney-General) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Minister of Education).-This Bill is of the highest importance in so far as its subject-matter
represents an effort to reduce the tragic
and disastrous toll of the road, something which has made such a deep
impression on all members of all parties.
In my view, the debate so far, and that
which will ensue before the Bill is finally
passed, will prove to be the most interesting that has been heard in this House
for many years. The subject-matter
is complicated, and one can well understand that violently conflicting views
are held. The different views which
have been expressed by parties outside
of this Parliament have intensified the
complexity of the problem.
With all respect to members of the
Opposition, who appear to have no
doubts about the matter, I feel that
this is the sort of topic about which
no one should be too positive or too
convinced that he has the right solution.
The Government does not profess that
this measure is perfect, but it believes
that the step that is proposed is justified and is the best that can be devised
at the present stage.
During the debate reference has been
made to the disastrous effects of the
" civil war " which has been conducted
in this country with increasing bloodshed
between the careless and the selfish on
the one hand, and the merely unfortunate on the other. I do not think any
one in this House or in any other responsible place where this problem is
considered is not utterly appalled at the
tragedy on the roads and determined

Those who have presented this Bill
make no claims that it does anything
other than tackle one small branch of
the problem. But even if one life is
spared or one person is saved from
mutilation or one household is preserved from sorrow, mourning and impoverishment, provided that there is no
corresponding evil imposed by the measure, the Bill in my view is justified.
For many years, the Government, the
people and various organizations in this
State have been considering how to
effect a reduction in the number of
accidents in which drink is a factor.
Attempts, which the Opposition say
have not gone sufficiently far, have been
made to improve both the methods and
the extent of police activity. Penalties
have 'been increased and safeguards,
such as the authorization of the temporary confiscation of the keys of a
car, and so on, have been imposed,
but whether they have been adequate
and sufficient, and whether they have
been wise is another matter.
By this Bill, the Government seeks to
introduce a deterrent and, of all the
deterrents, criminologists and persons
of ordinary common sense will agree that
the increased prospect of detection and
conviction is the strongest. It is generally acknowledged that that is so, and
we have only to reflect that criminal
offences are, wherever possible, carried
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out under conditions of secrecy-frequently at night-and very rarely, excepting in the case of the most hardened and vicious criminals, are crimes
carried out in the view of the .public
where detection and conviction are
assured. There can be no doubt that
the prospect of facing a compulsory and
reliable test concerning the recent consumption of alcohol must be a deterrent
to those who are thinking of drinking
before driving.
Mr. SUTTON.-Has that been the experience overseas?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-That is the type
of question which demonstrates what
this House will possibly consider to be
a certain amount of confused thinking
on the matter because, in my view,
it is impossible to obtain statistics on
this matter. We must rely on the common experience of mankind and, when
we learn that there were a certain
number of accidents in one particular
year and a certain number in another
specific year after procedures such as
those contemplated in this Bill were
introduced, there is no possible means
of determining how many accidents
there would have been in the second
year had the procedures in question
not been tried. That is undeniable.
The fact is that although the opposite
argument has been .produced time after
time, the statistics for the second year
have no real relationship to those for
the first year, nor do they indicate
what has been the effect of the change.
The proposition, I submit, is that in
the light of experience, all unprejudiced
and unbiased thinking, knowledge gained
by experience of the conduct of ourselves and our follow men, and what
we have heard in outside discussion on
this matter, there can be no doubt that
a measure such as this, carrying a
threat of inevitable detection, must be
a deterrent. Undoubtedly, if such <;leterrents are effective, the result will be
to reduce the number of people who err
in this way and, by reducing the number
of chances of disasters, the number of
actual disasters must also be reduced.
The Leader of the Opposition alleged
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that this Bill could be described as a
panic measure, which was forced on the
Government.
Mr. SUTTON.-Of course it was!
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-There is no
doubt that this subject has been the
centre of the most prolonged and agitated public discussion of any public
question in this State for some considerable time, and it is rather remarkable that we have heard from journalists, bishops-Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-And from
the Bar Council.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-! shall shortly
deal with the attitude of the Bar
Council-I do not propose to neglect the
bar. The one touch of the grotesque in
this matter which borders on humour is
the fact that we have also heard from
a public relations officer employed by
the breweries, who solemnly came forward and put what purports to be an
objective view on this question.
Mr. SuTTON.-Was it less humorous
than the statements of the Temperance
Alliance?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-It was fabulous
that a person in such a position should
believe that his statements could have
the effect that he apparently desired.
Every person who considers it must
come to the conclusion, and it is a right
conclusion, that the opposition from that
quarter to this measure is based on the
fact that the Bill is calculated to reduce
the consumption of beer by motorists.
The whole proposal has been debated in
an atmosphere d tremendous public controversy and, of course, there was an
election approaching. We have heard
from the honorable member for Ivanhoe
and the Leader of the Opposition of the
exact sequence of events. I take it that
we, in this Parliament, must meet the
public for the purpose of being judged
whether our policies and proposals
accord with what members of the public
want, or do not want. There is no
doubt that as the election approached
more and more people of considerable
standing in the community, and the
newspapers, demanded to know what the
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political parties were going to do about
question, and, in particular, what
action the Government proposed.
thi~

Mr. LovEGROVE.-Why was it not mentioned in the Premier's policy speech?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-The fact is that
if the fairly prompt response to the
mounting number of inquiries was anything like what the Leader of the Opposition and his colleagues claim it was, it
represented one of the most courageous
political acts that has ever taken place.
According to these gentlemen, what the
Government was proposing to do would
deprive the Victorian community of a
cherished heritage and a bastion of
liberty.
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However, my belief-for which I propose to give cha;pter and verse if I have
time-is that that statement was illjudged, unfortunate and, i'f it bears the
meaning that the honorable member for
Brunswick West .gives to it-which I
believe is the only meaning which can
be given to it and which I give to it
myself-misleading. The very authorities which the honorable member quoted
in this House a few nights ago make it
clear that the .proposition which is put
forward in that celebrated statement is
not only unsupported by authority but
also contrary to aUlthority.
The sitting was suspended at 5.54 p.m.
until 7.20 p.m.

Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Before the susMr. FENNESSY.-The Bar Council said pension
of the sitting I was about to try

that.

Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Yes, hut members of the Opposition say that it was
obvious from the start. The Premier
did say," This is what we propose to do."
In the opinion of the Bar Council, the
honorable member for Brunswick West
and other members of the Opposition,
what we were announcing was that we
were going to destroy this cherished
What did the public do?
heritage.
They re-elected the Government with an
increased majority. It may be that we
should have no regard :for the public requirements and desires in this matter;
it may be that we should have done what
the Leader of the Opposition didnothing.
He left everybody in a complete mystery as to his intentions. That
was political cowardice.
The honorable member now contends that the Bill
is demonstrably and completely bad.
Why should not that have been made
clear to the public in the ten days or so
Of course the
before the election?
honorable member was then sitting, as
adroitly as his figure would allow, on the
proverbial fence.
The election was held and a statement
was made by the Committee of Counsel,
as we are accustomed to call it, or the
Bar Council as it is called here.
I
believe I am a personal friend of most of
the gentlemen on that committee, and
I have a high respect for those whom I
know to be members of the committee.

tc deal with the statement issued by the
Bar Council, to criticize it and endeavour
to show the House what I believe are
several serious errors in it. From what
appears in the Herald-which the Opposition for this purpose, I presume, will
regard as completely accurate-this is
the opening gambit in the statementThe council, along with all citizens, deplores the high rate of accidents on the
roads and recognizes that, among other
steps to be taken, new laws may be required to govern the conduct of motorists
and .pedestrians.

Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-You agree
with that?

Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-! agree with it
completely. Then comes something that
nobody who sincerely analyses the statement can agree with. It continuesBu t this Bill does not purport to govern
the conduct of people using the roads.

In a sense-and a very limited sense-that is correct. The code of the road and
the law against driving under the influence of alcohol and against reckless
driving are already fully provided but
largely ignored. But the enforcing of
obedience dioes govern the conduct of
people using the roads. We have a
situation where already there is a code
and there are penalties, and there are
various provisions aiming at the enforcement of the code and the infliction in
due course of the penalty. But when
one adds a deterrent-a provision that
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will lead both to the conviction of the
guilty, as we believe, and to the prior
detection of the guilty and the acquittal
of the innocent, and which endeavours
with prospects of success to make it
more probable that one who transgresses the code and the existing law
will be detected and convicted-surely
that not only purports to govern, but
does in fact govern the conduct of people
using the roads, because it leads to the
increased probability that a great proportion of those people will be sober.
Therefore, I think that in the opening
paragraph of the Bar Council's attack
on this legislation there is something
that appears to be plausible, because
there is no new rule of conduct laid
down and the unanalytical layman will
say, " That is true. They did not tell
us anything else that we are to do." But
what we do will make it probable
that users of the roads will abide by
the rest of the substantive law. So it
starts off with a statement which must
appeal to every objective and honest
critic as misleading and unfortunate.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-lt is not the most important statement.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-No, I am now
coming to the most important statement-the most important and the most
regrettable.
Mr. GALVIN.-You are not criticizing
the Herald?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-No, I am complimenting the Herald and give it full
marks for its accuracy. The next statement is: " The cardinal objection to the
Bill is that it disregards the principle
that nobody should be compelled to incriminate himself." That is the statement on which the objections of the
Opposition rest. Honorable members
opposite say, "That is true." I shall be
grateful if they will allow me to present
my reasons-the legal reasons-for saying that it is not true. What is the
cardinal principle?
Mr. SUTTON.-lt is a myth.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-lt is not. It is a
very firmly established principle, but
one wants to see shortly what are its
limits. There are two ways in which a
person . may incriminate himself. He
may do so by a statement or confession.
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I am asked, " Should he be forced to do
that?" In the language of the sergeantmajor I would reply to the interjector,
" Wait for it." A man may incriminate
himself by making a confession or something that can be construed as a confession or a statement which substantiates the evidence against him.
It is a cardinal principle of the law
and has been for 200 years at least, and
it is now a firmly established legal
principle that confessions, to be admissible, must be voluntary. The reason
for it-and there is always a reason,
even behind legal principles-is that
evidence which is .produced by a threat,
by a promise, or by duress or violence
is unreliable. That is the reason for this
rule, and the rule has nothing whatever
to do with the proposals in this Bill.
There is another rule that is something
like it; that is, that a person who is a
witness in a case cannot be asked, or if
he is asked he need not answer, a
question the answer to which may tend
to incriminate him. That again has no
relevance to this Bill, but it falls into
the general statement in the Bar
Council's pronouncement and leads the
unaware to read it as a complete statement of the law.
The reason fo.r the second principle,
that a witness cannot be compelled to
answer an incriminating question, is
that, were it not so, there would be many
people who could give valuable information on some cause before the court but
who would say, "I am not going to be
in that. I am going to be cross-examined
and they are going to discredit me by
bringing out my connexion with " something or other-it might even be the
Labour party. Hence, people would not
come forward and give evidence. Those
are the two principles.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-Do you
challenge them?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Of course I do
not challenge them. I accept them,
but I say that they have no relevance
to the matter we are now discussing.
Unfortunately, the Bar Council, by this
compendious summary of its objection
-which, in my view, is irrelevant-has
led the public to believe that this Bill
transgresses an established principle.
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Mr. LOVEGROVE.-Would they have a
relevance if the machine left a doubt?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-No, because the
Bar Council referred to statements, and
this refers to statements of fact. There
i~ no possible objection on that ground,
because the machine indicates something
or does not indicate it. I shall deal with
the efficacy or otherwise of the machine
later, if I may be allowed to do so,
but at this stage I content myself by
saying that the Bill has no relation to
any evidence that anybody might give
about what an accused person might say.
Mr. FENNESSY.-It would depend on
the person's breath.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Exactly.
Mr. FENNESSY.-A person could be
fined £20 if he did not blow into the
machine.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-That is so. I
hope that, to the best of my capacity,
I am making the limitations of this
principle clear. My submission to the
House is that those limitations make
this Bill stop far short of any infringement of the principle. The honorable
member for Brunswick West was kind
enough to accord the accolade of his
approval to an accepted, well-known
book on the law of evidence-the standard text-book on this subject.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-Is that
Phipson's Manual of the Law of
Evidence?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Yes. Phipson
is a leading authority. The honorable
member for Brunswick West was, too,
cntil last week, when he rather distressed me by the views he expressed on
this matter.
The rule relating to
incriminating questions is stated at page
81 of Phipson (Eighth Edition) thusNo witness (whether party or stranger)
is, except in the cases hereinafter mentioned, compellable to answer any question
<or to produce any document) the tendency
of which is to expose the witness, or a wife
or husband of the witness, to any criminal
charge, penalty or forfeiture.

It is abundantly clear to any member
who has read the Bill that no such
proposal is involved in it. While I have
the book open at this chapter, I shall
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read another ·passage which will have
relevance later in the argument. It
statesThere are certain statutory exceptions
to the general rule . . . sometimes
statute abolishes the ·privilege without
granting any immunity from subsequent
prosecution.

Mr. SUTTON.-Statute does that?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Yes, and that is
what the Government proposes to do
now.
Mr. SUTTON.-That is most interesting.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Jn its statement
the Bar Council said thisFurthermore, once this ex·ception has
been accepted, public awareness of the
implication of the legislation is dulled and
resistance
to
further
encroachments
weakened.

Is there a person who, reading that
passage, would not think the Government proposed to introduce something
completely novel?
Mr. GALVIN.-Nobody would.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-It would not be
an exception if it were common nowMr. LOVEGROVE.-It would be a precedent, would it not?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-There are ample
precedents already, and I shall inform
the House what they are.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-Deal with
the subject of bankruptcy.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-! should think
that all those precedents would be dear
to the members of the Opposition, because they hit at the hated employer.
The provisions of the Bankruptcy Act
now provide-and have provided for
many decades, possibly 'for a centurythat a bankrupt is liable to be hauled
before a court to be examined and crossexamined and to give the fullest
account of his dealings with the object
of the authorities determining whether
or not he should be prosecuted under
some section of the Act for concealment
of property, fraudulent dealings, fraudulent preferences, or any other offence.
That is an absolute Star Chamber
system compared with the Government's
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proposal.
All that the Government is
proposing to do is to find out the state
of a man's bloodstream at a particular
time.
Mr. CrucK.-When he was driving, or
at the time of the tests?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-So close to the
time when he was driving, as provided
for by the Bill, that it may be regarded
as a reasonably accurate assessment of
what it was at the time of the driving.
The next parallel-this is an obvious
parallel-is the case of fingerprints.
One can imagine the outcry, and the
doubts as to its scientific accuracy,
that accompanied the introduction of the
fingerprint as a method of providing
evidence of facts in criminal cases.
Mr. TOWERS.-It is only for identification purposes.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.~Of course it is
for identifi.cation purposes, but it is also
used in other ways. For example, if it
was established that an old l·ady was
battered to death with an axe and that
the axe bore the fingerprints of a certain
person, those prints would be used for
the purpose of his conviction because
they would establish a state of f.act at
a particular time.
Mr. SUTTON.-What nonsense! There
is a lot more to it than that.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-There is no
arguing with :people whose minds are
made up.
If it is contended that the
giving of a fingerprint, establishing
beyond doubt whose hand clasped the
axe, is not the involuntary giving of
damning evidence, I do not know what
is.
Mr. SuTTON.-Do you force the person
concerned to clasp the axe?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-No, but in
England people may :be forced to give
their fingerprints to see whether or not
they correspond with fingerprints found
by the police.
Mr. SuTTON.-Is that done here?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-No, we do not
do it here, at the moment.
~r. GALVIN.-Is another Bill to be
brought in?
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Mr.
BLOOMFIELD.-Would
the
honorable member for Bendigo object
to that?
Mr. GALVIN.-Yes, everybody would.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-The honjorable
member for Bendigo would object, in
the case of a brutal murder, to a suspect
being compelled to give completely impartial evidence as to his finger.prints.
The Labour party would be against that·!
Mr. GALVIN.-! am not talking about
brutal murders.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-The fact is that
there is obtainable-admittedly, not at
present in Victoria under statute, although it may be in practice-a means
of compulsorily obliging a person suspected and charged of a crime to supply
his fingerprints.
Mr. SUTTON.-In this case he
charged. It is a mere technicality.

is

Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Of course it is a
mere technicality. What happens in this
case is that the policeman must have
reasonable grounds for belief, and what
has to ibe done from then on must be
done quickly. After an, the charge is
only a matter of a word or two. These
are unsubstantial and unworthy objections. Take the Labour and Industry
Act as an example. An employer is conducting a factory and a question arises
whether the conditions, terms of employment and hours worked by his employees are in accordance with the law.
If the Bar Council's statement were to
be taken literally and were an accurate
5tatement of the law, nobody could go
along to that employer and say to him,
"What have you been doing? What
hours have these ·people been working?
What are their conditions? What are
their wages? " But section 160 of the
Labour and Industry Act providesdoubtless it is approved by members of
the Opposition-in the most specific
terms that there is an obligation on that
man, who is liable to be charged with
what may be a serious offence involving
a heavy penalty, to disclose the facts.
Mr. SNIDER.-The same applies in regard to income tax.
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Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Yes. I
refer now to the Motor Car Act.

shall

Mr. GALVIN.-What about the Egg
Board Act?
The
SPEAKER
(Sir
William
McDonald).-Order! I ask the honorable member for Bendigo to refrain
from making tedious interjections.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-The statement
by the Bar Council suggests that this
Bill represents a revolutionary over-tw-ning of the ancient traditions of British
justice. The Motor Car (Hours of Driving) Act 1959 provides among other
things in section 33A that records must
be kept in respect of hours of work, the
name of the driver of the commercial
\'ehicle, particulars iof the dates, times
and places of the driver starting and
ceasing work and the places and
periods of his rest. Of course, it is an
offence if an employee drives for more
than a certain number of hours on end.
Sub-section ( 6) of section 33A providesEvery such driver and every such owner
shall on demand made by any member of
the Police Force or any inspector under
the Labour and Industry Act 1958 or any
person authorized in that behalf in writing by the Transport Regulation Board or
the Country Roads Board, produce and
make available every such book or copies
of en tries therefrom for examination.

A previous sub-section provides that
such a book must be kept in the vehicle
at all times. Is not tha:t requiring a
man to produce evidence against himself? Is that of preservation of this
voluntariness?

Mr. SCHINTLER. - He is not automatically fined for refusing to do so.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-A man will not
automatically be fined under this Bill.
Mr. SuTToN.-He will be fined for refusing.
The
SPEAKER
(Sir
William
McDonald) .-The time allotted to the
Minister of Education will expire in one
minute. He may be granted an extension of 30 minutes if a motion is so
moved.

On the motion of Mr. RAFFERTY
(Ormond), an extension of 30 minutes
was granted.
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Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Minister of Education).-This is a provision which is
enforceable by penalty provided later in
the Act. To say, as the honorable
member for Yarraville suggests, that he
would not be fined if he failed to comply
is to reveal that the honorable member
has less than a full acquaintance with
the statute law of the State. There are
similar provisions under the Health Act.
I can understand Opposition members
disliking this recital, and I shall relieve
them soon by bringing it to a close. I
have dealt with the suggestion that
some new and startling innovation is
being made by this legislation, and I
have proved that that assertion is nonsense. In section 36 of the Motor Car
Act it is provided that where it is
in question whether a vehicle is being
overloaded or not there has to be compliance with a demand that the vehicle
be taken away, measured and weighed.
Mr. SUTTON .-Is the driver fined if
he does not comply?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Of course he is.
None of these provisions is so emasculate that there is no provision for enforcement. I think those examples show
that, far from indulging in some wanton
raping of the liberties of the people, the
Government is doing what legislatures
have done for many years-namely,
when the public good demands that evidence shall be available, then it shall
be made available. Another matter,
quite apart from the question of fines,
is the search warrant. Suppose a policeman wants to ascertain a state of fact;
he thinks a gun, an axe, a dagger, the
booty, or whatever it may be is to be
found in the house of a suspect. He
can be armed with a search warrant
which will compel that man to disclose
what the policeman wants to know.
Mr. CHRISTIE. - Yes, but a search
warrant is different.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-The difference is
technical. What is relevant is that
under the law a person is obliged to
disclose a state of fact, and that is what
he will be asked to do under this Bill.
He will not be asked to make a statement. If he does make a statement, then
unless it is voluntary, it is valueless and
inadmissible in evidence.
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Mr. BIRRELL.-This is a search war.rant of his breath!
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-The honorable
member may put it that way if he
wishes, but I say that it is a practical
means of ascertaining a state of fact.
The
SPEAKER
(Sir
William
McDonald).-! recommend to the Minister that he disregard irrelevant interjections.
Mr. SUTTON (Albert Park).-1 object to that remark. Surely it is not
contended that all of the interjections
are irrelevant.

The SPEAKER.-The honorable member for .Albert Park will resume his
seat.
Mr. SUTTON.-You are not an arbiter
of elegance in the matter of interjections, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Minister of Education) .-I can understand that this is
very unwelcome to the honorable member.

Mr. FENNESSY. - What about the
analogy the Bar Council drew in its
decision?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-The Bar Council
does not make decisions. I am quite
prepared to admit that at this moment
I have not had the recent legal experience, or possibly the legal standing, of
any members of the Committee of Counsel. One has to realize that when I
was practising - I think my learned
friend, the honorable member for Brunswick West will agree-it was rare indeed to find a criminal lawyer on that
council. I am afraid that my learned
friends have acted hastily in this matter
and have given an opinion which to
some extent is influenced by emotional
factors.
Mr. TOWERS.-You do not share the
Premier's opinion?

Mr. BLOOMFlELD.-That they had
a vested interest? The Premier has
already in this House described that as
an unfortunate phrase.
Mr. F'ENNESSY.-But he did not withdraw it.
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Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-! think that all
of us who have lived for any length
of time have noticed one thing about
human nature-it is that there is an
inescapable tendency among human
beings to believe in the merits of what
is in their interests. That happens
everywhere. There is not a butcher in
any country town in Victoria who does
not sincerely believe that a university
should be established in his district.
Of course, the fact that such a development would mean that more chops
and sausages would be sold is something that never enters his mind for one
moment. His conviction is perfectly
genuine and sincere, and he is a
thoroughly honest man. Still the fact
is that there is that tendency throughout
human nature. I believe that there
would not be one member of the
Committee of Counsel who was accustomed to appear for the prosecution.
Sub-consciously I think there would be
a tendency, in accordance with the principle I have attempted to describe, to
look rather askance at anything which
made the task of the defence more
difficult. Also, there is a tendency
among lawyers to be conservative. I
do not think the Premier would repeat
the phrase he used-if he did use itwhich was probably expressed in a
hurry. He might choose another phrase.
Mr. BOLTE.-That is right.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-ls that a
withdrawal?
Mr. BOLTE.-No.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-This world is an
imperfect one, and we cannot possibly
have everything as it should be. The
machine itself, which the honorable
member for Ivanhoe described as a gadget, has come under criticism. One
cannot dismiss a scientific development
simply by applying a contemptuous term
to it.
Mr. CHRISTIE. - I used not a contemptuous term but a good, descriptive
noun.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-That is a matter of opinion. The use of that expression was belittling and I believe that.
on due consideration, the honorable
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member will concede my point. If the
breathalyzer is a gadget, so is a clock,
a speedometer or a thermometer. To
call the breathalyzer a gadget gets us
nowhere. When Cabinet decided on the
Bill now being debated, it had before
it, coinciding with demands from the
public that a policy should be adopted,
a report from Dr. McCallum, which has
been made available to the Leader of the
Opposition. Undoubtedly, it encouraged
the Government, quite rightly in my
view, to believe that this is a reliable,
helpful
and
appropriate
valuable,
machine and the best that has been developed.
Mr. LovEGROVE.-It is nothing of the
sort, and that is the weakness in your
case.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-If that is the
weakness of the case, why have the colleagues of the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition devoted so much time to
attempting to discredit it?
Mr. SUTTON.-You were forced
accept it. You know that.

to

Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-! suggest that, if
we are forced to accept it, events have
proved that the public at any rate believes we are right. We cannot expect a
perfect instrument. Perhaps we cannot
expect perfect justice, because in the
nature of things the world is not perfect.
But when people talk about justice, let
them remember that justice is not only
applied or misapplied in law courts, it
happens in life. I shall conclude by asking this question: Where is the justice
that operates in the case of a harmless
pedestrian walking perhaps on a footpath when some drunken hoodlum
charges into him, mutilates him beyond
recognition or kills him and orphans his
children and widows his wife?
Mr. GALVIN.-How many cases like
that occur?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-One is enough.
I think it is a parody on the use of the
word justice when people talk about
some remote .possibility based on unsound legal reasoning that someone will
be perhaps wrongly convicted. A leading Melbourne surgeon is one of my
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friends. He works in one of the hospitals to which accident cases are
brought night after night. He said to
me, " When are you people going to do
something about blood tests? " I told
him that we had doubts about them.
The man to whom I refer is a moderate,
thoughtful person and a leader in his profession. He then said " If you had seen
what I have seen you would run the risk
of a few wrongful convictions because
the harm that would flow from these
tests would be incomparably less than
the misery, suffering and agony that I
see every night I go to my hospital to
operate." That is the type of thing we
are up against. I do not concede that
the use of the breathalyzer will do anything but good. Nor do I concede for a
second that there will be any injustice
either in the strictly legal sense or in the
ethical sense flowing from its use. But
even if some injustice might result, I
would take a lot of persuasion to believe
that the balance came down on the side
of abandoning this abundantly proved
deterrent-that is what it is-and allowing slaughter on the streets to continue.
With searchings of the heart, I
have attacked the Bar Council's statement.
In doing this I :know that
I am not alone, nor am I the best
equipped of many lawyers to say
that I feeJ the Bar Council has acted
hastily and inadvisedly in condemning
the Bill.
Furthermore, during all the
preliminary discussions which occupied
the columns of the press for years-as
I said earlier, we heard from bishops,
breweries and doctors-not a syllable on
the subject emanated from a lawyer.
It is a great shame that such should
have been the case, because this is a
matter in which legal views are important; it is a matter involving the·
application of the laws of evidence, and
I believe that my learned friends, unfortunately, failed to serve the community as they might have done. If they
had voiced their views earlier, and if,
when they did ex·press them, they had
given the subject a little more serious
thought, it would have been better. To
me and to many other people-some of
whom occupy high positions in law-it
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appears that the Bar Council's statement
is
most
misleading
and
unfortunate.
On the motion of Mr. WILCOX (Camberwell), the debate was adjourned until
later this day.
ENTERTAINMENTS TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL.
Mr. BOLTE (Premier and Treasurer).
- I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

Before explaining the purpose of this
Bill, I apologize to honorable members
for interrupting the debate on the
Crimes (Breath Test Evidence) Bill, but
I assure the House that it will be
resumed very shortly.
The primary
purpose of this Bill is to abolish entertainments tax on the live theatre and
amateur sport, and to reduce the rates
of tax on pictures and dancing. Honorable members will recall that concessions to the live theatre and to pictures
and dancing were proposed in the Budget
speech.
The decision to exempt
amateur sport has been made, in the
light of further information, since the
Budget was submitted, and I am sure
this addition to the list of exemptions
will be welcomed by the House.
This is the third successive year in
which the Government has granted concessions in entertainments itax. The
result has been a substantial reduction
in the incidence of the tax and, of
course, the revenue derived from it. I
have therefore felt it desirable and appro.priate at this stage to generally review the history of entertainments tax
in this State before proceeding to deal
with the provisions of the Bill.
An entertainments tax has been levied
in Victoria since 1917.
The tax was
first imposed by the Commonwealth
Government and was levied by the Commonwealth until 1933, when the legislation was repealed. In the meantimein 1929-Victoria had entered the field,
so that from 1929 until 1933, two entertainments taxes were ·payable in this
State, while after 1933, only the Victorian tax was in operation.
In 1942,
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the Commonwealth Government reimposed an entertainments tax, and those
States that were then imposing this tax
agreed to discontinue it so that the
Commonwealth could have sole access to
this field of revenue during the war.
From 1942 to 1946, while this arrangement was in force, the Commonwealth
reimbursed Victoria the amount of
£375,000 a year from its entertainments
tax revenue.
From 1946, the separate
reimbursement of this revenue was discontinued, and it was incorporated :in
the general income tax reimbursement.
In 1953, the Commonwealth repealed
its entertainments tax legislation, and
Victoria re-entered this field of taxation.
Entertainments tax has been an important source of revenue to this State,
and has made an important contribution
towards its growing expenditure pressures. However, a number of basic
structural changes in the entertainments
industry has directly and indirectly led
to reduction in the total revenue derived
from this source. The revenue receipts
from this source were increasing
annually up to 1957-58, which was the
peak year for entertainments tax
receipts.
In 1956-57, however, the
greatest of these structural changes in
the entertainments industry took place.
namely, the advent of television. As
television captured its share of the
entertainments market, other forms of
entertainment inevitably declined. The
result of this was a rapid falling off of
entertainments
tax
revenue
after
1957-58. Apart from television, this
trend has been accentuated by a general
growth of a wider variety of forms of
entertainment, which has also affected
the industry.
In view of these changes, the Government has made concessions in the rates
of entertainments tax wherever .possible,
consistent with the State's revenue
needs. This year the Government has
decided to extend the concessions it
has granted in the last two years, and
these concessions are covered in this
Bill.

will

First, the Bill
abolish the entertainments tax on the live theatre. Live
artist entertainments have always had
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the benefit of reduced rates of tax which
were about one-half of the rates applicable to other forms of entertainment,
such as pictures.
Last year, the
Government approximately halved these
reduced rates. The removal of entertainments tax from the live theatre will
assist it in its important contribution
to cultural development in Victoria and
in the employment of a large number of
live artists such as actors, singers and
musicians.
The abolition of entertainments tax
on amateur sport is also proposed.
Purely amateur sports are not generally
carried on for the purpose of providing
public entertainments, but basically to
provide an opportunity for the youth of
the State to indulge in some form of
healthy recreational activity. However,
periodical competitions, tournaments,
and such like, are held, and the public
are admitted on payment of a charge
which might be subject to entertainments tax at reduced rates. Any profits
are directed solely towards the development of the sport and not towards the
financial benefit of anyone connected
with the sport. The Government has
re-examined this situation and has
decided to remove the entertainments
tax payable for admittance to amateur
sports.
Entertainments tax concessions to
assist picture theatres were announced
in both the 1959-60 and the 1960-61
State Budgets. In 1959-6(), tax was
removed from admission prices up to
3s. 3d., and the rates of tax were
reduced, so that a large proportion of
admissions ,became either free of tax
or subject to reduced rates of tax. These
concessions were designed to assist picture theatres in particular, but other
entertainments subject to the same
rates of tax also benefited. In 1960-61,
further relief was given to picture
theatres by the introduction of a system
of rebates of tax which were designed
to assist the vast number of smaller
suburban and country theatres. In the
result, some 60 per cent. of all picture
theatres obtained complete exemption
from entertainments tax and a further
large number received partial exemption.
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The Government has again reviewed
the position of picture theatres and is
satisfied that the effects of reductions
in attendances as a result of the competition from television have not yet
been fully felt. Accordingly, the Bill
provides for an entirely new scale of
rates for picture theatres, which will
reduce the present revenue from this
source by approximately one-third.
.The new scale of rates applicable to
picture theatres will also be applied to
dancing. The Government has felt that
such a concession is desirable in view
of the substantial employment which
this form of entertainment provides for
live artists, such as musicians and
singers. Opportunity has been taken
in the Bill to tighten up a loophole
existing in the present Act concerning
booking fees which might permit avoidance of the tax. The total estimated
cost of all the proposals I have discussed
is £320,000 in a full year and, assuming
the legislation to be proclaimed on 1st
January, 1962, £160,000 in this financial
year.
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition
has asked about entertainments tax on
boxing. The purpose of reducing entertainments tax in the categories mentioned is to enable the competition of
television to be met. I should like to
dispense altogether with entertainments
tax, but television cannot be looked
upon as a competitor in the sport of
boxing. Certainly, it competes with
picture theatres and live theatres.
Mr. FENNESSY.-What about dancing?
Mr. BOLTE.-The entertainments tax
on dances has been reduced because
television is a competitor. However, it
does not compete with boxing or with
horse-racing as a means of entertainment. If horse-racing were televised, I
believe there would be a just case for
the reduction or removal of entertainments tax in that field. I should certainly like to join the other States that
have abolished or will shortly be abolishing entertainments tax, but the Budget
must be safeguarded. If Victoria is to
obtain £1,000,000 less from entertainments tax, the Government must obtain
a similar sum from another source or
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correspondingly cut down spending in
some other direction. I submit this Bill
to the House as an honest endeavour
to meet a situation about which we are
all concerned. Each year the amount of
entertainments tax payable is being
whittled down where such reductions
are affording the most relief.
On the motion of Mr. LOVEGROVE
(Fitzroy), the debate was adjourned
until Wednesday, November 8.
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At the out.set, I point out that the
Government's record in regard to the
road accident problem is a good one. I
have supported it on a number of
occasions in this House. The Chief Secretary has, over the years, been subject
to great pressure in relation to this problem, which could easily be turned into
an emotional question. I have noticed
a tendency in this debate for emotions
to become evident.
Mr. HOLDEN.-On both sides.

CRIMES (BREATH TEST EVIDENCE)
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from earlier
this day) on the motion of Mr. Rylah
(Attorney-General) for the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. WILCOX (Camberwell).-This is
a notable Bill which breaks some new
ground. I am interested in it because
it puts a great new power in the hands
of the police. A community's health
and its confidence in its particular form
of Government can be judged by the
measure of power placed in the hands
of the Police Force of that community.

I take part in this debate, first, as
a lawyer, because lawyers do not often
receive the prominence in debates in this
House that they have achieved by virtue
of the statements made by the two
professional bodies representing the
lawyers of this State. Secondly, I may
be able to inform honorable members
in regard to some of the facts, because
it is on the facts that the House
should reach its decision. Perhaps I
have some advantages because of my
legal background but, more importantly,
I take part in the debate as a citizen,
an ordinary member of the community,
because the law exists not for the benefit of the lawyers but for the citizens.
Therefore, I am primarily interested in
the Bill as a citizen. In addition, I
have a great interest in all the "little"
people who could be affected by power
being placed in the hands of the police.
The " little " people in the community
already suffer sufficiently at the hands
of officialdom.

Mr. WILCOX.-That is so.· That can
happen when a matter of this nature is
being discussed. We should be careful
to keep some check on the emotions.
We should use our emotions from time
to time, but we should be careful when
debating a subject of this nature because, living as we do in a world on the
threshhold of atomic warfare, we could
easily let our emotions run riot and get
this matter out of perspective. Ever
since I have been a member of this Parliament road accidents have been a problem. Pressures have been put on the
Government to enact legislation to deal
with the road accident situation, and I
believe the Chief Secretary has sustained those pressures well. I have endeavoured to assist him on occasions.
The Government has taken a tremendous
number of steps to overcome the difficulties, and it cannot be accused of lack of
effort in trying to find a solution to this
great human problem.
I am anxious to ensure that, before
any decision is made on this Bill, this
House should obtain the benefit of any
knowledge which I or other speakers
may have on the subject. The first
point I make is that there is no compulsion on any citizen to give his fingerprints to the police. This is one bogey
that needs to be laid once and for all in
this House and in the community, because I have seen references to fingerprints in the press.
Mr. SUTTON.-We heard it a few
moments ago.
Mr. WILCOX.-! quote as an
authority, Mr. Ray Dunn, who is noted in
this State as a criminal lawyer and who
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lectures on the subject at the University
of Melbourne. He says this! can find no justification for the practice
of taking fingerprints at least before a man
is convicted. In England the Criminal
Justice Act 1948 for the first time provided
that fingerprints could be taken after a
person was charged but if he was subsequently acquitted they must be destroyed.

Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-You are not endeavouring to rebut anything I said. I made
it clear that that did not apply to Victoria.
Mr. WILCOX.-1 am not endeavouring to rebut anything the Minister has
said. I am only giving the House such
facts as I can find on this very ·important matter. Mr. Dunn goes on to sayThere appears to be no similar legislation
in Victoria.

So, anything there is in Victoria, at any
stage-before arrest, after arrest, before
conviction or even after conviction-is
nothing but a practice. It is a very
sensible practice with respect to a man
who has been convicted, and I should
be quite happy to agree with it.
Mr. LoVEGROVE.-Detention is also a
practice.
Mr. WILCOX.-All sorts of things are.
Mr. Dunn concludesThe practice of taking fingerprints before 1948 in England was condemned by
Scott, L.J ., in Dumbell v. Roberts, 1944,
lA.E.L.R.

I wish to give the House the facts. In
Victoria there is no compulsion upon
anybody to give his fingerprints and
there is no right of the police to take
them. If there were such a law in
Victoria it would have the provision,
I hope, that if a person's fingerprints
were taken they would be destroyed if
he were acquitted, as is the position in
England.
Sobriety tests have been mentionedtests such as walking a straight line and
so on. I think they are all sensible. I
have no objection to them. They go a
long way toward showing whether or
not a man is under the influence. That
is always a matter of opinion. I do not
care what sort of aid may be. used; it
is always finally a matter of opinion
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whether or not a man is under the influence, and I see no reason why a man
of the world should not be able to express an opinion on this question. There
is no compulsion to take those tests,
so I cannot see -in this proposed legislation any comparison with any other
legislation that accords in any way a
reasonable analogy.
There is no compulsion to answer any
questions under the ordinary law save,
as has been pointed out already, that
one has to give one's name and address
under the terms of the Motor Car Act.
I could cite the penal and inquisitive
nature of the income tax laws, but the
police are not directly involved in
taxation cases.
Now I want to mention the views not
only of the Bar Council, which I think
issued a good statement on the matter,
but also those of the Law Institute of
Victoria. That body represents some
1,500 practitioners and, as a member of
its council for some years I can assure
honorable members that the last thing it
does is to make a public statement in a
hurry.
'
I have already suggested how easy it
is for us to get our emotions out of line.
The Bar Council saidAlong with all citizens the council deplores the high rate of accidents on the
roads and recognizes that amongst other
steps to be taken, new laws may be required to govern the conduct of motorists
and pedestrians.

I accept that statement, underlining the
part regarding the toll of accidents.
Unfortunately, if one is not 100 per cent.
in favour of some new law on this subject, one is apt to be accused of being
on the side of the drunken driver. That
is not so with me nor, I think, with any
other member of this House. The Bar
Council stated furtherThe cardinal objection to the Bill is that
it disregards the principle that no person
should be compelled to incriminate himself and that the dangers .consequent upon
the Bill's enactment are grave; for if it
is once conceded that compulsory selfincrimination is a proper method of
obtaining evidence for the purpose of
making out that those offences or crimes
have been committed, an exception to the
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principle has been established so radical
that the principle itself is immeasurably
weakened, if not utterly destroyed.

I agree with a lot that the Minister
said, that there has been a breaking
down of the principle. I point out that
both of these legal bodies have the
greatest reluctance in making public
statements, and I agree that it would
have been a good idea if the statements
had been made a little earlier than they
were. The only part of the statement
made by the council of the Law Institute
to which I shall direct attention isand I read from the Age of the 20th
October-as follows:However, the sub-sections to which
criticism is directed go far beyond this
in that an entirely new and separate
criminal offence is created if a person
refuses to submit himself to the prescribed
test.

It is the entirely new offence created
to which the council next directs attention. It proceedsSuch a provision, as the bar properly
points out, is a fundamental departure
from the long-established principle of the
administration of justice in British communities that no man shall be compelled
to incriminate himself.

I cannot recall these two bodies having
issued similar statements on any such
matter previously.
To me the Bill is notable for several
things it does for the first time. We
should be clear about this as a matter
of fact and not of emotion or opinion,
that by the Bill for the first time a person will be compelled to have a chemical
test taken of his blood. Whether it
is his breath or his blood, this will be
the first time anywhere in the British
community that any person will be
compelled to take a chemical test. I
think this House should know that. I
am giving the facts, and I do not think
they can be challenged.
The second notable "first" is that,
as far as the brea thalyzer machine is
concerned, this will be the first time
anywhere in the world that its use will
be made compulsory; and I think we
ought to know that. The third notable
thing that this Bill will do if it is
passed is that it will permit the police
to take a person into custody without
Mr. Wilcox.
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having to arrest and charge that person
first. Reference has been made to a
test being taken either at the scene of
the alleged offence or at the nearest
police station. In fact, it is going to
be very difficult to take a test close to
the scene where the offence was committed, and I consider that it will be
taken at a police station. A person can
be compelled to go to a police station to
have a test.,
To me, that is another
notable " first " in this Bill.
If the
measure is passed, a person may be
taken into custody before he is charged
and arrested.
I use the words "into
custody" in quotation marks because
I know that a person is not strictly in
custody unless he is arrested.
Under
the Bill, a person can be taken into the
precincts of the police station.
I should like to say something about
the legal profession, because fairly
strong remarks have been made by
members on both sides of the House
in relation to it.
I do not think I am
very touchy here as a rule, and I have
no intention of defending legal practitioners against all comers, for the reason
that, like members of Parliament, there
are good and bad ones. I think that
applies everywhere.
However I was
rather struck by the references to
lawyers concocting defences. The word
"concocting" may be mine, but that
was the substance of it.
Mr. SUTTON.-Someone said "manufacturing."
Mr. WILCOX.-! have no doubt that
on occasions that has been done, but
I assure the House that it is rarely done
On
because such action is stupid.
numerous occasions, I have appeared as
counsel in a variety of cases, and I
usually follow the practice of having a
conference with my client before I appear in court.
Naturally, there is a
discussion of the circumstances in which
the person concerned is involved, and
the client asks questions in relation to
his evidence. But as for putting words
into the mouth of a client, how silly
that would be, because counsel on the
other side is not a fool, and one of the
purposes of cross-examination is to disclose concocted evidence. Members can
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imagine how it would appear H, when
asked the question, "Who told you to
say that? " the witness said, " Mr.
Wilcox."
No legal practitioner with
half a brain in his head, to say nothing
about the ethical standards of the profession, would ever run that risk.

agree.
In any event, I consider that
some of them can be put aside, because
when the Attorney-General made his
second-reading speech, he outlined some
improvements that would have to be
made to the machine before the legislation was proclaimed, and said-

I wish to say a few words regarding
objections of the legal profession to the
Bill a.s voiced by the two professional
bodies.
I could not help noticing a
letter in the Age newspaper of 21st
October, 'from the Reverend A. Crichton
Barr, of the Scots Church, Collins-street,
Melbourne.
I like to be on the side
of the churches-I can discuss this subject on another occasion__Jbut I do wish
they would inform themselves a little
more on a lot of matters on which they
make pronouncements.

Until these improvements have been made
to the instrument, it is not proposed to proclaim the legislation.

Mr. BROSE.-That was not the only
letter.
Mr. WILCOX.-No, but it is the important one.
I shall quote only one
passage from it.
The Reverend A.
Crichton Barr, who has been one of
the greatest protagonists of compulsory
legislation in this regard, stated! have no doubt that the Government
will find a way to meet the just objection
of the Victorian Bar Council and the Law
Institute of Victoria to the "compulsory
self-incrimination " clauses in the legislation.

Mr. WHEELER.-Read the preceding
section of the letter.
Mr. WILCOX.-! do not mind reading
the lot of it, but I am happy to say in
answer to the honorable member that
the Reverend Crichton Barr wants the
legislation to be passed.
All I am
quoting the letter for is to show that he
recognizes there is a " just objection."
I do not propose to say anything about
the machine and chemical tests.
I am
more interested to put facts before the
House so that members will be fully
informed when asked to vote on the
measure.
.Much could be said about
the unreliability of tests, and a ,good deal
could be said about the machine, but I
Many
do not intend to enter that field.
articles have been written on the subject, and it is difficult for scientists to

That was a sensible statement for the
Attorney-General to make, and obviously
it expresses a recognition of some at
least of the limitations of the machine.
A big human problem is involved.
Anybody who fails to recognize that
fact can only be in trouble in dealing
with the matter. If the road accident
problem could be solved, most of the
problems of human behaviour could be
solved, because what occurs on the roads
is substantially what occurs in other
fields of human behaviour except that
on the roads far more lethal instruments are used. To be positive, I think
a tremendous case can be made out
for the appointment of more police officers. Moreover, there is a great need
to look further into what is being done
in other parts of the world. Dr. Bowden, who has furnished a report, can
tell what has happened in the cities of
Medicine Hat and Trail in Canada,
where, by a system of public education,
wonders have been worked with the
road toll. One of the real problems
with legislation of this nature is that,
as a community, we may be tempted to
think that, if compulsory chemical tests
of some sort are introduced, the problem will be overcome. The problem is
far too big to be solved so easily. Any
idea that the battle is won by the passing of this sort of legislation should be
far from the mind of anyone.
I earnestly suggest to the AttorneyGeneral that he consider referring this
Bill to the Statute Law Revision Committee. This committee, of which I
was privileged to be a member during
two Parliaments, has done excellent
work, and it is probably unique in the
Parliaments of Australia. We should
not lightly pass a Bill which has
the legal implications of this one, and
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comments on them have been made by
members on both sides of the House.
It has far more implications than
merely legal ones, and there seems to
be an unresolved question on what are
the legal principles involved and what
will be the effects of the Bill. In those
circumstances, I consider that it would
be an admirable action to refer the
matter to the Statute Law Revision
Committee, which could hear evidence
from all sorts of people and make
recommendations to Parliament.
I make the suggestion because it has
been abundantly clear during this debate
and for years previously, in view of the
one-sided press attention given to the
matter, that the community still requires many facts on the subject. I
find this view expressed wherever I
go. In my opinion, a little more time
is needed in these deliberations, and I
believe that the Statute Law Revision
Committee would give the matter the
important attention that it deserves.
In conclusion, I should like to say
that I believe the Government has done
an able job with the road accident
problem. I have much sympathy for
the Attorney-General in the position
in which he has found himself in dealing with the road accident problem,
That is partly why I have made the
suggestion to him, because I think the
problem needs to be fairly examined.

I want to .go back to the responsibility,
not of the Government which introduces
legislation, but of the whole community.
It bears on what the Minister of Education had to say, and I use as a quotation
a leading article in the Geelong
Advertiser of 20th October, which
statedEver since owner-onus parking legislation
was first mooted it has been stated repeatedly in these columns that there is
grave danger in tampering with any basic
principle of justice. On more than one
occasion public attention has been directed
to the gradual nature of the .process by
which the public mind has been conditioned
to accept that obnoxious piece of legislation
which involves complete reversal of the
onus of proof and warnings have been given
that once legislators are encouraged by
public apathy to believe that their meddling
will be tolerated they will take upon ·themselves even greater licence.
Mr. Wilcox.
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There can be little doubt that the Bill to
make breath tests compulsory would never
have been presented to Parliament had it
not been for the apathetic acceptance by
the public generally of previous attacks on
the roots of justice.

I believe the community as a whole must
take its full share of responsibility for
legislatiion of this character. I can only
hope that what I have said in relation to
the facts I have endeavoured to give to
the House will be of some assistance to
honorable members in reaching a decision on the Bill. I repeat my suggestion to the Attorney-General that
he consider referring this Bill to the
Statute Law Revision Committee for
investigation and re.port.
Mr. CRICK (Grant).-! participate
in this debate following the speeches
of two lawyers, and I shall not
attempt to pit my knowledge as
a layman against the legal knowledge of the Minister of Education
and the honorable member for Camberwell. At least we know that even legallyqualified men in our community have
differing opinions in respect of the Bill.
I want to make it perfectly clear that
Opposition members believe that every
reputable Victorian citizen fully realizes
that this Government must do something in an effort to curb the appalling
and devastating toll on our roads.
We believe that most of the road toll today, as we know it, is taking place on
main highways and on main access
roads. We believe also that the major
contributing factor to the great road toll
fa speed. If we believe that, then why
endeavour, by means of a Bill such as
this, to impress on the minds of at least
some of the people that this method of
breath test evidence is the only solution
to curbing the road toll?
Mr. LoXTON .-Does the honorable
member believe that speed alone is the
cause?
Mr. CRICK.-! do not, but I state
emphatically that speed is the major
contributing factor to the enormous
road toll. We know also that the accidents which occur because of excessive
speed are the most damaging type. In
these accidents much loss of life is
suffered and many people are maimed,
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permanently in some cases. The Government should have considered that angle
in dealing with our road toll. Let us
examine the history of policies concerning the best methods of trying to
The
overcome this great problem.
Leader of the Opposition, when he publicly announced the policy of the Australian Labour party prior to the recent
election, declared that that party was in
favour of a vastly increased Police
Force. In particular, he stated that the
mobile traffic section of the Police
Force should be greatly increased. Comparatively speaking, the Victorian mobile traffic section has fewer members
than similar sections of Police Forces
in other States of Australia. Therefore,
we believe that an increased number of
mobile traffic police on our roads would
be a major deterrent to excessive speed,
to careless driving and to the driving
of motor cars after drinking alcoholic
beverages.
Our advocacy of an increased mobile
traffic section of the Police Force was
not the only matter raised in our policy.
We referred to the need for a basic reorganization of the Road Safety Council.
We asked that there be co-operation
between the Police Force, municipalities,
road engineers, the automotive industry,
trade organizations and individual citizens to launch a publicity and educational campaign for more care on the
roads. I agree with the slogan that my
leader coined when he delivered his
policy speech and suggested this educational drive per medium of the Road
Safety Council, " Drive and stay alive."
We believe that an increased Police
Force, especially an augumented mobile
traffic section, and an all-out educational
and publicity campaign conducted by a
reconstituted road safety council would
achieve more for road safety and the
curbing of the road toll than the legislation now proposed.
That policy of the Labour party was
made public at the commencement of
the last election campaign. After it
had been announced, the policy of the
Country party on the adoption of compulsory blood tests was expressed.
When the Premier delivered the policy
speech of the Liberal and Country
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party, he did not advocate the use of
the breathalyzer, but he did so a few
days before the elections. What did the
Premier know of this machine at the
time he promised that the Government
would introduce legislation for compulsory breath tests? Honorable members are well aware of the fact that it
was not until after the return of the
Bolte Government to office that the
machine was brought to the Government
party room where certain people allowed
themselves to be used as guinea pigs for
breath analysing purposes.
Grave
doubts were expressed about the
efficiency of the breathalyzer immediately following those tests. It was
felt that it would not do the job the
Government hoped it would do.
More recently, two breathalyzers
were brought to Parliament House, and
honorable members generally were given
the opportunity of witnessing breath
analysis tests and of questioning the
two officers in charge of the machines.
It was apparent that these officers were
technicians skilled in the operation
of the machines. Nevertheless, various
members of this Parliament were
not happy or satisfied with all
the answers to the questions they
asked. What I have recounted leads
members of the Labour party to
believe that this Bill will not
succeed in its purpose. The breathalyzer is not universally acepted by members on the Government side of the
House, or members of the Opposition,
or the general public. As I have stated,
there are grave doubts throughout the
community about its efficiency.
Parliament has vested in the Licensing Court power to prescribe the type
of premises needed before new liquor
licences are granted, and it has prescribed adequate off-street car parking
areas to be associated with all new
hotels.
In addition, proprietors of
many new hotels and remodelled establishments have made provision for
drive-in bottle departments.
These
modern developments have provided
opportunities for members of the Police
Force to inspect motor cars leaving
hotels to ensure that they are not driven
by persons who have had too much to
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drink. By the use of provisions already
contained in the Crimes Act, the police
are empowered, in such circumstances, to
remove the keys from motor cars and
ask the drivers to submit to blood tests.
I contend that members of the Police
Force already have sufficient authority
if they wish to deal effectively with
motor vehicle drivers who are attempting
to drive under the influence of alcohol
when the intake of alcoholic liquor by
such drivers is most evident.
A great deal has been said concerning the legal aspect of this Bill. The
Minister of Education claimed that the
Bar Council and the Law Institute of
Victoria expressed an opinion on this
Bill just prior to the resumption of the
second-reading debate. It must be borne
in mind that, like members of the
Opposition who do not have access to
the inner workings of Cabinet, members
of the two bodies which I have mentioned, were in the dark as to what the
Bill contained until after the AttorneyGeneral had delivered his explanatory
second-reading speech.
Consequently,
neither the Bar Council nor the Law
Institute could, at any earlier time,
have expressed an opinion, particularly
on the penalties to be provided. I remind the Government that it had
available to it, when considering this
Bill, tlie opm10n of the SolicitorGeneral, Sir Henry Winneke, Q.C., who
gave evidence on chemical blood teststhat is what the breathalyzer does-to
the Senate Select Committee on Road
Safety in 1959. My copy of the extracts of evidence given by Sir Henry
Winneke bears a cover sheet containing
these wordsSir Henry Winneke appeared before the
committee by direction of the Victorian
Government to put forward legal aspects
and policy of the problem, on which latter
he was, in fact, the spokesman of the
Government.
The extracts which deal with chemlcaI
tests for unfitness to drive through excessive consumption of alcoholic beverages
are circulated as having relevance to legislation now before the Victorian Parliament.

When Sir Henry Winneke appeared before the Senate Select Committee he had
a good deal to say and, while I do not
Mr. Crick.
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intend to traverse the whole of his evidence, I emphasize the folfowing portion
of it, which is very important and which
links up with this BillBy section 6 of the Crimes <Driving Offences) Act 1955, No. 5936, :provision was made
for the first time in this State, for the
giving in evidence of the result of blood
tests; that is, the percentage of weight of
alcohol found to be present in a blood
sample. The legislation provided that if
the tests showed a percentage of .05 or
less, that was prima facie evidence that
the defendant was not under the influence.
If it showed a percentage of more than
.05 then that result was to be evidence,
along with any other evidence, on which
the court could act to determine the issue.

The Government knew of Sir Henry
Winneke's opinion before this Bill was
brought down, so it is only humbug
for the Minister of Education to say
that the Bar Council and those who
constitute the Law Institute of Victoria
are playing politics in connexion with
this question.
Sir Henry Winneke
further stated in evidence-A test check made some time ago shows
that on this class of charge-driving under
the influence of liquor-where the cases
are dealt with by the court of petty sessions, a conviction rate of approximately
80 per cent. has resulted.

One could hardly want a much better
rate of conviction of drivers charged
with driving under the influence
of liquor than that of 80 per cent. I
think it would be a very good percentage. Sir Henry proceededWhere the cases are dealt with by
juries, the conviction rate has been approximately 25 per cent.

Sir Henry Winneke also dealt with the
doctrine of implied consent-the problem
of how a refusal to give consent was
to be determined. We have heard the
opinions of the Minister of Education
on the one hand, and the honorable
member for Camberwell on the other
hand, and there was a sharp difference
between the various points raised. At
least I should say that the thinking of
the honorable member for Camberwell
is more in keeping with that expressed
by Sir Henry Winneke when he gave
evidence before the Senate Select Committee than is that of the Minister of
Education. On the vital question-it
has been raised frequently during the
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debate on this Bill-whether it is
British justice for an accused person,
either compulsorily or voluntarily to
incriminate himself by evidence, Sir
Henry Winneke saidFinally, the system would violate the
basic common law principle that an accused
person cannot be compelled to incriminate
himself.

It is difficult to know how far to go in
respect of the type of legislation that
the Government is trying to put before
the people of Victoria.
Sir Henry
Wimieke referred to the breathalyzer
machine, as many of the members of
this House who are laymen have done,
particularly from the aspect of what it
would convey to justices of the peace
sitting on a bench in our courts of petty
sessions. The chart which is used when
operating the breathalyzer machine is
in the following form:Form No. 51A.
1961.
Victoria Police.
TEST RECORD.

Su·bject
Date and Time
Tested by
BREATHALYZER.
11

.00

.05

.10

.15

.20

.25

.30

.35

.40

Per Cent. Blood Alcohol.

As was emphasized earlier in the debate
this chart, which relies on the positioning of two holes and is used on a
machine that is manually controlled and
adjusted, could in the same test record
a variation of .05 per cent. either above
or below the correct reading. Surely a
machine that can be manually operated
to produce a desired result would not he
acceptable to people who pride themselves on their just thinking and common
fair play. We have been informed that
this machine could not be installed in the
ordinary mobile traffic patrol car which
attends scenes of accidents. At the scene
of an accident, a constable could require a person, whether the victim of
the accident or the person who caused
it, to be taken to a depot where one
of the machines was installed and be
subjected to a breath test. The fact
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that a person is taken from the scene
of an accident to a depot must constitute some form of arrest because his
liberty is denied him. If he is to be
required compulsorily to breathe into
this gadget, he should be charged with
an offence beforehand. In addition,
he should have the right to have
an authorized witness present when
the test is taken. This Bill falls short
in many respects in attempting to bring
about a curbing of the road toll. The
Attorney-General has been reported as
stating publicly that even though the
Bill is passed by both Houses it will
not be proclaimed until such time as the
breathalyzer is perfected.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-That is the only
time we have heard from him. He
has not been present during the whole
of the debate.
Mr. CRICK.-That is so, because he
does not believe in his own Bill. The
Government would have been better
advised to wait until it had something
better to place before Parliament and
before the community generally. Unfortunately, no evidence has been submitted that this legislation can be made
to work effectively. Members of the
Cabinet could have been better employed
if they had directed their minds to the
problem of protecting pedestrians and
school children who have to cross the
roads. This could have been achieved
by the provision of pedestrian subways
under the roads.
The civil defence
aspect might also be assisted by the
provision of underground subways adjacent to schools. When the Government
is spending millions of pounds to eliminate level crossings, realign roads, construct freeways, by-pass roads and the
like, which are designed to take a
volume of traffic more rapidly from
one point to another, is it not ridiculous
that once traffic enters a built-up area
it is halted on many occasions by pedestrian or school crossings?
It must be realized that some motorists
who have been travelling at 50 or 60
miles per hour on the highways do not
stop at such crossings and go through
red traffic lights when they reach the
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built-up areas. I believe the Government would have been better employed
to embark on a policy designed to protect pedestrians and school children and
to allow the Police Force to enforce
the laws already in existence. In addition, members of the Opposition contend that the mobile traffic section of the
Police Force should be greatly increased.
I believe it is wrong to ignore the
opinion expressed by Sir Henry Winneke, Q.C., Solicitor-General. If more
members on the Government side of
the House had read this document
before they were committed to support
the Bill, perhaps this legislation would
not have seen the light of day.
Mr. RAFFERTY
Speaker-

(Ormorid).-Mr.

Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-Are you
for or against?
Mr. RAFFERTY.-The answer to the
interjection is quite definite-I support
the Bill. I happen to be one of the 90
per cent. of persons in the corpmunity
who are of that mind.
Mr. SUTTON.-You know where the
party strength lies.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-When the Minister
of Education was relating to the House
an expression of opinion given to him
by a leading physician in Melbourne,
a member of the Opposition asked, by
way of interjection, whether all the
cases brought to the hospital were accident cases. I think that was an important question, and I feel that I should
give the House some statistics to show
just how important is the whole subject
matter.
In the first instance, this legislation is
aimed at cutting down road accidents
and reducing the death rate in the community. If we examine certain simple
statistics we shall find that last
year in Australia a total of 2,636
people were killed on the roads.
In Victoria the number was 74:.d.
Going back a little further, there were in
Australia in the last ten years 22,300
deaths as a result of road accidents, of
which number 6,268 people were killed
in Victoria. If we look at a further
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picture, and an important one, we may
see what has been the toll during the
period from 1925 to 1959. In Australia
more than 50,000 people were killed in
motor car accidents, 15,733 of them having lost their lives in Victoria.
These are indeed important figures;
and now, to highlight the immensity of
this problem, let us look at the figures
covering all those Australians who were
killed in the last world war, and we find
that the total, namely, 33,853, is still
lGwer than the figure of more . than
50,000 people killed by motor accidents
in Australia from 1925 to 1959.
To highlight the story even further
and to indicate that the problem of road
deaths is to be found throughout the
world, I have chosen some figures qrawn
from American sources. These I believe
t<.· be most reliable and have been made
officially available. Over the period
from 1900 to 1958, 1,265,000 people
were killed in the United States of
America, which of course is a highdensity country so far as motor traffic
iR concerned. Comparing that figure of
more than a million and a quarter with
the number of persons killed in the
whole of America's history of wars,
from the revO'lutionary war of 1775 to
the Korean war of 1950-:53, we find that
the whole record is actually lower than
the figure of road deaths; it is 1,128,000,
which is less than the number of people
killed by motor car accidents. I emphasize that those figures highlight the
immensity of the problem with which
we are dealing.
It may well be said that not all these
deaths were caused as a result of people
drinking. Of course, that is true. In
exammmg figures respecting deaths
caused by alcohol, some difficulty is experienced in ascertaining what is the
actual quantum. In 1958-59 a total of
10,000 accidents was examined in Victoria, and the figures in this connexion
were supplied to me by the Traffic Commission. It was found that in 25 per
cent. of the accidents drinking had
occurred.
In England, in 1958, a British road
research officer reported from three districts that 18 per cent. of the fatal accidents over a period had occurred because
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people involved had been previously
drinking. This same officer found that
when there was 10 o'clock closing of
hotels in England, in the period between
10 p.m. and 4 a.m., 65 per cent. of the
accidents were the result of drinking.
Turning again to American statistics,
I have in my possession a book entitled
Accident Facts, published frequently by
the National Safety Council of America.
This is what it has to say regarding
alcohol and drinking, the subject of this
debate.
"Among drivers in fatal
accidents in 1958, 21 out of 100 had been
drinking," and that proportion was bolstered up by statistics taken in previous
years. This production has commented
further on the same subject. I shall not
quote the whole of it but will extract
further figures taken at random from
some of the American States which carried on a survey on behalf of the
National Safety Council.
In Connecticut, among 222 fatal
accidents in 1958, 31 per cent. involved
a drinking driver. In Delaware, among
62 fatal accidents in 1958, 55 per cent.
involved a drinking driver. In Maryland, among 133 drivers in fatal accidents, 65 per cent. had some alcohol in
their blood. So it goes on down the list,
indicating that in connexion with this
distressing feature of accidents in the
community, large proportions have been
attributed to the drinking of alcohol.
Mr. SUTTON.-That document does not
say that at all.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-! am .prepared to
hand it to the honorable member for
his examination. I have quoted its
words. The honorable member is entitled to put upon them whatever unusual construction he may see fit to
give them. Further, on this same question of alcohol drinking, I turn to page
22 of a report of the Senate Select Committee on Road Safety. It readsEarly results from the Victorian Police
Accident Appreciation Squad revealed that
of 175 accidents, resulting in 125 deaths,
liquor was involved in 94 cases, or 54 per
cent., and later figures reveal that in 83
out of 206 accidents investigated by the
squad in a twelve months period, or 40
per cent., alcohol was considered to be the
greatest contributory factor.
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This Bill deals only with the incidence
of alcoholism in relation to accidents
in the community. It does not attempt
to deal with any other phase. The
Bill is simply an amendment of the
Crimes Act, and the insertion of a proposed new section 408A, in relation to
breath tests. Section 408 beginsWhere the question whether any person
was or was not under the influence oi
intoxicating liquor at the time of an alleged
offence is relevant-

Such question would be relevant in a
trial for manslaughter, or negligently
causing grievous bodily harm arising out
of the driving of a motor car, or reckless
driving, or driving whilst under the influence, or drinking whilst in charge of
a vehicle. Then a blood test, if taken
voluntarily, may be admitted as evidence.
The new provision, designated as section
408A, is in almost precisely the same
terms. It makes provision for compulsory breath tests and refers specifically
to a section which appears among the
evidence provisions of the .principal Act.
I do not think it is necessary for me
to go into the legal aspects of the question of evidence or the question of compulsion. I believe the Minister of Education did that very adequately to-day.
I shall simply say that I, too, have done
some little research on the subject. I
turned to Wigmore On Evidence, and I
am certain that my friend, the honorable member for Brunswick West, will
know of this authority.
Speaking of
the rule in relation to incrimination, the
book saysThe rule that a person is not bound to
incriminate himself simply means that(a) a witness is not bound to answer
questions in court if the answers might incriminate him;

I remind the House that in the circumstances a person who has submitted
to a voluntary blood test, if he chooses
that, or to a compulsory test with a
breathalyzer must give evidence in
court according to the authority I have
quoted, before it becomes evidence of
an incriminating nature.
The evidence
of breath tests is given by the police
officer who takes the blood test in the
prescribed manner, and is not given
by the accused.
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I believe that an effective answer can
be .given to all the propositions of all
the press-hungry members of the Opposition, and some not in the Opposition,
who have spoken to this Bill. I think
they can be divided into about half a
The first
dozen simple propositions.
one was the opening gambit of the
Leader of the Opposition, when he said
that the Government had yielded to
loud-mouthed pressure groups.
I suggest that those persons in the community who have been thus described
have a good deal more interest in preserving lives than have the Leader of
the Opposition and those members of
We
his party who supported l,lim.
have been charged with having been
bludgeoned into introducing this Bill,
but surely it is quite consistent with
the record of the Government, a record
which honorable members know full
well but which I shall refer to for the
purposes of the record.

Every honorable member of this House
and every member of the community
knows that the Bolte Government
brought into being the Traffic Commission, whose precise aim is the cutting
down of the road toll. Everybody
knows that the Government amended
the bona fide traveller law, and
its
precise aim was the cutting
down of the road toll and
particularly of the road toll in relation to the drunken driver. Everybody in the community knows that the
Government has been at great pains to
foster and assist in school programmes
of education in relation to road traffic.
The Government 'brought in voluntary
blood tests, and we now know that it
will bring in compulsory breathalyzer
tests.
The Government brought in a· law to
compel motor cyclists to wear helmets
to protect themselves in case of accident.
We know-the honorable member for
Grant told us this, although I do not
know whether he realized what he said
-that the Government brought in legislation authorizing police officers to take
car keys from drunken drivers. As an
extension of the programme aimed at
cutting down road accidents, the Government extended the services of D .24
Mr. Rafferty.
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to Geelong. A vehicle testing school
established by the Government is aimed
at precisely the same problem, and the
Government also established the Police
Accident Appreciation Squad. Despite
the statements of the honorable member
for Grant, we know that the Government has made available to municipal
councils many thousands of pounds to
assist them to provide a more uniform
type of traffic signal and crossings to
preserve the lives not only of children
but of all the people in the community.
Those are some of the measures
that the Government has undertaken.
I believe that the Bill before the House
falls into the consistent pattern of
attempts made by the Government at
every possible opportunity to do something in the community to assist people
to save lives. I indicated the quantum
of lives earlier in the startling figures
I gave. The next point that was raised
by the Leader of the Opposition-and
no member on his side of the House
dared to move from the line that he
led-concerned the election. The Minister
of Education adequately dealt with that
point. Before the election, the Government announced what its policy was
going to be in relation to this subject.
Mr. CRICK.-It was forced into it.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-! am not much
interested whether the honorable member for Grant repeats that it was forced
to do so or not.
The
SPEAKER
(Sir
William
McDonald) .-Order! I should like the
honorable member for Grant to remember that during his speech there were no
interjections, and I ask him to allow
the honorable member for Ormond to
continue without further interruption.

Mr. RAFFERTY.-Thank you for
your protection, Mr. Speaker. I acknowledged a little while ago that the incorrect view of the Opposition was that
the Government had been bludgeoned
or forced, or whatever better word the
honorable member for Albert Park may
have used, into taking action. However, I think I have adequately demonstrated that the record of the Government, about which everybody in the
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community knows, shows that what the
Government is now attempting to do is
precisely in line with what it has been
doing for the past six years. When it
came to election time, the people of the
community had their opportunity to
reject the Government if they considered that it was taking away a wellfounded principle. That point was made
by my colleague, the Minister of Education. What was the result? Are the
people of the community all fools, as
the Opposition will have us believe?
They decided to re-elect the Government
on its record, and they took from the
Opposition one of its most cherished
seats-Oakleigh. That was the answer
of the public to this proposition put
forward by the Leader of the Opposition
and so gallantly supported by his team
of myrmidons.
The Government has been chided
with the oft-quoted phrase, "Why don't
you appoint a lot more policemen?"
But the question stops at that. No
mention is made of what the Government has done, because as soon as the
question is mentioned it falls into insignificance. It is very simple. The
figures I intend to quote are not my
figures; they are official.
In 1955-a
significant date in the minds of most
of us, and I know in the minds
of the members of the Opposition
-Victoria had 3,094 police of an
authorized strength Of 3,250, so
the Force was a little short of full
establishment.
In 1961, the Force
totalled 4,034, still a little short of the
approved establishment of 4,113, but an
increase of nearly 1,000 since 1955.
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member of the Opposition is prepared to
deny that. The appointment of a further 100 policemen has been authorized,
and I understand that 24 will be sworn
in next Friday. We are asked how
many police there are in relation to the
population, and I admit that the Victorian figures do not measure up to
those obtaining in some other parts of
the world, but, by the same token, they
are far better than apply in some other
countries. However, I do not think that
is the answer to the problem. I ask
honorable members to examine the position in those countries where there is
the greatest concentration of policethey can examine the position in Russia
i! they like-and determine whether or
not there are fewer accidents in those
countries. The answer is not to be
found in the employment of more policemen. A check of the figures from the
United States of America, where there
is a higher concentration of police, reveals that this problem has not been
overcome by an increased police force.
Members of the Opposition are urging
that Victoria be turned into a police
State.
Mr. SUTTON.-The State of Tennessee
has resolved the problem to some extent
by increasing the size of its police force.

Mr. SNIDER.-It is not a raucous voice;
it is a caucus voice!

Mr.
RAFFERTY.-The honorable
member can quote whatever figures he
likes, but I will still stick to
my proposition that an increased
PoHce Force will not cure the
problem. In making his speech, the
Leader of the Opposition would not
have had a feather to fly with had
it not been for the statement by the Bar
Council. I suggest that honorable members read in Hansard what the Leader of
the Opposition said. All his statements
can easily be negated. However, he did
refer to the Bar Council, and I do not
intend to disturb for one second the excellent reply given on that subject by
the Minister of Education. It will ring
in the ears of members of the Opposition for many years to come.

Mr. RAFFERTY.-! stand corrected.
Of course, there should be no need for
me to mention the increased efficiency
of the Police Force. I am sure that no

The Leader of the Opposition almost
screamed when he picked up the report
of the Senate Committee. He said that
the Government had rejected it and had

Mr. DIVERS.-What
population increase?

has

been

the

Mr. RAFFERTY.-The excitable honorable member for Footscray surely
does not think I shall merely quote those
figures and leave the matter at that,
having heard his raucous voice so often
on this subject.
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not read it. I took the trouble to read
it, and I was astounded at what I found.
I think the Leader of the Opposition was
right in saying that the Government
should examine this report. He contended that we should put into operation
many of the recommendati-ons contained
in that report. However, what he failed
to say was that the report contains 46
recommendations and that 33 of them
are already in operation in Victoria. At
page 22, under the heading of " Alcohol
and Driving," section 115 of the report,
which is very important, statesEvidence was received that in order to
overcome certain difficulties inherent in
blood testing, other chemical tests . . . .

Do not forget that the honorable member for Grant told the House that the
breathalyzer came under the heading of
" other chemical tests." He played on
this word " gadget."
. . . . can be used, with particular stress
upon the taking of breath samples and the
calculation of alcohol content from them.
While the use of these tests, with one or
other tyipes of " breath analyser," is claimed
to produce directly comparable results to
the accepted testing of blood, there are
differing opinions amongst the authorities
which militate against their use despite the
obvious practical advantages to. be gained
with them. The Committee is not in a position to distinguish between the varying
types of tests, and is inclined to believe that
a completely satisfactory test for all purposes may yet be developed, . . . .

That, of course, is the view that the
Government has adopted all along.
. . . . but is convinced that action should
be taken .to introduce the most effective
and most acceptable scientific test as a vital
aid in overcoming the problem of alcohol
and accidents.

Then there are the recommendations of
the committee, and one of them isThere should be an intensive educational
publicity campaign to educate the community to understand the influence of
alcohol upon driving skill.

The Government is doing that. The next
recommendation isChemical tests . . . .

The honorable member for Grant said
that that is what the breathalyzer provides, and I ask for no greater
authority. . . . to assist in determining the degree
of intoxication of drivers should be introduced on a compulsory basis.
Mr. Rafferty.
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That is what the report recommends
and that is what the Leader of the
Opposition wants the Government to do.
And that is what the Government is
attempting to do. It was stupid of the
Leader of the Opposition to put forward
the tripe he spoke. The Government is
carrying out many of the recommendations that the committee made, yet it is
told now that it should not apply .this
particular recommendation. That is why
I say that the only feather the Leader of
the Opposition had to fly with was this
heaven-sent opportunity, as he thought
it was until to-night, provided by the
statement made by the Bar Council.
He also criticized the National Safety
Council and said that " it was not
worth two bob." If ever a body in this
community has played its part and made
a contribution to the education of not
only adults but also junior people, it
is this organization. I think the Leader
of the Opposition was· led astray by his
own eloquence when he made that
statement. I sincerely hope that he did
not mean it. This body has done a
remarkable job in the community in
trying to alleviate the road toll. Then
the honorable member referred to the
Alcoholic Foundation. I know a bit
about that organization because I am
one of the " honorable gentlemen," as
he called them, in the community who
are trying to do something for it. I
know that the organization failed in its
first attempt to raise some money, but
I believe the aims of the organization
are first class and that it will not sink.
I was pleased to hear the Premier say
that he will make some assistance
available.
The final point made by the Leader
of the Opposition related to pills. He
said that some chemists-unnamed-in
the community stated that certain pills
could defeat the machine. Can anyone
imagine a person driving home one
night, being grabbed by a policeman
who has " reasonable cause to believe "
he is intoxicated-that is what the Bill
provides-and saying, "You are to take
a breathalyzer test." The driver says,
"Wait a minute while I get my pills."
That is a stupid argument to put up.
Not one person in a thousand would
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think of carrying the pills with him.
So, that disposes of the main argument
used by the Leader of the Opposition
and his henchmen.
The honorable
member for Albert Park, in one of his
well-constructed, useful speeches, did
not add much to what his Leader said,
but he supported the propositions he
advanced.
The honorable member for Brunswick
West did likewise, and he was adequately answered by the Minister of
Education. Then, of course, a member
from the Government side, my friend
the honorable member for Ivanhoe, who
delights so often in figuring in the
glamorous role of "Sir Ivanhoe," contributed to the debate. Ultimately, he
found he had mounted the wrong
charger. He had not been speaking
for very long, as he thought as "Sir
Ivanhoe," the champion of the oppressed, when he found that he was in the
role of Don Quixote and made merry
with his hacking, hewing, cutting and
thrusting at the Bill and the "gadget."
To-night, the honorable member for
Camberwell made one of his useful
and constructive speeches, and I was
interested in one or two points that
he made.
He opened by saying
that he was speaking not only as a
lawyer-he is well qualified to speak
in that role-but also as a citizen. Of
course, he and all other honorable members like to speak as ordinary citizens.
He stated that he was interested in the
"little people" of the community. That
is an admirable sentiment; we are all
interested in them. The entire record
of this Government in this very matter
has been to show interest in all of the
people of the community, particularly
the " little people."
One of the objections of the honorable member for Camberwell to
the Bill was the power this proposal would place in the hands
of the police. On that point, I
can refer him to the remarks of the
Minister of Education in relation to
the legal aspects of this Bill. The honorable member for Camberwell also
went to some lengths to give the House
the benefit of his knowledge and to
recite the law in Victoria in relation to
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the taking of finger-prints. We have no
quarrel with that. The question of
finger-prints was raised in the first instance by an interjection from the Opposition and later was taken up very
adequately- the law in England was
quoted as an illustration only - by the
Minister of Education. The next comment of the honorable member for Camberwell was rather important. He said
that the Bill was distinguished by the
fact that it has several "firsts" in it,
although I never quite know just what
is meant by that term. I know that the
Opposition likes "first past the post."
Mr. FLOYD.-You would not be here
if that operated.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-! would be returned easily, as would the majority
of members on the Government side of
the House. The honorable member for
Camberwell agreed that the legislation
would go through, and he made great
play of the fact that it would be the
first legislation of its type in Victoria,
the first in Australia, and maybe the
fil_'st in the world. But what of it? I
think the Opposition will like this.
Australia was the first country to bring
in laws to establish industrial arbitration. I think the South Australian
Parliament was the first to bring
in laws in relation to adult suffrage.
Australia was the first to bring
in laws in relation to secret ballots.
So what is meant by the claim
that this legislation rep re sen ts a first?
Apparently, it is just one of a long
line of firsts for which this country is
renowned. I think that it is not a bad
thing that this country should continue
its line of firsts.
I have dealt with the seriousness of
the problem as revealed by statistics;
I have dealt with re.plies to the Leader
of the Opposition ; and now I wish to
refer to expressions of opinion from the
public. I have in front of me the results of several Gallup polls. I do not
intend to give all the details, but
wish to acquaint honorable members
of some of the results.
Gallup
poll results published in 1957-58
revealed that at least three out
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of every four persons in every State favoured compulsory blood tests for drivers
suspected of being under the influence
of liquor. The June-August, 1959, publication gave results of another poll and
in every State three people out of four
thought that blood tests of car drivers
for alcohol should be compulsory. It
revealed that 76 per cent. of the people
were in favour of compulsory tests,
but I will not weary the House with all
the details. The important thing is
that the majority of people believe in
compulsory blood tests. In the September-October, 1961, issue of Australian
Gallup Polls, the headline is slightly
different, but the word "compulsory"
is still there.
Under a heading of
"Make Breath Tests Compulsory" the
report states, inter alia-The public favour compulsory breathalyzer tests for drivers suspected of being
drunk, but they are uncertain as to
whether the courts should admit the evidence on breathalyzer tests by trained
policemen.
·

I have given three examples of Gallup
polls which reveal that the people of
Australia favour something of a compulsory nature. That is rather interesting and not far removed from the view
the Government is now expressing.
I point out, too, that section 145 of the
Police Offences Act provides, to paraphrase its terms, that if a person is
found on premises he can be required
to give evidence in a court or to a
justice, and the giving of that evidence
on oath cannot be excused on the
grounds that his testimony will tend
to incriminate him. That is a law to
which members of the Opposition have
agreed in past years. Probably the
Labour party brought it in; I do not
know.

Mr. CAMPBELL TuRNBULL.-That is a
reckless statement.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-! invite the honorable member for Brunswick West to
read section 145 of the Police Offences
Act. He will find that what I have said
is precisely true. Another matter concerning compulsion is rather interesting.
Do I hear cries from members of the
Opposition about compulsory unionism?
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Mr. CLAREY.-! have never advocated
that.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-The reason why
compulsory unionism has not been introduced in New South Wales or other States
is because Gallup polls have revealed
that neither unionists nor members of
the general public want it. The Labour
Government in New South Wales
strongly advocated legislation for compulsory unionism until about three
years ago when it gave up the, ghost as
a result of the public expressions of
opinion to which I have referred. No
honorable member of this House or any
other Parliament in Australia dare
advocate legislation for compulsory
unioniism.
Members of the Labour
party fought for it for years and yet
they now have the temerity to complain
about compulsion.
What about the
compulsory union dues?
Honorable
members have been told by the Leader
of the Opposition and his myrmidons-Mr. SUTTON (Albert Park).-1 rise
to a point of order. The meaning of the
word " myrmidons " is " rough people ;
followers of an unprincipled or desperate
leader." Consequently, I ask that the
honorable member for Ormond should
withdraw the expression.
The
SPEAKER
(Sir
William
McDonald) .-The honorable member for
Albert Park has taken offence at the
expression used by the honorable member for Ormond, and I suggest that it be
withdrawn.
Mr. RAFFERTY (Ormond).-! have
pleasure in withdrawing the expression
and I compliment the honorable member
for Albert Park for the accuracy of his
description of its meaning.
Mr. SUTTON (Albert Park).-Mr.
Speaker, I ask for a complete and unqualified withdrawal.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member for Ormond withdrew the expression and then he complimented the honorable member for Albert Park for
accurately describing its meaning.
Mr. SUTTON.-The honorable member for Ormond said that the description I had given of my Leader was
accurate.
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The SPEAKER.-The honorable member for Ormond has already withdrawn
the expression, and I call on him to continue his speech.
Mr. RAFFERTY (Ormond) .-I propose briefly to deal with the breathalyzer
machine that is now in use, and I have
some interesting statistics in that connexion. Since 29th March of this year,
337 persons have been asked to submit to
the :breathalyzer test. Of those, 91 persons have refused to submit themselves
to the test. Of those tested, 53 :persons
were not charged, 185 persons were convicted, 19 persons were committed for
trial, 35 cases were dismissed, and 45
cases are pending hearing in courts of
petty sessions.
Already during this debate, a good
deal has been said concerning the actual
breathalyzer machine, and I do not propose to try to justify it. However, one
or two references concerning the
machine given by experts would prove
helpful having regard to the fact that
the House has already heard a considerable volume of inexpert evidence about
the equipment. The machine is in use
in the United States of America, where
it is used on a voluntary basis. A
similar situation applies in certain countries in Europe. Before this Bill was
brought in, I was one of a number of
members who closely examined this
question, and an opinion expressed to me
by Professor Wright, whose name has
already been quoted during the debate,
indicated that he thought -the machine
could be reasonably modified, reasonably used and reasonably accurate. The
machine was never intended to be the
sole arbiter in deciding whether a person was guilty. All honorable members
and every person in the community are
aware of the fact that it was intended,
and still is intended, to be used as a
deterrent. The information I desire to
have recorded concerning the breathalyzer equipment appears in a fact sheet
issued by the National Safety Council
Fact Sheet from the United States of
America. It statesThe symptoms which result from too
much alcohol are familiar to everyone, but
they are not always conclusive evidence of
intoxication. There is always the possibility that any one or more of at least 65
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pathological conditions such as diabetes
epilepsy, shock, carbon monoxide .poisoning;
&c., may be the cause of abnormal behaviour.

Earlier in the debate it was claimed by
a Government member-I think the
Premier made the claim-that this
machine safeguards those persons who
are suffering from some complaint other
than that of too much alcohol. The
National Safety Council fact sheet proceedsHow reliable are the machines? Completely reliable. But, like most scientific
instruments, they perform best when they
are operated by a trained operator.

Not long after I was elected as a member of Parliament, I was asked to serve
on a committee to make some recommendations to the Government in regard
to the road toll and, during the 1955-56
Christmas-New Year holiday period, I
spent six weeks studying that problem.
During that time, I had the opportunity
of attending the scenes of a large number of motor car accidents in this community. It is not for me to say whether
they were caused by drunkenness, although, in my own heart, I know some
of them were thus caused. However, I
saw the crushed and battered bodies of
persons who were the victims of motor
car accidents and, in many cases, they
were the victims of persons who were
in charge of vehicles whilst under the
influence of intoxicating liquor.
Mr. CRICK.-How do you know that?
Mr. RAFFERTY.-It was a very
simple matter to ascertain that information. I took the trouble· to watch the
results of the court cases that subsequently took place. After almost every weekend the newspapers contain reports of
accidents, not all of which are due to
drunken driivers, although I have figures
to indicate that there are reasonable
grounds for believing that a large number of them are caused by drunken driving.
It is poor consoiation to a parent who
loses a child in a motor car accident to
be told that this legislation should not
be brought in because it is breaching
some pillar of justice in the community.
It is the personal responsibility of every
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member of the community to contribute
towards eliminating road accidents. It
is the double responsibility of this
Government, and it is also the responsibility of Opposition members, to contribute towards every method available,
which will assist in alleviating the
problem.
Mr. FLOYD.-Every fair method.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-The use of the
brea thalyzer is a fair method. I believe
the Bill is consistent with what the
Government has set out to do in the
past six years, and I believe it has the
complete approval of the public. Consequently, the Bill should be passed by
this House.
Mr. LOXTON (Prahran) .-I rise late
in this debate, but it is a little unfair
of the honorable member for Brunswick
West to accuse me of "stone walling."
That is something I have never enjoyed
and do not propose to indulge in tonight. I wish to refer, briefly, to some
information that I have been able to
obtain. The honorable member for
Camberwell earlier advised honorable
members not to be emotional, and I
shall endeavour not to be. First, in
speaking on a subject such as this, one
must answer the question, " Is alcohol
playing a significant part in road accidents in this State?" We have heard
from members of the Opposition that
they do not believe it is.
Mr. SCHINTLER.-That is not true.
Mr. LOXTON.-They have claimed
that alcohol is not playing a significant
part. The honorable member for Grant
stated that speed is the killer.
Mr. CRICK.-! said it is the main
factor.
Mr. LOXTON.-! believe alcohol and
speed are the main factors.
Mr. SCHINTLER.-That is exactly
what the honorable member for Grant
said.
Mr. LOXTON.-Is any member of the
Opposition prepared to accept the word
of a great authority on this subject?
Mr. WILKES.-Of course we are.
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Mr. LOXTON.-We have heard much
about Dr. Bowden and his report, but
has anyone thought about what Dr.
Bowden said in 1958, when he presented
a paper which was published in the
Medical Journal of Australia?

Mr. SCHINTLER.-What did he say?
Mr. LOXTON.-This article which
appears on page 13 of the Medical
Journal of the 5th. July, 1958, is by
K. M. Bowden, D. W. Wilson and L. K.
Turner and statesAs a result of our survey we can state
that at least 25 per cent. of all the motor
car drivers killed had a blood alcohol content of 0.100 per cent. or more. This
survey suggests that alcohol is a more
significant factor in the production of road
accidents than official statistics claim.

That is a most significant statement.
Dr. JENKINs.-What has that to do
with the breathalyzer?
Mr. LOXTON.-! am prepared to
answer that question and to submit my
views. To give some idea of the alcohol
content of some of the people who
were blood tested between 1954 and
1956, Dr. Bowden goes on to say that
of the 694 persons who were blood
tested, the average alcohol content was
0.227 per cent. I submit that that is a
fairly high percentage.
I doubt
whether I would be prepared to travel
in a motor vehicle driven by a person
whose alcohol content was 0.227 per
cent.
We have heard about the "gadget
from Indiana," but by way of interjection I said earlier this evening that
there are 66 " gadgets " in this House,
or there should be, with one standing
at the moment. Even now there are
attempts to improve on us; we all want
to· uve longer. We are all gadgetsbelieve it or not.
Mr. SCHINTLER.-There is plenty of
room for improvement.
Mr. LOXTON.-That is so-in all of
us. The motor car, which causes shocking accidents, is a gadget. I believe that
the breathalyzer gadget, or machine, or
whatever it may be called, will achieve
one object-it will establish the fact
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that a person has or has not been drinking. That fact, together with all the
other evidence before the court, should
be obtainable and readily at the disposal of the court. If I left a golf
course on a Saturday evening after consuming three beers and was involved
in a motor accident, I would be quite
happy to go to the Oakleigh police station, if requested to do so, and submit
myself to a breathalyzer test.
Mr. CrucK.-You would be deprived
of your liberty.
Mr. LOXTON.-That is not depriving
anyone of his liberty. What right has
a man to get himself to the stage of
having .227 per cent. of alcohol in his
blood and still drive a motor car? I
contend that he has no right.
Mr. SUTTON.-! agree.
Mr. LOXTON.-Having got himself
into that state, he has no right to
refuse to undergo a breath test.

Mr. GALVIN.-Tell us why breath
tests are not given in England.
Mr. LOXTON.-! am not interested
in what is done in England or Sweden;
I am interested in what we propose
doing in Victoria to save lives. If the
breathalyzer will save one life, I am
in favour of it. Honorable members
should not forget that the life lost could
be his own or that of his child. I
ask honorable members how many of
us have committed a breach of the
law when driving a motor car when
stone cold sober? I know that I have.
Mr. WILKES.-We have all exceeded
the 30 miles per hour speed limit.
Mr. LOXTON.-That is the most common breach. It is a fact that some
people are able to contain alcohol well
whereas others cannot.
Mr. SUTTON.-You are giving the
whole case away.
Mr. LOXTON.-All I am saying is
that the breath test will be a deterrent.
It is acting as a deterrent at present. I
believe it is going to be a significant
factor in the reduction of the road toll.
Members of the Opposition do not hold
that belief. However, I am permitted
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to believe it, and I have faith in it. I
support the measure, and trust that
from the time this Bill is passed there
will be fewer self-inflicted deaths by
the motoring public of Victoria.
Mr. SNIDER (St. Kilda) .-My intention is to speak briefly concerning this
measure and, after expressing my
reservations, to state the reasons why
I support the Bill notwithstanding those
reservations. In the first place, I make
it clear that I am not able to enter into
a discussion of the legal aspects of the
Bill as was done by the Minister of
Education, the honorable member for
Brunswick West and the honorable member for Camberwell. During the early
part of the debate, I listened with some
interest to the remarks of the honorable member for Brunswick West, and
noted that he threw in a few Latin
phrases.
Mr. CAMPBELL TuRNBULL.-I merely
made use of the expression pari passu.
Every schoolboy is familiar with that
expression.
Mr. SNIDER.-Perhaps that is the
reason why the honorable member for
Brunswick West used the expressionbecause every schoolboy knows it. I
was interested to note that Sir Owen
Dixon, in commenting on the case of
Franklin v. Victorian Railways Commissioners, quoted Lord Shaw of
Dumferline as stating, with respect to
a Latin phrase, "If that phrase had not
been in Latin, nobody would have called
it a principle." With that brief comment, I indicate that I cannot participate
in the legal aspect of the discussion.
This debate has gone along curious
channels. Indeed, the comments of one
Opposition member, in my view, reached
an all-time low, and I do not intend to
let the incident pass without making a
reply.
The honorable member for
Footscray, in a statement which I think
even his colleagues would agree had no
relevancy to this Bill, asserted that noone in this House has ever seen a
destitute Jew, a dead donkey or a Volkswagen travelling on the road at less
than 35 miles an hour. The honorable
member prefaced his remarks by expressing the hope that he would not
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hurt my feelings in any way, but I am
speaking out of a sense of defending not
my own feelings but rather the feelings
of all decent people. If the honorable
member has not had the experience to
witness what I know that even his own
colleagues ahd members of my own
·party have witnessed, he should not, at
least, reveal his ignorance of what goes
on in the world, because other members
of this House have witnessed destitue
people of all religions and all races.
I have seen destitute Jews, destitute
Protestants
and destitute
Roman
Catholics, and I was never aware that
destitution made the distinction and discrimination which the honorable member has tried to make. By repeating an
ancient anti-Semetic myth he tried to
perpetrate in the records of this House a
statement which is improper. The records
of the last war :should have been enough
to remind him of the fact that there
were at least 6,000,000 Jews who were
deprived not only of their material
property but also of their lives.
As
regards the honorable member's comments concerning Volkswagens, I might
concede him that point. Moreover, I
must admit that I have never seen a
dead donkey, although, when I look at
the honorable member for Footscray,
I feel that I have at least seen a reasonable facsimile of a live one.
So far as the contents of the Bill are
concerned, I desire to say that whatever
reservations I might have had-and
those reservations have been expressed
by members on both sides of the House
-I believe the final answer to what
occurs under this legislation must lie in
sound administration, and it is along
those lines that I hope to make some
constructive suggestions which I trust
the Government will act upon. In the
first place, it is totally wrong to speak
of this measure as a brea thalyzer Bill.
The breathalyzer happens to be the
trade name of one particular breath
analysing instrument, and it is a device
in which members of the party to which
I belong have already discovered some
deficiencies.
Mr. SCHINTLER.-Are you satisfied
with its efficiency?
Mr. Snider.
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Mr. SNIDER.-! am not at all satisfied about the efficiency of this machine,
because I believe it has certain faults,
which have been pointed out by my own
colleagues and by Opposition members,
and they should be remedied.
But,
instead of taking a machine which
happens to be called a breathalyzer, I
suggest that there might be some
wisdom in the relevant Department
bringing into the State machines of other
types for purposes of comparison, because I believe it may be found that
some of those machines have not the deficiencies attributed to the breathalyzer.
Conversely, I fully recognize that they
may have even more deficiencies than
the breathalyzer, but I do want to say,
for the sake of making some constructive contribution to this debate, that the
National Safety Council of America
whilst forbidden by its Federal charter
to engage in the approval of any device
used for safety or for law enforcement
work, nevertheless officially recognizes
the existence of four major breathtesting devices known respectively as
the alcometer, the breathalyzer, the
drunkometer and the intoxometer.
I think it would be a very important
thing that, as .part of what must be done
in order to give proper effect to what
is intended by this legislation, an
opportunity should be given to loca:l
authorities to investigate the other
machines and make comparisons. I am
sure that even members of this House,
as a body, would be particularly interested in having a look at those other
machines and seeing what they may
offer.
Mr. DIVERS.-Radio Corporation may
be able to make one.
Mr. SNIDER.-! do not know how
complicated or how simple the making
of such a machine is, but I do think that,
where it has been found that a machine
has a deficiency, perhaps the easiest
way to approach the problem is not to
attempt to remedy shortcomings of a
particular machine but examine other
machines so as to determine whether
they may supply the answer.
To
my knowledge, there is one machine
which has not yet been released-I
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think this aspect has already been referred to by the honorable member for
Grant-and my understanding is that it
is not yet in production, but is about to
be ·produced. When available, it will,
because of its very small size, be capable of being used in a squad car or in a
police car on the spot. All of those
aspects can be looked at as a matter of
administration.
I believe that, as a matter of administration, the breath analysis test should
not be given without the approval of the
police officer in charge of the local
station where the test is to be administered. My reason for saying that is that
in this matter of administration it is a
very big thing to lea.ve it to, what could
kindly be called, the enthusiasm of
thousands of policemen throughout the
State to exercise their individual judgments whether a person is or is not
in a particular state. I feel that the
older and more senior police :pers·onnel
-as a suggestion, those in charge of
police stations-may be more competent
to determine whether this type of test
should be proceeded with.
The suggestion I make can be looked
into as a matter of administration. One
of the things that I said in other circumstances when this matter was being
discussed was that I felt some of the
fears that had been expressed could be
corrected by proper and sound administrative procedures. I am not now trying
to go into the wider question which has
been canvassed thoroughly by members
on both sides of the House, but I commend that course for investigation with
the object of ensuring that the decision
to make a test should require the approval of a senior officer, preferably the
one in charge of the police station where
the test may take place. Otherwise,
many people may unnecessarily be required to undergo tests simply because
they give the appearance of being in a
drunken state.
I am not a doctor, Mr. Speaker, but
there is a doctor in the House. Perhaps
he will agree with me when I suggest
that hundreds of hay fever sufferers
take anti-allergy or anti-histamine
tablets and that such a person, having
Session 1961.-41
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taken, perhaps, one tablet and consumed
maybe one glass of whisky, could easily
give more signs of drunkenness than. a
person who had taken eight whiskies.
These are not arguments against trying
tu apprehend the drunken driver, but I
believe they are good arguments in
favour of trying to ensure that only the
more experienced police personnel will
be the ones to say whether a person
should be given this test. Over the
years, the more senior officers will have
built up experience from which they
may be able to detect the more likely
cases of drunkenness as distinct from
the other cases which exhibit functional
disturbances.
In my opinion, the medical profession:
as a body, should highlight and publicize very much more the grave danger
that arises for people who take drugs
and drink at the same time, whether
the drugs are anti-histamine tablets,
sedatives, different forms of sleeping
tablets, or barbiturates.
Mr. SUTTON.-Tranquilizers?
Mr. SNIDER.-Yes, the whole range
which I wish the honorable member for
Reservoir was able to state at this point.
I am not in a position to give the
figures, but I should imagine that there
could be a grave danger resulting from
people who take drugs and follow them,
may be, with just one drink. As much
danger would arise from the driving of
those people as from the driving of the
drunkard. Those of us who have had
the misfortune, through illness, to be
compelled to take tablets and have not
been warned of what may happen if
a drink of 'intoxicating liquor is taken
with them, have had some unpleasant
experiences.
Mr. ScHINTLER.-Different people have
different reactions With drugs, just as
they do with intoxicating liquor.
Mr. SNIDER. - Of course, various
people would have different reactions.
I can recall such an occasion in my own
experience. It occurred during a time
when I was not well, and when no warning had been given to me of this hazard.
I assure the House that on the particular
night of which I speak, if I had been
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apprehended ·when driving· my automobile, after having taken one sleeping
tablet to get the sedatfve process started
a little earlier than usual, and after
having had only one drink, I would
have understood if any polic.eman had
been inclined to think that I was extremely drunk. Because this sort of
thing occurs, and because there is the
hazard of all the hundreds-may be
thousands - of people who are subject
to these experiences, I urge the greatest
caution in the administration of the
legislation. I most seriously and sincerely urge a form of administration
in which the final decision whether or
not a breathalyzer test should be given
should lie with a senior .police officer.
As the Bill is drafted, I do not know
whether it would be necessary for
a .police officer operating a breathalyzer
machine to have any particular experi •
ence, either by reason of his general
experience in the Police Force, or with
the machine itself. No such definitionsi
are contained in the Bill. These are
essentially matters .of administration,
and because I have faith in the administration of the Attorney-General's
Department and the Chief Secretary's
Department, which are concerned with
these matters, I consider that my plea
will not fall on deaf ears and that the
subjects I have raised will be considered.
There is another reason, and I hesitate
to tread on these medical grounds too
much, because I am merely a layman.
However, I know that, in the case of a
brain haemorrhage, it might be detrimental for a person to be required to
exert himself by breathing heavily into
a machine, because that might be
conducive to a greater haemorrhage.
In certain types of cases, a person in a
state of shock following an injury
could exhibit signs which to the uninformed could be interpreted, at first
glance, as indications of drunkenness.
If such persons, even with the best of
intentions, were compelled to take a
test, the result could be damaging. I
realize that those are not the majority
of cases, and I mention them merely as
a further reason why I believe the
question of administration should be
looked into very carefully.
Mr. Snider.
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Concerning the general question of
tests, let us not get into our minds the
idea that because a defect or a deficiency
has been found in a machine, the notion
of breath tests must be totally dismissed.
They have their peculiar place in the
scheme of things. I read an interesting
article from the Manual of Chemical
Tests for Intoxication prepared by the
Committee on Medico-legal Problems of
the American Medical Association. It
points out that inherently in traffic law
enforcement and in a few other special
situations, it is desirable to obtain
immediate information concerning the
subject's approximate blood alcohol
concentration at the time of the
investigation. It goes on to say that
conventional
methods
for
alcohol
analysis in body liquids-blood, urine,
saliva, and so on-require relatively
elaborate laboratory facilities frequently
not in operation or otherwise not
available at the time these problems
arise. It is pointed out also that a
breath alcohol analysis result, usually
expressed in terms of the blood alcohol
concentration, can be obtained in a few
minutes, and that breath as the
analysed material does reflect accurately
the actual blood alcohol level at the
time of the test. The required test
facilities are minimal compared with
the other test, and there is frequently
less objection to the breath test than to
the body penetration required to obtain
a blood specimen.
Because of the other things that have
been said, I do not think we should
cast aside lightly or scorn the proper
place of this type of test, where it can
be used to advantage, compared with
other things which we might have had
forced upon us, such as compulsory
blood tests. Compared with those, I
think we ought to say that we have
gone a long way towards protecting the
rights of individuals.
So, I make those general observations
regarding administration. As a matter
of fact, I shall go further.
I
do not know that some consideration
should not be given, in the case of
where a pedestrian is involved in an
accident and where he gives the
appearance of being drunk, to the question of whether he should be subjected
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to the same test as the motorist. I
believe I have seen more drunken
pedestrians than I have seen drunken
motorists.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-! have
the figures if the honorable member
would like them.
Mr. SNIDER.-! shall be most
interested to examine the figures. I do
not think we should be satisfied with
this matter being limited in the way it
is. If there is a case for determining
whether the motorist might have been
negligent or careless because he was in
an intoxicated state, there could be very
good grounds in certain circumstances
for wondering whether the action of the
pedestrian, who also plays his part in
contributing to fatalities and accidents,
should not be considered. So, with all
the reservations that one might haveif we are conscientious we must at
times have some reservations-we must
pause in our deliberations and consider
our position. I remind members of the
Opposition that one of the strengths of
the .party of which I am a member is
that its members are permitted to express their different points of view. I do
not know what would ha:ppen to honorable members opposite H they tried to
express a point of view which was
different from that held by the members
of the Trades Hall Council or their
caucus. It is with those differences
which may be expressed by those of us
who want to be conscientious, objective
and fair in what we say that I have
come to my conclusion on the Bill.
I started my speech by saying that I
would tell the House the reasons why I
am supporting the Bill, notwithstanding
the fact that I may have certain reservations about it. I can sum up my reasons
simply in three ways. When I compare
the proposed method of testing with the
possibility that the Government might
have acceded to public agitation and
introduced legislation for compulsory
blood tests by means of :blood samples,
I believe the Government has acted
wisely and has taken a step which is
far preferable and less objectionable,
because I find something quite objectionable, abhorrent and against human
rights in the taking of blood tests.
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Mr. GALVIN.-Did the honorable member make the same speech in the party
room?
The
SPEAKER
(Sir
William
McDonald).-Order! I suggest that the
honorable member does not answer the
interjection.

Mr. SNIDER.-! did not propose to,
but if the honorable member for
Bendigo knew me better he would know
that I am consistent in what I say,
wherever I say it, and I try to be as
conscientious as I can.
My second
reason for supporting the Bill is that
I think members of the Opposition
would have been justified in accusing
my party of political fraud in making
a pre-election promise and then failing
to honour it. I would not like to be
part of any Government which obtained
its votes, its support and its office by
promises which were made and not
honoured.
My final reason for supporting the
measure, notwithstanding the difficulties
that have been pointed out, and some of
the deficiencies to which I have referred
-and which I believe could be overcome by intelligent and conscientious ad..
ministration-is that if we intend to talk
a.bout rights we must consider the rights
of the people who pursue their normal
daily occupations of driving vehicles or
walking in the streets. These people
have the right which the late President
Roosevelt called the right to freedom
from fear. If we are going to consider the
relatively small number of people who
will be required to take these tests to
prove their guilt or innocence compared
with the rights of tens of thousands of
others who have the normal human right
to walk on this earth and live among
their fellow beings without being
maimed-this iscomparing the relativity
and the mathematics of it-I think we
are doing the best thing possible and as
much as can reasonably be expected
towards preserving the rights of the
greatest number of people.
Mr. DUNSTALV (Mornington) .-I am
induced to make a .brief contribution to
this debate to point out what must be
obvious to this Parliament, to the press
and to the people.
The opposition to
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this Bill is a sham, phoney, half-hearted, in this Parliament to put its views. Yet
and very luke warm. There are seven- what have we heard from the honorteen members of the Opposition, and able member for Reservoir? I detected
through the press they have plainly that his contribution was a reference to
stated that they are g·oing to fight this 2.1 per cent. or something similar, but
Bill.
It has been debated for several as it was said very quietly whilst
hours to-day and for 'Several hours on · another member was speaking, I am not
a previous day, yet in that time only precisely certain. The honorable memfour members of the Opposition have ber for Reservoir has shown on several
occasions in the short space of time he
spoken against H.
Mr. WILKES.-Two members of your has been a member that he can speak
par.ty spoke against it, so that makes with authority in his field. Surely we
a.re entitled to hear his own personal
six.
views, or those of the British Medical
Mr. DUNS'i'AN.-If the honorable Association, if it has briefed him. All
member for Northcote was in the Government members are disappointed
Chamber more often he would have the that we have not heard from the honoropportunity of counting the number of able member for Reservofr.
Government supporters who
have
The honorable member for Brunswick
spoken on the Bill. The House must be East, who can speak for a couple of
disappointed· that the honorable member hours at any time, has not been present
for Bendigo-a former Chief Secretary to-night. Why is he not in the House?
-who has had a great deal of experi- The Deputy Leader of the Opposition,
ence on this subject of the road toll has the honorable member for Fitzroy, and
not contributed to the debate. We would the most capable Opposition speaker
have been pleased to hear why the pre- can give facts eloquently, forcefully,
decessor of the present Chief Secretary bluntly and accurately. He is one of
i~ going to vote against the Bill.
He the few Opposition speakers who comis a veteran member of the House and pel Government members to remain
has held the portfolio of Chief Secretary and hear what is being said. Why
and has been Deputy Premier, but he has he not spoken on this Bill? Is he
has said nothing and will say nothing opposing it? Ls the Deputy Leader of
except for the few interjections he has the Opposition in conference with memmade and which are difficult to hear bers of the Trades Hall Council? Has
from the position which I occupy in the that body second thoughts about opposiHouse.
On .previous occasions the tion to the Bill? Why cannot the honhonorable member for Footscray has orable member for Footscray tell us
spoken for hours and hours on the how the trade union movement feels
inefficiency of the morgue-a subject about the Bill? Why cannot he say
closely related to this Bill-yet he has how his masters feel about it?
been one of the quietest members of the The continued silence is eloquent and
Opposition during this debate.
confirms
that this
is a
sham,
Mr. CLAREY.-He spoke on the Bill.
phoney, luke-warm, half-hearted, ridicuMr. DUNSTAN.-If the honorable lous opposition.
member for Melbourne was aware of
I do not think the honorable member
what was going on in his party, he for Northcote burnt himself out by his
would realize that the only words contribution to the Budget debate, and
uttered by the honorable member for I know that he would be capable of
Footscray have been a few raucus com- speaking informatively on this Bill. 1
ments about Volkswagens travelling on and many other Government members
the roads at over 35 miles an hour. would stay to listen to him, because he
The honorable member for Reservoir, a undertakes a great deal of research in
medioe.l practitioner of whom this Par- order to marshal facts in support of
liament is very proud, could surely make any argument he advances. Why is he
a contribution to the debate. The not opposing the Bill? These are quesBritish Medical Association must be tions Government members must be askpleased to have a qualified spokesman ing themselves. Those few speakers
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fJ;"om the Labour. party who have contributed to the debate on this_ Bill have
seemed to dwell as much on alleged
divisions in the Government ranks as on
anything else.
In ve:ry short time, if the Opposition
is
sincere or evel'l: half
sincere, the House will diviqe on the
second-i;-eading motion. In the days
when the late John Cain was Leader
of the Opposition, if it were stated that
the Labour party intended to oppose a
Bill adamantly, it would be fought tooth
and nail, speaker by speaker, clause by
clause, division by division. Even the
honorable member for Richmond would
have been asked to speak for half an
h.our.
The whips would have been
cracking in those days. l have not
mentioned the honorable member for
Williamstown. Surely if he studied this
question overseas he wo"Uld be able to
give us the benefit of the knowledge he
gained, yet we have heard nothing from
him. Instead of talking about djvision
amongst the rank and file of the
Gov~rnment party, I invite members of
the Opposition to wait until there is a
division on this Bill and they will see
how the numbers line up.
All aspects of this vitally important
legislation have been covered, and some
interesting contributions have been made
by Government speakers. To Sl,lm up
my remarks simply, I can say that l
drink, I drive, I am not a lawyer, but
I do have some views on the proposal.
The holdin·g of a driver's licence is
compulsory, and I suggest that not one
member of this House could find any
reason, no matter what logic he employed,
why that should not be so. Surely
then, following very simple logic, if the
obtaining of a licence to drive a motor
car is .compulsory, there should be some
means of compelling drivers to be in a
fit condition to drive. I believe that
95 to 97 per .cent. of drivers on the
roads to-day do not drink at all or maybe
have only two or three drinks. I invite
any honorable member who does not
believe my statement to look at the
traffic on the Nepean Highway on any
weekday or at any week-end. In my
view, less than 3 per cent. of drivers
have had any sort of a drink.
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Mr. WILKES.-If that is
measure necessa:r;-y?

why is this

SO,

Mr. DUNSTAN.-The Bill is aimed at
those 2 or 3 per cent. of drivers who
are creating so much havoc in the community.
Frequently, we hear of a
drunken driver who has been involved
in a collision with a number of cars,
possibly involving four, five or six
persons. I do not ·propose to quote facts,
figures or experts concerning this
matter, because almost anything can be
done with figures. It has been said
that figures do not lie, but a politician
can figure.
For those members who have doubts
about the efficacy of the breathalyzer
machine or the wisdom of the Bill, I
point out that all legislation is tentative.
puring every session, Parliament pa,sses
Bills which streamline vario4s Acts of
Parliament, cutting out what has been
unsuccessful in practice. No law that
is unpopular with the public can be
successful. If, after this Bill becomes
law, amendments are necessary perhaps
next year or the year after, it will be
amended. For the reasons that have
been given strongly from the Government side, I support the Bill.
The House divided on the motion
(Sir William McDonald) in the chairAyes
36
Noes
15
Majority for the motion

21

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Balfour
Birrell
Bioomfield
Bolte
Borthwick
Brose
Cochrane
Darcy ·
Dunstan
Evans

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Miibus
Mit.chell
Petty
Rafferty
Reid

Mr. Reid

Mr.
Mr.
(Ballaarat North) Mr.
Mr.
Mr. Evans
<Gippsland East) Mr.
Mr.
Mr. Fraser
Mr.
Mr. Gainey
Mr. Garrisson
Mr.
Mr. Gillett
Mr.
Mr. Holden
Sir Herbert Hyland
Mr.
Mr. Kane
Mr.
Mr. Macdonald

<Box Hill>

(Dandenong)

Rylah
Scanlan
Scott
Snider
Tanner
Trewin
Turnbull
<Kara Kara>

Wheeler
Wiltshire.
Tellers:

Loxton
Stirling.
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NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Clarey
Crick
Divers
Fennessy
Galvin
Jenkins
Lovegrove
Ring
Stoneham

Mr. Sutton
Mr. Towers
Mr. Turnbull
(Brunswick West)

Mr. Wilkes.
Tellers:

Mr. Floyd
Mr. Schintler.
PAIRS.

Mr. Rossiter
Mr. Stokes

IMr.
Holland
Mr. Mutton.

The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 (Short title).
Sir HERBERT HYLAND ( Gippsland
South).-Sub-clause (3) readsThis Act shall come into operation on a
day to be fixed by proclamation of the
Governor in Council published in the
Government Gazette.

I wish to know when it is proposed to
proclaim this legislation. I realize that
a precise date cannot be given, but as
my party supported this Bill-and
without its assistance it will not pass
another place-we are entitled to have
a statement from the Government for
the public, and for ourselves in
particular, whether it is intended to
proclaim this legislation :before the
Christmas holidays. I do not wish to
attempt to bind the Government down
to a day or two, but Christmas is only
six or seven weeks away. I should like
to know whether the Government
intends to wait until improvements can
be made to the breathalyzer machine or
whether, as suggested by the honorable
member for St. Kilda, it will examine
three or four other machines or some
new machine that can be tried out on
the spot.
Honorable members are
entitled to be advised on such matter&.
The honorable member for Ivanhoe
stated that this Bill has been introduced
because the Country party threw this
matter into the political ring at the
last elections. The Country party did
not mention the breathalyzer then; we
urged the introduction of compulsory
blood tests. The honora:ble member for
Ivanhoe has a weird and wonderful
way of his own. I ask the Government
to give honorable members and the
public some idea when it is proposed
to proclaim this legislation so that it
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will be evident that the Government is
genuine and desirous of putting it into
operation at the earliest possible time.
Mr. RYLAH (Attorney-General).I assure the Leader of the Country
party and all honorable members of
the Committee that it is the Government's intention to proclaim this legislation as quickly as possible. There is
no intention of delaying it, and an early
announcement will be made of the
approximate date on which it will be
proclaimed.
Mr.
CLAREY
(Melbourne).-The
statement made by the Attorney-General
is very vague.
Mr. RYLAH.-We know you do not
want it brought in, and we can understand why.
Mr. CLAREY.-Why not state that it
shall be proclaimed not later than a
certain date? I do not refer ·particularly
to the present Government, but many
Bills which have passed through this
House have never been proclaimed. I
suggest to the Leader of Country party
that if he wishes to make his attitude
perfectly clear the Bill should be
amended to pr~.wide for :proclamaition
not later than the 25th December.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Gippsland
South).-! am not too happy with the
Attorney-General's reply.
Mr. RYLAH.-I could not have made it
clearer.
Sir
HERBERT
HYLAND.-The
Attorney-General could have done so by
saying that the Government would
attempt to proclaim the measure by the
22nd December, which is the day on
which it would have to come into
operation before the Christmas holidays.
I realize that the honorable ·gentleman
said that it would be done as soon as
possible and that there would be no
delay.
He is perfectly justified in
desiring to inspect other machines, or
ensuring that this machine is improved
so that it will be as near perfect as possible. However, we should like to know if
there is any chance of the legislation
being proclaimed by the 22nd December,
which would enable it to be put into
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operation over the Christmas and New
Year period when a great number of
accidents occur and a number of people
are killed on the roads. From what the
Attorney-General has said, we do not
know what the delay will be.
Mr. RYLAH.-You do not accept my
word that we will make an early
announcement.
Sir
HERBERT
HYLAND.-The
Attorney-General should not start humbugging me;. I will not take it. I have
a right to extract from him, if possible,
information as to the likely date of
pro clam a ti on.
Mr. RYLAH.-1 gave an undertaking,
but apparently you do not accept it.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-! accept
it, but I remind the honorable gentleman
that I have made similar statements over
the years from the .position which he
now occupies.
Mr. RYLAH ..:_But I carry out my
undertakings.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-! wish to
know whether this legislation will be in
operation for the Christmas-New Year
holidays. If the Attorney-General says
that it will take longer than that to
investigate different machines or to
make this machine as near perfect ·as
possible, he is justified in doing
so. However, we should be informed
just what is in store. I am not attempting to force the Government to bring
the legislation into operation, but I am
asking that the public should be
informed whether it will be in operation for the Christmas holiday period
or how· long it will take to knock the
machine into shape. Judging by some
of
the remarks of
Government
supporters, it is not yet perfect. We
should also be informed whether the
Government has sufficient trained
personnel capable of using the machines
and whether there are sufficient
machines available. Surely those are
reasonable questions.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL (Brunswick West).-The honorable member
for Camberwell made a valuable contribution to the debate when he suggested
that this Bill should be referred to the
Statute Law Revision Committee.
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Mr. RYLAH.-You want to delay it
further.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-That
is not so. I am saying that one of the
members of the Government party made
this suggestion, which I am adopting.
Mr. RYLAH.-What about speaking for
yourself?
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-!
shall do so. In view of the doubts
expressed in regard to the machine and
the admissions that the machine is not
ready to go into action, what more
appropriate body could determine these
matters than the Statute Law Revision
Committee?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Nonsense!
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-This
egotism of power has been condemned
by the Country party. Surely Opposition members have some riight to speak
in· this House. I noticed that several
members of the Government party refrained from voting on the second-reading motion, so it is obvious that there
are some doubts and differences on the
Government side of the Chamber. In
view of those difficulties, which were
referred to by the Leader of the Country party, I agree with the submission
of the honorable member for Camberwell that the measure should be referred
to the Statute Law Revision Committee,
which would have the opportunity of
calling before it experts who would be
able to give evidence concerning the
deficiences of the breathalyzer machine.
Indeed, they might be able to recommend other machines that would be
more satisfactory. In any ~vent, there
are many matters that should be cleaned
up before this measure becomes law.
Mr. RYLAH (Attorney-General).-1
apologize to the Leader of the Country
party for being a Ii ttle testy.
At
the moment, I am in a difficult position.
The Leader of the Country party wants
the measure passed quickly, whereas the
Opposition wants to have it delayed as
long as possible, by devious means.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL (Brunswick West).-On a point of order Mr.
Acting Chairman, I did not suggest that
there should be any delay in the passage
of this Bill.
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The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr. J. D.
Macdonald) .--Order!

Mr. RYLAH (At.torney-General).-1
repeat that the Opposition will use every
possible trick in the book to try to delay
this legislation coming into force.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-You are a
humbug.
Mr. RYLAH.-Our sympathies are entirely with the Leader of the Country
party. With him, we want to get this
legislation· into operation as quickly as
possible. At this stage I do not want to
make a firm promise as to the date on
which it can be brought into operation,
because there are certain technical difficulties which I have already explained.
However, I assure the Leader of the
Country party that an announcement
concerning the measure will be made as
quickly as possible. Nevertheless, the
Opposition will attempt to delay the
legislation by any means within its
power. ·
Mr. FLOYD (Williamstown).-The
honorable member for Morninigton suggested that I should make a contribution
to this debate because I have recently
been overseas. In case the honorable
member has forgotten it, I remind him
that at the overseas conference which I
recently attended and upon which I shall
report later, the fundamental theme was
that in a Parliamentary democracy the
majority may have their way but the
minority· may have their say.

Mr. RYLAH.-Hear,. hear!
Mr. FLOYD.-The Opposition has
claimed that the gadget known as the
brea thalyzer is not perfect, and now
members of the Government party, too,
have their doubts about it.
Mr. BOLTE (Premier and Treasurer).
- I rise to a point of order in an
attempt to hel·p the honorable member
for Williamstown.
Mr. FLOYD.-! do not need any help.
Mr. BOLTE.-The present discussion
is on clause 1, which relates to the title
of the Bill and the date of proclamation.
I submit that it would be competent for
the honorable member to make his remarks on clause 2.
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The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr. J. D.
Macdonald) .-Order!
The honorable
member for Williamstown should endeavour to relate his remarks to the
clause. I am having difficulty in so relating them.

Mr. FLOYD (Williamstown) .-All
night I have had some difficulty in relating the remarks of most speakers to
the Bill, and I thought I might be
·granted the same privilege as was extended to them. Moreover, I had some
difficulty in reconciling the action of the
Chairman, who is expected to be impartial, in making notes whilst in the
chair so as to enable him to reply to
the Opposition later.
Mr. RYLAH (Attorney-General).-1
rise to another point of order. The
honorable member for Bendigo laughs,
as he always does when the prestige of
this Chamber is at stake.
Mr. GALVIN.-This is the first time I
have seen you in the Chamber to-night.
Mr. STONEHAM.-'l'he Attorney-General would not know the position, he has
not been here.
Mr. RYLAH.-The honorable mem'!
ber for Williamstown may go on smearing. It is his technique, and he has been
adopting it for years past.
Mr. SUTTON.-What is the :point of
order?
Mr. RYLAH.-The reflection by the
honorable member :for Williamstown on
the occupant of the chair, whoever he
may be.
Mr. CLAREY.-He should know.
Mr. RYLAH.-I sug.gest that the
honorable member for Williamstown
should play the .game fair and not
indulge in any smearing of the Chairman. This Chamber is above that sort
of thing, and I object to the honorable
member's remarks.
The ACTING CHAffiMAN (Mr.
J. D. Macdonald) .-I ask the honorable
member for Williamstown whether his
remarks related to me?
Mr. FLOYD.-No.
Mr. RYLAH.-They related to someone
else behind his back.
Mr. STONEHAM.-He should be here.
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The ACTING CHAIRMAN.-It is not
proper conduct in this House to refer
to the Chairman as has been done. It
is unlike the honorable member for
Williamstown to speak in that way, and
I ask him to relate his remarks to
clause 1 of the Bill.
Mr. FLOYD.-How did the point of
order go?
The ACTING CHAIRMAN.-Order!
I ask the honorable member to withdraw
his remarks.
Mr. FLOYD.-! a:rn having difficulty
with your decision.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN.-Order!
I have asked the honorable member to
withdraw his remarks concerning the
Chairman.

as a member of the Government party,
provided that what I have said is
recorded in Hansard.

Mr. FLOYD (Williamstown) .-1 willingly withdraw any remarks reflecting
upon your chairmanship, Mr. Acting
Chairman.
Mr. RYLA.H.-And any other Chairman?
Mr. FLOYD.-No, I will not.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN .-I ask the
honorable member to withdraw his
remarks relating to the Chairman, which
I regard as being offensive.

Mr. DUNSTAN (Mornington) .-I ris_e
to a point of order. In my view, the
honorable member for Williamstown is
making a second-reading speech. He is
not speaking to claus~ 1 of the Bill. Will
all other members be entitled to make
second-reading speeches in Committee?

Mr. STONEHAM (Leader of the
Opposition) .-On a point of order, the
Chairman of Committees is not present,
and he has not objected. The person
about whom the remarks were made
would admit that the honorable member's statement is true and that the
remarks were fully justified.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN.-Order!
I have given my ruling, and I ask the
honorable member for Williamstown to
withdraw his remarks about the Chairman without further comment.
Mr. FLOYD.-Which ones were they?
The ACTING CHAIRMAN.-! refer
to the honorable member's remarKs
about the Chairman of Committees. He
is well aware of what I am referring to.
Mr. FLOYD (Williamstown) .-I willingly withdraw the remarks I made
about the Chairman making notes while
in the chair so as to enable him to reply
to the Opposition when he took his place

Mr. RYLAH.-That is bad.
Mr. FLOYD.-We believe we have
every right to delay legislation with
which we do not agree, and that we
should play every trick in the book, i'f
that is the terminology, to achieve that
end. We have a better term for it. As
members of Her Majesty's Opposition,
we believe we have rights to oppose any
legislation which we regard as offensive
and oppressive to the majority of the
people. Accor.dingly, we claim that this
measure should be delayed and referred
to the Statute Law Revision Committee
for investigation and report.

The ACTING CHAffiMAN (Mr.
J. D. Macdonald) .-The honorable member for Mornington has raised a point
concerning the relevancy of the remarks
of the honorable member for Williamstown. If that honorable member can
relate his remarks to clause 1, he may
continue.
Mr. FLOYD (Williamstown).-This
discussion looks like going on for some
time. I am doing my best to bring the
debate to a conclusion. We of the
Opposition unashamedly admit that we
want to have the Bill delayed, and we
will pursue every avenue to enstJre that
that objective is achieved.
It is good military tactics never to
lose sight of the objective. We believe
that the machine is not perfect, and the
Government's attitude is to delay the
proclamation of the Bill until it is perfected. By that time, it may be that
a new and better machine has been
devised. Why "mess around" with the
proclamation? Why should the Bill not
be sent to the Statute Law Revision
Committee? If it were, better results
would be obtained. That is all I wish
to say.
I was asked to make some
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comments on the Bill, and I rose in
defence of the Opposition, the members
of which have every right on every
occasion that arises to voice objections
to any proposed legislation, and, until a
state of totalitarianism is reached, that
right will be observed.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 2 (New section 408A inserted
in No. 6231).
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL (Brunswick West) .-I congratulate the honor·
able member for Camberwell upon re·
prif!landing occupants of the Government benches for the damning criticism
they made of the legal profession when
they implied-in a chorus-that legal
practitioners manufactured defences. I
am glad that the honorable member
put the Government right on that
issue.

As I understand the speech made by
the Minister of Education, he used
certain words which I consider represent
the Government's thoughts in this
matter, although the honorable gentle·
man assures me that they were not his
own words. The statement to which I
refer was t0 this effect, " We are prepared to run the risk of the conviction
of innocent persons if this Bill is
passed." To my mind, those words
express the feelings of a depraved mind,
and it is astonishing that a member of
this House wouid, for expediency, be
happy. to convict innocent persons. I
acknowledge that the Minister, in using
those words, was not expressing his own
view, but was voicing ·the thoughts of
somebody else. I feel that all the
statements which have come from the
Government side to-night are epitomized
in that expression.
Mr. PETTY.-Piffie !
Mr.
CAMPBELL TURNBULL.Apparently, the Minister of Public
Works wishes to deny the Opposi·
tion the right of reply to what
has been said.
Mr. PETTY.-No, I am helping you.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-The
honorable gentleman can read the
statement in Hansard. It is completely
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repugnant to the conscience of any
.trained lawyer, and before the Bill is
·passed through Committee I hope that
the Minister of Education will withdraw
such an unthoughtful expression, although he has not used it as represent·
ing his own views. In his speech, the
Minister did adm1t the basic principle of
law referred to by the Bar Council. The
Minister went on to point out that there
were several statutory exceptions and
added that the rule was whittled down
in bankruptcy legislation.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-! said it referred
to statements but not to facts, and this
Bill refers to facts.
.Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-! do
not agree. The Minister pointed out
that there were certain statutory
exceptions. The Bill represents another
attempt to break down · the general
principles, and that is why we object
to it. Two or three wrongs. do not make
a right, but that is what the Minister
was attempting to plead to-night.
Because certain statutory provisions
had overridden this traditional principle
of British law, he considered that the
Government was entitled to do similarly
in this Bill.
Members of the Opposition consider
that if the Bill is passed it will interfere
with the liberty ·of the subject and the
rights of the citizens of this State. We
are told that the enactment of the Bill
will reduce the road toll. If the Govern·
ment is prepared to convict innocent
persons, I suppose it might have that
effect. I shall state the lawyer's point
of view. Out of 100 cases, we would
prefer twenty guilty persons to be
acquitted rather than that one innocent
person should be convicted.
The
Government is prepared to get convic..
tions in 100 per cent. of cases, even
though 20 iper cent. of the persons
involved are innocent. That view has
been expressed by at least half a dozen
members on the Government s1de of the
House.
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It has been suggested that alcohol is
responsible for many deaths on the
Victorian roads and no one disagrees
with that statement. All we say is that
accused persons should receive a fair
and just trial in accordance with the
principles of British law. Is there anything wrong in a member of the
Opposition rising in his place and saying
that? When we do, we are accused of
trying to delay the Bill and of being
opp'osed to measures designed to reduce
the · number of deaths on the roads.
It is not only motorists who cause deaths
after having consumed liquor.

A booklet entitled The Relation of
Awohol to Road Accidents states that a
recent study was made of a group of 500
consecutive
highway fatalities
in
Baltimore city in which death had
occurred within twelve hours of the
accident. Out of those cases, it was
shown that, of the pedestrians who were
killed, 44 per cent. had a blood alcohol
concentration of 50 milliigrammes and
over, 30 per cent. had a concentration of
150 milligrammes and over, and 11.6
per cent. a concentration of 250 milligrammes and over. Those figures indicate how effective this Bill will be in
reducing fatalities. Probably, in many
instances, the pedestrians were responsible for the fatalities.
I urge the Government to adopt the
sensible suggestion made by the honorable member for Camberwell that this
matter be made the subject of a special
inquiry so that all the issues that have
been raised in the debate can be settled
in a calmer atmosphere than exists in
this Committee at the moment.

Mr. SUTTON (Albert Park).-lt
has been illuminating, but also disillusioning, to listen to the speeches
made by legally qualified members
-or at least by one legally qualified
member, the Minister of Education,
leading counsel for the Government-in
defence of what the Bar Council and the
Law Institute have condemned as
violating
a
long-established
and
cherished principle. I suppose that will
be agreed to.

Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-! think that is
rubbish.
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Mr. SUTTON.-Of course the honorable gentleman would think that. We
now have an expression from the
Minister of Education that something
which the majority of people, at all
events, regard as being sound and
proper is rubbish. I decline to follow
the honorable gentleman down the path
of his narrow wanderings. I suppose
that Sir Henry Winneke knows his law.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-But he does not
know how he came to express the
opinion to which yqu are about to
refer. In addition, he agrees with everything I said to-night. What do you
think of that?
Mr. SUTTON.-Frankly, I do not
know what to think of it. Sir Henry's
standing at the bar and his representation of the Government ought to be
seriously considered before he again
appears before a Select Committee.
This is what he said, and he was on
oath. Did he give the Minister a
statutory declaration in support of the
views he expressed to him? ·
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-! did not ask him
for one.
Mr. SUTTON.-The Minister would
not be so ungentlemanly; he indulges
in gentlemanly sneers on those he
regards as inferior people. I shall quote
what Sir Henry Winneke said on oathFinally, the system would violate the
basic common law principle that an
accuse.a person cannot be compelled to
incriminate himself. There is a strong body
of thought that says, ''Why insist on that?
.It does not matter much." Perhaps it does
not matter much in this class of case but
it is necessary to think of this matter on
broad lines. It is necessary to think of the
precedent that would be set.

But the Minister has already told us
that great inroads have already been
made into that principle by statutelimited by statute, were the words he
used. This Bill limits it further. The
quotation continuesHaving infringed this principle, it may
be possible for the traffic law to work fairly
well; but, later on, people may say " What
is wrong with applying it to something
else? If it is good for this class of case,
why is it not good for a man charged with
murder to be compelled to· make a statement."
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Mr. B'-400MFIE:µ>.-Under the provisions of thi~ Bill no one will be compelled to make statements.
Mr. SUTTON.-He will not be compelled to make them so long as he agrees
to the alternative of being fi~ed for
refusing to make them.
Mr. 5LOOMFIELD.-Rubbish !
Mr. SUTTON.-Of course, that is the
whole thin~.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-There is no statement to 'be made.
Mr. SUTTON.-He is askeq whetber
he will submit to a breath test. If he
refuses he can be prosecuted and almost
certainly he will be fined.
Mr. Bi.ooMFIELp.-He is not asked to
make a statement; cannot you see t'Qat?
Mr. SUTTON.-He is not asked to
make a statement?
Mr. BLQOMFIELD.-You are splitting
straws.
Mr. SUTTON.-! am not splitting
straws. There is no significant distinction between the evidence he is asked
to provide by breathing into a machine
and the statement he would make in
writing.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Rubbish !
Mr. SUTTON.-Will the Minister of
Education kindly ring the changes on
that objectionable term? I regret that
the honorable member for Camberwell
ls not present because I would like tQ
congratulate him on the lesson -in simple
law that he gave to the Minister of
Education who spoke about a 'blood
stained shovel that had been useQ to do
to death a poor old woman. The honorable gentleman said that finger prints
could be taken from that shovel; I think
he meant that the person concerned
could be forced to place his hands on
the sll.ovel. Anyhow, Qe })etrayed a
complete and abyssmal ignorance of the
ordinary workings of the law. I am glad
that a junior person was at hand to tel~
him what was going on. The Minister
indicated that the charges to which we
refer have been limited :by statute.
Regrettably, they have, but now we
have come to a case where a
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universal rule which will not accommodate itself to a particular case i~ tO. he
set aside. I do. not, for example.. p,lac~
myself outs~de any union to wh.ioh I
belong as the Minister has placed himself outside of the union to which he
b~longs. I hope h.e never return~ to the
bar b~cause I should not like ~nybqdy
I know to have the misfortune of being
charged under this Bill Qr of being
defended by somebody who w9uld not
a<lmit to the ordinary principles of law
which have for at least 200 years gµided
British jurists. In supporting this Bill,
the Age of 26th October saidMany law reforms have involved departures from principle in the interest of social
prqgress and adjustment to changing times.
Old and long-established right& h~ve had,
time and again, to be given up to allow
new and stronger rights. to prevail.

I suppose that this is a doctrine which

would make truth a relative er
impermanent thing and :make justice
subject to changes in the mental climate.
Surely we are nqt asked to examine that
sort of thing. I point out that if the
right to withold evidence to incriminate
a man is not preserved, we shall soon
reach the stage where an accused person
will be required to follqw the Russian
pattern and submit to self-accusation.
Mr. RYLAH.-What utter nonsense.
Mr. SUITON.-Of course it is!
Mr. RYLAH.-Thank you for confirming it.
Mr. SUTTON.-If this Bill i~ pass~d,
an accused person will be forced int.a
following the Russi~n system of pro ..
viding what is called self-criticism or
self-accusation so that the court can
order on it. There is not a single thing
in Dr. Bowden's report that justifies the
Government in bringing in this Bill.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-You are talking
sucl:i rubbish, and you are speaking for
the breweries.
Mr. SUITON.-Is the Minister talking
from the product of the breweries at the
moment or does he prefer the beverage
of his native country?
Mr. RYLAU.-What an
statement.

e~traordinary
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Mr. SUTTON.-It is a perfectly proper
statement.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Minister of Education) .-On a point of order, I find
the honorable member's suggestion extremely offensive. If he has some innocent explanation to make for the remark and explains that he meant otherwise than I think an ordinary person
would assume him to mean, I shall not
ask for a withdrawal, but these references to native beverages and so on seem
to me capable of only one inference and
[ should like the honorable member to
withdraw the references.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr. J. D.
Macdonald).-! find that the remarks of
the honorable member for Albert Park
do contain an inference that is offensive
to the Minister, and I ask that they be
withdrawn.
Mr. SUTTON (Albert Park).-! am
very glad to withdraw them, but I will
not ask the Minister to withdraw his
statement that I was speaking for the
breweries. I wonder whether he is prepared to withdraw it.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-No, because I think
you are.
Mr. SUTTON.-Then I am prepared
to say that the Minister is not speaking
for the breweries or for the Bar
Council, but is speaking to justify a decision that was made without receiving-Mr. LOXTON.-lt was a good decision.
Mr. SUTTON.-If a Government
member is allowed to insult a member
on the Opposition side of the Chamber
and an Opposition member cannot reply
in similar terms, there is not much that
can be done about it.
Mr. WILTSHIRE.-That is a reflection
on the Chair.
Mr. SUTOON.-No, it is not. It is most
interesting that nobody has offered a defence against our charge that this BilJ
was brought in under pressure from outside groups, as the leaders of those groups
have candidly and elatedly said it was.
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Nobody has offered a defence against
our charge that the legislation is aimed
at the drinking driver. The honorable
member for Ormond has made it clear
that it is. He said that 25 per cent. of
road accidents were due to alcohol. I do
not accuse him of misquoting. Then he
went on to say, with apparently no
appreciation of the significance of the
word, that statistics showed that others
had been drinking. Then he spoke about
accidents involving drinking drivers; he
did not say, "drunken drivers." Putting
statistics aside as I willingly agree they
can be used one way or the other quite
honestly but mistakenly, the real
significance that attaches to the figures
quoted is that a certain percentage of
men involved in accidents had been
drinking.
This conversion of the Government
was a very rapid one. Ordinarily a
conversion is preceded by a long and
agonizing period of doubt and vacillation, .but in this case it came abruptly.
Up to a few days before the election, it
was stated by the Attorney-General-I
hope that I quote him accurately-that
the system was working satisfactorily.
Shortly after that the Premier announced
that compulsory breath tests would be
introduced. Surely that was an enforced
conversion. I conclude by endorsing a
tribute paid to the Attorney-General for
the intense interest and zeal he has
shown and the effective work he has
done in coping with road problems.
[ have no doubt about his sincerity.
[ can only wish that he had not spurned
the advice and the evidence given on
oath by the .Solicitor-General and the
evidence set out by Dr. Bowden in his
report, which has been elaborated by
him at least twice since his retirement.
It is a .pity that the atmosphere of this
debate has been charged with a certain
amount of emotion. It is a greater pity
that that was followed by quite inex·cusable levity.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL (Brunswick West).-As the Attorney-General
is now in the Chamber, I wish to point
out that the mechanics of this Bill are
obviously unfair to the citizen.
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Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-To
every citizen o.f Victoria, including the
Premier and myself. Paragraph (b) of
sub-section (4) of proposed new section
408A provides, inter alia-

chance of getting away. I should haive
thought that any person who is on trial
should be given the r1ght to defend himself in accordance with t:he principles of
British justice.
If this clause is
agreed to in its present form, many
innocent people will be convicted.

A person who is required as aforesaid to
furnish a sample of his breath for analysis
shall not be obliged to do so except-

Mr. BLOOMFIELD.--Can you tell us
why they will be?

Mr. BOLTE.-To which citizen?

Then follows sub-paragraphs (i) and
(ii). Paragraph (a) of sub-section (5)
provides that a person who refuses to
submit to a test shall be guilty of an
offence. In fairness, having regard to
the other legislation dealing with blood
alcohol tests, I should have thought that
the provision should be something like
thisA person who is required as aforesaid to
furnish a sample of his breath for analysis
shall not be obliged to do so(i) Unless he consents to such tests being
taken.

As it stands at present the provision
does not refer to a person being obliged
to give his consent yet it creates an
offence if he refuses. In the interests
of fairness to an accused person, my
suggestion should be adopted.
An
examination of the other legislation
discloses that evidence of the test cannot
be given unless in f.act the defendant
consents.
I think I was responsible for the
inclusion in other legislation of a paragraph which provided that the mere
failure or refusal to express consent
shall not be used in evidence against an
accused person or referred to in any
other way against his interests in any
proceedings. As the present Bill is
framed, if a person refuses he is liable
to be charged with an offence.
Mr. BOLTE.-Is this after he has
killed three or four people? It could
well be.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-l
point out to the Premier that I am
trying to ·plead a case of what is fair and·
just. If he goes into a field shooting
rabbits, at least he gives them some

Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-That
is what I am attempting to explain. In
many cases in which I have appeared
for the Crown, the first thing I have
asked an accused person is why he did
not submit himself to a blood test. That
is a rather awkward question, and is
one of the reasons why I sought the
inclusion of the provision I have mentioned in the legislation dealing with
blood alcohol tests.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Ycu have just
revealed the whole fallacy of your case. ·
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-1
fear that members of the Government
do not understand British standards of
justice.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-We want to hear
why this 1person did not submit to a
blood test.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-Beca.use he has the right to refuse; he
exercised his statutory right. The Government is simply attempting to put
people into gaol without a proper trial
merely because they arl~ accused by a
policeman. Is that the desire?
Mr. RYLAH.-Attack the Police Force
and be done with it.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-!
have never attacked the Police Force
in my life. If a person is charged with
driving a motor car while under the Influence of liquor and there is no provision
in the legislation along the lines I have
suggested he, of course, will be asked
why he did not submit to a test. I am
appealing to the sense of justice of the
Attorney-General. I suggest that he
should let his hair down for once and
do something in the interests of justice.
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Mr. RYLAH (Attorney-General).I shall reply to the honorable member
for Brunswick West very simply by
saying that I will not have a bar of his
proposition.

The Committee divided on the clause
(Mr. Rafferty in the chair)Ayes
36
Noes
14
Majority for the clause

22

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Sir
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Balfour
Birrell
Bloomfield
Bolte
Borthwick
Brose
Cochrane
Darcy
Dunstan
Fraser
Gainey
Garrisson
Gillett
Holden
Herbert Hyland
Kane
Loxton
Macdonald
Mibus
Mitchell
Moss

Mr. Petty
Mr. Reid
(Box Hill>

Mr. Reid
<Dandenong)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Rylah
Scanlan
Scott
Snider
Stirling
Tanner
Trewin
Turnbull
(Kara Kara)

Mr. Wheeler
Mr. Wiltshire.
Tellers:

Mr. Evans
(Ballaarat North)

Mr. Evans
<Gippsland East).

NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Clarey
Crick
Fennessy
Floyd
Galvin
Lovegrove
Ring
Stoneham

Mr. Sutton
Mr. Towers
Mr. Turnbull
(Brunswick West)

Mr. Wilkes.
Tellers:

Mr. Divers
Dr. Jenkins.
PAmS.

Mr. Rossiter
Mr. Stokes

Mr. Holland
Mutton.
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as to whether money lent on the security
of a mortgage of land could, if the rate
were sufficiently high, amount to a
money-lending transaction, and many
solicitors had advised their clients that
they were free from the control imposed by the existing law. As a result
of changed economic conditions and an
increase in the bank rate since that
amendment was made, the curr.ent
mortgage rate is much higher. This
has resulted in the curious situation that
it is almost impossible to obtain money
on first mortgage at a rate which does
not make the lender a money-lender
within the meaning of the money-lending
legislation.
The position has been
aggravated because of the provisions of
the legislation which have the effect of
treating as interest any payments that
the mortgagee requires the mortgagor
to make. Proper legal costs involved
and necessary valuation fees may be
brought into account in determining the
rate chargeable under the mortgage.
This has led to a critical situation in the
field of housing finance. Solicitors are
reluctant to advise their clients to enter
into mortgage transactions, and clients
arie very loath to enter into any transaction which might mean that they are
money-lenders. Large amounts which
were formerly invested in the housing
field have been withdrawn and moved
into fixed interest investment with companies, and it may well be that funds
formerly invested in mortgages of land
in Victoria are now being diverted to
mortgages in other States.

The Bill was reported to the House
The Bill is designed to remedy that
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
· position. It does so iby fixing the
criterion of what constitutes a moneylender as the making of loans at rates
MONEY LENDERS (AMENDMENT) in excess of 10 per cent. per annum
BILL.
in lieu of the present 8 per cent. The
Mr. RYLAH (Chief Secretary).- rate of 8 per cent. was fixed in
! move-Victoria in 1938 at a time when money
That this Bill be now read a second time. was cheaper than at any other time in
Honorable members will recall that in the history of Australia, and that rate ls
the last Parliament the law relating to quite inappropriate to to-day's condimoney-lenders was amended. Before tions. I might add that in New South
that amending legislation clarified the Wales the critical rate is 10 per cent., the
·position there was considerable doubt suggested rate in Victoria, and in South
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Australia and Western Australia the
critical rate is 12 per cent. and 12~ per
cent. respectively. This amendment will
also dispose of the suggestion that a
person who regularly lends money to a
corporation on deposit or on the security
of debentures at a rate of interest in
excess of 8 per cent. is a money-lender.
I am by no means convinced that the
legislation applies to such transactions,
but the possibility will be removed in
the case of any such investments at 10
per cent. or less.
The Bill also clears up certain problems that have arisen in relation to its
application to mortgage transactions.
It makes it dear that the acceptable rate
of interest under a mortgage is the relevant rate for the purposes of the Act
and it permits scale legal costs, valuation
fees and other statutory payments to be
charged to the mortgagor. It also
allows a mortgage transaction to be
completed at the place where the title
to the property is kept instead of at the
money-lender's office. The other principal amendments change the effect of
a transaction which infringes · the
legislation. At present, if a moneylender is unlicensed he cannot recover
either principal or interest or enforce
his security in any way. This is so,
even if the failure to hold a licence was
accidental. The Bill proposes to allow
the court to exercise a discretion in cases
of unlicensed money-lenders if the
court is satisfied that the failure to hold
a licence was not deliberate and that
the money-lender had acted honestly
and reasonably but, even in such cases,
the money-lender will be deprived of
his right to interest.
Furthermore, at present, if a person
enters into a money-lending transaction, without giving the required
memorandum, he loses all rights to
recover the principal. Such a penalty
is out of all proportion to the offence in
many cases. What is more, it is a
penalty which in the last 50 years has
only ibeen executed iby shrewd-if not
sharp~financiers and has not operated,
as it was probably intended to operate,
Mr. Rylah.

(Amendment) Bill.

a.s a relief for the small man who has
been battened on by a rapacious moneylender. The Bill therefore proposes that,
where a transaction is entered into in
contravention of the Act, the penalty
should be the loss of the right to all
interest but that the right to the principal should be retained. This is in line
with the decision made by this Parliament in relation to hire-purchase transactions and is, I think, a very fitting
penalty for the offence.
Honorable
members may be interested to know that
money-lending legislation is giving concern to Governments throughout the
whole of Australia and the matter has
been raised at meetings of the Commonwealth and State Attorneys-General.
The State of New South Wales is preparing a report on the defects of the
legislation throughout Australia for
consideration at a subsequent meeting
of Ministers, and it may be that a more
satisfactory method of regulating and
controlling the undesirable features so
often associated with money-lending
transactions will be devised as a result
of these consultations, but it is unlikely
that any concrete proposals will come
from these discussions for some
considerable time. I therefore commend
this Bill to the House as a desirable
reform to the law relating to moneylending that will meet the problems
ar1smg from the current economic
situation and protect the interests of
Victoria particulariy in the field of
housing finance.
On the motion of Mr. STONEHAM
(Leader of the Opposition), the
debate was adjourned until Wednesday,
November 8.
LAND (UNUSED ROADS AND
WATER FRONTAGES) BILL.
The message from the Council relating
to the amendment in this Bill was taken
into consideration.
Mr. RYLAH (Chief Secretary).The amendment made by the Council
is somewhat technical, and I should have

Adjournment.
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thought it was not necessary.
It is
merely for the purpose of making clear
that this legislation does not operate in
relation to any street on private land. I
am somewhat amazed that the House of
review should send down such a sloppy
amendment, if I may use that term.
The amendment made by the Council
refers to line 37 in clause 3 of the Bill.
As clause 3 extends from page 2 to
page 8 of the Bill, it is necessary to
examine the whole clause to determine
where the amendment is to be made.
That is merely a comment in passing.
I realize that the House of review is
busy and that it is facing problems of
this sort every day. Therefore, we
should treat it kindly. The Council
inserted the words " but does not include
any road or street formed or set out on
private land;" before the words "and
such map " in clause 3. As I $aid, it is
a technical amendment,- and therefore I
moveThat the amendment be agreed to.

Mr. STONEHAM (Leader of the
Opposition).-To ensure that the amendment is in 011der, should not the
page number o.f the Bill be mentioned?
Mr. RYLAH (Chief Secretary).! have checked the amendment carefully
and the only place in which the word
" map " appears in line 37 is on page 2
of the Bill. I am satisfied about that,
and I am sure the clerks will draw the
attention of another place to the
problems created for us by their somewhat careless amendment.
The motion was agreed to.
ADJOURNMENT.
STATE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION: SELFHELP
SCHEME-RAILWAY
DEPARTMENT:
CROSSING
AT
RESERVOIR
STATION.

Mr. RYLAH
move-

(Chief Secretary).-1

That the House, at its rising, adjourn
until Wednesday next, at half-past Three
o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
Session 1961.--42
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move-
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(Chief Secretary).-!

That the House do now adjourn.

Sir HERBERT HYLAND ( Gippsland
South).-To-day, I asked the Minister of
Electrical Undertakings two questions
on notice. The first was as follows:How many farmers who have applied to
the State Electricity Commission for electricity to be connected to their premises are
awaiting supply, and how many of them
will have to wait-(a) one year; (b) two
years; (c) three years; (d) four years;
(e) five years; and (/) six years and more?

That question was answered quite
clearly by the honorable gentleman.
My second question was in these termsWhat is the reason for such delay in
providing electricity to these farmers?

The Minister repliedLittle more than half of this number have
to wait over two years. This clearly
demonstrates the rapid progress achieved
under self help rather than being any
indication of delay. Under self :help, the
rate of progress in Victorian country
electrical development far outstrips that
which could or can be achieved from the
resources of the Commission or funds which
the State can provide for the Commission.

We agree with that. However, there is
a multitude of applications for electricity
supplies. I exhibit my own file of
applications within my electorate. In
some instances, these people are told
that they will have to wait two, three
or four years and, in some cases up to
six years. I understand that there are
1,000 applicants who will have to wait
six years or more, although they have
indicated that they can advance all the
self-help money required. I believe the
true answer to the second question I
asked is that the amount of money
coming in under the self-help scheme is
actually embarrassing to the Commission's finances. We desire from the
Minister of Electrical Undertakings and
from the State Electricity Commission
a statement along those lines, so that
when applicants write to their local
member they can be informed of the
actual position and the reason for the
delay in service connexions. I ask the
Minister to be good enough to furnish
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me with a reply setting out the exact
position concerning the finances of the
State Electricity Commission. In the
answer to the question I asked, no reason is given why some of the applicants
have to wait six years or longer for
electricity supplies. Undoubtedly this
matter is linked up with Loan Council
dealings, and difficulty may be experienced in securing additional funds
through that channel. However, if I
can obtain a statement along the lines
I have suggested, I shall appreciate it.
Mr. G. 0. REID (Minister of Electrical Undertakings).-In a question
asked by the Leader of the Country
party earlier to-day, he referred to
reasons for the delay in electricity
connexions. The honorable member was
furnished with an answer, and I regret
that he is not satisfied with it. I point
out, however, that on several occasions
he has addressed letters to me and to
the Commission with respect to this
point, and explanations have been
furnished to him regarding the repayment of moneys. Nevertheless, I shall
see to it that the Leader of the Country
party receives a statement dealing with
the specific matter that he has now
raised on the adjournment motion.
Dr. JENKINS (Reservoir).-Following on a reply I have to-day received
from the Minister of Transport relating
to the existing crib-type crossing at the
northern end of Reservoir railway
station, I wish to raise a matter that
affects my constituents. The Reservoir
shopping centre, which is a considerable one, is bisected by the railway
station and railway line, and the only
means of crossing is by means of this
crib-type crossing or, alternatively, by a
rather awkward and dangerous road
crossing further to the north.
The Preston City Council asked the
Minister of Transport to receive a
deputation for the discussion of the
matter of supplying either a pedestrian
subway or a pedestrian ·bridge where
the existing crib-type crossing is located.
The council did not ask the railways

Adjournment.

to supply this amenity, but merely
sought assistance. However, the request
was refused and, as a result of representations by the honorable member
for Preston and myself, the Minister
reconsidered the matter and furnished
a reply which statesAfter looking at the Railway Department's reports, I cannot see the need for
a deputation, as I support the Railway
Department's contention that the crib
crossing at Reservoir was installed .primarily to afford rail patrons ready access over
the railway line while proceeding to and
from the station and is adequate for that
purpose.
A subway or foot-bridge is not required
for rail patrons and, if either is required
by local residents as a means of access to
the shopping area, then it is surely a matter
for the council to bear the cost of such
provision.

It is rather hard to accept the logic of
the honorable gentleman's argument because, with the duplication of the railway line to Keonpark and its electrification to Lalor, there has been a considerable increase in rail traffic and the
number of passengers carried on the line.
Another aspect is that the problem
would not exist if the railway Une were
not where it is now located, and it is
felt that, although there may be no
legal obligation, there is some moral
obligation on the part of the Railway
Department at least to assist the local
council with this project, which would
cost approximately £17,000.

I ask the appropriate Minister to
request the Minister of Transport to
reconsider his decision and to afford the
councillors of the City of Preston a
chance to meet him and state their case.
Mr. FRASER (Minister of State
Development).-! shall be glad to bring
to the notice of the Minister of Transport the thoughts expressed by the honorable member for Reservoir and see
th.at he is advised further.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 12.28 a.m.
cThursday) imtil Wednesday, November
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3. What were the annual profits or losses
of these organizations in each of the last
five years?
4. How the Colonial Gas Association is
constituted and what are its assets?

The SPEAKER (Sir William McDonald)
took the chair at 4.10 p.m., and read
the prayer.
GAS AND FUEL CORPORATION AND
COLONIAL GAS ASSOCIATION.
GAS PRICES:

FINANCIAL RESULTS.

Mr. FLOYD (Williamstown)
the Treasurer-

asked

1. What is the present price of gas per
unit to consumers from-(a) the Gas and
Fuel Corporation; and (b) the Colonial
Gas Association?
2. What were the respective price rises
to consumers over the last five years?
1.

Mr. BOLTE (Premier and Treasurer).
-The answers to these questions are
fairly lengthy and complicated and,
with the approval of the House, I should
like them incorporated in Hansard without my reading them.

Leave was granted, and the answers
were as follows:As the honorable member is aware,
the Colonial Gas Association is a private
enterprise organization, but it has supplied the information necessary to
answer those parts of his question which
relate to it.
Colonial Gas
Association.

s. d.
Minimum charge

..

Gas and Fuel
Corporation.

8.

d.

10 0
Domestic Tariff 525 C. V. Gas.

Supply charge per meter per month
Then first 1,000 cub. ft. per meter per month
Next 2,000 cub. ft. per meter per month

6 6
20 0
per thous.
cub. ft.

19 0
per thous.
cub. ft.

Next 7,000 cub. ft. per meter per month
Over 10,000 cub. ft. per meter per month

6 6
17 5
per thous.
cub. ft.

15 3·5
per thous.
cub. ft.

16 6

14 7·8

per thous.
cub. {t.

per thous.
cub. ft.

15 9

14 5·3
over 10,000
cub. ft. to

47,619
cub. ft.

14 0
over 47,619
cub. ft.
Concessional Domestic Tariff Applies wltere Approved Gas Storage
H. W.S. or Gas Refrigerator is Installed.
Supply charge per meter . per month ..
Then first 1,000 cub. ft. per meter per month
Over 1,000 cub. ft. per meter per month

6 6

6 6

20 0
per thous.
cub. ft.
15 3

17 5
per thoue.
cub. ft.

15 3
over 1,000
cub. ft.
to 2,000
cub. ft.
12 3
over 2,000
cub. ft
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Association.
8.

d.

Gas and Fuel
Corporation.

d.

8.

Pre-payment Meters.
Supply charge
All gas

The effect
For a
For a
For a

6 6
21 4
first 952
cub. ft.
21 4
over 952
cub. ft.

here is as follows :consumption of -500 cub. ft. per month ..
consumption of -1,000 cub. ft. per month
consumption of -2,000 cub. ft. per month

17 2
27 10
49 2

22 9
first 952
cub. ft.
17 6
over 952:
cub. ft.
11

41
6
6

22
39

lndustria.l and Commercial.
Supply charge
First 10,000 cub. ft.
Next 90,000 cub. ft.
Next 400,000 cub. ft.
Next 500,000 cub. ft.
Next 1,000,000 cub. ft.
Over 2,000,000 cub. ft.

2.

£1 and £3

£1 and £3

8. d.
17 2
per thous.
cub. ft.
15 9
per thous.
cub. ft.
15 0
per thous.
cub. ft.
14 2
per thous.
cub. ft.
12 6
per thous.
cub. ft.
11 6
per thous.
cub. ft.

8. d.
14 2
per thouS'.
cub. ft.
13 2
per thous.
cub. ft.
11 6
per thous.
cub. ft.
10 10
per thous.
cub. ft.
10 0
per thous.
cub. ft.
9 2
and
8 9
per thous.
cub. ft.

Colonial Gas
Association.

Gas and Fuel
Corporation.

%

%

PRICE INOREASES OVER LAST FIVE YEARS.

3·75
6·25
3·25
5

August, 1957
August, 1958
February, 1960
November, 1961

3.

7·9
5

PROFITS FOR LAST FIVE YEARS.

Year ending 30th June1957
1958
1959
1960
1961

Colonial Gas
Association.

Gas and Fuel
Corporation.

£

£

125,097
72,815
96,573
100,220
50,966

15·8,174
7,273
220,008
336,381
69,435

N.B.-In the case of the Gas e.nd Fuel Corporation, the above profits are before payment of
dividends on preference shares.
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4. The Colonial Gas Association was
incorporated in England in 1888, and is now
a wholly-owned subsidiary of Colonial Gas
Holdings Limited, a company incorporated
in Victoria.
Its assets as at 30th June, 1961, were
£5,699,058.

LIFTS AND CRANES ACT.
LOCATION, MANUFACTURE AND INSPECTION OF CRANES: REGULATIONS: INSPECTION FEES: PROTECTIVE MEASURES.

Mr. LOVEGROVE (Fitzroy) asked
the Minister of Labour and Industry1. Where the crane on the Colonial
Mutual Life Assurance building job in
Melbourne was manufactured and by which
firm?

2. Who ar·e .the Australian agents for the
crane and how many of these cranes
are in use in Victoria?
3. When these cranes were inspected?
4. How many other cranes are in use on
building jobs in the metropolitan area and
in the ·country and on what jobs these
cranes are located?
5. Where these various cranes were
manufactured?
6. When these cranes are inspected and
by how many inspectors?
7. How many inspectors are employed by
each of .the various inspecting authorities?
8. Whether any regulations have been
made ·by the Governor in Council pursuant
to section 21 of the Lifts and Cranes Act
1959; U ·so, what regulations and when
they were :promulgated; if not, whether
any draft regulations have been prepared
and what is the nature of these draft
regulations?
9. How much has been collected in ·fees
for or in respect of the inspection of
cranes and who collected the fees?
10. What measures have been taken for
the protection of the public against the
risk of injury from crane loads over streets
and what authorities are responsible for
taking these measures?
11. What safety devices ar·e provided on
cranes to ensure against failure in elevating equipment?

Mr. G. O. REID (Minister of Labour
and Industry) .-The answers are-1. Lyons, France, by M. Tichauer, Paris,
France.
2. Lewis Construction Company Proprietary Limited, 140 Queen-street, Melbourne.
Four cranes of the same manufacture
are in use in Victoria.
1
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3. (a) Crane at Colonial Mutual Life
Assurance Society Limited-on nine occasions between 8th March, 1961 and 24th
October, 1961
(b) Crane at Gas and Fuel Corporation
plant, West Melbourne, on five occasions
between 8th August, 1961 and 4th September, 1961.
(c) Crane at Ormond College, Melbourne
university-on three occasions between 2nd
April, 1961 and 6th October, 1961.
(d) Crane at site of Hazel.wood ·power
station, Yallourn, which will .be inspected
this week.
4. Six other cranes of similar type are
in use in the metropolitan district. The
types and locations of these are:" Schwing"Emerald Hill job-Housing Commission;
Monash University.
" Leibherr " Monash University (2);
Edgewater Towers, St. Kilda;
Southern Cross Hotel, Melbourne.
None is in use in the country according
to the records in my Department.
5. The "Schwing" crane is manufactured
in Germany, and .the "Leibherr" is manufactured partly in Germany and partly in
Ireland.
6. At regular intervals similar to those
above mentioned.
Two inspectors are
specially aJJocated to the inspection of
building ,cranes.
7. The Department of Labour and Industry has nine inspectors of lifts and
cranes.
8. Yes. Regulations to give effect to
section 13 of the Lifts and Cranes Act
were made and promulgated in the
Government Gazette No. 23 of 23rd March,
1960. Draft regulations covering the other
aspects of the Lifts and Cranes Act have
been prepared.
9. No fees have been collected as none
have been prescribed.
10. Proprietors of cranes have .been required by inspectors in my Department to
observe the provisions of the Lifts and
Cranes Act 1959, concerning their safe
operation. The :protection of the public
from risk arising from the use of cranes
in 1public places may also be the responsibility of local government authorities in
certain circumstances.
11. In respect of the elevating equipment
for raising the boom and its equipment,
it is not the usual practice to ·provide
special safety devices, but it is ·emphasized
that this equipment must comply with the
requirements of the Act, including wellrecognized margins of safety in the general
structure and in all the component ·parts.

Personal
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PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT.
DAY-LABOUR

STAFF: TERMINATIONS
EMPLOYMENT.

Mr. GIBBS (Portland) asked
Minister of Public Works-

OF

the

1. Whether the services of certain of the
Public Works Department's day-labour employees have been or are being terminated;
if so-(a) for what reason; (b) how many
employees have ceased duty to date; and
(c) how many it is anticipated will cease
duty prior to 31st December, 1961?
2. Whether he will endeavour to retain
the services of as many men as possible in
view of the difficulty of obtaining employment at the present time?

Mr. PETTY (Minister of
Works) .-The answers are-

Public

1. Yes.
(a) The volume of work of the Public
Works Department is constantly
varying, and the services of the
employees engaged on projects
carried out on a day-labour basis
are dispensed with as the projects
for which they are engaged are
completed.
Also, as the services of contractors become available, certain types of
works are being let by contract
where it is more economical to do
so.
(b) The number of casuals employed by
the Public Works Department
varies from day to day. The casual
work force was 1,460 at 30th September, 1961, and 1,420 at 31st
October, 1961.
(c) See answer to question (2).
2. The number of men to be retained depends upon the amount of work and the
funds available.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
STATEMENT IN DEBATE.

Mr. RAFFERTY (Ormond). I
should like to make a personal explanation. I refer to the debate which is reported at pages 980 and 981 of the last
issue of Hansard and which took place
in the Committee stage of the
Crimes (Breath Test Evidence) Bill,
when I was not present in the
Chamber. Although the remarks in
question were subsequently withdrawn,
the honorable member for Williamstown
made the imputation that the Chairman
of Committees had made use of the

Explanation

chair of the Speaker for the purpose of
taking notes to be used at a later stage
in the debate. I wish to make the
following comments in relation to that
allegation.
First, the Chairman of
Committees is, by custom of this House,
quite entitled to make a speech on any
subject-matter. Secondly, I point out
that at no time when I have been occupying the position of Temporary Chairman
of Committees, Chairman of Committees
or Deputy Speaker have I made any
notes whatever in relation to any speech
made by another honorable member.
I recognize that the occupant of the
office of Chairman of Committees or
Deputy Speaker is required to act with
impartiality, and on every occasion on
which I have occupied the chair I have
endeavoured to be objective and impartial, and shall continue to do so. I
believe the comments I refer to did not
reflect much credit on the honorable
member who made them, and they
reflected less credit on the members of
his party who have :built up a good
record for fair play.
RACING (OF·F-COURSE DOUBLES
TOTALIZATORS) BILL.
Mr. RYLAH (Chief Secretary), by
leave, moved for leave to bring in a
Bill to amend the Racing Act 1958 to
provide for off-course doubles totalizators, and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
UNIVERSITY (OFFICERS) BILL.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Minister of Education), by leave, moved for leave to
bring in a Bill to amend the University
Act 1958 in relation to the appointment
of Pro-Vice-Chancellors and Deans of
Faculties.
The motion was agreed

to~

The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
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POLICE REGULATION
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister without
Portfolio), by leave, moved for leave
to bring in a Bill to amend the Police
Regulation Act 1958.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
JURIES (FEES) BILL.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister without
Portfolio), by leave, moved for leave to
bring in a Bill to amend the Ninth
Schedule of the Juries Act 1958.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
RAILWAYS (·FUNDS) BILL.
Mr. BOLTE (Premier and Treasurer)
presented a message from His Excellency the Governor recommending that
an appropriation be made from the
Consolidated Revenue for the purposes
of a Bill to amend Division 4 of Part III.
of the Railways Act 1958, and for purposes connected therewith.
A resolution in accordance with the
recommendation was passed in Committee and adopted by the House.
On the motion of Mr. BOLTE (Premier and Treasurer), the Bill was
brought in and read a first time.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE.
SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER.

For Mr. RYLAH (Chief Secretary),
Mr. Bolte (Premier and Treasurer).-!
moveThat Standing Order No. 273c be suspended for to-morrow so far as it requires
that the first Order of the Day on every
third Thursday shall be either Supply or
Ways and Means, and that on that Order
of the Day being read the question shall be
proposed that Mr. Speaker do now leave
the chair.

The motion was agreed to.
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THE ZINC CORPORATION, LIMITED
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October
31) on the motion of Mr. Bolte (Premier
and Treasurer) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. STONEHAM (Leader of the
Opposition).-This is a Bill which the
Premier assured honorable members, is
without precedent in the history of this
Parliament. The honorable gentleman
stated that concurrently with the introduction of this Bill in Victoria a similar
Bill is being submitted in the Parliament of the United Kingdom.
The
purpose of the two Bills is to authorize
The Zinc Corporation, Limited to become
a company deemed to be incorporated
in Victoria, and to preserve the identity
of the company so incorporated with
The Zinc Corporation, Limited, an
existing company, within the meaning
of the Companies Act 1948 of the United
Kingdom.

Members of the Opposition offer no
objection to passage of the Bill, and
we agree with its purpose. The Premier,
in explaining the measure, engaged in
his customary extravagant statements
as to the unique quality which his Government has somehow imparted to this
State and which, according to him,
makes it extremely attractive to everyone outside.
From our viewpoint, it is a natural
development that, upon this company
deciding to discontinue its registration
in London, it should come to Victoria,
because it is part of .the powerful and
vast complex of mining and chemical
interests which are centred in Collins
House, Collins-street, Melbourne. For a
long time the organization has found
it advantageous to function in Victoria,
and that is the reason why it has chosen
to transfer to this State.
The purpose of the Bill is set out
briefly in the preamble, which states,

inter aliaAnd whereas having regard to the fact
that the area of operation of the company
is wholly in Australia certain advantages
would accrue to the corporation if the
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corporation was deemed to be a company
within the meaning of the Companies Act
1958:
And whereas no procedure exists whereby the corporation can be deemed to be
a company incorporated under the Companies Act 1958:
And whereas procedure by way of winding up and dissolution of the corporation
and the transfer or sale of assets to a new
company in Victoria would involve the
loss of the identity of the corporation
and the disturbance of its financial structure and interfere with the continuity of
its operations with considerable attendant
expense:
And whereas it is desirable that the
corporation should be enabled to become
a company incorporated under the Companies Act 1958 without any such loss of
identity disturbance or interference:

Limited Bill.

Subsidiaries of Consolidated Zinc Proprietary Limited, which is itself a subsidiary of The Consolidated Zinc Corporation Limited, are listed as:-Western New
South Wales Electric Power Proprietary
Limited, Heron's Creek Timber Mills
Proprietary Limited, Titanium and
Zirconium Industries Proprietary Limited, Enterprise Exploration Company
Proprietary Limited, Southern Pow~r
Corporation Proprietary Limited, and
Territory
Enterprises
Proprietary
Limited. The latter company operates
the uranium project at Rum Jungle,
in the Northern Territory, for the Commonwealth Government.

The preamble sets out how desirable it
is that this unprecedented action, as
contained in the provisions of the Bill,
should be taken. As I have stated, the
Opposition is in favour of the measure,
but we think this is an opportune time
to mention certain matters. It is extremely difficult to find persons capable
of explaining where the vast powers
and influences, and the very far-reaching
interests, of this complex group begin
and end. I have obtained an Investment
Service leaflet issued by the Stock Exchange of Melbourne relating to The
Consolidated Zinc Corporation, Limited,
which is the parent organization in London. The Zinc Corpor.ation, Limited is
a wholly owned subsidiary.

The Sulphide Corporation Proprietary
Limited is wholly owned by The Consolidated Zinc Corporation, Limited, as is
The Zinc Corporation, Limited, the company with which we are now dealing;
it operates the biggest mining activities
on the Bmken Hill field. It must be remembered that Australia is the world's
leading producer of lead and the third
largest producer of zinc. It is true, as
the Premier stated, that these companies, through their own tremendous
operations and associated activities,
have had, and will continue to
have, very powerful and important
influences in the development of the
Commonwealth. It is important that
when a Bill such as this is before the
House, members should have some knowledge of what they are dealing with.

The Consolidated Zinc Corporation,
Limited was formed in 1949, and is said
to have substantial funds invested in
companies engaged in the production
and treatment of base metals, and in
allied industries. The Broken Hill Corporation Limited is a wholly owned investment company with a 33 per cent.
interest in New Broken Hill Consolidated
Limited. Consolidated Zinc Proprietary
Limited, to which the Premier referred,
and whose building graces the skyline
of our fair city, is also wholly owned,
and through this company The Consolidated Zinc Corporation, Limited has a
50 per cent. holding in the Broken Hill
Associated Smelters Proprietary Limited.

The Consolidated Zinc Corporation,
Limited, of London, has a 51 per
cent. interest in Interstate Oil Limited,
which owns a one-third interest in
Frame-Broken Hill Company Proprietary Limited.
Then there is
the Commonwealth Aluminium Corporation Proprietary Limited, which
is 100 per cent. owned by The Consolidated Zinc Corporation, Limited following the withdrawal of the British
Aluminium Company.
Comalco has
entered a joint partnership arrangement
with Kaiser Aluminium and Chemical
Corporation for the development of an
integrated aluminium industry based on
Weipa in Queensland and Lake Manapouri in Southern New Zealand. This

Mr. Stoneham.
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partnership holds a two-thirds interest
in the Bell Bay aluminium smelter in
Tasmania.
I have ascertained from a more recent
article that Comalco Aluminium Products Proprietary Limited has been
formed to establish facilities for rolling
extrusion and other semi-fabricated
forms eif aluminium. Jn February, 1961,
plans were announced to purchase and
develop the aluminium fabricating facilities of Austral Bronze Company Proprietary Limited in New South Wales
and Victoria. The article refers to the
fact that The Consolidated Zinc Corporation, Limited is also associated with
Monsanto Chemicals in Australian
Fluorine Chemicals Proprietary Limited,
which will produce the " Isceon " range
of fluoro-carbons which are used extensively as refrigerants and pressure pack
propellants.
The Stock Exchange of Melbourne Investment Service notice lists the Imperial Smelting Corporation Limited,
which operates zinc smelters in the
United Kingdom, as being whoUy owned
by The Consolidated Zinc Corporation,
Limited. The Consolidated Zinc Corporation of Canada Limited, is wholly
owned by it, too. The Premier saw fit
to say-quite unjustifiably, I thoughtThis Bill is designed to complete what
might be termed the "Australianization" of
the corporation.

The Zinc Corporation, Limited is
wholly owned by The Consolidated Zinc
Corporation, Limited, of London, and it
is true that Australians can invest in
slfares of The Consolidated Zinc Corporation, Limited. However, as I have
already stated, the affairs of Consolidated Zinc go far beyond Australia, and
Australians are not able to invest in
the purely Australian activities and
ramifications of this particular group.
So, the Premier was not right when
he said that this Bill will complete the
"Australianization" of the corporation.
I trust that in the years ahead there
will be, in the interests of Australia,
much greater control over the activities
of these emperors who control the
metal field.
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Mr. BOLTE.-It must be remembered
that the corporation went to England
only because it could not obtain finance
in Australia.
Mr. STONEHAM.-! realize that. The
honorable member for Bendigo asked
the Premier why the corporation went
to England, and the honorable gentleman said that he could not hazard a
guess at that stage.
Mr. BOLTE.-! found out later.
Mr. STONEHAM.-! believe the proposal put forward by the corporation
was hawked around Australia and it
was only in England that people were
prepared to back it. Of course, it was
not known then that the lode went as
far south as the property owned by The
Zinc Corporation, Limited in Broken
Hill. The honorable member for Bendigo acted correctly in directing attention to the fact that the wonderful Companies Act, which the Premier stated
was the reason for the company coming
to Victoria, is in the process of being
made applicable to all other States.
Therefore, it was not an attractive Companies Act which induced this company
to come to Victoria. The reason for its
coming here is that the Collins House
group was long ago able to take
advantage of certain legislation which
existed already in Victoria and not
in any other State, and that group
regarded Victoria as a happy hunt'ing ground for big business. Apparently
the same theory still applies. In any
case, we welcome the transfer of what
is to be transferred.
I have pointed out quite clearly that
the parent body will remain in England.
I believe that in due course State Parliaments, together with the Commonwealth
Administration, will have to subject to
closer scrutiny than is undertaken today the activities of international investors who propose to operate in Australia.
I am not saying that as an adverse
reflection upon The Zinc Corporation,
Limited, but I do think that as a Parliament we should know more about
these big financial and metals groups
which have such a great control over
our national destiny. I have found it
quite impossible to get anyone to explain
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clearly to me where the ramifications
of these groups begin and end. However, we are pleased to know that some
of the people formerly employed in
London will settle in Victoria and occupy
a building in Collins-street.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND ( Gippsland
South).-The Leader of the Opposition
has certainly given the House a clear
picture of the activities of The Zinc
Corporation, Limited and of The Consolidated Zinc Corporation, Limited.
Members of the Country party have
studied this Bill and the second-reading
speech of the Premier, and we realize
that there must be some advantage to
The Zinc Corporation, Limited in coming
to Victoria. It is a highly successful
business organization, and we welcome
it. Doubtless, its activities will be controlled by the new Companies Act when
it is passed and that will ensure a
certain amount of control over it, if
control is necessary. We welcome any
big organization that is prepared to set
up its headquarters in this State. As
the Premier has stated, the headquarters
of the Broken Hill Proprietary Company
Limited are in Melbourne, and we are
delighted to know that The Zinc Corporation, Limited is establishing its
headquarters here to help in the development of this State. I compliment the
corporation on the magnificent building
that is being erected for its purposes.
It is something of which we in this city
of Melbourne can be proud, and it is
being built with no fuss and bother.
We support the Bill.

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
LOCAL AUTHORITIES
SUPERANNUATION (AMENDMENT)
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from November 1) on the motion of Mr. Meagher
(Minister without Portfolio) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. DIVERS (Footscray).-The Opposition supports the amendments
proposed to be made to the Local
Authorities Superannuation Act. When

Parliament last year authorized the
Local Authorities Superannuation Board
to conduct its own insurance scheme,
rather than operate in conjunction with
insurance companies, approximately 700
policies which had been in operation for
less than a year were held by employees.
These .policies had no surrender value,
as they must be in force for a period
of two years or more before such a
value attaches, unless a policy holder
retires from the employment of the
local authority. After the enactment of
last year's amendments, the Local
Authorities Superannuation Board was
required to determine whether policies
held by employees of local governing
bodies should be taken over by the
Board or should remain with an
insurance company. In view of the fact
that certain policies did not have a
surrender value at the time of this
determination, the Board was faced with
a difficult position. The purpose of the
amendment contained in clause 2 is to
authorize the Board to make another
determination in respect of these
policies. The reason why authority is
sought for this action to be taken is
that if the policies referred to were not
surrendered and remained with the
underwriting company the employees
concerned would have an immediate
death cover of approximately £2,700 only
as compared with a cover of £4,500
provided by the Board. I think all
honorable members will support legislation which will enable such a substantial increase in benefit to be provided.
Clause 3 of the Bill contains amendments which will enable the Board to
obtain a bank overdraft on its insurance
contracts account. There is very good
reason for this proposal. As I explained
when this legislation was amended last
year, the bulk of the income of the
Board is invested in loans to local,
government
and
semi-governm~n.tal
authorities, such as the State Electricity
Commission and the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works. Even in
the case of municipal councils, there
are some laggards as regards payment
of premiums, and the result is that,
when the Board should have funds available for investment, thousands of pounds
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in premium payments are still outstanding. The overdraft provision is
required in order that the Board may
adjust its finances when the need arises.
Clause 4 of the Bill will enable the
Board to close its financial year on the
last day of February instead of on the
30th June. I do not think any honorable
member will disagree with this proposal,
as it will bring the close of the financial
year into line with the date for the
payment of ·premiums.
I believe that the quicker this Bill is
passed the better it will be for all
concerned, as increased benefits will
accrue to many employees without any
increased premium payments. Consequently, I trust the Bill will receive a
speedy passage.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
COMPANIES BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October
17) on the motion of Mr. Rylah
(Attorney-General) for the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. CLAREY (Melbourne).-In many
respects the measure before honorable
members is one of the most impo·rtant
and significant with which this House
has had to deal. It represents the first
serious attempt since Federation to
achieve some sort of uniformity in the
law governing the incorporation and administration. of companies throughout
Australia. I think we must all agree
that with the virtual elimination of time
and distance, and the spread throughout
the Commonwealth of the large companies-very few companies of any size
are confined in their operations to one
particular State--some measure of uniformity in business organization has become an absolute necessity.
Efforts at uniformity in legislation
have been made in a number of directions. A notable example is the Hire
Purchase Act which was passed in
1959. The essence of that Act was
agreed upon by the various States of the
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Commonwealth. The Joint Committee
of the Federal Parliament which was
appointed to examine the Constitution,
and which made its report about twelve
months ago, recommended unanimously
that certain alterations should be made
to the Commonwealth Constitution and
statedThe purpose of one of these recommendations is to enable the Commonwealth to
enact a uniform companies law applying
throughout the Commonwealth.

The Joint Committee went on to say
that it was not intended that, under its
proposals, the Commonwealth should
have power also to regulate the business
activities of corporations. Of course, it
is appreciated that the existing power
and authority of the Commonwealth is
limited, and that unless and until the
Commonwealth Constitution is altered it
will be impossible for the Commonwealth itself to bring in a uniform companies Bill. The party that I represent
believes in the necessity for the Commonwealth to have added powers, but
until it does we must face up to realities.
As I have indicated, this Bill represents
a praiseworthy and most successful
attempt at co-operation between the
States and the Commonwealth in order
to introduce something which will be of
inestimable benefit not only to the
business community but also to commercial activities throughout the Commonwealth.
Perhaps, without being accused of
reading my speech, I might be pardoned
if I do quote something which I think
is worthy of being recorded by incorporation in Hansard, and which may be
of interest to honorable members. It is
the foreword to the latest printing of
the model companies Bill, which was
circulated throughout the States. I
have a precedent for what I am about
to do, ·because when a measure similar
to the Bill before the House was recently introduced into the West Australian
Parliament,
the AttorneyGeneral of that State, at the beginning
of his second-reading speech, read this
foreword so that it would be incorporated as a permanent record in
Hansard. Unfortunately, the foreword
has not been printed in the Bill which
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has been distributed to honorable members. It was issued over the signatures
of the Attorneys-General of the Commonwealth and all the States under date
16th June, 1961, and is in the following
terms:The preparation of a draft uniform companies Bill began almost exactly two years
ago to-day when Commonwealth and State
Ministers met in Melbourne on the 18th
June, 1959. Since then the Ministers have
met to consider the problems on seven occasions. The first draft prepared under the
direction of the Ministers was circulated
widely in October, 1960, and the Ministers
are deeply appreciative of the valuable
comments that were made on that draft by
persons and professional organizations in
the legal, accountancy, secretarial and commercial fields.
After a close study of these comments
the Bill was re-examined and substantially
amended at a meeting of the Ministers in
Hobart in February of this year. The Bill
in its present form is the result of that consideration and also of careful revision of
the drafting. It is believed that the Bill is
now .in as good a form as can be expected
in complex legislation covering such a wide
field.
The general approach of the Ministers to
this matter has been firstly to simplify the
requirements of the legislation with the
object of facilitating operations of legitimate business and secondly to strengthen the
provisions aimed at fraudulent and undesirable practices and those designed to safeguard the investing public.
These two objectives are to a degree
irreconcilable but it is believed that the
streamlined procedure of the legislation will
be of great benefit to the community and
that the strengthening of the provisions relating to disclosure and prevention of fraud
will not interfere unduly with the operations of legitimate business.
Indeed it is probably true that legislation
designed .to curb fraudulent activity must
assist l·egitimate :business. It is impossible
in any fiel:d :to :prepare legislation -that
pleases everyone and this draft will no
doubt have its critics; ibut the Ministers
believe that, when considered as a whole,
the draft is a measure which fairly balances the interests of the ;business community against that of the public generally
and the investing ·public in ·particular.
Being conscious of the ·constant developments in the field of ·commercial law and
of the probability of further reforms =being
recommended lby ithe re.port of the ·committee at present considering 1company law
in England under the chairmanship of Lord
Jenkins, the Ministers •fully realize that
this measure, even if adopted by all States
and Territories in the near future will
soon require further ·consideration. So that
1
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company law can ibe kept abreast of these
developments, it is proposed to review the
position periodically and to maintain close
contact between all administrators working
in this field. This draft is offered as a proposal for a BiU for adoption throughout
the States and Territories of Australia.
If the draft is acceptable .to the Legislatures of .the various States and Territories
concerned, Australia will have a law regulating corporations equal to any in the
Commonwealth of Nations and well suited
to its needs in these .times of v·ast manufacturing and commercial growth.

That was the quotation in full of the
foreword and, as I indicated earlier, it
was issued over the signatures of the
Attorneys-General of the Commonwealth
and the States. It will be agreed tha~
in considering a measure such as this
we should adopt a reasonable attitude
towards it.
The Attorney-General, in delivering
his second-reading speech in this House,
on the 17th October, explained that this
legislature was sovereign in its own
sphere and that there was no necessity,
nor would it be desirable, for us just
to swallow the legislation holus-bolus.
In other words, we must not necessarily
be bound by the decisions of a conference of Ministers who, while they are
members of the legislatures, are not in a
position to bind the individual members
of those bodies.
Even in the Bills that have been introduced in other States there are slight
variations, to meet purely local conditions, when compared with the measure
before us. For instance, when explaining the Bill in the West Australian
Assembly, the Minister in charge said! propose now to refer to the special
arrangements iby way of ·variation of the
model made in this Bill to meet local
conditions.

He proceeded to mention co-operative
companies, the annual registration
system for company auditors, and so
forth, as to which the clauses in the
West Australian Bill may deviate
slightly from this measure. The same
comment regarding variations in the
Bills brought forward in other States
would be revelant, particularly in relation to transitory clauses. That has
been expressed in the other Parliaments
where similar measures have been
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introduced-first in Queensland; in Western Australia a few weeks ago ; and
then in New South Wales; I think all
will agree that as far as possible we
should adopt a reasonable attitude and
say that, having obtained uniformity of
opinion or substantial agreement among
all the States and the Commonwealth,
as expressed by Ministers of varying
political persuasions, we should not
lightly throw the legislation aside.
We also have it in our own favour that
Ministers at their initial meeting in June,
1959, agreed that the Victorian legislation should be taken as the basis for
further discussion. The legislation in
Victoria is appreciably in advance of that
of any of the other States on the mainland. One only needs to read the Hansard
reports of the debates in the Queensland
legislature to realize that that State
has a long way to go before it catches
up with us; but it will catch up if its
legislature adopts in substance the model
Bill.
The West Australian Parliament
could not even wait for the passing
of the model Bill, but had to put through
emergency legislation, apparently to
curb some fraudulent practices. That
legislature could not wait until the first
July next before dealing with those
matters. The Victorian Act is the
most up to date of all the legislation
of the mainland States. As a matter
of fact, Victorian legislation in regard
to company law has been ahead of
that of the other States, irrespective
of the party that may have been in
power when the legislation was enacted.
The Victorian Act of 1938 put us easily
ahead of the legislation in any of the
other States at that time, although it
has had t-0 be amended over the years.
Substantial amendments were made in
1955, on the recommendation of the
Statute Law Revision Committee, to
correct fraudulent practices. In 1958 it
was completely overhauled and brought
right up to date.
Consequently, the Victorian legislation does not require the same
basic alterations as have been found
The
necessary in the other States.
Opposition, therefore, has endeavoured
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to adopt a realistic attitude towards
this Bill.
We do not wish to
thwart the efforts of the Government
or to make any niggling criticism. We
can take credit for two things; first,
that some features that we advocated
in 1958 but which the Government was
not then prepared to accept, have now
been accepted and incorporated in the
measure before us; secondly, that this
measure goes far ahead of what was
even suggested in 1958.
Before I proceed to men ti on the main
features which are extremely advantageous in this legislation, I should say
that in dealing with a Bill of 348 clauses
and ten schedules, it would be ludicrous
to endeavour to cover the whole subjectmatter in a second-reading speech.
Essentially, this is a Bill that must be
dealt with in greater detail in Committee, because many new clauses have
been inserted and many existing sections
have been rather substantially amended
even where, perhaps, no great new principle has been established. For instance,
honorable members will note that,
in relation to the definition of a
subsidiary and holding company, the
guide to proposed alterations to the
existing Victorian law-as set forth in
the matter preceding the actual print of
the Bill-statesThis provision has been varied from
the existing provision by emphasizing the
question of control in relation to the
question of whether a company is a subsidiary of another. . . .

That sounds very simple.
In my
opinion, however, section 3 of the existing Act defines subsidiary or holding
companies more simply than the new
interpretation states it. I do not say
that the new one is not better, but
sometimes it is necessary to look at new
clauses in Committee to consider
whether they really give effect to the
intended purpose. Therefore, the Opposition does not, in the course of the
second-reading debate, intend to go into
detail regarding any of the clauses.
I say that also because in his secondreading speech the Attorney-General
stated that, since the model draft Bill
had been circulated, various recommendations and comments concerning it have
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been received from other 'bodies. I have
a copy of the joint submission made by
the Institute of Chartered Accountants
in Australia and the Australian Society
of Accountants, and somewhat similar
submissions dealing with the Bill have
been made by other bodies. In his
second-reading speech, the AttorneyGeneral said that he proposed to
submit certain amendments to the
Bill. I am not criticizing the honorable
gentleman for that but obviously, as we
have not the relevant amendments before
us, it would be out of place to try to
criticize any of the existing provisions
of the Bill.

Commonwealth in time of war. Under
the existing Third Schedule to the
Companies Act, companies are empowered to make donations for almost
any purpose, and I assume it contains ample power to enable companies to transact any lawful business
to assist' the Commonwealth in time of
war. I do not see any provision in the
Bill authorizing companies to make
donations to political parties and, if such
action is permitted, there is no provision
that donations of this type shall be
made public in company balance-sheets,
although the balance-sheets must contain
a great deal of other information.

I shall briefly traverse some of the
major advances which, in my opinion,
are included in the Bill, without referring to the particular clauses or without
analysing them in detail. A new provision in the Bill is that the Registrar of
Companies shall have authority to
inspect books and records. Company
liquidators are to be registered in the
same way as company auditors. The
Bill also prohibits a subsidiary company
from being a member of its own holding
company.
Already in the existing
legislation, there is a provision which
prevents a company from dealing in its
own shares, but the Act apparently
allows of an indirect way in which undesirable trafficking in shares could
continue when a subsidiary company
holds shares in its parent company.

The Bill will also tighten the provisions restricting proprietary companies
in the raising of money from the public,
and it will strengthen control over the
raising of money from the public by
unsecured notes. It will also afford
protection under certain conditions to
newspaper proprietors in respect of
advertisements of prospectuses. I think
all honorable members would agree with
that proposal which will apply to the
insertion in the newspaper of advertisements relating to a prospectus or an
abridged prospectus. If two directors
give a written undertaking to the newspaper proprietors that the contents of
the advertisement are true, the newspapers shall be protected to that extent.
We agree with that proposal because,
if a person lodges with a newspaper
proprietor an advertisement which is
alleged to contain information relating
to a company, I do not think it would be
reasonable to expect the proprietor or
his ,officers to employ a lawyer to
ascertain whether that information was
accurate.

During the debate on the Companies
Bill on 30th September, 1958, the honorable member for Brunswick West suggested that some action should be taken
concerning the doctrine of ultra vires}
and the Attorney-General said that my
colleague was well ahead of many
members of the legal profession in that
regard. The honorable gentleman agreed
with the suggestion that had been made
and in this Bill some action will be taken
along those lines because the doctrine
of ultra vires is being abrogated insofar
as it affects third persons dealing with
a company. The Bill contains a very
interesting provision by which companies will be given statutory power to
make donations for patriotic and
charitable purposes, and to carry on any
lawful business that may assist the
Mr. Clarey.

The Bill also limits the right of a company to retain over-subscriptions for
debentures. This point was also raised
by the honorable member for Brunswick
West in 1958. Under this Bill, the right
of companies to retain moneys that are
over-subscribed against a debenture
issue will be limited in so far as the
companies must specifically state that
it reserves the right to retain.
It must also indicate in the prospectus advertisements the extent to
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which it proposes to allocate any
over-subscriptions. Options over unissued shares are to he limited to five
years. Another interesting provision
relates to the age limit provided for
directors. The Bill imposes certain
restriction on directors continuing after
they attain the age of 72 years. Although
the Bill does not .prohibit their reappointment, it :provides for disclosure
of the fact that the persons concerned
have attained 72 years of age and a
statement to the effect that they are
agreeable to continue. Of course they
would have to be elected in accordance
with the articles of the company and in
accordance with the Act. That, again,
was a suggestion made by the honorable
member for Brunswick West in 1958,
but, at the time, the honorable member
for Murray Valley thought it was "a
bit silly," and the Attorney-General regarded it as impracticable. I have mentioned those matters in passing to show
how the suggestions offered by Opposition members have been appreciated by
the Government. We are not criticizing
the Government for implementing the
suggestions in this Bill; in fact, we are
thankful that the advice which was previously given has been heeded.

Another new provision in the Billi t is unique, but nevertheless a very
good one--is the proviso creating a procedure known as "official management."
This is being provided so as to allow a
company to be placed under the control
of an official manager where the proprietors consider that, in lieu of winding up a company, it may be carried on
by a manager with a view to enabling it
to meet its obligations. This is a most
desirable practice because it will enable
-as, indeed, has been the case of deeds
Of arrangement under the Bankruptcy
Act where individuals have benefitedan official manager to be appointed by
the creditors to conduct the affairs of the
company and extricate it from its difficulties in preference to its being forced
into liquidation. If that happens and
the official manager, who is appointed,
succeeds in putting a company on its
feet, the company will be able to resume
its normal functions. Much more detail
is now required to be given in the published balance-sheet of a company and
in the information that must be contained in the directors' report which is
to be attached to the balance-sheet.

Another interesting provision in the
Bill is that a register of directors' shareholdings is to be kept, and this may be
inspected at any time by a person
authorized by the Minister and may be
open to inspection by debenture holders
or shareholders of the company concerned for a certain period of time
during the year. In his second-reading
speech, the Attorney-General said that
he thought the time during which this
register of directors' shareholding
dealings could be open to members of
the public was limited and should be extended. We hope that, in Committee,
the Attorney-General will take appropriate action in that respect. The Bill
provides that the Minister may appoint
inspectors to investigate the true ownership of companies. It also contains a
completely new schedule--the Tenth
Schedule-which stipulates the requirements with which take-over offers must
comply.

It is proposed that all companies,
except exempt proprietary companies,
will be required to lodge a copy of their
balance-sheet with the annual return,
which is forwarded to the Registrar of
Companies. The question of what will
be regarded as an exempt proprietary
company is one on which we await
the amendment foreshadowed by the
Attorney-General.
Broadly speaking,
the definition as drafted means that an
exempt proprietary company is a proprietary company in which no share is
owned or is deemed to be owned by
a public company. Members of the
Opposition firmly support the principle
contained in this provision. The majority
of accountants and persons to whom
I have spoken also support that prin·
ciple, but before being critical or otherwise of the clause we should like an
opportunity to study the amendment
which the Attorney-General proposes
to submit.
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The Opposition does not propose to
discuss the Bill in detail at this stage.
We reserve the right to make any criticism of individual clauses as they are
reached in Committee. Any criticism
made will be of a constructive nature,
in most cases to clarify the meaning rather than
to upset any
principle.
I would say that we
are in agreement in principle with 95
per cent. of the clauses as they have
been drafted. When the Companies Act
was amended in 1958, the Opposition
moved certain amendments which were
not then accepted by the Government
and which have not been incorporated
in this measure. The 1958 legislation
has been applauded by all the States
as the basis for the present Bill. Therefore, we do not propose to again move
the amendments which we sought to
have incorporated in 1958; such a move
would be useless, in any case, because
the Government would not accept such
amendments.
In conclusion, I point out that in
recent years the principles of company
legislation-in particular of this model
Bill-have been designed, first, to protect the public; secondly, to facilitate
the conduct of legitimate business; and,
thirdly, to make the utmost possible
disclosure of a company's affairs. The
last-mentioned objective has become increasingly important because of the
large number of individuals with small
shareholdings in companies-persons
who have obtained their shares indirectly, through unit trusts and so forth.
In recent years, it has been gratifying
to note that many large public companies have voluntarily disclosed their
profit and loss accounts and balancesheets. However, some equally large
companies have concealed as much information as possible and have merely
announced little beyond their total
profit for the year.
Under the
prov1s10ns of this Bill, such companies will be able to cover up far
less than previously. We believe legitimate business has nothing to fear from
a full disclosure of its activities. Ownership, control and management are
largely divorced to-day, and therefore
the ordinary shareholder has no hope of
Mr. Clarey.
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knowing just what is being done and
how a particular company is being run.
We believe the utmost disclosure should
be made in the public accounts. As a
matter of fact, I would go a little
further; it would not be a bad idea
if, in addition to filing a copy of the
profit and loss account and balancesheet with a copy of the annual return,
a company had to file a copy of its
previous year's income tax return and
income tax assessment.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Gippsland
South) .-As the honorable member for
Metbourne has said, this is really a
Committee Bill. It is difficult for the
average layman to understand it. If
many large companies did publish their
balance-sheets, the man in the street
would not be able to follow them.
Mr. SuTTON.-You are quite right.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-! refer
particularly to the accounts of the
State Electricity Commission. It is
difficult to ascertain how much profit
has been made by that undertaking
prior to sums of money being placed into
various reserves.
Mr. G. 0. REID.-It is a most candid
statement.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-It may be
to the Minister, and to persons such as
the honorable member for Melbourne
or members of the legal profession. I
am quite honest when I say that I cannot follow the balance-sheet produced by
the State Electricity Commission. Many
companies and undertakings manage to
disclose a similar profit year after year.
Recently I asked a question ·on notice of
the Minister ·of Electrical Undertakings,
and, as I mentioned previously, I could
not follow his reply. I do not know
whether the Commission made a profit
of £1,200 or £12,000,000, or how much
money had been expended on capital
works in the preceding twelve months.
If all public companies, in their published
balance-sheets, acted as some companies
do in clouding the issue with respect to
capital works and reserve funds, the
shareholders would not be any the
wiser.
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The Country party intends to submit
a number of amendments, but almost all
of them will be proposed in another
place. A number of clauses will need
to be thoroughly examined. The Premier has announced through the press
that it is hoped that the House will rise
on the 30th of this month. A number
of Bills were introduced to-day and
added to the great number already
appearing on the Notice Paper. I
believe much time could be saved if the
Government would confer with representatives of the Opposition and of the
Country party on the proposed amendments. This is a monumental Bill, and
it would take a long time to deal with
it clause by clause.
All political parties are in agreement
with the main provisions of the Bill.
Representatives of the parties should
confer with the legal fraternity, accountants, and others, and ensure that the
measure is really worth while. Parliament passed a Companies Bill in 1938,
and the co-operation of all concerned
was then obtained. The then AttorneyGeneral, Mr. Bailey, piloted that
measure
through
the
Legislative
Assembly. The Bill now before the
House contains many excellent provisions which should be enacted. If a
conference were held to consider it, the
time of the House would be saved.
In his second-reading speech, the
Attorney-General stated that certain
amendments would be submitted by the
Government. The draft amendments
should be circulated so that members of
the Opposition and of the Country party
will know what is proposed. Adoption
of that procedure might save much research by members who wish to speak to
the Bill. In fact, members may take
the view that it is of little use discussing
it until the proposed amendments are
distributed.
Much has been said about the proposal that all companies except exempt
proprietary companies shall publish
their balance-sheets, and reference to
this aspect was made by the _honorable
member for Melbourne. I have yet
to find a big company which has
ob]ected to disclosing details of its
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balance-sheet. General Motors-Holden's
Proprietary Limited is the company that
is the number one target in this respect.
The Country party has taken a great
deal of pride in the growth of the
General Motors - Holden's organization.
When Crown land at Fisherman's
Bend was thrown open to the
public about
1931,
the Government of the day-I think it was a
Labour Administration-sold 50 acres to
the Vacuum Oil Company Proprietary
Limited, and an enabling measure was
passed. This area was then a wilderness; sand had been removed from
many places, and there were big holes
everywhere. The legislation referred to
was never proclaimed, and in 1934 the
Argyle Government sponsored a Bill
to repeal it, because the Vacuum Oil
Company Proprietary Limited thought
better of its decision and decided that
it did not want the land. What a terrific
mistake it made!
Later, the General Motors organization - it was not General MotorsHolden's Proprietary Limited in those
days-decided to establish premises in
the metropolitan area, and the company
selected a site at Fisherman's Bend.
The then Secretary for Lands, the late
Mr. W. Mcllroy, took the view that land
should not be sold to the company but
that it should be granted merely a lease
for 99 years. He said, in effect, " If
the Department sells that land, it will
be over my dead body." General Motors
insisted that it desired to purchase land
and hinted that if this were not possible
it would establish its factory in New
South Wales or elsewhere. Consequently,
the Government decided that it would sell
the land to the company. Appropriate
legislation was passed, and General
Motors purchased 50 acres. The company
made the big mistake of not asking for
sufficient land. In those days, nobody
thought that Australia could make a
car that would meet with the success
that has attended the manufacture of the
Holden.
The
DEPUTY
Rafferty) .-Order!

SPEAKER

(Mr.

I think the honorable member is straying from the
Bill.
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Sir HERBERT HYLAND. - General
Motors-Holden's Proprietary Limited is
the main target of certain clauses
of the Bill. This company has produced
what is known as Australia's own car.
In passing this Bill, we do not want to
cause any unemployment in the State.
It has been stated by the Leader of the
Opposition in the Federal Parliament
that the price of the Holden is excessive.
Elsewhere, it has been stated that if
the price were cut by £200, the other
motor companies operating in Australia
would probably go out of existence because they could not compete. I have
no axe to grind for General MotorsHolden' s Proprietary Limited, but I shall
be honest and say that I should like to
have shares in the company, and so
would many other members. It has
been stated on behalf of the company
that it will not mind being forced to
publish its balance-sheet. This company gives employment, directly or indirectly, to tens of thousands of people.
The Herald of the 3rd November
published an advertisement headed,
" G.M.H. confidence in Australia .
2,000 men at work on Expansion Programme. Each day this new G.M.H.
plant grows 3,000 square feet." The
advertisement lists the numbers of men
working on the project and the amount
of material being used.
General Motors-Holden's Proprietary
Limited has stated that it has no
objection to the passing of this Bill. I
should hate to participate in anything
that would make the company feel that
it was not welcome in Victoria. This
company competes against a number of
different motor orgianizations and is able
to retain an enormous share of the
market. No action should be taken
that will have the effect of retarding the
company's progress. An article in a
recent issue of the Australian Filnancial
Review stated that despite the credit
squeeze and the fall in the market,
Holden sales still amounted to 48 per
cent. of the total car sales in Australia.
The

DEPUTY

SPEAKER

(Mr.

Raff.erty) .-Order! The honorable mem-

ber is straying from the Bill.
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Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-! am
trying to relate my remarks to the measure. To my mind, a number of the
provisions of the Bill have been included
because of talk about General MotorsHolden' s Proprietary Limited. The Premier promised that he would introduce
a measure to compel the company to
publish its balance-sheet.
Mr. CLAREY.-A similar Bill will be
passed in other States of the Commonwealth.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-! am
aware of that fact. Because the Premier
has stated that the Government will
sponsor legislation to force General
Motors-Holden's Proprietary Limited to
disclose its profits, I do not want it to
be thought that the Country party considers that the company is doing anything that is not right. The company
has always obeyed the law, and it will
continue to do so when this Bill is
passed.
All I wish to say in conclusion is that
if the Government is sincere and desires
the co-operation of the Opposition and
of the Country party, the least it should
do is to make a move in the direction I
have suggested.
An examination of
clause 160 reveals that certain amendments are necessary.
Mr. CHRISTIE.-What amendments
does the honorable member want?
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-Members
of the Country party in another place
will move the amendments. I know
that they will be happy to co-operate
with the Government in every way possible. I know also that the Opposition
will seek to have amendments made to
the Bill, and the Government has already
stated that it will propose certain
others, of which we have no knowledge
as yet. I emphasize that all parties
should get together on this matter, iron
out all the difficulties and ensure that
a worth-while measure is enacted. Such
action would save a great deal of time.
The sitting was suspended at 6.51
p.m. until 7.30 p.m.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL (Brunswick West).-I appreciate the opportunity of being able to speak on this
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measure. With reference to future meetings of those concerned with the determination of the contents of a Bill of
this nature, I, like the Leader of the
Country party, wou1d ask: Would it be
possible for representatives of all
parties to attend such meetings? I do
not suggest that such representatives
ought to be heard, but that they should
have an opportunity to learn all about
the proposals. Obviously members of
the Opposition and of the corner party
are at a disadvantage in appreciating
fully the contents of a Bill of this type.
I agree that a good deal of the material
is included in the existing companies
legislation, but, nevertheless, I consider
that all parties should have the opportunity of acquainting themselves fully
with every detail of the proposals. This
is a question not of politics but of producing the best possible legislation. I
was surprised at one suggestion of the
Leader of the Country party, namely,
that his party intends to submit certain
amendments but that this House will
not have the opportunity of discussing
them because they will be proposed in
another place.
Companies legislation has been in
operation throughout the British Empire
for a long period. After all, incorporation is a device for personifying a
business and divorcing its liability from
its members, despite the fact that they
retain control of its operations and
share the profits it may make. The
great advantage of incorporation is that
it enables a company which is undertaking very large business activities to
obtain subscriptions from the public. Of
course, their liability is limited. If one
puts £10,000 into a company, despite its
deficiencies, that is the total amount of
one's responsibilities. Most large companies carry on trade which in the
course of time may involve millions of
pounds. In this process the company
obtains credit from various people with
whom it does business. That is one
reason why details of all its business
transactions should be recorded in the
balance-sheet. This will enable the sub~cribers to know what is happening to
their money and, secondly, enable those
who give credit to a company to know
whether it is solvent or insolvent.
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One of the most recent companies
Bills introduced into the House was that
brought down by the Country party in
1938. Previously legislation had been
drafted in 1936 and 1937. In introducing the 1938 Bill, the then AttorneyGeneral, Mr. Bailey, saidFlaws in the existing legislation show the
way to chicanery and to frauds on investors and the general public.

I have no doubt that legislation enacted
since then has had the object of preventing frauds being perpetrated by
persons who are associated with various
types of companies. If I remember
rightly, in the days of the Country
party Government share hawking
throughout the community was an important issue.
The Country party
Government endeavoured to prevent the
commission of frauds in the hawking of
shares.
In 1958, the Companies Act was consolidated and amended. Amendments
made prior to that time were directed
towards ensuring that the public would
not be defrauded and that people could
ascertain what was going on in relation
to unit trusts and the sale of debenture
notes. Many reputable companies finance
themselves, and have done so in the past,
by way of debentures and notes. However, a large number of unstable companies were borrowing a lot of money
and agreeing to pay rates of interest
which were beyond their economic competence. That was one of the reasons
why various amendments to the legislation were passed over a number of
years.
During his regime as the
responsible Minister, the honorable member for Bendigo brought before the
House a number of Bills dealing with
this matter.
One unfortunate aspect of debenture
notes and so forth is that they were
devouring public money with the result
that many large secondary industries,
companies interested in development, and
State and Federal Government operations were restricted because of inability
to obtain money which was being
drained off by the purchase of notes for
which extravagant rates of interest
were offered. Honorable members are
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aware that the Commonwealth Government introduced measures to provide
that interest paid on notes would not
be allowable as a deduction for income
tax .purposes. However, after a month
or two they mysteriously disappeared,
and the companies concerned are going
on their merry way offering 10 per
cent. and higher rates of interest.
The object of the Bill is to obtain
uniformity amongst the States in regard
to company law. Both this Parliament
and the Federal Parliament have
passed a number of uniform legislative
measures. I feel that, as we step from
one uniform measure to another, the
States may in time very well disappear.
My first recollection of uniform legislation is the uniform tax Acts which
were passed in the days of the
Country party Government.
Every
State then went through the procedure that we are now adopting in
relation to this legislation and, as a
result, a number of complex and detailed income tax Acts were placed on
the statute-book.
Recently uniform
hire-purchase legislation and, in the
Federal sphere, uniform ma,.rriage and
divorce laws have :been enacted. I
have no doubt that, as time passes, the
States will, in the main, have uniform
legislation on most matters of public
importance.
1

Mr. WILCOX.-Uniformity is not everything, :but it is useful sometimes.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-Is
not uniform income tax useful?
Mr. WILCOX.-! do not think so.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-The
Opposition thinks that it is. I think
we shall probably go from uniform company law to other matters. After all,
this is the sort of thing that is very good
for accountants, lawyers and other types
of people who are called upon to advise.
For example, a man living at Wodonga
should be just as open to receiving advice from a New South Wales man as
from a Victorian.
State barriers
are disappearing under this sort of
legislation. Another consideration is
that there will be a common prospectus
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which will be very necessary when registering a company whether in New South
Wales or in Victoria.
One necessity under this legislation
will be to enable traders and people

generally :giving credit to ascertain the
financial position of a particular company. In the early days, before the advent of a company, there was the private
person, and one could ascertain fvom the
Titles Office whether he was in fact
worthy of having credit extended to
him. Then, from the private person
came the partnership, and the same procedure could be taken in that case; one
could make the necessary searches. But
when the company came into being it
was very often difficult to ascertain its
financial position. There is one part of
this Bill that I do not regard as a step
in the right direction. If there is a type
of company that is a family company,
and if it is trading. in a big way and getting credit, why should not one be able
to examine its balance-sheet just as one
can do with concerns such as General
Motors-Holden's Proprietary Limited or
the Broken Hill Proprietary Company
Limited? If it is good enough for them
to ask for credit, it is good enough for
them to file their balance-sheet so that
ordinary people can investigate their
financial position. We know that in the
old days, by calling for public subscriptions from shareholders much national
development work was done by public
companies; but to-day, much of that
work is being performed by a public
ciuthority.
With the considerable public subscriptions in the way of notes it
is essential that the greatest detail
be given bona fide to ensure that
the shareholder knows what is happening to his money and how his credit
is concerned. It has been said in support of the Bill that there was difficulty
so far as the Canberra register was concerned, that people were registering
there because there was no duty payable
on a transfer of shares. That was the
position in Victoria also when, in 1938,
the Dunstan Government for the first
time introduced transfer duty on the
transfer of shares.
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As to those companies that can
trade in New Guinea to-day, if
one trades there the company can
register there; that was so at all
events because, until a year ago,
one did not pay income tax. Concerning companies carrying on activities
there, if they traded also on the continent, the High Court by some stretch
of imagination has stated that they
could have two offices, trading, for exa.mple, both in Melbourne and in Papua.
If there is to be uniform legislation, it
should be uniform so far as Canberra
and the islands are concerned.
I am a little disappointed with the
provision in the Bill regarding an
exempt proprietary company. I judge
from the remarks ·of the AttorneyGeneral that even the burden on a family
company will be lightened more than at
present. I consider, however, that the
existing provisions do not go far enough.
Another matter is that where there is a
parent company keeping the whole of
the accounts, the subsidiary company
will not be required to keep its accounts.
Nobody could growl at that. The main
point is that the stability of the subsidiary company is then linked with
that of the parent company, and anyone trading with the subsidiary company
will be able to ascertain its financial
position.
There is very little addition proposed
to the Victorian Act of 1958. As has
been said by the honorable member for
Melbourne, I suggested during the
passage of the 1958 legislation that the
question of ultra vires should be overcome. If a company entered into some
business dealings notwithstanding that
it was outside the legal capacity of that
company to do so, it should be liable. I
understand from this Bill that that protection will disappear. I also remarked
on the retiring age of directors. I am
pleased to see a provision here that in
most circumstances directors will be
required to retire at the age of 72 years.
The other matter that I touched on
was as to over-subscription; that a
company should not simply retain
moneys where loans were oversubscribed. That has been dealt with
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in this Bill. One consideration that goes
to the principal question is that a
company must be bona fide in every
way.
I spoke on the question of
fraudulent directors, and I think the
reference to it in this Bill appears in
clause 121. My own view is that the
disqualification and the penalties provided in the Bill are far too light. I
suggest that where it is found that a
director of a company is guilty of a
misdemeanour it should not be competent for him to retain office as ·a
director for a period of ten years. I
think the period provided in the Bill is
five years. If a director is .guilty of a
felony, he should be disqualified for life.
If a man is guilty of an offence calling
for a severe penalty, he should have no
right to go back on to a board of
directors.
The Bill also deals with the matter of
loans to directors. In my opinion, the
exemptions provided in it are far too
great. I feel that only in exceptional
circumstances should a company make
loans to its directors. One of the most
important considerations in the Bill is
that bearing upon efficient management.
People managing a company are often
unable to manage it properly to the
benefit of shareholders, and they often
become in arrears. Clause 198 makes
provision for the appointment of a
manager who will carry out the wishes
of a company's creditors. I think that
in many ways, having regard to the
number of companies that went bankrupt in the recent recession brought
about by the Liberal party, this measure
will afford an opportunity for creditors
to redeem those companies.
The other matter with which I
propose to deal is that of the distribution
of assets. This also was something on
which I was able to secure an amendment when Parliament was dealing with
the previous Companies Bill. After
secured creditors, came the ordinary
creditors who might be earners
and so on. If I may use a La tin
phrase, the rest of the money
would be distributed pari passu
after the secured creditors had been
paid. Clause 292 provides for certain
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priorities in connexion with the windThe principal
ing-up of companies.
priority relates to wages. For many
years until the 1958 legislation, the
amount prescribed was £50, but I was
instrumental in having it increased to
£250 along with provision for long
service leave and annual leave payments. I am pleased-probably New
South Wales had some influence here-that the amount has now been increased
to £300. Many accountants who act as
liquidators could not understand why
long service leave payments were not
wages. The provisions of the 1958 legislation have been extended, and there will
be no doubt on that aspect in the future.
The Ninth Schedule to the Bill deals
with the items that must be included in
profit and loss accounts and balancesheets. Not being an accountant, I
speak as a layman on this question.
Unfortunately, it has been necessary for
a lawyer to translate a profit and loss
account and a balance-sheet into words.
I do not know whether the unfortunate
shareholders, upon examining a profit
and loss account and a balance-sheet,
would know whether the requirements
of the Ninth Schedule had been complied
with.
Mr. CLAREY.-The Registrar of Companies is supposed to police the Act.

Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-ln
many ways, the shareholders would
want to know where their money had
gone.
Paragraph (/) of the Ninth
Schedule provides that any profit or loss
arising from a sale or revaluation of
fixed or intangible assets, if brought
into account in determining tihe company's profit or loss, shall be shown in
the profit and loss account. Why should
these matters not be brought into
account and why should not the shareholders know all about such matters?
Some action should be taken in that
regard.
Paragraph (l) of the Ninth Schedule
contains the provision which mysteriously " crept into " the previous Companies Bill in another place. It provides that :the .accounts must not disclose
the salaries, bonuses and commissions
paid by way of salary to directors who
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are engaged in the full employment of a
company or any subsidiary of a company. That is extraordinary. Why
should not a shareholder, by examining
a company's profit and loss account,
know what is being paid to his managing
director?
Mr. W1Lcox.-What about his competitors?
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL ..:_That
was the grandmother's story that was
put over on the previous occasion wihen
this question was considered.
Mr. CLAREY.-lt was in the Act from
1938 to 1958.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-!
consider that provision should be discarded.
Sir
Mr.
GARRISON.-What
does
George Jones receive from Ansett's?
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-! do
not know, but I hope he is adequately
rewarded for his services. Paragraph
( m) of the Ninth Schedule relates to the
total of the amount paid to, or receivable by, the auditors as remuneration
for their services as auditors. I should
like to know why it is necessary
to limit this provision by including the
expression "for their services as auditors " because, on many occasions,
auditors receive fees other than audit
fees-in many cases they keep the
register of stock, and so on. I have in
my possession a copy of a balancesheet of J. C. Hutton Proprietary Limited.
Mr. GARRISSON.-Why not follow
Hutton's policy-" Do not argue "?
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-The
total amount paid to auditors by a
company and its subsidiaries, including
fees paid for acting as scrip registrar,
is £2,500. If it is necessary to include
a .provision relating to payments to
auditors, why should not all of such
payments be shown? The Ninth Schedule should contain prescribed forms
of profit and loss accounts and balancesheets. If that were done, the public
would become accustomed to examining
specific types of accountancy documents,
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and they would understand them
thoroughly. Of course, I appreciate that
systems of trading might differ as between companies. The document in my
possession is a simple one which could
be understood by any reasonable person
who examined it. It should be possible
to prescribe in the Ninth Schedule a
balance-sheet which would be simple
yet complete. The document used should
be one that the ordinary man in the
street could understand.
Mr. GARRISSON.-Do you consider that
the ordinary man in the street should
have shares?
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-!
assume that many such persons hold
shares. We are told that the bulk of
shareholders in public companies to-day
are the members of the public generally. Although people should be careful
of the companies in which they invest
their money, I have no objection to a
man investing some of his money in a
public company. Many members of this
House are shareholders in reputable
public companies. I suggest that it
would be possible in some ways to improve the Ninth Schedule. A shareholder would be interested in the relationship between the current assets
and liabilities of ·a company. If this
relationship were expressed on a percentage basis, a shareholder could
ascertain whether a company was good
or bad. The documents lodged should
include a statement ·as to the present
financial position of the company and
whether it had improved or deteriorated
in the previous twelve months. In addition, it would not do any harm if an
estimate of the profits for the ensuing
year were included. If my suggestions
were adopted, the ordinary shareholder
would be able to ascertain the financial
position of a company without having
recourse to a sharebroker, lawyer or
accountant.
One of the great tragedies of the past
twelve months has been the evil practised by the building industry in Victoria. Many sub-contractors have not
been paid for wages or materials. Two
or three large building firms defaulted
quite recently. Only one building com-
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pany is registered on the Stock Exchange
of Melbourne--A. V. Jennings Construction Company Proprietary Limited
-although there are possibly 4,000
builders in Victoria to-day.
The
ordinary
person
has no
means
of checking their financial position. I
hope to see the day when builders are
compelled to incorporate themselves and
to be registered, because that is the
only way in which sense and solvency
will be introduced into the ·building
trade, the expenditure on which involves approximately £18,000,000 a
month. I am disappointed that this
Bill makes no provision for the protection of sub-contractors and to ensure
that persons who extend credit to companies are made aware of their chances
of being repaid.
Mr. W1Lcox.-Such companies should
employ an active credit manager.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-The
only means of ascertaining the stability
of a company is by searching its balancesheets, and so on.
Mr. Wmcox.-That statement demonstrates that your experience is sadly
lacking.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-!
realize that there are all sorts of people
from whom one can make inquiries, but
a supplier who extends credit to a family
company which is carrying on business
in ·a substantial way should be able to
ascertain its financial position from a
search of the register of companies.
Mr. G. 0. RErn.-What would you do
about an individual who is not a
company?
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-Sc
far as an individual is concerned, one
can search his titles and conduct various
searches at the Titles Office.
Mr. G. 0. RErn.-What else besides
titles could be searched?
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-One
could ascertain whether he had mortgaged his personalty-bills of sale, and
so on.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-It is possible to
find out whether a company has taken
out any mortgages.
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Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-My
point is that under this Bill a family
company will be exempt from certain
provisions.
Mr. WIL.cox.-What do you mean by
a family company?
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-Many
of the building projects in Victoria today are carried on by companies which
the Attorney-General has described as
family companies. The proposal is that
such companies will not be obliged to
file balance-sheets and profit and loss
accounts. Many of the assets of companies engaged in the building trade are
tied up in subsidiaries.
Mr. SNIDER.-You might as well say
that an individual should file a balancesheet.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-! see
no objection to that practice. If an
individual seeks a substantial amount of
credit, he should willingly disclose his
financial position to his prospective
debtor. The same position should apply
to so-called family companies. The
only building company registered on the
Stock Exchange is A. V. Jennings Construction Company Proprietary Limited.
To obtain listing on the Stock
Exchange a company must demonstrate the soundness of its financial
position. That is why the majority
of
companies
engaged
in
the
building trade are not registered with
the Stock Exchange. Having enjoyed
their liberty over a period of years and
having indulged in over-trading, such
companies have brought about the
present state of affairs in the building
industry. They have undertaken liabilities and accepted contracts which are
out of all proportion to their assets.
The result has been a number of bankruptcies, and a number of independent
contractors, who are mainly tradesmen
and workers, have been ruined for life
because they have been unable to recover large sums nf money owing to
them. These companies should be dealt
with in the same manner as it is proposed to deal with public companies.
Government Departments and architects
usually let contracts to the lowest
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tenderer irrespective of whether he has
adequate finance available. Under a
proper system, an unsound contractor
would never be awarded a contract,
even though he might submit the
lowest tender.
Throughout Melbourne, unstable contractors are carrying on business.
Sometimes work comes to an end in the
middle of a contract, and many persons
suffer. The reason why I suggest that
companies which operate in the building
industry should be brought within the
ambit of the Bill is that this is probably one of the most important industries in the nation. In many ways it is
a barometer of public confidence and
of the economic position of the country;
if the building industry is buoyant, the
country is buoyant. Recent deficiencies
in the 'building industry have affected
the economy of the State and that of
the Commonwealth. I earnestly suggest
that action must be taken to bring
companies engaged in the building
industry into line with others operating
elsewhere. Those who extend credit
should be able to ascertain whether
trading organizations are worthy of that
concession. In many ways, there are
criminal elements in the building
industry. It is common knowledge that
one so-called builder went to the extent
of opening a bank account, obtaining
a cheque book, and depositing £1,000,
after which he secured a substantial
Government contract.
Mr. G. 0. REID.-Was that a company
or an individual?
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-Probably, it was a proprietary company
with few assets. Some so-called family
companies consist of a man and his
wife, each with a share, and hardly any
assets, and they incur substantial d~bt.s.
The Government has heard of the
crash of Clements Langford Proprietary
Limited, one of the great companies.
Mr. CHRISTIE.-You would not call it
a crash, would you?
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-It
was a pretty big "crack," involving
about £200,000. Some of the heaviest
sufferers consisted of independent contractors.
When this occurred, the
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directors of Clements Langford Proprietary Limited were giving cocktail parties
galore. This absolutely dishonest company was paying its managing director
£15,000 a year. In a case such as this,
should not the public know what remuneration the managing director is
receiving? G. A. Winwood Proprietary
Limited was another company that
failed. We all know that Mr. Winwood
has his own private fortunes secured,
but in the meantime the creditors remain unpaid.
Mr. WILTSHIRE.-Did not a similar
thing happen at Clayton?
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-!
cannot say what happened at Clayton.
Clause 302 of the Bill has some relevance to the subject I am discussing.
It states, inter aliaEve-ry person who, while an officer of
a company which is subsequently ordered
to ·be wound up by .the Court or which
subsequently passes a resolution for voluntarily .winding up(a) has by false pretences or by means
of any other .fraud induced any
1person to give ·credit to the
company;
(c) with intent to defraud -creditors of
1the ·company, has 'concealed or removed any part of the :property of
t1he ·company since or within two
months ibefore the date of any unsatisfied judgment or order ifor
ipayment of money obtained against
the ·companyshall be guilty •Of an offence against this
Act.

What sort of period is two months in
a case such as that? I consider that if
such a practice obtained within two
years, the person concerned should be
guilty of an offence. Companies which
saw the " smash " coming transferred
their assets to other companies, and readjustments were made when bankruptcy became obvious. If this Bill is
passed, as I understand the position,
that sort of thing will continue unless
provision is made to " jam " these companies in the building trade.
Clause 303 relates to the keeping of
proper books of account. I am informed
on good authority that a :balance-sheet
in the building industry is a joke. One
of the methods of bookkeeping employed is to refer to works in progress,
and nobody knows what this item means.
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" Exempt proprietary ·company" means
a proprietary company no share in which
is by virtue of sub-sections (7) and (8)
of this section deemed to be owned .by a
public -company or one not substantia1ly
engaged in the ·construction of homes, factories, plants or office ibuildings or in the
tendering for and construction of Government or semi-government works.

Organizations such as those should be
caught because in the building trade
they are the companies which seem able
to obtain credit for their supplies.
Concerning the audit provisions, clause
9 provides that a person shall not act
as auditor for any company if, among
other things he is indebted to the
c0mpany. It goes on to state that for
the purposes of the sectioon a person
shall be deemed to be an officer of the
company if he has at any time within
the preceding twelve months been an
officer of that company. With the movement of staff nowadays, it seems to me
that this provision should be whittled
down somewhat. It may be that a person engaged as an auditor could satisfy
requirements if he made a statutory
declaration that he had not been employed by any of the clients of the principal auditor. With the present turnover
of staff, especially of junior personnel,
this sort of thing might ha1ppen repeatedly.
In his second-reading speech, the
Attorney-General stated .that subsidiaries
of public companies would be exempted
from the requirements to publish independent balance-sheets, and this is a
move in the right direction. As I understand the position, it is necessary to
comply with the rules of the Stock Exchange of Melbourne.
Mr. GARRISSON.-Are you quite satisfied with the Stock Exchange rules?
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-Yes.
Mr. GARRISSON.-Why do you want
the Stock Exchange Act to be amended?
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-! do
not. As the honorable member for Melbourne has stated, the Bill contains
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many provisions to which members of
the Opposition have no objection. Most
of the provisions of the Bill relate to the
winding up of companies and associated
matters. Obviously, it is intended that
obligations entered into by companies
should wherever possible be met. More
than half the provisions of tile Bill seem
to be directed to this end.
The
SPEAKER
(Sir
William
McDonald).-Order!
The honorable
member might care to wind up his
speech ; his time will expire in about
half a minute.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-Very
well, Mr. Speaker. I am now dealing
with the winding-up provisions. In conclusion, I suggest that if people desire to
take advantage of the protection
afforded by registration as proprietary
companies, they should accept responsibilities and be forced to disclose their
financial •position. I have mentioned
the building industry only as an example.
If a number of first-class, consulting
accountants were called in, I am sure
they would be able to bring down a
balance-sheet and a profit and loss
account which would be simplicity in
themselves and which would give the
shareholders the opportunity of ensuring that the financial position of a
company was sound and the creditors
the opportunity of discovering whether
that company was bona fide, solvent or
insolvent. For the reasons I have
stated, I ask the Attorney-General to
have some regard to what I have said.
I earnestly suggest that something be
done to ensure that what has happened
in the building industry will not recur
in the future.
Mr.
CHRISTIE
(Ivanhoe).-This
Companies Bill shows the new trend of
uniformity in statute law between the
States. In that way it is of great
interest. The States have got together
on this problem and, based on the
accumulated experience and knowledge
of years--'pretty sorry experiences in
some cases where people have defeated
previous company law-and in a nonpolitical atmosphere, have combined a
body of knowledge into what has come
to be called a uniform Companies Bill.
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That is an interesting new trend in
Commonwealth-State affairs, and it
should be noted.
It also means that all the hard work
which has gone into the preparation of
this uniform Bill results, of course, in a
highly technical measure which cannot
be dealt with in detail at the secondreading stage. The detail must wait for
the Committee stage. If uniformity is
to be achieved, we naturally cannot do
much to alter or amend the Bill. I was
one who was inclined to be critical of
that shortcoming, but on discussion and
mature reflection on the matter I submit
that in a subject like this it is not a
very great burden for Parliament to put
up with. It probably means that amendments that we should like to have 'incorporated in the Companies Act will be
left in abeyance for the time being and
brought up again when the AttorneysGeneral and their staffs get together at
various intervals and consider further
amendments.
Mr. CAMPBELL TuRNBULL.-And consult other parties.
Mr. CHRISTIE.-And consult other
States. It really brings a new type of
operating into this Parliament.
Mr. CLAREY.-It was said in the
foreword to the Bill that that would be
done.
Mr. CHRISTIE.-That is so; there ..
fore, in the passage .of this Bill, we can
hardly expect to retain uniformity if
there are too many amendments. It is
interesting in the development of our
knowledge of affairs that six States of
varying political creeds can get together
and agree on something uniform-and
something which is not uniform in a
"wishy-washy" way but which is really
an accumulation of a great deal of
experience. The Commonwealth Government is not able to take the necessary
action, so we are doing something for it.
It would not be possible to have a
Federal Act on this subject without a
referendum first being held so that the
Commonwealth might be given the
necessary power.
Mr. DARCY.-And without giving away
some of our sovereign rights.
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Mr.
CHRISTIE.-By
implication,
although no part of our sovereignty is
given away, a new type of relationship
is brought into being, and it means .that
this Parliament has to look iat Bills of a
uniform nature in a slightly different
way. Most of the background of this
measure comes from the outstanding
work of the Attorney-General and his
staff of this State, which resulted in the
1958 Companies Act. Most of the information that honorable members need
for the bac~ground to this Bill is in that
basic, pilot work which was done on the
initiative of Victoria, plus a good deal
of research and information which is
available to us from other States and
from the United Kingdom.
There is one interesting aspect of this
getting together of the staffs of the
various States and the AttorneysGeneral leadi·ng those staffs. It isand I think this is rather vital to the
development of this conception of uniformity-that the State Attorneys:General and staffs are closer to the dayto-day experience of company law problems than is the Commonwealth staff.
Mr. G. 0. REID.-They are in .touch
with local registration and so on.
Mr. CHRISTIE.-Yes, because in the
past company law has been a State province. One of the criticisms we as a
State Parliament level at the Commonwealth-in my view it is justified-is
that the seat of Government and the
seat of the Public Service of the Commonwealth is r.ather remotely sited at
Canberra, and there is not that day-today contact at Canbena between the
staffs and company activities.
I want to say how much I welcome
the proposed amendment by the Attorney-General in relation to the filing of
balance-sheets by private companies.
Unlike the honorable member for Bruns.wick West, I think some amendment is
necessary in this matter, and I welcome
the promise by the Attorney-General to
introduce an amendment during the
Committee stage. The Bill as it reads
without amendment would result in
large public companies with proprietaries, whose activities they could not
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d~close because of the competitive position, getting around the Bill by grouping and by other methods. In point of
fact, what the Bill as it stands would
try to do-that is, to have full disclosure by all proprietary companieswould not happen in those cases where
a public company did not wish it to
happen. All the public company would
need to do would be to group a number
of proprietary companies together so
that it would not have to disclose the
activities of one particu1ar proprietary
company.

The intention in the minds of the
framers of this legislation was that the
main point at issue was the protection
of the creditors of a proprietary company, and that will be overcome. The
bona fides of the framers of the legislation is indicated by the proposed
amendment which the Attorney-General
mentioned in his second-reading speech,
which is that if the public company or
the holding company, being a public
company registered on the Stock Exchange of Melbourne, will give a
guarantee in the case of a subsidiary
proprietary company there will be
no need to file balance-sheets and
so forth. I find that much more
practicable and much more sensible
and I welcome the amendment.
I am sure that most of us hope the other
States will accept this amendment. The
logic of the argument is reasonable, and
I know of no reason why the other
States should not accept it. Of course,
at least one of them has already passed
a similar Bill.
In the next review that is held-I hope
within the next twelve months-I recommend that some thought be given to
this question of nominee shareholdings.
As members know, it is most disconcerting-it is open to a lot of argument on
both sides-for a board of directors
charged with the running of a large
public company to notice transfers going through to nominee holders without
any disclosure of beneficial interest and
with nothing to indicate who is investing in their company.
Mr. HoLLAND.-As a prelude to a takeover?
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Mr. CHRISTIE.-There is great uncertainty because of the risk, as the
honorable member for Flemington has
pointed out, of this ultimately building
up to a take-over bid. A lot has been
written about this matter-honorable
members can read a good deal about
it in the Cohen report both one way
and the other-and I am sure that the
Attorney-General and his staff will consider it before the companies legislation
comes up for review in, say, twelve
months' time. What can happen when
nominee shareholding is operating is
that before a good, honest board of
directors knows where it is, it may find
that nominee holders of shares turn out
to be members of a group who~.e
existence the board knew nothing about.
Suddenly this group is in a set position
for a take-over. I do not think we should
allow that type of situation to develop
in public companies without steps being
taken to ensure that boards of directors
concerned at least know something
about it.
There is provision in the Bill for
the appointment of an inspector by the
Minister in a case where a board of
directors fears that shares are being
bought up by a group possibly foreign
controlled or not acting in the best
interests of the security of the nation.
However, such a step might be a little
late from the point of view of a takeover.
Mr. CLAREY.-The damage would have
already been done.
Mr. CHRISTIE.-Yes. These nominee
activities can be quite serious and can
have very grave repercussions. Clause
184 of the Bill contains provisions
governing take-overs. I should say that
they are largely based on recent experiences and are designed to slow up
the offer, and the giving back in return
of certain pretty basic information.
Nobody could object to an attempt being
made to slow up take-overs and make the
handling of them a bit more regular.
However, I suggest that after the legislation has been in operation for perhaps
twelve months it would not be a bad
idea to examine how these provisions
work, because there could be within
them a certain disability in the
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development of competitive takeover
bids. I shall not develop that point in
the second-reading debate, but it is a
possible danger that should be guarded
against. I can see nothing wrong with
a good, regular handling of competitive
take-over bids, and I should like to hear
the views of the Attorney-General on
this point later if he cares to say anything about it.
There is no need at this stage to go
through any more of the details of the
Bill. We must all welcome the measure,
and we must be most thankful for the
pains-taking and hard work put into
it by the Attorney-General and his
staff. One has only to speak to representatives of other States to hear
acknowledgments of the leadership of
Victoria in regard to the framing of
uniform companies legislation.
This
Parliament should likewise acknowledge
its indebtedness to the AttorneyGeneral and his staff for the continuous
and evolving task that has been ably
pushed one further step forward.
Mr. G. 0. REID (Minister of Labour
and Industry).-During his secondreading speech, when referring to the
period of the adjournment of the
second-reading debate, the AttorneyGeneral gave an undertaking in these
wordsIn suggesting that the debate be
adjourned for a fortnight, I undertake,
following that debate, to consider suggestions made during it and to allow an ample
period of adjournment before the Bill is
dealt with in Committee.

For that reason I shall propose, on behalf of the Attorney-General, when
clause 2 is being considered in Committee, that progress be reported.
At this stage, I wish to join with
other honorable members in affirming
that this Bill represents most constructive legislation and is a tribute to
the co-operation and harmony which has
existed at the various conferences of
Attorneys-General of the States and
their officers.
I was privileged to
attend one of these conferences last
year at Adelaide during the absence
overseas of our Attorney-General, and I
saw something of the very high esteem
in which he and his officers are held
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by representatives of the other States.
It is most gratifying to know that in
these conferences Victoria, through the
Attorney-General and his officers, has
played such a leading part in bringing about uniformity in companies
legislation.
Previous speakers in this debate have
suggested various amendments which
they have in mind. I should like to
say on behalf of the Attorney-General,
particularly in relation to what was
said earlier by the Leader of the
Country party, that if honorable members have certain amendments in mind,
he will expect them to be submitted to
him for his consideration. I have been
authorized by the honorable gentleman
to say that he welcomes the suggestion
made by the Leader of the Country
party that a sub-committee representative of all parties should be formed to
give consideration to any amendments
which honorable members have in mind.
I was somewhat surprised to hear the
Leader of the Country party suggest
that the amendments he had in mind
would be submitted in another place.
It would appear more appropriate that
they should be presented in this
Chamber. If they are submitted whilst
the Bill is being debated here, the proposed sub-committee would have an
opportunity to consider them before
they were discussed by members
generally.
The Attorney-General :proposes to
attend another interstate conference on
this matter on Friday next. If any
honorable members have in mind any
suggestions in relation to the Bill, he
will welcome their being brought to his
notice forthwith so that he may take
them into account at this conference.
Mr. CLAREY.-! presume that at this
conference other suggestions, such as
those put forward by the Institute of
Chartered Accountants in Australia and
the Australian Society of Accountants,
will also be considered?
Mr. G. 0. REID.-That is so. The
Attorney-General welcomes suggestions
and appreciates the constructive spirit
in which h_onorable members have debated the second reading of the Bill.
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This is in line with the general spirit o.f
harmony that prevailed at the discussions between the States.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-For how long is it
proposed to adjourn consideration of the
Bill?
Mr. G. 0. REID.-When the Bill is
committed, I shall propose that progress
be reported.
The Attorney-General
will allow a reasonable time to elapse
before the debate is resumed to enable
him to consider any suggestions in the
way of amendments which may be submitted to him. The honorable gentleman will indicate to the other parties
any amendments he has in mind.
Mr. LOVEGROVE (Fitzroy).-! shall
explain briefly why I am interested in
the period of adjournment. The Minister of Public Works is chairman of the
Bui1ding Consultative Council, which is
composed of members representing
various interests in the building industry
which supply goods and those who are
supposed to pay for them. The object
of the council, on which I have the
honour to sit, is to endeavour to improve
the credit structure of the building industry. During recent deliberations of
the -council, it was mutually agreed that
the problems of the building industry, to
which some reference was made by the
honorable member for Brunswick West,
should be brought before the AttorneyGeneral with a view to seeing whether it
was appropriate to make any alterations
to the Bill with the object of improving
the credit structure of the bui1ding industry. Of course, that was not the only
suggestion made. I raise this matter
now in the hope that when consideration
of the Bill is adjourned the Government's proposals, if it has any, will be
made known to the Building Consultative Council.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed, pro forma.
For Mr. RYLAH (Attorney-General),
Mr. G. 0. Reid (Minister of Labour and
Industry) 1presented a message from His
Excellency the Governor recommending
that an appropriation be made from the
Consolidated Revenue for the purposes
of this Bill.
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A Tesolution in accordance with the
recommendation was passed in Committee and adopted by the House.

The House went into Committee of
Ways and Means.
Mr. G. 0. REID (Minister of Labour
and Industry).-On behalf of the
Attorney-General, I moveThat subject to and in accordance with
the Companies Bill there shall be charged
and levied and collected by and paid to the
Registrar of Companies for the use of
Her Majesty(a)

(b)

the fees specified in the schedule to
.this resolution; and
such other fees as are prescribed by
regulation of the Governor in
Council.
SCHEDULE.

B'!} a Company Having a Sha11e Capital.

£
1. For registration of a com-

s. d.

pany whose nominal share capital
does not exceed £5,000. .
20 0 0
2. For registration of a company whose nominal share capital
exceeds £5,000 the above fee of
£20 with the following additional fees regulated according to the amount of nominal
share capital (that is to say)For every £1,000 of nominal
share capital, or part of
£1,000, after the first
£5,000, up to £100,000 . .
1 0 0
For every £1,000 of nominal
share capital, or part of
£1,000, after the first
£100,000, up to £500,000 0 10 0
For every £1,000 of nominal
share capital, or part of
£1,000, after the first
£500,000
0 5 0
3. On lodging notice of increase
of share capital-an amount
equal to the difference (if any)
between the amount which
would have been payable on
first registration by reference to
its capital as increased and the
amount which would have been
payable by reference to its capital immediately before the increase but in the case of a company registered before 15th
November, 1956, with a share
capital of less than £5,000 the
fee shall be £5 per £1,000 or any
fractional part of £1,000 for any
increase up to £5,000 and thereafter an amount calculated as
aforesaid.
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£ s. d.
4. For registration of a company whose number of members
as stated in the articles of association does not exceed 20
5 0 0
5. For registration of a company whose number of members
as stated in the articles of association exceeds 20 but does not
exceed 100 but is not stated to be
unlimited the fee of £10 (with
an additional 10s. for every 50
members or less number than
50 members after the first 100)
but no company shall be liable
to pay on the whole a greater fee
than One hundred pounds in respect of its number of members
taking into account the fee paid
on the first registration of the
company.
6. For registration of a company in which the number of
members is stated in the articles
of association to be unlimited 100 0 0
7. For registration of the first
increase in the number of members made after the registration
of a company, whose number of
members as stated in the articles
of association does not exceed 20,
to a number exceeding 20 but not
exceeding 100
5 0 0
8. For registration of any
other increase in the number of
members of a company in respect of every 50 members or less
than 50 members of that increase 0 10 0
Other Fees.

9. For every application for
consent of the Minister to use
of a name by a corporation . .
5 0 0
10. For every Order of the
Minister granting consent to use
of name by a corporation
10 0 0
11. For every approval of the
Registrar to the change of the
name of a company (otherwise
than a change of name directed
by the Registrar pursuant to
the provisions of sub-section (2)
of section 23 or a change of
name pursuant to sub-section (2)
of section 24 of this Act)
10 0 0
12. For every licence of the
Minister to dispense with the
word " limited " in the name
of a company
10 0 0
13. For approval of the Minister to alter the memorandum
or articles of a company
2 0 0
14. On lodgment of request to
the Registrar to exercise the
powers conferred by sections 309
or 311
1 0 0
15. For every act done by the
Registrar as representing a defunct company under section 309 1 0 0
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16. For every act done by the
Registrar as representing a defunct company under section 311 5 0 0
17. On the late lodging of any
document under this Act in addition to any other fee~
(a) if lodged within one
month after the period
prescribed by law ..
1 0 0
(b) if lodged more than one
month after the period
prescribed by law in
addition to the fee
payable under subparagraph (a)
5 0 0
The Registrar, if satisfied
that just cause existed for
the late lodgment may
waive in whole or in part
the additional fee under
paragraph (b).
18. For the registration of a
foreign company(a) subject to paragraphs
(b) and (c), the same
fees as are prescribed
in respect of a company registered or incorporated under Part
III. of tlils Act;
(b) subject to paragraph
(c), where the fees
prescribed in paragraph (a) are not applicable
100 0 0
and
(c) in the case of a corporation authorized by
the law of any State
or Territory to take
in its own name a
grant of probate or
letters of administration of the estate of
a deceased person .. 50 0 0
19. On lodging by a foreign
company of notice of increase in
share capital or in the case of
a foreign company not having
a share capital on the lodging
of notice of increase in number
of members beyond its registered number-the same fees as
are payable on .the increase in
share capital or on the increase
in the number of members of
a company incorporated or registered under Part III.
20. For registering any charge
created by a corporation
..
4 0 0
21. For registering particulars
of a series of debentures
..
4 0 0
22. For registering .particulars of each series of debentures
·where more than one issue in
the series
2 0 0
23. On an application for the
reservation of a name
3 0 0
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24. On lodging articles of
association of a company
25. On lodging a copy of any
special resolution altering the
articles of association of a company
..
..
26. On lodging a copy of any
special resolution altering the
objects clause of the memorandum of association of a company
..
27. On lodging any deed or
copy of a deed under section 78
or on lodging any prospectus or
statement in lieu of prospectus
or statements required under
section 82
..
..
28. On any subpoena served
on the Registrar to produce any
document in his custody
..
29. On lodging any application
under section 44 or section 374
30. On lodging any other application
..
..
..
31. For entry in the register
of charges of any memorandum
of satisfaction
..
..
32. For every certificate issued
by the Registrar under any Act
33. For copy or extract made
and certified by the Registrar of
any document in his custodyFor each copy or extract
not exceeding five folios of
72 words to the .folio
..
For each additional folio of
72 words
..
..
34. For completing and certifying by the Registrar of a
copy or extract of any document in his custody of which a
printed or typed copy is suppliedFor each copy or extract not
exceeding five folios of 72
words to the folio
..
For each additional folio of
72 words
35. For photographic copies
of documents in the custody of
the Registrar - for each sheet
copied
36. For search as to availability
of any name proposed to be
adopted by a company - for
every name searched
37. For every search or inspection in relation to a particular
company of the registers and
documents kept by the Registrar,
pursuant to Division 7, Part IV.
38. For search for and inspection of a document or documents filed by or in relation to
a company(a) where the number of
documents
searched
and inspected is not
more than three, for
each document

s. d.

2 0 0

2 0 0

2 0 0

5

0

0

2 0 0
5 0 0
1 0 0
2 0 0
1 0 0

1 0 0
0 2 0

0 10

0

0 1 0

0 10 0

0 10

0

0

0

5

0 5 0
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Mr. DuNSTAN.-Another party often

(b) where the number of
does that.
documents
searched
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-I am not defendand inspected is more
than three, for the
ing the practice, but think it fair to
number
of
docugive the House that advice so that if
ments searched and
inspected
1 0 O the Government wants to make anything of it, 'it can do so here. First,
39. On lodging any annual return of a ieompany
2 0 0 the Opposition is aware of the need for
the Government to obtain revenue, and,
40. On lodging, registering,
depositing, or filing any other
as the Minister of Education, now at
document with or by the Registhe table, will agree, the Opposition has
trar under any Act (where the
expressed
the need for that in order to
fee is not specified in any relevant Act or Regulation)
1 0 0 improve traffic control. It has also made
concrete legislative suggestions as well
Fees payable with respect to companies
as concrete administrative suggestions
formed or incorporated outside the Commonwealth shall where appropriate be
regarding the need for some improved
calculated after the conversion of the share form of traffic control and accident
capital to Australian currency.

The motion was agreed to, and the
resolution was reported to the House
and adopted.
The House went into Committee for
the consideration of the Bill.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Commencement).
Mr. G. O. REID (Minister of Labour
and Industry).-! propose that progress
be reported.
I will bring to the
notice of the Attorney-General the
matter raised by the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition in the course of the
second-reading debate.
Progress was reported.
MOTOR CAR (INSURANCE
SURCHARGE) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October
11) on the motion of Mr. Rylah (Chief
Secretary) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
Mr. LOVEGROVE (Fitzroy).-The
Opposition has decided not to oppose
this Bill but wishes to offer some
criticism of it, whilst at the same time
I think it fair to indicate that we
reserve the right to vary our ·attitude
in another place. It is rather unusual
to say that in this House.
The
SPEAKER
(Sir
William
McDonald).-! think it is extremely
unusual.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-I know that the
House is aware of my views, but it is
only fair to say that, in the light of
something I have been told.

prevention.
However, in the submission of this
Bill, as presaged by the Premier and
Treasurer in the Budget, the Opposition
notes that the Government has advanced different reasons this financial
year from those stated in respect of a
similar measure last year.
I shall
direct attention to basic differences,
pointing out that when the Premier and
Treasurer introduced the Motor Car
(Insurance Surcharge) Bill on the 19th
October, 1960, among other things-to
which, no doubt, references will be made
by the Leader of the Country party in
this House--the honorable gentleman
named two basic factors which the
Government had in mind in deciding
upon continuing the levy. I refer honorable members to Hansard, at page 679,
the date being the 19th October, 1960.
The two basic factors stated on that
occasion were the severe strain upon
hospital finance imposed by motor car
accidents and the severe strain on the
financing of police activities also imposed by motor car accidents.
For those two basic reasons the
Premier and Treasurer submitted the
measure for the continuance of the surcharge legislation. This year, however,
the Premier and Treasurer has introduced a reason that is quite novel and
cannot be accepted by the Opposition;
and it is one that we consider should
not be accepted by the House. On this
later occasion the honorable gentleman
statedIn 1959, when the legislation was first introduced, a careful assessment was made
of the cost to Consolidated Revenue of
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police supervision and control of traffic.
The cost in the year 1958-59 was of the
order of £770,000. A review of this assessment shows that the current costs will be
to the order of £1,000,000 this financial
year.
Against this cost .the estimated
revenue from the levy to which this Bill
relates is £915,000 this financial year.

It would appear that the relationship of

the ingredient of financial cost of traffic
control in the total Police Department
expenditure is now to be determined by
the amount of money the Government
can get out of motorists through the insurance surcharge and, with that limiting factor, no further expenditure will
be made by the Government in relation
to traffic control.
I say that with some deliberation because, when the Premier and Treasurer
introduced the Budget on the 26th September last, he stated that the provision
from Consolidated Revenue in 1961-62
for the
Police Department was
£9,137,000-an increase of £422,000. He
said further that during the year 100
additional members would be recruited
progressively to the Force and, additionally, an amount of £360,000 had
been allocated from loan funds for
police buildings. It would appear, from
the statement made by the Premier and
Treasurer in his Budget speech, and that
made by him on this Budget Bill, that
out of a total of some £9,000,000 devoted to police services for the current
financial year, roughly £1,000,000 will be
devoted to traffic control and road
accident preventiion. The determination
of the amount of £1,000,000 from the
total Budget allocation to police services is fixed by the amount that the
Government can wring out of motorists.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-lt was the Chief
Secretary-not the Premier-who introduced this Bill, and he referred to
a careful assessment of the cost of
police supervision and control of traffic.
You are relating that to total police
services.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-That is true.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Where is the inconsistency which you implied?
Session 1961.-43
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Mr. LOVEGROVE.-What the Minister of Education stated is true. The
amount of £9,000,000 was the figure
given by the Premier in his Budget
speech to cover police services, but the
Chief Secretary, who was speaking for
the Premier, said that the amount of
£1,000,000 is related to the need for
this surcharge.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-It related to traffic
control.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-The amount of
£1,000,000 out of a total of £9,000,000
is related to traffic control and road
accident prevention. From the Chief
Secretary's second-reading speech, it
appears that the amount of money allocated by the Government for the provision of more police, more safety drives,
specialized equipment and so on is
limited to £1,000,000, because the
amount obtained from this surcharge is
around about that figure. Having regard to what is occurring on the roads
to-day, the Opposition cannot accept
any limitation on the Government's duty
of the nature that was implied by the
Chief Secretary in his second-reading
speech. I am sure that if the Minister
of Education reads the Chief Secretary's
statement, he will find that the implication is quite clear.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-It is far from clear,
because the estimated cost is £1,000,000
and the estimated return is £900,000.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-The estimated
return for this financial year is £915,000
but, presumably, when the Bill is passed,
for a full financial year it will return
the amount of £1,000,000 to which the
Chief Secretary referred as representing
the costs of traffic control. That appears
to be a very illogical way of dealing
with the prevention of road accidents
and the establishment of proper traffic
control in Melbourne, particularly having regard to the fact that the Police
Force is under strength at the present
time.
By the expression " under
strength " I mean under the strength
that the Chief Commissioner considers
desirable--between 1,700 and 2,000 more
policemen.
In every report submitted by the Chief
Commissioner, the fact that the strength
of the Force is related to the financial
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capacity of the Government is emphasized. The Chief Commissioner has repeatedly stressed the need for improving
the strength of the Force and for obtaining more police for traffic control and
road accident prevention. Consequently,
the Opposition rejects any suggestion
that motorists, who already are one of
the most heavily taxed sections of the
community, should be given almost exclusive responsibility for the financing
of traffic control. On the contrary, we
believe that it is a responsibility which
should rightly repose· on every section
of the community.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Do you consider the
levy should be reduced, increased or
abandoned?
Sir HERBERT HYLAND (to Mr. Bloomfield).-We consider it should be abandoned, and we will vote accordingly.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-The Opposition
believes the Government should find
some other way of instituting a better
method of road accident prevention and
traffic control than the system which is
apparently limited by the amount of
taxation revenue that can be obtained
from this surcharge on motor drivers.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-You have not
answered my question. Do you suggest
that the levy should be abandoned,
increased or reduced?
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-The Opposition
is not prepared to vote against it at this
juncture.
Mr. DuNSTAN.-Will the Opposition
vote against the Bill in another place?
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-At the outset of
my speech, I am informing the House
of the Opposition's attitude on this
question, because it is only fair that I
should do so. In passing, I direct
attention to the road situation as disclosed by the answers to questions on
notice asked by the honorable member
for Brunswick West, the honorable
member for Northcote and myself during
the past twelve months. The replies to
these questions support my contention
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that the kind of financial approach conveyed in the Chief Secretary's secondreading speech on this Budget Bill is a
completely erroneous one. It would
appear that the average number of accidents which occur in Victoria to-day is
in the vicinity of 3,000 a month, and the
average number of deaths is approximately from 62 to 70 monthly. This
average was evident during the months
of May, June, July, August and
December of last year and in January of
this year.
In reply to questions asked by me on
26th September last, the Chief Secretary indicated that for the seven months
from ·February to August inclusive of
this year, there was in Victoria an
average of 2,650 accidents monthly,
representing an average of ·665 accidents
each week. During the same period, the
average number of deaths each month
was 69, or 17 deaths weekly. The death
rate for accidents involving trucks and
trailers was considerably higher than
for any other types of accidents. The
average number of accidents involving
trucks and trailers was seven each
month and the average number of deaths
was eight. In other words, if stat1stics
indicate anything at ·all, accidents
involving vehicles of that description
seem to carry a much higher death rate
than do other accidents.
Statistics for the same seven months
from February to August inclusive of
this year revealed that the police had
examined 441 unroadworthy vehicles
each month and that, in effect, despite
the attempts of the Government, financially, administratively and legislatively,
as evidenced by some of the legislation
that was dealt with by the House last
week, there has not been during the past
eighteen months or two years an improvement of any worth-while description in preventing road accidents or
reducing the death rate on the roads. I
qualify my statement by saying that the
only appreciable improvement that could
be discerned, if any, would be the
improvement brought about by the fact
that there has been an increase in the
number of vehicles on the road, while
the accident rate has remained fairly
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static. The Government could not be
and is not satisfied with that kind of an
accident rate and such an average death
rate.
Financial proposals such as are contained in this measure seem to indicate
a completely wrong approach to the
question. A good deal of the time of
the Police Force is dissipated in detecting infringements by motorists who in
the main are law-abiding citizens and
who generally drive carefully. Recently,
I directed a question on notice to the
Chief Secretary as to the number of persons convicted for exceeding the 30 miles
per hour speed limit in the period from
January to August inclusive this year.
The honorable gentleman replied that
the individual monthly figures were not
available, but that for the six months,
of a total number of 24,000 convictions,
approximately 16,000 motorists were
dealt with for exceeding the 30 miles
per hour speed limit. To those who use
the metropolitan roads regularly it
would appear that a good deal of the
time of members of the Police Force is
used unnecessarily in the detection of
offences which are of a relatively minor
character and which in most cases are
so unimportant that they are generally
dealt with by the court in the absence
of the offenders, and the statutory fine
is usually imposed. No appreciable
effect on the road toll is accomplished
by the unwarranted use of large numbers of police on duties which generally
only serve to embarrass the decent
drivers.
The Government seems reluctant to
take certain legislative action. For instance, it is not prepared to license the
second-hand car dealers; it is not prepared to take action in regard to unroadworthy vehicles in the yards where
they are being sold-in my electorate
the purchase price of many vehicles is
from £60 to £90; it is not prepared to
act in regard to the licensing of drivers
of commercial and industrial vehicles in
the same way as those driving articulated vehicles are required to be
licensed; and it is not prepared, by
means of a more effective general
licensing system, to deal with the group
between 18 and 26 years of age which,
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according to the Premier, constitutes
the great bulk of offenders against the
rules of the road.
Mr. DUNSTAN.-What would you suggest should be done with that age
group?
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-I suggest that
they should be given probationary
licences.
Mr. DUNSTAN.-In the meantime, the
insurance companies deal with them.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-Obviously, whatever means the insurance companies
have adopted in the past two years, they
have not acted as an effective deterrent.
From personal observation, I contend
that the majority of the recklessness on
the metropolitan roads comes from the
younger age group.
Mr. DUNSTAN.-! agree.
Mr. WILTSHIRE.-A few of the old
"sugar daddies " indulge in a bit of
speeding.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-The Government
has taken action in regard to the higher
age group. As a result of legislation
passed last year, it is possible for the
Chief Commissioner of Police, without
taking the persons concerned to court, to
take away the licences of those who are
too old to drive, who are incapable of
driving, or whose vision is not sufficiently good. I agree with such action
being taken. There is no doubt that
the drivers aged between 18 and 26
years are the main cause of driving
hazards on the roads, and the Government should institute additional legislative control over their licences. I am
not criticizing the police in any way in
regard to this matter because I think
they are doing their best having regard
to the facilities at their disposal. However, the mere imposition of a surcharge
on all drivers, and the implication that
the amount that can be extracted from
the drivers represents the sum that will
be spent on traffic control, is not good
enough for Parliament, and the Government should be prepared to do something about it. Members of the Opposition have previously contended that
control should be exercised over driving
schools. This was suggested also by the
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Road Safety Council of Victoria and by
an interstate committee. Eventually
the Government did take action. I do
not know how many driving schools
have been licensed-no report has been
forthcoming-and if the Minister has
any information on the subject the
Opposition will be interested to learn
how far the Government ha:s proceeded
with the reform of some of the driving
schools.

Mr. LOVEGROVE.-I am not referring to the whole of Victoria now, because I have not enough experience to
compare the country roads of Victoria
with the country roads of New South
Wales.

I turn now to a consideration of the
person who, on securing an ordinary
driver's licence to drive a light car
such as a Morris or a Volkswagen, can
immediately step into a 3-ton truck, a
concrete mixer or some of the heavier
vehicles and earn a living as a driver.
In the Opposition's view it is ludicrous
that the Government has not taken
action to bring home to such drivers
the responsibility that is theirs. It is
evident that younger persons who earn
their living from driving are utterly indifferent to the rules of the road and
the rights of other drivers. When ·an
offender from this group is brought
before the court, a plea is usually made
that the livelihood of tlhe person concerned depends on his retaininrg his
licence and that therefore the court
should not take it away. If the road
toll is to be dealt with effectively, something must be done to instil in persons
who earn their living as drivers a
greater sense of responsibility to other
road users.

Mr. LOVEGROVE.-The honorable
member for Northcote can speak for
himself. I ·can compare the metropolitan
area of Sydney-the County of Cumberl~nd-with the metropolitan area of
Melbourne. In Melbourne, there is practically no manual traffic control. Instead, the city is decorated with all
kinds of lighting signals, some of which
the Chief Secretary has been successful in having synchronized, to the
great advantage of the travelling public
within the .past twelve months, but
many of which merely create traffic
bottle-necks, traffic hazards and frustration, and ultimately I believe lead to
road accidents.

In regard to traffic control, the honor.able members for Northcote and
Brunswick West have stated that insufficient numbers of policemen are
available for traffic duty. The same
point has been made by the Chief Commissioner of Police.
However, for
reasons best known to the Government,
it is not prepared to employ sufficient
numbers of police effectively to control
the traffic on the roads. As the honorable member for Northcote mentioned, a
comparison of traffic control in New
South Wales and Victoria reveals such
a lop-sided picture that Victoria suffers
greatly by the comparison.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-He refeITed to one
particular highway.
Mr. Lovegrove.

BLOOMFIELD.-The
honorable
Mr.
member for Northcote referred to a particular highway, and you are quoting
him.

Another suggestion the Opposition
makes is that the Government should
send a representative section of the
Police Force to New South Wales to
study the manual control of traffic in
Sydney. Any honorable member who
has compared the manner in which he
drives a car in Sydney with the manner
in which he 1ordinarily drives a car in
Melbourne will agree that the traffic in
Sydney is better directed by manual
control than is the traffic in Melbourne,
where a ridiculous succession of lights
creates an interminable number of
bottle-necks, of which a good example
can be found in Spring-street in front of
Pa:rJiament House.
Mr. DUNSTAN.-How does road courtesy compare in the two States?
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-There are bad
and discourteous drivers in Sydney, just
a~ there are in Melbourne, and many
more of them. If the honorable member
for Mornington wishes to see road discourtesy, he can drive along Cahill freeway near the Sydney Harbor bridge or
through King's Cross on Christmas Eve,
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Mr. LOVEGROVE.-I shall show
as I did last yeaT, when I found conditions "pretty hot." I have seen some what the State gets. The Commonof the worst of Sydney's traffic, and in wealth certainly receives a great deal,
my view it is incomparably better and I am glad that the Minister of
directed than Melbourne's traffic. It is Education has mentioned the Commoneasier to drive in Sydney than in Mel- weal th, because one of the numerous
duties of the Bolte Government which
bourne.
has
remained undischarged up to date is
The Opposition suggests that the
that
of getting sufficient money from
Government abandon the ridiculous imthe
Federal
Government out of sales tax,
plication of financial limitation contained in the Chief Secretary's second- petrol tax, and a multiplicity of other
reading speech and devote more money taxes adequately to provide for the
to increasing the size of the Police engineering requirements of road safety
Force. This would permit increased in Victoria. The policy of the Labour
manual control of traffic in Melbourne, party is for the whole of the petrol tax
and a concentration on the policing of to be distributed among the States,
traffic on country roads throughout Vic- and, although I do not suggest that the
toria in order to get effective control amount of the petrol tax would be suffiover traffic. I do not desire to speak for cient to finance road safety measures
the country people; the Leader of the in New South Wales and Victoria, it
Country party may say what he wishes certainly would be a contribution.
I have looked for a reason for the
to on that subject.
The Government has demonstrated its peculiar implication that the costs oI
apparent inability to reduce the number road safety and police services are to
of road accidents. The road toll is now be hooked on to motorists in the form
stabilized at about seventeen deaths a of a surcharge on premiums for thirdweek, judging by the figures for the party insurance. A total sum of beseven months from February to August tween £900,000 and £1,000,000 is to be
inclusive. Although statistics for subse- wrung out of the motorists by this
quent periods have not been asked for means, and I should like to know how
or produced since I asked a question in the Government arrives at its estimation
the House on 26th September, news- that the control of traffic costs the
paper reports indicate that there has Police Department £1,000,000. The renot been any reduction. In view of that port of the Auditor-General for the year
fact, the Government should give some ended 30th June, 1961, throws some light
At page 32, the
consideration, other than the imposition on the subject.
of a surcharge upon insurance premiums Auditor-General deals with the Chief
paid by motorists, to measures designed Secretary's Department and discloses
that expenditure ·of the Police Departto halt the road toll.
For the information of members, and ment for 1959-60 totalled £8,281,608 and
as a merely passing observation, I quote for 1960-61, £8,937,955. Salaries and
allowances made up the biggest part of
what the buyer of a Holden special the expenditure each year, being
sedan pays in taxes. First, he pays
£234 4s. 4d. in sales tax, £10 3s. in regis- £6,553,942 in 1960-61. Travelling and
subsistence ·cost £239,975, and the item
tration fees, £10 2s. at least in third- of "motor vehicles, purchase and runparty compulsory insurance, and £2 15s.
in horse-power registration fees, a total ning expenses," accounted for £274,389.
of £257 4s. 4d. If the car is bought on Pensions and superannuation cost
terms, as a big percentage of the vehicles £871,650, and "·other expenditure"
are to-day, the premium for the compre- came to £188, 624.
hensive insurance policy could be at
It may be that the Government has
least £30. The average car owner in a much more refined dissection of the
Victoria pays £250-odd in tax before he expenditures of the Police Department
begins to use the vehicle.
than the Auditor-General has. It may
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Of that, the Com- be also that it has a much more
monwealth Government gets £234.
itemized knowledge ·of the expenditures
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of the Police Department than the Chief
Secretary or the Premier has given to
the House in the past few years. In
the absence of such information, the
Opposition is entitled to ask the Government how it reached the estimate of
£1,000,000 as representing the cost of
the traffic control exercised by the
Police Force.
I refer now to the various hand-outs
obtained by other Departments from
motorists, and it appears that the
Government, if it so desires, has ample
room in which to revise the financial responsibilities of the motorist. At page
33 of his report, under the heading of
" Motor Registration Branch," the
Auditor-General statedFunctions of the Branch include matters
relating to the registration of motor
vehicles, issue of motor drivers' licences,
and the collection, as agents for authorized
insurers of :premiums under third-party
policies pursuant to .the ;provisions of the
Motor Car Act 1958. as amended. In addition, the Branch, as from the 16th November, 1959, has been required to collect
surcharges is respect of contracts of thirdparty insurance.

He then listed the collections under the
authorities mentioned. In 1960-61, collections into the Country Roads Board
Fund were: Motor fees and drivers'
licence fees, £9,427,167; and two-thirds
of the revenue from owners' certificates,
£582,302; yielding a total of £10,009,469.
Into the Level Crossings Fund went
one-third of the collections from owners'
certificates, which amounted to £296,151.
Into the Municipalities Assistance Fund
went £256,673 from half the motor
driver's licence fees collected.
The
Transport Regulation Fund received
£5,821 from omnibus registration fees.
The total fees collected under the Motor
Car Act in 1960-61 were £10,578,114.
In regard to third-party insurance,
premiums on behalf of and paid to
approved
insurers
amounted
to
£4,558,926; collections into the Motor
Car (Hospital Payments) Fund totalled
£55,293 and taxation surcharges paid into
Consolidated Revenue totalled £629,424.
The total collections from motorists for
1960-61 were £15,821,757. It would
appear that, if the Government were
genuinely interested in what it claims
to be a financial solution or a financial
Mr. Lovegrove.
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contribution to proper traffic control in
Victoria and a reasonable and logical
attack on the road toll, out of nearly
£16,000,000 disbursed by the Government last year to those various authorities, it would have put more than
£1,000,000-which is apparently as
much as it can wring out of the motorists
by this additional surcharge-into the
discharge by the Police Force of this
one important function at a time when
the road toll, instead of improving, is
becoming comparatively worse.
Mr. FENNESSY.-The Government pins
its faith on the breathalyzer.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-That is so. Instead of facing up to the question
honestly, as the Opposition invites it
to do, it is apparently continuing to
evade the matter because it is not prepared-and it should say so-to staff
the Police Force adequately to control
traffic or to prevent crime in Victoria.
Moreover, it is not prepared to legislate
in the number of directions, to which
I have made reference during my speech,
to attack that section of the driving
community which is responsible for most
road hazards and the embarrassment of
good drivers-incidentally, they constitute the majority of the driving public
-as well as the majority of the accidents on the roads to-day.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-How do drivers in
the 19 to 26 years age group compare
proportionately with all other drivers
as regards the numbers licensed and the
accidents for which they are responsible?
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-The question
asked by the Minister of Education is
both logical and pertinent, but unfortunately I cannot answer it because the
Chief Secretary cannot supply the information.
On 26th September the
honorable member for Northcote asked
the Chief Secretary several questions
on this matter, one of which wasWhat were the ages of the persons
convicted of driving offenc.es at the date
of the commission of the offences?

The Chief Secretary repliedThis information is not available.

Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-That is not the
question I asked you.
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Mr. LOVEGROVE.-The Minister
asked what proportion of those driving
are in the 19 to 26 years age group,
and I say that I do not know.
The
DEPUTY
SPEAKER
(Mr.
Rafferty) .--Order! I ask the honorable
member to address the Chair.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-Perhaps I could
answer the question through you, Mr.
Deputy Speaker, by saying that the
question asked by the Minister of me
should be more properly addressed to
· the Chief Secretary, who has stated
that he cannot answer it because the
statistics are not available.
Mr.
BLOOMFIELD.-The
honorable
member did not :say that before.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-1 read the question asked by the honorable member for
Northcote.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Which was very
different from my question. I was refering to the proportion of young drivers
to the total number of drivers. The
honorable member for Northcote referred to convictions and that is a
different matter.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-1 inform the
Minister of Education that that information is not available to the Opposition
because it is not available to the Government. If the Minister could convince
the Chief Secretary of the necessity for
obtaining this information, the Opposition would be most grateful. Speaking
from personal information-I am sure
that honorable members on the Government side of the Chamber will agree
with me-I believe there is no doubt at
all that the age group which causes
most of the trouble on the roads to-day
is the 18 to 26 years age group.
unMr.
BLOOMFIELD.-That
is
important if we do not know what proportion of drivers they represent.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-I agree wholeheartedly with the Minister's interjection and I just as wholeheartedly
condemn the Chief Secretary for not
supplying him with the information. I
invite the honorable gentleman to add
his influence to the pleas of the Opposition for a more reasoned attack on the
road toll. In conclusion, it would be
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just as logical to approach the financing
of traffic control in the Police Force in
the way in which it is approached in
the Minister's second-reading speech to
this Bill as it would be to suggest that
the people who should ·pay for education
are those who have children going to
school, or that the people who should
pay for public works are those who will
be housed or served by them, or that the
only people who should pay for water
supply are those who receive it in the
country. By the same token, expenditure
on health should be financed only by
those who receive the benefit of some
of the Government's dubious health protection administration. Having cited
those examples not only as being analogous but also as being some criteria to
help the Minister of Education, the
Opposition concludes its case by indicating, as I did earlier, that although
it will not vote against the Bill in this
House it reserves its riight to act differently in another place.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Gippsland
South) .-When this surcharge was first
introduced in 1959, the Country party
made no secret of the fact that it did
not think much of the proposal because
it was felt that motorists were taxed
heavily enough at the time. The position is even worse to-day. The Deputy
Leader of the Opposition has mentioned
that a total sum of approximately
£16,000,000 is dragged out of motorists
by the State Government, apart from
what is taken by the Commonwealth
Government.
As I have said, the
Country party felt that motorists were
being taxed heavily enough, and it made
its position quite clear. We stated that
although the legislation was brought in
to operate for ever and a day some
limit should be placed on its duration.
The Government accepted our suggestion, and it was provided that the
surcharge would operate for twelve
months only. Another Bill was brought
forward after the lapse of twelve
months to continue its operation for a
further twelve months.
Now, the
Government seeks authority for it to
continue for ever and a day. The
Country party intends to oppose the
Bill. We shall call for .::i. rtivision on
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the second-reading motion in this House,
and we hope that when the measure is
considered in another place the Government will have to see reason and make
some better statement than has been
furnished in this Chamber so that the
·public will be in a position to understand what is proposed.
I am amazed that organizations such
as the Royal Automobile Club of Victoria and a dozen others living on
motorists have not made a greater outcry than they have in regard to this
proposal. They appear to be playing
politics all the time, and are prepared
to accept every statement that the
Government makes on the assumption
that if they do not a worse proposal
may be propounded. The Government
would do the proper thing if it reconsidered this question. I do not know
why the Government could not have
said, in effect, "We have had a fair
run with this surcharge. We have been
taxing motorists up to the hilt, so we
will reduce it progressively, year by
year, until at the end of a three-year
period it will be wiped out." The
present proposal is only the thin edge of
the wedge. There should be no mistake
about that. If the Government gets
away with it and the surcharge is
placed on the statute-book as a permanent levy, at some future time the
Government of the day will increase
the rate.
The Government is continually complaining about shortage of funds. In
that connexion, I repeat what I said recently. At the present time, it is receiving £1,300,000 a week in revenue
and £200,000 a week in loan funds more
than was the case when it took office
six years ago. In other words, the sum
of £1,500,000 a week more is being
spent by the Government now than was
the case when it first took office. If it
cannot administer the State properly, it
is not looking after its cash. Otherwise,
it would not need to push a surcharge
on to motorists with the excuse, as
was stated in the second-reading speech
of the Chief Secretary, that the money
is required to pay for the cost of police
supervision. That was only one of the
issues when the legislation was first
Sir Herbert Hyland.
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introduced. The main theme then
seemed to be that the increasing costs of
hospital maintenance continued to add a
heavy burden to the Budget and the cost
of motor car accident cases was a severe
strain on hospital finances. On this
occasion, there has not been a word
about the maintenance of hospitals.
I am reminded of what happened in
1932 when the State was suffering from
the depression and the then Premier,
Sir Stanley Argyle, required more
funds. It was decided to ask police
officers throughout Victoria what was
the estimated cost of policing the Motor
Car Act. That was a far different
approach from the stab-in-the-dark
method adopted by the present Government. I remember that the policeman
in the little Gippsland town of Boolarra,
in my electorate, sent in a report that
three-quarters of his time was occupied
in policing the Motor Car Act. Can
anybody understand that in a place of
that size in 1932, with the few cars that
were on the road?
Yet that was the excuse used in those
days to grab extra money from motorists.
After a little time, common sense prevailed and the additional fees that had
been imposed were abandoned. The
present Government would be too tired
to write· to all our police stations in
order to obtain information. It has
simply adopted the attitude that it has
a majority in this House and that it will
get either the Labour party or the
Country party to support it in another
place, thus allowing it to float along
and make a stab in the dark in regard
to an estimate of £1,000,000.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-You have just told
us that police statements are unreliable.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-! say that
the Government is making a stab in the
dark and that its statements as always
are unreliable. What is the use of humbugging Parliament?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-The inference from
your remarks is that the police statement from Boolarra was unreliable.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-My remarks were directed to showing how
this surcharge had been arrived at. I
maintain that the Government's estimate
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is unreliable and that it is utterly impossible to arrive at an accurate figure
of the cost of the administration of the
Motor Car Act. This Government did not
even attempt to go through the routine
which I outlined and which had been
followed by a previous Government in
1932. It has just made a stab in the
dark and now proposes to continue the
surcharge indefinitely.
The report of the Auditor-General,
which was quoted by the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition, sets out that the
Education Department is called upon to
pay more than £1,000,000 to the Public
Works Department as oncost'charges on
capital works. As a result, that sum is
brought into revenue from loan sources.
I maintain it is high time that Parliament took cognizance of what the
Government is doing and refused to
accept this £1 here and £1 there type
of policy. We acknowledge that the
Police Force will never be fully manned.
It does not matter how many men the
Government employs this year, more
will be required next year and the year
after because the population of the
State is increasing all the time. We
appreciate that more and more policemen must be employed. However, with
an additional £1,500,000 a week coming
in, surely the Government could find
sufficient money to augment the strength
of the Police Force. I know that excuses will be made by various members
and that it will be asked, "From where
are we to get this money if we do not
continue this surcharge? "
One has
only to go back six years and compare
the revenue then with what is being
received to-day to appreciate just how
much additional money is coming in
and being expended.
Recently the Government boasted
about the number of men it had absorbed into the Public Service. I do not
know whether the number was 700 or
7,000. Of course, we want to see men
.provided with employment where this
is reasonably possible, but from the start
we have not liked the principle that is·
embodied in this Bill.
Our first
thoughts on the matter were that if this
money was to be taken from the
motorists it should be spent on the roads.
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Roads in both the metropolitan area -and
the country area are crying out, so to
speak, for more money to be spent on
them.
The public of this State is not
generally aware that over the years not
one penny has been allocated out of
Consolidated Revenue for expenditure on
roads. Recently I was informed by the
Premier, in answer to a question that I
asked, that the Treasury had provided
no money for the Country Roads Board.
The funds of the Board are derived from
money that is dragged out of motorists
and the State's allocation of Federal
petrol tax. The Treasury has not found
any money for road construction or
maintenance. The motorist has to provide it all. I think there is another Bill
on the way which will make permanent
an arrangement under which the
Government has agreed to transfer to
its revenue account the whole debt of
the railways, freeing that undertaking
of all interest and sinking fund charges
on the £4,000,000 or £5,000,000 loan
funds that the railways are allocated
annually. Surely the railways should be
able to progress now without being a
drag on the Treasury as they have been
in the past.
My party will vote against the Bill.
We trust that the Government will have
enough sense to ask, " How will we meet
the situation in the future?" We maintain that the surcharge should be wiped
out but we are prepared, if the Government will be reasonable, to endeavour to
assist it.
My suggestion-not my
party's-is that the Government should
answer the question I posed for it in
this way-" We shall take this £1 this
year because it is provided for in the
Budget, but guarantee that the surcharge will be reduced thereafter to 15s.,
10s. and 5s., progressively, year by yeair,
and then wi·ped out." With revenue rising weekly the Government should be
able to do this without difficulty.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Do you not think
expenditure is increasing at the same
rate?
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-Expenditure may be rising to a certain extent,
but, as is well known, the more money
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a Government gets the more it will
spend. I have .been a member of a
Government for a longer period than
the Minister of Education and I know
that from experience. If the Government was given another £100,000,000 a
year it would spend it. If the Government has any sense it will meet the
Opposition as well as my party in regard
to this and other legislation. Then the
public will know that at least this Parliament is endeavouring to cut down the
terrific charges that are being imposed
on motorists and others, that it is trying to economize in some way so that
charges will not be as high as they have
been. My party is strongly opposed to
the Bill and will vote against it. I sincerely hope that when it goes to another
place the Bill will be defeated, even if
it means another election.
Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East).
- I support the remarks of my Leader
in opposition to the Bill. I wish to
direct attention to what is perhaps only
a small aspect of it, but which is an
important one so far as country people,
and in particular the farming community, are concerned. On the 17th
October last, I asked the Chief
Secretary1. How many farm tractors were registered in Victoria in the years 1959-60 and
1960-61, respectively?
2. How many accidents involving farm
tractors were reported in those years, and
how many required investigation by police?

The honorable gentleman furnished the
following reply:1. The total number of tractors registered in connexion with primary production at the 30th June, 1960, was 28,819
and at the 30th June, 1961, 30,827.
2. The only figures which can be furnished by the Police Department are those
in respect of fatal accidents in which
tractors were involved since 1st January,
1960. From 1st January, 1960, to 31st
December, 1960, there were nineteen fatal
accidents involving tractors being used in
connexion with primary production. From
1st January, 1961, to 11th October, 1961,
there were ten fatal accidents involving
such tractors.
All fatal accidents are investigated by
the police.

I think one can draw the inference that
only fatal accidents involving farm
tractors are investigated. If that is the
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case, it would appear that the farming
community are being required to pay
approximately £3,000 for each such
accident that the police investigate. In
effect, farmers are having their thirdparty insurance charges raised by 260
per cent. At a time when farm costs
are rising and prices are falling, the
farming community in general feel that
the third-party insurance surcharge is a
most unfair additional charge to .be imposed on them. I oppose the Bill.
Mr. BROSE (Rodney). - Simi!ar
measures to this have been brought before the House previously when the
Government has been in dire need of
funds. That was the only reason why
the Opposition and the Country party
supported the proposition on those occasions. Even the Minister of Education
must agree that this third-party insurance surcharge is an unfair imposition
on motorists. It is simply a means of
raising money, and the sum of £1 is
levied on every registration of a motor
vehicle, including tractors to be driven
around a f.arm. The excuse offered on
this occasion, which surprises me-we
have heard the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition talk about this for two hours
-is that it will finance traffic control.
Was ever such a weak argument advanced by a Government in support of
such a charge? City roads and certain
streets on which a certain number of
policemen are required were mentioned.
If it is important that policemen should
be stationed at these points, the community should pay for it.

Surely the Minister of Education, who
is a logical man, would not support the
contention, mentioned by the Leader of
my party, that this charge was levied
for the specific purpose· mentioned. If
this were an honorable charge I would
support it, but I shall oppose it strongly
and shall do so at all times. Twice
previously members of my party have
agreed that the surcharge should be imposed for a particular year because of
financial difficulties being experienced
by the Government, but to-day the
finances of the State are in an entirely
different position from what they were
three years ago. We realize the seriousness of opposing a budgetary measure,
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but there is no justification for using
such a trick-the Government is aware
that it is a trick-to bring this charge
into permanent effect. I strongly oppose
the Bill.
The House divided on the motion (Sir
William McDonald in the chair)Ayes
44
Noes
8
Majority for the motion

36
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section 263 for the existing section in
that Act. In explaining the purpose of
the Bill, the Minister stated, inter alia-Events in the course of the recent State
elections indicated the need to bring our
electoral law up to date, particularly in the
matter of protecting candidates against
unfair practices, such as the circulation of
unauthorized or untrue printed matter. In
addition, it became apparent that some of
the offences prescribed as illegal practices
merited sterner penalties than the existing
maximum penalty laid down in the Act.
Finally, it was felt that our law contained
an unfair discrimination against naturalized
subjects desirous of standing for election to
our State Parliament. The proposed legislation has been framed, therefore, with a
view to improving our law in the directions
I have indicated.

So far as the proposal designed to prevent unfair discrimination against
naturalized subjects is concerned, the
Opposition supports the Bill. Apart
from the desire to protect immigrants
in the manner envisaged in the Bill, the
Government desires to protect candidates for Parliament against unfair
practices. The Opposition also agrees
with this proposal. In order to ensure
that the illegal practices in question are
eliminated, it is proposed to increase
the penalty from a fine of not mnre than
£50 to imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months or to a fine of not
more than £200. The proposed increased penalty shows that the Government appreciates that it is a serious
offence to act in this manner.

E~t)

Mr. Mitchell.

PAIR.

Mr. Fraser

1961.]

I Mr. Barclay.

The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining sta:ges.
THE CONSTITUTION ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October
10) on the motion of Mr. Meagher (Minister without Portfolio) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
l\lr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL (Brunswick West).-This short Bill amends
sections 73 and 99 of The Constitution
Act Amendment Act 1958, inserts a new
section 261A, and substitutes a new

All honorable members know that
large numbers of migrants are coming
to this State and those who have been
present at naturalization ceremonies
realize that these new citizens are
encouraged to take part in the politics
of the country. However, as was
pointed out by the Minister, there
is a constitutional barrier which
prevents naturalized migrants from
standing for Parliament immediately
following their naturalization. Under
the existing law, it is necessary for a
person to have been naturalized for five
years and to have been a resident in the
State for two years :before he is eligible
to stand for Parliament. That does not
accord with what migrants are told at
naturalization ceremonies, and the
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Government proposes to make it competent for naturalized subjects to stand
for Parliament immediately after they
become naturalized.
The Opposition
agrees
that when
migrants become citizens of this State, they
should accept not only the benefits
but also the responsibilities demanded of them and, after all, it is a
real responsibility to be a member of
Parliament. So far as that question is
concerned, the Government is following
the precedent of the British Parliament.
We can always safely say that if we
desire a precedent for something that is
fair and just, it will be found in the
British legislation. The Opposition looks
forward to the day when some new
citizens will occupy seats in this institution.
Proposed new section 261A, as contained in clause 3, provides, inter alia-

behave themselves properly both in this
House and during the course of an
election.
All honorable members are anxious to
ensure that elections are conducted
ethically and in strict compliance with
the law. If any person attempts to
engage in unethical or illegal conduct at
an election, he should be punished.
Lawyers particularly are always keen to
ensure that in connexion with any crime
involving imprisonment there should be
a quality known as mens rea-a guilty
mind. Many sections of The Constitution Act Amendment Act contain the
words "wilfully," "knowingly," "intentionally," and so on so that a person's
mind must be directed to his action.
Paragraph (a) of sub-section (1) of
section 241 of The Constitution Act
Amendment Act contains this expression-

(1) Every person who or the directors of
any body corporate which on or after the
date of issue and before the return of the
writ for any election for the Council or the
Assembly prints publishes issues circulates
or distributes(a) an electoral advertisement notice
handbill pamphlet or card (other
than an advertisement in a news1pe.per) unless the name and address
of the person authorizing the same
appears at the end thereof;

. . . or any other person on behalf of
an elector in order to induce any elector
to vote or refrain from voting, or knowingly does any such act as aforesaid on
account of such elector having voted or
refrained from voting at any election.

The Opposition raises no objection to
that proposal. Paragraph (b) providesA printed electoral advertisement notice
handbill pamphlet or card (other than an
advertisement in a newspaper) without the
name and place of business of the printer
being printed at the foot of it;

The Government is always keen to
excuse the newspapers. However, if
newspaper proprietors accept the responsibility of publishing an advertisement they have some duty to police the
advertisement to ensure that it contains
nothing untrue or anything that is
damning towards a prospective member
of Parliament. A substantial penalty is
attached to the breach of these provisions, and the Opposition agrees that
in no circumstances should any untrue
statement or anything which is unethical appear against any prospective
member of Parliament. I believe all
honorable members present in this
Chamber are conscious of their duty to
Mr. Campbell Turnbidl.

Sub-section ( 1) of section 244 refers to
a candidate at an election who
"corruptly " does certain things. Subsection (2) of section 254 providesEvery such returning officer substitute
deputy poll clerk or scrutineer who knowingly off ends against the provisions of this
section shall be guilty of a misdemeanour.

All those sections provide that this
quality which is called mens rea must
be present in relation to the offences
concerned. In Committee I propose to
move that in sub-section (1) of proposed
new section 261A the word " wilfully "
be inserted after the word " Assembly."
In view of the fact that the Government
is anxious to do what is fair and just, I
have no doubt it will agree to my
proposal.
Paragraph (c) of sub-section (1) of
.proposed new section 261A ·providesAny electoral advertisement notice handbill pamphlet or card containing any
representation of a ballot-paper or any
representation apparently intended to represent a ballot-paper and having thereon
any directions intended or likely to mislead
or improperly interfere with any elector
in or in relation to the casting of his vote;

or--
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Mr. BROSE.-There is no definition of
"mislead," is there?
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-No.
The expression "intended or likely to
mislead or improperly interfere with
any elector '' leaves too much to the
imagination of an elector, who may
come along after the event and say, "If
it had not been for the card put out by
the Liberal party I would have voted for
the Australian Labour party."
Mr. MEAGHER.-There would not be
many of those.

Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-There
would be tens of thousands. It may be
that the Liberal party voter would say
he was misled and voted for the Australian Labour party. When a criminal
offence is involved, I do not believe
pedantic and fanciful terms should be
used. To my mind the words " or
likely to mislead or improperly interfere
with " are fanciful. Therefore, I propose to move in Committee that they
be omitted with the view of inserting
the words "to mislead." The result
would be a more clean-cut provision
than that contained in the Bill. If the
Minister agrees to adopt my suggestion,
a consequential amendment will be necessary in the .proviso to proposed new
section 261A. I feel confident that the
Minister will accept my proposals.
I now turn to the press. Especially
in regard to members of the Labour
party during an election, the press is
prepared to publish untrue statements,
half-truths, lies, and so on. At the
appropriate stage I propose to move an
amendment which is directed at the
newspapers, because I believe they have
failed in their duty and purpose, which
is to publish the truth at all times. I
intend to quote from a publication
called Pep, an article dealing with a
Royal Commission in England. Several
Royal Commissions in regard to the
press have been conducted in England,
mainly due to the newspapers' unfairness and monopolistic tendencies. I
quote from volume XXII., No. 397, at
page 92, where it is statedThe Commission felt that if a newspaper
purports to record public affairs it should
at least record them truthfully.
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The Opposition contends that they do
not do so in Victoria, especially at
election time.
Mr. DARCY.-You quote them in your
favour at times.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-!
have never quoted them. The article
continuesOpinions should be advocated without
suppressing or distorting the rel,evant facts
and if the paper adheres to a political party
it should be plain to the read·er that it
does so-from the columns of opinion, not
from the colouring given to the news.

The complaint voiced by the Opposition
is that at election times the Democratic
Labour .party, for example, makes
libellous statements about the Australian
Labour
party,
which
newspapers
cannot publish quickly enough. The
amendment I shall propose will ensure
that the newspapers publish the truth
about elections and that if they intend to influence .people in some way
they will be guilty of an offence.
I continue the quotationThe Commission found that although a
number of quality papers did meet its
demands, all the popular papers-

Probably, the newspa·pers that I have in
mind here could be called popular
papers. We all know that two newspapers here joined together and destroyed the Argus. Melbourne now has
only one evening newspaper, and it is
very hard to say that that journal deals
with these matters fairly and truthfully.
and certain of the quality papers at that
time fell short of the standard achieved iby
the best,-

There is no best here.
either through excessive partisanship or
through distortion for the sake of news
value. The provincial newspapers generally
fell short to a lesser extent than the
.popular national papers.

On the whole, the provincial newspapers
in Victoria get a little nearer the truth
and fairness than the metropolitan newspapers, especially at election time. If I
may refer now to Newspapers To-day
on the same subject-matter, this is
stated at page 17The first duty of a newspaper is obviously the most important function; but
the other two must not be neglected if a
newspaper is to make a lasting appeal to
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the public. It may be that in the old days
too great a proportion of the editorial
space was given up to the repor.ting of news,
often in a very indigestible manner. The
Times thought nothing of devoting two or
even three :pages to the day's report of Parliament and one cannot help wondering
who was able, even in those more leisurely
days, to wade through them.

I was a little amazed recently, when The
Zinc Corporation, Limited Bill was announced in this House, at the attitude
adopted by the press. I looked at the
newspapers, thinking that much would
be said concerning the Bill, but I could
not see a line about it. Reference might
have been made to the measure, but I
was unable to find it, whereas I thought
the press· would have devoted an appreciable quantity of space to it.
Mr. SUTTON.-The "Miss Australia"
contest was in progress.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-No,
races were to be held at Werribee next
day, and the Age and the Sun NewsPictorial had no trouble in devoting two
or three pages to them. Across the top
of one page of the Age) not merely one
sporting writer, but about a dozen of
those gentlemen gave their selections for
that race-meeting, although they probably did not tip the card between the lot
of them.
Mr. Moss.-You ought to :be careful,
tecause the press is taking down every
word that you say.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-! do
not care. The question of sport has been
dealt with in Pep. We should try to get
the newspapers to observe some decency
so fa.r as elections are concerned. Pep,
volume XXII., No. 393, at page 27,
statesIn the Daily .Mirrer, sports news was
again by far the largest category, representing nearly half all news. Only one-tenth of
the news space was devoted to home
political, social and economic. news. This
was much less than was given to law,
police and accidents, or to other home news
(largely personalities).

For example, Mrs. So-and-So attended
such-and-such, and somebody's daughter
was married to somebody else.
Foreign and imperial news took about onetenth of the news space . . . . The Times
and the Daily .Mirror provide the two extremes in the allocation of space with the
Daily .Mail following a middle course.
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This is my complaint about the press
here. Instead of adopting a fair approach to elections or to politics, the
newspapers devote their space to wl}at
I suggest are half-truths and intended
lies, especially against the Labour party.
Mr. BROSE.-Do you think that we
would catch them under paragraiphs (c)
and (d) of sub-section (1) of the proposed new section 261A?
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-!
have a special provision to cover them.
The quotation continuesThus sport receives nearly half the news
space i.n the .Mirr.or, one-seventh in The
Times; the Daily .Mail comes in between
with about one-third.

Mr.

WILTSHIRE.-Where

does

the

Guardian come?

Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-:-! do
not know which Guardian the honorable
member for Mulgrave refers to, hut
doubtless the Dandenong newspapers
give a better cover to political meetings
for those interested in politics than does
the metropolitan daily press.
At the appropriate stage, I propose to
move an amendment, and I ask the
Minister to give it grave consideration
-although perhaps not to-night-before
the Committee stage is reached. What
I propose to move so far as the press
is concerned is a new sub-section to
follow sub-section ( 1) of proposed new
section 261A, statingWhere any leading article or other
article or paragraph purporting to express
a political policy or views of the newspaper
or of the proprietor thereof or any
advertisement is published in a newspaper
and contains any untrue statement intending to mislead any elector in or in relat~on
to the casting of his vote for any elect10n
the printer publisher and proprietor of such
newspaper shall be guilty of an illegal
practice.

Mr. WILTSHIRE.-Whoever heard of
freedom of the press?
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-! am
coming to the freedom of the press.
Mr. CHRISTIE.-Who is to declare that
a statement is an untruth?
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-The
jury, I presume. If a charge is made,
it is for the court to decide.
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Mr. CHRISTIE.-Perhaps a lie detector
could be used.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-! suppose we might as well have a lie detector
as a breathalyzer. It is a fashionable
little gadget. If a newspaper publishes
an untruth and it is intended to mislead
members of the public in exercising their
votes, why should it not be guilty of an
offence?
One of our difficulties is to establish
a Labour press. I refer to a provocative
document entitled " Who owns the press
after the shut-downs and mergers? " The
same thing has happened in England as
has happened here. There have been
mergers of newspapers. Nobody can
tell me that we in Victoria and Australia
are not subject to monopolies of the
press. The document statesTHE LABOUR PRESS.

Many of the finest struggles in the history
of the labour movement have been waged
in defence of its own press. There was
the Poor Man's Guard4anThat is not the Guardian in which the

honorable member for Mulgrave is
interested and to which he apparently
subscribes.
and the Northern Star in the days of the
Chartists, and the Clarion marking the
socialist revival towards the end of the last
century. These and many other papers
could only be maintained 1by the constant
enthusiasm and self-sacrifice of their
readers.

I say to the gentlemen of the press that

if they are not prepared to give the
Labour party a fair deal at elections-Mr. BROSE.-Members of the Labour
party are not the only ones who are
victimized.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-Very
well, I shall include the Country party.
If the metropolitan press is not prepared
to give the Country party-the real
Country party, not the adulterated
Country party-and the Labour party a
fair deal, we shall have our own press.
If the newspapers go on in their present
way, nobody will take notice of them,
because at election time they are full of
untrue statements which have meant
great success for the Liberal party.
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Somebody mentioned the freedom of
the press, and I point out that that does
not mean that the press has a licence
to do or say anything it likes. It is in
the same position as any organization or
individual; it must conform to the law.
Up to the present time I am inclined to
think that the press is completely lawless at election times. In 1947 there was
a Royal Commission into the press in
England and there is another Royal
Commission proceeding at the present
time. I look forward to the day when
we shall have a Royal Commission into
the press in Victoria. In a pamphlet
entitled, "The British Press" it is stated
that the British Government has continually been dissatisfied with the
British press. At page 2 of the pamphlet, " Who Owns the Press? " it is
statedThe freedom of the press is more and
more turning into the freedom of a handful of powerful monopolists to decide
what the British public shall read
and to suppress the news they think it
should not read. The swallowing of the
News ChronicLe by the Daily Mail shows
that concentration in ownership is being
accompanied by a trend to the right. The
power of the millionaire press proprietors
over the minds of the British people has
become even greater with the advent of
commercial television. Of the nine television companies, the ipress controls one
and has substantial interests in five others.

Mr. CHRISTIE.-Who published that
pamphlet?
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-It
was published by L. R. D. Publications
Limited, of 161 Drury-lane, London,
W.C.2.
Mr. CHRISTIE.-Is it an authority?
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-!
obtained this copy from the Parliamentary Library. Does the honorable member challenge a publication which is
kept in the Parliamentary Library? Or,
does he desire that the Library should
subscribe only to publications which
support the press in Victoria which, in
the main when it comes to politics,
quotes either words spoken on the
Government side of the House or statements made by members of the
Democratic Labour party? I have no
doubt that when it comes to election
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time for the Commonwealth Parliament we shall hear more of what
has been said by those supporting the
Democratic Labour party than of what
has been said by those supporting the
Country party. After all, the Country
party does play some role in the government of this State and the Commonwealth, but I have yet to learn what
part the Democratic Labour party plays
in this State.
In Victoria the press completely controls the commercial television and radio
stations. I think it is obvious and extremely necessary, if democracy is to
continue in Victoria, that somebody will
have to bridle the illicit attitude of the
press towards politics in this State.
Mr. CHRISTIE.-How will it be bridled?
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-The
amendment that I propose to move will
bridle it. If a malicious individual, on
behalf of a political party, is responsible
for having published in the press a tissue
of lies, my amendment, if adopted, will
place the onus on the newspaper to
investigate that statement before printing it.
In previous years no newspaper would publish a statement without investigating it to ensure that it
was warranted or true. My amendment
will ensure that the press will inquire
into the accuracy of a statement. If the
statement includes untruths intended to
mislead electors in casting their vote
then, like the individual, the press
will be guilty of an offence.
Mr. DARCY.-Does the honorable
member intend that amendment to cover
the space made available in the pmss
to his party?
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-It
will be intended to cover anything that
tends to mislead the electors. I do not
care whether it is published by the
Liberal party, the Country party or the
Labour party. If, at election time, the
honorable member for Polwarth or I
published such matter, then under this
Bill we would be guilty of an offence.
So, why should the over-bearing press
have a licence to publish untruths which
are intended to mislead electors? I
suggest that, if it humanly possible,
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the Committee stage of this Bill be not
proceeded with, in order that the Government may have an opportunity to
consider the amendments which I have
foreshadowed.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Gippsland
South).-This is another half-baked
measure that has been brought forward
by the Government. It cannot be called
anything else. It does not define anything in any shape or form. However,
the people it will catch will be the supporters of the Government party which
misrepresents itself as the Country
party. We are sick and tired of this
business, and this Bill may help us to
bring the Government party up to
scratch. Proposed new section 261A, as
contained in sub-clause (1) of clause 3,
provides, inter alia-Every person who or the directors or
any body corporate which on or after the
date of issue and before the return of the
writ for any election for the Council or the
Assembly prints publishes issues circulates
or. distributes! am wondering how that would apply

in certain circumstances to a man working in a printing establishment. If the
boss is away ill, will the ·poor employees
-not the proprietor-be charged?
Or, is it to be the proprietor of the
establishment? If this legislation is to
be worth its salt-I doubt whether it
will be, in many respects-these points
should be· cleared up.
There are always some wise guys
about at election times who endeavour
to embarrass candidates. We saw an
illustration of that when a former Minister of Public Works was hauled before a court. He stated that it cost him
£500 in legal expenses to get the matter
cleared up. Apparently some legal men
make a lot of money. The expression
" every person " seems to cover all and
sundry. I know that many establishments in country towns which publish
local papers are controlled by a boss and
one worker. If the boss is away or
doing some other work and his assistant
makes a mistake in printing electoral
matter, will he be liable to pay a fine?
Paragraph (c) of sub-section (1) of
proposed new section 261A provides 1:hat
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a person who prints, publishes, issues,
circulates or distributesany ·electoral
advertisement
notice
handbill pamphlet or card containing any
representation of a ballot-paper or any
representation apparently intended to
represent a ballot~paper and having
thereon any directions intended or likely
to mislead or improperly interfere with
any elector in ·or in relation to the casting
of his vote-shall be guilty of an illegal practice.

It is well known-this has been mentioned here on a dozen occasions-that
the how-to-vote cards of the Liberal
and Country party have the wo~d
" Liberal " printed in very small type
when it is intended to use them in
country electorates. In Bairnsdale two
or three elections ago, the former member for Gippsland East threatened to
punch the nose of a man who was distributing Liberal and Country party
cards because he was giving them out
and saying " Country party, Country
party." Old as he was, the former
member for Gippsland East was prepared to take salutary steps if this card
distributor did not desist from using
that subterfuge. We wish to know if
these practices are covered, because they
are attempts to mislead the people. It
might be said by members of the
Labour party that the Democratic
Labour party card used at the last State
elections was printed in the same colours
as the Australian Labour party card in
an attempt to mislead electors.
Mr. BROSE.-One had to use spectacles
to see the word "Democratic."
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-! do not
want to enter into any argument on
that point. However, the issues I have
raised should be cleared up in some way.
It is of no earthly use the Government
pretending that it is lily-white and that
all other parties are bad. Sub-section
( 2) of proposed new section 261A providesEvery person who, on or after the date of
issue and before the return of the writ for
any election for the Council or the Assembly, inscribes any electoral advertisement or notice or posts any electoral advertisement notice handbill or card(a) on any property belonging to the
Crown or to any public statutory
authority or on any structure on
any public highway; or
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(b) on any house or building or any wall
fence lamp-post or gate without the
consent of the occupier, or without
the consent of the owner if there
is no person in actual occupation
thereofshall be guilty of illegal practice.

I live in the electorate of Ripponlea.
During the recent elections all telegraph
posts around my house had advertisements supporting the honorable member
for Ripponlea posted on them. I am not
saying that he was responsible for
putting them there.
Mr. TANNER (Ripponlea) .-On a
point of order, the statement of the
honorable member for Gippsland South
is not true, and I ask for an apology.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND ( Gippsland
South). - I saw these advertisements
with my own eyes on all posts in the
vicinity.
Mr. TANNER.-That is not the truth.
The
SPEAKER
(Sir
William
McDonald) .-Order! If the honorable
member for Ri pponlea takes exception to
the statement of the honorable member
for Gippsland South on ·the ground of
accuracy, he will have the opportunity
to refute it. However, I do not think he
can ask for a withdrawal merely because he believes the statement to be inaccurate. Is that the position?
Mr.
TANNER
(Ripponlea) .-Mr.
Speaker, it is inaccurate and it is offensive to me.
The SPEAKER.-Order ! I should
like to be perfectly clear on the grounds
on which the honorable member bases
his request for a withdrawal. As I
understand the position, the honorable
member for Gippsland South stated that
electoral advertisments relating to the
honorable member for Ripponlea were
pasted ion posts adjacent to his premises.
Is that the position?
·
1

Mr. TANNER.-The statement is
cffensive to me, and it is a reflection on
me.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Gippsland
South).-It is not a reflection on the
honorable member for Ripponlea because I said that I did not accuse him of
having anything to do with the pasting
of those advertisements on the poles.
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However, on every post around Mooltanavenue, the thoroughfare in which I live,
these advertisments were displayed. I
am prepared to swear that on oath, but
I did not say that the honorable member
for Ripponlea had anything to do with it.
The
SPEAKER
(Sir
William
McDonald) .-Order! I do not consider
that I can ask for a withdrawal of the
statement on the grounds raised by the
honorable member for Ripponlea. He
may refute the statement if he wishes at
a later stage.

Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-One has
only to look around to see similar advertisements displayed in support of
members of the Labour party. I do not
say that the candidates put these advertisements out; enthusiastic supporters
display them, as was no doubt the case
in the electorate of the honorable member for Ripponlea. I am quite sure of
what I say, because I was amazed when
I saw these advertisements on the posts.
I knew that such a display was definitely
not permitted. Sub-section (3) of proposed new section 261A providesAny member of the police force may destroy remove or deface or cause to be destroyed removed or defaced any poster
containing electoral matter whi~h contravenes the provisions ·Of sub-sectrnn (2) of
this section.

The only thing missing is that there is
no proposal to impose a surcharge on
members of Parliament to pay for the
Police Force doing this work. Why
should this provision be confined to members of the Bolice Force? Surely officers
of the Country Roads Board or the State
Electricity Commission patrolling main
roads and highways could be permitted
to remove posters which contravene the
legislation. I am advancing these su.ggestions in an attempt to make the legislation workable. We should not expect
a Country Roads Board patrolman who
comes across such a poster to be placed
in the position of being forced to seek
the aid of a policeman to remove it.
Mr. WILTSHIRE.-Of course, he would
not need to do that.

Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-Why then
is not that made clear in the Bill? I am
pleased to note that we are e~periencing
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something which is rather unique in this
House-the Minister who introduced the
Bill is at the table whilst the debate is
proceeding. I should also like to know
whether the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works or the Railway
Department has any authority in this
matter. Railway bridges and other railway property are wonderful standbys
for members of the Communist party,
who delight in pasting signs such as
"Ban the H Bomb" in prominent positions. I wonder what they have to say
now that Khrushchev is e~loding these
bombs.
Of course, it is all right in their view
to ban the bomb in this country, but I
do not know what they would say about
the position in Russia. The railways,
too, should be given the right to remove
posters. I urge the Minister to examine
this matter with a view to tightening up
the points I have mentioned.
Mr. GARRISSON.-What about the
municipal councils?
The Richmond
council uses its truck to send them
around.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND. - The
penalty is dealt with in clause 5. The
proposed penalty for illegal practices is
imprisonment for not more than six
months or a fine of not more than £200.
This really applies only to the metropolitan area. I take it that the courts
will take into e-0nsideration all the circumstances. For instance, someone may
pop up one of these things without
knowing the ins and outs of the situation.
I am not quibbling at the
penalty, but I think we should do something along the lines of what applies
in some other States.
When the Bill has been amended-as
undoubtedly it will be, bearing in mind
what the Opposition has said and the
suggestions advanced-I consider that
the Government, in the interests of
members and of would-be members of
Parliament, and even committees of its
own party, should have a statement
prepared setting out clearly the new
provisions and the penalties for noncompliance with them. The statement
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could be along these lines, " The Constitution Act sets out that you may not
do the following things, and these are
the penalties." Copies of the statement
should be handed out to all concerned
so that there will be no excuse for
infringements. New railway bridges are
scarcely finished before posters are
attached to them. The beautiful Cremorne bridge has been defaced in this
way. I should like to see something
done about places like the Embers concerning which dozens and dozens of
advertisements are posted on bridges,
and so on.
I ask the Government to give consideration to the points I have raisedfirst, whether the expression " every
person " appearing in :proposed new
section 261A would apply to any employees working alone in an establishment whose proprietor was away on
My other suggestion
holidays or ill.
was inclusion of employees of the
Country Roads Board, the State Electricity Commission, and the Railway
Department in sub-section (3) of proposed new section 261A. I hope the
Government will knock the Bill into
better shape, and I urge the Minister
without Portfolio to heed my suggestion
relating to the publication of a statement of the new provisions. All honorable members are likely to be caught
during an election by someone doing
something silly.
Mr. WHEELER (Essendon).-This
Bill was introduced primarily to amend
the principal Act in relation to statements that have been made in addresses
given at naturalization ceremonies. I
have heard, and possibly have been one
of the people who have made, such
statements. They are to the effect,
"Now that you have taken the oath
of allegiance you are free to stand for
Federal, State and municipal elections."
Apparently such statements were incorrect, although those who made them
did so in ignorance. I was amused to
hear my friend the honorable member
for Brunswick West make such a point
of the need to bring newspapers into line
in ·connexion with some of the advertisements that appear in municipal
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The honorable
election campaigns.
member contributes to a newspaper
which is distributed around his electorate and mine and which goes
to great trouble on many occasions to
distort the facts. This particular publica tion subjects members of the Liberal
party to ridicule and in many cases
makes insulting statements about them.
Mr. GARRISSON .-Does Dr. Cairns publish that paper, too-" Spotlight on
Yarra? ''
Mr. WHEELER.-The editor of the
paper happens to be the current Mayor
of the City of Coburg. It is amazing
that a man holding such a prominent
position in a very fine city has succumbed to printing such rubbish as is included in that newspaper. I am sure
that if the honorable member's amendment were agreed to it would bounce
back to the disadvantage of both himself
and the paper distributed in his electorate. Paragraph (d) of sub-section
( 1) of proposed new section 261A
providesAny electoral advertisement notice handbill pamphlet or card containing any untrue or incorrect statement intended or
likely to mislead or improperly interfere
with any elector in or in relation to the
casting of his vote-shall be guilty of an
illegal practice.

I have here what might be called exhibit
" A." It is a manifesto or circular distributed around the electorate of Essendon during the last election campaign.
It contains an untrue statement. I shall
not mention the candidate's name, but
after his name appear the letters
"M.B., B.S., J.P." That person was not
a justice of the peace and had not been
for some time prior to the issue of the
circular. I believe that was a definite
attempt to mis~ead the public. On the
second page it is stated that the centenary year of the City of Coburg was
presided :over with briUiant distinction
by this particular gentleman. I point
out that the centenary year of Coburg
was 1939, not 1958. That was another
incorrect statement.
Thousands of
distributed
these
pamphlets were
throughout the electorate. Some of
the photographs published were laughable, but this was a positive attempt to
mislead the public. In another issue,
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not written by the same person-I shall
not mention the candidate's namethere appeared these wordsAs chairman of the Electricity Supply
Department, he is able to report that for
the first time in its history the Electricity
Supply Department is showing a profit.

The facts are that twice since its inception the Electricity Supply Department which is operating in the City of
Coburg, has shown a loss-once in 1919
and once in 1957. This circular, which
was distributed throughout sections of
the Coburg municipality, set out such
facts as those to which I have referred,
and the amazing aspect of it is that in
the top right-hand corner there appears
the address, "Parliament House, Melbourne," and the article is written over
the name of C. Mutton, M.L.A. I have
carefully checked Mr. Mutton's genuine
signature with the one to which I refer
and I do not believe the two signatures
are similar.
Furthermore, I do not
think Mr. Mutton would write such
"tripe."
Mr. FLOYD.-Get on to a national basis
and leave the parish pump out of it.
You could not win a council election.
Mr. WHEELER.-Obviously, the fact
that hurts the Opposition most of all is
that in the recent election I increased
my majority fivefold from the 1958
election results. Sub-section ( 2) of proposed new section 261A provides that it
shall be illegal to inscribe any electoral
advertisement on any property belonging to the Crown or to any public statutory authority, or on any structure on
any public highway. It is all very well
to include such a provision in the Bill,
but I do not know how it could be
policed. Usually, persons who commit
offences of this type do so at night time
under the cover of darkness. They
post notices on telegraph poles, telephone booths, railway property, and
such like, urging the public how to vote,
but I do not know how these actions
could properly be prevented. Furthermore, the Bill contains no penalty for
a person who wilfully defaces a legal
and properly constructed sign.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-Actions of
that type occurred during the last
election.
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Mr. WHEELER.-It was prevalent
during the last election, and it is becoming a serious problem. Huge costs
are involved in erecting lawful and correct signs in an election campaign, and
I consider that those " ratbags " who
find plea.sure in defacing such signs
should be dealt with severely. These
persons go to great trouble to ridicule
the candidates who lawfully have the
si1gns erected. I think it is a good Bill,
and I hope that it will help to deter
some of the " rubbish " that is distributed throughout the Essendon electorate at times per medium of the Coburg
Citizen.
Mr. GARRISSON (Hawthorn) .-It is
obvious that Opposition members cannot speak on this Bill because
they seem to be the persons who
will primarily be affected if the
Bill is passed. In the Hawthorn electorate
during the elections,
the
Richmond City Council's truck, manned
with persons known or unknown, was
utilized for the purpose of posting
illegal stickers all over the State Electricity Commission's electric light poles,
railway bridges, and Commonwealth
property, in a park that they want to
have for a school site, and in various
other places in the electorate. It is all
very well to say that we should have a
list of the things that members and
their helpers are allowed to do and are
not allowed to do but, to my knowledge, each candidate received a circular
from the State Electricity Commission and other public authorities
telling him not to put stickers on
electric light poles or tramway poles,
and pointing out that if he did so he
would be liable to a fine of £20 for
every infringement. The Labour party
would be adversely affected if that law
were enforced. Furthermore, it is not
right that only 5 feet away from the
door of a polling booth at Burnley th~
Opposition candidate's stickers should
be displayed. In view of the fact that
it was a wet day when the election was
held, it was easy for me to pull them
down.

Mr. SuTTON.-You are not allowed to
do that.
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Mr. GARRISSON.-lt has been said
that it is not lawful to act in that
manner, but it is similarly unlawful to
display the stickers in the first place. A
member of another place, who is also
a member of the Richmond council, was
standing near me when I pulled down
the stickers and he said, " Wanton destruction of public property; I will get
you for this." I suggested to him that
he should display his knowledge in front
of all the people who were about to
vote and let them know that he, as a
legislator, was prepared to advocate that
persons should be permitted to break
the law in this way. Actions of that
type commonly occurred in Richmond.
The only possible target for the display
of these illegal stickers that was not
used was the Postmaster-General's
pillar-box-it is also red-which was
only a few feet away. I believe Dr.
Cairns organized the signs on the
Commonwealth property, and I consider
they were put in the right place-on the
premises of the War Graves Commission. In a Federal election pamphlet in
my possession there appear a number
of misleading statements of this type-

r will never go over to the " right "
because of the whispered word " Communist."
Mr. DUNSTAN.-Who said that?
Mr. GARRISSON.-Dr. Cairns. The
pamphlet also statedJim Cairns opposed the salary increases.

However, a perusal of Federal Hansard
reveals that Dr. Cairns voted for the
third reading of the Bill by which
salaries of Federal members were increased. Is that opposing it? The fact
that a member walked out of the House
and was not present when the vote was
taken on the second-reading motion does
not show that he opposed the Bill. That
is fraudulently misleading the people.
The
SPEAKER
(Sir
William
McDonald) .-Order! I ask the honorable member for Hawthorn to relate his
remarks to the Bill.
Mr. GARRISSON.-The Bill provides
that candidates must not publish anything that is misleading. It should go
a step further because, on arrival at
one of the polling booths on the morning of an election about four years ago,
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I noticed a sign that had been tarred
into the road by the Richmond council's
truck and employees seeking to induce
the people to support the Opposition
candidate. Afthough that was not a
sticker, a breach of the Act was involved.
The action misfired on that occasion
tecause, it being a hot day, it did not
take long for a steam-Toller to go over
the sign.
Any Government, semigovernment or council employee who
posts or erects illegal signs should be
guilty of an offence. I believe that some
notices are erected on State Electricity
Commission and railway property lby
persons on early morning rounds.
Sometimes the only people available to
take down such signs are unwilling to do
so because they would be called " scabs "
or " cads." I could not blame a railway employee who did not want to remove a sign from the railway bridge in
Carter oval because I think he would
probably be pushed over. In the pairks
at Richmond "Ban the Bomb" signs
which are now out of fashion are still
evident. In conclusion, I wholeheartedly
support the amendments proposed to this
Act and trust that the Act will be enforced. I understand that the law has
been in existence for some time, but it
has not been enforced. When signs are
erected on State Electricity Commission,
railway or tramway property they stay
there for long periods. The fact that
signs were erected in Hawthorn iby the
Opposition during the last election campaign did not worry me because people
were so disgusted that they voted in my
favour. All sorts of things were done
in that area, with the result that the
people turned against the candidate in
whose favour the signs were erected. I
did not complain, although many complaints were lodged in regard to election
stickers. I trust that in future the law
wm be enforced because it is wrong that
signs should be erected blatantly and in
cefiance of the law. I stress the fact
that members of the Opposition will not
speak in support of this Bill because they
are the persons who wili suffer if its provisions are implemented.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a seoond time and
committed.
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
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Clause 3, providing, inter alia-After section two hundred and sixtyone of the Principal Act there shall be inserted the following section:" 261A. (1) Every person who or the
directors of any body corporate which on
or after the date of issue and before the
return of the writ for any election for t·he
Council or the Assembly prints publishes
issues .circulates or distributes(a) an electoral advertisement notice
handbill pamphlet or card (other
than an advertisement in a newspaper) unless the name and address
of the person authorizing the same
appears at the end thereof;
(b) a printed electoral advertisement
notice handbill pamphlet or card
(other than an advertisement in a
newspaper) without the name and
place of business of the printer
being printed at the foot of it;
(c) any electoral advertisement notice
handbill pamphlet or card containing any representation of a ballotpaper or any representation apparently intended to represent a
.ballot-paper and having thereon
any directions intended or likely to
mislead or improperly interfere
with any elector in or in relation
to the casting of his vote; or
(d) any electoral advertisement notice
handbill pamphlet or card containing any untrue or incorrect statement intended or likely to mislead
or improperly interfere with any
elector in or in relation to the casting of his voteshall be guilty of an illegal practice:
Provided that nothing in paragraphs (c)
and (d) of this section shall :prevent the
:printing, .publishing or distribution of any
·card not otherwise illegal which •contains instructions how to vote for any particular
candidate so long as those instructions are
not intended or likely to mislead any elector
ir. or in relation to the casting of his vote.
(1)

Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL (Brunswick West).-I moveThat, in sub-section (1) of proposed new
section 261A, the word " wilfully" be inserted after the word "Assembly."

Honorable members will recall that in
the course of my second-reading speech
I explained the necessity for this amendment. Having regard to the fact that
the penalty for a breach of this section
is imprisonment, and in keeping with
the provisions of other sections of the
principal Act, members of the Opposition believe that the word " wilfully "
should be inserted. Perhaps the Minister will indicate whether the Government will accept this amendment.
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Mr. MEAGHER (Minister without
Portfolio). - The Government accepts
the amendment and believes the insertion of the word " wilfully " will
meet the problem raised by the Leader
of the Country party when he stated
that he was apprehensive that an employee of a printer may be held responsible. The insertion of the word
"wilfully" will mean that the printer
must accept responsibility, particularly
in view of the responsibility placed on
the master printer by paragraph (b) of
this sub-section.
The amendment was agreed to.

Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL (Brunswick West).-I moveThat, in paragraph (c) of sub-section (1)
of proposed new section 261A, the words
" or like1y to mislead or improperly interfere with" be omitted with the view of
inserting the words "to mislead."

Again, I believe I adequately explained
the need for this amendment in my
second-reading speech. If the words
referred to are omitted, a clear indication of the offence will be given.
Doubtless, every member is eager to
ensure that nothing illicit, untrue or misleading is introduced into an election.
If offences against the law are committed, members of the Labour party
are as anxious as anyone else that the
persons responsible are convicted and
made to suffer the prescribed penalties.
Inclusion of the words which I seek to
have omitted makes the paragraph a
little fanciful and less difficult, but, if it
contains a reference to a straight-out
intention to mislead, everybody will
know what is meant.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-And everybody will
find it very hard to establish.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-! am
glad the Minister of Education has intervened. In another debate last week, he
referred to the conviction of even
innocent persons. " The devil himself
knoweth not the mind of man," but one
can gauge what the mind of a man is
from what he says. The wording of a
pamphlet discloses its meaning.
Mr. BoLTE.-Such as some of the ones
you published at the time of the last
election.
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Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-!
should like to produce some of the
documents published by the Premier and
his friends, the members of the Democratic Labour party.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Rafferty).Order !
The honorable member for
Brunswick West will address the Chair.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-If I
may say so, I consider that those who
are most likely to be caught by the
provisions of this Bill are the friends
of the Liberal party, the members of
the so-called Democratic Labour party.
Mr. BOLTE.-Your party would have
been in it up to its ears.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-The
Premier comes into the Chamber and
smears the Labour 'party. If my amendment is agreed to, it will have the effect
of preventing the sort of nonsense re·
ferred to.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister without
Portfolio).-The honorable member f.or
Brunswick West has adopted a most
extraordinary attitude. He tells the
Committee he wants to remove all the
mens rea from this part of the Bill.
Mr. CAMPBELL TuRNBULL.-I did not.
Mr. MEAGHER.-Perhaps I am
slightly misquoting the honorable member. What he is asking the Committee
to do is to remove the provision that
anything which is likely to mislead
should be banned. In other words, he
wants to put the prosecution in the
position of being forced to prove that a
person who published an illegal document intended to mislead.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-That is
fair enough.
Mr. MEAGHER.-! should imagine
that that would be practically impossible
to prove. Strangely enough, the honorable member has foreshadowed a further amendment relating to newspapers
in which he himself has included the
expression "any untrue statement intended to
mislead any
elector."
Apparently, the honorable member desires the Bill to include reference to a
guilty intent on the part of a newspaper
publisher, but is afraid to have a similar
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reference to a political party. The
Government must reject the amend·
ment; this provision must be capable of
enforcement.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBU~L (Brunswick West) .-I am a little alarmed and
surprised at the statement of the Minister. I consider that paragraphs (c)
and (d) should contain the expression
"intended to mislead" instead of the ex·
pression drafted.
Mr. BOLTE.-Who is to judge the in·
tention to mislead?
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-The
court. The intention of a person can
be ascertained from the words he uses.
As regards the foreshadowed amendment relating to newspapers, the words
used are precisely those which I suggest
for paragraphs (c) and (d).
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister without
Portfolio) .-I regret the inability of the
honorable member for Brunswick West
to make clear his intention to me. The
Government must reject the amendment.
The amendment was negatived.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL (Brunswick West).-The proviso to the proposed new sub-section 261A statesProvided that nothing in paragraphs (c)
and (d) of this section shall prevent the
printing publishing or distribution of any
card not otherwise illegal which contains
instructions how to vote for any particular
candidate so long as those instructions are
not intended or likely to mislead any elector
in or in rel·ation to the casting of his vote.

I moveThat, after the word " candidate," the
words "or candidates" be inserted.

The Acts Interpretation Act provides
that the singular shall include the plural,
and so on, unless the contrary intention
appears. In the preferential system of
voting, the elector votes for more than
one candidate, and I conJSider that an
expression such as "particular candidate" excludes the rule that the singular shall include the plural. As the Bill
is framed, I consider that it would be
dangerous for a candidate for an election
to distribute a how-to-vote card naming
more than one candidate. A candidate
shall be enabled to express his preferences where there ts a number of candidates.
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Mr. MEAGHER (Minister without
Portfolio).-For the sake of clarity, the
Government will accept the amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL (Brunswick West).-! moveThat, after sub-section ( 1), the following
sub-section be inserted:( ) Where any leading article or other
article or paragraph purporting to express
the ·political policy or views of the newspaper or of the proprietor thereof or any
advertisement is published in a newspaper
and contains any untrue statement intended to mislead any elector in or in
relation to the casting of his vote for
any election the printer .publisher and
proprietor of such newspa·per shall be
guilty of an illegal practice.

I urge the Minister to accept the amend-

ment, which I explained fully during
my second-reading speech.
It is
desi gned to put the press in precisely
the same position as an individual
person. It puts upon the press the duty
to police any false or untrue advertisements intended to mislead. I suppose
the newspapers will say nothing about
this matter in their editions to be published to-morrow, because they are
under criticism. I suggest that they be
put in precisely the same position as a
member of the public. We must obey
the law and must not wilfully publish
any untrue statement. Why should not
the press be under the same obUgation?
I have explained this amendment with
some care and detail.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister without
Portfolio) .-The
Government
must
reject this proposal, but for somewhat
better reasons than those advanced by
the honorable member for Brunswick
West in supporting it. The amendment
reads1

Where any leading article or other article
or paragraph purporting to express the
political policy or views of the newspaper . . .

I point out that all such views expressed
by a newspaper during an election
campaign must appear under the imprint
of the name of the person taking the
responsibility for all electoral matters
published in that paper. Therefore, he
becomes liable under the provisions of
this Bill for anything he does which is
illegal. In addition, the amendment
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states,· in effect, that it will apply to any
article at all. When the honorable
member for Brunswick West was asked
if it would refer to the column known
as "Labour Speaks" he replied that the
newspaper should be responsible for
the accuracy of such a column. Does
he sugge~t that he would be prepared to
give the ·newspaper the right to censor
" Labour Speaks? "
Mr. CAMPBELL TuRNBULL.-Yes, if it
is untrue.
Mr. MEAGHER. - The honorable
member would be taking a great risk
in view of some of the inform a ti on that
I have seen in "Labour Speaks." The
remarks -of the honorable member concerning the press seem to be based on
the fact that he is not satisfied that the
press gives him and his party sufficient
favourable coverage during election
campaigns. I suggest that the fault
may not lie with the press. If the honorable member wants to put this sort of
prohibition on the expression of opinion
in any newspaper in this State, we will
finish up, not with a virile press but with
an emasculate sort of vehicle for the
conveyance of propaganda from the
various parties with no meat in it.
I consider that his attacks on the
press for giving too much coverage to
sport, divorce and other things were
irrelevant. I am of the opinion that
newspapers publish such things as they
believe will be of interest to their
readers, and if the policies and actions
of this Parliament are not sufficient to
arouse the interests of the people, possibly there is something that both the
honorable member and I can do about
it. I reject the amendment.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL (Bruns ..
wick West).-The amendment is a
worth-while one and should be adopted.
All it provides is that if a newspaper
publishes any political policy or
advertisement which is untrue or intended to mislead, the newspaper is
guilty of an offence. Does the Minister
believe in press licence?
Mr. MEAGHER.-Who will decide if
the matter is untrue or not?
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL.-That
is an issue which is before the courts
every day. My amendment relates to
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matters which occur after the date of
issue and before the return of the writ.
It behoves a newspaper not to publish
untrue statements which may in some
way affect the minds of the people on
election day. I do not think any harm
would come to the Minister or me if my
amendment were accepted.
Mr. GARRISSON (Hawthorn) .-Obviously this amendment is aimed at the
metropolitan press. If it is included in
the Bill we will get statements such as
those included in a certain pamphlet
which is sent around to the electors
with a view to misleading them.
It
would contain statements such as, "A
good example of the official organ of
the Democratic Labour party is the
Richmond News." The information contained in this pamphlet could be
printed in Spotlight on Yarra of
which Dr. Cairns is a director. That
paper could print what is in this
pamphlet to mislead the people into believing that the Labour party has not a
leaning towards the Communist party.
In my opinion the information contained
in the Richmond News would contain
more truth than the articles printed
in Spotlight on Yarra. An article
appearing in the Sun News-Pictorial of
7th October readsA fortnightly Labour newspaper will begin publication about the middle of this
month.
The rpaper, to be called Fact, will .present
Australian Labour party news and views.

Not the people's news; the metropolitan
press presents the people's news.
Mr. DuNSTAN.-Does it refer to left
or right Labour?
Mr. GARRISSON.-There is only one
official Labour, and that is left. Of
course, there are few of them left. The
newspaper article continuesAustralian Labour Publication Company
Proprietary Limited has 1been registered
with a capital of £10,000.

It has .probably a paid-up capital of
25s.
. Chairman is the
Leader, Mr. Calwell.

Federal

Opposition

He is now a company director.
Other directors are: Messrs. R. W. Holt,
A. McNolty, Clyde Holding and J. Hyslop,
and the Victorian AustraUan Labour party
Secretary, Mr. Cyril Wyndham.
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The article states that everyone has
been circularized and given the opportunity to take out shares and preference
shares. If this were election time, this
newspaper would come under the provisions of the proposed amendment for
misleading the people by presenting only
Australian Labour party news and
views. It would be used immediately
against the metropolitan press also. The
amendment is a socialistic and communistic move to get at the freedom of
the people, and we will not have it.
The Committee divided on Mr. Campbell Turnbull's amendment (Mr. Rafferty
in the chair)Ayes
14
Noes
35
Majority against
amendment

the
21

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Clarey
Crick
Divers
Fennessy
Holland
Lovegrove
Ring
Stoneham

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Balfour
Birrell
Bloomfield
Borthwick
Brose
Christie
Cochrane
Darcy
Dunstan
Evans

Mr. Sutton
Mr. Towers
Mr. Turnbull
<Brunswick West>

Mr. Wilkes.
Tellers:

Dr. Jenkins
Mr. Floyd.
NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mibus
Moss
Porter
Reid
(Box Hill)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
(Ballaarat North) Mr.
Mr. Evans
Mr.
(Gippsland East) Mr.
Mr. Gainey
Mr.
Mr. Gibbs
Mr.
Mr. Gillett
Mr.
Sir Herbert Hyland
Mr. Kane
Mr.
Mr. Loxton
Mr.
Mr. Meagher

Rylah
Scanlan
Scott
Snider
Stirling
Suggett
Tanner
Taylor
Trewin
Wheeler
Wiltshire.
Tellers:

Garrisson
Reid

<Dandenong >.

PAIRS.

Mr. Galvin

Mr. Turnbull

Mr. Mutton
Mr. Schintler

Mr. Stokes
Mr. Rossiter .

(Kara Kara)

I

Clause 3, as amended, was adopted, as
were the remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and passed through
its remaining stages.
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ADJOURNMENT.
BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE: DAYS AND
HOURS OF SITTING: ORDER OF BUSINESS.
Mr. RYLAH
I move-

(Chief

Secretary).-

will be from 4 p.m. to 11 or 11.30 p.m.
on Tuesday and Wednesday, and from
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Thursday. That
is the likely programme, depending on
what progress is made.
The motion was agreed to.

That the House, at its rismg, adjourn
until this day, at half-past Ten o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. RYLAH
! move-

Probate Duty Bill.

(Chief

The House adjourned at 12.4 a.m.
(Thursday).

Secretary).-

That the House do now adjourn.

Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Gippsland
South).-When the Premier mentioned
last week that the House would meet
on Wednesday and Thursday this week,
he stated that the usual hours of
sitting applicable to Tuesdays and
Wednesdays would apply, and the
Leader of the Opposition pointed out
that a function was to be held on the
Thursday night. My party does not object in the slightest degree to the House
sitting at 11 o'clock in the morning,
but I ask the Chief Secretary whether,
in view of the fact that some of us
have arranged deputations for tomorrow, on the assumption that the
House would not be meeting until 4
p.m. he could indicate the order of
business.
Mr. RYLAH (Chief Secretary).The programme for to-morrow will be
as follows: First, the Government proposes to explain the Railways (Funds)
Bill, the University (Officers) Bill, and
the Juries (Fees) Bill, which will be
quite short. Then it is proposed to complete the Address-in-Reply debate,
followed by the Labour and Industry
(Bread) Bill, the housing Bill, and the
Landlord and Tenant (Amendment)
Bill. The Government will be happy to
confer with the Leader of the Opposition
and the Leader of the Country party to
adjust the order of business in accord·
ance with the commitments of those
honorable members. I shall be happy to
see them as soon as the House adjourns.
I think I should warn the House that,
in view of the size of the Notice Paper,
it will probably be necessary to sit on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of
next week. Probably the sitting hours
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The SPEAKER (Sir William McDonald)
took the chair at 11.7 a.m., and read
the prayer.
RURAL FINANCE AND
SETTLEMENT COMMISSION BILL.
Mr. BOLTE (Premier and Treasurer)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill to
constitute a Rural Finance and Settlement Commission and to transfer thereto the powers, functions, duties and
obligations of the Soldier Settlement
Com.mission and the Rural Finance Corporation, and for purposes connected
therewith.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
PROBATE DUTY BILL.
Mr. BOLTE (Premier and Treasurer)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill to
consolidate and amend the law relating
to probate duty, and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
MARINE (AMENDMENT) BILL.
Mr. PETTY (Minister of Public
Works) moved for leave to bring in a
Bill to amend the Marine Act 1958, and
for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
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MELBOURNE HARBOR TRUST
(PORT OF MELBOURNE) BILL.
Mr. PETTY (Minister of Public
Works) moved for leave to bring in a
Bill to amend the Melbourne Harbor
Trust Act 1958.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
WATER AND SEWERAGE
AUTHORITIES (PROCEEDINGS AND
FINANCES) BILL.
Mr. MIBUS (Minister of Water Supply) moved for leave to bring in a Bill
to amend the Geelong Waterworks and
Sewerage Act 1958, the Latrobe Valley
Act 1958, the Mildura Irrigation and
Water Trusts Act 1958, the River Improvement Act 1958, the Sewerage Districts Act 1958, and the Water Act 1958,
and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
DOG BILL.
Mr. PORTER (Minister for Local
Government) moved for leave to bring
in a Bill to amend the Dog Act 1958,
and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
RAILWAYS (FUNDS) BILL.
Mr. BOLTE (Premier and Treasurer).
- I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill was foreshadowed in the
Budget speech and was ex;plained there.
It therefore calls for no detailed explanation to the House. In the Budget
speech I saidAppropriate legislation will be introduced
later in the session to give permanent effect
to the general principles regarding railway
accounts which I outlined to the House in
April last.

These principles were restated in the
Budget speech.
The Bill does two things. Firsrt:, it
provides that no interest or other
charges will be debited to the railways
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in respect of loan moneys. To do this,
it repeals the provisions of the Railways
(Finances Adjustment) Act of 1936
requiring interest and other debt charges
on railways loan expenditure, less the
sum of £30,000,000, to :be charged in the
railways accounts.
That is a most interesting point.
There were always doubts whether there
was authority to charge interest rt:o the
Railway Department or to forgo it, and
it was, I think, the Dunstan Government
in 1936 that made it mandatory for the
Treasury to charge interest to the railways. At that time that Government
excluded the sum of £30,000,000, but
provided that the balance of loan
liability had to be charged and
debited against the railways. On investigation it was found that section 113 of
the Railways Act would have to be
repealed to make it possible not to
charge interest to the railways. So, it
is necessary to .pass legislation to delete
that particular section from the Act.
The second thing the Bill does is to
provide that any surplus of railway income over railway operating ex:penses in
any year will be credited to a Railway
Equalization Account. This account will
be available for supplementing railway
income in any year in which railway income falls short of railway
operating expenses. " Railway operating expenses " are defined in the Bill to
specifically exclude interest or other
charges on loan moneys.
The Bill repeals sections 113, 114 and
117 of the Rail ways Act, all of which
are rendered obsolete by the provisions
of the new section 120 which the Bill
will substitute for the present section
120 of the Railways Act.
This is a simple Bill. It conforms
with statements made in the Budget
speech and with the whole of the Budget.
In explaining this measure it is difficult
to refrain from referring to the part of
the Budget to which it refers, or to any
other part of the Budget, because if
any Budget proposal-whether it be this
one or some other one-is rejected by
this House or by another place, an
equivalent amount of money will have
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to be found. When the Budget is presented to the House, it is generally
understood that all of its revenueproducing aspects will be accepted. Last
year the railways had a profit over
working expenditure of some £900,000,
with which, after careful consideration,
it was decided to establish an equalization fund. This is an example which
illustrates the fact that if Parliament
took away from the Government revenue
amounting to about £1,000,000 the whole
Budget would have to be reconsidered.
If we are to pursue the policy of establishing an equalization fund-it is desired to do so-and the sum of £1,000,000
has to be found from some other source,
it is obvious that the whole Budget will
have to be recast.
It is most difficult to present this Bill
without explaining the workings of the
railways. The Government desires that
railway operations be put on a businesslike basis, and this Bill is designed to
achieve that objective. The Department should be able to cover working
expenses this financial year provided
that other aspects of the Budget
are honoured.
If they are not,
we will have immediately to recast
the whole of our thinking.
I
shall give an example. If an equalization fund is not established and the railways sustain a deficit of £1,000,000 this
year, fares or freights will have to be
increased. If the fund is established,
the £1,000,000 being provided for in this
Bill will offset such a deficit. Alternatively, we may have to re-examine the
cost of Sunday trains on the State
Budget.

Mr. FENNESSY.-Or land tax.
Mr. BOLTE.-Yes, land tax, probate
duty or any of the fields of State taxation. The Government is definitely
supporting this Bill at this stage, but I
paiint out that it may be impossible to
do so under changed conditions. It
reserves the right to re-examine this or
any other Budget Bill if there is an
alteration in some other field of revenue.
I have put the matter quietly and dispassionately and I hope that it has
registered.
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I commend the Bill because I think
it is designed to do something that all
parties in this House have been desirous
of achieving for some years. This happens to be the right economic climate
in which to take this action. The railways have had a successful year, there
has been a big wheat harvest, and there
has been an excess of revenue over
expenditure. Therefore, it seemed to me
to be only fair to put the railways in
the position of being able to offset any
losses in future years from profits
in past years, thereby not increasing
the burden on the public. The Budget
was framed with that thought in mind.
I would be sorry if it became necessary to set aside some of the plans it
was thought could be implemented this
year, particularly with regard to the
payment of interest by the Railway Department. That has always been a bone
of contention. It is felt by railway employees, by railway management, by
Ministers, by Governments and by parliamentarians that interest should not be
debited against railways operations. It
is almost hopeless to expect the railways
to cover these charges. There is ample
precedent for the action the Government proposes to take. For example,
interest charges are not imposed on the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission for the provision of headworks
and other capital works connected
with irrigation. The same principle
applies to capital works carried out
by the Forests Commission, and in
some other spheres of Government
activity. This proposed action will put
the Railway Department in the same
position as some other huge Government
undertakings. I know that the principle behind the legislation is clearly
understood, and I am sure it will be
supported 'by all honorable members.
I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr. STONEHAM
(Leader of the Opposition), the debate
was adjourned until Wednesday, November 15.

UNIVERSITY (OFFICERS) BILL.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Minister of Education) .-I moveThat .thi,s Bill be now read a second time.
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This is a short measure concerning the
internal administration of the University of Melbourne, and the amendments
to the University Act incorporated in
the Bill are in accord with representations made by the Vice-Chancellor to
the Government.

It has for some considerable time
been the practice at the university for
two senior members of the professorial
staff to be appointed to act as assistants
or deputies to the Vice-Chancellor with
the title of Pro-Vice-Chancellor.
The
chairman of the Professorial Board and
the immediate past chairman of that
Board are customarily appointed in this
way and carry out these functions without salary. The chairman of the Professorial Board is ex-officio a member
of the University Council, but the immediate past chairman is not. Section
5 of the University Act provides that
the chairman of the Professorial Board
shall be a member of the University
Council, but as things are at present, it
frequently happens that the immediate
past chairman is not a member of that
council. It is desired to provide that
the office of the Pro-Vice-Chancellor,
which is not at present referred to in
the University Act, shall receive a
statutory recognition, and it is also desired that both Pro-Vice-Chancellors
should be members of the University
Council.
This Bill is designed to achieve both
these objects, and accordingly the offices
I have referred to are mentioned by
title, and provision is made for an increase in the number of members of the
council from 33 to 34, for the inclusion
of the two Pro-Vice-Chancellors as exofficio members of the University Council, and for the annual appointment of
the two Pro-Vice-Chancellors.
The
Government considers that this being a
matter
of
internal administrative
arrangement in the university, involving no expense to the State, the wishes
of the University Council should be met
by the enactment of these provisions.
This will provide legislative authority
for an existing and satisfactory practice.
The other matters covered by the Bill
relate to the appointment of deans of
faculties. It is provided in sub-section
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(1) of section 29 of the University Act
that each faculty shall, pursuant to
statutes of the university, elect one of
its members to be dean of the faculty
annually or whenever a vacancy occurs.
It is considered that the university
should have legislative authority to provide by its statutes for the election of
deans of faculties for a longer period
than one year if desired, and also that
university statutes may provide for the
appointment of deans of faculties by
the University Council or in some other
manner if thought desirable.
Cases
may, for example, arise when it is desirable either to establish a new faculty
with a head of the faculty appointed
by the University Council, or to offer
the vacant post of dean of an existing
faculty to some person not at that time
a member of that faculty. Such a situation has in fact arisen at Monash
University, and it is considered desirable that the University of Melbourne
should be placed in a position to make
its own statutes to provide for the
exercise of this authority.
Both matters have been fully discussed and considered, and the ViceChancellor has perused a draft of the
Bill which accords with the desires of
his council. The measure is accordingly
commended to the House.
On the motion of Mr. CAMPBELL
TURNBULL (Brunswick West), the
debate was adjourned until Tuesday,
November 14.
HOUSING (COMMONWEALTH AND
STATE AGREEMENT) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October
31) on the motion of Mr. Petty (Minister of Public Works) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. FENNESSY (Brunswick East).As the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
indicated when this Bill was debated on
a previous occasion, the Opposition does
not intend to oppose the Bill. I do not
object to ratification of the Commonwealth and State Housing Agreement,
but point out that it seems rather strange
that we should be ratifying such an
agreement when provision has already
been made to transfer approximately
£400,000 into the Home Builders'
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Account to enable the formation of new
co-operative housing societies. When
the Premier introduced a Bill making
such provision, I stated that in my view
the formation of the societies should not
take place until the new agreement with
the Commonwealth had been ratified. I
asserted that the Government was looking for political kudos by permitting
100 new societies to be formed just prior
to the elections. The Premier took me
to task and stated that the proposed
action was an interim measure in line
with what had been done in the past.
I do not think the House was aware
that there had been such a custom
because, after all, the agreement with
which we are now concerned is only the
second agreement making an allocation
of 30 per cent. to the co-operative housing societies.

State Agreement) Bill.

gradually dried up. I believe that
because money is being made available
so easily to the co-operative societies,
they are to a certain degree being
robbed of the incentive their directors
previously had to search for finance.
Unfortunately, the societies I mentioned
have already been established-before
ratification of the agreement. Curiously
enough, the agreement was not finalized
by the Commonwealth and the States
until after the last State election. It
appears to the Opposition that the
Government was seeking political capital
out of the establishment of 100 societies
prior to ratification of the agreement,
whereas the societies could have been
formed in due course by the normal
process, with little if any disadvantage
to those concerned. The Government
stands condemned for its use of this
The first such agreement between the matter for political propaganda.
Commonwealth and the State covered
I do not believe the amount of
the five-year period between 1956 and money provided for in the agreement
1961, while the new agreement relates is sufficient to cover the backlog
to the period from 1961 to 1966. Under of housing that exists in this
the agreement, the Government is State.
Of course, when the next
obliged to make available, for the estab- agreement is arrived at the present
lishment of co-operative housing societies Government will not be in office, and
under the Home Builders' Account, 30 the Labour party will ·be able to negotiper cent. of the money allocated each ate and obtain a better response from
year under the agreement.
It is the Commonwealth Government than
history that the Minister of Public has been done on this occasion.
Works, who was then Minister of
Mr. MOSS (Murray Valley) .-The
Housing, in the initial stages opposed
Country
party supports ratification of
the proposal that any money should
be diverted from the Housing Com- the Commonwealth and State Housing
mission to co-operative housing societies. Agreement, but I should like to refer
I think the honorable gentleman to one or two aspects relating to variabelieved, with a number of other hon- tions from the 1956 agreement. I want
orable members, that if the Com- to 'impress on the Government the
monwealth Government wanted to pro- necessity of more homes being built in
vide money for co-operative housing it the country under the agreement. There
should make available an additional is no better aid to decentralization than
sum over and above what had been the construction of homes in the country by a Government instrumentality.
allocated under the agreement.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-But the homes that
My Deputy Leader has pointed out the
are being built there are not being ocsorry spectacle of the Housing Commission now building fewer houses than cupied. The only way that can be
ever before, mainly because of the opera- achieved is to take people from the city.
Mr. MOSS.-That supports my argution of the agreement between the
Commonwealth and the State. On the ment. There "'tlay be one or two inother hand, co-operative housing socie- stances of ho:iseo not ·being occupied, but
ties are building more houses than hundreds of families in the country are
previously, but their other sources of still looking ·for Government-sponsored
finance--the Commonwealth and other homes. There are very long waiting
banks, and insurance companies-have lists at Shepparton and Wangaratta.
Mr. Fennessy.
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Mr. LOVEGROVE.-How long do they
have to wait?
Mr. MOSS.-A very long time. Last
week strong representations were made
by the Shire of Rodney concerning the
lack of action by the Housing Commission at Mooroopna and Tatura. Apparently the Commission intended to
overlook those two districts.
It is
essential that the Housing Commission
should play its part adequately by providing homes in the country so that
communities may be established and developed. Whether or not people from
the city go to the country to live is
their own business. If they make such
a choice they make good citizens there
and reap the benefit of living in the
country. I impress upon the Government the need to ensure that adequate
homes are built in the country as a
positive aid to decentralization.
The Country party is not .particularly
satisfied concerning two aspects of the
new agreement, which provides that the
interest rate chariged on advances by the
Commonwealth shall be the long-term
bond rate, less 1 per cent.-the actual
figure will be 4! per cent., representing
an increase of ~ iper cent. over the
interest rate previously charged. It is
unfortunate that the Commonwealth
Government, or any other authority for
that matter, should endeavour to load
additional interest burdens on important
projects such as housing.
.Mr. PORTER.-Particularly when it
lends the money out of our own revenue.
Mr. MOSS.-The question raised iby
the Minister for Local Government is a
big :problem on which I have spoken in
this House on previous occasions. It
relates to the system of uniform taxation
under which we are operating, and I
wish someone would do something about
it. I do not know whether the Victorian
Government fought strongly in opposition to the Commonwealth's proposal to
increase the interest rate, ibut I sincerely
hope it did so.
Mr. PETTY.-At the Housing Ministers'
conference, all State Ministers fought
the proposal.
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Mr. MOSS.-! am :pleased to have that
assurance from the Minister of Public
Works. If the proposal had not been
strenuously opposed by all Housing
Ministers it is possible that the interest
rate would have increased by more than
§per cent. The interest rate is an aspect
that must be carefully watched. The
other important varia·tion in the agreement relates to a provision which
existed in the 1945 agreement whereby
a deposit of £300 was demanded by the
Commonwealth in connexion with the
sale of Housing Commission homes.
Mr. PETTY.-The relevant figure was
a deposit between £200 and £300.
Mr. MOSS.-That is so, depending on
the valuation of the home in question.
After the 1956 agreement, legislation
was introduced authorizing the sale of
Commission homes on the basis of a
deposit of £100, and the proposed variation of the original agreement simply
means that houses built under the 1945
agreement and subsequently can be sold
on a deposit of about £100. That is a
sound move because the financing of all
Housing Commission homes has been
brought into line.
A further important variation in the
agreement is contained in paragraph (a)
of sub-clause (5) of clause 2, which
provides that flats may exceed three
stories in height in those areas which
the Commonwealth and the State Minister agree are within the inner metropolitan area. If this will mean cheaper
flats to the persons who will occupy
them, it will prove a beneficial innovation. The Country .party supports the
Bill and expresses the hope that the
Government will give some consideration to the representations that I have
made, particularly from the aspect of
providing a reasonable number of homes
in the country areas of the State.
Mr. GAINEY (Elsternwick).-There
is an increasing awareness amongst the
general public that the Housing Commission is building more flats now than
in the past, and this has adversely
affected the rate of home building.
Large numbers of people desire to own
their own homes rather than flats. I
ask the Minister of Public Works to
convey my comments on that aspect to
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the Minister of Housing in another place.
I have received a considerable number
of applications for lone-person units
and I understand-I am subject to correction on this point-that in connexion
with the flats project at South Melbourne, it was originally proposed to set
aside 90 units for the accommodation
of lone persons. However, for some
reason the proposal has been altered. I
ask the Government to examine this
question.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed, pro forma.
Mr. PETTY (Minister of Public
Works, presented a message from His
Excellency the Governor recommending
that an appropriation be made from the
Consolidated Revenue for the purposes
of this Bill.
The resolution in accordance with the
recommendation was passed in Committee and adopted by the House.
The House went into Committee for
the consideration of this Bill.
Clause 1 was agreed to.

Clause 2 (Ratification and approval of
Commonwealth and State Housing
Agreement 1961).
Mr. LOVEGROVE (Fitzroy) .-I desire to make a few brief observations
with reference to the statement made
by the Minister of Public Works and also
to the point made by the honorable
member for Murray Valley in regard to
interest rates. I do so because o.f a
statement published in the newspapers
recently in connexion with the supplementary report of the Auditor-General
for the year ended 30th June, 1961, with
reference to the Victorian Housing
Commission.
I direct the Minister's
attention to this report because I wish
to ask him questions concerning it. In
dealing with the general revenue
account of the Housing Commission, at
page 27 of his report, the AuditorGeneral pointed out that in the year
1959-60 an amount of £5,562,110 was
received by the Commission in rentals
and that in the year 1960-61 the amount
received was £5,537,280.
On the expenditure side of the Commission's
activities, for the financial year ended
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June, 1960, an amount of £778,499 was
provided for the loan redemption for the
Commonwealth and State Housing
Agreement. For the year ended June,
1961, the Commission had to pay an
amount of £778,833 for loan redemption
-practically the same amount as in the
previous year.
I should like the Minister of Public
Works to inform the Committee, first,
why there has been a drop in rent collections and, secondly, whether the
Government has given any consideration
to the observations contained in the
Supplementary Report of the AuditorGeneral at page 28, as follows:It will be seen that the retrogression in
rental opera:tions commented upon in my
previous report has •continued. A review
of existing rentals, having due regard .to
the latest known ·capital ·cost of house units,
appears to be warranted.

Then the Auditor-General compares the
gross rental charges for the past two
years, and, if I interpret his observations correctly, his remarks are tantamount to a recommendation to the
Housing Commission to increase its
rents. I do not expect the Minister of
Public Works to furnish complete replies
to my questions, but the Opposition
hopes the Government will avoid making any increases in the present rents
of Housing Commission premises.
On a number of occasions I
privately raised this subject with the
former Minister of Housing, and the
Commissioners, and have referred to it
in this House. It appears to me that
the general policy of the Housing Commission in regard to its relationship with
local governing authorities needs to be
reviewed or revised when the subject of
capital costs is considered. In one of
its projects in Carlton the Housing Commission is constructing a high density
development for the low-income group.
I understand that the rent will not exceed £6 or £6 10s. a week, although in
my view that is too high for the lowincome group. In this project the Commission is obliged by the Melbourne City
Council to provide so many car parks
for so many flats. Although the Commission has power under its constitution
to ignore certain requirements of local
governing authorities, it generally
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reaches a compromise.
According to
correspondence I have had with the
Commission, a compromise has been
agreed upon in regard to the project
referred to which wil~ enable the Comm1ss1on to attempt to stabilize its
capital costs and rental levels.
I do not suggest that the average
salary or wage earner, the working man
whatever his occupation, is not entitled
to own and operate a motor car. Indeed,
in the building industry, because the
majority of domestic building activity
is being carried on at locations at
ever - increasing distances from the
centre of the city, the workers
who do not own cars are at a
disadvantage. Public transport to the
outer metropolitan area does not cater
sufficiently f.or persons engaged in the
building industry. Therefore, a motor
car is regarded as a tool of trade. After
allowing for the need to raise our
national standards and to provide everybody with motor transport, a stage must
be reached at which the taxpayers
should decide what level of amenities
is to be provided for certain income
groups which receive the benefit of subsidized rentals. I have had many arguments with the present Minister of Public Works on this subject, but I raise it
now because, if there is to be any really
big redevelopment of the inner suburbs,
this question will affect capital costs.
If the Housing Commission is to ·fulfil
the function for which it was originally
established-to provide low-cost housing
of good quality for the most impoverished and distressed sections of the
low-income group in the communityand not merely to undertake the redevelopment of inner urban areas, it
must consider how much it will spend
to please the Melbourne City Council or
any other council in regard to the provision of car :parks.
Some of the new projects, not only in
Carlton but also in South Melbourne,
are embodying the latest ideas and designs which the Minister of Public
Works, as Minister of Housing, brought
back from Europe last year. The project in the vicinity of my home contains
a four-story building on stilts with the
laundries situated on the roof. Some
Sessi.on 1961.-44
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of the flats have been completed, and
I should say that they are of an up-todate and economic design. I make no
complaint in regard to the design of the
flats. When the Commission's intention
to put the laundries on the roof was
made known, a secretary of one of the
building trade unions informed me that
he had been advised that this was an
uneconomic move on the ·part of the
Commission and that it would add £90
per unit to the capital cost of the
programme.
Mr. W1Lcox.-Would the tenants ibe
required to share the laundries?
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-Yes. I referred
to the Housing Commission the complaint that this proposal would add to
the cost of each unit, and I was informed
that the siting of laundries on the roof
reduced the cost of construction and
also made additional areas of land
available for community use. I received
the following letter from the Director of
Housing, Mr. Bradley! enclose a report from the Concrete
House Project. Figures have been prepared
by the quantity surveyor and can be
accepted as accurate. It is interesting to
note that the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works under their town planning
requirements demand provision for offstreet parking to the extent of three car
parks for each four flats and the Melbourne
City Council are requiring provision in excess of one car park per flat.
When it is realized that each car park
requires an area of approximately 400
square feet to cover the provision .of access
road and standing space, an assessment will
reveal an over-all requirement of half the
site for car parking, The Commission is
not making the provision demanded by the
authorities. However, it has been realized
that the maximum space should be reserved for children's playgrounds and ground
level open space f.or residents.
The Commission has adopted a policy of
reserving all future reclamation development areas for car parking and open space,
and do not intend to clutter the sites with
sundry buildings such as laundries, store
sheds, clothes drying areas or other
encumbrances.

What I am saying is not in any criticism
of the Minister, of the Commission, or
of rthe Commission's ·policy. But it
seems ridiculous, if the social pur.pose of
the Commission, as I expressed it just
now, is to be achieved in the most
economical manner in the interests of
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the most distressed people in the community who are not in a financial position to purchase cars, that the Melbourne City Council should require in
excess of one car park per flat.
Regarding the difficulties that have
been referred to by the honorable member for Elsternwick, I have raised the
same matter with the Minister over the
past couple of years, and most members
on the Opposition side of the House have
concerned themselves with this problem
also, particularly those residing in
municipalities that have made land
available for the Commission to build
old people's units. In our inquiries we
generally ask 1:he Minister or the Commission how many units for old ipeo.ple
can be :provided in a particular development; because we believe, in common
with most people interested in the social
problem, that old folk should be sited
not on their own but where they will
be in a position to meet the younger
people of 1:he community, together with
their children.
Mr. HoLDEN.-It would be rather difficult for the old people to have to climb
to the roof.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-The Commission
does not ask that of them. There should
be in all such developments a suitable
number of ground-floor units for old
people 'in any community unit that the
Commission might erect. This matter,
of course, is not exclusively the problem
of members of the Opposition; it arises
with all social workers, but we are faced
with the difficulty that the Commission
is required to provide car parks to meet
the regulations of the Melbourne City
Council or those of some other municipality.
Mr. HOLLAND.-They ought to toss
them out.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-I am not criticizing the council's requirements as they
apply to normal developments, :but the
Housing Commission projects involve in
the long view such considerable sums
of money that the Government and the
Commission must give consideration to
these questions. If it is the intention of
the Government to concentrate on housing those people who cannot help them-
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selves and are the most impoverishedthis was the original social purpo•se of
all the housing laws in Australia since
1944 and in this State since 1937 or
1939-it should take a close look at the
whole question of costs as affected by all
the car parking requirements of local
government authorities.
I raise this matter from another angle,
too. There is not only the question of
the social purpose of the Commission
involved and of how old people can be
properly housed in mixed developments,
but there is also the problem of how to
keep rents down. To achieve this, there
should be some economical use of the
fantastically over-priced land in the
nearer suburban areas, which to-day is
not possible because of the Commission
observing the regulations of local
government authorities.
It will be noted on page 33 of the
Supplementary Report of the AuditorGeneral for the year ended the 30th
June, 1961, that the total loans to Victoria from the Commonwealth under
the three Commonwealth and State
Housing agreements that have been
entered into amounted to nearly
£128,000,000 and that at the 30th June
this year the liability in respect of loans
was a little over £118,000,000. Victoria
has borrowed a total sum of about
£128,000,000 and has paid back approximately only £9,500,000. It does appear,
therefore, as the Deputy Leader of the
Country party pointed out very forcibly
in his speech, that something should be
done by this State to see if it is possible
to obtain reduced rates of interest from
the Commonwealth.
When the Chief Secretary attended
a conference of Commonwealth and
State Ministers at Canberra on the 23rd
and 24th June, 1959, he pointed out very
cogently certain facts concerning the relationship between the Commonwealth
and the States. Among other things! quote from page 16 of the report of
the proceedings-he saidThe Commonwealth debt, per head of
population, has decreased as follows:-In
1948, it was £237, in 1953 it was £214 and
in 1958 it was £176. On the other hand,
the Victorian debt-and this I think is
merely a sample of the problems of all the
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States-increased per head of population
from £90 in 1948, to £143 in 1953, and to
£190 in 1958.
The Commonwealth debt, in relation to
the gross national product, has been re
duced from 3.3 per cent. in 1948 to 1.2 per
cent. in 1956-57 . . .
In fact, I think it may be fairly said
that under the present arrangements the
States are paying off almost the entire
Commonwealth debt of £1,700,000,000.

When one seeks an answer from the
Commonwealth regarding the existing
financial relationships between the Commonwealth and the State Governments,
reference can be made to the Federal
Hansard containing reports of proceedings in the House of Representatives
on the 13th and 14th of September,
1961, at pages 1174 and 1175, where
the Prime Minister, in reply to a question asked by Mr. Ward, gives the official
Government reply to the cases put by
the various State Governments. It is a
long reply, and I shall not read it all,
but the Prime Minister justifies all the
policies of the Commonwealth Government towards the States in these few
wordsAs the States were prepared to borrow
the full amount of the approved programme
at current market rates, it does not seem
unreasonaible that they should pay market
rates on funds subscribed by the Commonwealth.

It would appear that the attitude of
the Commonwealth Government in this
matter is unaltered and will remain so
unless Governments such as the Victorian Government, which is of the
same political ·complexion as the Commonwealth Government, bring pressure
to bear on it.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-The Victorian
Government is not quite of the same
political complexion.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-I accept the
correction of the Leader of the Country
party; the Commonwealth Government
is a coalition Administration.
Mr. Moss.-It is a Liberal party and
a Country party coalition-they are
genuine in Canberra.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-I shall not comment on that statement. There is a
responsibility on State Governments of
the same political complexion as the
major partner in the Commonwealth
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Government if they believe in the case
put forward by their own leaders-I
quote the Chief Secretary as one of
them-to do much more than they have
done to get a better financial relationship with the Commonwealth Government. I realize that in terms of the
practical political situation, that is a
very difficult objective to achieve. But
we are told by the State Governmentand, of course, by the Commonwealth
Administration and its supporters-that
under no circumstances must Labour be
allowed to return either to the Commonwealth Treasury bench or to '\he
Victorian Treasury bench.
Whilst opposing every move by the
Labour party to get lower interest rates
and to enable the State Governments to
discharge their responsibilities adequately, Liberal Governments such as
the Government of Victoria are not
prepared to do anything :practical, and
they cannot deny it.
Mr. PETTY.-What can be done?
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-I do not wish
to know anything about the internal
affairs of the Liberal party, but I should
imagine that at some stage there must
be opportunities for members of the
Victorian Government to advise-if I
may use that word-the Commonwealth
Government of its moral obligations to
the community. And what better opportunity offers than before an election,
such as that which is to take place in
a few weeks' time?
The CHAIRMAN

(Mr. Rafferty).-

Order! The honorable member's time
will expire in two minutes.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-1 shall conclude
by quoting a statement made on behalf
of the Commonwealth Government on
the 26th September of this year.
At page 1345 of the Commonwealth
Hansard} the Attorney-General, Sir Garfield Barwick, in reply to a question
asked by Mr. Ward, is reported as having
stated, inter aliaThe Minister for National Development
has supplied the following information
. . . From these estimates and from
later calculations by the Department of
National Development, it is clear that the
annual rate ofi dwelling construction since
1957 has been well in excess of the need
for dwellings which arose from the formation of new families.
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Even on the eve of a Federal election,
the openly declared financial policy of
the Commonwealth Government is to
bleed the State Go1vernments white and
deprive them of the opportunity of discharging their moral obligation to the
low income group in the community in
the matter of housing. Moreover, there
has been a candid expression by the
Commonwealth Government that not
only will it not do anything for the
States but that there is no housing
problem in existence. I hope the electors
of Victoria, in a few weeks' time, will
give the Commonwealth Government an
appropriate reply to its callous indifference to the plight of the underprivileged and under-housed in this
State.
Mr. PETTY (Minister of Public
Works) .-The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition referred to the reasons for
the drop in rent collections as pointed
out in the Supplementary Report of the
Auditor-General for the year 1960-61.
Later in the report, however, it is stated
that altogether in the year ended 30th
June, 1961, 2,728 housing units were
sold, and the number of houses and flats
erected by the Housing Commission in
that year was 2,217, so that approximately 500 units more than the number
constructed in that period were sold.
The report contains a break-up of the
figures. A majority of the units were
houses which had been built under
earlier agreements and occupied for a
number of years by tenants who had
come to realize that the properties were
"a good buy."
One must realize that a decrease of
500 in the number of rental houses over
the year makes a difference. Another
point to which I direct attention is the
amount of money that is allowed as
rental rebates each year. This amount,
which is deducted from the amount of
income received from rents, increased
from £240,000 in 1959-60 to £250,000 in
the following year. That is a further
reason why the return from rents was
reduced.
I refer now to the relations between
municipal councils and the Housing
Commission. The Commission has the
right to disregard the requirements of
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the local municipal councils, but for all
practical purposes it tries to comply
with these requirements and also with
the Uniform Building Regulations. All
honorable members should realize--as
a matter of fact, I think they do-that
20 or 30 years ago housing was regarded
as a definite social service job. Since
then the whole sphere of housing has
removed from that field into another
field.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-That is because of
the actions of your Government.
Mr. PETTY.-! do not think so.
Twenty or 30 years ago there was a
definite group of investors who were
prepared to invest in houses for rental
by people in the lower income group.
I think honorable members generally
realize that to-day an investor is reluctant to enter into this field of investment. I believe the reason for such
reluctance is the operation over the past
twenty years of rent control legislation
and the amendments to the Landlord
and Tenant Act which have made it
virtually impossible for owners of houses
to obtain possession when they so require it. In addition, rents have been
kept to a minimum.
Mr. LOVEGROVE.-All controls have
now been removed, and the investors
are still not coming forward.
Mr. PETTY.-Unfortunately, the operation of the legislation to which I have
referred destroyed the confidence of
investors in that field, and once confidence in a field of investment is lost
it is extremely difficult to create interest
in it again. The cost of land 20
or 30 years ago was about £100 or £150
a block and the cost of erecting a house
thereon was £600 or £700, making a
total of approximately £800 per house.
To-day the corresponding prices are
£1,000 for a block of land and about
£3,000 for any type of house. Therefore, the investment is so much bigger
and the return from rent is not sufficient
to induce investors to enter the field.
I make these remarks in passing because I believe all honorable members
realize that conditions to-day from the
point of view of housing are entirely
different from those which existed
20 or 30 years ago, when it was
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never contemplated that the Housing
Commission would be practically the
only organization in this State building
houses for rental for people in the
lower income group.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
ADMINISTRATOR'S SPEECH.
ADDRESS-IN-REPLY.

The debate (adjourned from October
16) on the motion of Mr. Scanlan (Oakleiigh) for the adoption of an Address-inReply to the Speech of the Administrator
of the Government of the State of Victoria was resumed.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Gippsland
South) .-First, I desire to thank the
Government for delaying this debate for
an hour or so. When it was contemplated that the House would not be
meeting until 4 p.m. to-day, I arranged
a deputation to the Country Fire Authority, and the Government was courteous
enough to delay this debate to meet my
convenience. I thank it for that courtesy.
The motion for the Address-in-Reply
was moved by the honorable member
for Oakleigh and seconded by the honorable member for Geelong. I congratulate both honorable members, not
as a matter of ordinary routine but
because they both put forward excellent
cases. At the same time, I wish to
compliment all other newly-elected
members who have spoken during the
debate, irrespective of the party to which
they belong. Each and every one of
them advanced a worth-while case. My
congratulations extend to the newlyelected member of the Opposition, the
two members of my party and members
of the Government party. I think it is
a fine thing that these members made
their first speeches in such an excellent
manner. Of course, no interjections are
made during these speeches, but those
honorable members must realize that
in the future interjections will be fired
at them and that they may make interjections during the speeches of other
members if they so desire.
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Members of the Country party express their continued loyalty to Her
Majesty the Queen and to other members of the Royal Family. We sincerely
trust that the proposed visit to Ghana
will be successful and that it will bind
the Empire more closely together.
The decision not to postpone the Royal
visit shows at least that Her Majesty
and those advising her think that there
is not the risk that has been anticipated
by the press. At the same time, it also
indicates that our Queen and the Duke
of Edinburgh are prepared to carry out
their duties, even if there should be a
certain degree of risk involved, and
that they will not be bluffed by .anybody.
I also wish to welcome His Excellency
the Governor-General, Lord De L'lsle, on
his assuming office in Australia, and
Lady De L'Isle. I think Lord De L'Isle
will be an excellent Governor-General.
He seems to be a good mixer and a
likeable man. A similar tribute can be
paid to Lady De L'lsle. We wish them
well in Australia.
I have been pleased to note that our
Governor, Sir Dallas Brooks, is about
again. He took on a tremendous amount
of work and travelled throughout the
countryside determined to meet people
from here, there and everywhere. He
accepted many invitations which I think
could well have been passed over, but
he was determined to meet the people,
and as a
consequence his health
suffered. We sincerely trust that his
recovery is complete and permanent.
At the same time, I consider that during
the remainder of His Excellency's term
of office, however long that may be, it
is up to all honorable members to endeavour to persuade our constituents
that he must be looked after. We cannot expect Sir Dallas to travel in the
future as much as he has in the past.
I pass that thought on to honorable
members because, as is well known, requests are continually received that the
Governor should be invited to attend
various functions throughout the State.
It is not just a matter of askin~ Sir
Dallas and Lady Brooks to attend to
open a show or some such other function; people are delighted to see them
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on special occasions and their presence is
desired because of their personal charm.
They are welcome everywhere in Victoria. Nevertheless, I do feel that for
some time to come we should spare Sir
Dallas as much as possible from travelling long distances.

is recorded in H amard. The late Sir
Stanley Argyle, who was Premier in
about 1932 and was a doctor, once
said-

I also wish to pay a tribute to another
man who did a remarkable job for the
State. You, Mr. Speaker, and other
honorable members came into close contact with him during the time Sir Dallas
Brooks was called upon to act as
Governor-General. I refer to His Honour,
Sir Charles Lowe, who acted as Administrator because of the absence overseas
of Sir Edmund Herring, the LieutenantGovernor and Chief Justice of the State.
We all acknowledge that Sir Charles
Lowe did a magnificent job. His dry
wit was most evident, as was his keenness, despite his age. He carried out his
duties in a manner that was not only a
credit to himself but also of great benefit to the people of the State. We extend
our keenest thanks for his work during
the emergency which was created by the
unfortunate death of our former
Governor-General, the late Lord Dunrossil.

Mighty few copies of Hansard are sent
out, and not many people read them.
Honorable members are allowed only
twenty copies to be sent to constituents,
and many have only six or seven names
on their lists. The older members work
on the assumption that generally the
man who wants Hansard sent out is
waiting to have a crack at him at the
next election and wishes to see what
sort of a job his member is doing in
Parliament. So if a member is wise he
puts such people out of the picture and
cancels their copies of H amard.

The first matter I wish to mention in
relation to Parliament is an old story,
but I make no apology for repeating it.
All honorable members go to considerable trouble to prepare material for the
speeches they make in this Chamber,
particularly in Address-in-Reply debates
when they bring forward matters of
vital importance to their electors. I
wish to stress the necessity of the
Government replying to questions raised
by honorable members during their
speeches. Proposals are put forward with
a view to improving conditions throughout the State, and surely it is not too
much to expect of the Minister concerned to take steps to reply to the
propositions that are advanced. It is not
only common courtesy but also a duty
to furnish replies to the members who
have spoken. Members undertake considerable re.search to ascertain what is
needed in their own electorates and to
frame proposals in a manner acceptable
to the Government. It is useless for
Ministers simply to say that the material
Sir Herbert Hyland.

Goodness me, you do not mean to tell me
that anybody reads Hansa.rd. Anybody who
does is in need of medical attention.

However, in all seriousness, I urge the
Government to reply to suggestions put
forward by honorable members during
the course of debates in this Chamber.
I acknowledge that I have already received one reply to a matter I raised
during the Budget debate. I shall not
mention the Department concerned, but
I appreciate the courtesy shown to me.
It makes me realize that somebody is
watching the position. If one Minister
can go to this trouble, surely the others
can. When honorable members receive
this type of information from Ministers
they can pass it on to their constituents,
local councils, water trusts, sewerage
authorities. school committees and the
like. In that way, local ·people are made
aware that local members are doing
their duty. The only way I have found
that a member can make doubly sure
that his seat is safe-and that is the
aim of all of us-is to see that his constituents are kept fully advised of everything that really interests them. It is of
no use telling ·people in Gippsland that
the wheat growers will receive 3d. a
bushel more for their wheat. Those persons would say, " We are paying for
that " because no wheat is grown in
Gi.ppsland. Conversely, wheat grower~ in
dry areas would be only mildly interested
in matters affecting dairy farmers. If
honorable members bring forward problems affecting their constituencies and
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are given the information necessary to
keep their constituents fully advised,
they will not mind paying out for the
5d. stamps required for letters of advice
to constituents. In fact, they mi ght find
it cheap publicity.
1

In passing, I claim, quite openly and
unafraid of what the press or anybody
else might say, that members of Parliament should be ipaid a stamp allowance. It is only right they should be
encouraged to reply to correspondence
from constituents so that the people may
know what Parliament is doing. I understand that in New South Wales, despite
recommendations to the contrary, members of the Lower House are paid a
stamp allowance of £10 a month. I am
not advocating what sum should be paid
to members of the Victorian Parliament,
but I point out that £10 a month would
be less than what was being received
when letter postage was only 2!d.
or 3d. an ounce. If a constituent
writes to his member of Parliament, he does iso not for the
sake of indulging in correspondence, but because he wants something
done. Probably, it has been hard work
for such a man to pen a letter. But
how nice it is for him if he receives an
immediate acknowledgment from his
member telling him that his letter is to
hand and that his member will interview
the Minister or do something else for
him and advise him later.
Some Departments are particularly
slow in replying to requests from members, and many of them do not like the
attitude I adopt. If I receive no reply
within two or three weeks, I write again
and say that I have had only an acknowledgment and no finality in regard to
my request. I also have a copy made of
that letter to be sent to the constituent
concerned to let him know that I am
still chasing the matter. I am not recounting these things in order to boast
about what I do but to .point out how
much postage costs members. Last
month, I kept a check of the stamps
I used, and the total cost involved
amounted to £10. That may be all
very well for those of us who are party
Leaders and receive additional pay because of that responsibility. It is all
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right for Ministers who can put their
correspondence into a basket to be
stamped and posted by their Department, but some honorable members
depend on their salary for their livelihood, and the average member cannot
afford to pay for a lot of stamps, which
cost 5d. each. I urge the Government
to look into this matter of a stamp
allowance for members.
The subject of civil defence has been
mentioned time and again. Constant
references are made to it in the press.
The following report appeared in the
Sun News-Pictorial of the 30th October,
1961:ACT ON CIVIL DEFENCE."
R.S.L. CALL.
Canberra, Sun.-A national civil defence
scheme was essential for survival, the
national executive of the R.S.L. said tonight.
The executive said that since it called
for such a scheme last year the international scene had grown much darker.
11

On the 11th October last the honorable
member for Benambra asked the
PremierWhether it is the intention of the Government to introduce legislation during the life
of the present Parliament to create a civil
defence authority?

The honorable gentleman repliedThere is no need to introduce legislation
to establish a civil defence .authority.
In view of the fact that the Commonwealth Government has recently appointed
a new Director of Civil Defence, I anticipate that as soon as he has established
himself the Commonwealth will convene a
Ministerial conference to consider proposals
which were before a previous conference
last year.
In the meantime the development of
planning for civil defence will continue.

As the national executive of the returned
soldiers' league stated, the international
scene is growing darker all the time.
The Premier's statement is a complete
brush-off. The following report emanating from Stockholm appeared in the
Sun News-Pictorial of the 5th October:SWEDEN READY IF WAR COMES.
The Swedish Government has issued
every family in the country with a booklet
on what to do in case of atomic attack.
It also lists what must be done when an
alert of impending ·attack is given.
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The booklet, called "If War Comes"
explains how t~ escape radiation poisoning,
what food to eat, and what to pack for
evacuation.
The booklet also reports on protection
methods against bacteriological and gas
warfare.
It urges in the case of enemy occupation
that Swedes should resist in underground
movements and adds: "We shall never
give up."
A Government spokesman claimed that
the publication had been planned long ago
and had no connexion with current international tension.
Then, in the Age of the 2nd October,

there was a headline, " Queensland
Training in Nuclear War."
It is
obvious that a good deal is being done
in other places. I do not care what
anyone says, we all know in our hearts
that this State is sadly lacking in civil
defence preparations. As Minister of
Transport during the
war, I was
interested in the civil defence set-up of
that period. We had all the arrangements made for the evacuation of
250,000 school ,children to the north and
other places. Homes in the country had
been inspected by the local policeman,
and it was arranged that people would
be paid 15s. a week per child. These
arrangements were made by the State
and had nothing to do with the
Commonwealth Government. The local
policeman had reported how many
children various households could take.
Some people were prepared to take half
a dozen children into their homes. We
arranged for extra food to be stored in
the towns, and my committee had a
time-table prepared, to almost splitsecond accuracy, for conveyance of the
children to the nearest railway station
by tram, bus or other means. The
children were required to carry sufficient
food for two meals. It was arranged
that a nurse would be on each train.
Children travelling in corridor carriages
were to be detrained every 30 miles and
those travelling in non-corridor cars
every 20 to 24 miles, for toilet
purposes.
When the children arrived at a destination, such as Swan Hill, representatives of the Royal Automobile Club of
Victoria were to meet the train and take
the children to the local hall where
they would be fed and introduced to
Sir Herbert Hyland.
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their foster parents. For each child a
printed card was to •be posted to the
parents stating with whom and at wh:at
address he or she was located. That
aspect was to be looked after by the
Royal Automobile Club of Victoria.
What were facetiously called "delousing
depots" were set up so that dirty
children would not go into clean homes.
By arrangement, Myers basement and
other premises were to be taken over
for water storage .purposes in the event
of the Melbourne water supply ·being
damaged.
Details such as those I have mentioned
should be worked out now. If the
Premier cannot obtain an assurance of
acceptance of responsibility from the
Commonwealth, we should do these
things now. My party will fully support and assist the Government in every
direction in this matter, not out of any
state of fear or panic, but because we
believe it would be worth while to inform
the people that the Government is prepared to do something if Russia takes
any action. Of course, China may come
in later on, but it is Russia that we have
to watch to-day.
I suggest that the Premier should
allocate the
supervis10n of this
matter to one of his Ministers, such
as the Minister for Local Government
I know that any Minister would be
happy, as would members of my party,
to take this in his stride. There would
be no payment attached to the position,
as in our case during the last war when
we worked day and night on civil defence. It appears that to-day this is to
be nobody's job. The Premier has said
that proposals were put before a conference last year. This year has nearly
ended and everybody could be dead from
fall-out from an H bomb before the report is considered.
The next matter I wish to mention
relates to the dairying industry. The
heading" Schools Waste Milk-Nowhere
To Store It" appeared in the Herald on
the 23rd October last in large black
type. The Commonwealth Government
is generously providing milk, for which
we are grateful. Surely it is up to the
State to ensure that no waste occurs. It
has been said that milk is left in the sun,
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and so on. Someone must be given the
task of looking after the milk, and if it
came to the point, I would be in
favour of some junior teacher being paid
an allowance to take charge of the milk.
If one wants a job done, one must pay
for it.
Mr. WHEELER.-The head teachers do
that now.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-! do not
doubt that in some instances the milk is
left outside, but that is not the practice
at all schools. Some of the children
do not want the milk; therefore, a
certain quantity is wasted. The article
statesThe schoolteacher who last week
emptied down the drain most of his school's
free milk because the school had no way
of keeeping it cool and fresh isn't the
only teacher who feels frustrated .by this
aspect of the free milk scheme.
Teachers e.nd .parents admitted at the
week-end ;that milk was wasted by children
who don't want or like it, but said most
was wasted :because there was nowhere
to store it.
Teachers don't object to the ifree milk
scheme, but they do make these criticisms:Schools have no proiper facilities for
storing the milk and washing the bottles·
some is wasted by children;
'
supervising, distribution and collection
takes up a lot of school time;
milk shouldn't be issued for the few
weeks at the beginning and end of the
school year, when hot weather makes it
more difficult to keep fresh.

We discussed the question with the
Minister of Education, who was asked
why milk should not be supplied to
school children in February. The honorable gentleman agreed to our suggestion,
for which he deserves commendation,
provided that we did not seek a supply
of milk for high schools and such-like.
It is not simply a question of providing
assistance to dairy farmers, although
there is no doubt that the school free
milk scheme has assisted them materially. I contend that the scheme would
be improved if persons were appointed
at the various schools to look after the
milk. The Herald article proceedsThe secretary of the Victorian Teachers'
Union, Mr. D. P. Schubert, said school corridors, .book rooms, •and even .teachers' ·rest
rooms had been used to store milk crates.
"Although free milk adds to a teacher's
work, we are not critkal of it for that
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reason," he said. "If 1proper facilities :for
keeping the milk e.nd washing the bottles
were provided, there would 1be no objections."

Obviously, from that statement, some
objections must have been raised to the
existing practice.
The Federation of Mothers' Clubs is
solidly behind the •free milk scheme but
admits that milk is sometimes w~sted.
The ·secretary, Mrs. J. H. Thompson, said
there were always some .children who might
not want their milk on one day or
another. She said some teachers :complained about ithe extra work involved in
collecting, distribution, and cleaning up.

I wonder whether the Minister of Education could assist in improving the
distribution of free milk by arranging
for the milk to be kept in a cool place
-possibly a big, old, Coolgardie safe
would prove satisfactory. As honorable
members appreciate, many years ago
Coolgardie safes were used in the Mallee
areas in order to keep this health-giving
food fresh. In fact, milk is the only
full food in liquid form.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Have you had any
complaints about milk deteriorating in
your own electorate?
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-No.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Such complaints
are very rare; the Milk Board has received only a few complaints.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-It would
appear from the Herald article from
which I have quoted that the reporter
concerned interviewed representatives
of the Victorian Teachers' Union and
the Federation of Mothers' Club, also
the secretary of the Milk Distributors'
Association, Mr. J.E. Welch, who saidRete.ilers watched to see they did not
leave milk too early.

Obviously, some complaints have been
lodged concerning this question.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-lt is a long time
since I have received one from a member
of Parliament.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-! agree
that I have not received many complaints, but. that is probably because,
when the milk deteriorates, it is simply
thrown out.

The sitting was suspended at 12.56
p.m. until 2.18 p.m.
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Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-The next
item to which I wish to refer is what
is known as reduced cream. This product is a take-down. In most instances
the customer who asked for a bottle of
cream would not be a ware if the shopkeeper handed him a bottle of reduced
cream, which is a thickened imitation
of the pure cream. This is a serious
matter from the point of view of the
dairying industry. Sub-regulation (6)
of regulation 31 of the Food and Drug
Standards Regulations 1958 provides
that no cream shall contain less than 35
parts per centum of milk fat, with the
·proviso that any variety of cream may
•be sold containing not less than 25
parts per centum of milk fat if it is
labelled in accordance with the provisions of sub-regulation (9) of this
regulation and if there has not been
added various preparations to thicken
it. Sub-regulation (9) provides that the
label of every package of any variety
of cream containing not less than 25
parts per centum nor more than 35 parts
per centum of milk fat shall include the
word "reduced" immediately before the
descriptive name.
This matter has been directed to my
attention by the general manager of
South-Eastern Milk Products Company
at Yarram. I purchased a bottle
of reduced cream to ascertain how
it is !~belled. If one has f~rly
strong glasses one can read the
words " pure reduced cream " on the
bottle top, but it is not labelled elsewhere. The average person would take
the top from the bottle and would not
see the words printed on it. I noticed
in one shop window the word " cream "
in large white letters and following it
the expression "reduced-ls. 6!d. per
bottle."
The average person would
think the price was reduced to ls. 6!d.
per bottle. I maintain that this product is a deliberate take-down. The
main offender is a man named Baker
of the Devondale cream company. The
Country party would like to see reduced
cream abolished and ordinary cream
sold in its place.
Mr. Mmus.-Is it sold fairly widely?
Mr. WHEELER.-It is by chain stores.
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Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-The chain
stores have it. I noticed an advertisement in to-day's paper where it was
priced at ls. 5!d. per bottle. Apparently
it has been reduced in price since I
bought my bottle at ls. 6!d.
If
Britain joins the European Common
Market much of the dairy products now
sold to Britain will have to be placed
elsewhere. I notice that Australia and
Great Britain have reached a new agreement, but undoubtedly other markets
will have to be found for a percentage
of dairy products which cannot be sold
to Great Britain. If the Government
were to prohibit the manufacture of
reduced cream, the dairying industry
would be assisted immediately. In order
to retain their business, producers who
are now marketing cream containing 35
parts per centum of milk fat will be
forced to follow the lead of the person
who is producing reduced cream.
Mr. WHEELER.-Many .people cannot
tell the difference.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-That is so,
because the reduced cream has been
thickened by some means. The Minister
of Health should take up the matter
with his Department with a view to
recommending that the sale of reduced
cream should be discontinued.
I now wish to refer to a remarkable
which has been adopted by the
Milk Board. It is essential that sales
of bottled milk should be made wherever possible; if it is freely available,
more people will buy it.
I have
previously referred to the Milk Board
the case of a man in Traralgon who
applied for a milk shop licence. He
conducts an ordinary Foodland store,
which is up-to-date and contains proper
refrigeration facilities. However, the
Milk Board has refused to grant him a
licence to sell milk. I have mentioned
on a previous occasion the letter which
I received from the Milk Board and in
which the excuse is given that, because
he closes his shop at the ordinary hour
for a grocer, he cannot obtain a licence
to sell milk. I believe the Milk Board's
attitude is wrong and that any person
who has adequate refrigeration facilities should he allowed to sell milk in
bottles. There is never any trouble
~ttitude
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about keeping milk in an ordinary refrigerator, and it seems wrong to re~use
a licence to the proprietor of a mixed
business merely because he closes his
shop at a reasonable hour.
I should like some information in
regard to the by-products from the Gas
and Fuel Corporation's brown coal project at Morwell, which is in my electorate as is the new Hazelwood power
statio~. When the Corporation was
established a brochure was published
setting out all the by-products which
could be obtained from brown coal. As
supplies of brown coal are practically
unlimited, people in the Latrobe Val~ey
imagined that it would be a rattlmg
good decentralization project and. that
further industries would be estabb:shed
to deal with the by-products. I cannot
vouch for its accuracy, but the statement has been made that these byproducts can be imported into Australia
at prices lower than they can be produced by the Gas and Fuel Corporation
from brown coal on the spot. I should
like the Government to investigate this
statement, because by-products were an
important part of the ori;ginal proposal
to set up the Gas and Fuel Corporation's
undertaking rat Morwell.
A Country
party Administration introduced the
legislation under which the Corpora~ion
was established. When the Metropohtan
Gas Company was in difficulties, the
Government bought the shares of those
who wished to :sell at £1 a share. If
they did not wish to sell, they received
only 4 per cent. interest.
Mr. Mmus.-Do you suggest a protective tariff on imports?
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-It is common talk in the Latrobe Valley-no
doubt the honorable member for Morwell has heard it-that the by-products
can be imported at a cost lower than
the Gas and Fuel Corporation can produce them at Morwell. If that is so, the
people throughout Victoria, and in the
Latrobe Valley particularly, should be
informed as to the real position.
While on the subject of coal, I refer to
the township of Morwell which, although
it is not now, was situated in my electorate for a quarter of a century. In
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the first instance, the township of Morwell was to be moved towards Traralgon. Sir John Jungwirth and Mr. Coulthard made an inspection and recommended that Morwell should remain at
its present location because, although
it was on the coal bed, there were sufficient supplies elsewhere. Recently, a
certain gentleman from the State Electricity Commission addressed a meeting
at Morwell at which the honorable member for Morwell was present. I read of
the proceedings in the newspaper. This
gentleman stated that eventually the
Morwell township would have to go. In
1946, the then chairman of the State
Electricity Commission, stated in a
letter to me that the Morwell township
would have a life of at least 50 years.
Fifteen years of that period have now
passed, which brings its remaining life
to 35 years. The situation at Yallourn
is somewhat the same, because we have
been informed that it has a life of only
34 years. The Government should inform
those concerned of the exact position.
The people in my electorate are almost
equally interested and should also be
informed.
The Government should
make a clear statement concerning the
situation of Morwell and of the position
in regard to the by-products of the Gas
and Fuel Corporation.
I wish to turn attention next to the
.state of affairs at the Eye and Ear Hospital. I had occasion recently to visit
that institution in order to see the
manager. After a wait of some time,
I was asked by a girl at the switchboard,
" Do you see that white line over
there? " I told her I could see it, and
then she said, " Follow it, and if you
stick to it you will eventually reach the
manager."
I went along .the line
through doors, up and down stairs and
around corridors until at last I came to
the manager's office. I told him that I
had not met with such a state of affairs
anywhere previously, and I asked him to
show me around the hospital. He replied, " I am not buying into any arguments with the Government or with
you," but he did show me around and
I have never before seen such a gimcrack show.
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On the 10th October I asked a question on notice, and among other things
I wanted to know how much money had
been made available to the hospital in
each of the last ten financial years. I
was informed that the capital expenditure from Government funds had been
as follows:1951-52
1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61
1961-62

£
4,067
Nil
11,236
Nil
33,050
141
14,894
52,029
26,284
32,758
14,259 <Spent to date).

I do not know who is responsible for the
conditions at the Eye and Ear Hospital,
but it seemed to. me that dozens of
patients with their eyes covered were
wandering everywhere. It is time that
action was taken to put that institution
on a proper footing. I understand that
land is available near the present site on
which further building will eventually be
undertaken.
I was informed further, in reply to my
question on the 10th October, that the
Hospitals and Charities Commission had
received preliminary sketches of a new
theatre block. This, I was told, was a
major work and, because the funds
available to the Commission for building
works were heavily committed, it was
not practicable to state when the work
would commence. The Eye and Ear
Hospital is one of those institutions that
have been brushed aside. The Minister
of Health should make a personal inspection of the conditions obtaining at
this hospital and should not rely upon
some bureaucrats to make the investigation for him. He should get the whole
picture for himself; then perhaps we
shall see something towards making the
hospital building worth while.
Now I want to say a few words regarding the wonderful transport concessions that have been granted by the
Government.
Some time ago the
Premier announced that licences would
be issued to country manufacturers and
processors authorizing road transport of
goods manufactured or processed by
them, subject to the sole place of
Sir Herbert Hyland.
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business being beyond a 25-mile radius
of Melbourne and subject to the ibulk of
raw materials not being obtained locally.
1 ascertained, by means of an answer to
a question that I asked in this House on
the 27th September last, that there had
been two applications which, however,
had not yet been dealt with by the
Transport Regulation Board, but that in
the meantime the industries concerned
were using road transport under permit.
Only two concerns have applied under
the Government's conditions, which were
announced very adroitly, meaning that
practically no more people could make
application for this concession. The industry of Australian Paper Manufacturers Limited at Morwell and Maryvale cannot come under the arrangement because it does not obtain
its products locally; some timber
supplies are conveyed from a distance, and other supplies are imported
from Sweden and other places. This
company could not take advantage of
the concession if it wished to do so.
Similar circumstances apply to the
cement company at Traralgon. It cannot obtain the announced Government
concession because it does not obtain
all its materials locally. No doubt there
are dozens of other activities in the
country in the same position with
respect to road transport. This shows
that the Government was not sincere in
announcing its concession but was leading the transport industry " up the
garden pa th.''
I wish to make brief reference next
to stamp duties on insurances. Stamp
duty is charged to hospitals on all insurance premiums paid by them. At the
same time, they are exempt from the
payment of stamp duty on cheques,
receipts, and so on. I have received a
communication from the secretary of
the South Gippsland Hospital, in Foster,
relating to this matter. The amount
involved in each instance is not large.
A small hospital may be charged only
£20 to £30, but even that sum is something that could go towards maintenance. I therefore ask the Government to
examine the position so that hospitals
may no longer be required to pay stamp
duty on insurance premiums.
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The last matter on which I propose to
touch involves the allocation of funds
to municipalities by the Country Roads
Board. I should like the Minister of
Public Works, who controls the Boardalthough he should not be doing so but
should hand that responsibility over to
the Minister for Local Government-to
say whether it is possible to require the
Board to let councils know earlier than
at present what their allocations will
be. Municipalities received advice for
this present year on about the 5th
September. Why could not the Board
have notified them to forward their
statements of works in January instead
of in March so that they might be advised, say, in July? That would have
enabled the municipalities to push on
with their plans and specifications so
that they could call for tenders and have
their road-making works begun at a
time of the year when the weather is
normally suitable.
I cannot understand why the Country
Roads Board should wait so long before
allocating funds to councils. I have
before me a circular sent out to municipalities which states, inter aliar-Advice of the grants has now been divided
into three parts in each road classification:(a) Patrol maintenance, &c.
(Main
roads and unclassified roads). Any
portion of these grants not claimed
by the council by the 30th June,
1962, will lapse .

That kind of advice would be all riight if
the municipalities were notified earlier
of their allocations so that they could
get on with preparations for their works.
When they are not advised until September, it is requiring too much of them
altogether.
In fairness to members in all parts of
the House, the Government should, as I
stated earlier, furnish replies on matters
raised in this debate. For many years,
it was the practice of the late Mr. Jack
Meagher, of the Premier's Department,
to send extracts from Hansard to the
various Departments, Boards and Commissions, and in due course replies were
supplied. The present Government is
not much concerned about what is said
by members of Parliament or anybody
else, and information is not ,provided as
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It is for this reason
that nowadays abnormally large numbers of questions appear on the Notice
Paper. Soon after this session commenced, the Notice Paper was cluttered
uip with many questions which were
placed there because members had been
unable to obtain information within a
reasonable time from the various Departments and instrumentalities.
In the past two or three weeks, many
questions relating to the Education Department have been asked by members
of the Government party. Something
is radically wrong when members must
ask questions regarding individual
schools. If information could be obtained promptly from the Department,
the requirements of a member could be
satisfied by a telephone call instead of
by a question on the Notice Paper. The
Government should ensure that members
who write to Departments receive replies at the earliest possible moment and
not have to wait for weeks. These
comments apply not only to the Addressin-Reply debate but also to debates on
Supply, the Budget, the Supplementary
Estimates, and individual Bills. I urge
the Government to take action in this
regard.
Mr. J. D. MACDONALD (Burwood).
-I join with the other members who
have contributed to the debate on the
motion for the adoption of an Addressin-Reply to the Administrator's Speech
in congratulating the mover and the
seconder for the manner in which they
submitted the motion. Both members
made excellent speeches-to the members concerned, they are extremely important contributions-and if the standard they displayed is continued, the
House can look forward to some interesting debates.
I should like to say a few words about
the building industry in this State. Unfortunately, during the past twelve
months there has been what might be
described as an economic recession, and
the building industry has been hit the
hardest, mainly 1because many trades
and crafts are associated with it.
Recently, the Associated Chambers of
Commerce began a fairly active campaign with the object of inducing
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people to buy Australian-made products.
The organization distributed copies of a
circular, in the form of an open letter
to top management in every business,
and in my opinion a copy should have
gone to every Government Department;
it probaibly did.
Departments,
When
Government
Boards and Commissions purchase building requirements, they should ensure
that they buy Australian-made products,
and Government agencies in this State
should endeavour to have their requirements satisfied by Victorian-made goods.
Although it is not easy to alter the
principle that the lowest tender for a
contract should be accepted, a number
of factors must be considered. In New
South Wales, South Australia or Tasmania, when a Government ·contract is
let, a priority amounting to 10 per cent.
of the contract price is given in respect
of the supply of goods made in the home
State. Recently, when in Tasmania, I
was informed by an officer of a large
Department that if it was to purchase
outside the State goods that could be
obtained in Tasmania, a smart rap
would be administered by the Premier.
Apparently, this has not been the
policy in Victoria. The opinion has been
expressed that it is contrary to the
spirit of section 92 ·of the Commonwealth Constitution, and other reasons
which do not hold water have been
given. A New South Wales manufacturer who submits a price to a Government Department in that State for the
supply of building material tenders with
an advantage of 10 per cent. He can
come to Victoria and cut the normal
price by 10 per cent. because of the
advantage he has received in his own
State, and this makes tendering a difficult matter for Victorian contractors.
Recently, a major contract was let by
the Victorian Railway Department for
the supply of material worth a large
sum of money manufactured in South
Australia.
Government Departments in this
State have a responsibility to Australian
workmen and a duty to help maintain
people in their own industries in Victoria, particularly in the building industry.
The best way to promote
Mr. J. D. Macdonald.
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Victoria is to encourage the industries
already established here. Price is not
the only factor to be considered in the
letting of contracts, because in some
instances delivery is "in the never
never." Apart from price, performance
must always be a major factor requiring consideration. Preference should be
given by Government agencies to Victorian manufacturers to enable them to
compete on the same basis as manufacturers in other States.
On the question of contracts, recently
a representative -0f the trade union
movement rightly directed attention to
the fact that certain sub-contractors
were not paying their employees. This
practice has been prevalent, but it is
not right to blame only the subcontractor. The main contractor has
a responsibility to the sub-oontractor.
In any major building project, up to 70
per cent. of the work is contributed by
sub-contractors, while the prime contractor provides the remainder. Government Departments-I shall not pick out
any one in particular, although I can
give examples-have let contracts to
tenderers who have not submitted
either· the highest or the lowest price.
The tender having been accepted, progress payments are made provided that
work is progressing. Normally the contractor carries out certain site works
and payment is made for them. It is
from that point on that trouble occurs,
and I direct attention of Government
Departments to this aspect. They should
receive a statement, before a second
progress payment is made, to the effect
that the sub-contractors who carried out
work relative to the first progress payment have been satisfied. What has
been happening is that under-capitalized
building companies have been tendering
for jobs, drawing progress payments
and not paying the sub-contractors.
That has had a serious effect on the
industry because in turn the subcontractors are unable to pay their
debts, mainly wages.
In Victoria there is no special provision to cover this, but in Queensland
there is a Building Liens Act under
which the builder is given certain rights
on the non-performance of a contract.
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The time is not far distant when some
action will have to be taken in Victoria
to protect the vital work force engaged
in the building industry. I do not think
for one minute that management or
chief engineers are the only ones to
blame. Architects have been guilty of
carelessness. My own firm was engaged
in a heavy loss owing to the bankruptcy
of another company. In this particular
case we were nominated sub-contractors,
which means that the architects accept
responsibility for the debts. However,
w~ received only about 4s. in the £1
of the debt outstanding. That situation
should not happen. The firm which
went bankrupt has since returned to
trading.
Mr. CAMPBELL TURNBULL. - Which
firm is that?
Mr. J. D. MACDONALD.-It is
Clements Langford Proprietary Limited.
This firm carried out a most diabolical
plan of trading and caught 400 or 500
little contractors who could not afford
to lose money. Probably the bigger
firms can look after themselves better.
What happened in this case was that the
architects were not astute enough to
ensure that they received a certificate to
the effect that the main contractor had
paid its sub-contractors. In point of
fact, sub-contractors are financing a tremendous amount of work.
A similar position applies in Government Departments. I direct attention to
a contract recently let by the Railway
Department. As I understand the position the contract was for £1,000,000. It
involved £600,000 of prime cost items,
which are fixed and which the contractor cannot vary. For the remainder
of the work, valued at more than
£300,000 the tender accepted was
£150,000 below the next lowest tender.
That is why I am so specific in this
matter.
Government
Departments
should be careful to ensure, when progress payments are made, that a certificate is issued to the effect that subcontractors have been paid. The subcontractor has no direct right to obtain
payment from the proprietor unless a
special set of circumstances applies. The
building industry called a conference on
this matter a few months ago, and I had
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the privilege of attending. At this conference many suggestions were made.
Of course, the answer is to be found in
bonding.
Mr. CAMPBELL TuRNBULL.-How many
builders can get a bond ta.-day?
Mr. J. D. MACDONALD.-! am coming
to that. The opinion of someone familiar
with bonding was sought, and it was
discovered that, unfortunately, there are
few firms in Victoria which can be
bonded. That is basically because most of
the builders are under-capitalized. The
next alternative is covenanting, which
is an agreement on responsibilities between two parties under conditions for
the performance of work or services involved. It is not as effective as bonding and a bit slower, but a good deal
has been achieved with it. However, it
is not just a matter of contacting suppliers; employers and trade unions are
also being consulted. It is important to
ensure, when contracts are let, that
some protection is given to subcontractors. I have made many inquiries
on this matter, but at the moment no one
seems to have the answer as to what
should be done. I am satisfied that
something must be done in order that
the industry might be protected, otherwise the situation will get completely
out of hand. When the building industry slows down, everything else
slows down. It is a hazardous industry,
as is evidenced by an unfortunate crane
accident recently. However, Melbourne
has been remarkably free of accidents
when one considers the amount of work
being carried out.
Another important sector that feeds
the lifeline of our cities consists of
freeways and highways by which we
transport personnel, services and goods
which contribute to our economy. I
should like to congratulate the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works for recently producing a brochure
which is headed "City Life-Lines-Melbourne Freeways and Highways." The
fact that Melbourne is divided by the
Yarra river makes it difficult to programme a ring road project so that the
main traffic can be diverted away from
the heart of the city. As the number
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of cars on the road increases, it is obvious that traffic becomes more congested. Recently I had the opportunity
of driving in Sydney and Brisbane, and
I can assure honorable members that
there is a marked difference in the traffic flow in Sydney as compared with
Melbourne, because in Melbourne there
are unfortunate bottle-necks which slow
down peak traffic by as much as 60
per cent. When one considers that up
to 27 per cent. of the work force comes
into the city each day, one gets some
idea of the need for a ring road.
One difficulty, however, is that in
order to construct ring roads and provide outlets for traffic a great deal of
money is required. This Government
has given the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works certain responsibilities in regard to traffic in the
metropolitan area, but it has not been
able to give the Board sufficient money.
A great deal of argument has raged
as to whether the Board should be the
constructing authority throughout the
metropolitan area, and I point out that
most of the money that will be directed
towards ring roads and other traffic
alleviation projects will come from the
metropolitan area. In my opinion, the
Country Roads Board is incorrectly
named. It should be called the Main
Roads Board of Victoria so that it
could deal with this matter. I hope the
. day is not too far distant when the name
will be changed. When the Board was
established it was made clear during
the debates in this House that it would
be competent to carry out work in
Sydney-road, Coburg, St. Kilda-road,
and so on.
Mr. Moss.-Why was it called thft
Country Roads Board?
Mr. J. D. MACDONALD.-! suppose
it was just a matter of selecting a name.
The Board was established in 1908.
Mr. Moss.-Is the honorable member
suggesting that there was no reason
behind the selection of that name?
Mr. J. D. MACDONALD.-! can
assure the honorable member for Murray
Valley that there was a reason behind
it. During the debate on the Bill which
led to the establishment of the Country
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Roads Board, questions were asked by
members of this House whether this
authority would be permitted to undertake work in Sydney-road, Coburg, and
St. Kilda-road, and the answer was that
it would. I point out that 60 per cent.
of the population of Victoria lives in
the city and it naturally follows that a
good deal of the funds made available
to the Board comes from the metropolitan area. I am not suggesting that
work should not be performed in the
country. My point is that the amount
of work carried out in the country is
out of proportion to that undertaken in
the metropolitan area. In New South
Wales approximately £5,500,000 of the
State's allocation is spent within the
County of Cumberland. If one drives
around Sydney one cannot fail to see
where the money has been spent. Expenditure on metropolitan roads does
not benefit city people alone as nowadays many country people travel to the
city by car.
Mr. Moss.-Many
country roads.

city people use

Mr. J. D. MACDONALD.-! aigree,
and they use them much more than
what was the case in the past when the
Board was first established. However,
the city's traffic is being throttled.
Relief .can be afforded only by the construction of ring roads around the city
in order to give industry and the public
sufficient room to move. I consider
that a start could be made by giving a
brand-new name to our highway constructing authority.
A £20,000,000 project has been proposed. The first stage, the construction
of Kingsway and the south-eastern freeway has been commenced. Work is also
in progress in connexion with the
widening of High-street, Kew.
An
eastern freeway and an eastern susurbs
by-pass road are proposed. There is
also a proposal designed to relieve
traffic at St. Kilda Junction. A northeastern freeway, a Footscray by-pass
road and a Sydney-road by-pass have
also been planned. If ever anything was
wanted, it is a Sydney-road by-pass.
Mr. FENNESSY.-Has any priority
been laid down for these works?
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Mr. J. D. MACDONALD.-No, there
is no priority listed. Although I mentioned the Sydney-road by-pass last, I
do not think there is any intention to
give it low priority. My personal
opinion is that it should receive very
high priority. Which route is to be
used is not indicated in the material I
have before me. The speed at which
this ·project can be brought to fruition
depends entirely on the finance available, and it must be realized that all
Government instrumentalities and Departments require more funds for works
they have in hand. The day must come
when some one will need to work out
prioriites for those works, as there is
only one pool of finance on which to
draw, unless additional money can be
obtained from elsewhere. I do not think
our chances of getting further revenue
from Canberra are too bright.
Mr. Moss.-! suggest that the Government should forget the underground
railway and get on with these other
works.
Mr. J. D. MACDONALD.-! am not
suggesting that that is not the answer.
Research has shown that the way in
which to relieve congestion of city
traffic is not to cut out one particular
type of transport but rather to evolve
an integrated system which combines
both Government and private transport.
Although it may be said that private
transport in this State is in excess. I
think it is a good thing that the figures
are so high. The Country party is not
always concerned about the efforts the
Government makes to obtain funds for
necessary works. Feeling was expressed
on the question of an imposition of a
surcharge during a debate last night.
Funds must be found, and I can appreciate the Premier's difficulty. It is
estimated that a freeway across the
J olimont railway yards from Landsdowne-street to Alexandra-avenue will
cost £5,000,000, which is a lot of money.
However I believe that the construction
of free~ays and ring roads in the
metropolitan area is essential in order to
allow city traffic to flow and thus enable
industry and life in the city to vibrate.
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This work is very important, and it will
have to be tackled in a much more
serious manner.
We have a magnificent highway from
Oakleigh to Dandenong, but it takes
traffic perhaps as long to travel from
Oakleigh to the city as it does from
Oakleigh to Dandenong. Similarly there
is a magnificent road to Geelong but
the problem is to get on to it. Traffic
to and from Melbourne is choked at all
the main outlets. Whatever is done will
cost a great deal of money, :but the
problem must be faced. That has been
done in other capital ·cities. One of the
most important contributions made in
Sydney was to get rid of trams. I am
not too keen on trams as a means of
public transport, as they tend to congest
other road traffic. It should not be
long before we contemplate replacing
trams by buses, which fit into the traffic
flow much better. I have seen only
one city in the world where trams are
running effectively. I refer to Cologne.
in Germany, where the trams traverse
the Hohenzollern ring, which is virtually a tram ring road around the city.
Modern, silent and efficient trams are
used and they do a good job. However,
when trams criss-cross through a city
they choke the main arteries, because
of the hank-up of traffic in the centre
of the road.
I acknowledge that trams are useful
in moving a large density of traffic at
peak times, but a drive around Sydney
makes one realize how much more
efficient buses are in fitting in with
other traffic. In Sydney I found that
buses were doing an excellent job, even
on routes crossing the harbour bridge,
where the authorities have found it
necessary to open up all sorts of extra
freeways in order to handle the greatly
increased number of vehicles traversing
fhe bridge.
Much more consideration should be given to the programme of road construction that is
outlined in a pamphlet which is aptly
entitled "The City's Lifelines." The
progress and development of Victoria
must emanate from the metropolitan area, because that is where
the greatest number
of citizens
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are employed. No Government may
tell citizens that they must not
own motor cars, and if people own
cars they want to use them. It is very
difficult to place restrictions on the use
of cars, and I think the railways are
receiving a great response from car
owners, because they have made car
parking facilities available at suburban
stations and thus encouraged people not
to bring cars into the city. The most
important matter is to get ahead with
the road construction programme. Even
in San Francisco it was found two years
ago that the road programme was lagging, so an additional tax on petrol was
imposed to raise 398,000 dollars.
Mr. CHRISTIE.-That was a city tax,
was it not?
Mr. J. D. MACDONALD.-It was a
tax imposed in the State of California,
although other States followed the same
pattern. The chief problem is to devise
ways and means of allowing traffic to
flow, thus enabling the city to breathe.
Consideration should be given to withdrawing tramway services. At least,
we should not build any more new
trams.
Another matter I desire to raise concerns the unlawful posting of notices
throughout the metropolitan area, principally on Government property.
I
frequently drive along Brunton-avenue,
past the Melbourne and Richmond
cricket grounds, and thence al,ongside
the Yarra, a very slow route because
of traffic congestion. To my disgust, I
see illegal notices pasted in all sorts of
prominent positions. One even sees advertisements for concerts and recitals,
such as that recently given by Segovia,
and election notices. Recently certain
publications have been issued without
the name of the printer appearing on
them and without authorization.
I
understand that such matters have come
before suburban courts. I bring this
matter to the notice of the Chief
Secretary with the view of ascertaining
the current position.
The Printers and Newspapers Act
controls, to some degree, the registration
of printing machinery, and lays down
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certain requirements relating to those
who are engaged in the printing industry. This is an example of the sort of
thing that happens: Some performer
is coming here to do a one, two or three
night show and a "snipe" campaign is
carried out in which a person is given
a bucket of paste and 200 or 300 bills
to post on railway bridges, the walls of
the Melbourne Cricket Ground, and so
on. No printer's name appears upon the
bills, and there is no authority for their
issue.
Unauthorized material was
issued during the recent election campaign.
Section 5 of the Printers and Newspapers Act requires any person or company who prints any paper or book or
publication for dispersion to print his
name and usual place of abode legibly
on the first pa;ge if there is only one
leaf, and on the first and last pages if
there is more than one leaf. A number
of penalties are provided for failure to
observe the provisions of the Act. The
police are empowered to take certain
action in these matters. I suggest that
the Act be amended to provide for the
name of the authorizing body to be
printed on the posters and bills that I
have mentioned. That would simplify
enforcement of the law. Incidentally,
the penalties, which range from £5 to
£20, are rather small. Posters, advertising all sorts of things, appear in all
parts of the city and suburbs and to
some extent nullify the expenditure of
millions of pounds on structures which
beautify our city. I hope the Chief
Secretary will direct the attention of the
Police Department to these illegal practices so that some prosecutions will be
launched. The interpretation of the
words "papers" and "books" is important. Our legislation follows the
English Acts fairly closely. There are
various interpretations of the meaning
of "paper." A judicial interpretation
incorporates the usage to which the
material is put in this wayPerhaps paper may be described fairly
as a manufactured substance composed of
fibres adhering together in form consisting
of sheets of various sizes and of different
thicknesses used for writing and printing
or other pur:poses to which flexible sheets
are applicable.
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It is considered that there is sufficient

power in the Printers and Newspapers
Act to deal with persons who are posting
unauthorized posters, but that attention
should be ·given to its enforcement.
Advertising is an important source of
revenue to the railways. On the one
hand, well designed hoardings are
erected by the Department on which
firms pay to have posters exhibited,
while, on the other hand, unauthorized
material is exhibited free, to the detriment of the appearance of buildings and
their surroundings. I can assure honorable members that this type of bill
poster is not found in Paris and other
large cities. There they have hexaigonal
style towers which are built for advertising purposes. It is not very pleasing
for overseas visitors to see our unauthorized posters.
Recently while I was interstate I had
the opportunity to look at the sites
purchased by the Tourist Development
Authority in Sydney and Brisbane to
promote tourism to Victoria. This is a
very good move, and under proper
guidance the Authority has purchased
well-sited properties within the view of
the passing parade. I hope expenditure
on the development of these sites will
not be stinted. The ground floors of
the buildings will have to be virtually reconstructed and new front windows are
required. When the purchase price of
a building is £100,000 there is a tendency to save on renovations, but we
want show places with which to advertise
Victoria and I hope this will be borne
in mind.
It is surprising how much the smaller
States spend on advertising. It is not
unusual to find in the daily press foolscap size advertisements dealing with
wildflowers in Western Australia or trout
fishing in South Australia. Such an
advertisement costs something like £300
or £400. Victoria has something to sell
to tourists, and if we want to attract
them we must do so in the proper way.
This applies to railway advertising, too.
It is difficult to ascertain the true value
of the tourist industry to the State, but
it has been estimated that local and out·"ide tourists spend about £30,000,000
annually in Victoria. Basically, tourism
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must be developed locally in the first
instance. We cannot attract overseas
people to all sorts of tourist resorts in
Victoria if we are unable to attract our
own people. For economic reasons a
constant flow of tourists is necessary.
The Tourist Development Authority,
which was set up in 1958, has done a
good job. It has spent aibout £700,000
in conjunction with grants by municipalities and other bodies. Of course,
very little can be done without money.
The alpine resorts of Victoria are among
some of the finest snowfields in the world,
and we should be able to attract people
from Queensland, New South Wales and
other States to them. It is important that
further consideration be given to the
development of our tourist resorts. The
Authority has submitted a list of suggestions covering a number of items,
such as launching ramps for motor boats
on inland waters as well as on the sea
front, and general facilities for the development of aquatic sports. It is sug~
gested that a sum of £20,000 be allocated
for this purpose. Some of that money
could be recouped by the control and
registration of small craft of all types,
provided that a portion of it was used
for providing better facilities, such as
ramps, which oould be used by boat
owners.
The alpine tourist resorts of the State
are probably the most lucrative source of
tourist income. It has been suggested
that an amount of £100,000 is necessary
to bring our a1pine tourist resorts into a
satisfactory conditiion.
Consideration
should be given to providing better access tourist roads, particularly in the
Falls Creek area. Victoria has a wealth
of alpine resorts, and almost monthly
new inquiries are made concerning investments in the snowfields by way of
providing tows and other facilities for
making the lot of skiers more enjoyable.
It is interesting to note that of the total
money handled by Victorian tourist
bureaux each yeat-in the year I am
now considering it amounted to
£1,638,000,
the Melbourne Tourist
Bureau collected £1,315,000, the Sydney
branch collected £67,000; Adelaide,
£68,000; Ballarat, £56,000 Bendigo,
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£50,000; Mildura, £10,000; Geelong,
£70,000 and Brisbane, which was opened
only last June, collected £300.
I consider it would prove advantageous
to open additional branches of the tourist
bureau in country centres. At present,
the only branches of the bureau functioning in Victoria outside the metropolitan area are those located at Ballarat,
Bendigo, Mildura and Geelong. If additional facilities were provided in country
towns, a good deal would lbe accomplished towards publicizing the tourist
industry in Victoria, and later, the practice could possibly be extended even
further. I was surprised to learn that
521,239 telephone calls were received by
the tourist bureau during the year. I
hope that the bureau has sufficient suitable telephone equipment to handle such
a volume of calls. During the 1960-61
financial year, bookings were handled
for 12,300 day tours and 5,500 extended
tours, 36,600 persons were booked for
accommodation, and 102,900 rail tickets
were sold. I am sure that anyone would
be prepared to pay for service, provided
that the service was satisfactory.
The Tourist Development Authority is
encouraging people to undertake a good
deal of work in country centres, and applications on hand for assistance total
£130,189, while applications for loans to
carry out works amount to £64,000. It
appears that only £14,000 remains unallotted in the Tourist Fund. Tourism
has a distinct advantage over other industries, inasmuch as scenic attractions
may be sold over and over again. When
sold, they are not consumed or disposed
of. Recently, the Tourist Development
Authority intmduced several ideas for
promoting tourism, one being the preparation of a small poster which is
being circulated throughout Australia
and overseas. One small expression in
the poster was very attractive. I refer
to the expression, " The Holiday State."
In the various States of the United
States of America, it is a common practice for motor vehicle number plates to
bear short, attractive sloga{ns with a
view to encouraging tourism. Possibly,
on the registration plates of Victorian
motor vehicles, the words, " The Holiday
State," could be superimposed.
Mr. J. D. Macd<>nald.
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Mr. FENNESSY.-If that were done,
the words could be misinterpreted overseas, where people might think we are
always on holidays.
Mr. J. D. MACDONALD.-That is possible, but people might be induced to
visit Victoria. Already, Queensland is
known as the sunshine State, and possibly other States could adopt a similar
slogan-one could call itself the fishing
State, with a view to inducing fishermen
to visit their resorts. It is interesting
t0 note that in Queensland, particularly
in the winter months, there are on the
roads more motor vehicles from Western
Australia, South Australia and Victoria
than there are Queensland vehicles. I
ask the Chief Secretary to consider the
intmduction of some gimmick of the
type I have suggested, with a view to
bolstering our tourist industry.

I propose now to deal with a question
which relates to the Weights and
Measures Office of the Chief Secretary's
Department. On prevrious occasions I
have raised this matter in the House.
Although the Office issues certain regulations, the responsibility for implementing them rests upon local municipal
councils. Briefly, the regulations provide that when a person sells earth, ballast, sand or gravel in a tip truck, the
truck should be measured and its
capacity painted clearly on the side of
the vehicle. If the truck has a capacity
of 7 yards and the owner is selling garden soil by the yard, the regulation provides that dividers shall be placed in the
truck, so that when the driver goes to
a nature strip to deliver one yard of
soil, the purchaser will know that he
has received his proper measure. Unfortunately, in this business, the customer is not always right. I do not
blame the drivers of these vehicles for
being cautious.
As honorable members appreciate,
when purchasing firewood, it is difficult
to check the quantity that is delivered.
If a person purchases one ton or half a
ton of firewood it is almost impossible
for him to check with any degree of
accuracy the amount he actually receives. I am not suggesting that all
persons who deliver goods in bulk are
dishonest. Many of them " play the
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game '' and have their trucks measured
and the capacity painted on their
vehicles. This question was brought to
my notice recently, when a certain
gentleman was pouring foundations.
He knew what quantity of materials
was required but, when he got near
to the end of the job he did not have
sufficient materials with which to finish
it. Although he was supposed to have
received six yards of material, he had
received only five and a quarter yards.
I ask the office to supervise the regulations to ensure that the public is fully
protected.
Dealing now with the question of
advertising, I have in my possession a
copy of the Sunday Mirror, issued on
15th October, this year. It is a Sydney
newspaper which, together with five or
six other interstate newspapers, is
freely available in Victoria on Sundays. The paper contains a threequarter page advertisement dealing
with the New South Wales railways, and I compliment the Department
on its advertising campaign. The theme
of the advertisement in question is,
"New Roads to World Markets." This
question was raised in this Chamber
about five years ago by the former
member for Oakleigh, Mr. Doube, who
said that the advertising programme
carried out by the Victorian Railways
was inadequate. I agreed with that
statement, and I still consider that we
are not selling our railway system sufficiently. If a person wishes to run a
business, he must do it properly and good
advertising is essential.
Already the Railway Department is
receiving big revenue from advertising
hoardings, properties and rentals, but
the new" pick-a-back" service and other
services that are offering should be publicized, especially in view of the fact
that the new uniform gauge railway line
between Sydney and Melbourne will
begin to carry goods traffic at the end
of this year, and in March of next year
it will be open for passenger traffic, when
the whole question of rail traffic will
Transport
become very important.
charges are an important factor to-day
because they constitute at least onethird of the cost of goods produced. If
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the railways have the facilities-I believe they have because of the way in
which they transport large wheat
harvests, and so on-they should consider advertising to a greater extent,
although the value of advertising is difficult to ascertain. A businessman finds
it difficult to gauge the return from
money spent on advertising, and I appreciate that the Railway Department
would want to know what return it
could expect from money expended in
this direction. I have not examined the
New South Wales figures carefully, but
although the New South Wales railways
still show a loss there has been considerable improvement. I believe the
Victorian railways are fairly efficient
and the fact that they have a service
to sell to the public should be advertised
to a greater extent.
Mr. l..oVEGROVE.-Victorian trains are
better than those in New South Wales.
Mr. MACDONALD.-! was referring
particularly to advertising goods services, but I agree that Victorian diesels
and country trains are better than those
in New South Wales. When it was decided to scrap the trams in Sydney, the
rolling stock was in such poor condition
that a decision had to be made whether
to renew it or abandon it. Much the
same position may soon be reached in
Victoria in regard to a number of passenger carriages which I do not think
have been greatly improved of recent
years. The Railway Department is loath
to spend money to provide new rolling
stock on lines which are not profitable,
particularly country lines. It may be
that fares are too high or that people
prefer to travel by motor car. I understand that the new Harris trains are
quite comfortable, and I believe the railways can now offer a better service to
the travelling public, together with
parking facilities at railway stations.
The more the Railway Department, or
any other Department, can inform the
public of the service it can offer, the
greater will be the public appreciation
and the greater the patronage of that
service.
Mr. FLOYD (Williamstown). - The
Leader of the Country party stated that
he believed the Government would not
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take notice of any suggestions made in
the course of this debate. Such a statement might well discourage later
speakers, particularly as the Leader of
the Country party has had much experience in this House, but " hope springs
eternal," and I trust that the Government
will consider some of my comments as
being worthy of note. At the outset, I
wish to associate myself with the motion
so capably moved and seconded by the
honorable members for Oakleigh and
Geelong. I commend both members on
their initial speeches in this House. I
congratulate them on their victories and
trust that they will enjoy their terms of
office and provide the House with much
legislative wisdom. At the same time, I
feel a little sad at losing a colleague in
the former honorable member for Oakleigh who did such excellent work while
he was a member of this House. It is a
sobering thought for all of us that no
matter how hard a member works in
his electorate and in the House, sooner
or later he must retire or the electors
may decide to replace him. I am not
complaining, but no matter how efficient
a member is he is soon forgotten. The
former member for Oakleigh was an excellent worker for the Opposition side
of the House, and we shall miss him
very much.
I have examined the Administrator's
Speech on the opening of Parliament
and, although the weather report is
included, as usual, I can find no reference
to the Government's legislative programme. I have looked in vain for
some indication that the Government
intends to bring down legislation to halt
the menace of plastic bags to small
children. In December, 1960, an article
appeared in the Sun News-Pictor}al concerning an inquest to be held mto the
death of a small girl who was suffocated
by a plastic bag. When her mother
returned from doing the washing, she
found the child with a plastic bag over
her head. I raised the matter on the
adjournment of the House and asked
the Minister of Education whether, in
view of the fact that plastic bags were
a potential menace, he would ask the
Minister of Health to take up the matter
with the Commonwealth Government in
Mr. Floyd.
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order the prevent the importation of
ultra-thin plastic from Hong Kong,
Japan and the United States of America.
The Minister of Education assured me
that he would do so.
I have been prompted to take further
interest in this subject because of an
article which appeared in a New South
Wales newspaper. The article is headed
"'Death Plastic' Threatens Children,"
and statesDangerous plastic bags which last year
caused the deaths of 50 American chtldren
in six months are being used by many
Sydney dry cleaners . . .
In some cases mothers use the bags as
waterproof mattress covers for cots.
The baby rolls over on the ultra-thin
material and chokes when he sucks it into
his mouth and nose.

Therefore, he does not have to put it
over his head. The article continuesThe danger of plastic bags can vary with
the amount of static electricity in the
atmosphere.
Early this year, the Plastics Institute
discussed the danger with Federal and
State Health Departments. The authorities were given to understand that plastic
film thinner than 1/1,000 inch would not be
made in Australia.

Later in the newspaper article it is
stated that this thin plastic material is
used because it is cheaper. I do not
think the cost should be considered.
Prior to my raising the matter in
December, 1960, on the motion for the
adjournment of the sitting, the Plastics
Institute of Australia, in March, 1960,
wrote to the State Minister of Health
requesting that a ban be placed on the
manufacture and importation of this
material. In June, 1960, the Public
Health Commission of National Health
and the Medical Research Council
recommended banning by all State
authorities. Then I took the matter
up again, failing any action, and in this
House on the 22nd March last I asked
whether, in view of the recent deaths of
young children by suffocation through
placing plastic bags over their heads,
any consideration had been given to the
suggestion made by me in the House
in December that an approach be made
to the Federal Government seeking a
ban on the importation of ultra-thin
plastic material from which these bags
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were made; if not, whether the suggestion would be considered. I also asked
whether any other safety measures were
·being considered, and the Minister
repliedNo power exists for the control of this
material under present State legislation.
The Commission of Public Health has decided to recommend to the Minister of
Health that legislation be considered to
prohibit the manufacture and sale of plastic
·bags from polythene film of less than twothousandths of an inch thickness.

We thought that the Minister's statement might have been a lead-up to the
introduction of some legislation. On the
28th March last Dr. Brennan wrote to
the Plastics Institute of Australia stating that the Commission of Public
Health believed that no amount of
education would ensure the immediate
destruction of bags after use and that
it still advised the enactment of legislation to ban them. In May last the
institute replied that it would inaugurate an educational campaign. In the
Bun News-Pictorial on the 14th June
last the then Minister of Health, Sir
Ewen Cameron, was reported as having
said that the Government would legislate to ban these articles after the
election.
I am not the only member who has
raised this matter in the House; the
Leader of the Country party also did
so, but I have been unable to put my
hand on the reference to it in Hansard.
We do feel, however, that this kind of
bag which I have displayed is a death
trap; in fact, I think it would fit the
heads of some members of this House,
although I am not going to try it. Here
I show honorable members another of
these bags, on which is printed the
following:Warning.-To avoid danger of suffocation, keep this bag away from babies and
children.
Do not use in cribs, 'beds,
carriages, or play-pens. This bag is not a
toy.

But a young person does not start to
understand printed words until he has
gone to school and by then it may be
too late. The Government should by
legislation ban the manufacture of this
ultra-thin material, or it should approach
the Federal Government to see whether
it is prepared to ban its importation.
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Another matter on which I wish to
speak is the construction of the standard
gauge railway line between Melbourne
and Sydney, and we should congratulate
all concerned on the achievement of this
great project. We all know the story
of the establishment of the broken
gauge in the first place, but it would
serve no useful purpose to go over past
history. The fact remains that over a
period of many years the broken gauge
had been the subject of consideration,
but it was not until the last couple of
years that the Governments concerned
decided to take action. I reiterate that
those concerned with the installation of
the standard gauge are to be congratulated, and if the Government wishes
to claim the credit I shall not begrudge
it.
But while a wonderful job has been
done at the Spencer-street station, involving very little traffic delay, I have
one criticism to make. I am amazed
at the way the Government is about to
build a new Spencer-street station, particularly at a time when huge glasshouses are going up in many parts of
the city.
The Government takes great pride in
all the new progress that we see, and
evidently feels that it has something to
do with the new buildings in view of
the great prosperity that has been enjoyed in the community. That may be
all very well, but I consider that the
Government should take the blame for
the ramshackle buildings that are about
to be constructed at Spencer-street. For
about 100 years the people of Victoria
have put up with that " cowshed " at
Spencer-street station, which is the joke
of Australia, rivalled only by the famous
tin shed in Elizabeth-street. When the
Government had the opportunity to erect
a multi-storied structure at Spencerstreet, on land that it did not have to
buy, what could have been better than
the erection of a multi-storied office
block at that end of the city? The
Government had the chance to do that
and the effect would have been to disperse traffic instead of having everybody
running up and down the Golden Mile
in motor cars.
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It is unfortunate that the Government
should have frittered away the opportunity to have a new building erected
that would provide adequate public
offices at the west end of the city.
However, the new building is to be
three stories high, and it will be only
a little better than the old one; that
is the only virtue I can see in it. It
would have been far better if, instead
.of erecting a three-story building, the
new standard gauge line had not been
taken into Spencer-street, with an overpass at North Melbourne; it might have
been taken back to North Melbourne,
laid around the goods yards and a new
station built at Flinders-street extension.
That might have been the alternative
if it had been realized that the Government was going to build a dump at the
site of the new Spencer-street station.

In my opinion, the new building will
not be as good as the Cairns railway
station, in the north of Queensland. I
saw many railway stations while I was
abroad. In England, and particularly in
London, I noted that the old stations
were five, six, and seven stories high.
They were hotels as well as railway
stations; they belonged to the old private
companies before the nationalization of
the British railways. I could mention
such stations as St. Pancras, Charing
Cross, Paddington and Waterloo. I
might also refer to the railway buildings in Edinburgh. My party stayed
at the Caledonian, which is right on top
of the railway station. Others stayed
at the Waverley, and there is also the
North British Hotel, attachetil to the
main railway station, a good comfortable place for visitors. From such
places, people do not have to run around
in taxis in order to go to a railway
station.
These stations in themselves have
decent hotels so that people can go
straight out from the station and into
a lift that will take them to the hotel
premises. The same situation exists at
Glasgow and at Birmingham, where
there are big hotels right at the railway
stations. If a large building were erected
at the Spencer-street block, the Government would not only make a saving
with respect to rents but would provide
Mr. Floyd.
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an adequate administrative centre. If
the old Colonial Mutual Life building,
which was located at the corner of
Collins and Elizabeth streets, was found
to be uneconomic because the ceilings
were too high and there were not
enough floors to make the liftmen earn
their wages by running up and down
to a larger number of floors, it can be
understood that a new building of many
stories would be more economic in that
it would yield more rent.
The old railways buildings in Flindersstreet must be years out of date. Even
with their big windows, those who are
employed there do not get sufficient
light. The Government should have
taken the opportunity to make the
Spencer-street station something to look
at. But I do not suppose we can blame
the Government entirely; I know that it
sought to get private enterprise interested in the proposed rebuilding. We
can give the Melbourne municipal authorities their city square if they really
must have it, but the Government could
have negotiated for the Southern Cross
hotel to be erected at the other end
of the city over the new Spencer-street
station.
Prior to the commencement of the
re-building programme, questions were
asked in the House as to whether it was
envisaged that the station would be rebuilt at any time, and the answer was
that it would not be re-built unless this
was required for the underground railway system. It is not too late for the
Government to take some action in the
martter if it so desires.
Recently, the annual rise in the price
of gas took place. Since waiges have not
shown any appreciable increase lately,
I cannot understand why the charge for
the supply of gas should be increased.
Yesterday I asked the Treasurer some
questions relating to the rises that have
taken place in rt:he price of gas supplied
by the Gas and Tuel Corpora ti on and the
Colonial Gas Association in the last five
years. I asked also for a statement of
the current charges, and tihe answer
shows that in every instance the price
charged by the Gas and Tuel Corporation, which is conducted by the State,
is shillings cheaper ;per 1,000 cubic feet
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than the rprice charged by the Colonial
Gas Association. I fail to see why the
residents of a suburb supplied by the
Colonial Gas Association should pay
more for gas than a person supplied
by the Gas and Fuel Corporation. If
the Government does not intend rto amalgamate these two organizations, or to
acquire the Colonial Gas Associationand I do not suggest that for a moment
-it should subsidize the Colonial Gas
Association so that uniform prices are
charged.
Moreover, I see no justification for any
rises in the price of gas. Profits made
in the last five years :by the Colonial
Gas Association and the Gas and Fuel
Corporation have been1

Year ended
30th June.
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961

Colonial Gas
Association.
£
125,097
72,815
96,573
100,220
50,966

Gas and Fuel
Corporation.
£
158,174
7,273
220,008
336,381
69,435

Price increases over the last five years
have beenColonial Gas
Association.

Gas and Fuel
Co:npo1"ation.

%

%

3. 75
6. 25
3. 25
5

7. 9

August, 1957
August, 1958
February, 1960
November, 1961

5

I cannot see why there should be disparities. If necessary, legislation should
be passed to ensure uniformity of gas
charges. Municipal councils which conduct electrical undertakings-they are
referred to on many occasions in this
House as great profit-makers-are bound
by standard tariffs. Electricity is purchased in bulk from the State Electricity Commission, and i t must be retailed at standard prices, whether the
consumers live in Williamstown, Port
Melbourne, Northcote or elsewhere in the
metropolitan area.
Mr. ScoTT.-That is done at the expense of the country people.
Mr. FLOYD.-That is not so. If the
honorable member for Ballaarat South
desires, I shall on another occasion explain the mechanics of the matter.
Briefly, when the State Electricity Commission was established at the end of
1
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the .first world war and wished to take
over municipal undertakings but could
not afford to acquire them all at the one
time, it asked the various councils
whether they would like to carry on
their own undertakings using electricity
supplied by the Commission. A number
decided to do this, and over the years
they have iput thousands of pounds into
capital works. I should say that now
the Commission could nort possibly purchase the municipal-owned undertakings,
although I shall not ask the Minister
of Electrical Undertakings whether that
is so. If the Commission desired to
take over the undertakings to which
I refer, I consider it would be unable
to finance their purchase, and the municipalities would probably be asked to
accept bonds in lieu of cash. In the
meantime, apparently the State Electricitv Commission is well pleased with
the ~ay in which the undertakings are
conducted, and it safeguards the rights
of the consumers by insisting on standard tariffs. The profits made by the
munidpalities from this source are low
compared with the capital outlay.
The motion for the adoption of an
Address-in-Reply to the Administrator's
Speech expresses loyalty to the Queen
but, as I have said before, I consider
that if the debate is strung out for two
or three months it is uncomplimentary
to Her Majesty. The motion was moved
on the 1st August, and I thought that
the debate would have been completed
well before I returned from the conference of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, but now we are only
half-way through it.
1

Although over the years the motion
has become a formal one, and in debating
it members take the opportunity to push
the parish pump a little, we should not
lose sight of rthe fact that it is a motion
expressing loyalty to the Sovereign, and
it should be treated with due deference
and debated as expeditiously as possible.
If we do not follow that procedure, how
can we expect the newer nations of the
British Commonwealth to act in these
matters? One of the items discussed
for some days at the conference was
Parliamentary practice in the Common-
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wealth, and the older nations were
expected to instruct the younger nations
in correct methods of procedure.
The component parts of the old
British Empire, which had its faults,
were bound together with ties of loyalty.
Some people did not approve of the
Empire as such, but now look back on it
with great respect. The new Commonwealth of Nations is not held together
by the same bonds of loyalty as those
which held together the British Empire.
We should not do anything to weaken
the threads that link us. Some of the
newer nations, particularly the African
ones, talk about the thin, almost invisible lines that bind us together. Do
they actually bind us together? To use
a figure of speech, some nations like to
have a foot in the Commonwealth door
and at the same time flirt with foreign
ideologists. I make these comments
with the object of emphasizing that
this Parliament should not fall into the
"trap" of treating the Address-in-Reply
motion too formally but should accord
it the respect that it warrants.
I pass to another subject. I am not
a tram fanatic, but I am one of those
people who like to ride in a tram in
preference to walking. It is not compulsory for everybody to buy a car. I
could solve the parking problem and
the road traffic tangle to-morrow. If
I had my way, I would allow on the
roads only cars that had been paid for.
Mr. SCOTT.-How many would there
be?
Mr. FLOYD.-! leave the answer to
that question to the honorable member's
imagination. Tourists come to Melbourne on Matson Line ships, drive
around in limousines, cuddle a few
koalas and return to their ships, where
they condemn our tramway system, at
which they have cast a cursory glance.
Before we take notice of them, we
should consider whether more trams
should be constructed. Before I went
overseas I was under the impression that
there were no trams in other large cities.
In fact, I was led to believe that these
" clattering juggernauts " as they are
disparagingly referred to could be seen
running only in this city. Of course, I
admit that our trams are not first class.
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However, in Hong Kong I saw trams
being driven along the streets; in that
city there are first class and third class
divisions in the trams-I do not know
how one gets on if one wants to travel
second class. In Rome there are many
trams. Quite recently there was a tram
strike in that city, so there must still
be quite a few trams running in it. I
saw trams operating in the streets of
Glasgow.
From the comments made by persons
who have travelled overseas one gains
the impression that there are no trams
in large cities in other countries of the
world, but that is not so. In Washington there are tram lines in the middle
nf the road and cable slots as well.
When I saw these I thought they had
not bothered to pull up the tracks when
they got rid of their trams, and then
around the corner came one of the most
silent trams that has ever been built. I
do not say that our trams in Melbourne
are perfect, but no one should run away
with the idea that Melb0urne is the only
city in the world old-fashioned enough
to supply the workers with public transport in the form of trams. In San
Francisco the people clamber all over
the cable trams, and the passengers are
so enthusiastic about them that they
help to turn them around at the turntable. I was led to believe that this was
merely a tourist attraction and that the
tram merely runs up the hill and back
again. I should say that that tram line
is at least two or three miles long. Then
the next day when I was walking down
the street I saw another cable tram line
and it is not used for the tourist trade
but for general transport. In Marketstreet, the main street in San Francisco,
there are electric trams. So, it must
not be thought that we are a lot of
"bush whackers" who have not woken
up to the fact that more modern
methods of public transport are available.
There will be trams in other cities of
the world for many years to come. I
am sure that other honorable members
have seen trams in other large cities.
So, when are we going to stop getting
on the band waggon and admit that
trams are not out of date? Why must
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we pass condemnatory remarks about
them? They provide employment, and
that is most important. I would extend
tramway services into sports grounds to
provide facilities for the public on a
Saturday. Why should Yarra Park,
Princes Park and other parks be
cluttered up with motor cars when the
tram passenger has to walk miles to get
to the ground? Why should a tram
passenger have to walk from Wellingtonparade ta. get to the Melbourne Cricket
Ground? What is wrong with desecrating the park-lands by installing a few
tram tracks instead of having the parks
cut up by car tracks in wet weather?
In reply to a question that I asked on
this matter, the Minister of Transport,
who has a curious sense of humour,
gave me a silly answer. Recently he
told the honorable member for Preston
that if the people at Preston wanted to
get from one side of the train lines to
the other they should build a bridge for
themselves because train passengers do
not require that facility. He overlooked
the fact that the train lines divide the
city into two. If a sensible question is
asked of the Minister, he gives a silly
answer.
When the new Spencer-street railway
station is constructed, the suburban platform will be a long way away from the
street. When planning for such projects
is being undertaken why would it not
be possible to follow the example of
Sydney and run the tram tracks right
up to the railway station?
More
revenue would be derived if that were
done. In my opinion people who see a
tram car in front of them have difficulty
in resisting the urge to get on to it.
It is similar to the attitude of those
who travel to the hills on a Sunday and
see bananas and apples displayed on
the side of the road-they do not want
them, but they get out and buy them.
Put something 'in front of people and
they will use it.
I shall now relate my remarks to the
Country Roads Board. This morning I
accompanied a party from the Board
which made an inspection of the
Williamstown area. We make no apology
for taking that party down there. Anyone would think the name of the Board
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implies that it must work only in the
country, yet it derives most of its
revenue from the metropolitan area.
The members of the Board are more
broadminded than are some members of
Parliament; they realize that a country
road does not start at Fern Tree Gully,
stop at Richmond and start again at
Footscray. They have adopted a sensible policy and regard the Board as a
main roads authority. I do not care
what name the Boar.ct takes so long as it
does the work. It has adopted the sensible policy of declaring certain suburban roads main roads because they are
arteries. I compliment the members of
the Board on the manner in which they
are tackling their task. They were most
interested in the problems that we put
before them this morning, and I am sure
that they will do their best for the district. Of course, we will not get everything we want. This particular Board
is doing an excellent job, and I hope its
wings will not be clipped by its activities being confined to country areas.
When the honorable member for Burwood was speaking, I interjected that I
did not worship motor cars. I did not
mean to be disparaging. What I meant
was that we seem to be doing everything within our power to enable our
people to park their motor cars somewhere or other or to enabfe them to go
from one place to another as quickly as
possible. If we are going to live at such
a high tempo, all the great benefits that
have come to us through hygiene and
better working conditions will be thrown
by the wayside and we will become
physical wrecks. This business of trying to widen every road and to open
every bottle-neck has a limit. I venture
to suggest that by widening the road at
Kew junction and thus doing away with
one bottle-neck a new one was created
because more cars are now using that
road. If we bind ourselves to the policy
that we will worry only about the
motorists and how quickly they can get
from one place to anothP.r at the fastest
permissible speed, we will get nowhere.
Mr. J. D. MACDONALD.-The motorists
pay a bJg price for those facilities.
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Mr. FLOYD.-! know that, but I do
not think they pay for all the amenities
that are handed out to them. The
honorable member for Burwood has referred to a levy of 15 cents on a gallon
of gasoline for the building of a certain
monstrosity in America. When I saw it
I wondered whether it was designed
after a smoke night. It has double
decks and tentacle roads. To my mind
i1 is a planner's dream, and if it works
I shall be surprised. The whole vista of
the city is spoilt because of this glaring,
white concrete structure sticking up in
the air, and it was built mainly to enable
motorists to get from one place to
another as quickly as possible. I do not
believe that policy should be followed
here because there are other more important problems facing the motorist. If
we are really concerned about getting
the traffic out of the city and eliminating
bottle-necks, we should be constructing
roads on the outer perimeter and not
tearing down houses in the city to make
way for freeways. More ring roads are
needed, and they should not be stuck up
in the air; they should be built on the
ground on the perimeter of the city.
More bridges over the Yarra are needed,
particularly one over the lower Yarra.
I hope that the Government is providing
funds this year for boring operations in
order that a start may be made on a
lower Yarra crossing. I believe the
Government is interested in this project,
as it realizes that it should not be
necessary to go down Bourke-street in
order to travel from Geelong to Dandenong. Without building monstrosities
such as I saw at San Francisco, modesf
bridges or tunnels in the proper Places
will solve a lot of our problems.
When I was speaking earlier about
loyalty to the Throne and commenting
upon the British Commonwealth, I
intended to lead up to some statements
made to me by West Indian delegates.
They were most ·perturbed about the fact
that although we made a great fuss
about them as cricketers we had very
little time for them as human beings
and citizens. I took pains to tell them
that that view was not correct. These
delegates-one was a solicitor-were
very intelligent men, and they were upset
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because they believed no West Indians
were permitted to enter Australia as
citizens. I told them that any persons could enter Australia, provided
that they measured up to the
-requirements
of
our
immigration
laws, as was the case with persons seeking to enter any country.
However, I stressed that we did not
want 30,-000 street sweepers here, as is
the case in London, nor did we want
thousands of West Indians to work on
buses, as in Birmingham. I am not
decrying the fact that it is necessary
that menial tasks be undertaken.
My point is that if West Indians are
good enough to be permitted to enter
the country better jobs should be available for them than has proved to be the
case in London or Birmingham. I told
the delegates that plenty of men are
available in Australia to do manual
work, but I •pointed out that if trained
West Indians desired to migrate there
would be no doubt that they could obtain
entry into Australia. One of the delegates, a Mr. ·Fletcher from Jamaica,
said to me, " Why do not you offer some
scholarships to West Indians? That
would be a good gesture to make, and
the result might be that professionally
trained men would seek to enter your
country." I took the matter up with
the Minister of Education, who was kind
enough to point out to me that scholarships were available. That is something
I did not know, and I doubt whether
any other honorable members were
aware of it. The Minister wrote me a
lengthy letter, in which he pointed out
that although West Indians were not
eligible for scholarships awarded under
the Colombo Plan, the Commonwealth
Education Office in Sydney provided a
number of scholarships tenable in Australia for citizens of other Commonwealth countries. The second paragraph
of the Minister's letter readsFor this year, there were invitations to
22 Commonwealth countries to submit
nominations for scholarship awards tenable
in Australia, and the West Indian Federation comes into this sphere.

That information, together with the
other comments in the Minister's letter,
will be conveyed to the West Indian
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delegates. I feel that Australia is making
a very good gesture in offering these
scholarships. This is the type of action
that tends to bring the Commonwealth
together much better than a lot of
flapdoodle talk about thin and invisible
lines binding us together. The offer of
these scholarships is something tangible,
and I congratulate the Commonwealth
authorities upon making them available.
I also thank the Minister of Education
for sending me this lengthy letter containing a great deal of information
which I shall pass on to the West
Indians. I conclude by expressing my
hope that this motion of loyalty will be
carried unanimously.
Mr. STffiLING (Swan Hill).-! congratulate the mover and the seconder
of the motion for the adoption of an
Address-in-Reply to the Administrator's
Speech, for the way in which they
addressed honorable members and the
sincere and constructive thoughts that
were put before us. No doubt we :shall
hear from these members in just as capable a manner many times in the future.
I join with other honorable members
in expressing loyalty to Her Majesty
Queen Elizabeth II., and welcome to
Australia His Excellency the GovernorGeneral, Lord De L'Isle. I hope that he
will have a happy period of office. I
trust that His Excellency, Sir Dallas
Brooks, will continue to enjoy good
health for a lengthy period.
A great deal has been said both inside
and outside Parliament and much
has been written on the question of
decentralization.
If anything worth
while is to be achieved in this connexion, several steps are essential.
Work must be provided for people who
are attracted to leave the city in order
to live in country areas, facilities must
be made available for the education of
their children, and provision must be
made for recreation for all concerned.
Certainly, adequate roads :should be provided.
The honorable member for Burwood
and the honorable member for Williamstown apparently feel that a :great deal
more Country Roads Board money
should be spent in the metropolitan area.
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I was somewhat puzzled by what the
honorable member for Williamstown
said. At one stage it appeared that he
wanted highways constructed running
right through the centre of the City of
Melbourne. The next minute he advocated that the city should not be
cluttered up with traffic and that ring
roads should be provided in order that
cars might by-pass the city centre. It
was quite difficult to understand just
what he meant by those conflicting
statements.
It must be remembered that thousands
of people living in country districts are
unable to travel along the roads adjacent to their homes if there is the
slightest shower of rain. It will be a
long time before adequate all-weather
roads are provided in these areas. The
Country Roads Board has never yet had
sufficient finance available to enable it
to carry out all the work needed. Similar
remarks apply in regard to education.
The Education Department will not have
sufficient funds for a long time to undertake all that is desired in country districts in order to ensure adequate education facilities for the children of this
State. Although there are good facilities
available in some country districts, not
all of the children of this State live in
towns or cities or even on bus routes.
Many reside miles away from bus routes.
They have just as great a right to be
provided with an adequate education as
have the boys and :girls who live in big
towns or in the metropolis. Even when
we reach the position where we are able
to establish sufficient high schools and
technical schools of the desired standard,
many children will be unable to attend
them because of the lack of an adequate
transport system. Another factor which
causes difficulty in country areas is the
inadequacy of hostel accommodation
for children. If people are to be encouraged to live in the country and to stay
there, the provision of adequate hostel
accommodation for boys and girls in
country towns is essential. I trust that
consideration will be given to this essential requirement.
It is not very long since one of the
greatest disasters occurred in Victoria,
namely, the inroads of the rabbit menace, which caused the loss of thousands
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of stock and enormous damage in the
form of erosion and siltation in reservoirs, some of which cost the State
millions of pounds to build. When
myxomatosis was suggested as a means
of getting rid of rabbits there was a
great outcry, and it was a number of
years before a trial campaign was initiated. If it had not been for the long
sustained efforts of Dame Jean Macnamara there would have been no myxomatosis <:ampaign in Victoria or in
Australia. When the campaign was
under way and people saw its effecti,
there was a further outcry about the
cruelty involved, and it was demanded
that the campaign be stopped. However,
it continued with wonderful results
ultimately to the State. No doubt millions of pounds have been saved by
elimination of the losses and damage
that I mentioned.
Now the fibroma virus has been
brought into New South Wales with the
consent of the Government to enable
rabbits to be bred which are free from
myxomatosis. I do not know-possibly
no one within Victoria or Australia
knows-what the effect of this virus
will be, but possibly it can be spread
among rabbits by some means, as was
myxomatosis. Only by accident was it
discovered how myxomatosis could be
spread. If the fibroma virus spreads to
Victoria, probably we will again have a
plague of rabbits. I know that the
Government and the Minister of Lands
are somewhat <:oncerned about this
matter, but apparently the Federal
Government and the New South Wales
Government are not.
Mr.
HOLDEN.-What
McEwen?

about

Mr.

Mr. STIRLING.-! do not know whether or not that honorable gentleman
is concerned, but when it was decided
to bring Dr. R. E. Shope here-New
South Wales has consented to pay a
small amount towards the cost of his
visit-I should have thought it would
have been sound and sensible for the
Commonwealth and New South Wales
Governments to agree not to continue
their experiments with the fibroma virus
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until this expert had investigated the
matter and reported on it. Otherwise
a good deal of damage could occur in
the meantime. I hope every effort will
be made to prevent that.
It has been suggested that the Country Roads Board should be renamed the
"Main Roads Board" and that its operations should be extended into the City
of Melbourne. No doubt the Board is
coming more into the city now, and
it seems to be spending increasingly
large sums of money. However, adequate attention is not being given to
one of the fast-growing districts of the
State, namely, Boundary Bend. Boundary Bend has never had aC<!ess by rail
-the line terminates about 5 miles
away.

Mr. K. H. TURNBULL.-Is there a
ferry service there?
Mr. STIRLING.-! do not think that
service operates other than to transport
a small quantity of timber across the
river. What is needed is a highway.
It has been stated that the highway
will by-pass Boundary Bend, which is
one of the best citrus and potential
tourist areas of the State. It is a
beautiful spot, and is one of the few
places where the Murray Valley highway
could run near the River Murray. The
tendency right along the Murray is to
take the highway as far away as possible from the river. At present there
is a 5-ton limit on the road which
has been extended to Boundary Bend,
due to the efforts of the responsible
Minister. It is disappointing to learn
that the highway will by-pass Boundary
Bend and traverse the sands of mallee
scrub where there is not a residence
for miles.
Mr. HoLDEN.-Is not the road subject
to flooding at present?
Mr. STIRLING.-! suppose part of
the road would be subject to flooding,
but although that portion may be three
or four feet under water the fence on
one side of the road may be dry.
The road would not have to be shifted
very much to be on dry ground, irrespective of flooding. In any case, where
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in Victoria are there roads and highways that are never subject to flooding?
There are very few such roads. It is
simply a question of building up
the road to which I refer. While we
firmly believe in doing our utmost to
assist the tourist industry by way of
providing tourist roads and improving
facilities for tourists generally, here we
have one of the greatest centres in the
State, located right on the bank of the
River Murray and already served by a
highway, but because the Country Roads
Board has insufficient finance with which
to build up the road, the state of affairs
to which I have referred now exists.
I trust that consideration will be given
to my comments on this question and
that early action will be taken to retain
something that is used to benefit many
people and which is one of the great
tourist attractions in the State.
I propose now to deal with the question of water supply, because every day
water is becoming more and more
valuable. Water could he termed "white
gold " and, as each year passes, it is
becoming increasingly difficult to meet
the State's requirements. Taking into
consideration Victoria's share of the
Hume reservoir, Victoria has a total
storage capacity of approximately
7,000,000 acre-feet. The average annual
flow in the State's main rivers, including ou_r share of the catchment above
the Hume reservoir, is 9,000,000 acrefeet. I believe the maximum annual
flow is 26,000,000 acre-feet, and the
minimum flow-this presents a sad story
so far as we are concerned-is ·only
about 2,000,000 acre-feet. It appears
that, in the majority of years, the flow
is below average. Even this year, which
has been a dry on~the first dry year
for some time--there is grave concern
whether there will be sufficient water
available to meet the full requirements
in the irrigation districts of the State.
Possibly we could say that we are
fortunate that everything has not been
done to use all the water available from
the Eildon weir, and no doubt it will
become necessary to release from that
storage a large amount of water into
the Murray system. If that proves
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necessary, we shall be most fortunate
to have the water available. When the
construction of the Eppalock reservoir
has been completed it may not even be
possible to use the water that is thereby
made available because for some time
it may be required as a safety valve for
the Murray system. The State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission desires
to obtain a suitable site for a storage
that can be constructed quickly and
at reasonable cost, to use as a safety
valve. The position is so urgent that
it is essential that money be made available immediately for this work if a
suitable site can be found. Although I
stated that our maximum river flow was
26,000,000 acre-feet, there must be some
site above our present storages where
there could be constructed a deep water
storage, which would not ·be badly
affected by evaporation, so that in cool
weather water could be stored and retained as a safety valve for use in a
dry season. I appreciate that that would
not be easy of accomplishment.
We, in Victoria, are fortunate because
the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission has done more than any other
water authority in the world in checking
and keeping records of stream flows.
Unless such information is available over
a long period, it is impossible to calctrl.a te the amount of water that will be
available in water storages. If the
figures are available, as they are in Victoria, the authorities can work out the
average amount of water that will be
available from year to year. It is our
responsibility to do our utmost to find a
site that will prove suitable for the
storage of additional water, but this
work cannot be carried out in 24 hours.
A good deal of investigation is required
before a site is selected, and then the
actual constructional work must be
undertaken. These tasks should be
tackled quickly.
Finally, I propose to refer to a statement made by the honorable member for
Williamstown to the effect that if he
had his way he would allow on the roads
only those cars that were paid for.
Mr. FLOYD.-! said that was a solution
to the problem.
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Mr. STIRLING.-! am not very keen
on the solution. To-day, motor cars
have become an essential part of the
lives of many people in varied walks of
life. Even if it was desired to revert to
rthe horse-and-buggy days, it would not
be possible to do so because it would be
impossible to obtain persons to shoe the
horses. Many of the motorists on our
roads are working people who may not
have the money available with which to
pay for their cars, but they are still entitled to have them. Motorists pay the
highest taxes in the community. They
are taxed when they purchase their new
vehicles and, in addition, they must pay
high taxes on petrol, oil, tyres, batteries,
repairs and parts. I do not agree with
the contention that a person who cannot
pay cash should not own a motor car.
Many persons who enjoy watching television would not be able to do so if
they had to pay cash for their sets.
Similarly, most people do not have
sufficient money to pay cash for their
homes. It must be realized that to-day
a motor car is an essential item, and all
possible steps should be taken to afford
people some relief from ·the costs involved in owning and maintaining a car.

Mr. GAINEY (Elsternwick). - In
common with previous speakers, I desire
to express my personal loyalty to Her
Majesty the Queen and to assure her of
the unbounded loyalty of the people of
the electorate· which I represent. Nowhere in the so-called British Commonwealth of Nations will be found more
loyal, warm-hearted citizens than in
Victoria. I make that statement in the
full knowledge of the situation in other
States. Our judiciary, Parliamentary
representatives, Police Force, members
of the Public Service and citizens in
general support Her Majesty and regard
her most loyally. We are justifiably
proud of our British heritage of
democracy.
I congratulate the honorable members
who have previously spoken in this
debate, particularly the two younger
members who moved and seconded the
motion for the adoption of an Addressin-Reply. I trust that in due course the
sentiments that have been expressed not
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only in this Chamber but also in another
place will be put into appropriate words
to express to the Queen the warmhearted loyalty that exists in the State
of Victoria and that it will be conveyed
to Her Majesty that we wish her, the
Duke of Edinburgh, other members of
the Royal family, Prince Charles,
Princess Anne and the baby Prince
Andrew, the best of health. The Royal
family has at all times taken a vital
interest in the under-privileged people
of the Commonwealth.
I should like honorable members to
take more interest in the activities of
the State Relief Committee, which does
a marvellous job, and thus help to
secure the co-operation and support of
all members of the community. Relief
is required for families who have been
burnt out or who have suffered from
floods, bush fires, accidents or the loss
of the breadwinner.
Any 1gifts of
money, donations of clothing and
produce are always welcome and assist
in affording relief to those in need. As
an active member of the State Relief
Committee for many years, I am aware
of many instances of splendid assistance
rendered by that body to the citizens of
Victoria.
Victoria's progress has caught the
imagination of our people, and it has
also caught that of other States which
are now trying to catch up on our ideas
and planning. As law-abiding citizens,
it is of paramount importance that each
and every inhabitant, irrespective of
political or religious affiliations or
financial status, should pull together in
order that Victoria may continue its era
of prosperity and be in the forefront of
progress. The old adage-united we
stand, divided we fall-still applies, and
if the people of Victoria work together
as one body, as they have worked in
the past, the State must continue to progress and may even become, as a previous speaker said, "the holiday State."
The industrial development of Victoria has been stupendous, and the progress of an industry producing an Australian-made motor car has been
meteoric. General Motors-Holden's Proprietary Limited has created world-wide
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interest in its product, and its huge
works have been greatly expanded.
However, I am deeply concerned at the
lack of financial statements being issued
by General Motors-Holden's Proprietary
Limited. Surely we are· entitled to
know what that company is doing. The
lack of information leads one to suspect
that it has something to hide. The consensus of opinion in the community is
that such action is an insult to the Australian workmen who have made possible the huge empire controlled by this
firm. The development at Dandenong
and elsewhere would not have been possible without the toil, tears and sweat
of the Australian workmen who contribute to the production of this particular motor car. I should like to know
how much American money has actually
been invested in the project. Gigantic
sums have been ploughed back to extend the operations of the company. But
what colossal sums have been sent out
of Victoria as profit on capital?
Since I have been a member of this
honorable institution I have at all times
contended that the maximum number of
people in the community should enjoy
good health. One small article-the
humble egg-carries within it a load of
good health. Honorable members should
1ook a little further than the end of their
nose and ascertain the position that
faces the poultry industry. The Egg
Board charges ls. 2!d. on every dozen
eggs that the grower produces, and this
constitutes a great drain on the poultry
industry.
1

Mr. W1Lcox.-What does the Board do
with it?
Mr. GAINEY.-! should like to know,
because it operates at a loss. The
charge was formerly ls. 4!d., but since
Mr. Bain became general manager
the charge has been reduced to
ls. 2!d. a dozen.
If a producer
has a licence to sell his own eggs,
the Egg Board charges him ls. O!d. a
dozen, although he grades, packs and
delivers them. That is holding back
the poultry industry very considerably.
I believe in advertising, but I question
whether some of the advertisements of
Session 1961.--45
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the Victorian Egg Board as we have seen
and heard them in the press and radio,
and by way of competition, as well as
by the excessive stamping of the letters
"V.E.B." on every egg, have been as
beneficial as desired.
The Board is now engaging in delivering loose eggs, graded but not stamped
and in wire-bound cases. Delivery is
being made to shops because shopkeepers
say that their customers will not purchase
any eggs that are stamped V.E.B. This
method of selling has been adopted in
spite of the lavish expenditure on advertising by the Board. A recent competition had to do with the painting of
designs on eggs. This wa:s won by an
Italian lady whose prize was a trip to
Italy, all expenses paid, the winner having the right to nominate and sponsor
an Italian proxy bride to come to Victoria, again with all expenses being
paid. The costs associated with that
competition were far in excess of the
information given me in this House in
answer to a question regarding the
Board's expenditure.
Despite these selling methods and the
lavish advertisement campaign for
V.E.B. branded eggs, the Board has admitted, privately and publicly, and to
me, that sales of branded eggs have
reached an all-time low. According to
answers given to questions that I asked
the Minister of Agriculture, the sum of
£46,905 was spent on advertising. So
what has the new manager, Mr. Bain,
achieved? My answer is that he has
achieved less than nothing from an expensive, ambitious, and sometimes
abusive advertising campaign. He admits
that his pleadings to the public to buy
Victorian Egg Board eggs have not
been successful, and he is now allowing
some people to sell unbranded eggs
because the shops will sell no others.
I now wish to make some comments
on the matter of the general health of
the community. In connexion with the
Southern Memorial Hospital, the planning and the hoping for the building of
this desirable and extremely necessary
institution has been on the stocks for
eleven years, during which time there
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has been considerable patient endeavour
by citizens of Caulfield, Brighton and
St. Kilda.
Committees have been
functioning actively and a suitable site
for the full expansion of the hospital
has been secured in Kooyong-road, Caulfield. A former councillor of the City
of Brighton, Mr. John Stamp, has been
an indefatigible leader as president of
the committee and, during his sojourn
overseas, councillor William Thompson,
of Caulfield, has been just as energetic
in that post.
There have been many frustrating
delays and difficulties in the past, and,
although such trials are not uncommon
in the early stages ·of a large hospital
project, there is jubilation in the three
municipalities that at long last a commencement has been made. The installation of a boiler house, which will
have a dual purpose, including washing
for the Alfred as well as the Southern
Memorial Hospital, is in progress, the
finance for that construction having been
provided from funds raised by the three
municipalities.
It is now earnestly
hoped that the Hospitals and Charities
Commission will see that suitable finance
is forthcoming, so that rapid progress
may be made.
We have heard a :great deal in this
House on the subject of hire-purchase.
I wish to bring forward particulars concerning the hire-purchase of a new motor
car, involving a purchase price of £712,
with a registration fee of £18 and an
insurance premium of £41, making a
total of £771. In this instance, the
client desired and requested finance for
a year but was advised by the car firm
concerned to take out a two-year contract in case something unforeseen
occurred. The purchaser was firmly
assured that the car would cost no more
than the price stated, including one
year's interest, provided that the money
was paid to the hire-purchase firm in
full before the year had ended. The
twelve-month period ended on the 25th
November, 1960, and the client paid up
fully and received a receipt on the 23rd
November. Despite this, the company
later claimed the second year's interest.
The client vigorously objected and, with
Mr. Gainey.
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his mother, came to see me about the
transaction. The interest was eventually
reduced from £48 to £29 8s. 6d.
Occurrences such as this are common.
The Government believes in a policy of
free enterprise. The modern way of
life, rightly or wrongly, has adopted
hire-purchase as a ready means whereby
amenities and wanted goods can be
readily secured. But it appears to me
that all parties in the House should
have another good look at hire-purchase.
The banks require security for their
loans or for overdrafts and, admittedly,
hire-purchase has to take certain risks
in this regard; but since hire-purchase
firms also charge an ineffectively high
interest, surely they should not be permitted to collect interest from a client
who has paid his account in full.
A further item of interest regarding
hire-purchase is that those people who
claim the right to nominate their own
insurance are saved money because they
pay the insurance when due; but when
the hire-purchase company pays the
insurance for more than one year its
charges include interest for the full
term on the insurance although it pays
only when the insurance becomes due-that is, annually.
I ask the Chief-Secretary to ascertain
why, when motorists are charged in
municipalities with breaches of the
traffic code, their names are never
published in the press. Why should not
the names be published as a challenge
and warning to other people?
In conclusion, I wish to refer to the
good work that has been accomplished
by the House Committee of this Parliament, which has consisted of representatives of the various parties over the
years since I became a member of the
Assembly. We must give the Premier
a mead of •praise for having made available sufficient money to enable necessary
work in this building to be carried out.
But I invite honorable members generally to inspect the wall and passage
adjacent to the Liberal and Country
party room so that they may see what
has happened there in the past two days.
It will be noted that the wall inside is
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actually wet, apparently due to some
leakage from a drain above. The wall
is badly corroded, although it is not long
since extensive repairs to the building
were carried out by the Public Works
Department. I understand that a wall
near the Country party room has developed a similar fault. I ask the House
Committee to investigate the need for
repairs.
In conclusion, I trust that the Queen
and her family will be spared to enjoy
long life and happiness and that the
journey which Her Majesty is to undertake to Ghana this week will not be
fraught with danger.
Mr. BALFOUR (Morwell) .-I join
with other members in expressing congratulations to the mover and the
seconder of the motion for the adoption
of an Address-in-Reply to the Speech
delivered by the Administrator on the
occasion of the opening of Parliament.
I congratulate, also, other newly elected
members of the House who have made
their maiden speeches. I should like to
be associated, too, with the expressions
of loyalty to Her Majesty the Queen
and to His Excellency the Governor, Sir
Dallas Brooks.

It was not my intention to participate
in this debate, but during the past three
weeks the Leader of the Country party
has twice mentioned the future of Yallourn and Morwell. As the honorable
member said to-day, for some 25 years
he represented the township of Morwell
in the Legislative Assembly, and he carried out his duties admirably. However,
it is now my privilege to represent that
district and, as the local member, I have
always endeavoured to keep myself informed of local happenings. Although
to-day I do not wish to appear as an
official spokesman for the State Electricity Commission, I consider that it
is my duty to make some statement to
the House on this subject.
I do not propose to weary members
by giving a long history of the Commission's undertakings. I shall deal first
with the town of Yallourn. Controversies have arisen as a result of a
letter sent on the 4th October, 1961, by
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the general superintendent of the State
Electricity Commission at Yallourn,
Brigadier John Field, to Mr. A. J.
Heskey, secretary of the Yallourn Town
Advisory Council, in which this statement appearedThe State Electricity Commission desires
to make it .widely known that it seems
likely that the coal under the town of
Yallourn must 'be won after the year 1995.
More than 200 million tons exists in this
area, and its potential value to the State
and the Commission far exceeds any value
possessed tby the town ,property. The actual
Commission investment will, of ,course,
have disappeared from the Commission's
accounts long before 1995.

Not long after the township of Yallourn
was established in 1920, it was found
that it was located on possibly the best
coal in the Latrobe Valley. Ever since
then, the Commission has strenuously
opposed the issue of freehold titles. For
a number of years, it has been known
that at some date the town might have
to disappear. So, although it is always
a shock when an announcement such
as the one to which I have referred is
made, I do not think people should
really have been surprised, and I consider that the Commission should be
commended for having made the
announcement when it did. Under the
township lie some 200,000,000 tons of
coal, and I believe the most important
asset is not so much the coal but the
Latrobe river which runs alongside it.
For many years, water from this stream
will be required for cooling purposes at
the power stations.
Morwell is quite a different matter.
In 1946, the Heath-Gower report was
issued and it suggested that the old
township of Morwell, situated on the
brown coalfields, should be shifted to the
east.
Naturally, the Morwell Shire
Council and the local townspeople were
perturbed, and they prepared a case,
which was presented to the late Hon.
John Cain, the then Premier, on the 8th
August, 1947. The late Mr. Cain must
have considered that the representations
made by the shire had merit, because he
appointed a committee under the Central
Planning Authority consisting of Mr. W.
J. (now Sir John) Jungwirth, as chair-
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man, Mr. J. S. Gawler, who was then
the chairman of the Town and Country
Planning Board, and Mr. H. W. McCay.
The committee presented a report,
which was adopted by the Central Planning Authority, on the 1st March, 1948.
It set out the boundaries to which the
town of Morwell could extend to the
north of Holmes-road and to the west of
Maryvale-road. In that report, the committee safeguarded those areas from
further development and kept them for
future coal winning purposes. In 1948,
the Town and Country Planning Board
prepared the Latrobe Valley subregional plan, which set out all the then
known economical coal-bearing lands,
and zoned them for agricultural purposes so that they, too, if necessary,
would be available at any date in the
future, for coal winning purposes.
Since 1948 it has been known that the
township of Morwell would continue to
existi and although its boundaries were
limited as I have indicated, no restriction
was placed ·on the township extending to
the east. It has spread to the east and
quite a deal of it now is away from the
coal, and recent zones which were
approved by the Town and Country
Planning Board farther to the east, and
on the eastern side of Waterhole creek,
are all coal-bearing lands. I contend
that it is wrong for people with a background knowledge of the subject to
make statements to the effect that
Morwell may disappear.
To bear out my contention, the State
Electricity Commission prepared a statement for publication in the Morwell
press regarding the future of Morwell.
It readsThe State Electricity Commission has
noted with concern that some townspeople
feel doubt regarding the future of Morwell.
This doubt evidently stems from the recent
announcement by the Commission of its
long-term view in regard to the town
of Yallourn, where there is Hkelihood that
the coal underlying that town will have to
be excavated at the end of this century.
The Commission desires to state by this
public notice that the residents, property
owners and business firms of Morwell may
rest assured that, in so far as the Commission's plans and operations are concerned,
the town of Morwell should continue to
Mr. Balfour.
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exist. Certainly the Commission has no
plans whatever in regard to the coal which
underlies the town of Morwell.
The future of the town of Morwell was
affirmed as long ago as 1948 by a decision
of the Government of the day, taken after
a special report by the State's Central
Planning Authority on this very question
of the future of the town as related to the
Commission's Morwell activities.
This
Government decision at once bound the
Commission to plan its Morwell development-present and future-on the basis of
town boundaries defined at that time. This
the Commission most certainly has done and
will continue to do.

I trust that when that statement is
published it will end any worry as to
the future of Morwell. It is wrong for
anyone at this stage, knowing what has
happened in the past, to make suggestions that Morwell may be demolished
and in making those suggestions to
deter anyone who may wish to go to
that town to establish himself.
The motion for the adoption of an
Address-in-Reply to the Administrator's
Speech was agreed to, and it was ordered
that the Address be presented to His
Excellency the Governor by the Speaker
and members of the House.
ADJOURNMENT.
CRANES: SAFETY.

l\lr. PORTER (Minister for Local
Government).-! moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn
until Tuesday next, at half-past Three
o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. PORTER (Minister for Local
Government).-! moveThat the House do now adjourn.

Mr. LOVEGROVE (Fitzroy) .-Last
week I asked the Minister of Labour
and Industry eleven questions about
cranes, and last night the honorable
gentleman answered them in a full and
informative report which will be
published in Hansard. I desire now to
raise two matters arising out of the
replies to questions 10 and 11. In
question 10 I asked the MinisterWhat measures have been taken for the
protection of the public against the risk of
injury from crane loads over streets and
what authorities are responsible for taking
these measures?
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Entertainments Tax <Amendment) Bill,
1864.

Flour Mills-Closing of mills at Wangaratta and other country towns, 139.
Game <Black Swans) Bill, 284, 290.
Hospitals and Charities Commission-Payments from Consolidated Revenue, 788.
Housing Commission-Supply of :fixtures
and .fittings in country districts, 138.
Milk and Dairy Supervision (Amendment>
Bill, 561, 562, 566.
Pawnbrokers (Amendment> Bill, 558.
Portland Harbor Trust (Quarrying> Bill,
796.

Bradbury, Hon. A. K.-con.tinued.
Railway Department-Effect on State
passenger services of Melbourne-Sydney
standard gauge service, 248. Serving of
liquor in ·buffe.t cars, 2399. Buffet car
service on Melbourne-Albury line, 2400,
2707.
Templeton-street, Wangaratta,
level crossing, 2495, 2705.
Stock (Artificial Breeding) Bill, 2420.
Tattersall Consultations-Payments to
Consolidated Revenue, 788.
Bread Industry-Contraventions of section
105 of the Laibour and Industry Act,
(q.n.) 1090.
Transport .permits, (qn.)
3108. (See also "La.hour and Industry
<Bread) Bill.")
Breathalyzer-Effects of use of certain
tablets, (qn.) 846. Reaction to spraypainting, (qn.) 3110. Use of, 3Z70.
(See also "Crimes (Breath Test
Evidence) Bill" and "Road Traffic.")
Bush Fires-Relief fund, 2763. Suggested
public inquiry, 3055.
Business
Names
Bill-Received
from
Assem'bly and first reading, 2250; second
reading, 2312, 2426; Comrni-ttee, 2432;
remaining stages, 2433.
Business of the House-Adjournment until
day ·and hour to be :fixed by President,
18, 2170, 3266.
Days and hours of
meeting, 121, 250, 1859, 1989, 2307, 2402,
2931, 3261. Order of business 121, 250,
1367. New 'business, 121, 250, 1367, 2931.
Conduct of business, 2784, 2856.
Private members' business, 2931.
<See "Transport, Public.")
Bus Services.
(See
"Dairying
Industry.")
Butter.

Byrne, Hon. Murray (Ballaarat Province).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 134.
Chemists-Absence from premises, 136.
Country Fire Authority-Compensation
for injured volunteer :firemen, 135.
Decentralization-Activities of Distribution of Population Committee, 137.
Transport and freight disabilities, 137.
Education-Salaries and conditions of
lecturers at council-controlled technical institutions, 248.
European Common Market-Entry of
Great Britain, 137.
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Byrne, Hon. Murray-continued.
Land
<Unused
Roads
and
Water
Frontages> Bill, 864.
Motor Vehicles-Protection of •policy
holders against defaulting insurance
companies, 136.
Queen Victoria Market-Facilities for
country produce merchants, 556. Trading hours, 556. Melbourne City Council by-laws, 556.
Railway Department-Noise at Ballarat
North workshops, 556, 2400.
Standard Insurance Company-Claims for
damages, 1366. Protection of policy
holders and public, 2402.
State Savings Bank-Loans on residence
area titles, 372.
Subordinate Legislation Bill, 2514.
Subordinate
Leg.islation
CommititeeRepor.ts presented: Dog~racing Control
Board (Fees and Travelling Expenses>
Regulations, 1367, 2402. Commercial
F1isheries Council Regulations, 1536,
2402. Premiums Committee Allowances
Regulations, 2402. -Tourist Development Authority <Fees> Regulations,
2402.
Universities-Admittance of ~rst-year
students, 2401.
Water <Ballarat Water Commissioners>
Bill, 582.
Byrnes, Hon. P. T. (North-Western Province).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 478.
Agricultural Colleges (Leases) Bill, 790.
Agriculture, Department of-Breeding of
new strain~ of wheat, 480.
Staff
salaries, 2116. Grasshopper plague in
northern Victoria, 2699.
Appropriation BUI, 2115.
Boundary Bend-Diversion of highway,
15. Discontinuance of bus service, 15.
Business of the House-Days and hours of
meeting, 18, 250. Suspension of sitting
pending return of Bills from Assembly,
3262, 3263.
Children's Welfare (Appeals) Bill, 473.
Children's Welfare (Assistance) Bill, 2601.
Close of Sessional Periods, 2171, 3269.
Commercial Goods Vehicles <Amendment)
Blll, 3038, 3039.
Commercial Goods Vehicles <Tow Trucks)
Blll, 586.
ConsoHdated Revenue Bill <No. 1), 13.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 2>, 696.
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Byrnes, Hon. P. T.-continued.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 3), 1817.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 4), 2660,
2699.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 5), 3058.
Constitution Act Amendment <Postal
Voting) Bill, The, 2423.
Country Roads Board-Diversion of htghway at Boundary Bend, 15. Axle load
formula, 16.
Crimes <Breath Test Evidence) Bill, 1398.
Dried Fruits <Expenses and Finances>
Bill, 2946.
Education Department-Expenditure on
fencing, 2661. Septic tank installations,
2661. Desig·n of class-rooms, 2661.
European Common Market-Entry of
Great Britain, 15.
Game <Black Swans) Bill, 293.
Grain Elevators Board-Wheat storages,
3014, 3212.
Hospitals and Chari ties CommissionIncidence of cerebr.al palsy, 479. Questionnaire on cerebral palsy patients, 683,
684. Treatment of spastic children, 683,
684. Government grants, ~116. Health
benefit schemes, 2116.
Land Settlement-Doderang project, 698.
Australian Mutual Provident Society
scheme, 699.
Local Government <Municipal Assistance
Fund) Bill, 705, 707.
Local Government (Streets and Abattoirs)
Bill, 2132.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works-Shortage of water, 3060.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-Footscray one-man bus dispute,
2236.
Melbourne Cricket Ground Bill, 2591.
Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices-Legislative action, 684.
Motor Car (Insurance Surcharge) Bill,
1300, 1304, 1306.
Parliament-Sittings, 2660.
Legislative
programme, 2660.
Pay-roll Tax-Payment 1by State authorities, 1818.
Personal Explanation-Statement in debate, 1742.
Point of Order-Statement in debate, 1664.
Portland Har·bor Trust-Use of facilities,
479.
President-Election, 2, 3.
Probate Duty Bil~, 3139, 3152, 3239.
PubUc Works Department-Administration, 479. Oncost charges, 3058.
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Byrnes, Hon. P. T.-continued.
Public Works Interim Loan Application
Bill, 579.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 1966.
Queen Victoria Market-Report of Royal
Commission, 481. Inquiries ·by departmental committee, 481. Value of stalls,
481. Proposed removal, 483. Recording
of transactions, 483. Revenue from
lease of stalls in fruit and vegetable
section, 2401.
Railway Department-Transport of wheat
harvest, 15, 1818. Surcharges on bulk
carriage of commodities, 789. Expenditure on refreshment services and advertising, 1817. Railway Equalization
Account, 1818. Airways competition,
1818.
Road Tax-Payment ·by ·hp.uliers, 16.
Road Traffic-Road sa:f ety education, 1819.
Rural Finance and Settlement Commission Bill, 2153, 2160.
State Development-Investment of overseas capital, 14.
State Rivers and Water Sup.ply Commission-Financial provision, 697. Restriction of extra water sales, 697.
Administration, 1632, 1664. Drainage
works in irrigation districts, 2661.
Shortage of irrigation water, 3059.
Ta:ttersall Consultations-Payment to .
Tasmanian Gover.nment, 1819.
Tractors-Registration,
2304.
Brake
lamps, 2304.
Transport,
Public-Discontinuance
of
Boundary Bend bus service, 15.
Unemployment-Credit restrictions, 14.
Commonwealth grant for relief, 2661.
Universities-Government
grant
to
Monash University, 1819.
Victorian Council of Pedal · ClubsGovernment grant, 1819.
Water <Ballarat Water Commissioners)
Bill, 581.
Water Supply Loan Application Bill, 1886.

c.
Cabinet Decisions-Advice
concerned, 3067, 3068.

to

members

Cameron, Sir Ewen (East Yarra Province).
Land Tax <Exemptions and Rates> Bill,
1971.
Poisons Bill, 3197.
Valuation of Land <Amendment> Bil~
1959.

Cancer (Amendment) Bill-Received from
Assembly and first reading, 247; second
reading, 465, 566; remaining stages, 571.
Cancer (Facilities) Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 2218; second reading, 2248,
2325, 2597; remaining stages, 2598.
Carlton and United Breweries LimitedP.roduction of beer, (qn.) 2848.
Carriers. (See "Civil Aviation <Carriers'
Lia'bility) Bill.")
Chairman of Committees-Appointment of
Sir Ewen Cameron, 5.
Chairman of Committees, The (Sir Ewen
Cameron).
Rulings and Statements o/Clauses-Amendmen ts necessitating recommittal of Bill, 3224.
Debate-Relevancy of remarks, 883, 1792,
3227. Interjections, 1305, 1306. Member
to speak to clause after amendment,
2513. Member seeking to make secondreading speech at Committee stage,
3065.
Financial Bills-Procedure on amendments to amendments suggested by
Council, 3238, 3246; procedure upon
reconsideration of postponed clauses,
3263.
.Chairmen of Committees,
Appoin tmen ts, 5.

Temporary-

Chandler, Hon. G. L. <Southern Province).
Afforestation-Crown lands made ·availa:ble to :private . enterprise for tree
planting, 2399.
Agent-General for Victoria-Report on
activities, 3108.
Agricultural Colleges (Leases) Bill, 247,
467, 790.
Agriculture, Department of-Blood testing
of stud shee.p flocks for ovine brucellosis, 1091. Building programmes at
Dookie and Longerenon.g Agricultural
Colleges, 1366. Restriction of mileage
of stock inspectors, 2305. Additional
grant for television work, 2763. Fruit
fly infestation, 3154.
·Animals-Entry lnto Victoria, 2587.
Boats-Registration, 31iO.
. ·Bread Industry-Transport .permits, 3108,
3155.
· Breathalyzers-Reaction to spray painting, 3110.
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Chandler, Hon. G. L.-cont-inued.
Business of the House-Days and hours
of meeting, 2307, 2402, 2931. Conduct
of business, 2784, 2856. New business,
2931. 'Private members' business, 2931.
Completion of business at end of session,
3261, 3263.
Cabinet Decisions-Notification to members concerned, 3068.
Carlton and United Breweries LimitedProduction of beer, 2848.
Church of England
(Greensborough
Land) Bill, 1482, 1742.
Civil Defence Secretariat-Establishment,
2594.
Close of sessional period, 3266.
Commercial Goods Vehicles (Amendment)
Bill, 2653, 3038.
Companies Act-Report of inspector on
investigation of certain companies,
2307.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 4), 2586,
2594, 2708.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 5), 2756,
2762, 3063, 3068.
Country Roads Board-Replacement of
Keilor br·idge, 2306. Route of proposed
freeway at Strathmore, 3155; compensation payments, 3155.
Dairying Industry-Processed milk products, 2302.
Dandenong Lands Bill, 846, 1116.
Decentralization-Freight subsidies to
industries, 3015. Use of road transport,
3108.
Dried Fruits (Expenses and Finances)
Bill, 2690, 2758, 2947.
Education Department-Accommodation
at Heidelberg West State School, 3109.
Use of ex-Army huts, 3109. Annexation
of land for over-.pass at Strathmore
High School, 3155, 3156.
European Common Market-Entry of
Great Britain, 2708.
Fisheries and Wildlife DepartmentInland angling licences, 2496.
Grain Elevators Board-Wheat storages,
3014, 3216.
Health, Department of-Additional appropriation for Industrial Hygiene Division, 2764.
Horse-racing-Victoria Racing Club Committee's constitution and powers, 2496.
Proposals for elimination and amalgamation of country and metropolitan
clubs, 2496.
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Chandler, Hon. G. L.-continued.
Labour and Industry <Women's Hairdressing) Bill, 1766, 1949.
Land <Industrial Grants) Bill, 2596, 2604.
Land Settlement-Meereek ·project, 2303.
Land Tax <Exemptions and Rates) Bill,
1631, 1755, 1972.
Law De.partment-Premises in Owen
Dixon chambers, 2497. Arrears of litigation, 3110.
Local
Authorities
Superannuation
(Amendment) Bill, 1090, 1122.
Local Government (Amendment) Bill,
2961, 3039, 3166, 3175.
Local Government (Municipal Assistance
Fund) Bill, 247, 465, 707.
Local Government (Streets and Abattoirs) Bill, 1422, 1476, 2131.
Lord Mayor's (1962) Bush Fires Relief
Fund-Government contribution, 2763.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works-Loan
funds
sought
and
approved, 2756, 3223.
Melbourne ·and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Government Guarantee) Bill,
2709, 2761.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-Footscray one-man bus dispute,
2229. Purchase of 41-seater buses, 2587.
Melbour.ne Cricket Ground Bill, 2250, 2313,
2593.
Melbourne Harbor Trust Lands Bill, 2652,
2690, 2777.
Milk and Dairy Supervision (Amendment) Bill, 250, 398, 562, 566, 1874.
Municipalities-Grants for free library
services, 2763.
National Fitness Council-Special grant,
2763.
National Parks Bill, 2239, 2310, 2505, 2653.
Petrol Filling Stations-Erection in resl·
dential areas, 2400, 2495, 2526.
Police De.partment-Granti.ng of bail by
watch-house keepers, 2304. Judgments
against members of Force, 2929. Payment of judgments by Government,
2929.
Probate Duty Bill, 3183.
Public Works Department-Administration, 2497. Additional financial allocation to Ports and Harbors Branch,
2763.
Queen Victoria Market-Facilities for
country· produce merchants, 556. Trad·
ing hours, 556. Melbourne City Council
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Chandler, Hon. G. L.-continued.
by-laws, 556. Revenue from lease of
stalls .in fruit and vegetable section,
2401.
Railway Department-Sale of liquor in
buffet cars, 2400. Buffet car service on
Melbourne-Albury line, 2400. Noise at
Ballarat North workshops, 2400. Templeton-street, Wangaratta, level crossing, 2495, 2709.
Re-employment of
retired Government employees, 3109,
3154, 3158. Industrial sidings on standard gauge line, 3109.
Manning of
metropolitan railway stations, 3156.
Rain-making-Suggested experiments in
Wimmera and Mallee areas, 3216.
River Murray-Proposed Chowilla dam,
2305.
Road Traffic-Foo.tway at Strathmore
railway over-.pass, 2302, 3015.
Royal Australasian College of Surgeons-Government contribution to appeal,
2763.
Sheep Owners Protection Bill, 122, 687,
860, 861, 1375, 1~76, 1377.
Standard Insurance Company :LimitedProtection of policy holders and .public,
2402.
State
Electricity
Commission-Rural
extension schemes, 2302, 2586. Connexions to soldier settlement farms,
2302.
Meters for bulk milk dairy
refrigerators, 2303. Electrification of
State, 2586. Areas without power, 2586.
Works in .progress and future plans,
2586. Ballarat and Bendigo tramways:
Acquisition, 2929; .financial sta1:ements,
2929; valuation of rolling-stock, 2929;
condition of tracks, 2929; maintenance
of roadways, 2929.
State Rivers and Water Sup.ply Commission-Cowwarr weir and outfall channel
system, 2304. Shortage of irrigation
water, 3064.
Stock (Artifidal Breeding) Bill, 2218,
2244, 2422, 2503, 2504, 2505, 3013.
Stra1:ihmore-Footway at railway overpass, 2302. Route of .proposed freeway,
3155.
Swine Compensation Fund-Amount ln
fund, 250. Cl!aims, 250.
Tottenham to Brooklyn Railway Con·
struction Bill, 2690, 2756.
Town and Country· Planning Bill, 1536,
2114, 2164, 2165, 2166, 2167, 2168, 2169,
2170.

Chandler, Hon. G. L.-continued.
~own

Planning-Appeals •to Minister
against decisions of local authorities,
2400, 2495, 2526, 2708. Allegations of
bribery concerning issue of permits,
2708.
Tractors-Registration,
2304.
Brake
lamps, 2304.
Transport Regulation Board-Backloading
of .transports, 2304. Carriage of perishables, 2304. Services in remote areas,
2304. Policy on transport permits, 3108.
Trotting Control Board-Additional grant,
2763.
Universities-Admittance of first-year
students, 2400, 2401.
Valuation of Land (Amendment) Bill,
1276, 1294, 1963.
Valuers' Qualification Board-Applications for registration, 3216.
Vermin and Noxious Weeds Destruction
Board-Additional funds for rabbit
destruction, 2763.
Water (Ballarat Water Commissioners)
Bill, 295, 404, 584.
West Melbourne Market Land (Amendment) Bill, 372, 472.
Wheat Industry Research CommitteeFinance for ·projects, 1277. Da1:e constituted, 1631. Meetings, 1631.

Cheese. (See " Dairying Industry.").
Chemists-Absence from premises, 136.
Children's
Welfare
(Appeals)
BillIntroduction and first reading, 122;
second reading, 146, 472; remaining
stages, 473.
Children's Welfare (Assistance)
BillReceived from Assembly and first reading, 2250; second reading, 2315, 2598;
Committee, 2602; remaining stages,
2603.
Chowilla Dam. (See "River Murray.").
Church of England (Greensborough Land)
Bill-Received from Assembly, 1481;
declared a private Bill, 1482; motion
that Bill be dealt with as a public Bill
agreed to, 1482; first reading, 1482;
second reading, 1742, 2133; r~malning
stages, 2134.
Citrus Industry-Production
Valley, 132.

in

Murray
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Civil Aviation (Carriers' Liability) BillIn troduction and first reading, 122;
second reading, 145; Bill referred to
Statute Law Revision Committee, 145;
report presented, 1632; second--reading
debate resumed, 1749, 1767; Committee,
1769; remaining stages, 1770.
Civil Defence Secretariat-Establishment,
2594.
Clean Air Act-Meetings of Clean Air
Committee, (qn.) 2496, 2669.
Air
pollution studies, (qn.) 2496, 2669.
Cigarette smoking, (qn.) 2496, 2669.
Implementation of provisions, 2670.
Complaints of munici.palities, 2967.
Clerk of the Parliaments. (See "Parliament.")
Commercial Goods Vehicles (Amendment)
Bill-Introduction anCi first reading,
2315; second reading, 2497, 2652, 3015.
Commercial Goods Vehicles (Tow Trucks)
Bill-Received from Assembly and first
reading, 372; second reading, 484, 584;
Committee, 587; remaining stages, 588.
Commonwealth-State
Relations-Powers
and responsibilities of States, 473.
Operation of Commonwealth Constitution, 474, 692: Suggested convention to
·consider States' .financial powers, 478.
Protection of States' rights, 2672.
Companies-General Motors-Holden's Proprietary Limited, 123, 130, 276, 392.
Disclosure of profits, 127; 278. Tariff
support to overseas companies, 268.
Profit sharing, 281. Stanhill-ChevronFactors group, 2250, 2657, 2689, 3062.
Report of inspector on investigation of
certain .companies, 2307. Inspector's
report regarding K. S. Rees Emporiums
Limited, 2608, 2687, 2689. Testro group,
2687, 2689,
2690.
Invitations to
investors, 3061. Suggested publication
of holdings of directors, 3062. Reid
Murray Holdings Limited, 3063.
(See also "Business Names Bill" and
"Stamps <Further Amendment) Bill.")
Companies Bill-Received from Assembly
and .first reading, 1535; second reading,
1553, 2069; Committee, 2073; remaining
stages, 2076.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 1 )Received from Assembly and first ·reading, 11; second reading, 11; Committee,
17; remaining stages, 18.
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Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 2)Received ·from Assembly and first ·reading, 497; second reading, 557, 691;
remaini.ng stages, 704.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 8)Received from Assembly and first reading, 1276; second reading, 13781 1815;
Committee, 1820; .remaining stages,
1821.
Consolidated Revenue Bill
(No. 4)Received· from Assembly and first reading, 2586; second reading, 2594, 2656;
Committee, 2683, 2693; remaining
stages, 2709.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 5)Received from Assembly and first reading, 2756; second reading, 2762, 3052;
Committee, 3063; remaining stages,
3068.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, TheReceived from Assembly and first reading, 1090; second reading, 1381, 2088;
Committee, 2093; remaining stages,
2097. Clerical error corrected, 2129.
Constitution Act Amendment
(Postal
Voting) Bill, The-Introduction and
first reading, 2218; second reading, 2309,
2422; Committee and remaining stages,
2425.
Constitution Act Amendment (Statute Law
Revision
Committee)
Bill,
TheReceived from Assembly and first reading, 2652; second reading, 2655, 2780;
remaining stages, 2781.
Co-operation (Amendment) Bill-Received
from Assembly and first reading, 1290;
second reading, 1388, 1951; remaining
stages, 1952.
Co-operative Housing Societies (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 845; second reading, 1112, 1544;
Committee, 1551; remaining stages,
1552.
Cotton Growing-Murray Valley project,
130.
Country Fire Authority-Compensation for
injured volunteer firemen, 135.
Country Fire Authority (Amendment) Bill
-Received from Assembly and first
reading, 2929; second readi.ng, 2962,
3175; Committee, 3209; remaining
stages, 3212.
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Country Roads Board-Diversion of highway at Boundary Bend, 15. Axle load
formula, 16, 17. Grants to municipalities, (qn.) 248. Under-pass at Tallarook, (qn.) 372. Replacement of Keilor
bridge, (qn) 2306. Proposed Strathmore freeway:
Route, (qn.) 3155;
compensation payments, (qn.) 3155.
Courts (Jurisdiction) Bill-Received from
Assembly and first reading, 2929;
second reading, 2958, 3167; motion
negatived, 3174.
Crimes (Breath Test Evidence) BillReceived 'from Assembly and first
reading, 1090; second reading, 1125,
1279, 1398, 1559, 1771; Committee, 1786;
remaining stages, 1792.
Crimes (Detention) Bill-Received from
Assembly and first reading, 2848; second
reading, 2850, 3068; remaining stages,
3071.
Orown
Leases
Bill-Received
from
Assembly and first reading, 1383; second
reading, 1475, 213~; remaining stages,
2133.

D.
Dairying Industry-Butter exports, 262,
720, 2677. Processed milk produc.ts, 720,
( qn.) 2302, 2676. Production of milk,
butte.r and cheese, 720, 722. Commonwealth subsidy for dairy produce, 720,
724. Equaliz·ation scheme, 723. Margarine production, 2675.
<See also
" Milk and Dairy Supervision <Amendment) Bill.")
Da.ndenong Lands Bill-Received from
Assembly and first reading, 846;
declared a private Bill, 1116; motion
that Bill be dealt with as a public
Bill agreed ito, 1116; second reading,
1116, 1389; remaining stages, 1390.
Decentralization-Establishment of industries in .country distrids, 134, 138.
Closing of flour mill at Wangaratta,
134, 138. Freight on canned fruits, 134.
Activities of Distribution of Population
Committee, 137. Transport and freight
disabilities, 137, 253, 274. Supplies in
country areas for Housing Commission,
138. Value of ·agricultural production, 253.
Drift of population to
metropolis, 273. Provision of houses,
274. Closing of factories at Traralgon,

Decentralization-continued.
275. Distribution diffic·ulties, 275. Closing of Beechwor.th tannery, 1819.
Freight subsidies to industries, (qn.)
3014. Use of road transport, (qn.) 3108.
<See also "Distri'bution of Population
<Joint Committee) Bill" and "Railway
Department-Freights.">

Dental Services. <See "Department of
Health.")
Department
of
Agriculture-Lack
of
finance and st·aff, 132, 2116. Breeding
of new strains of wheat, 480. Prevention of spread of swine fever, 726.
Shortage of veterinary officers, 728.
Blood testing .of stud sheep flocks for
ovine brucellosis, (qn.) 1091. Building
programmes at Dookie and Longerenong Agrictfltural Colleges, (qn.) 1366.
Fruit fly ·inspection, 1820. Salaries,
2116. Restriction of mileage of stock
inspectors, (qn.) 2305.
Protection
against foot and mouth disease, 2662.
Grasshopper plague in northern Victoria, 2699. Additional grant, 2763.
Fruit fly infestation, 3153. <See also
"Agricultural Colleges <Leases> Bill,"
... Sheep
" Agricultural Production,"
Owners Protection Bill,'' "Stock (Artificial Breeding) Bill" and "Swine Compensation Fund.")
Department of Health-Presence of formaldehyde in imported frozen fish, (qn.)
462. Registered users of radio-active
substances, ( qn.) 1631. School dental
service, (qn.) 2652, 2931.
Additional
appropriation for Industrial Hygiene
Division, 2764. Pre-school centres, (qn.)
3013. Kindergarten teachers and play
leaders, (qn.) 3013. (See also "Cancer
(Amendment) Bill," " Cancer (Facilities) Bill," "Health (Dangerous Substances) Bill," "Health <Sampling of
Foods) Bill," " Hospitals and Charities
Commission," " Polsons Bill " and
"Tattooing Bill.")

Dickie, Hon. V. O. (Ballaarat Province).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 716.
Crimes <Breath Test Evidence) Bill, 1576.
Dairying Industry - Commonwealth subsidy, 720. Processed milk products, 720.
Production of m'ilk, ·butter and cheese,
720. Exports, 720.
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Dickie, Hon. V. 0.-continued.

Divisions-continued.

·Distribution of Population CommitteeSixth progress re.port, 2307. Visit to
Queensland, 2756.
European Common Market-Entry of
Great Britain, 719.
Members-Television appearances, 719.
Parliament-Role in democratic society,
718.
Stock <Artificial Breeding) Bill, 2417.
Unemployment - Percentage of work
force unemployed, 717. Public works
programme, 717.

Disposal of Uncollected Goods Bill-Introduction and first reading, 122; second
reading, 146, 486; Committee, 489;
remaining stages, 491.
Distribution of Population CommitteeAppointment of Council members, 685.
Sixth progress report, 2307. Visit to
Queensland, 2756.
Distribution of Population (Joint Committee) Bill-Received from Assembly
and first reading, 247; second reading,
463; Committee, 464; remaining stages,
465.
DivisionsConstitution Act Amendment Bill, The-

On amendment to clause 3, 2096.
Coorts (Jurisdiction> Bil'lr--On motion for

second reading, 3174.
Crimes <Breath Test Evidence> Bil'lr--On

motion for second reading, 1786.
Labour and Industry

<Bread> Bil'lr--On

motion for adjournment of secondreading debate, 1799. On motion for
second reading, 1814.
Labour and Industry <Women's Hairdressing> Bil'lr--On motion for second

reading, 1948.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-On motion for adjournment of

the House regarding Footscray one-man
bus dispute, 2239.
Money Lenders

<Amendment>

Bill-On

motion for second reading, 880.
Motor Car (Insurance Surcharge) Bil'lr--

On motion for second reading, 1302.
On suggested amendment to clause 1,
1306.
On suggested amendment to
clause 2, 1307.
Poisons Bil'lr--On motion for re-committal,
3228.

Probate Duty Bill..,....-On motion for second

reading, 3152. On suggested amendment ito clause 4, 3231. On suggested
amendments to clause 7, 3235, 3248.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-On motion for adjournment of the

House to discuss administration of, 1676.
Tattooing Bill-On amendment to clause

5, 2772.

Dog

Bill-Received from Assembly and
first re~ding, 1815; second reading, 1890,
2136; Committee, 2149; third .reading,
2151.

Dog-racing-Taxation
payments
from
meetings conducted 1by National Coursing Association and Melbourne Greyhound Racing Association, (qn.) 684.
(See also "Stamps (Further Amendment) Bill " and "Subordinate Legislation Committee.")
Dog (Registration Discs) Bill-Received
. .. from Assembly and first reading, 2690;
~econd reading, 2692, 2782; remaining
stages, 2782.
Dookie Agricultural College~
<See "Department of Agriculture.")
Dried and Canned Fruits Industry-Investigations ·by Commonwealth Scien-.
tific and Industrial Research Organization, 133. Value of exports, 262.
Dried Fruits (Expenses and Finances) Bill
-Received from Assembly and first
reading, 2690; second reading, 2758,
2946; Committee and remaining stages,
2947.
Ducks.
(See "Fisheries
Department.")

and

Wildlife

E.
Education-Salaries and conditions of lecturers at council-controlled technical
institutions, lqn.) 248. Commonwealth
.grants, 2679. Establishment of preuniversity colleges, 2680.
Education
(Amendment)
Bill-Received
from Assembly, and first reading, 1535;
second reading, 1746, 2063; Committee,
2068; remaining stages, 2069.
Education Department-Assembly Hall,s-Provi-sion 7.
Equipment-Public address systems, 2675.
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Education Department-continued.
High SchooZs-Estaibllshment of school at

Trafalgar, Cqn.) 684. Lack of 1playing
space at Moreland, Coburg and Newlands High Schools, 730. Tenders for
Orbost High School, Cqn.) 789. Annexation of land at Strathmore High School
for over-pass, Cq·n.> 3155.
Primary School,s - Accommodation at
Heidelberg West State School, Cqn.)
3109. Use of ex-Army huts, Cqn.> 3109.
State School Committees and Oouncil8'
Association of Victoria-Activities, 702,
704, 730, 2114.
Teachers-Equal pay for sexes, 2681.
Works an<! Buildings-Financial provision
for year 1961-62, 12. Sewerage and
septic tank facilities, 12, 2661, 2675.
Expenditure on fencing, 2661. Design
of class-rooms, 2661.

Electoral - Misleading propaganda, 258.
Areas of and enrolments in Legislative
Council .provinces, Cqn.> 845. (See also
" Constitution Act Amendment BUI~
The" and "Constitution Act Amendment (Postal Voting> Bill, The.">
Electoral Provinces Bill-Notice of motion,
250.
Hon. D. G. <Melbourne Province).
Administrator's Speech-Address-in-Reply,
726.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 4), 2681.
Constitution Act Amendment (Postal
Voting) Bill, The, 2422.
Entertainmeil!ts Tax <Amendment> Bill,
1859, 1864.
Equal Pay for the Sexes-Campaign for
introduction in Victoria, 2681.
Home F-inance (Amendment) Bill, 565.
Members-Televi•sion appearances, 726.
National Parks Bill, 2407.
North Geelong to Fyansford Railway
Deviation Bill, 797.
R.S.L. Welf.are Trust Fund Bill, 1481.
Shop Premises in City of Melbourne.Acquisition by ban~s and insurance
companies, 382.
State Accident Insurance Office Bill, 1558.
State Electricity Com.mission-Stocks of
briquettes, 1277.
•
State Savings Bank-Eviction of tenants
from head office building, 382.
Tattooing Bill, 2770.
Tourist (Amendment) Bill, 571.
Unclaimed Moneys Bill, 2937.

~lllot,

Elliot, Hon. D. G.-continued.
United Lutheran Church Incorporation
Bill, 794.
Zinc Corporation, Limited Bill, The, 1482.
Entertainments Tax (Amendment) BillReceived from Assembly and first reading, 1742; second reading, 1770, 1859;
Committee, 1864; remaining stages,
1865.
EquaJ Pay for Sexes-Campaign for introduction in Victoria, 2681.
European Common Market-Entry of Great
Britain, 13, 15, 128, 137, 261, 272, 719,
722, 728, 2677, 2708.
Evidence (Amendment) Bill-Received from
Assembly and first read1ng, 2250; second
reading, 2312, 2596; remaining stages,
2596.
Exhibition (Borrowing Powers) Bill-Received from Assembly and first reading,
867; second reading, 1119, 1873; remaining stages, 1874.
Explosives.
Bill.")

(See

"Mines

(Explosives)

F.
Federal Aid Roads Fund.
cipalities.")

<See "Muni-

Feltham, Hon. P. V. <Northern Province).
Business Na mes Bill, 2428.
Commercial Goods Vehicles (Amendment> Bill, 2315, 2497, 2652, 2653, 3039.
Companies Bill, 2071, 2074, 2075.
Courts (Jurisdiction) Bill, 3173.
Crimes <Breaith 'Test Evidence) Bill, 1414.
Crimes <Detention) Bill, 3070.
Evidence <Amendment) Bill, 2596.
Fisheries <Noxious Fish) Bill, 3085.
Juries <Fees) Bill, 2134.
Land T·ax <Exemptions and Rates) Bill,
1969.
Legal Aid Bill, 1753.
Legal Profession Practice (Amendment)
Bill, 563.
Legal Profession Practice
<Further
Amendment) Bill, 1944.
Limitation of Actions <Recovery of Imposts) Bill, 2135.
Motor Car (Insurance Surcharge) Bill,
1304.
North Geelong to Fyansford Railway
Deviation Bill, 798.
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Feltham, Hon. P. V.-continued.
Probate Duty Bill, 3114, 3183, 3229, 3233,
3235, 3236, 3237, 3243, 3244, 3245, 3246,
3247, 3248, 3249, 3250, 3251, 3252, 3253,
3254, 3255, 3257, 3258, 3259, 3265.
Property Law (Loans to Minors) Bill, 493.
Stamps <Ful'lther Amendment) Bill, 709.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-Admin1stration, 1655.
Stock (Artificial Breeding) Bill, 2421.
Supreme Court <Interest on Judgments)
Bill, 2318, 2595.
Town and Country Planning Bill, 2165,
2168.
Unclaimed Moneys Bill, 2937.
University <Officers) Bill, 1557.
Valuation of Land (Amendment) Bill,
1956.
Firemen. (See "Country Fire Authority.")
Fish, Frozen.
Health.")

(See

"Department

of

Fisheries and Wildlife Departmen~Duck
shooting licences, (qn.) 555. Conservation of duck, (qn.) 555. Inland angling
licences, (qn.) 2496. (See also "Game
<Black Swans) Amendment Bill " and
"Game (Black Swans) Bill.")
Fisheries (Noxious Fish) Bill-Received
from Assembly and first reading, 2848;
second reading, 2851, 3071; Committee,
3083; remaining stages, 3086.
Flour Mills-Closing of Wangaratta mill,
139. Formation of cartels, 273.
Food. (See " Health (Sampling of Foods)
Bill.")
Footscray Bus Services. (See "Melbourne
and Metropolitan Tramways Board.")
Forests (Amendment) Bill-Received from
Assembly and firsit reading 2848; second
reading, 2848, 2944; remaining stages,
2946.
Forests Commission-Sirex noctilio infesta•tions, (qn.) 2297, 3213, 3215. Research
branch, (qn.) 2298. Loan moneys, (qn.)
2300, 2664. Insect infestations other
1th·an sirex noctilio, (qn.) 2300. Developmental plans, (qn.) 2301. Planting of
softwoods and native 1timbe:ris, (qn.)
2306, 2666. <See also "Afforestation"
-and "State Forests Loan Application
Bill.">
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Forests (Wood Pulp Agreement) Bill-Received from ~embly and first reading,
884; second reading, 1120, 1367; Committee, 1374; remaining stages, 1375.
Fruit.
<See "Decentralization," "Dried
and Canned Fruit Industry," "Dried
Fruits (Expenses and Finances) Bill"
and " Railway Department-Freighta.")
Fruit Fly. (See "Department of Agriculture.")

Fulton, Hon. W. 0. (Gippsland Province).
Banking-Five-day week, 1366, 3086.
Bread Industry-Carriage of bread by
road, 3155.
Cancer <Amendment) Bill, 568.
Cancer <Facilities) Bill, 2597.
Civil Aviation (Carriers' Liability) Bill,
1768.
Dandenong Lands Bill, 1390.
Disposal of Uncollected Goods Bill, 488,
490.
Education
Department-Tenders
for
Oribost High Schoql, 789.
Fisheries <Noxious Fish) Bill, 3081, 3085.
Forests Commission-Sirex noctilio infes-.
tations, 3213.
Game (Black Swans) Bill, 288.
Health (Dangerous Substan,ces) Bill, 1761.
Health, Department of-School dental
service, 2652.
Health <Sampling of Foods) Bill, 2508,
2513.
Hospitals and Charities CommissionNumber of beds in public hospitals,
2301.
Cost per patient, 2301.
Commonwealth .payments, 2301.
Land Settlement-Tostaree scheme, 789.
Marine (Amendment) Bill, 2162.
Mental Hygiene Authority-Cost per
patient in mental hospitals, 2301. Commonwealth .payments, 2301.
Poisons Bill, 3193, 3208, 3224, 3225.
Probate Duty Bill, 3147.
Racing (Anzac Day) Bill, 2406.
Railways <Thomson River Bridge) Bill,
2426.
State Forests Loan Application Bill, 1881.
State Rivers and Water Supply Comrnis·
sion-Administration, 1671. Acquisition
and fencing of reserves in Macalister
water district, 1925. Animals drowned
in drains in Macalister district and compensation paid, 1925. Cowwarr weir
and outf:all channel system, 2304.

(~2).
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Fulton, Hon. W. 0.-continued.
Stock CAr.tifidal Breeding) Bill, 2419.
. United Lutheran Church Incorporation
Bill; 795.

G.
Galbally, Hon. J. W. (Melbourne North Province).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 10, 122.
Animals-Regulations controlling entry
into Victoria, 2587.
Appropriation Bill, 2118.
Banking-Five-day banking week, 3266.
Bar of the Council--Suggested summoning of witnesses, 1483, 1484, 1485, 1536.
Breathalyzers-Reaction to spray painting, 3110.
Business Names Bill, 2426.
Business of the House-Conduct of business, 2784. Suspension of ~itting pending return of Bills from Assembly, 3262,
3263.
Close of Sessional Period-Christmas
felicitations, 2170.
Companies-Operations
of
General
Motors-Holden's Pty. Ltd., 123.
DisActivities of
closure of profits, 127.
Stanhill-Chevron-Factors group, 2250,
2657, 2689, 3062.
K. S. Rees Emporiums Limited, 2689. Testro group,
2689.
Invitations to investors, 3061.
Suggested ,publication of holdings of
directors, 3062. Reid Murray Holdings
Limited, 3063.
Companies Bill, 2069.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 1), 13.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 4), 2656,
2689.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 5), 3060,
3065.
Courts (Jurisdiction> Bill, 3167.
Crimes <Brea·th Test Evidence) Bill, 1130,
1135, 1279, 1483, 1536, 1788.
Debate-Withdrawal of statement objected to, 1130.
Dog Bill, 2147, 2150.
European Common Market-Entry of
Great Britain, 13.
Game (Black Swans) Bill, 283, 285, 292.
Health (Sampling of Foods) Bill, 2316.
Interest Rates-Increase, 1091.
J·uries <Fees> Bill, 2134.
Labour and Industry <Bread) Bill, 1792.

Galbally, Hon. J. W.-continued.
Law Department-Premises in Owen
Dixon chambers, 2497, 2523. Arrears
of litigation, 2606, 2658. Jurisdiction of
courts, 2606, 2658. Court accommodation, 2658.
Legal Aid Bill, 1751.
Legal Profession Practice (Amendment)
Bill, 563.
Mel'bour.ne and Metropolitan T.ramways
Board-Footscray one-man bus dispute,
2237.

Melbourne Cricket Ground-Proposed enlargement, 2119.
Melbourne Cricket Ground Bill, 2589.
Overtime-Attitude of unions, 127.
Pawnbrokers (Amendment) Bill, 558.
Petrol Filling Stations-Construction in
residential areas, 2528.
Police Department-Conditions at city
watch-house, 2659. Judgments against
members of Force, 2929. Payment of
judgments by Government, 2929.
President-Election of, 3.
Probate Duty Bill, 3111, 3152, 3231, 3233,
3234, 3238, 3260.

Public and Recreational Lands Bill, 121,
1925.

PubHc Works Department-Administration, 2497, 2522.
Shops in Oity of Melbourne-Acquisition
of .premises lby banks and insurance
companies, 373.
Standard Insurance Company Limited
Bill, 2778, 2780.
State Savings Bank-Eviction of tenantll
from head office building, 373.
Supreme Court (Interest on Judgments>
Bill, 2322.
Tattooing Bill, 2764, 2766.
Television-Quality of programmes, 126.
Town and Country Planning Bill, 2113.
Unemployment-Stand-down
of
employees in motor car industry, 123.
Departmental statistics, 125.
Incidence among immigrants, 125, 127.
Psychological aspect, 126. State .public
works, 128.
University <Officers> Bill, 1557.
Game (Black Swans) Amendment BillReceived from Assembly and first reading, 2652; second reading, 2654, 2782;
Committee, 2783; remaining stages,
2784.
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Game (Black Swans) Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 121; second reading,
141, 283; Committee, 283; remaining
stages, 295.
Assembly amendments
agreed to, 372.
<See "Petrol Filling Stations.")
Garages.
Garrett, Hon. W.R. (Southern Province>.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 4), 2683.
Country Fire Authority (Amendment)
Bill, 3179.
Crimes (Breath Test Evidence) Bill, 1408.
Health <Dangerous Substances> Bill, 1761.
Motor Boating Bill, 1984.
Poisons Bill, 3200, 3226.
State Film Centre-Activities, 2683.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Operations, 269.
Facilities for payment o·f accounts in
Collingwood and Richmond, (qn.) 685.
Gawith, Hon. C. S. <Monash Province).
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 2), 695.
Game <Black Swans> Bill, 289.
Point of Order-Relevancy of remarks,
695.
Police Department-Watch for psychopathic murderer, 3088.
Tattooing Blll, 2768.
General Motors-Holden's Pty. Ltd. (See
" Companies.")
Governor-General of the Commonwealth of
Australia-Congratulations to Viscount
De L'Isle upon appointment, 7, 8, 267.
Governor, His Excellency, General Sir
Reginald Alexander Dallas Brooks,
K.C.B., K.C.M.G., K.C.V.O., D.s.o.,
K.St.J.-lllness, 7, 8, 129, 252, 266, 722,
727, 733. <See also "Administrator of
the Government of the State of
Victoria, Sir Charles Lowe.")
Grain Elevators Board-Wheat storages,
(qn.) 3014, 3212, 3216.
Grasshoppers. (See " Department of Agriculture.">
Green, Estate of the late Edward ArthurReq uest for investli.gation, 733'.
Grigg, Hon. T. H. <Bendigo Province).
Country Fire Authority <Amendment>
Bill, 3179.

Grigg, Hon. T. H.-continued.
Horse-racing-V~ctor.ia

Racing Club Committee's constitution and powers, 2496.
Proposals for elimination and amalgamation of oountry and metropolitan
clubs, 2496.
Rural Finance and Settlement Commis·
sion Bill, 2156.

Gross, Hon. K. S. (Western Province).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-in·
Reply, 727.
Agriculture, Depar.tment of-Shortage of
veterinary officers, 728. Blood testing
of stud sheep flocks for ovine
brucellosis, 1091. Building programmes
at Dook1e and Longerenong Agricultural Colleges, 1366.
Precautions
against foot and mouth disease, 2662.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 4), 2662.
European Common Market-Entry of
Great Britain, 728.
Governor-Illness, 727.
Rain-making-Suggested experiments in
Wimmera and Mallee areas, 3214.
Road Traffic_,Bad driving, 729.
Sheep Owners Protection Bill, 857, 861.
Wheat Industry Research 9ommitteeActivities, 727. Finance for projects,
1277. Date constituted, 1631. Meetings,
1631.
H.

Hairdressing. <See "Labour and Industry
<Women's Hairdressing) Bill.")
Hamer, Hon. R. J. (East Yarra Province).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 473.
Business Names Bill, 2431.
Commonwealth-State Relations-Powers
and responsibilities of States, 473.
Operation of Commonwealth Constitution, 474. Suggested convention to consider States' financial powers, 478.
Companies-Report of inspector on K. S.
Rees Emporiums Limited, 2608.
Companies Bill, 2072.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 2), 701.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 4), 2678.
Crimes <Breath Test Evidence) Bill, 1402,
1535.
Education-Commonwealth grants, 2679.
Education (Amendment> Bill, 2067.
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Hamer, Hon. R. J.-continued.
Landlord and Tenant (Amendment> Bill,
1938, 1943.
Law Department-Arrears of litigation,
3110.
Mental Hygiene Authority - Age and
.invalid pensions for inmates of mental
hospitals, 701, 1279.
Commonwealth
finance for maintenance and development, 701, 1279.
Mines <Explosives> Bill, 793.
Money Lenders <Amendment) Bill, 871.
Personal Explanation - Statement in
debate, 1535.
Probate Duty Bill, 3137, 3236, 3239, 3249,
3255.
Road Traffic-Police action regarding
persons incapable of driving safely,
1091.
Supreme Court (Interest on Judgments)
Bill, 2320.
Uniform Taxation-Effect on States, 476.
Reimbursements to States, 2679.
Universities - Admittance of first-year
students, 2400, 2678. Third university,
2679. Failures by students, 2680. Preun·iversity colleges, 2680.

Horse-racing-continued.
"Racing <Anzac Day) Bill," "Racing
(Bookmakers' Course Agents) Bill,''
"Racing (Off-course Doubles Totalizators)
Bill,"
"Stamps
(Further
Amendment> Bill" and "Trotting
Control Board.")
Hospitals and Charities Commission-Incidence of cerebral palsy, 479. Questionnaire on cerebral palsy patients,
<qn.) 683.
Inquiry into treatment of
spastic children, (qn.) 683. Allocations
from Consolidated Revenue, (qn.) 788,
2116. Equipment provided by auxiliaries for Austin Hospital, (qn.) 1Z76.
Grants to Austin Hospital, (qn.) 1276.
Health ·benefit schemes, 2116. Number
of .beds in public hospitals, (qn.) 2301.
Commonwealth payments, (qn) 2301.
Weekly cost per patient, (qn.) 2301,
(qn.) 2401. Healesville Hospital inquiry,
(qn.) 3015. (See also "Mental Hygiene
Authority.")
House Committee-Appointment of Council
n;lembers, 6.
Housing-

"Hansard" - Availability
proofs, 2856.

of

members'

Healesville Hospital. (See "Hospitals and
Charities Commission.")
Health (Dangerous Substances) Bill-Introduction ·and first reading, 1279;
second reading, 1297, 1757; Committee,
1764; remaining ·stages, 1765.
Health, Department of. (See "Department
of Health.")
Health (Sampling of Foods) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 2218; second
reading, 2239, 2316, 2506; Committee,
2510; remaining stages, 2513.
Hire-purchase-Control, 2115.
Insurance
of goods, 2684.
<See also "Interest
Rates.")
Home Finance (Amendment) Bill-Received from Assembly and first reading,
295; second reading, 401, 565; Committee and remaining stages, 566.
Horse-racing-Victoria Racing Club Committee's constitution and powers (qn.),
2496. Proposals for elimination and
amalgamation of country and metropolitan clubs, (qn.) 2496.
(See also

Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement

-Financial allocation for year 1961-62,
12, 692.
Co-operative Housing Societies-Provision

of funds for year 1961-62 under Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement,
12.
Shortage of funds, 2695.
(See
also " Co-opel'.ative Housing Societies
(Amendment> Bill.")
Finance-Policy of State Savings Bank on
residence area .titles, (qn.) 372. Longterm and short-term finance, 2694.
Homes-Provision in country districts,
2667, 2675.
Activities of unscrupulous
building firms, 2696.
Construction of
flats, 2699.
(See also "Co-operation (Amendment)
Bill," "Co-operative Housing Societies
<Amendment) Bill," "Home Finance
(Amendment) Bill,'' " Housing (Commonweal th and Sta.:te Agreement) Bill,"
"Housing <Home Builders' Account>
Bill,'' " Interest Rates " and " Property
Law (Loans to Minors) Bill.")
Housing CommissionFinance-Provision for year 1961-62 under
Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement, 12.
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Housing Commission-continued.
Homes-Supply of :fixtures and fittings in
country districts, 138.
Erection in
country towns, 2667.
Blum Reclamation-Inspection of premises to be vacated /by .tenants selected
for Emerald Hill Court project, (qn.>
1277.
Housing (Commonwealth and State Agreement) Bill-Received from Assembly
and first reading, 1090; second reading,
1390, 2097; Commi.t•tee and remaining
stages, 2105.
Housing (Home Builders' Account) BillReceived from Assembly and first reading, 2690; second reading, 2761, 2948;
remaining stages, 2951.
Hunt, Hon. A. J. (South-Eastern Province).
Administrator of the Government of
Victoria, Sir Charles Lowe-Services to
State, 6.
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 6.
Crimes <Breath Test Evidence) Bill, 1775.
Education
Department-Provision
of
assembly halls, 7.
Electoral-Areas of, and enrolments in
Legislative Council provinces, 845.
Governor-Illness, 7.
Governor-General of the Commonwealth
of Australia-Congratulations to Viscount De L'Isle on appointment, 7.
Legisla•tive Council-Function, 8.
Money Lenders (Amendment) Bill, 876.
Motor Boating Bill, 1978, 1986.
Poisons Bill, 3202.
Probate Duty Bill, 3141, 3242, 3251.
Shops in the City of Melbourne-Acquisition of premises by banks and ·insurance
companies, 389.
Supreme Court (Interest on Judgments)
Bill, 2323.
Town and Country Planning Bill, 2166.
I.

Immigration-Unemployment of migrants,
127.
CQncentration of migrants in
metropolitan area, 274.
Insurance Companies-Protection of policyholders against defaulting companies,
Elimination of shops in City of
136.
Meloourne, 373.
Standard lnsurance
Company Limi.ted, in liquidatfon, (qn.)
1366.
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Interest Rates-Increase, 1091. <See also
" Supreme Court <Interest on Judg.ments) Bill.")
Irrigation. <See " State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission.">

J.
Juries (Fees) Bill-Received from Assembly
and .:first reading, 1290; second reading,
1542, 2134; remaining stages, 2134.
K.

Kerang (Alexandra Park) Land Bill-Received from Assembly and first reading,
2652; second reading, 2656, 2942; Committee and remaining stages, 2943.
K. S. Rees Emporiums Ltd.
panies.")

<See "Com-

L.

Labour and Industry (Bread) BillReceived from Assembly and first reading, 1135; second reading, 1290, 1792;
second-reading motion negatived, 1815.
Labour and Industry (Women's Hairdressing) Bill-Received from Assembly and
first reading, 1766; second readi.ng, 1766,
1945; Committee, 1949; remaining
stages, 1951.
Landlord and Tenant (Amendment) BillReceived from Assembly and first reading, 1307; second reading, 1471, 1934;
Committee, 1941; remaining stages,
1943.
Land (Industrial Grants) Bill-Received
from Assembly and first reading, 2596;
second reading, 2604, 2772; remaini.ng
stages, 2773.
Land (Plantation Areas) Act-Issue of
leases, (qn.) 249.
Land Sales.
<See "Statute Law Revision
Committee.")
Land Settlement-Australian Mutual Provident Society scheme, 132, 699. Robinvale extension _scheme, (qn.) 462.
Doderang project, 698, 2666, 2674.
Tostaree scheme, (qn.) 789.
Meereek
project,
Cqn.>
2303,
2666,
2674.
Government policy, 2666.
Gippsland
district, 2675. <See also " Rural Finance
and Settlement CQmmission Bill.">
Land Speculation-Control, 2115.

(16)
Land Tax (Exemptions and ~~s) BillReceived from Assembly and first reading, 1631; second reading, 1755, 1968;
Committee and remaining stages, i912.
Land (Unused Roads and Water Frontages)
Bill-Received from Assembly and first
reading, 398; second reading, 485, 861;
Committee, 864; remaining stages, 866.
Land Valuation.. (See "Valuation of Land
<Amendment) Bill.")
Law Department-Expenses of primary
prod·ucers called as witnesses, 725.
Premises in Owen Di'xon chambers,
(qn.) 2497, 2523. Arrears of litigation,
2606, 2658, (qn.) 3110.
Jurisdiction of
courts, 2606, 2658. Court accommodation, 2658.
Legal Aid Bill-Received from As·sembly
and first reading, 866; second reading,
1118, 1751; Committee and remaining
stages, 1166.
Legal Profession Practice (Amendment)
Bill-Received from Assembly and first
reading, 295; second reading, 402, 563;
remaining stages, 564.
Legal Profession Practice (Further Amendment) Bill-Received from Assembly
and first reading, 1482; second reading,
1543, 1943; remaining stages, 1945.
Legislative Council-Functions, 8, 497.
<See also " Electoral," " Parliament"
and "Parliament House.")
Libraries.

(See "Municipalities.")

Library Committee-Appointment of Council members, 6.
Limitation of Actions (Recovery of Imposts) Bill-Received from Assembly
and first reading, 1742; second reading,
1867, 2134; remaining stages, 2136.
Loan Funds-Allocations, 13.
1815.

Expenditure,

Local Authorities Superannuation (Amendment) Bill-Received from Assembly
and first reading, 1090; second reading,
1122, 1396; Committee and remaining
stages, 1398.
Local Government. (See "Municipalities.")
Local Government (Amendment) BillReceived from Assembly and first reading, 2961; second reading, 3039, 3159;
Committee, 3166; remaining stages,
3175.

Local Go-vernment <Municipal Assistance
Fund) Bill-Received from Council .and
first reading, 247; second .reading, 465,
705; Committee, 707; remaining stages,
.\

708.

Local Government (Streets and Abattoirs)
Bill-Received from Assembly and first
reading, 1422; second reading, 1476,
2130;
Committee, 2131; remaining
stages, 2132.
Longerenong Agricultural College•. <See
"Department of Agriculture.")
Lord Mayor's (1962) Bush Fires Relief Fund
-Government contribution, 2763.
Lutheran Church. (See " United Lutheran
Church Incorporation Bill.")
M.

Machin, Hon. Buckley (Melbourne West
Province).
Administrator's Speech-Address-in-Reply,
501.
Cancer <Amendment) Bill, 566.
Cancer (Facilities) Bill, 2325.
Clean Air Act-Meetings of Clean Air
Committee, 2496, 2669. Air pollution
studies, 2496, 2669. Cigaretrt:e smoking,
2496,. 2669. Implementation of provisions of Act, 2670.
Compla1nts by
municipalities, 2966.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 4), 2669.
Country Fire Authority <Amendment)
Bill, 3181.
Education (Amendment) Bill, 2063.
Fisheries <Noxious Fish) Bill, 3071, 3084.
Forests <Wood Pulp Agreement) Bill,
1373.
Game (Black Swans) Amendment Bill,
2783.
Green, Estate of late Edward ArthurRequest for investigation, 733, 734.
Health (Dangerous Substances) Bill, 1757,
1765.
Healith (Sampling of Foods) Bill, 2241,
2506, 2512.
Housing Commission-Inspection of premises to be vacated by .tenants selected
for Emerald Hill Court project, 1277.
Labour ·and Industry (Bread) Bill, 1807.
Local
Authorities
Superannuation
(Amendment) Bill, 1396, 1398.
Medical (Amendmerut) Bill, 2122, 2123.
. Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-Illun:iinated route signs on
buses, 502, 2671, 3270. Substitution of
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Machin, Hon. Buckley-continued.
buses for
certain
Sunday tram
services, 502. Use of staff, 503. Overseas and interstate study trips, 556, 2671.
Footscray one-man bus dispute, 2219,
2229. Footscray services, 2670, 3269.
Milk and Dairy Supervision (Amendment)
Bill, 560, 562.
Mines <Aluminium Agreement) Bill, 2058.
Motor Boating Bill, 1973, 1985, 1986,
1987.
Point of Order-Strutement in debate,
2229.
Poisons Bill, 3184, 3207, 3208, 3209, 3224,
3226, 3227, 3228, 3229.
Police Department-Granting of bail by
watch-house keepers, 2304.
Radio-active
Substances - Registered
users, 1631.
State Forests Loan Application Bill, 1883.
Tattooing Bill, 2768.
Tottenham to Brooklyn Railway Construction Bill, 2940.

Mack, Hon. R. W. (Western Province).
Breathalyzer-Effects of use of certain
tablets, 846.
Business Names Bill, 2250, 2312, 2432,
2433.
Cancer (Amendment) Bill, 247, 465.
Cancer (Facilities> Bill, 2218, 2248.
Clean Air Act-Meetings of Clean Air
Committee, 2497. Air pollution studies,
2497. Cigarette smoking, 2497. Complaints by municipalities, 2967.
Commercial Goods Vehicles (Amendment) ·
Bill, 2503, 2652, 3015.
Distribution of Population (Joint Committee) Bill, 247, 463·, 464.
Fisheries <Noxious Fish) Bill, 2848, 2851,
3083, 3086.
Game (Black Swans) Amendment Bill,
2652, 2654, 2783.
Game <Black Swans) Bill, 121, 141, 284,
286, 293, 294, 372.
Health
<Dangerous Substances) Bill,
1279, 1297, 1764.
Health, Department of-Presence of
formaldehyde in impor:ted frozen fish,
463. School dental service, 2652, 2931.
Pre-school centres, 3013. Kindergarten
teachers and play leaders, 3013.
. Health (Sampling of Foods) Bill, 2218,
2239, 2241, 2316, 2511.
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Mack, Hon. R. W.-continued.
· Hospitals and Charities CommissionQuestionnaire
on
cerebral
palsy
patients, 683, 684. Treatment of spastic
children, 683, 684.
Payments from
Consolidated Revenue, 788. Equipment
provided by auxiliaries for Austin
Hospital, 1277. Financial provision for
Austin Hospital, 1277. Number of beds
in public hospitals, 2301.
Cost per
patient, 2301, 2401.
Commonwealth
payments, 2301.
Healesville Hospital
inquiry, 3015.
Kerang (Alexandra Park) Land Bill, 2652,
2656, 2943.
Medical (Amendmelllt) Bill, 1090, 1123.
Mental Hygiene Authority-Age and
invalid pensions for inmates of mental
hospitals, 1279. Commonwealth finance
for maintenance ·and development, 1279,
2301.
Cost per patient in mental
·hospitals, 2301.
Mines (Aluminium Agreement) Bill, 1742,
1869, 2061, 2062.
Natural
Therapy-Investigation,
789,
1366.
Poisons Bill, 2962, 3046, 3205, 3207, 3208,
3209, 3223, 3224, 3225, 3226, 3227, 3228,
3229.
Portland Harbor Trust (Quarrying) Bill,
247, 467.
Probate Duty Bill, 2929, 2951, 3152, 3153,
3183, 3230, 3233, 3234, 3235, 3236, 3238,
3241, 3244, 3245, 3246, 3247, 3248, 3250,
3252, 3'253, 3254, 3255, 3256, 3258, 3259,
3260, 3261, 3264.
Racing (Anzac Day) Bill, 2239, 2308, 2406.
Racing (Off-course Doubles Totalizators)
Bill, 1859, 1930, 2087.
Radio-active
Substances Registered
users, 1631.
Revocation and Excision of Crown
Reservations Bill, 2596, 2603 .
. Subordinate Legislation Bill, 2218, 2242,
2519, 2521, 3013, 3108.
Tattersall Consultations-Payments into
Consolidated Revenue, 788.
Tattooing Bill, 2497, 2587, 2766, 2767, 2771.
Tourist (Amendment) Bill, 295, 403. 577.
Unclaimed Moneys Bill, 2690, 2759, 2939,
2940.
Water Supply Loan Application Bill, 1276,
1384, 1889 .
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l\fair, Hon. w. P. (South-Eastern Province>.
Administrator's
Speech - Address-in·
Reply, 260.
Agricultural Production-Value of exports, 262.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 4), 2703.
Country Fire Authority (Amendment>
Bill, 3181.
Crimes (Breath Test Evidence) Bill, 1785.
Decentralization-Value of agricultural
production, 263.
European Common Market-Entry of
Great Britain, 261.
Governor-Illness, 266.
Mines (Aluminium Agreement) Bill, 2060.
Queen Victoria Market-Establishment of
new wholesale fruit and vegetable
market, 2703.
Racing (Off-course Doubles Totalizators>
Bill, 2085.
Tariffs and Trade-Australia's trade relations, 261. New markets, 264.

Mansell, Hon. A. R. (North-Western Provdnce).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 128.
Agriculture, Department of-Lack of
finance and staff, 132. Fruit fly infestation, 3153.
Agricultural Colleges (Leases) Bill, 790.
Citrus Industry-Production in Murray
Valley, 132.
Companies - Operations
of
General
Motors-Holden's Pty. Ltd., lpO.
Cotton Growing-Murray Valley project,
130.
Decentralization - Establishment of industries in country districts, 134.
Dog Bill, 2139.
Dried Fruits Industry-Investigations by
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, 133.
European Common Market-Entry of
Great Bri'tain, 128.
Exhibition (Borrowing Powers> Bill, 1873.
Fisheries (Noxious Fish) Bill, 3082.
Flour Mills - Closing of mill at
Wangaratta, 134.
Game (Black Swans> Bill, 289.
Governor-Illness, 129.
Land Settlement - Australian Mutual
Provident Society scheme, 132. Robin·
vale extension scheme, 462.
Local
Authorities
Superannuation
<Amendment> Bill, 1397.

Mansell, Hon. A. R.-continued.
Local Government (Amendment> Bill,
3160, 3167.
Local
Government
<Streets
and
A•battoirs> Bill, 2131.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Yarra River) Bill, 1559.
PoMce Regulation <Amendment) Bill,
2055.
Railway Department-Freight on canned
fruits, 134.
Railways <Industrial Awards) Bill, 2317.
Road Traffic (Traffic Control Items) Bill,
2403, 2404.
Rural Finance and Settlement Commission Bill, 2157, 2161.
State Development-Investment of overseas capital, 130.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-P.roviision of water for cottongrowing project, 131. Availability of
water from Snowy Mountains scheme,
131.
Administration, 1669.
Assessments for water char.ges in irrigation
districts, 1859.
Tou~ist <Amendment) Bill, 575.
Water <Ballarat Water Commissioners)
Bill, 583.
Wool Industry-Sales at Portland, 133.

Margarine. <See "Dairying Industry.")
Marine (Amendment) Bill-Received from
Assembly and first reading, 1815; second
reading, 1871, 2161; Committee, 2163;
remaining stages, 2164.
Marriage Act. <See" Statute Law Revision
Committee.")

May, Hon. R. W. (Gippsland Province).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 722.
Agriculture, Department of-Prevention
of spread of swine fever, 726.
Apprenticeship (Amendment) Bill, 852.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 4>, 2674.
Country Fire Authority <Amendment>
Bill, 3211.
Dairying Industry-Production of milk,
butter and cheese, 722. Equalization
scheme, 723. Commonwealth subsidy
for dairy .produce, 724. Processed milk
products, 2302, 2676. Margarine production, 2675. Quota on butter exports
to Britain, 2677.
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May, Hon. R. W.-ccmtinued.
Distribution of Population (Joint Committee) Bill, 464.
Education Department-Establishment of
high school a:t Trafalgar, 684. Public
address systems, 2675. Septic tank
installations, 2675.
European Common Market-Entry of
Great Br.itain, 722, 2677.
Fisheries <Noxious Fish> Bill, 3077, 3085.
Forests (Amendment> Bill, 2945.
Forests <Wood Pulp Agreement) Bill,
1371.
Game <Black Swans) Bill, 283, 372.
Governor-Illness, 722.
Health,
Department
of - Pre-school
centres, 3013. Kindergarten teachers
and play leaders, 3013.
Housing-Erection of ·homes in country
towns, 2675.
Land <Plantation Areas> Act-Issue of
leases, 249.
Land SetHement-Meereek project, 2303,
2674. Doderang scheme, 2674. Settlement in Gippsland, 2675.
Law Department-Expenses for primary
producers called as witnesses, 725.
National Parks Bill, 2414.
Railways (Funds) Bill, 2083.
Rural Finance and Set.Uement Commission Bill, 2158.
Rural Finance Corporation - Financial
results, 1859. Cost of administration,
1859. Staff, 1859. Advances to primary
and secondary industries, 1859.
State Electricity Commission-Meters for
bulk-milk dairy refrigerators, 2303.
Stock <Artificial Breeding> Bill, 2415,
2503.
Swine Compensation Fund-Amount in
fund, 250, 725. Claims, 250.
Town and Country Planning Bill, 2111,
2164, 2167, 2169.
Transport Regulation Board-Backloading of transports, 2304. Carriage of
perishables, 2304. Services .in remote
areas, 2304.
Valuation of Land (Amendment> Bill,
1961.
Valuers' Qualification Board-Applications for registration, 3214.
Vermin and Noxious Weeds Destruction
Board-Cost of weedicides, 724. '
Zinc Corporation, Limited Bill, The, 1482.
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McArthur, Sir Gordon (South-Western
Province>. <See "President, The (Sir
Gordon McArthur).")
Medical (Amendment) Bill.-Received from
As·sembly and first reading, 1090; second
reading, 1123, 2122; Committee, 2123;
remaining stages, 2124.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works-Loan
funds
sought
and
approved, (qn.) 2756, (qn.) 3223. Shortage of water, 3060.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Government Guarantee) BillReceived from Assembly :and .first reading, 2709; second reading, 2761, 2964;
remaining stages, 2966.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Yarra River) Bill-Received
from Assembly and first reading, 1290;
second reading, 1474, 1558; remaining
stages, 1559.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-Illuminated route signs on
buses, 502, 2671, 3270. Substitution of
buses for certain Sunday tram services,
502. Use of staff, 503. Overseas and
interstate study trips, (qn.) 556, 2671.
Footscray one-man bus dispute, 2219,
2525, 3269.
Purchase of 41-seater
buses, (qn.) 2587. Footscray services,
2670.
(See "Queen
Melbourne City Council.
Victoria Market.")
Melbourne Cricket Ground-Proposed enlargement, 2119.
Melbourne Cricket Ground Bill-Received
from Assembly and first reading, 2250;
second reading, 2313, 2589; Committee,
2593; remaining stages, 2594.
Melbourne Harbor Trust--Payments to
Consolidated Revenue, (qn.) 683, 699,
2703, 3066.
Cost of maintenance of
navigation facilities and dredging of
port channels, (qn.) 683, 699, 2703.
River entrance docks, 699, 2703. Facilities for passenger liners, 2703.
Melbourne Harbor Trust Lands Bill-Received from Assembly and first reading,
2652; second reading, 2690, 2774; Committee, 2777; remaining stages, 2778.
Clerical error corrected, 2946.
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Members-Swearing in of members after
periodical elections, 2.
President's
commission to swear members, 5. Television appearances, 719, 726, 730. Availability of Hansard proofs, 2856. Notification of Cabinet decisions, 3067, 3068.
Mental Hygiene Authority-Age and invalid
pensions for inmates of mental hospitals, 701, ( qn.) 1279.
Commonweal.th
finance for maintenance and development, 701, (qn.) 1279, (qn.) 2301. Cost
per patient in mental hospitals, (qn.)
2301.
Merrifield, Hon. Samuel <Doutta Galla
Province).
Administration and Probate (Amendment) Bill, 2855.
Appropriation Bill, 2114.
Banking-Five-day week, 3055.
Basic Wage-Cost-of-living adjustments,
3056.
Breathalyzer and Blood Tests for Alcohol,
249.
Bush Fires-Suggested public inquiry,
3055.
Business of the House-Days and hours
of meeting, 251, 1989.
Commonwealth Constitution-Suggested
amendment of section 92, 692.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 2>, 691.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 3), 1815.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 4), 2684,
2686, 2700.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 5), 3052,
3065.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, The,
2088, 2093, 2094, 2095, 2096.
Co-operative Housing Societies (Amendment) Bill, 1115.
Country Roads Board-Grants ·to municipalities, 248.
Crimes <Breath Test Evidence) Bill, 1781.
Debate-Withdrawal
of
statement
objected to, 868.
Dog Bill, 2142.
Education <Amendment) Bill, 2064.
Education
Department-Activities
ot
State School Committees and Councils'
Association, 2114.
Electoral Provinces Bill, 250.
Hire-purchase-Control, 2115.
Housing-Allocation of funds by Commonwealth Government, 692.
Land Speculation-Control, 2115.
·Land (Unused Roads and Water Frontages> Blll, 866.

Merri.field, Hon. Samuel-continued.
Loan Funds-Expenditure, 1815.
Local Government Depar.tment-Grants
to municipalities from Country Roads
Board and Federal Aid Roads Fund, 248.
Money Lenders (Amendment> Bill, 867,
868, 881, 884.
Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Prac.tices-Legislative action, 693.
Motor Boating Bill, 1986, 1988.
Motor Car (Insurance Surcharge) Bill,
1298.
Motor Vehicles-Registration fees for
interstate transports, 692.
Newmarket Sale-yards and AbattoirsRemoval, ·695.
Parliament-Safeguarding of .privileges,
694.
Petrol Filling Stations-Construction ln
residential areas, 2700. Trading hours,
3056.
Police Department-Bashings by •teenage gangs, 2686. Staffing of police
stations at night, 2686. Control of
larrikinism, 3057.
Probate Duty Bill, 3136.
Property Law (Lo·ans to Minors> Blll, 491,
496.
Public
Works
Department-Oncost
charges, 3007.
Public Works Interim Loan Aipplicatlon
Bill, 578, 580.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 1481,
1964.
Revocation and Excision of Crown Reservations Bill, 2773.
Rural Finance and Settlement Commission Bill, 2152.
Shops in City of Mel•bourne--Acquisition
lby banks and insurance companies, 385.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-Administration, 1673.
Subordinate Legislation Bill, 2520.
T·ariffs and Trade-Operations of Tariff
Boar.a, 694.
Tattooing Bill, 2771.
Tourist Development Authority-Advertisements in booklet Where to Go in
Victoria, 695.
Town and Country Planning Bill, 2105,
2164, 21 67, 2169.
Town Planning-Appeals to Minister
against decisions of local authorities,
2700.
Allegations of bribery concerning issue of permits, 2702.
Uniform Taxation-Reimbursements to
State, 692.
1
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Merrifield, Hon. Samuel-continued.
University of Melbourne-Social studies
department, 2115.
Valuation of Land (Amendment) Bill,
1952.
Water and Sewerage Authorities (Pro.ceedings and Finances) Bill, 2056.
Water Supply Loan Application Bill, 1884,
1889.
Workers Compensation-Increased .payments for injured workers, 2684. Suggested legislation, 3056.

Milk.
<See "Dairying Industry.")
Milk and Dairy Supervision (Amendment)
Bill-Introduction and first reading,
250; second reading, 398, 560; Committee, 562, 566; remaining stages, 566.
Assembly amendment dealt with, 1874.
Mines (Aluminium Agreement) Bill-Received from Assembly and ·first reading,
1742; second reading, 1869, 2058; Committee, 2061; remaining stages, 2062.
Mines (Explosives) Bill-Received from
Assembly and first reading, 372; second
reading, 469, 791; Committee, 794, 1482;
remaining stages, 1483.
·Monash University. (See "Universities.")

Motor Car (Insurance Surcharge) BillReceived from Assembly and first reading, 1090; second reading, 1115, 1298;
Committee, 1302; remaining stages,
1307.
Motor Registration Branch-Registration
of tractors, (qn.) 2304; brake-lamps,
(qn.) 2304.
Motor
Vehicles-Protection
of
policy
·holders against defaulting insurance
companies, 136. Regis tr a ti on fees on
interstate !transports, 692.
Municipalities-Loan funds, 13.
Grants
from Country Roads Board and Federal
Aid Roads Fund, (qn.) 248. Responsibilities, 501. Government subsidies for
community services, 732. Municipalities
Assistance Fund, (qn.) 846. Grants for
free library services, 2763. (See also
"Clean Air Act," "Dog Bill," "Dog
<Registration Discs) Bill," "Local
Authorities Superannuation (Amendment) Bill," " Local Government (Municipal Assistance Fund) Bill" and
" Local Government
(Streets and
Abattoirs) Bill.")
N.

National Fitness Council-Special grant,
2763.

Money Lenders (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 250; second
reading, 399, 867; Committee, 881; remaining stages, 884. Assembly amendment dealt with, 1884.

National
Parks
Bill-Received
from
Assembly and first reading, 2239, second
reading, 2310, 2407; Committee, 2505,
2653; remaining stages, 2654.

Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices
-Legislative action, (qn.) 684, 693.

Natural Therapy-Investigation, (qn.) 789,
(qn.) 1366, 2121.

Motions for Adjournment of the House to
Enable Members to Discuss Public
Questions-Acquisition of shops in City
of Melbourne by banks and insurance
companies, 373. Interest rates, 1091.
Administration of State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission, 1632. Footscray one-man bus dispute, 2219.

Newmarket Sale-yards and
Proposed removal, 695.

Motor
Boating
Assembly and
second reading,
1984; remaining
Motor Car Act.

Bill-Received
from
first reading, 1741;
1865, 1973; Committee,
stages, 1989.

(See "Road Traffic.")

Motor
Car
Industry-Stand-down
of
employees, 123, 276, 392. Importation
from Japan of spare pants for Holden
cars, 281.

Abattoirs-

Nicol, Hon. G. J. <Monash Province).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 8.
Commercial Goods Vehicles <Tow Trucks)
Bill, 587.
Companies-Report of ·inspector on K. S.
Rees Emporiums Limited, 2687. Activities of Tesitro group, 2687.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 2), 702.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 4), 2687.
Crimes <Breath Test Evidence) Bill, 1418.
Education (Amendment) Bll.l, 2066.
Education
Department-Activities
of
StaJte School Committees and Councils'
Association of Victoria, 702.
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Nicol, Hon. G. J.-continued.
Governor-Illness, 8.
Governor-General of the Commonwealth
of
Australia - Congratulations
to
Viscount De L'Isle on appointment, 8.
Melbourne and Metropoli:tan Board of
Works-Loan applications ·and allocations, 3223.
Point of Order-Statement in debate,
3267.
Police Department-Bashings by teen-age
gangs, 2610.
Probate Duty Bill, 3151.
Railway
Department-Transpor;t
of
wheat harvest, 9. Operational surplus
for year 1960-61, 9. Concessional fares
for students and pensioners, 9. Concessional f.reights for primary and de·centralized industries, 9. Freight on
superphosphate, 9.
State Develoipment-Investment of overseas .capital, 8.
University of Melbourne-Annual · Government grant, 249. Social stud.ie1
department, 249, 1858.

O'Connell, Hon. G. J.-continued.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board al
Works (Yarra River) Bill, 1558.
Police Department-Bas)lings by .teen-age
gangs, 2673.
Racing <A.nzac Day> Bill, 2404.
Racing <Bookmakers' Course Agents) Bill,
713.
Racing <Off-course Doubles Totalizators>
Bill, 2083.
Raiilway Department-Level crossing at
Burnley-street, Burnley, 684.
Unattended stations, 2674.
Passengers
travelling without .tickets, 2674. Lighting of stations, 2674.
Subordinate Legislaition Bill, 2324, 2514,
2520.
Subordinate Legislation Committee-Report presented: Sheep Owners Protection Act, 2130.
West Melbourne Market Land <Amendment) Bill, 795.
Overseas Capital.
ment.")

<See " State Develop-

Overtime-Attitude of unions, 127, 281.
North Geelong to Fyansford Railway Deviation Bill-Received from Ass·embly
and first reading, 247; second reading,
483, 797; Commtttee and remaining
stages, 798.

o.
O'Connell, Hon. G. J. <Melbourne Province).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 732.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 4), 2673.
Dog-racing-Taxation payments from
meetings .conducted by National Coursing Association ·and Melbourne Greyhound Racing Association, 684.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Facilities for
payment of accounts in Collingwood
and Richmond, 685.
Governor-Illness, 733.
Housing
(Commonwealth and State
Agreement) Bill, 2097.
Housing <Home Builders' Account) Bill,
2948.
Landlord and Tenant <Amendment) Bill,
1934, 1942, 1943.
Local Government Department-Government subsidies for community services,
732.

P.
Parks. <See "National Parks Bill" and
"Public and Recreational Lands Bill.")
Parliament-Opening of session, 1. Appointment of Mr. R. S. Sarah as Clerk of
the Parliaments, 121.
Trad-itional
practices, 252. Origin of privilege Bill,
253. Safeguarding of privileges, e94.
Role -in democratic society, 718, 730.
Sittings, 2660. Close of sessional periods,
2170, 3266.
Legislative programme,
2660. (See also "Legislative Council.")
Parliament House-Desks in Legislative
Council Chamber, 267. Room for use
by Government car drivers, 504.
Pawnbrokers (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 122; second
reading , 140, 558; Committee · and
remaining stages, 559.
Pay-roll Tax.

(See "Taxation.")

Pedal Clubs. (See " Victorian Council of
Pedal Clubs.")
Penal Department-Pentridge Gaol, 732.
Pensioners.
(See
" Mental
Hygiene
Aut·hority " and " Railway Department

-li'ares.">
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Personal Explanations-By Mr. Hamer, President, The (Sir Gordon McArthur)continued.
1535; by Mr. Byrnes, 1742; by Mr.
Tripovich, 2759: iby Mr. Swinburne,
Bills Declared Private-United Lutheran
3158.
Church Incorporation Bill, 295. R.S.·L.
Welfare Trust Fund Bill, 866.
The
Petrol Filling Stations-Erection in residenZinc Corporation, Limi•ted Bill, 1090.
tial areas, (qn.) 2400, (qn.) 2495, 2523,
Dandenong Lands Bill, 1116.
Church
2528, 2700. Trading ·hours, 3056.
of
England
(Gree.nsborough
Land)
Bill,
Pies.
<See Health (Sampling of Foods>
1482.
Bill.")
Chairmen of Committees, TemporaryPoisons Bill-Received from Assembly and
Appointments, 5.
first reading, 2962; second reading, 3046,
Clerk of the P arliamen:ts-Appointment
3184; Committee, 3205, 3223; third readof Mr. R. S. Sarah, 121.
ing, 3229.
Close of Sessional Periods, 2172, 3270.
Police Department-Granting of bail by
Commission to Swear Members, 5.
watch-house keepers, (qn.) 2304. BashDebate-Relevancy of remarks, 15, 261,
ings by teen-age gangs, 2610, 2673, 2686.
695, 797, 1646, 18801 2119 2233, 2234,
Conditions at city watch-house 2659.
2238, 2323, 2428, 2607, 3168, 3189, 3196.
Staffing of police stations at night, 2686.
Interjections, 394, 693, 1111, 1651, 1664,
Youth welfare work !by police officers,
Use of expression, The
1666, 2527.
2686, 2693.
Judgments against memsky is the limit," 868. Minister being
bers of Force, (qn.> 2929. Payments
" cross-examined,"
1129.
Member
of judgments iby Government, (qn.>
accusing Minister o.f
nonsense and
2929.
Contr-01 of larrikinism, 3057.
lies," 1130. Quoting from Hansard.
Watch for psychopathic murderer, 3088.
report of Assembly debate during
current session, 1569. Repetition, 1575,
Police Regulation (Amendment) Bill3077.
Unidentified quotations, 1664.
Received from Assembly and first readRebuttal of statements, 1664.
Period
ing, 1631; second reading, 1750, 2054;
of
adjournment,
1767.
Ci.ting
examples
Committee and remaining stages, 2056.
to illustrate point, 1936.
Allusion to
Portland Harbor Trust-Use of facilities,
deba:te on Bill dea1t with in same
479.
session, 2082. Member ref erring to
Portland Harbor Trust (Quarrying) Billmatters concerning the Legislative
Received from Assembly and first readScope of Supply deAssembly, 2424.
ing, 247; second reading, 467, 796; re-.
bate, 2673. Ambit of discussion on
maining stages, 797.
motion for second reading of financial
Bill, 3052, 3060. Member accused of
Ports and Harbors.
<See "Public Works
lying, 3267. Scope of discussion on
Department.">
motion for adjournment of sitting, 3268,
Presidency-Motion by Sir Arthur Warner
3269, 3270.
that Sir Gordon McArthur take the
Divisions-Recording of pairs, 3158.
chair as President, 2; se.conded by Mr.
Election as President, 2, 3; presentation
Byrnes, 2; aicce.ptance of nomination, 2;
'to Administrator, 4.
motion agreed to, 3.
Presentation of
Labour and Industry <Bread) Bill-CastPresident to ·the Administrator, 4.
ing vote on motion for adjournment of
debate, 1799; casting vote on motion for
second reading, 1815.
President, The (Sir Gordon McArthur)Monash
University
Council-Parliamentary representatives, 18.
RuZings and Statements o/Parliament House-Room for use of
Absence from Chair, 1135.
Government car drivers, 504.
Administrator's Speech-Presentation of
Subordinate Le.gislaJtion Bill-Clerical
Address-in-Reply, 1276, 1579, 1630.
error, 2586.
Bar of the Council-Suggested summoning of witnesses, 1484.
Business of the House-Suspension of
sitting pending ·return of Bill from Printing Committee-Appointments, 6.
Privilege Bill.
(See "Parliament.")
Assembly, 3263.
fl

0

fl

fl
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Probate Duty Bill-Received from Assembly
and first reading, 2929; second reading,
2951, 3111; Committee, 3152, 3183, 3229;
returned to Assembly with suggested
amendments,
3261; message from
Assembly re suggested amendments,
3263; Bill further considered in Committee, 3263; remaining stages, 3266.
Property Law (Loans to Minors) BillIntroduction and first reading, 5; se.cond
reading, 147, 491; Committee, 496; remaining stages, 497.
Public and Recreational Lands Bill-Introduction and first reading, 121; second
reading, 1925.
Public Works Committee-Appointment of
Council members, 5.
Leave to meet
during sittings of Council, 2054.
Public Works Department--Administration,
479, (qn.) 2497, 2522.
Oncost charges,
2664, 3057, 3058.
Additional :financial
allocation for Ports and Harbors
Branch, 2763.
Public Works Interim Loan Application Bill
-Received from Assembly and first
reading, 555; second reading, 559, 578;
Committee, 580; remaining stages, 581.
Public Works Loan Application Bill-Received from Assembly and first reading,
1422; second reading, 1477, 1964; remaining stages, 1968.

Q.

Queen Victoria Market--Report of Royal
Commission, 481.
Inquiries 'by departmental committee, 481. Value of stalls,
481. Proposed removal, 483. Recording of business transactions, 483. Facilities for country .produce merchants,
(qn.) 556.
Trading hours1 (qn.) 556.
Melbourne City Council tby-laws, (qn.)
Revenue from lease of stalls in
556.
fruit and vegetable section, ( qn.) 2401.
Establishment of new wholesale fruit
and vegetable market, 2703.

R.
Racing (Anzac Day) Bill-Received from
Assembly and 1irst reading, 2239; second
reading, 2308, 2404; Committee and remaining stages, 2406.

.

Racing (Bookmakers' Course Agents) Bill_.
Received· from Assembly and first read. ing, 295; second reading, 405, 713; CommHtee, 715; remaining stages, 716.
Racing (Off-course Doubles Totalizators)
Bill--Received from Assembly and first
reading, 1859; second reading, 1930,
2083; Committee, 2087; remaining
stages, 2088.
Radio-active Substances-Registered users,
(qn.)
1631.
<See
also
" Health
(Dangerous Substances) Bill.")
Railway Department-Country Lines-Effect of MelbourneSydney standard gauge service on
north-east line passenger :time-table,
(qn.) 248, 499. Sale of liquor in buffet
cars, (qn.) 2399. Buffet car service on
Mel·bourne-Albury line, (qn.) 2400,
2707.
Fares-Concessional rates for students
and pensioners, 9. Suburban rates, 257.
Finance-Operational surplus for year
1960-61, 9, 253. Profi.t on goods traffic,
Expenditure on refreshment
256.
services and advertising, 1817.
Railway Equalization Account, 1818, 1821.
Airways competition, 1818, 1821. Railway Renewals and Replacements Fund,
2120, 2121.
Freights-Concessions for primary and
decentralized industries, 9, 137, 253.
Superphosphate, 99, 253, 397. Wheat,
9, 11, 15, 254, 1818. Canned fruits, 134.
Firewood, 254.
Flour, 254.
Rates,
255, 1821. Surcharges on bulk cartage,
(qn.) 789.
Level Crossings-Installation of :flashing
lights, 283.
Under-pass at Tallarook,
(qn.) 372. At Burnley-street, Burnley,
(qn.)
684.
At
Templeton-street,
Wangaratta, (qn.) 2495, 2705, 2709.
Passengers-Travelling without tickets,
2674.
Rolling-stock-Conversion of trucks for
bulk handling, 397.
Staff-New employees, 395.
Re-employment of retired employees, (qn.) 3109,
3154, 3158.
Sta.ndard . Gauge Line-Construction of
industrial sidings, (qn.). 3109.
Stations-Unattended at night, 2674, (qn.)
3156.
Lighting, 2674.
Sunday Services-Loss on operations, 256.
Workshops-Noise ·at Ballarat North
workshops, (qn.) 556, (qn.) ·2400.
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Railway Department-continued.
<See also "North Geelong to Fyansford
Railway Deviation Bill," " Railway
Loan Application Bill," "Railways
(Founds> Bill," "Railways <Industri'al
Awards) Bill," "Railways <Thomson
River Bridge> Bill " and " Tottenham
to Brooklyn Railway Construction
Bill.")
Railway Loan Application Bill-Received
from Assembly and first reading, 1631;
second reading, 1743, 2076; Committee,
2079; remaining stages, 2082.
Railways (Funds) Bill-Received from
Assembly and first reading, 1631; second
reading, 1749, 2082; remaining stages,
2083.
Railways (Industrial Awards) Bill-Introduction and first read ing, 2218; second
reading, 2241, 2316; Committee and
remaining stages, 2317.
Railways (Thomson River Bridge) BillReceived from Assembly and first reading, 2239; second reading, 2311, 2425;
remaining stages, 2426.
Rain-making-Suggested experiments in
Wimmera and Mallee areas, 3214, 3216.
Revocation and Excision of Crown Reservations Bill-Received from Assembly
and first reading, 2596; second reading,
2603, 2773; remaining stages, 2774.
River Murray - Proposed Chowilla dam,
(qn.) 2305.
Road Tax. (See" Taxation.")
Road Traffic-Breathalyzer and blood tests
for •alcohol, (qn.) 249, (qn.) 846. Flashdng lights at railway level crossings,
283. Bad drMng, 729. Police action
regarding persons incapable of driving,
(qn.) 1091. Road safety educatfon,
1819, 1821. Footway on Strathmore
railway over-pass, (qn.) 2302, (qn.>
3015 3066.
<See also "Commercial
Goods Vehicles <Tow Trucks) Bill,"
"Crimes (Breath Test Evidence) Bill,"
" Motor Car <Insurance Sur-0harge >
BlU," "Motor Vehicles" and "Road
Traffic (Traffic Control Items) Bill.")
Road Traffic (Trame Control Items) BlllIntroduction and first reading, 2218;
second reading, 2307, 2402; Committee
and remaining stages, 2404.
Road Transport. (See "Commercial Goods
Bill" and
Vehicles
<Amendment>
"Transport Regulation Board.">
1

Royal Australasian College of Surgeons-Government contr·ibutlon to appeal,
2763.
R.S.L Welfare Trust Fund Bill-Received
from Assembly, 866; declared a private
Bill, 866; motion that Bill 1be dealt with
as a public Bill agreed to, 866; first
reading, 867; second reading, 1119,
1481; remaining stages, 1481.
Rural Finance and Settlement Commission
Bill-Received from Assembly and first
reading, 1766; second readin~, 1875,
2152; Committee, 2159; remaining
stages, 2161.
Rural Finance Corporation - Financial
results, (qn.) 1859. Cost of administration, (qn.) 1859.
Staff, (qn.) 1859,
Advances to primary and secondary
industries, (qn.) 1859. (See also "Rural
Finance and Settlement Commission
Bill.")

s.
Secondary Industries-Employment figures,
395.
Sewerage-Funds for 'country authorities,
13.
Sheep.
(See " Department of Agriculture.")
Sheep Owners Protection Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 122; second reading,
687, 852; Committee, 859, 1375; ·remaining stages, 1378.
Shipping.
<See " Marine (Amendment)
Bill.")
Shop Premises-Acquisition by banks and
insurance companies in City of Melbourne, 373.
Slrex Noctilio. (See "Forests Commission.")
Smith, Hon. Arthur (Bendigo Province).
Agricultural Colleges <Leases> Bill, 790.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 4), 2693.
Country Fire Authority <Amendment)
Bill, 3175, 3210.
Country Roads Board-Under-pass ·at
Tallarook, 372.
Crown Leases Bill, 2132.
Distribution of Population (Joint Committee> Bill, 464.
Dried Fruits <Expenses and Finances)
Bill, 2947.
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Smith, Hon. Arthur-continued.
Game <Black Swans> Bill, 294.
Kerang (Alexandra Park) Land Bill,
2942, 2943.
Land <Industrial Grants) Bill, 2772.
Land
<Unused Roads
and Water
Frontages) Bill, 861.
Police Department-Youth welfare work
by police officers, 2693.
Railway Department - Under-pass at
Tallarook, 372.
Sheep Owners P.rotectiion Bill, 852, 1375.
State Electricity Commission-Electr.ificat-ion of State, 2586. Areas without
power, 2586. Works in .progress and
future plans, 2586.
Ballarat and
Bendigo tramways: Acquisition, 2929;
:financial statements, 2929; valuation of
rolling-stock, 2929; condiltion of tracks,
2929; maintenance of roadways, 2929.
Stock (Artificial Breeding) Bill, 2415,
2505.
Vermin and Noxious Weeds Destruction
Board-Financial allocations, 1470.
Youth Organizations Assistance FundGovernment grant, 2693.
Soldier Settlement--Electricity connexions
to farms ( qn.), 2302.
Soldier Settlement Commission.
<See
" Rural Fiinance and Settlement Commission Bill.")
Stamps (Further Amendment) Bill-Received from Assembly and first re·ading,
295; second reading, 407, 708; Commit·tee, 712, 797; remaining stages, 797.
Standard Insurance Company LimitedClaims for damages, (qn.) 1366. Protection of policy holders and public,
(qn.> 2402.
Standard Insurance Company Limited Bill
-Received from Assembly and first
·reading, 2596; second read1ing, 2605,
2778; Committee and remaining stages,
2780.
Standing Orders Committee - Appointments, 5.
Stanhill-Chevron-<Factors Group-Activities
of interlocked companies, 2250, 2657,
2689, 3062.
State Accident Insurance Office Bill-Received from Assembly and first reading,
1383; second reading, 1474, 1558; remaining stages, 1558.
State Development--Investment of overseas capital, 8, 14, 130, 267, 271.

State Development Committee - Appointment of Council members, 5.
State Electricity Commission-Stocks of
briquettes, (qn.) 1277. Rural extension
schemes, (qn.) 2302, (qn.) 2586, 2668.
Connexions to soldier settlement farms,
(qn.) 2302. Meters for bulk-milk dairy
refrigerators (qn.>, 2303. Electrification of State, <qn.) 2586. Areas without power, (qn.) 2586. Works in progress and future plans, (qn.> 2586.
Bendigo and
Ballarat tramways:
Acquisition by State Electrioity Comm1ss1on, (qn.) 2929; financial statements, Cqn.) 2929; valuation of rollingstock, (qn.) 2929; condition of tracks,
(qn.) 2929; maintenance of roadways,
(qn.> 2929.
State Film Centre~Activities, 2683.
State Forests Loan Application Bill-Received from Assembly and first reading,
1276; second reading, 1383, 1878; ·rema1ining stages, 1883.
State Rivers and Water Supply CommissionAdministration
Increased charges,
private water diversion, compensation
for land, policy .changes, loan fund
expenditure, 1632.
Finance-Financial provision, 697.
Irrigation-Provision of water for cotton
.project, 131. Availability of water from
Snowy Mountains scheme, 131. Restriction of extra water sales, 697. Assessments for water charges in irrigation
districts, (qn.) 1859.
Acquisition and
fencing of reserves in Macalister
district, (qn.) 1925. Animals drowned
in drains in Macalister distvict, and
compensation paid, (qn.) 1925. Cowwarr
weir and outfall channel system, (qn.)
2304. Drainage works, 2661. Shortage
of water, 3059, 3064.
<See also "Water Supply Loan Application Bill.")
State Savings Bank of Victoria,-Residence
·area ti:Ues, <qn. > 372. Eviction of
tenants from head office building, 373.
State School Committees and Councils'
Association of Victoria. (See " Education Department.")
Statute Law Revision Bill-Received from
Assembly and first reading, 2690; second
reading, 2757, 2854; Committee and
remaining stages, 2855.
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Statute Law Revision Committee-Appointment of Council members, 5. Reports
presented: l\:'lotor Car Act, 122; Wrongs
Act, 122; Crimes Act, 122, 1091; Police
Offences Act, 122; State School Committees and High School and Technical
School Advisory Councils, 250; Civil
Aviation (Carriers' Liability) Bill, 789,
1632; Limitation of Actions (Recovery
of Imposts) Bill, 1470; Interest on
Judgments, 2054; Marriage Act, 2130;
Statute Law Revision Bill, 2587; Sale
of Land on Terms, 3183. <See also
" Constitution Act Amendment <Statute
Law Revision Committee) Bill, The.")
Stock (Artificial Breeding) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 2218; second
reading, 2244, 2415; Committee, 2422,
2503; remaining stages, 2505. Assembly
amendments dealt with, 3013.
Strathmore Freeway.
(See "Country
Roads Board.")
(See
Strathmore
Over-pass.
"Road
Traffic.")
Subordinate Legislation Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 2218; second reading,
2242, 2324, 2514; Committee, 2518; remaining stages, 2522. Clerical errors
corrected, 2586, 3108. Assembly amendment dealt with, 3013.
Subordinate
Legislation
CommitteeAppointment of Council members, 5.
Reports presented: Dog-rac·ing Control
Board (Fees and Travelling Expenses>
Regulations, 1367, 2402; Commercial
Fisheries Council Regulations, 1536,
2402; Sheep Owners Protection Act,
2130; Premiums Committee Allowances
Regulations, 2402; Tourist Development
Authority (Fees) Regulations, 2402.
Superannuation. (See "Local Authorities
Superannua,tion (Amendment) Bill.")
Superphosphate.

(See "Railway Depart-

. ment-Freights.">
Supplementary Estimates, Final, for Year
1960-61. (See "Consolidated Revenue
Bill (No. 3).")
Supply. (See "Consolidated Revenue Bills.")
Supreme Court (Interest on Judgments)
Bill-Introduction and first reading,
2218; second reading, 2247, 2317; Committee, 2595; remaining stages, 2596.
Swans. (See "Game (Black Swans) Bill.">
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Swinburne, Hon. L A. (North-Eastern
Province).
Administration and Probate (Amendment> Bill, 2856.
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 498.
Agrlculture, Department of-Fruit :fly
inspection, 1820. Restriction of mileage
of stock inspectors, 2305.
·
Business of the House-Days and hours
of meeting, 1989. Conduct of business,
2784.
Commercial Goods Vehicles <Tow Trucks)
Bill, 587.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 3), 1819.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 4), 2663.
Constitution Act Amendment <Statute
Law Revision Committee) Bill, The,
2781.
Co-operative Housing Societies (Amendment) Bill, 1551, 1552.
Country Fire Authority (Amendment>
Bill, 3176, 3210.
Crown Leases Bill, 2133.
Decentralization-Closing of Beechworth
tannery, 1819.
Dog Bill, 2145.
Education (Amendment) Bill, 2063.
Fisheries and Wildlife Department-Duck
shooting licences, 555. Conservation of
duck, 555.
Forests Commission-Loan moneys, 2300,
2664. Pine .plantations, 2666.
Game (Black Swans) Amendment Bill,
2783.
Game <Black Swans) Bill, 286, 287.
Home Finance <Amendment) Bm, 565.
Housing-Provision .in country districts,
2667.
Housing
Commission - Erection
of
dwellings in country towns, 2667.
Housing
<Commonwealth and State
Agreement) Bill, 2099.
Housing <Home Builders' Account) Bill,
2949 .
Labour and Industry (Bread) Bill, 1795.
Land (Industrial Grants) Bill, 2772.
Landlord and T·enant (Amendment) Bill,
1936.
Land Settlement-Dederang and Meereek
projects, 2666, Government policy, 2666.
Land
<Unused Roads
and
Water
Frontages) Bill, 862, 865.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Government Guarantee) Bill,
2965.
Melbourne Har·bor Trust ·Lands Bill, 2776.
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Swinburne, Hon. I. A.-continuecl.
Mines (Aluminium Agreement) Bill, 2060,
2061.
Mines <E~plosives) Bill, 792, 1483.
Motor Boating Bill, 1976.
Municipalities-Responsibilities, 501.
National Parks Bill, 2408, 2506, 2653.
North Geelong to Fyansford Railway
Deviiation Bill, 797.
Personal Explanation - Press report,
3158.
Probate Duty Bill, 3146.
Public
Works
Department - Oncost
charges, 2664.
Railway Department-Effect of Mel:bourne-Sydney standard gauge passenger services <>n time-table for
Victorian north-east line, 499.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 2077, 2080,
2082.
Revocation and Excision of Crown
Reservations Bill, 2773.
Sheep Owners Protection Bill, 853, 859,
860, 1375.
State Accident Insurance Office Bill, 1558.
State Electricity Commission-Rural eX"tension schemes, 2302, 2668. Connexions to soldier settlement farms, 2302.
Statute Law Revision Bill, 2855.
Subordinate Legislation Bill, 2516, 2520.
Tattooing Bm, 2765, 2769.
Tottenham to Brooklyn Railway Construction Bill, 2941.
Unemployment - Commonwealth grant
for relief, 2665.
Swine Compensation Fund-Amount in
fund, (qn.) 250, 725. Claims, (qn.) 250

T.
Tariffs and Trade-Protection of Australian manufacturers, 17. Operations
of Tariff Board, 18, 694. Australia's
trade relaUons, 261. New markets, 264.
Assistance to overseas companies, 268.
Import restrictions, 394.
',J'attersall Consultations-Payments to Con.
solidated Revenue, (qn.) 788.
Payments to Tasmanian Government, 1819,
1821.
·Tattooing Bill - Introduction and first
reading, 2497; second reading, 2587,
2764; Committee, 2766; remaining
stages, 2772.

Taxation-

Entertainments Tax.

<See " Entertainments Tax <Amendment) Bill.")
Land Tax.
<See "Land Tax <Exemptions and Rates) Bill.")
Pay-roll
Tax - Payment
by
State
authorities, 1818, 1820.
Racing-Revenue from dog-racing meetings, (qn.) 684.
Road Tax-Payment by hauliers, 16.
Uniform Taxation-Effect on States, 476.
Reimbursements to Victoria, 692, 2679.
Teen-agers.

(See "Police Department.")

Television-Quality of programmes, 126.
Appearance of members, 719, 726, 730.
Testro Group.

(See "Companies.")

Thom, Hon. G. W. (South-Western Province).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 497.
Business Names Bill, 2432, 2433.
Commonwealth-State Relations - Protection of States' rig.hts, 2672.
Companies Bill, 2072, 2074, 2075.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 4), 2672,
2685.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 5), 3066.
Co-operative Housing Societies (Amendment) Bill, 1549, 1552.
Crimes (Breath Test Evidence) Bill, 1785.
Dog Bill, 2147.
Game (Black Swans) Bill, 290.
Housing
(Commonwealth and State
Agreement) Bill, 2102.
· Legislative Council-Functions, 497.
Mines (Aluminium Agreement) Bill, 2060,
2062.
Motor Boating Bill, 1983.
North Geelong to Fyansford Railway
Deviation Bill, 798.
Shops in the City of Mel•bourne-Acquisition of premises by banks and insurance
companies, 392.
Tattoo•ing Bill, 2770.
Tourist (Amendment> Bill, 577.
Town and Country Planning (Amendment) Bill, 2112.
Victorian Council of Pedal Clubs-Financial assistance, 2685.
Water Supply Loan Application Bill,
1886.
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Thompson, Hon. L. H. S. (Higinbotham
Province).
Admin1stration and Probate (Amendment> Bill, 2690, 2692.
Afforestation-Planting of soMwoods and
native .timbers, 2306. Crown land made
available to private enterprise, 2306.
Tax deductions, 2306.
Apprenticeship (Commission) Bill, 2929,
2943, 2944.
Children's Welfare <Appeals) Bill, 122,
146.
Children's Welfare (Assistance) Bill, 2250,
2315, 2602.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, The,
1090, 1381, 2093, 2094, 2096.
Constitution Act Amendment (Postal
Voting) Bill, The, 2218, 2309, 2425.
Constitution Act Amendment <Statute
Law Revision Committee) Bill, The,
2652, 2655.
Co-operation (Amendment) Bill, 1290,
1388.
Co-operative Housing Societies (Amendment>) Bill, 845, 1112, 1551.
Country Fire Authority (Amendment>
Bill, 2929, 3182, 3210, 3211.
Courts (Jurisdiction) Bill, 2929, 2958.
Crimes (Breath Test Evidence) Bill,
1090, 1125, 1135, 1786.
Crimes (Detention) Bill, 2848, 2850.
Crown Leases Bill, 1383, 1475.
Dog Bill, 1815, 1890, 2149, 2150, 2151, 2152.
Dog (Registration Discs) Bill, 2690, 2692.
Education (Amendment) Bill, 1535, 1746,
2068, 2069.
Evidence (Amendment) Bill, 2250, 2312.
Exhibition <Borrowing Powers) Bill, 867,
1119.
Forests (Amendment> Bill, 2848.
Forests Commission-Sirex noctilio infestations, 2298, 3215. Research branch,
2299. Loan moneys, 2300. Infestations
other than sirex noctilio, 2300. Developmental plans, 2301. Planting of softwoods and native timbers, 2306.
Forests <Wood Pulp Agreement> Bill,
884, 1120, 1374.
Home Finance (Amendment) Bill, 295,
4-01, 566.
Housing Commission-Inspection of premises to be vacated by tenants selected
for Emerald Hill Court project, 1277.
Housing
(Commonwealth and State
Agreement) Bill, 1090, 1390, 2105.
Housing <Home Builders' Account) Bill,
2690, 2761.
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Thompson, Hon. L. H. S.-continued.
Juries (Fees) BUI, 1290, 1542.
Landlord and Tenant <Amendment> Bill,
1307, 1471, 1941, 1942, 1943.
Limitation of Actions <Recovery of Imposts) Bill, 1742, 1867.
Mines <Explosives> Bill, 372, 469, 794,
1483.
Pawnbrokers (Amendment) Bill, 122,
140, 559.
Points of Order-Statements in debate,
2607, 3062.
Police Regulation <Amendment> Bill,
1631, 1750, 2056.
Racing <Bookmakers' Course Agents)
Bill, 295, 405, 715.
Railways (Industrial Awards) Bill, 2218,
2241, 2242, 2317.
Railways (Thomson River Bridge) Bill,
2239, 2311.
Road Traffic (Traffic Control Items> Bill,
2218, 2307, 2404.
Standard Insurance Company Limited
Bill, 2596, 2605, 2780.
State Forests Loan Application Bill, 1276,
1383, 1883.
Statute Law Revision Bill, 2690, 2757,
2855.
Supreme Court <Interest on Judgments)
Bill, 2218, :6247,. 2324, 2595.

Todd, Hon. Archibald (Melbourne West
Province).
B.P. Australia Ltd.-Oil pipe-line from
Port Melbourne to Newport, 462.
Bread Industry-Contraventions of section 105 of Labour ·and Industry Act,
1090.
Breathalyzer-Use of, 3270.
Carlton and United Breweries LimitedProduction of beer, 2848.
Children's Welfare (Assistance) Bill,
2598, 2602.
Civil Aviation (Carriers' Liability) Bill,
1767, 1769.
Commerdal Goods Vehicles (Tow Trucks)
Bill, 584, 587.
C-0mpanies-Testro group, 2690.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 2), 699.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 4), 2686,
2690, 2702.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 5), 3066.
Constitution Act Amendment <Statute
Law Revision Committee) Bill, The,
2780.
Co-operation <Amendment> Bill, 1951.
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Todd, Hon. Archibald-conNnued.
Country Fire Authority <Amendmell!t)
Bill, 3180.
Crimes <Breath Test Evidence) Bill, 1771.
Crimes (Detention> Bill, 3068.
Disposal of Uncollected Goods Bill, 486,
489, 491.
Evidence (Amendment) Bill, 2596.
Forests <Amendment) Bill, 2944.
Forests Commission-Sirex noctilio infestations, 2297. Research branch, 2298.
Infestations other than sirex noctilio,
2300.
Forests <Wood Pulp Agreement) Bill,
1367.
Health, Department of-Presence of.
formaldehyde in imported frozen fish,
462.
Health (Sampling of Foods) Bill, 2510.
La:bour and Industry <Bread) Bill, 1813.
Landlord and Tenant <Amendment) Bill,
1940.
Legal Profession Practice
(Further
Amendment) Bill, 1943.
Limitation of Actions <Recovery of Im.posts> Bill, 2134.
Marine (Amendment) Bill, 2161, 2163.
Mel bourne and Metropolitan Boa·rd of.
Works-Loan
funds
sought
and
-approved, 2756.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-Footscray one-man bus dispute,
Pur.chase of 41-seater
2226, 2525.
:buses, 2587.
Melbourne Harbor T·rust-Payments to
Consolidated Revenue, 683, 699, 2703,
3066. Cost of maintenance of navigation facilities and dredging of port
channels, 683, 699, 2703. River entrance
docks, 699, 2703.
Facilities for passenger liners, 2703.
Mellbourne Harbor Trust Lands Bill, 2774,
2778.
Mines CE;:xplosives> Bill, 471, 791.
P.arliament House-Room for use of.
Government car drivers, 504.
Police Department-Youth welfare work
.by police officers, 2686.
Shops in City of Melbourne-Acquisition
of .premises iby 'banks and insurance
companies, 390.
State Forests Loan Application Bill, 1879.
State Savings Bank-Eviction of tenants
from head office building, 391.
Statute· Law Revision Bill, 2854.
0

1

Todd, Hon. Archibald-continued.
Statute Law Revision Committee-Re;ports .presented: State School Committees and High School and Technical
School Advisory Councils, 250; Civil
Aviation <Carriers' Liability) Bill, 789,
1632; Crimes Act, 1091; Limitations of
Actions <Recovery of Imposts> Bill,
1470; Interest on Judgments, 2054;
Marriage Act, 2130; Statute Law Revision Bill, 2587; Sale of land on terms,
3183.
Supreme Court <Interest on Judgments)
Bill, 2318.
Tattooing Bill, 2767.

Totalizators.
(See "Racing (Off-course
Doubles Totalizators> Bill.")
Tottenham to Brooklyn Railway Construction Bill-Received from Assembly and
first reading, 2690; second Teading, 2756,
2940; remaining stages, 2942.
Tourist (Amendment) Bill-Received from
Assembly and first reading, 295; second
reading, 403, 571; Committee, 577; remaining stages, 578.
Tourist Development Authority-Advertisements in booklet Where to Go in Victoria, 695.
<See also
" Tourist
(Amendment> Bill.")
Town and Country Planning Bill-Received
from Assembly and first reading, 1276;
second reading, 1536, 2105; Committee,
2113, 2164; remaining stages, 2170.
Town
Planning-Appeals
to
Minister
against decisions 'by local authorities,
(qn.) 2400, (qn.) 2495, 2523, 2528, 2700.
Allegations of ·bribery concerning issue
of permits, 2702, 2708. (See also " Town
and Country Planning Bill.")
Tow Trucks. <See " CommerCial Goods
Vehicles (Tow Trucks) Bill.")
Tractors-Registration, (qn.) 2304.
Brake
lamps, (qn.) 2304.
Tramways.
(See " Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board " and "State
Electricity Commission.">
Transport,
Public-Discontinuance
of.
Boundary Bend bus service, 15, 17.
Transport Regulation Board-Backloading
of transports, (qn.) 2304. Carriage of
.perishables, (qn.> 2304. Services in remote ·areas, (qn.) 2304.
Use of road
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Transport Regulation Board-continued.
transport ,by decentralized industries,
Cqn.) 3108.
Transport permits for
:bread industry, (qn.) 3108, (qn.) 3155.
Licences to metropolitan manufacturers,
(qn.) 3108.
Trara.lgon.

(See "Decentralization.")

Trlpovich, Hon. J. M. (Doutta Galla
Province).
Administrator's
Speech-Address-inReply, 267.
Afforestation-Planting of softwoods and
native timbers, 2306.
Crown land
made available to .private enterprise,
2306, 2399.
Tax de.ductions, 2306.
Aluminium Industry-Establishment in
Victoria, 268.
Apprenticeship (Amendment) Bill, 846.
Apprenticeship (Commission) Bill, 2944.
Appropriation Bill, 2120.
Bread Industry-Road transport service,
3108.

Breathalyzer-Effects of use of certain
tablets, 846.
Cabinet Decisions-Advice to members
concerned, 3067.
Children's Welfare (Appeals) Bill, 472.
Commercial Goods Vehicles (Amendment>
Bill, 3029.
Companies-Assistance f.or overseas companies, 268. Operations of General
Motors-Holden's P.ty. Ltd., 276.
Disclosure of profits, 278. Profit sharing,.
281.

Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 2>, 704.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 4>, 2684,
2694.

Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 5>, 3066.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, The,
2092, 2095.

Constitution Act Amendment <Postal
Voting) Bill, The, 2424.
Co-operative He>using Societies (Amendment) Bill, 1114, 1544.
Country Roads Board-Replacement of
Keilor bridge, 2306.
Route of .pro.posed St·rathmore freeway, 3155; compensation payments, 3155.
Crimes <Breath Test Evidence) Bill, 1559.
Dandenong Lands Bill, 1389.
Decentralization-Drift of .population to
metropolis, 273.
Provision of houses
for workers, 274. Transport problems,
274. Closing oi Traralgon factories,

Tripov-ich, Hon. J. M.-continued.
275.
Distri'bu tion difficulties, 275.
Freight subsidies :to industries, 3014.
Use of road transport, 3108.
Education
Department-Activities of
State Schools Committees and Couneils' Association of Victoria, 704.
Annexation of land for over-.pass at
Strathmore High School, 3155, 3156.
European Common Market-Entry of
Great Britain, 272.
Flour Mills-Formation of cartels, 273.
Forests
Commission - Developmental
plans, 2301. Planting of softwoods and
native •timbers, 2306.
Gas and Fuel Co~poration-Operations,
269.

Governor-General-Congratulations
to
Lord De L'Isle upon appointment, 267.
Hansard-Availability
of
members'
proofs, 2856.
Hire-purchase-Insurance of goods, 2684.
Hospitals and Charities CommissionCost .per patient in public hospitals,
2401.
Healesville hospital inquiry,
3015.

Housing-Long-term
and
short-1term
finance, 2694. Co-operative housing
societies, 2695. Activities of unscrupulous .building firms, 2696.
Construction of flats, 2699.
Housing
<Commonwealth and State
Agreement> Bill, 2103.
Immigration-Concentration of migrants
in metropolitan area, 274.
Interest Rates-Increase, 1098.
Labour and Industry <Bread) Bill, 1799.
Labour and Industry <Women's Hair4ressing) Bill, 1945, 1950.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-Footscray one-man 'bus dispute,
2231.

Motor Car Industry...!....Standing down o'f
employees, 276.
Importation from
Japan of spare parts for Holden cars,
281.

Natural

Thera:py-Investigaition,

789,

1366, 2121 .

Overtime-Attitude of unions, 281.
Parliament House-Desks in Legislative
Council Cham:ber, 267.
Personal
Explanation-Statement
in
debate, 2759.
Police Regulation <Amendment> Blll,
2054.
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Tripovich, Hon. J. M.-continued.
Railway Department-Flashing lights at
level crossings, 283. Railway Renewals
and Replacements Fund, 2120. Reemployment of retired employees, 3109,
3154, 3158. Industrial sidings on standard gauge line, 3109. Manning of metropolitan railway stations, 3156.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 2076.
Railways (Funds) Bill, 2082.
Railways (Industrial Awards) Bill, 2242,
2316, 2317.
River Murray-Proposed Chowilla dam,
2305.
Road Traffic-Ins~allation of flashing
lights at railway level crossings, 283.
Footway at Strathmore railway overpass, 2302, 3015, 3066.
Road Traffic (Traffic Control Items) Bill,
2404.
Stamps (Further Amendment) Bill, 708.
State Development-Investment of overseas capital, 267, 271.
Transport· Regulation Board-Policy on
.transport permits, 3108.
Unemployment-1961 trends, 272. Num.ber out of work at Traralgon, 275.
Standi-ng down of employees in motor
car industry, 27~.
Workers Compensation-Maximum death
payment, 270.

United Lutheran Church Incorporation Bill
-Received from Assembly, 295; declared a private Bill, 295; motion, that
Bill be dealt with as a public Bill. agreed
to, 295;. first reading, 295; second reading, 484, 794; remaining stages, 795.
University (Officers) Bill-Received from
Assembly and first reading, 1290; second
reading, 1471, 1557; remaining stages,
1557.
UniversitiesGeneraZ-Third university, :2679. Failures
by students, 2680. Proposed establishment of junior colleges, 2680.
Monash University-Parliamentary representatives, 18.
Government grant,
1819. Admittance of first-year students,
(qn.) 2400, (qn.) 2401, 2678.
University of Melbourne-Annual grant,
(qn.) 249. Social Studies Department,
(qn.) 249, (qn.) 1858, 2115.
Admittance of first-year students, (qn.) 2400,
(qn.) 2401, 2678.
<See also "University <Officers) Bill.")

v.

Valuation of Land (Amendment) BillReceived from Assembly and first reading, 1276; second Teading, 1294, 1952;
Committee, 1963; remaining stages,
1964.
Valuers' Qualification Board - Applications for registration, 3214, 3216.
·Vermin and Noxious Weeds Destruction
Trotting Control Board-Additional grant,
Board-Cost of weedicides, 724. Finan2763.
cial allocations, (qn.) 1470. Additional
grant, 2763.
(See "HorseVictoria
Racing Club.
u.
racing.")
Unclaimed Moneys Bill-Received from Victorian Council of Pedal Clubs-GovernAssembly ·and first reading, 2690; second
ment grant, 1819, 2685.
readin.g, 2759, '2937; Committee, 2939;
remaining stages, 2940.
Unemployment-State public works programme, 12, 128, 717.
Credit restrictions, 14, 394. Stand-down of employees in mo.tor car industry, 123, 276,
Departmental statistics, 125.
392.
Incidence among immigrants, 125, 127.
Trends in
Psychological aspect, 126.
1961, 272.
Persons out of work at
Traralgon, 275.
Percentage of work
force, 717.
Commonwealth grant for
relief, 2661, 2665.

w.

Walters, Hon. D. J. <Northern Province).
Administrator's ·
Speech - Address-inReply, 251.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, The,
2091.
Co-operation <Amendment) Bill, 1951. ·
Decentralization-Freight
concessions,
253.
Electoral-Misleading propaganda, 258.
Game <Black Swans> Bill, 291.
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Walters, Hon. D. J.--continued.
Governor-Illness, 252.
Kerang (Alexandra Park) Land Bill, 2942.
Land Tax (Exemptions and Rates) Bill,
1972.
Melbourne Cricket Ground Bill, 2592.
Money Lenders (Amendment) Bill, 870.
Parliament-Traditional practices, 252.
Origin of privilege Bill, 253.
Probate Duty Bill, 3246.
Racing (Anzac Day) Bill, 2405.
Racing (Bookmakers' Course Agents)
Bill, 714.
Racing (Off-course Doubles Totalizators)
Bill, 2085.
Railway Department-Operational surplus for year 1960-61, 253.
Freight on
superphosphate, 253; on firewood, 254;
on wheat, 254; on flour, 254. F:rei.ght
rates, 255. Profit on goods traffic, 256.
Loss on Sunday trains, 256. Suburban
fares, 257.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 2077.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-Administration, 1643.
Statute
Law Revision
CommitteeReports .presented: Motor Car Act, 122;
Wrongs Act, 122; Crimes Act, 122;
Police Offences Act, 122.
Water and Sewerage Authorities (Proceedings and Finances) Bill, 2058.
Water Supply Loan Application Bill, 1887.

Walton, Hon. J. M.-continued.

Walton, Hon. J. M. (Melbourne North
Province).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 729.
Boats-Registration, 3110.
Church of England (Greensborough Land)
Bill, 2133.
Dog Bill, 2136, 2151.
Dog <Registration Discs) Bill, 2782.
Education
Department-Activities
of
State School Committees and Councils'
Association of Victoria, 730.
Lack of
playing space at Moreland, Coburg, and
Newlands High Schools, 730.
Accommodation at Heidelberg West State
School, 3109. Use of ex-Army huts,
3109.
Exhibition <Borrowing Powers) Bill, 1873.
Fisheries and Wildlife Department-Inland angling licences, 2496.
Hospitals and Charities CommissionEquipment provided by auxiliaries for
Austin Hospital, 1276. Financial .provision for Austin Hospital, 1276.

Wangaratta
Mills.")

5538/62.-2

Land Tax (Exemptions and Rates) Bill,
1968.
Local Government (Amendment) Bill,
3159, 3167.
Local Government (Municipal Assistance
Fund) Bill, 705, 707.
Local Government (Streets and Abattoirs)
Bill, 2130.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Government Guarantee) Bill,
2964.
Members-Television appearances, 730.
Municipalities Assistance Fund-Annual
payments into fund, 846.
Grants to
municipalities, 846.
Parliament-Role in democratic society,
730.
Penal Department-Pentridge Gaol, 732.
Petrol Filling Stations-Erection in residential areas, 2400, 2495, 2523.
Portland Har.bor Trust (Quarrying) Bill,
796.
Probate Duty Bill, 3259.
Railways (Thomson River Bridge) Bill,
2425.
Road Traffic (Traffic Control Items) Bill,
2402.
Tattooing Bill, 2769.
Water (Ballarat Water Commissioners,>
Bill, 581.
Flour

Mill.

<See

"Flour

Warner,
Sir
Arthur
(Higinbotham
Province).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 392.
Apprenticeship (Amendment> Bill, 555,
685.
Appropriation Bill, 1972, 1989, 2120, 2121.
Banking-Five-day week, 1366.
Bar of the Council-Suggested summoning of witnesses, 1485.
B.P. Australia Ltd.-Oil pipe-line from
Port Melbourne to Newport, 462.
Bread Industry--Contraventions of section 105 of Labour and Industry Act,
1090.
Breathalyzer and Blood Tests, 249.
Business of the House-Adjournment
until day and h'our to be fixed by the
President, 18, 2170.
Days and hours
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Warner, Sir Arthur-continued.
of meeting, 121, 250, 1859, 1989. Order
of business, 121, 250, 1367.
New
'business, 121, 250, 1367.
Chairman of Committees-Appointment,
5.
Civil Aviation (Carriers' LialbiUty) Bill,
122, 145, 1749, 1769.
Close of Sessional Period-Christmas
felicitations, 2170.
Commercial Goods Vehicles (Tow Trucks)
Bill, 372, 484, 587, 588.
Companies - Operations
of
General
Motors-Holden's Pty. Ltd., 392.
Companies Bill, 1535, 1553, 2073, 2075,
2076.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 1), 11, 17.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 2), 497,
557.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 3), 1276,
1378, 1820.
Co-operative Housing Societies <Amendment) ~ill, 1114.
Country Roads Board-Axle loading
formula, 17.
Grants to municipalities,
248.
Under-pass at Tallarook, 373.
Disposal of Uncollected Goods Bill, 122,
146, 490.
Distribution of Population CommitteeAp;pointment of Council members, 685.
Dog-racing-Taxation payments from
meetings conducted 1by National Coursing Association and Melbourne Greyhound Racing Association, 684.
Education-Salaries ·and condi·tions of
lecturers ·at council-controlled technical
institutions, 248.
Education Department-Financial .provision for works and !buildings, 12.
Sewerage and se.ptic tank facilities at
schools, 12.
Establishment of high
school at Trafalgar, 684. Tenders for
Orbost High School, 789.
Electoral-Areas of and enrolments In
Legislative Council provinces, 845.
Electoral Provinces Bill, 250.
Entertainments Tax <Amendment) Bill,
1742, 1770, 1865.
Fisheries and W'ildli'fe Department-Duck
shooting licences, 555. Conservation of
duck, 555.
Game <Black Swans) Bill, 284, 290.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Facilities for
payment of accounts in Collingwood
and Richmond, 685.
Green, Estate of late Edward ArthurRequest for investigation, 734.

Warner, Sir Arthur-continued.
House
Committee-Appointment
of
Council members, 6.
Housing-Financial allocation for year
1961-62 under Commonwealth-State
Housing Agreement, 12.
Housing Commission-Financial allocation for year 1961-62 under Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement, 12.
Interest Rates-Increase, 1105.
Labour and Industry (Bread) Bill, 1135,
1290.
Land <Plantation Areas) Act-Issue of
leases, 249.
Land Settlement-Robinvale extension
scheme, 462. Tostaree project, 789.
Land
(Unused
Roads ·and
Water
Frontages) Bill, 398, 485, 865, 866.
Legal Aid Bill, 866, 1118.
Legal Profession Practice (Amendment)
Bill, 295, 402.
Legal
Profession Practice
(Further
Amendment) Bill, 1482, 1543.
Li:brary
Committee-Appointment
of
Council members, 6.
Marine (Amendment) Bill, 1815, 1871,
2163, 2164.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Yarra River) Bill, 1290, 1474.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-Overseas and interstate study
trips, 556.
Melbourne Harbor Trust-Payments to
Consolidated Revenue, 683.
Cost of
maintenance of navigation facilities
and dredging of port channels; 683.
Money Lenders (Amendment) Bill, 250,
399, 868, 881, 883, 884, 1884.
Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices-Legislative action, 684.
Motor Boating Bill, 1741, 1865, 1984, 1985,
1986, 1987, 1988.
Motor Car Industry-Standing down of
employees, 392.
Motor Car (Insurance Surcharge) Bill,
1090, 1115, 1303.
Municipalities-Loan funds, 13.
Grants
from Country Roads Board and Federal
Aid Roads Fund, 248.
Municipalities
Assistance Fund, 846.
Nor th Gee long to Fyansford Railway
Deviation Bill, 247, 483, 798.
Pay-roll Tax-Payment by State authori.ties, 1820.
Point of Order-Relevancy of remarks,
2082.
President-Election, 2, 3.
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Warner, Sir Arthur-continued.
Printing Committee-Appointments, 6.
Property Law (Loans to Minors) Bill,
4, 147, 496.
Public and Recreational Lands Bill, 1930.
Public Works Committee-Aippointment
of Council mem:bers, 5. Leave .to meet
during sittings of Council, 2054.
Public Works Interim Loan Application
Bill, 555, 559, 580.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 1422,
1477.
Railway Department-Operational surplus for year 1961-62, 11. Transport of
wheat harvest, 11. Effect of Melbourne-Sydney standard gauge service
on north-east line passenger .time-table,
Under-ipass at Tallarook, 373.
248.
New employees, 395.
Conversion of
trucks for bulk handling, 397.
Noise
at Ballarat North workshops, 556.
Level crossing at Burnley-street, Burnley, 685. Surcharges on bulk carriage
of commodities, 789. Akways competition,
1821.
Railway
Equalization
Account, 1821. Freight rates, 1821.
Railway Renewals and Re.placements
Fund, 2121.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1631, 1743,
2079, 2081.
Railways <Funds) Bill, 1631, 1749, 2082.
Road Traffic-Police action regarding
persons incapable of driving, 1091.
Road safety education, 1821.
R.S.L Welfare Trust Fund Bill, 866, 1119.
Rural Finance and Settlement Commission Bill, 1766, 1875, 2159, 2161.
Rural Finance Corporation-Financial
results, 1859.
Cost of administration,
1859.
Staff,
1859.
Advances
to
primary and secondary industries,
1859.
Secondary Industries-Employment figures, 395.
Sewerage-Funds for country authorities,
13.
Shops in City of Melbourne-Acquisition
of •premises 'by banks and insurance
companies, 379.
Stamps <Further Amendment) Bill, 295,
407, 713.
Standard Insurance Company LimitedClaims for damages, 1366.
Standing Orders Committee-Appointmen ts, 5.
State Accident Insurance Office Bill, 1383,
1474.
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Warner, Sir Arthur-continued.
State Development Committee-Appointment of Council members, 5.
State Electricity Commission-Stocks of
briquettes, 1277.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission - Administration,
1661,
1664.
Assessments for water charges in irrigation districts, 1859. Acquisition and
fencing of reserves in Macalister dis•trlct, 1925. Animals drowned in
drains in Macalister district, and compensation paid, 1925.
State Savings Bank-Loans on residence
area titles, 372.
Eviction of tenants
from head office. building, 379.
Statute Law Revision
CommitteeAippointment of Council members, 5.
Subordinate
Legislation
CommitteeAppointment of Council members, 5.
Tattersall Consultations-Payment to
Tasmanian Government, 1821.
Tariffs and Trade-Protection of Australian manufacturers, 17. Operations of
Tariff Board, 18.
Import restrictions,
394.
Town and Country Planning Bill, 1276.
Transport,
Public-Discontinuance of
Boundary Bend bus service, 17.
Unemployment-State public works programme, 12.
Standing down of employees in motor car industry, 392.
Credit restrictions, 394.
United Lutheran Church Incorporation
Bill, 295, 484.
University <Officers) Bill, 1290, 1471.
University of Melbourne-Annual Government grant, 249.
Social studies de·partment, 249, 1858.
Vermin and Noxious Weeds Destruction
Board-Financial allocations, 1470.
Water and Sewerage Authorities (Proceedings and Finances) Bill, 1741, 1876.
Zinc Corporation, Limited Bill, The, 1090,
1378.

Water and Sewerage Authorities (Proceedings and Finances) Bill-Received
from Assembly and first reading, 1741;
second reading, 1876, 2056; remaining
stages, 2058.
Water (Balla.rat Water Commissioners)
Bill-Received from Assembly and first
reading, 295; second reading, 404, 581;
Committee and remaining stages, 584.
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Water Supply Department. (See " State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission.")
Water Supply Loan Application BillReceived from Assembly and first ;reading, 1276; second reading, 1384, 1884;
Committee, 1889; remaining stages,
1890.
West Melbourne Market Land (Amendment) Bill-Received from Assembly
and first reading, 372; second reading,
472, 795; remaining stages, 796.
Wheat. (See " Department of Agriculture,"
" Grain Elevators Board" and "Railway
De.partment-Freights.")
Wheat Industry Research CommitteeActivit'ies, 727. Finance for projects,
<qn.) 1277. Date constituted, <qn.>
1631. Meetings, <qn.) 1631.
Wool Industry-Sales at Portland, 133.
Workers Compensation-Maximum death
payment, 270.
Increased payments,
2684. Suggested .amendment of 1egisla-

Workers Compensation--continued.
tion, 3056. (See also " Standard Insurance Company Limited" and "Standard
Insurance Company Limited Bill.'')

Y.
Yarra. River. (See " Melbourne and Metro·politan Board of Works <Yarra River)
Bill.'')
Youth Organizations Assistance
Financial provision, 2693.

Fund-

Youth WeUare.
ment.'')

Depart-

<See

" Police

z.
Zinc Corporation, Limited Bill, The-Received from Assembly, 1090; declared a
pr'ivate Bill, 1090; motion that Bill be
dealt with as a public Bill, exoeept in
relation to the payment of fees, agreed
to, 1090; first reading, 1378; second
reading, 1378, 1482; remaining stages,
1482.

INDEX.
VOLS. 264, 265, 266.

LEGISLATIVE
A.
Aborigines Welfare Board-1961-62 Budget
statement, 169.
Administration and Probate (Amendment)
Bill-Introduction and first reading,
2366; second reading, 2371, 2717;
remaining stages, 2718.
Adm,ilnistrator of the Government of Victoria, Sir Charles Lowe, Justice of the
Supreme Court-Motion for adoption of
Address-in-Reply in reply to Speech on
opening of Parliament, 22; seconded, 24;
debated, 58, 97, 112, 323, 360, 442, 1057;
period covered by debate, 1077. Address-·
in-Reply adopted, 1088. Presentation
of address, 1427, 1582, 1676. Acknowledgment of services, 1058.
Agent-Generalr-Facilities for visito~s, 2004.
Display of Victorian products, 2004.
Issue of Government credentials, 2004.
Suggested annual report, 2005. Report
on activities, 3219.
Agricultural Colleges (Leases) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 89; second
reading, 95, 242; remaining stages, 242.
Agriculture. (See "Department of Agriculture.")
Airport. <See " Tullamarine Jet Airport.")
Albert Park Reserve-Original reservation,
(qn.) 49. Excisions, (qn.) 49. Area
available to public, (qn.) 49. Departmental files, (qn.) 49. Report of Board
of Inquiry, 2016, 2044. · Maintenance of
roads, 2043, 2045.

ASSEMBLY.
Alcoholism J:l.,oundation of Victoria-Government grant, 2744.
Apprenticeship (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 22; second
reading, 297, 542;
Committee and
remaining stages, 555.
Apprenticeship (Commission) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 2367; second
reading, 2636, 2922; Committee, 2926;
remaining stages, 2927.
Appropriation Bill-All stages, 2052.
Attorney-General-Delegation of powers to
non-legally qualified Ministers, 2012.
Auditor-General-Report for year 1960-61
421, 612. Reference in report to Govern~
ment accounting, 622; to oncost charges,
654. Increase in State's revenue, 624.
Australian Paper Manufacturers LimitedTree-plan ting programme, 539.
B.
Balfour, Mr. J. C. M. <Morwell).
Administrator's Speech Address-inReply, 1087.
Forests <Wood Pulp Agreement) Bill, 909.
Latrobe Valley-Future of Yallourn and
Morwell, 1087.
Railways (Thomson River Bridge) Bill,
2275.
.
Speaker-Election, 20.

Ballarat Orphanage-Improvements, 2564.
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Banking-Savings bank deposits in Victoria,
440; in New South Wales, 440. Overdrafts, 816. Ratio of bank advances to
deposits, 2574.
Barclay, Mr. Nathaniel (Mildura).
Commonwealth Parliamentary Association-Visit overseas, 788.
Death-Mr. W. J. Towers, M.L.A., 2328.
Dried Fruits <Expenses and Finances>
Bill, 2732.
Railway Department-Derailments cm
Mildura line, 3221.
Rulings and Statements as Acting Chair-

Birrell, Mr. H. W.-continued.
Royal Life Saving Society-Government
subsidy, 25.
Royal Surf Life Savi·ng Society-Government subsidy, 25.
Seals-Effect on fishing industry, 681.
State Forests Loan Application Bill, 1236.
State Savings Bank-Extension of facilities, 680. Shopkeeper tenants, 680.
Tourist (Amendment) Bill, 317.
Tourist Development Authority-Assistance to small •coastal resorts, 25.
Water Resources-Suggested Development, 678.

manDebate-Interjections, 2544.

Basic

Wage-Cost-of-living

adjustments,

449.

Beaches-Cleaning of: Government subsidies, 172. <See also "Public Works
Department - Beaches
and
Foreshores.">

Beer-Price of cans at sports ·grounds,
3220, 3222.
Benevolent Societies.
(See "Victorian
Association of Benevolent Societies.")
Birrell, Mr. H. W. (Geelong).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 24.
Budget for Year 1961-62, 676.
Country Fire Authority <Amendment>
Bill, 2902.
Decentralization-Establishment of in·
dustries in Geelong district, 24. Carriage
of raw materia:ls, 24.
Education Department-School building
programme, 679. Teachers in training,
679. Acquisition of school sites, 679.
Employment-Position in Victoria, 677.
Employment of persons leaving school,
677.
Labour and Industry (Bread) Bill, 1176.
Mental Hygiene Authority-Commonwealth assistance, 680.
Mines <Aluminium Agreement> Bill, 1723.
Motor Boating Bill, 1689.
Munici pall ties-Increased responsibilities,
25.
P·rimary Production-Outlook in Geelong
area, 24.
Public Accounts-Surpluses and deficits,
680.

Bloomfield, Mr. J. S. (Malvern).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 62.
Apprenticeship <Amendment> Bill, 552.
Cancer (Amendment> Bill, 94, 237.
Cancer (Facllities) Bill, 2646, 2714.
Companies Bill, 1525.
Crimes <Breath Test Evidence) Bill, 943.
Distribution of Population (Joint Committee> Bill, 202.
Education-Transition from secondary to
tertiary training, 62. School attendances, 1139. Teachers' salaries, 1139.
Costs per child, 1139. Annual report on
education, 1139. Matriculation students,
2363. Failures of students at external
examinations, 2433. Fi-rst-year failures
at universities, 2433. Report of ·committee on tertiary education, 3107.
Education (Amendment) Bill, 1143, 1216,
1503, 1506, 1507. 1508, 2127.
Education Department-Establishment of
teachers' college in Gi:ppsland, 49. State
schools: At Middlefie1d, 504; at Girgarre,
2364; water supply at Bethanga, 86;
site at Centrevil:le, 592; septic tank
installation at Mount Eliza State
School, 592; land for extension of Tootgarook State School, 592. Library subsidies: Financial allocation, 208; application by Port Fairy Consolidated
School, 208. Purchase of cuisenaire
materials for use in primary schools,
296.
Technical schools: At Kangaroo
Flat, 421; at Werrlbee, 1190; at Preston,
2530;
distribution
of
Communist
literature at Prahr.an, 2651. Proposed
school at Junction-road, Blackblm'n, 504.
High schools: At Heywood, 505; at
Laverton, 592; at Moreland, 1136, 2363;
at Strathmore, 1534; at Thornbury,
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Bloomfield, Mr. J. S.-continued.
2531; transfer of .pupils from Portland
to Heywood, 505; extensions at Altona,
1677; erection of ·fence at Northcote,
2531.
Hostel
accommodation
for
secondary school pupils, 736. Teachers'
residences: At Naringal State School,
799; at Merrivale State Scho·ol, 884;
at Bairnsdale High School, 1309.
Free milk scheme, 931.
Williamstown Girls' Secondary School, U89.
Trainee teacher bonds, 1309. Funds
provided by school committees and
councils, 1426. Government subsidies
for works associated, with schools, 1426.
Finance available for works and buildings, 1426. Financial contributions for
use of public recreation reserves, 1581.
Teachers: Employment, 2363; quaHfications, 2363; shortage, 2363, 2434;
studentships, 2434.
Henderson Park,
Thornbury, 2531.
Employment-Training of children leaving school for unskilled and clerical
occupations, 2036.
Estimates for Year 1961-62, 1998, 2036.
Eye and Ear Hospital-Proposed rebuilding, 420. Government financial assistance, 420.
Hcinsard-Method of reporting debates,
1998.
Healesville Hospital Inquiry-Fees of
counsel, 2710.
Health, Department of-Proprietary medidnes, 2256. Sale of sleeping pills,
2256. Price control of medicines, 2256.
Suggested inquiry into incidence of
lung cancer, 2364. Chest X-ray examinations, 3089.
Health <Sampling of Foods) Bill, 2584,
2618.
Hospitals-Number of ·beds, 151, 2709,
3090. Applicants awaiting treatment,
151. Charges, 151. Medical officers
employed at certain publk hospltals,
2709. Superannuation scheme for employees, 2857. Nursing staff, 3090.
Hospitals and Charities CommissionSouthern Memorial Hospital, 930. Use
of management consultant firms, 3218.
Hosp'itals and Charities Fund-Receipts,
209. Contribution from Tattersall consultations, 209.
Labour and Industry <Bread) Bill, 1167.
Medical <Amendment) Bill, 230, 301, 942.
1
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Bloomfield, Mr. J. S.-continued.
Medical Profession-New registrations,
418. Names erased from register, 418.
Suspensions, 418.
Mental Hygiene Act-Patients held under
section 69, 2611. Numbers of patients
suitable for trial leave, 2611.
Mental Hygiene Authority-Closing of
Oak-road, Royal Park, 2364.
Plastic Bags--:Proposed ban, 210.
Points of Order-Relevancy of remarks,
836, 1498. Statement in debate, 985.
Interjection not to embarrass the Chair,
2466.
Poisons Bill, 2367, 2372, 2838, 2839, 2992,
2993, 2994, 2995, 2996, 2997, 3280.
Probate· Duty Bill, 2823.
Tattooing Bill, 2839, 2859.
University Education-Methods of training, 63. Staff-student ratio, 63. Suggested university college in Gippsland,
296. Quota systems at universities, 1990,
2434.
Vacancies for first-year degree
courses, 2363, 2434. Selec:tion of applicants, 2434. Percentage of failures,
2434. Applicants for admission, 2434.
University (Officers) Bm,. 994, 1048.
University of Melbourne-Admission of
students, 2260.
Victorian Association of Benevolent
Societies-Benevolent societies, 507.
Societies affiliated with association, 507.
Government grants, 507.
Bogong High Plains-Suggested road link,
364.
Bolte, Mr. H. E. <Hampden).
Aborigines
Welfare
Board-1961-62
Budget statement, 169.
Agricultural
Colleges-Dookie
Agricultural College, 171. Longerenong
Agricultural College, 171.
Agriculture,
Department
of-1961-62
Budget statement, 170.
Tuberculin
testing of dairy cattle, 170. Research
services, 171. Control of fruit fly, 171.
Grants to agricultural and pastoral
societies, 171. Grant to Young Farmers'
Movement, 171.
Dissemination of
information per medium of television,
2202.
Australian Workers' Union Construction
and Maintenance Award-Departmental
employment pursuant to award, 1136.
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Bolte, Mr. H. E.-continued.
A. V. Jennings Construction Company
Proprietary
Limited - Government
financial assistance, 2260.
Banking_..:..Savings bank deposits in Victoria and New South Wales, 440.
Budget for Year 1961-62, 157. Financial
tables, 737.
Building Companies-Financing of home
building, 2196.
Company practices,
2258. Price of ~and, 2258.
Building Industry-Comparison of value
of buildings commenced in 1959-60 and
1960-61, 437. Government expenditure,
438.
Bush Fires-Government assistance to
bush fire vktims in East Metcalfe
district, 1580. Control measures, 2200.
Business of the House-Days arid hours of
meeting, 788. Order of business, 1991.
Butchers' Shops-Wrapping of meat 'in
newspaper, 3107.
Chairman of Committees-Election of Mr.
Rafferty, 26.
Civil Defence-Swedish booklet, 461. Suggested appointment of authority, 504.
Commonwealth assistance, 1138. Issue
of pamphlets, 1138. Purchase of equipment, 1138.
Appointment of coordinator, 2259.
Civil Defence Secretariat-Establishment,
2200.
Clerk of the Parliaments and Clerk of
the Legislative Assembly-Retirement
of Mr. McLachlan, 45, 48.
Colonial Gas Association-Gas prices, 991.
Financial results, 991.
Committees of Supply and Ways and
Means-Appointment, 27.
Commonwealth Aid Roads Act-Allocations to Victoria, 296.
Commonwealth Government-Changes in
financial policy, 2188. Non-repayable
grants to States, 2189.
Commonwealth-State Housing Agr:eement-Allocation of finance, 32, 174.
Consolidated Revenue. Bill (No. 1), 43.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 5), 2754.
Co-operation <Amendment) Bill, 737, 803.
Co-operative Housing Societies-1961-62
Budget statement, 174. Units built and
in course of erection, 174. Loan fund
allocation, 174. Advances under Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement,
2266.

Bolte, Mr. H. E.-continued.
Country Roads Board-Financial allocations, 596. Additional grant, 2193. Dismissal of employees, 2193.
Crimes <Breath Test Evidence) Bill, 764.
Cultural
Development - Government
grants to organizations, 420.
Death-Mr. W. J. Towers, M.L.A., 2326,
2328.
Debate-Withdrawal
of
statement
objected to, 1738.
Decentralization-Finandal allocation to
Decentralization Fund, 176.
Distribution of Population CommitteeRecommendations, 801.
Distribution of Population (Joint Committee) Bill, 199.
Education-Request for CommOIJlwealth
aid, 635.
Education
Department-Provision
of
sewer.age and septic tank fac'ilities at
primary and secondary schodls, 32,
2191. 1961-62 Budget statement, 165.
Expenditure on class-rooms and schools,
436. Purchase of ~chool sites, 437.
Maintenance expenditure, 437. School
populations, 2190.
Use of portable
class-rooms, 2191. Allocation for school
fencing, 2195.
Eisteddfods-Government grants, 930.
Employment - Government action, 435,
2193, 2194. Number of unemployed and
number receiving unemployment benefits, 440. Position in Victoria, 2189.
Entertainments Tax-Proposed reductions, 162. Application in mainland
States, 333. Suggested abolition, 509.
Entertainments Tax (Amendment> Bill,
885, 952, 1717, 1718.
Equal Pay for the Sexes-Implementation of decisions of International
Labour and United Nations organizations, 2712.
Estimates-For year 1961-62, 28, 156.
Final Supplementary Estimates for year
1960-61, 156, 176. Supplementary Estimates for year 1961-62, 2185, 2201, 2753.
Estimates for year 1962-63, 2185.
Fisheries and Wildlife Departrnen:t1961-62 Budget statement, 170.
Forests Commission - 1961-62 Budget
statement, 174. Planting programme,
175, 2195. Additional grant, 2195.
Free Library Service Board-1961-62
Budget statement, 169.
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Bolte, Mr. H. E.-continued.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Payment of
accounts in Northcote, Preston and
Reservoir, 416.
Gas prices, 991.
Financial results, 991. Extensions to
Morwell works, 1579.
General
Motors-Holden's
Proprietary
Limited-Laying-off of employees, 87.
Disclosure of profits, 87.
Government Buildings Fire Insurance
Fund-Payments to, 176.
Government Departments and Instrumentalities-Increases i:n number of
employees, 88, 152, 2259. Increases in
expenditure, 435.
Health, Department .of-1961-62 Budget
statement, 167. Additional grant, 2202.
Supervision of handling of wheat, 2202.
Home Finance (Amendment) Bill, 51, 89.
Home Finance Trust-Additional borrowing authority, 2196.
Horse-racing-Taxation revenue from
metropolitan racing clubs and Trotting
Control Board, 416.
Hospitals a111d Charities CommissionEstablishment of poisons advisory
centre at Royal Children's Hospital, 167.
Additional grant, 2194.
Work in
country districts, 2194. Loan funds,
2790. Revenue from Tattersall consultations, 2790.
Housing-Increase
in
Commonwealth
allocation, 2190.
Housing Commission - 1961-62 Budget
statement, 174. Slum reclamation projects, 174. Capital expenditure, 174.
Number and value of homes sold, 174.
Safety precautions i:n flats, 3107.
Housing <Home Builders' Account) Bill,
2470.
Illness of Speaker, 1822.
Labour and Industry <Bread) Bill, 643.
Land Settlement-Programme, 173.
Land Tax-Proposed new scale for productive rural land, 163. Exemptions,
163.
AJSsessment o-f Thirty-niners'
Association of Australia, Victorian
Branch, 2755.
Land Tax (Exemptions and Rates) Bill,
737, 801, 1628, 1630.
Loan Council-Proposals and decisions,
2188, 2191.
Loan . Funds-Allocations, 31.
1961-62
Budget statement, 175. Semi-g.overnmenta:l borrowing programme, 438.
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Bolte, Mr. H. E.-continued.
Lord Mayor's (1962) Bush Fires Relief
Fund-Government contribution, 2202.
Public contributions, 2857. Administration, 2857. Applications for assistance,
2857.
Members-Return, after illness, of honorable member for Coburg, 2183.
Mental Hygiene Authority - 1961-62
Budget statement, 168.
Grants to
mentally retarded childrein's organizations, 168. Receipts from Tattersall
consultations, 332.
Monash University - Additional grant,
178. Building programme, 2195.
Municipalities - Subsidies for country
swimming pools and public halls, 50,
172. Availability of loan funds, 32.
Government ·assistance, 171.
Beach
cleaning subsidies, 172. Borrowings,
2196. Grants for free library services,
2201, 2787.
Suggested inquiry into
library services, 2787.
Natio111al Fitness Council - Additional
grant, 2202.
Newmarket Sale-yards and Melbourne
City Abattoirs'-Suggested transfer to
Denimut, 88, 217.
Points of Order-Relevancy of remarks,
980.
Competency of adjournment
motion, 2447.
Police Department - 1961-62 Budget
statement, 170.
Premiers' Conference ~ Proposals and
decisions, 2188, 2191.
Probate Duty Bill, 1046, 2281, 2286, 2790,
2878, 2879, 2880, 2882, 2886, 2888, 2889,
2890.
Public Accounts-Surplus, 158. Interest
charges, 160. Removal of interest and
redemption payments from railway
accounts, 165.
Public Service-Permanent and temporary employees, 2438. Salaries and
conditions of service, 2438. Determination of claims, 2438.
Public Works Committee-Leave to sit
during sittings of House, 2125. Report
on flooding of Lake Corangamite, 2336.
Public
Works
Department - Oncost
·charges for works for Government
instrumentalities, 589.
Public Works Interim Loan AppUcation
Bill, 598, 599.
Racing <Bookmakers' Course Agents>
Bill, 51.
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Bolte, Mr. H. E.-continued.
Racing <Off-course Doubles Totalizators>
· :Bin, 1736.
Railway Department-Railway Equalization Account, 31, 164. Cost of operating
Sunday trains, 31.
1961-62 Budget
statement, 164. Removal of interest
and redemption payments from railway accounts, 165. Additional working
expenses, 176. Additional grant, 2194.
Continuity of employment, 2194. Financial results of operations, 2199.
Railways <Funds) Bill, 995, 1047.
Royal Life Saving Society-Government
grant, 172.
Roy8!l Surf Life Saving Society-Government grant, 172.
Rural Finance and Settlement Commission Bill, 1046, 1320, 1829.
Rural Finance Corpora:tion - Proposed
combination with Soldier Settlement
Commission, 174.
Sessional Period, Close of, 2180.
Sewerage - Financial
provision
for
country schemes, 173.
Snowy
Mountains
Hydro-electric
Authority-Western side scheme: Construction and operation of, 297; cootrol
of waters, 297; checking by Victoria,
297.
Social Welfare Branch-1961-62 Budget
statement, 169.
Soldier Settlement Commission - Programme, 173. Proposed combination
with Rural Finance Corpora:tioo, 174.
Addition& grant, 2195.
Speaker-Election, 20. Return after illness, 2183.
Stamps <Further Amendment) Bill, 51.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-1961-62 Budget statement, 173.
Country water supply and works programmes, 173, 2195. Construction of
Eppalock reservoir, 173.
Additional
grant, 2195.
State Savings Bank-Remodelling of head
office building, 207. Notic~ to :tenants,
207.
Commi1Ssioners, 207.
General
banking ibusiness, 207, 333. Activities,
441.
State Superannuation Board - Government advance, 176. Surrender of units
by railway employees, 177.

Bolte, Mr. H. E.-continued.
Superailll1uation Act-Representations of
Retired State Employees' Association,
1308.
Supply, 27, 28, 34, 433, 2185.
Transport Regulation Board - Bread
delivery permits, 3107.
Trotting Control Board - Government
grant, 2202.
Tullamarine Jet Airport - Membership
and terms of reference of committee
appoiill'ted to inquire into establishment,
2442.
Unclaimed Moneys Bill, 2267, 2367.
Uniform Taxation Reimbursements
formula, 2197. Payments to Victoria,
2197.
Universities - Additional grant, 2195.
Building .programme, 2195.
University of .Melbourne - Government
contribution to Forestry School, 1141.
Building programme, 2195. Government grants to residential eol:leges,
2712.
Vermin and Noxious Weeds Destruction
Board-Additional grant, 2195, 2202.
Destruction .programme, 2195.
Rabbit
infestation, 2202.
Victorian Symphony Orchestra-Conductorship, 87.
SUrbsidy, 87.
Musicians,
87.
Water Supply Loan Application Bill, 1265.
Wool-Sales at Portland, 1141.
Zinc Corporation, Limited Bill, 'l'he, 885,
898.
Borthwick, Mr. W. A. (Scoresby).
Budge.t for Year 1961-62, 824.
Bush Fires-Outbreak in Dandenong
Ranges, 2359.
Commercial Goods Vehicles <Tow Trucks)
Bill, 349.
Commonwealth Savings Bank-Contributions to housing finance, 829.
Co-operative Housing Societies-Finance,
828.
Country Fire Authority (Amendment>
Bill, 2906.
Country Roads Board-Hig·hway construction programme, 827.
Education Department-School accommodation, 824. Special grants scheme,
825.
Provision of additional facilities
at schools, 825.
Activities of school
·committees, 825. Transfers between
.primary schools, 825.
Planning of
school accommodation, 825.
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Borthwick, Mr. W. A.-continued.
Hospitals ,and Charities CommissionGeelong Hospital, 824.
Housing-Finance, 828.
Labour and Industry (Bread) Bill, 1175.
Local Government <Municipal Assistance
Fund) Bill, 190.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works-Area of responsibility for
water supply, 827.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Government Guarantee) Bill,
2741.
Municipalities-Loan funds for street
construction in outer areas, 826.
Probate Duty Bill, 2819.
Public Transport-Services in fringe
areas, 827.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1594.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-Area of responsi1bility for water
supply, 827.
Bread Industry-Transport of bread by
rail to -country towns, (qn.) 208.
Number of manufacturers in metropolitan area, (qn.) 208.
Zoning of
deliveries,
(qn.)
208.
One-man
bakeries, (qn.) 734.
Prosecutions of
bakers, (qn.) 734. Saturday bak,ing in
metropolitan area, (qn.) 799. <See also
" Labour and Industry (Bread) Bill "
and "Transport Regulation Board.")
Breathalyzer-Demonstration for members,
(qn.) 333.
Effectiveness of possible
improvements, (qn.) 799.
Use 1n Victoria, (qn.) 1423, (qn.) 2444, (qn.) 2529.
<See also "Crimes (Breath Test Evidence) Bill.")
Brose, Mr. R. K. <Rodney).
Apprenticeship (Commission) Bill, 2925.
Country Fire Authority (Amendment>
Bill, 2863.
Crown Leases Bill, 1435.
Death-Mr. W. J. Towers, M.L.A., 2327.
Education (Amendment) Bill, 1499.
Education Department-Gir.garre State
School, 2364.
Entertainments Tax (Amendment> Bill,
1717.
Game <Black Swans) Bill, 350.
Labour and Industry <Bread) Bill, 1156.
Lands Department-Rents from unused
roads and water frontages, 210.
Land Tax <Exemptions and Rates) Bill,
1627.
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Brose, Mr. R. K.-continued.
Land
<Unused
Roads
and
Water
F·ron tages) Bill, 431.
Local Government Committee of Inquiry
-Report, 155.
Mines (Explosives) Bill, 355, 357.
Motor Car <Insurance Surcharge) Bill,
1030.
National Parks Bill, 2278.
Poisons Bill, 2836, 2997.
Railways <Funds) Bill, 1618.
Rural Finance and Settlement Commission Bill, 1824.
State
Electri-city Commission-Power
generation at Eildon dam, 1191.
State Rivers and Wiater Supply Commis. sion-Irrigation Districts Maintenance
Equalization and Renewals Account,
507. Claims for compensation for land,
634.
Suggested amendment to Water
Act, 634.
Private diverters: Commission's policy, 734; water charges, 734.
Revenue and expenditure of irrigation
districts, 931. Water returned to Tivers
in Goul:burn-Murray irrigation district,
932. Outfall water returned to River
Murray, 1137.
Increased charges in
irrigation districts, 1137.
Drainage
works in Mosquito Depression, 1896.
Subordinate Legislation Bill, 3010.
Subordinate
Legislation
CommltteeReports presented: Dog-racing Control
Board <Fees and Travelling Expenses>
Regulations, 1427.
Commercial Fisheries Council Regulations, 1614; Tourist
Development Authority <Fees) Regulations, 2445; amendments of Dog-·racing
Control Board <Fees and Travelling
Expenses) Regulations 1961, 2445; an
amendment of the Commercial Fisheries Council Regulations 1961, 2445; an
amendment of the Premiums Committee
Allowances Regulations 1960, 2445.
Tattooing Bill, 3092.
Valuation of Land <Amendment) Bill,
1204.
Water <Ballarat Water Commissioners)
Bill, 305.
Water Supply Loan Application Bill, 1250.
Budget for Year 1961-62-Brought down by
Mr. Bolte (Premier and Treasurer), 157;
debated, 612, 650, 805.
Motion that
vote be reduced by £1, 624; negatived,
842.
Availability of financial tables,
682, 737.
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Building Companies-Financing of home
building, 2196.
Paid-up capital and
directors, Cqn.) 2258.
Company practices, (qn.) 2258, 2382.
Pdce of land,
Work for Housing Com(qn.) 2258.
mission and Government Departments,
2382.

Business of the House-Order of business,
536, 738, 929, 1046, 1897, 1990, 2585,
2754. Days and hours of meeting, 788,
Duration of
929, 1046, 2052, 2054.
sitting, 1741.
Thursday sittings, 2491.
Butchers' Shops-Wrapping of meat in
newsprint, 3104, 3107.

Building Industry-Wage rates paid in
Ballarat, 70, 112. Comparison of values
c.
of buildings commenced, 437. Government ·expenditure, 438.
Financial Cancer (Amendment) Bill-Appropriation
stability of contractors, 451. Activity in
resolution, 52; i~troduction and fi.rst
Victoria, 531, 2379. Use of Australian-'
reading, 52; second reading, 94, 235;
made products, 1065. Sub-contractors:
Committee and remaining stages, 237.
Payments to, 1066; payment of emCancer (Facilities) Bill-Received from
ployees, 1066.
Employment, 2381.
Council and first reading, 2646; second
(See also "Department of Labour and
reading, 2714, 3096; remaining stages,
Industry-Safety.">
3096.
Building Regulations Committee-Composition, meetings, determinations and fees,
(qn.> 2858.
Building Societies-Operation in
2562.

country~

Bureau of Economic and Statistical Research Pty. Ltd.-Registration, subscribed capital, objectives and dire.ctors,
(qn.) 1897; lodgment of returns under
Companies Act, (qn.) 1897.
Bush
Fire
Relief-Applications
from
sufferers in East Metcalfe a·rea, (qn.>
1580. Reha:bilitation of sufferers, 2489.
Report, 2540.
Bush Fires-Control measures, 2200. Summary of losses, Cqn.> 2329.
Firefighting methods and equipment, (qn.)
2329. Preventive measures, (qn) 2329.
Criticism of Country Fire Authority.,
(qn.) 2329.
Outbreak in Dandenong
Ranges, 2340.
Recommendations •by
fire brigades ·associations, (qn.) 2443.
Losses and damage in Healesville and
Eltham a·reas, 2488.
Burnt bridges in
Shire .of Eltham, 2490.
Morale of fire
fighters and co-operation with authorities, 2490. Need for creation of over-all
authority, 2491.
Use of metropolitan
and country fire 'brigades, 2750.
<See
also " Lord Mayor's (1962) Bush Fires
Relief Fund.")
Business Names Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 2184; second reading, 2204,
2267; resolution fixing fees, 2290;
Committee and remaining stages, 2291.
Council amendments dealt with, 2532.

Cattle Compensation (Amendment) BillAppropriation resolution, 2532; first
reading, 2532.
Chairman of Committees-Election of Mr.
Rafferty, 270.

Chairman of Committees, The (l\:lr. J, A.
Rafferty).

Rulings and Statements a/Debate-Use of expressions objected .to,
36, 2562.
Relevancy of remarks, 37,
42, 311, 1242, 1245, 2547. Conversation
in Chamber, 39.
Scope of debate in
Committee of Supply, 442, 2188.
Reference to .proposed le.gislation in
Supply debate, 531. Interjections, 619,
2378.

Rulings and
Speaker-

Statements

as

Deputy

Administrator's Speech-Presentation of
Address-in-Reply to Governor, 1427,
1676.
Bill Declared Private - Church of
England (Greensboro ugh Land) Bill,
1364.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, TheClerical error corrected, 2173.
Debate-Relevancy of remarks, 240, 1460,
1461, 1462, 1463, 1498, 1499, 1501, 1590,
1593, 1594, 1709, 1741, 2737, 2740, 2842,
2924.
Interjections, 1343, 1705, 1707,
1712, 2053.
Member's right to make
person·aI explanation, 1461. Member
not competent to raise ·point of
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Chairman O·f Committees, The (Mr. J. A.
Rafferty)-continued.

order on ruling given from chair, 1500.
Order of speakers, 1712.
Use of expressions objected tot 1713, 1738, 2809.
No deibate on matter raised on motion
for adjournment of day's sitting, 2053.
Illness of Speaker, 1821.
Sessional Period, Close of, 2182.

Chairmen of Committees,
Appointments, 43.

Temporary-

Chief Secretary's Department-Functions,
2005.
Duties of Chief Secretary and
Assistant Chief Secretary, 2008.
Children's Welfare (Appeals) Bill-Received from Council and fi.rst reading,
529; second reading, 599, 1909; remaining stages, 1909.
Children's Welfare (Assistance) Bill-Introduction and :first reading, 2185; second
reading, 2214, 2295; Committee and remaining stages, 2297. Council amendment dealt with, 2716.
Children's Welfare Department-Allowance
.paid to children in religious and other
institutions, 535.
Children in necessitous circumstances, 535.
<See also
"Social Welfare Branch.")

Christie, Mr. Vernon (Ivanhoe).
Speech - Address-InAdministrator's
Reply, 81.
Budget for Year 1961-62, 659.
Camberwell City Council - Proposed
rubbish tip at North Balwyn, 83.
Civil Defence-Swedish booklet, 461.
Clerk, The-Retirement of Mr. H. K.
McLachlan, 46.
Commonwealth Government - Financial
relationship with State, 2390.
Commonwealth Pay-roll Tax - Validity,
661.
Companies Bill, 1014.
Constitutional
Monarchy - Belief in
system, 82.
Country Fire Authority <Amendment)
Bill, 2905.
Crimes <Breath Test Evidence) Bilil, 775.
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Christie, Mr. Vernon-continited.
Crown-Allegian·ce to, 85.
Development of State, 2393.
Distribution of Population (Joint Committee) Bill, 193, 204.
Education Department-School accommodation, 662.
Administration, 663.
School building programme, 664.
Employment-Government action, 2390.
Entertainments Tax <Amendment) Bill,
1716.
Estimates for Year 1961-62, 1997.
European Common Market - Proposed
entry of Great Britain, 2389.
Hansard-Me·thod of reporting debates,
1997.
Immigration - Distribution of migrants
throughout State, 84. Absorption of
migrants, 2392.
Legislative Assembly Chamber-Lighting,
329.
Local Government (Amendment) Bill,
2992.
Mines Department-Mineral resources of
Victoria, 2392.
Parliament-Decline in influence, 84.
Role in Victoria, 2391.
Parliament House-Dress of visitors in
public galleries, 82.
Poisons Bill, 2837, 2994, 2996, 2997.
Public Accounts-Government accounting
methods, 659.
Public Works Loan Appilica:tion Bill, 1455.
Secondary Industries-Suggested representations by Victorian Government at
Tariff Board inquiries, 2393. Need for
new protectionist movement, 2394.
Standing Orders Committee-Admission
of ·Children within the precincts of the
Legislative Assembly, 1356.
Supply, 2389.
Taxation-State Government's resources,
2391.
Uniform Taxation-Lending of taxation
moneys at interest by Commonwealth
Government, 661.
Christmas Felicitations, 2180.
Church of England (Greensborough Land)
Bill-Introduction and first reading,
1320; declared a priva:te Bill, 1364;
motion that Bill be treated as a public
Bill agreed :to, 1364; second reading,
1364, 1485; remaining stages, 1485.
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Civil Aviation (Carriers' Liability) BillReceived from Council and first reading, 1856; second reading, 1902; remaining stages, 1904.
Civil Defence-Attendance of members at
Civil Defence School, Macedon, 324,
Suggested creation of civill
2384.
defence authority, 360, 457, Cqn.) 504,
669, 1059. Swedish .booklet, 461. Instruction of public, 672, (qn.) 1138, 2385.
Commonwealth assistance, (qn.) 1138.
Purchase of equipment, (qn.) 1138.
Establishment of secretariat, 2200. Coordinator:
Appointment and salary,
Cqn.) 2259, 2386.
Finance required,
2385. Suggested .preparation of legislation, 2386.
Clarey, Mr. R. A. (Melbourne).
Auditor-General - References to oncost
charges by Public Works Department,
654.
Budget for Year 1961-62, 650.
Cancer <Amendment) Bill, 236.
Committee of Public Accounts-Report
on State Insurance Office, 658.
Commonwealth Pay-roll True-Payments
:by Government instrumentalities, 657.
Commonwealth-States Financial Agreement-Suggested review, 658.
Companies Bill, 999, 1514, 1517, 2129.
Co-operative Housing Societies - Advances
under Commonwealth-State.
Housing Agreement, 2266.
Crimes <Breath Test Evidence> Bill, 978.
Debate - Interjection not directed at
Speaker, 2466, 2467.
Dog Bill, 1846.
Exhibition <Borrowing Powers) Bill, 901.
Exhibition
Building - Trustees,
799.
Tenancies, 799
Government Finance - CommonwealthState financial relationships, 656.
Housing Commission-Sale of North Melbourne estate to private enterprise,
207. Sale of units, 800.
Land Tax <Exemptions and Ra:tes) Biill,
1622.
Law Department - Legal representation
and advice under Poor Persons Legal
Assi•stance Act, 331.
Melbourne Cricket Ground Bill, 2291.
Oncost Charges, 653, 654.
Petrol-Proposed
ser\fice station
at
Grattan and Drummond streets, Carlton, 1192.

.Clarey, Mr. R. A.-continued.
Probate Duty Bill, 2791 2876, 2879, 2880,
2882, 2883, 2884, 2886, 2888, 2889, 3273.
Public
Works
Department - Oncost
charges, 653, 654.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 1357.
State Acdd·ent Insurance Office Bill, 1427.
State Insurance Oftice--Report of Committee of Public Accounts, 658.
State Savings Bank-Remodelling of head
office .building, 207. Notice to tenants,
207. Commissioners, 207.
University of Melbourne-Government
grants to residential colleges, 2712.
West Melbourne Market Land <Amendment) Bill, 349.
Clerk, The-Retirement . of Mr. H. K.
McLachlan, 44, 48.
Coal Canal Bridge-Cost of construction,
(qn.) 2858. Railway crossing, (qn.)
2858.
Cochrane, Mr. L. J. (Gippsland West).
Country Roads Board - Junction of
Princes and South Gippsland Highways,
2755.
Fishing Industry Report of State
Development Committee, 2436. Activities of Fisheries Advisory Council,
2436. Finance for erection of freezers,
2436.
Housing Commission-Purchase of land
at Pakenham, 1424.
Milk and Dairy Supervision <Amendment) Bill, 1912.
Public Works Department-Class-room
construction, 931.
·
Revocation and Excision of Crown Reservations Bill, 2624.
Sewerage-Lang Lang township .project,
154.
Water Supply Loan Application Bill, 1273.
Colonial Gas Association-Price of gas,
(qn.) 991, 1076. Increased charges,
(qn.) 991.
Constitution and assets,
(qn.> 991.
Commercial Fisheries Council-Provision
for fees and expenses, 2743. Representation of :fishermen, 2744.
Commercial Goods Vehicles Act-Ton-mile
road tax:
Receipts, (qn.) 1896; .payments to Country Roads Board, (qn.)
1896; ·cost of collection, (qn.) 1896.
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Commercial Goods Vehicles (Tow Trucks)
Bill-Introduction and first reading,
89; second reading, 178, 346; remaining
stages, 349.
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relationships

Constitution Act Amendment
(Postal
Voting) Bill, The-Received from
Council and first reading, 2491; second
reading, 2533, 2998; remaining stages,
2999.

Commonwealth Aid Roads Act-Allocation
of funds to Victoria, (qn.) 296.
Expenditure on works connected with
transport lby water, (qn.) 594.

Constitution Act Amendment (Statute Law
Revision Committee) Bill, The-Appro·Priation resolution, 2362; introduction
and first reading, 2362; second reading,
2369, 2646; remaining stages, 2648.

Commonwealth-Financial
with States, 656, 2390.

Commonwealth
Government-Alterations
in financial policy, 2188, 2376.
Nonrepayable grant to States, 2189, 2380.
Economic measures, 2573.
Infringements of State rights, 2579.
Commonwealth Parliamentary Association
-Attendance of members overseas, 788.
Conunonwealth Savings Bank-Contributions to housing finance, 829.
Commonwealth-States Financial Agreement, 658.
Communism-Investigation of allegations in
ar:ticles by Returned Sailors Soldiers
and Airmen's Imperial League of Australia, ( qn.) 2785.
Companies Act-Investigations, (qn.) 87,
(qn.) 2366. Report of inspector, 2362,
3283, 3284.
(See also "Building Companies.")
Companies Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 334; second reading, 603, 999;
appropriation resolution, 1017; resolution fixing fees, 1018; Committee, 1020,
1513; r.emaining stages, 1531. Council
amendments dealt with, 2128.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 1)-Introduction and first reading, 43; remaining
stages, 43.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 2)-Introduction and first reading, 541; second
reading and Commi:ttee, 541; remaining
stages, 542.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. S)-All
stages, 1245.
Consolidated Revenue
stages, 2582.

Bill

Consolidated Revenue Bill
stages, 2754.

(No.

4)-All

(No. 5)-All

Constitution Act Amendment Bill, TheIntroduction and first reading, 333;
second reading, 422, 1031; Committee,
1041; remaining stages, 1045.
Clerical
error corrected, 2173.

Constitutional Monarchy-Belief in system,
82.
Co-operation
(Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first l'ea:ding, 737; second
reading, 803, 1322; remaining stages,
1323.
Co-operative Housing Societies (Amendment) Bill-Received from Council and
first reading, 1618; second reading,
1699, 1991; remaining stages, 1993.
Coronial Inquiries-Publication of evidence,
453.
Country Fire Authority-Composition, 2489.
Inquiry into equipment of rural fire
brigades, (qn.) 2529.
(See also "Bush
Fires.")
Country Fire Authority (Amendment) Bill
--Introduction and first reading, 2367;
second reading, 2473, 2860, 2892; Committee, 2907; remaining stages, 2908.
Council's •amendments dealt with, 3271.
Country Roads Act-Relief
municipalities, (qn.) 2173.

granted

to

Country Roads BoardAdminis_tration-Suggested re-naming of

Board, 1068,. 1082.
Finance-Receipts from collec.tions under
Commercial Goods Vehides Act, (qn.>
419.
Funds received in last ten years,
(qn.) 596. Allocations of funds to
municipalities, 1065, (qns.) 1307, 1424,
2260, 2365.
Funds available, 1081.
Contributions by municipalities for
road works, (qn.) 1990, 2172. Additional
grant, 2193, 2536. Dismissal of employees, 2193. Receipts and expenditure, (qn.) 2253. Finance for tourist
roads, (qn.) 2365. Expenditure on main
roads and unclassified roads in metropolitan planning area, 2554. Grants to
municipalities ,towards installation of
traffic control signals, Cqn.) 2785.
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Country Roads Board-continued.
Plant-Rotary snow plough:
Use of,
(qn.) 2529; purchase price, (qn.) 2612;
running and maintenance costs, (qn.)
2612; operational efficiency, (q·n.) 2612.
Roads and Bridges-Highway development, 23, 827. Development of Princes
Highway East, (qn.) 152; bridge over
Avon river, (qn.) 1307. Intersection of
Dandenong and Warriga:J. roads, 459,
461. Ten-year road programme, 617.
Deviation of Hume Highway near
Barnawartha and Chiltern, 672, 929; at
Pretty Sally hill, (qn.) 1580. Road
construction requirements in Wjlliamstown area, 1079. Deviation of highway
at Boundary Bend, 1082. Metropolitan
.bridge construction, 1241.
Princes
Highway: Construction of Moe-Morwell
section, (qn.) 1580; junction with South
Gi:ppsland Highway, 2755. Acquisition
of properties at Frankston for highway,
1857, 1858.
Inner suburban roads:
Responsibility for construction and
maintenance, (qn.) 2253.
Use of
reflecting road studs, 2540. Proposed
freeway at Strathmore, 2648, 2651.
Courts
(Jurisdiction)
Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 2532; second .reading,
2626, 2908; Committee, 2920; third reading, 2921.
Cranes.
(See '' Department of Labour and
Industry" and "Lifts and Cranes Act.")

Crick, Mr. G. R. (Grant).
Altona Shire--Transport facilities, 329.
Budget for Year 1961-62, 819.
Chief Secretary's Department-Duties of
Chief Secretary and Assistant Chief
Secretary, 2008. Functions of officers.
2008.
Crimes (Breath Test Evidence) Bill, 958.
Education-Proposed question without
notice, 1142.
Education Department-Proposed high
schooJ a:t Laverton, 592, 820. Proposed
:techniical school at St. Albans, 820.
Establishment of ·boys' junior technical
school at Werribee, 1190. Extensions
at Altona High School, 1677. School
crossing at Braybrook, 2008.
Employment-Need for increased loan
•allocations to foster municipal employment, 823.
Estimates for Year 1961-62, 2008.

Crick, Mr. G. R.-continued.
Hospitals and Charities CommissionGrants to Geelong and District Hospital, 821.
Housing Commission-Devon Park housing estate, Werrihee, 593, 822. Laverton estate, 933.
Release of !information, 1857.
Law Department - Court-house at St.
Al!bans, 592.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-Public transport services in
Footscray, 2463.
Members-Correspondence with Ministers
and Government Departments, 819.
Mines (Explosives) Bill, 354.
Newmarket Sale-yards and Melbourne
City Abattoirs-Suggested removal to
Derrimut, 226.
North Geellong to Fyansford Railway
Deviation Bill, 237.
Personal Explanation-Reason for asking
question on notice, 591.
Police Department-Police station at
Laverton, 591, 819, 820. Proposed ex1tensions to Sunshine police station, 591,
819.
Racing (Off-course Doubles Totalizators)
Bill, 1738.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1597.
Road Traffi.c-School crossing at Braybrook, 2008.
Road Traffic (Traffic Control Items) Bill,
3096, 3102.
Tottenham to Brooklyn Railway Construction Bill, 2729, 2732.
Transport
Regulation
Board-Commercial passenger vehicle and hire car
licences in Laverton area, 1192.

Crimes (Breath Test Evidence) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 230; second
reading, 336, 738, 764, 943, 954; Committee, 978; remaining stages, 987.
Crimes (Detention) Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 2469; second reading, 2613,
2840; remaining stages, 2842.
Crown-Allegiance to, 85.
Crown Leases Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 1143; second reading, 1212,
1434; remaining stages, 1436.
Cultural Development-Government grants
to organizations, (qn.) 420.
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Department of Agriculture-continued.

Dairying Industry-Commonwealth report
on, 449. Sale of " reduced " cream,
1062, 1243. Markets for products, 1243.
Effects of Commonwealth Government
policy, 1243. Butter: Production, local
consumption and export, (qn.) 2531;
cold storage facilities, (qn.) 3089.
Commonwealth subsidy, 2580.
Dandenong Lands Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 421; declared a private
Bill, 517; motion that Bill ·be :treated as
public Bill agreed to, 517; second reading, 517, 885; Committee and remaining
stages, 888.
Darcy, Mr. T. A. (Polwarth).
Dairying Industry-Federal subsidy, 2580.
European Common Marke:t-Proposed
entry of Great Bi"i.tain, 2580.
Game <Black' Swans) Bill, 351.
Game (Bla·ck Swans) Amendment Bill,
2639.
Mines (Aluminium Agreement) Bill, 1724.
Newmarket Saile-yards and Melbourne
City Abattoirs-Suggested removal to
Derrimut, 224.
Public Works Department-Report on
.ftooding of Lake Corangamite, 2336.
State Forests Loan Application Bilf, 1235.
Supply, 2580.
Tourist <Amendment) Bill, 318.
Death. <See "Towers, Mr. W. J., Death
of.")
Decentralization - Establishment of industries in
Geelong district,
24.
Carriage of raw materials, 24. Government tenders, 66. Closure of .ftour mill
at Wangaratta, 79, 206.
Financial
allocation, 176. Closure of industries in
north-eastern part of State, 367.
Faciilities required for d·evelopment,
1081. Cost of transport of goods by
road from Melbourne to Cann River,
2569. <See also "Distribution of Population Committee " and " Transport
Regulation Board.")
Department of AgricultureAgriculturaZ

and

Pastoral

Societie8-

Government grants, 171.
Rebuilding, 171, 833; improvements, 2571.
Longerenong: New wing, 171.

Agricultural Colleges-Dookie:
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Finance-1961-62 Budget statement, 170.

Additional financial provision, 2202.
Fruit Fly-Protection measures, 68. Con-

trol of, 171. Inspections at New South
Wales-VictorianJ border, 2927, 2928.
Pasture Irnprovement-Use of Pittman
technique, 1240.
Research-Increased services, 171. Work
at stations, 832.
Television Services-Dissemination of information, 2202.
Tuberculin Testing of Dairy Cattle-Ex-

tension of, 170.
of syringe projector
equipment on fractious animals, (qn.)
506. Restriction of car mileage of stock
inspectors, (qn.) 2365.

Veterinary-Use

Young Farmers Movement-Government

grant, 171, 833.
<See also " Agricultural Colleges (Leases)
Bill "
and
" Cattle
Compensation
(Amendment) Bill.")
Department of HealthCreches, Infant Welfare Centres
Kindergartens-Salary increases

and

and
improved training of teachers, 23, 64,
833.
Allowances to students, 23.
Kindergarten training colleges, 23 .
Maintenance allowance for kindergartens, 620.
Extensions to Kindergarten Training College, 620.
Finance-1961-62 Budget statement 167.
Additional grant, 2202.
'
Hepatitis-Incidence of, 617.
Lung Cancer-Suggested inquiry re incidence, (qn.) 2364.
Phosphine Gas Poisoning-HandHng of
wheat, 2202.

Poisons Advisory Centre-Establishment

at Royal Children's Hospital, 38, 167.
Poliomyelitis-Incidence of, 617.
Proprietary Medicines-Sale of slee.ping

Price control of
pills, (qn.) 2256.
medicines, ( qn.) 2256.
Tuberculosis-Chest X-ray examinations,
(qn.) 3089.
Department of Labour and IndustryAdministration-Strength of staff, 2032.
Hours of Trading-Extension of, 531.

Sale of petrol, 2032.
Safety--Colla.pse of crane on city ibuilding

Safety devices on
job, Cqn.> 2257.
·cranes, (qn.) 2257. Scaffolding collapse
at Fitzroy, Cqn.) 2364.
·
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Disposal of Uncollected Goods Bill-Received from Council and first reading,
555; second reading, 600, 1914; remaining stages, 1915.
Distribution of Population CommitteeRecommenda tions, (qn.) 801. Appointment of Legislative Assembly members,
898. Presentation of sixth progress
report, 2340.
Visit to Queensland,
2790.
(See also "Decentralization.">
Distribution of Population (Joint Committee) Bill-Introduction and first
·reading, 51; second reading, 93, 191;
appropriation resolution, 202; Committee, 202; remaining stages, 205.

Divers, Mr. W. T. (Footscray).
Breathalyzer-Effectiveness, 799.
Improvements, 799.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, The,
427.
Crimes <Breath Test Evidence) Bill, 784.
Eisteddfods-Government grants, 930.
Estate of the late E. A. Green-Proposals of executor, 2387.
Local
Authorities
Superannuation
(Amendment> Bill, 998.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-Public transport services in
Footscray, 2454.
Money Lenders (Amendment) Bill, 1918.
Point of Order-Statement in debate,
2650.
Supply, 2387.

Division&Apprenticeship

<Commission>

Bill-On

second-reading motion, 2926.
Budget Debate-On motion " That the
vote be reduced by £1," 842.
Bush .Fires-On motion for adjournment
of the House, 2362.
Courts (Jurisdiction> BilZ-On clause 2,
2921; on third reading, 2922.
Crimes <Breath Test Evidence> Bill-On
second-reading motion, 977; on clause 2,

987.
Labour and Industry <Bread> Bill-On

second-reading motion, 1176.
Labour and Industry <Women's Hairdressing>
Bill-On
second-·reading

motion, 1837.
Marine

<Amendment>

Bill-On amend-

ment to clause 4, 1854.

Divisions-continued.
M.otor Car (]nmltrance Surcharge) Bill-

on second-reading motion, 1031.
Newmarket Sale-yards and Melbourne
City Abattoirs-Removal from New-

market to Derrimut: On motion for
adjournment of the House, 230.
Public Transport Services in Footscray-

On motion for adjournment of the
House, 2469.
The Constitution Act Amendment BillrOn amendment to clause 3, 1045.
Water <Ballarat Water Commissioners>
Bill-On motion re instruction to Com-

mittee, 310.
Dog Bill-Introduction and first reading,
1047; second reading, 1206, 1837; Committee, 1844; remaining stages, 1847.
Council amendments dealt with, 2174.
Dog (Registration Discs) Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 2266; second reading,
2370, 2717; remaining stages, 2717.
Dried Fruits (Expenses and Finances) BillAppropriation resolution, 2470; introduction and first reading, 2470; second
reading, 2477, 2732; remaining stages,
2733.

Dunstan, Mr. R. C. <Mornington).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 80.
Country Roads Board-Acquisit.ion of
properties at Frankston, 1857.
Crimes <Brea th Test Evidence) Billi, 975.
Education Department-Site f·or State
school at Centreville, 592. Tootgarook
State School, 592. Mount Eliza State
School, 592.
Seepage from Frankston
High Si::hool, 633.
Entertainments Tax <Amendment) Bill,
1711, 1712, 1713.
Governor's Speech-Provision of seating
accommodation for Assembly members
summoned to Council Chamber, 80.
Local Government <Amendment> Bill,
2970.
Mines Department-Extraction of sand
from old pine plantation at Frankston,

so.

Points of Order-Relevancy of remarks,
240, 981.
Ports and Ha~bors Branch-New jetty to
serve proposed aquarium at Sorrento,
458.
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Dunstan, Mr. R. C.-continued.
Public Works Department-Lighting on
Stony Point pier, 632. Report of conference on foreshore erosion, 632. Provision of longer jetty between West
Rosebud and Mccrae, 632. Storage of
materials at Mccrae lighthouse reserve,
633. Seepag.e from Frankston High
School, 633. Boat slipway at Newhaven,
1677.
Railway Department - Frankston-Stony
Point goods servke, 1190.
State Electricity Commission-Services to
properties north of Hastings Park, 1190.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-Water supply for Karingal estate,
Frankston, 3088.
Statute Law Revision Committee-Report
presented: Crimes Act, 934.

E.
Economic (Jonditions-State of economy,
530.
Education-Suggested Federal aid, 39, (qn.)
635.
Transition from secondary to
tertiary education, 59, 62, 68. Comparison with overseas systems, 617.
Scholarships tenable in Australia for
citizens
of
other
Commonwealth
countries, 1080.
School attendances,
(qn.) 1139.
Teachers' salaries, (qn.)
1139. Cost per child, (qn.) 1139. Annual
report on education, (qn.) 1139. Training of p.ersons leaving school for unskilled and clerical occupations, 831,
2034, 2036. Students: Failures at external examinations, (qn.) 2433; firstyear failures at university, (qn.) 2433.
Shortage of school accommodation,
2546. Report of inquiry into tertiary
education, 3104, 3107.
Education (Amendment) Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 1143; second reading,
1216, 1487; Committee, 1506; remaining
stages, 1508. Council amendments dealt
with, 2127.
Education DepartmentAdministration-Ministerial activities, 663.
Need for closer liaison with Public
Works Department, 834, 2036.
Adult Education-English instruction for
migrants, 2397.
Class-rooms-Use of portable class-rooms,
2191.
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Education Department-continued.
High School
students:
Intermediate and leaving
examinations, 2038; cost of external
examinations, 2039.
Finance-1961-62 Budget statement, 165.
Expenditure on cilass-rooms and schools,
436. Expenditure on school sites, 437.
Additional expenditure, 437. Maintenance expenditure, 437, 818. Special
grant scheme for provision of facilities
in schools, 825.
Sum allocated for
school fencing, 2537. Expenditure on
education, 2543, 2568.
Free Milk Scheme - Conservation of
supplies, (qn.) 930, 1060.

Examinations-Strathmore

High Schools-Opening of Heywood High

School, (qn.) 505. Transfers from Portland High School, (qn.) 505. Proposed
high school at Laverton, (qn.) 592, 820.
Temporary
class-rooms,
614,
834.
Establishment in country areas, 1081.
Moreland High School: Extension of
site, (qn.) 1135, (qn.) 2363; area and
buildings, (qn.) 2363; .population, (qn.)
2363.
Staff residences fur Bairnsdale
High School, (qn.) 1309.
Fencing of
Strathmore High School, 1534. Tenders
.for extension of Altona High School,
(qn.) 1677. Fencing at Northcote High
School, 2035, 2037, <qn.) 2531. External
examinations, 2038. Proposed T·hornbury High School: Site and construction, (qn.> 2530.
Lmul-Acquisition of school sites, 437, 679.
Financial <!ontributions for use of .public
recreation
reserves,
(qn.)
1581.
Henderson Park, Thornbury, (qn.) 2531.
Libraries-Application by Po.rt Fairy Consolidated School for subsidy, (qn.) 208.
Allocation of subsidies, (qn.) 208, 666.
Standar.d of school Librarians, 667. <See
also " Free Library Service Board ").
Pr-irnary Schools-Situation of Leongatha,
State School, 40. Water ·supply at
Bethanga State School, 86. Purchase
of cuisenaire materials for use in primary schools, (qn.) 296. File re Middle.field State School and proposed school
at Junction-road, Black·burn, (qn.) 504.
Site at Centreville, (qn.) 592. Land for
extension of Tootgarook State School,
(qn.) 592. Septic tank installation at
Mt. Eliza State School, (qn.) 592.
Teacher's residence at Naringal State
School, (qn.) 799. Transfers ·between
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Education Department-continued:
schools, 825. Teacher's residence at
Merrivale State School, (qn.) 884.
School population, 2190. Girgarre State
School: Tender for works, (qn.) 2364.
Enrolments, 2543. _
Pupils-Size of classes, 616. Hostel accommodation, (qn.) 736, 1081; subsidies,
(qn.) 736. School leaving age, 830, 2397.
Travelling allowances, 2037. Number
of matriculations and university vacancies, (qn.) 2434, (qn.) 2363. Cost of
books and requirements, 2395. Testing
of children from overseas for sight,
hearing and speech, 2397.
Religious
Observance-Instruction
in
schools, 668, 2395.
School Buildings-Provision of sewerage
and septic tanks, 32, 40, 2191. Suggested
provision of hostel for school children
in Orbost, 120. Accommodation, 613,
662; anticipation of requirements, 825.
Maintenance, 615. Building programme,
664, 679. Units built, 824. Provision
of fencing, 2195; in Preston district,
2573.
Sclvool Committees-Refund of moneys
spent on septic tank instaillations, 40.
Activities of, 825. Funds provided, (qn.)
1426. Government subsidies, (qn.) 1426.
Finance available for works and .buildings, (qn.) 1426.
Secondary Schools - Qualifications of
teachers, 616. Construction of girls'
secondary school at Williamstown, ( qn.)
1189. School population, 2190. Accommodation, 2543, 2544.
Standard of
teaching, 2544. Size of classes, 2544.
Untrained teachers, 2544. Needs in
country, 2567.
Sport8-'Con tribu tions :to costs, 2038.
Teachers-Shortage, 613, (qn.) 2363, (qn.)
2434, 2571.
Number of temporary
teachers, 615. In training, 679. Housing, (qn.) 799, (qn.) 884, 1309. Bonds
for trainee teachers, (qn.) 1309. Number seeking and selected for employment, (qn.) 2363. Qualifications, 616,
(qn.) 2363. Salaries, 2396. Applications for studentships, (qn.) 2434. Untrained teachers, 2544.
Teachers'

Training

Colleges-Establish-

ment of college in Gippsland, (qn.) 49.
Need for new secondary teachers'
college at Mona.sh Univer·sity, 616, 2545.
Improvement of, 2561.

Education Departmen t-continuea.
Technical Sclwols-Construction of Kangaroo Flat Technical School, (qn.) 421.
At St. Allbans, 820. Establishment in
country areas, 1081. Establishment of
boys' junior technical school at Werribee, <qn.) 1190. School population, 2190.
Preston Technical College: Number of
students, (qn.) 2530; senior diploma
block, <qn.) 2530; accommodation, <qn.)
2530; repairs and fencing, (qn.) 2530.
Accommodation, 2543. Pra:hran Technical School-Distribution of Communist literature, 2648, 2651.
Transport of Scholars-Hostel accommodation for pupils, 1081.
Pupils'
travelling allowances, 2037. Extension
of bus services, 2037. (See also " Public
Works Department-Schools.")
Egg and Egg Pulp Marketing Board-Polls
for creation and abolition, (qn.) 152;
voting details, (qn.) 152.
Cost of
advertising campaign, (qn.> 331, 1085;
effect on sale of eggs, (qn.) 331; cost
of competition, <qn.) 331. Consumption
of eggs, <qn. > 331. Licensing of poultry
farms, (qn.) 331. Charges to producers,
1085. Deliveries of loose eggs, 1085.
Eisteddfods-Government grants, (qn.) 930.
Electoral-Legislative Assembly: Voters
enrolled, (qn.) 419; informal votes,
(qn.) 419, 454. Posi:tion of candidates'
names on ballot-papers, 454, 455. Lack
of facilities for absentee voters, 455.
Redistribution of electoral! districts, 629.
<See also" The Constitution Act Amendment (Postal Voting) Bill."
Elwood Life Saving Club-Work of members, 2747.
Employment-Position in Victoria, 35, 117,
533, 677, 805, 840, 2189" 2379, 2380, 2552,
2561. Plight of unemployed persons, 38.
Distribution of work force, 59. " Market " unemployment, 117. Eff·ect of automatic plant, 118. Government action,
435, 2193, 2194, 2390. Numbers of unemployed and recipients of unemployment benefits, 440, 621. Protection of
unemployed persons, 450. Statement by
clergy, 454. CompaTison with unemployment rate in New South Wales, 621.
For persons leavingj school, 621, 677,
830, 2381. Decline in various industries,
675. Suggested need for increased loan
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Employment-continued.

allocations to municipalities, 823. Training of persons leaving school for unskilled and clerical occupations, 831,
2034, 2036. Commonwealth Government's advertisements in the United
Kingdom, 2380. Government employment, 2381. In building industry, 2381.
Commonwealth grant: Allocations to
municipalities, (qn.) 2435. Eff.ect of
additional financial allocations, 2552.
Entertainments Tax (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 885;
second reading, 952, 1702; appropriation
resolution, 1717; resolution fixing rates,
1718; Committee, 1718; third reading,
1719.
Equal Pay for Sexes-Implementation of
decisions of International Labour
Organization and United Nations, (qn.)
2712.
Estate of Late Mr. E. A. Green-Proposals
of executor, 2387.
Estimates-Estimates of expenditure for
August, September and October, 1961,
brought down, 28. Final Supplementary
Estimates for year 1960-61, 156, 176;
debated, 1238. Estimates of revenue and
expenditure for the year 1961-62,
brought down, 156. Discussed: Parliament, 1993; Premier's Department,
1998; Chief Secretary's Department,
2005; Department of Labour and Industry, 2032; Education Department,
2034; Treasurer's Department, 2040;
Attorney-General's Department, 2041;
Lands Department, 2041; Public Works
Department, 2046; Local Government
Department, 2047; Mines Department,
2049; Forests Department, 2049; Water
Supply Department, 2049; Depar:tment
of Agriculture, 2049; Department of
Health, 2049; Railway Department,
2050; Railway Construction, 2051;
State Coal Mine, 2051; Ministry ot
Transport, 2051. Supplementary Estimates for year 1961-62, 2185, 2201, 2742.
Estimates of expenditure for July,
August and September, 1962, brought
down, 2185.
European Common Market-Proposed entry
of Great Brlta'ln, 35, 99, 323, 840, 1243,
1244, 2389, 2547, 2558, 2580.
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Evans, Mr. A. T. (Ballaarat North).
Country Fire Authority (Amendment)
Bill, 2900.
Forests Commission-Payments to University Forestry School, 1140. Purchase
of Kalorama property, 1140.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Government Guarantee) Bill,
2739.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 1458.
State Electricity Commission-Ballarat
and Bendigo tramways systems, 3218.
State Forests Loan Application Bill, 1237.
Tourist (Amendment) Bill, 316.
University of Melbourne-Government
contribution to forestry school, 1141.
Water (Ballarat Water Commissioners)
Bill, 309.

Evans, Mr. B. J. (Gippsland East).
.Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 119.
Agriculture, Department of-Use of 1long
and short range syringe equipment for
immobilizing fractious animals, 506.
Constitution Act Amendment (Statute
Law Rev'lsion Committee) Blll, The,
2647.
Country Roads Board-Bridge over Avon
river, 1307.
Decentralization-Transport of goods by
road from Melbourne_ to Cann river,
2569.
Education (Amendment) Blll, 1491.
Education Department-Suggested hostel
in Orbost for school children, 120.
Hostel accommodation for secondary
school pupils, 736. Staff residences at
Bairnsdale High School, 1309. Need
for additional secondary schools in
country areas, 2567. Expenditure, 2568.
Farm Tractors-Number registered, 594.
Accidents, 594.
Forests Commission-Royalty payments in
Orbost area, 2787.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works-Melbourne water supplies, 2570.
Motor Boating Bill, 1689.
Motor Car <Insurance Surcharg.e) Bill,
1030.
Motor Vehicles-Traffic standards, 2568.
Municipalities-Subsidies for halls and
erection of toilet facilities, 2338.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 1457.
Railways (Thomson River Bridge) Bill,
2274. .
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Evans, Mr. B. J.--continited.
Road Traffic <Traffic Control Items) Bill,
3099.

R.S.L. Welfare Trust Fund Bill, 901.
Sheep Owners Protection Bill, 1908.
State Forests Loan Application Bill, 1233.
State Rivers and Wa:ter Supply Commission--Water supply for Lakes Entrance,
1308. Opening of Moondarra dam, 2570.
Supply, 2567.
Timber
Industry-Hardwood
timber:
Quantity milled, 594; future requirements, 594. Transport of timber to
metropolitan area, 2569.
Transport Regulation Board-Anomalies
created ·bY permit system, 120. Transport of timber to metropolitan area,

1961-62, 2748, 2752.

European Common Market-Proposed
entry of Great Britain, 323, 840.
Fibroma Virus-Use in New South Wales,
2041.

Forests <Wood Pulp Agreement) Bill, 905.
Grune (Black Swans) Amendment Bil!l,
2637.

Home Finance (Amendment) Bill, 311.
Housing Commission-Lone person and
low rental units, 459.
Housing
<Commonwealth and State
Agreement) Bill, 1049~
Housing <Home Builders' Account) Bill,
2723.

2569.

Water Supply Loan Application Bill, 1272.
W'ilson's Promontory National ParkFire danger, 2567.
Evidence (Amendment) Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 2185; second reading,
2213, 2295; remaining stages, 2295.
Exhibition (Borrowing Powers) Bill Introduction and first reading, 598; second reading, 610, 901; remaining stages,
905.

Exhibition Building-Trustees,
Tenancies, (qn.) 799.
Explosives.

Fennessy, Mr. L. M.-continued.
Estimates for Year 1961-62, 2018, 2041.
Supplementary Estimates for Year

<See

"Mines

(qn.)

799.

(Explosives)

BiU.")

F.
Farm Tractors-Number registered, Cqn.)
594. Accidents, (qn.) 594.
Fennessy, Mr. L M. (Brunswick East>.
Administrator's
Speech - Address...inReply, 323.
Budget for Year 1961-62,, 835.
Civil Defence-Attendance of members at
Civil Defence School, Macedon, 324.
Constitution Act Amendment Bm, The,
428.

Co-operation <Amendment> Bill, 1322.
Co-operative Housing Societies (Amendment) Bill, 1991.
Country Fire Authority <Amendment)
Bill, 2864.
Distribution of Population (Joint Committee) Bill, 198.
Employment-Position in Victoria, 840.

Land-Prkes paid, 837.
Land Tax-Assessment of Thirtyniners'
Association of Australia, Victorian
Branch, 2754.
Local Government <Amendment) Bill,
2985.

Lord Mayor's <1962) Bush Fires Relief
Fund-D~st:r.i·bution, 2748.
Representations on behalf of widow pensioners,
2748, 2752. Public contributions, 2857.
Administration,
2857.
Applications
for assistance, 2857.
Members-Attendance at Civil Defence
School, Macedon, 324.
Mines <Explosives) Bill, 356.
Munidpalities-Full road construction in
new subdivisions, 835.
Newmarket Sale-yards and Melbourne
City Abattoirs-Removal, 841.
Payne's Properties Proprietary LimitedSunbury satellite town, 838.
Points of Order-Reference to matter
tha:t is su,b judice, 2459. Statement in
debate, 2752.
Police
Department-Brunswick police
station and court-house, 2968.
Public Works Department-Non-clerical
employees, 633.
Rabbits-Increase in numbers in Victoria,
2041. Use of fi:broma virus, 2041.
Racing <Anzac Day) Bill, 2271.
Railway Department-Railway crossings
in Park-street, Brunswick, 327.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1590.
Rural Finance ·and Settlement Commisston Bill, 1825.
Town and Country Planning Bill, 1224.
Uniform Taxation-Support for policy of
unification, 324. Reimbursements, 324.
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Fennessy, Mr. L. M.-ccmtinued.
Water Supply Loan Application Bill, 1256.
Youth Organizations--Need for increased
grant to North Fitzroy Youth Club,
2018.
Fibroma Virus--Use in New South Wales,
(qn.) 156, 1082, 2041, 2045, 2046. Suggested ·ban, (qn.) 156, 2747, 2753, 3221,
3222.
Fisheries Advisory Council. <See "Fishing
Industry.")
Fisheries and Wildlife Department-1961-62
Budget statement, 170. Revenue from
duck shooters' fees, 537.
Increased
Government grant, 833. Suggested extension of Goose Lagoon ibis sanctuary,
833. Wildlife sanctuary on Sale common, (qn.) 3088. <See also "Game
<Black Swans) Amendment Bill" and
"Game (Black Swans) Bill.")
Fisheries (Noxious Fish) Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 2613; second reading,
2632, 2842; Committee, 2846; remaining
stages, 2847.
Fishing Industry-Report of State Development Committee, (qn.) 597, (qn.) 2436.
Effect of seals, 681. Loans for erection
of freezers, (qn.) 2436, 2540. Fisheries
Advisory Cotincil: Activities, (qn.) 2436;
composition, 2540.
<See also " Commerdal Fisheries Council.")

Floyd, Mr.

w.

L. (Williamstown) ..

Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 1073. Period covered by debate,
1077.
Agent-General-Facilities for visitors,
2004. Display of Victorian products,
2004.
Bush F'ires-Outbreak in Dandenong
Ranges, 2356.
Colonial Gas Association-Gas prices, 991,
1076. Financial results, 991, 1076.
Country Fire Aut·hority <Amendment>
Bill, 2892.
Country Roads Board-Road construction
• Tequirements in WUllamstown area,
1079. Allocat1on of funds to country
municipalities, 1424.
Crimes <Breath Test Evidence) Bill, 980.
Debate-Withdrawal of reflection on
Acting Chairman, 981.. Withdrawal of
statement objected to, 981.

•
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Floyd, Mr. W. L.-continued.
Education-Scholarships tenable in Australia, for citizens of other Commonwealth countries, 1080.
Education Department - Williamstown
Girls' Secondary School, 1189.
Estimates for Year 1961-62, 1995, 2004,
2029, 2046. Supplementary Estimates
for year 1961-62, 2746.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Gas prices,
991, 1076. Financial results, 991, 1076.
House Committee-Activities, 2046.
Immigration-Migrants from West Indian
Federation, 1080.
Labour and Industry <Bread) Bill, 1169.
Landlord and Tenant (Amendment> Bill,
1345.
Local Government Act-Clearance of
land: Service of notices by municipal
councils, 2332.
Local Government (Amendment) Bill,
2978, 2986.
Lord Mayor's (1962) Bush Fires Relief
Fund-Suggested payment to Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, 2746.
Marine (Amendment) Bill, 1848, 1852,
1853, 1855.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works <Yarra River) Bill, 1325, 1331.
Mel1bourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-Use of trams in city, 1078.
Public transport services in Footscray,
2465, 2467.
Melbourne Harbor Trust-Provision of
berths on Yarra river for large overseas passenger ships, 2335. Reclamation proposal for Williamstown breakwater pier, 2336.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Lands) Bill,
2641, 2645, 2646.
Members-Provision of amenities at
Parliament House, 2046.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board-Expenditure outside metropolitan fire
district, 2746. Suggested payment from
Lord Mayor's (1962) Bush Fires Relief
Fund, 2746.
Motor Boating Bill, 1678, 1692, 1693, 1694,
1695, 1698, 2126.
Municipalities-Councils conducting electricity under.takings, 1077. Financial
assistance for municipal libraries, 2787.
Suggested inquiry into library services,
2787.
National Museum-Suggested deeentrallzation in metropolitan area, 2029.
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Floyd, Mr. W. L.-con.tinued.
Plastic Bags-Safety measures to prevent
deaths of children, 1074.
Point of Order-Relevancy of remarks,
2575.
Premier's Department-Issue of Government credentials, 2004.
Printing Committee-Suggested revision
of functions, 1995.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 1450.
Railway Department-Grade separation
at North Williamstown level crossing,
933. Melbourne-Sydney standard gauge
line, 1075. Rebuilding of Spencer-street
station, 1075. Cost of repairing damage
caused by vandalism, 2333, 3222. Convictions for passengers riding without
tickets on suburban lines, 2333. Receipts
from suburban railway stations, 2333.
Manning of suburban railway stations,
2333. Cost of construction of Dynon
siding, 2335. Engagement of station
assistants, 2528. Employees' concessional
fares, 2585.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1604.
Subordinate Legislation Bill, 3006.
Supply, 2581.
Traffic Regulation-Elimination of bottlenecks, 1079.
Forests (Amendment) Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 2469; second reading,
2615, 2840; remaining stages, 2840.
Forests Commissionof Kalorama
property, (qn.) 1140.
Finance-1961-62 Budget statement, 174.
Payment to university forestry school,
(qn.) 1140.
Additional grant, 2195.
Royalties in Orbost area, (qn.) 2787.
Commonwealth grant to National Sirex
Fund, (qn.) 3089.
Forests-PlanNng programme, 175, 539,
2195. Suggested survey, 540. Threat
of sirex noctilio, 2383, (qn.) 2711.
Forests (Wood Pulp Agreement) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 333; s~cond
reading, 521, 905; appropri~tion resolution, 911; Committee and remaining
stages, 911.
Administration-Purchase

Fraser, Mr. A. J.

(Cau~field).

Altona Shire-Transport faciHties, 330.
Bread Industry-Transport of ·bread by
rail to country . towns, 208, 2711.

Fraser, Mr. A. J.-continued.
Bus Services-One-man buses, 2443.
Commercial Goods Vehicles Act-Tonmile road tax receipts, 1896.
Commercial Goods Vehicles (Tow Trucks)
Bill, 89, 178, 181.
Distribution of Population CommitteeAppointment, 898.
Distribution of Population (Joint Committee) Bill, 51, 93, 202, 205.
Entertainments Tax (Amendment) Bill,
1718, 1719.
Estimates--Supplementary Estimates for
year 1961-62, 2749, 2751, 2752.
Forests Commission-Payments to university forestry school, 1140. Purchase
of Kalorama property, 1140.
Forests <Wood Pulp Agreement) Bill,
333, 521, 911.
Lord Mayor's (1962) Bush Fires Relief
Fund-Representations on behalf of
widow pensioner, 2749, 2751, 2752.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-Deaths and retirements of
employees, 151, 414. Roadways maintenance expenditure, 736. Trams taken
• out of service, 736. Financial results
for year 1960-61, 736. Service increments, 736. Properties owned by Board,
2436. One-man buses, 2443.
Public
.transport services in Footscray, 2461,
2711. Bus accidents, 2111. Pascoe Vale
services, 2968. Track vacuum cleaner,
3218.
Milk and Dairy Supervision (Amendment)
Bill, 612, 636, 1912.
National Parks Bill, 2185, 2210, 2281, 2723.
North Geelong to Fyansford Railway
Deviation Bill, 51, 53.
Railway Department-Transport of bread,
208, 2711. Strathmore over-pass project,
296. Maryborough refreshment rooms,
333. Proposed new passenger timetable for Albury-Melbourne line, 421.
Surcharge on carriage of superphosphate and •bulk oats, 635, 682. Melbourne-Swan Hill ;passenger service, 929.
Grade separation at North Williamstown level crossing, 934. Train crews
stationed at Benalla, ~34. Crossing at
Reservoir station, 9~0.
FrankstonStony Point goods service, 1190. Railway yards at Princes bridge, 1190.
Level crossing at Oakleigh, 1276. Buffet
car service on
Melbourne-Albury
express, 1427, 1582. Detailed operating
results for 1960-61, 1582. Use of vacant
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Fraser, Mr. A.

J.~ontinued.

Gainey, Mr. R. J.-continued.

land at Elsternwick station, 1677.
Transport of livestock on MelbourneSydney standard gauge line, 2216. Cost
of
repa1rmg damage caused
by
vandalism, 2333, 3222. Convictions of
passengers riding without tickets, 2333.
Receipts
from
suburiban
railway
stations, 2333. Manning of suburban
railway stations, 2333. Cost of construction of Dynon siding, 2335.
Engagement of station assistants, 2529.
Employees' concessional fares, 2585.
Financial results, 2612.
Cartage of
wool, 2710. Services on north-eastern
line, 3222. Derailments on Mildura
line, 3222.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 885, 927,
1613.
Railways <Industrial Awards) Bill, 2362,
2370.
Railways (Thomson River Bridge) Bill,
2185, 2203.
Road Transport-(See "Transport Regulation Board.")
State Forests Loan Application Bill, 738,
762.
Timber
Industry-Hardwood
timber:
Quantity milled, 594; future requirements, 594.
Tottenham to Brooklyn Railway Construction Bill, 2469, 2476.
Tourist (Amendment) Bill, 51, 52, 319.
Transport Regulation Board-Applications
for licences iby manufacturers and
processors, 209. Commercial passenger
vehicles and ·hire car licences in
Laverton area, 1192. Receipts and expenditure, 1897. Cartage of cement by
Gippsland Cement Co., 1990.
Bread
delivery permits, 2532.
Wilson's Promontory National ParkFire-prevention measures, 2612.

Free Library Service Board-1961-62 Budget
statement, 169.
Government .grant,
538, 666. Co-ordination of school and
municipal library services, 2028. Establishment of school liibraries and allocation of funds, 239.9.

Gainey, Mr. R. J. (Elsternwick).
Administrator's
Reply, 1084.

Speech -
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Address-in-

Agriculture, Department of
Research
work, 832. Improvements to· Dookie
Agricultural College, 833.
Budget for Year 1961-62, 832.
Death-Mr. W. J. Towers, M.L.A., 2328.
Dookie Agricultural College - Improve ..
ments, 2571.
Education (Amendment) Bill, 1506.
Education
Department Temporary
accommodation at high schools, 834.
Closer liaison with Public Works
Department, 834. Extensions to Caulfield Technical School, 1309. Shortage
of teachers, 2571.
Egg and Egg Pulp Marketing BoardPolls for ·creation and abolition of
Board, 152. Advertising campaign, 331,
1085. Egg sales and consumption, 331.
Licensing of .poultry f.arms, 331.
Charges to producers, 1085. Deliveries
of loose eggs, 1085.
· Elwood Life Saving Club-Work of members, 2747.
Entertainments Tax-Suggested concessions, 833.
Estimates-Supplementary Estimates for
year 1961-62, 2747.
Fibroma Virus-Suggested .ban, 2747.
Fisheries and Wildlife DepartmentSuggested extension of ibis sanctuary
at Goose Lagoon, 833.
General
Motors-Holden's
Proprietary
Limited-PubMcation of financial statements, 1084.
Hansard-Tribute to staff, 2571.
Hire-purchase-Purchase of new motor
cars, 1086.
Hospitals and Charities CommissionConstruction of Southern Memorial
Hospital, 1085.
House Committee-Conditiion of wall and
passage adjacent to Liberal and Country
party room, 1086.
Housing
(Commonwealth and State
Agreement) Bill, 1051.
Kerang (Alexandra Park) Land Blll,
2640.
Kindergartens - Subsidy for teachers'
salaries, 833.
Korman Organization-Suggested inquiry,
2650.
Law Department-Penalties for traffic
offences, 834.
Melbourne and MetropoMtan Board of
Works-Water shortage, 2570.
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Gainey, Mr. R. J'.-continue.d.
Game (Black Swans) Bill-Received from
Mount Royal Home for the Aged-Work
Council and first reading, 333; second
of geriatrics clinic, 2572.
reading, 334, 350; Committee and remaining stages, 351.
Myxomatosis - Government campaign,
2747.
Parole Board-Release of prisoners, 2572. Garrisson, Mr. P. W. (Hawthorn).
Police Department-Strength of Force,
Banking-Bank overdrafts, 816. Ratio of
834. Suppression of 1bashings, 2571.
bank advances to deposits, 2574.
Police Regulation (Amendment> Bill,
Budget for Year 1961-62, 815.
1620.
Business Names Bill, 2269.
Premier's De.partment-Hel:p to overseas
Commonwealth Government - Financial
travellers, 2571.
decisions, 2573.
Public Works Department-Need for
Commonwealth Pay-roll Tax - Cost to
closer Uaison with Education DepartState, 2040, Suggested abolition, 2576.
ment, 834. Extensions to Caulfield
Constiitution Act Amendment Bill, The,
Technical School, 1309.
1040, 1045.
Rabbits-Use of fibroma virus, 2747.
Debate - Withdrawal
of statement
Destruction by myxoma virus, 2747.
objected to, 2650.
Racing (Anzac Day) Bill, 2273.
Education Department - School mainRailway Department-Use of vacant land
tenance allocations, 818.
at Elsternwick station, 1677. Manning
Estimates for Year 1961-62, 2010, 2013,
of suburban stations, 2572.
2040, 2047. Supplementary Estimates for
y.ear 1961-62, 2750.
Road Traffic-Proposed roundabout at
Hire-purchase - Suggested reduction of
intersection of Glenhuntly-road and
Brighton-road, 1990, 2531.
duty on vehicles for commercial
Rural Finance and Settlement Commisprimary production use, 816.
Loan Funds-Interest rates, 2576.
sion Bill, 1825, 1831.
Shrine of Remembrance - Building
Local Government Act - Councillors'
restrictions in surrounding areas, 2124, declarations, 2649.
Lord Mayor's (1962) Bush Fires Relief
2173.
State Electricity Commission - Power
Fund-Distribution, 2750.
failure in Elsternwick, 843.
Metropolitan Master Plan-South-eastern
freeway and Grange-road bridge, 2010.
State Relief Committee-Interest .by
members in activities, 1084.
Municipalities - Suggested amalgamaSupply, 2570.
tion of Richmond and CoUingwood
Town and Country Planning Bill, 1225.
councils, 816, 2013, 2048, 2575. Suggested
Tow Trucks-Activities of operator, 3284.
distribution of report on year's work,
Traffic Regulation-Publication in press
2047.
of names of persons convicted of
Points of Order-Relevancy of remarks,
442, 2642. Statements in debate, 2012,
breaches of traffic code, 1086.
Yarra River-Capsized 'boat near Kings
2452.
Probate Duty Bill, 2811.
bridge, 2531.
Public Accounts-Interest on Government
Young Farmers' Clubs Association1bank accounts, 818.
Government grant, 833.
Richmond Abattoirs-Suggested removal,
818.
Galvin, Mr. Ii. W. (Bendigo).
Road Traffic-Congestion at Burnley,
Distribution of Population Committee-843. Cost of traffic lights, 2013.
Re.port presented: Sixth progress report,
Sales Tax-Incidence, 2575.
2340. Visit to Queensland, 2790.
State Savings Bank-Extension of overLaw Department - Appointment of
draft provisions, 816.
justices of the peace, 591.
Supply, 2573.
Uniform Taxation-Effects on Victorian
economy, 2040.
Game (Black Swans) Amendment Bill-lnWeights and Measures Act-Sale of com:troduction and first reading, 2266;
modities, 2493.
second reading, 2270, 2637; remaining
stages, 2639.
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Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria-Payment of accounts in Northcote,
Preston and Reservoir, (qn.) 416. Increased
charges, 806,
(qn.)
991.
Facilities for payment of accounts,
806. Price of gas, ( qn.) 991, 1076.
Annual profits and losses, (qn.) 991.
~y-products from brown coal, 1063. Extensions to Morwell works, (qn.) 1579.
<See also "Colonial Gas Association.")
General Motors-Holden's Pty. Ltd.-Layingoff of employees, (qn.) 87. Disclosure
of profits, (qn.) 87. Publication of
financial statements, 1084.

Governor, His Excellency, General Sir
Reginald Alexander Dallas Brooks,
K.C.B., K.C.M.G., D.S.O., K.St.J.Illness of, 22. Return to health, 1057.
Grain Elevators Board-Payment to Railway Department for conversion of
trucks, 540.
Grievance Day-Suspension of Standing
Order, 995, 1677, 2713.
Guns - Suggested compulsory licensing,
2020.
H.

Hairdressing. (See "Labour and Industry
(Women's Hairdressing) Bill.")
Gibbs, Mr. G. S. (Portland).
Country Fire Authority-Inquiry re
equipment of rural fire brigades, 2529.
Education Department - Library Subsidies: Financial allocation, 208; Port
Fairy Consolidated School, 208. Heywood High School, 505. Trans! er of
pupils from Portland High School .to
Heywood High School, 505. Teacher's
residence at Naringal State School,
799.
Teacher's residence at Merrivale
State School, 884. Trainee teacher
bonds, 1309.
Motor Car Act-Suggested amendment,
2859.
Public Works Department-Employment
of day-labour staff, 994.
Gippsland - Report of inter-departmental
committee on reafforestation of unproductive land, (qn.) 50.
Government Buildings Fire Insurance Fund
-Payment to, 176.
Government Departments and Instrumentalities-Increases in number of employees, (qn.) 88, (qn.) 152, 435, 533,
805, (qn.) 2259. Need to economize, 538.
Accounting methods, 622. Use of Australian-made products, 1066. Numbers
em.ployed
pursuant to Australian
Workers' Union Construction and Maintenance Award, (qn.) 1136.
Government Motor Transport CommitteeComposition of, 2022.
Governor-General, His Excellency, Lord De
L'lsle, V.C., P.C., K.C.M.G., K.St.J.Appointment of, 22, 73, 1057

Printing precedence to
" Hansard "
Council debates, 1994.
Method of
reporting, 1997. Tri.bute to staff, 2571.
Health.

<See "Department of Health.")

Health (Dangerous Substances) Bill-Received from Council and first reading,
1856; second reading, 1856, 1922;
remaining stages, 1924.
Health (Sampling of Foods) Bill-Received
from Counci11 and first reading, 2584;
second reading, 2618, 3102; remaining
stages, 3103.
Hire-purchase-Suggested reduction of duty
on commercial primary production
vehicles, 816. Purchase of a new motor
car, 1086.
Holden, Mr. J.B. (Moonee Ponds).
Health, Department of-Chest X-ray
examinations, 3089.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1611.
Speaker-Election, 20.
Town and Country Planning Bill, 1231.
Holland, Mr. K. M. S. (Flemington).
Dog Bill, 1841, 1846.
Education <Amendment) Bill, 1492, 1508.
Health (Sampling of Foods) Bill, 3102.
Hospitals and Charities Commission-Use
of management consultant firms, 3218.
Local Government (Amendment> Bill,
2969, 2985, 2986, 2988, 2991, 3271.
Local Government <Streets ·and Abattoirs>
Bill, 1431.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Government Guarantee) Bill,
2733.
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Holland, Mr. K. M. S.-continued.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Yarra River) Bill, 1331.
Newmarket Sale-yards and Melbourne
City Abattoirs-Removal from Newmarket to Derrimut, 210.
Po'isons Bill, 2834, 2839, 2993, 2994, 2996,
3282.
Tottenham to Brooklyn Railway Construction Bm, 2731.
Town and Country Planning Bill, 1222.
Home Ginance (Amendment) Bill-Appropriation resolution, 51; introduction
and first reading, 52; se.cond reading,
89, 311; remaining stages, 313.
Horse-racing-Bacchus Marsh Racing Club,
71.
Treatment of racing clubs in
western Vi:ctoria, 71. Facilities provided
by Ballan Racing Olub, 71. Taxation
received. from metropolitan racing clubs
and Trotting Control Board, (qn.) 416.
Broadcasting of .totalizato r dividends
after each race, 2538. (See also " Rac-ing (Anzac Day) Bill," "Racing <Bookmakers' Course Agents) Bill " and
"Racing <Off-ieourse Doubles Totalizators) Bill.")
1

Horsham Kyosan Engineering Company
Limited-Financial position of, 37. (See
also "Rees Emporium Limited.")
Hospitals and Charities CommissionAdministration-Use of management con-

sultant firms, (qn.) 3218.
Eye and Ear Hospital-Proposed rebuild-

'ing works, (qn.) 420.
Government
grants, (qn.) 420. Need for funds, 1063.
Finance-Financing of hospital construction, 61. Payments to Hospitals and
Charities Fund, (qn.) 208; contributions
from Tattersall consultations, (qn.)
208, 626, (qn.) 2790. Grant to Geelong
and District Hospital, 821, 824. Payment by hospitals of stamp duty on
insurance premiums, 1064. Finance for
construction of Southern Memorial
Hospital, 1085. Additional grant, 2194,
2536. Loan funds, <qn.) 2790.
Hospitals and Homes-Preston and Northcote Community Hospital, 61. Patients
awaiting treatment at major public
hospitals, 61. Number of beds, <qn.)
151, 2709, <qn.) 3090. Charges, <qn.)
151. In-patients awaiting :treatment,
(qn.> 151. Southern Memorial Hospital:

Hospitals

and

Charities

Commission.-

continued.

Construction, estimated cost and accommodation, (qn.) 930. Work in country
districts, 2194. Mount Roy8!1. Home:
Work of geriatric clinic, 2572. Salaried
medical officers at public ·hospitals,
(qn.)
2709.
Healesville
·hospital
inquiry: Counsel's fees, (qn.) 2710.
Superannuation scheme for employees, ·
<qn.) 2857.
Poi.sons Advisory Centre-Establishment
at Royal Children's Hospital, 38, 167.
Sta.ff-Attraction of suitable staff, 61.
Nurses employed, (qn.) 3090.
Hotel Employee-Membership
2216, 2217.

of

union,

House Committee
Assembly members
appointed, 43. Activities, 2046.
HousingCommonwealth-State Housing Agreement

-Allocation of funds, 32, 174.
Go-operative

Housing

Societies-1961-62

Budget statement, 174. Finance available, 828. Advances under Commonwealth-State
Housing
Agreement,
(qn.) 2266. <See also "Co-operative
Housing Societies (Amendment> Bill.")
Finance-Loan funds allocation, 174.
Funds available, 828. Increased Commonwealth allocation, 2190.
Home Finance Trust-Additional borrowing authority, 2196.
Homes-Building programme, (qn.) 150.
Units built and in course of construction, 174, 532. Shortage of accommodation, 450. <See also "Building Companies," "Building Industry," "Building Societies" and " Commonwealth
Savings Bank.")
Housing CommissionAccommodation-For deserted wives and

children, 69.
of cement
.tiles where terra-cotta tiles are avail.able, 67. Policy on tenders requiring
design, (qn.) 634. Availability of 1980-61
annual report, (qn.) 1424. Re:lease of
information, 1857. Tenders accepted,
<qn.> 2257.
Finance-Financial po~ition at end of
financial year 1960-61, (qn.) 150. 1961-62
Budget statement, 174. Capital expenditure, 174. Availability of loan
funds, (qn.) 2257.
Administration-Specification
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Housing Commission-continued.
Flats-Safety precautions re windows,
3104, 3107.
Homes-Waiting list at Traralgon, 42.
Building programme, (qn.) 150, (qn.)
1424, (qn.) 2257. Tenancy applications,
(qn.) 150, <qn.> 1424, (qn.) 2257. Number sold and value, 174. Terms, deposits,
conditions and qualifications of sale,
<qn.) 800. Fencing of units in Brunswick West, (qn.) 1136. Lone person and
low rental units: Tenancies and rentals,
(qn.) 1191.
Availability in country
towns, <qn.) 1424. Applications for
purchase, <qn.) 2257. Rate of construction, 2379.
Housing Settlements-High-street and
Reeves-street, Carlton, projects: Units
to ·be bunt, (qn.) 150. Provision of playing areas and recreational facilities,
"Devon Park"
(qn.) 150, (qn.) 417.
estate: Tenders, subdivisional plan and
water supply, (qn.) 593.
Werribee
estate, 822.
Laver.ton estate: Service
personnel, (qn.) 933; purchasers, (qn.)
933; registered tenants, (qn.) 933; resales, (qn.) 933.
Development in
Walker-street, Northcote, 1189, (qn.)
1191.
Land.-North Melbourne land: Sale to
private enterprise and ,costs, (qn.) 207.
Purchase of land at Pakenham, <qn.)
1424.
Rents-On new units, (qn.) 150.
Slum Reclamation-Programme, 174.
Tenants--Nomination by municipalities,
(qn.) 207. Transfer of pensioner tenants
to smaller accommodation, (qn.) 331.
Lone person and low rental units, 459,
461.
Housing (Commonwealth and State Agreement) Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 598; second read-ing, 643, 911,
1049; Committee, 1052; remaining
stages, 1057.
Housing (Home Builders' Account)
Appropriation resolution, 2470;
duction and first reading, 2470;
reading, 2470, 2723; remaining
2729.

Billintrosecond
stages,

Hyland, Sir Herbert (Gippsland South).
Administrator-Acknowledgment of services of Sir Charles Lowe, 1058.
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inRe.ply, 1057.
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Hyland, Sir Herber.t-continued.
Agriculture, Department of-Pittman
pasture improvement technique, 1240.
Restriction of mileage travelled by
stock inspectors, 2365.
Albert Park Reserve-Original reservation, 49. Excisions, 49. Public area, 49.
Departmental files, 49.
Australian Paper Manufacturers Limited
-Reafforestation programme, 539.
Bread Industry-Transport of bread by
rail to country towns, 208, 2711. Zoning
of manufacturers in metropolitan area,
208. One-man bakeries, 734. Prosecution of bakers, 734.
Breathalyzer-Demonstration of operation to members, 333.
Budget for Year 1961-62, 624.
Bush Fires-Outbreak in Dandenong
Ranges, 2354. Recommendations by fire
brigades associations, 2443. Availa:bility
of full report on relief measures, 2540.
Business of the House-Order of business,
536. 1046, 1897. Days and hours of
meeting, 1046, 2052.
Bus Services-One-man buses, 2443.
Chairman of Committees-Election of Mr.
Rafferty, 27.
Children's Welfare (Assistance) Bill, 2296.
Civil Defence--Suggested creation of civil
defence authority, 1059.
Clerk, The-Retirement of Mr. H. K.
McLachlan, 45, 49.
Commercial
Fisheries
Council-Representation of fishermen, 2744.
Commercial Goods Vehicles Act-Ton-mile
tax receipts, 1896.
Commercial Goods Vehicles (Tow Trucks)
Bill, 181, 348.
Commonwealth Aid Roads Act-Allocations to Viictoria, 296. Expenditure on
works connected with transport 'by
water, 594.
Commonwealth Pay-roll Tax-Payments
by Government Departments and instrumentalities, 539.
Companies Act-Investigation of companies, 2366. Report of investigator, 3283.
Companies Bill, 1004.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 2), 541.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, The,
1036.
Country Ha'lls:...Covernment subsidy, 628.
Country Roads Act-Relief granted to
municipalities towards cost of permanent works, 2173.
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Hyland, Sir Herbert-continued.
Country Roads Board-Development of
Princes Highway East, 152. Collections
under Commercial Goods Vehicles Ad,
419. Financial allocations, 596. Alloca:tions .to municipalities, 1065, 1307, 2260.
Metropolitan bridge construction, 1241.
Construction of Moe-Morwell section of
Princes Highway, 1580. Municipal contributions for road works, 1990, 2172.
Finance for tourist roads, 2365. Additional allocation, 2536. Use of reflecting
road studs, 2540.
Crimes (Breath Test Evidence) Bill, 746,
978.
Cultural
Development - Government
grants to organizations, 420.
Dairying Industry-Sales of " reduced "
cream, 1062, 1243. New markets for
products, 1243. Production, local consumption and export of butter, 2531.
Cold storage facilities for -butter, 3089.
Distribution of Population CommitteeRecommendations, 801.
Distribution of PopulaUon <Joint Committee) Bill, 192.
Dog Bill, 2175.
Education-State approach for FederalJ.
aid, 39, 635. School attendances, 1139.
Teachers' salaries, 1139. Costs per child,
1139. Annual report on education, 1139.
Education Department-Installation of
septic tank systems at unsewered
schools, 40. Refund to school committees
of money spent on septic tank installations, 40. Leongatha primary school,
40. Establishment of teachers' college
·in Gippsland, 49. Purchase of cuisenaire
materials for use in primary schools,
296. Free mi.Jk scheme, 1060. Financial
contri.butions for use of public ·recreational reserves, 1581. Additional
allocation for school fencing, 2537.
Electoral-Redistribution
of
electoral
distrkts, 629.
Elwood Life Saving Club-Government
grant, 2745.
Employment-Plight
of
unemployed
persons, 38.
Entertainments
'f.ax-Application
in
main-land States, 333. Suggested abolition, 509.
Entertainments Tax <Amendment> BUI,
1712.
Estimates for Year 1961-62, 1998. Fi:nal
Supplementary Estimates for Year

Hyland, Sir Herber.t-continued.
1960-61, 1239. Supplementary Estimates
for Year 1961-62,. 2744.
European Common Market-Proposed
en.try of Great Britain, 41, 1243.
Exhibition (Borrowing Powers) Bill, 611.
Eye and Ear Hospital-Proposed rebuilding works, 420. Governmental financial
assistance, 420, 1063.
Fisheries Advisory Council-Composition,
2540.
Fisheries and Wildlife Department-Revenue from duck shooters' fees, 537.
Wildlife sanctuary on Sale common,
3088.
Fishing Industry-Report of State Development Committee, 597. Finance for
freezers, 2540.
Forests Commission-Tree planting programme, 539. Suggested survey of forest
areas, 540. Sirex wasp control, 3089.
Free Library Service Board-Government
grants, 538.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Extensions to
Morwell works, 1579.
Gippsland-Report of inter-departmental
committee on reafforestation of unproductive land, 50.
Government
Departments-Need
for
economies, 538.
Governor-Return to duty after illness,
1057.
Governor-General-Appointment of Lord
De L'Isle, 1057.
Grain Elevators Board-Payments to
Railway Department for coniversion of
rail trucks, 540.
Horse-racing-Taxation revenue from
metropolitan racing clubs and Trotting
Control Board, 416. Broadcasting of
totalizator dividends after each race,
2538.
Hospitals-Payment of stamp duty on
insurance premiums, 1064.
Hospitals and Chari.ties CommissionFinancial .provision for Eye and Ear
Hospital, 420, 1063. Additional alloca.tion, 2536. Loan funds, 2790. Revenue
from Tattersall consultations, 2790.
Hospitals and Charities Fund-Receipts,
208. Contdbutions from Tattersall consultations, 208.
Housing Commission-Waiting Ust for
:homes at Traralgon, 42.
:r:Ilness of Speaker, 1822.
Labour and Industry (Bread) Bill, 643.
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Hyland, Si-r Herbert-continued.
Landlord and Tenant (Amendment> Bill,
1351, 1352, 1354.
Lands Department-Rents for unused
roads, 419. Subsidies for weedicides,
Purchase of land at Lower
2339.
Tarwin, 2745.
Land Tax <Exemptions and Rates) Bill,
1629, 1630.
Latrobe Valley-Future of Morwell and
Yallourn, 630, 1063, 1242.
Legal Aid BHI, 896, 897.
Legislative Assembly Electorates-Electors on rolls, 419. Informal votes, 419.
Limitation of Actions <Recovery of Im.posts) Bill, 1727.
Local Government <Municipal Assistance
Fund> Bill, 189.
Lord Mayor's (1962) Bush Fires Relief
Fund-Government contrlibution, 2745.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works-South-eastern freeway, 1581.
Area controlled, 2339. Membership of
Board,
2339.
Metropolitan
water
supplies, 2541. Lack of sewerage in
outer suburbs, 2541.
Suggested reconstLtution of Board, 2541.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works <Government Guarantee) Bill,
2735.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works <Yarra River) Bill, 1326, 1329,
1330.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-One-man buses, 2443. Bus accidents, 2711. Footscray services, 2711.
Melbourne
City
Council-Suggested
cantilever footpath on each side of
Prince's bridge, 1241.
Melbourne Cricket Ground Bill, 2294.
Melbourne Harbor Trust-Berthing facilities in port of Melbourne, 627.
Melbourne Harbor Trust Lands Bill, 2644,
2646.
Members-Replies by Ministers and departments to matters raised, 1058, 1065.
Payment of stamps allowance, 1059.
Return, after illness, of honorable member for Coburg, 2183.
Mental
Hygiene
Authority-Receipts
from Tattersall consultations, 332.
Commonwealth assistance, 626.
Metropolitan F-ire Brigades Board-Firefighting equipment, 3218, 3221.
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Hyland, Sk Herbert-continued.
Milk Board-Application for milk licence
.by Mr. Grout, 41. Zoning of metropolitan deliveries, 296. Sales of bottled
milk by retail shops, 1062.
Mines (Aluminium Agreement) Bill, 1723.
Motor Boating Bill, 1686, 1693, 1694, 1695,
1696, 1697.
Motor Car <Insurance Surcharge) Bill,
1027.
Motor Cars-Use of safety belts, 2260.
Accident death'S, 2260.
Motor Registration Branch-Administrative control, 537.
Municipalities-Subsidies
for
country
swimming pools and public halls, 42, 50,
628. Rates in metropolis, 1425. Valuations, 1425. Sale of electricity, 2336.
Local government subsidies, 2537.
Municipalities Assistance Fund-Grants,
153.
National Parks Bill, 2280.
Points of Order-Scope of debate in Committee of Supply, 442. Incorporation in
Hansard of unread matter, 597. Order
of speakers, 1712. Statements in debate,
1715, 1716. Relevancy of remarks, 2490.
Termination of Supply debate, 2581.
Poisons Bill, 3282.
Police Department-Suppression of bashings, 2538.
Primary Production-Export earnings,
1239.
Probate Duty Bill, 2286, 3273, 3280.
Public Accounts-Increases in State's
revenue, 624.
Public Works Department-Sale canal,
508. Oncost charges for works for
Government instrumentalities, 538, 589,
625, 2332, 2537.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 1436.
Racing (Anzac Day) Bill, 2273.
Racing <Off-course Doubles Totalizators)
Bill, 1733, 1898.
Railway Department-Surcharge on bulk
truck loads of oats and su:perphosphate,
540, 635, 681. Increased freights, 540.
Development of Princes bridge site lby
Victorian Employers' Federation, 1190,
1241.
Rebuilding of Spencer-street
station, 1242. Detailed operating results
for year 1960-61, 1582.
Additional
allocation, 2536. Financial results, 2612.
Transport of bread, 208, 2711.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1582.
Railways <Funds) Bill, 1617.
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Hyland, Sir Herbert--conUnued.
Road Traffic (Traffic Control Items) Bill,
3100.
Road Transport-(See "Transport Regulation Board.")
Sessional Period, Close of, 2182.
Sewerage-Subs-idies for mass septic
systems, 42, 628. Subsidies for country
sewerage works, 509. Rates of country
sewerage authorities, 1192, 1242.
Soldier Settlement Commission-Grant to
maintain seasonal gang labour, 2537.
Speaker-Election, 21. Return after illnes.s, 2183.
Starting-price Bookmakers-Prosecutions,
2365.
State Electricity Commission-Uniform
· tariffs, 209. Proposed demolition of
Yallourn township, 630, 634. Loy Y>B.llg
brown coal deposits, 634. Connexions
to country farms and homes, 631, 933.
Gross profits, 801. Self-help scheme,
989. Municipal electricity undertakings,
2338.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-Country water supplies, 40. Treatment of river improvement trusts, 41.
Allocations of loan moneys to sewerage
authorities and waterworks trusts, 507.
Financial assistance formula for town
water supplies, 508. Additional allocation, 2536.
State Savings Bank - General banking
business, 332. Extension of facilities,
627. Housing finance, 628.
St. Kilda Foreshore-Lease of land to
South Pacifk Holdings Proprietary
Limited, 50.
Stock (Artificial Breeding) Bill, 3005.
Supply, 33, 38, 536, 2201, 2534.
Swimming Pools-Goverfl.nrent subsidy,
42, 50, 628.
Taxation-Increases in State taxes, 624.
Totalizator-Supplementing
dividends,
627. Minimum dividends, 2338, 2539.
Town and Country Planning Bill, 2178.
Transport Regulation Board-Licences to
country manufacturers for .goods manufactured or processed, 209, 1064. Receipts and expenditure, 1896. Transport
of cement by Gippsland Cement Company, 1990, 1998.
Bread delivery permits, 2532, 3103.
Trotting Control
Board-Government
contribution to Trotting Racecourse
Development Fund, 2745.

Hyland, Sir Herbert--continued.
University Education-Suggested university college in Gippsland, 296.
University of Melbourne-Proposed new
veterinary school, 2366.
Vermin and Noxious Weeds Destruction
Board-Control of ragwort in Gippsland, 2745.
Water (Ballarat Water Commissioners)
Bill, 304, 311.
Water Resources-Suggested survey, 540.
Water Supply-Proposed Chowilla dam,
596.
Water Supply Loan Application Bill, 1262.
Wilson's Promontory National ParkProtective burning, 2442. Fire-prevention measures, 2612.
Wool-Sales at Portland, 2540.
Youth Organizations--Government grants,
1192.
Zinc Corporation, Limited Bill, The, 998.
L

Immigration-Distribution
of
migrants
throughout State, 84. Assimilation of
migrants 'into community, 446, 2031,
2392.
Migrants from West Indian
Federation, 1080. Commonwealth grants
for naturalization ceremonies, 2030.
Attraction of migrants to Victoria, 2030.
Imperial Chemical Industries BuildingDanger from falling glass, 2491, 2494.

J.
Jenkins, Dr. H. A. (Res·ervoir).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 58.
Cancer (Facilities) Bill, 3096.
Education-Transition from secondary to
tertiary training, 59.
Failures of
students at external examinations, 2433.
First-year failures at universities, 2433.
Education (Amendment) Bill, 1497, 1499.
Employment-Distribution of work force,
59.
Health (Dangerous Substances) Bill, 1922.
Hospitals--Financing of construction, 61.
Preston and Northcote Community
Hospital, 61. Numbers awaiting treatment at four major public :hospitals, 61.
Attraction ·of suitable staff, 61. Medical
officers employed and beds available in
certain public hospitals, 2709. Superannuation scheme for employees, 2857.
·Beds available, 3090. Nursing staff,
3090.
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Jenkins, Dr. H. A.-continued.
Housing Commission-Tenders requiring
design, 634.
Medical <Amendment) Bill, 938, 942.
Medical Profession-Shortage of general
practitioners, 61. New registrations,
417. Names erased from register, 417.
Suspensions, 417.
Employment of
doctors in certain public hospitals, 2709.
Poisons Bill, 2826, 2995, 2998.
Police
Department-Employment
of
surgeons, 418. Examination of driver·s,
418. Blood :tests, 418. Persons charged
and convicted, 418.
Railway Department-Crossing at Reservoir station, 990.
Tattooing Bill, 3093.
University Education-Establishment of
third university, 59.
Staff-student
ratio, 60. Selection of applicants, 2433.
Quota sy.stem, 2433.
Percentage of
failures, 2433.

Landlord and Tenant (Amendment) BillIntroduction and first reading, 334; second reading, 523, 1331; Committee, 1349;
third reading, 1353; amendment after
third reading, 1353. Council amendments dealt with, 2052.

Jennings, A. V., Construction Company
Proprietary Limitecl-Financial assistance, (qn.) 2260.

Lands Department-Rents from unused
roads and water frontages, (qn.) 210.
(qn.) 419. Subsidies for weedicides,
(qn.) 2339. Purchase of land at Lower
Tarwin, 2745.

Juries (Fees) Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 995; second reading, 1143, 1324;
remaining stages, 1325.
K.

Kane, Mr. H. E. (Broadmeadows).
Forests (Wood Pulp Agreement) Bill, 909.
Mines <Explosives) Bill, 359.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1610.

Labour and Industry (Bread) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 509; second
reading, 637, 1150; remaining stages,
1176.
Labour and Industry (Women's Hairdressing) Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 934; second reading, 936, 1831;
remaining stages, 1837.
Land. (See "Crown Leases Bill,'' "Dandenong Lands Bill " and " Kerang
(Alex·andra Park) Land Bill.")
Land (Industrial Grants) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 2267; second
reading, 2290, 2622; remaining stages,
2623.

Land Settlement-·Programme, 173. (See
also "Soldier Settlement Commission.")
Land Tax (Exemptions and Rates) BillIntroduction and first reading, 737;
second reading, 801, 1622; appropriation
resolution, 1628; resolution fixing rates,
1628;
Committee, 1629;
remaining
stages, 1630.
Land (Unused R-Oads and Water Frontages)
Bill-Introduction and first reading,
156; second reading, 185, 429; Committee, 432; remaining stages, 433.
Council amendment 'dealt with, 988.

Kerang . (Alexandra Park) Land BillIntroduction and first reading, 2469;
second reading, 2477, 2639; Committee,
2640; remaining stages, 2641.

La Trobe Library-Construction, 2398.

Kindergartens.
Health -

Latrobe Valley-Future of Yallourn and
Morwell, 630, 1063, 1087, 1242.

(See

"Department

Oreches, Infant
Centres and Kindergartens.")

of

Welfare

Korman Organization-Suggested inquiry,
2650, 2652.
L.

Labour and Industry. (See " Department
of Lalbour and Industry.")
Labour and Industry Act-Registration of
factory at 86 Union-street, Brunswick,
(qn.) 505.
5638/62.-l

Law Courts-Scaffolding around Statue of
Justice, (qn.) 2332.

Law Depar~ent-Appeal by prisoner in
Pentridge Gaol, 37. Legal representatiov
and advice under Poor Persons Legal
Assistance Act, (qn.) 331. Numbers of
'barristers and solicitors .practising
in Victoria, (qn.) 505. Qualified legal
practitioners in Public Solicitor's office,
(qn.) 505. Employment of stipendiary
magistrates, (qn.) 505. Appointment of
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Law Department--continued.
justi<;:es of the peace, <qn.) 591. Courthouse at St. Albans, (qn.) 592, 819.
Penalties for traffic offences, 834.
Functions of, 2007. Manslaughter and
murder cases, (qn.) 2255.
Juvenile
crime, (qn.) 2255. Causes of crime,
(qn.) 2255. Causes of action relating to
motor vehicles, (qn.) 2364. Judges and
magistrates: Number and salaries,
(qn.) 2788, (qn.) 2859. Divol'!ce petitions
and decrees, (qn.) 2788.
General
Sessions: Cases heard, (qn.) 2859. New
Brunswick court-house, Cqn.) 2968.
(See also "Traffic Regulation.")
Legal Aid Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 231; second reading, 231, 889;
·appropriation resolution, 896; Committee, 896; remaining stages, 898.
Legal Profession

Local Authorities Superannuation (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 885; second reading, 934, 998; remaining stages, 999.
Local Government--Report of Committee
of Inquiry, (qn.) 155, 3104, 3107.
Local Government Act--Suggested amendment re clearance of land to remove
fire hazards, (qn.) 2332.
Councillors'
declarations, 2649, 2651.
Local Government (Amendment) BillIntroduction and .first reading, 2267;
second reading, 2479, 2969; Committee,
2985; third reading, 2992.
Council
amendments dealt with, 3271.
Local Government Municipal Assistance
Fund) Bill-Appropriation resolution,
51; introduction and first reading, 51;
second reading, 92, 187; remaining
stages, 191.

Practice (Amendment)
and first reading, 50;
Local Government (Streets and Abattoirs)
second reading, 55, 242; Committee,
Bill-Introduction and first reading,
246, 313; remaining stages, 313.
1232; second reading, 1245, 1431; ComLegal Profession Practice (Further Amend- mittee, 1434, 1469; remaining stages,
ment) Bill-Introduction and first read1470.
ing, 1320; second reading, 1365, 1485;
Lord Mayor's ( 1962) Bush Fires Relief
remaining stages, 1487.
Fund-Government contribution, 2202,
Legislative Assembly-Lighting in Chamber,
Suggested .payment to
2745, 2748.
329, 330. Amplifier system, "682.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, 2746.
Libraries.
(See "Free Library Service
Distribution of fund, 2748, 2749, 2750,
2751.
Representations on behalf of
Board "
and
" Municipalities
widow-pensioner, 2748, 2751, 2752.
Libraries.")
Public
contributions,
(qn.)
2857.
Library Committee-Assembly members
Administration,
(qn.)
2857.
Applicaappointed, 44.
tions for assistance, (qn.) 2857.
Lifts and Cranes Act--Location, manufacture and inspection of cranes, (qn.)
993.
Regulations, (qn.) 993.
InspecLovegrove, Mr. Denis (Fitzroy).
tion fees,
(qn.)
993.
Protective
Administrator's
Speech-Address-inmeasures, (qn.> 993, 1088.
Reply, 112.
Limitation of Actions (Recovery of Imposts)
Apprenticeship <Amendment) Bill, 542.
Bill-Introduction and first reading, 89;
Apprenticeship <Commission) Bill, 2922,
. second reading, 181, 1726; Committee,
2926.
1727; remaining stages, 1728.
Budget for Year 1961-62-Financial
ta:bles, 682.
Liquor Licences-Royal Victorian Aero
Building Companies-Paid-up capital,
Club, (qn.) 2787.
Fees, (qn.) 27.87.
2258.
Directors,
2258.
Company
Jurisdiction of Victorian police, ( qn.>
.practices, 2258, 2382.
Price of land,
2787.
2258.
Work for Housing Commission
Loan Council-Allocation of loan funds, 31.
:and Government Departments, 2382.
Proposals and decisions, 2188, 2191.
Building Industry-Wage ·rates paid .in
Ballarat, 112.
Activity in Victoria,
Loan Funds-1961-62 Budget statement,
531, 2379.
City building accident,
175.
Semi-governmental borrowing
2257.
programme, 438. Ano.cations, 530, 2380.
Business Names Bill, 2267, 2533.
Interest rates, 2576.
Bill~Introduction
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Lovegrove, Mr. Denis-conti.nued.
Business of the House--Days and hours
of meeting, 2053.
Chief Secretary's Department-Functions
of, 2005.
Children's
Welfare-Allowances
for
children in necessitous circumstances,
147, 535.
Allowances paid .to children
in religious and other institutions, 535.
<See also "Social Welfare Branch.")
Children's Welfare (Assistance) Bill, 2295,
2716.
Commonwealth Government-Non-re.payable grants to States, 2380.
Companies Act-Investigations, 87.
Companies Bill, 1017, 1517, 1520, 1521.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, The,
425, 426.
Courts (Jurisdiction) Bill, 2916.
Cranes-Safety, 1088.
Crimes <Detention) Bill, 2840.
Dairying Industry-Effects of Commonwealth Government policy, 1243.
Debate-Withdrawal
of
statements
objected to, 2809, 2810.
Economic Conditions-State of economy,
530.
Education (Amendment) Bill, 1500.
Employment-Position in Victoria, 117,
533, 2380.
" Market " employment,
117.
Effect of automatic plant, 118.
Commonwealth Government's advertising in United Kingdom, 2380. Official
report of Federal Department of
Labour, 2381.
Employment of persons
leaving school, 2381. Government employment, 2381.
Drift in •building
industry, 2381.
Entertainments Tax <Amendment) Bill,
1702, 1719.
Estimates for Year 1961-62, 1994, 2005,
2014, 2018, 2020, 2028, 2032.
Final
Supplementary Estimates for Year
1960-£1, 1243.
European Common Market-Britain's
entry, 1244.
General
Motors-Holden's
Proprietary
Limited-Laying-off of employees, 87.
Disclosure of profits, 87.
Government Departments and Instrumentalities-Increases in number of employees, 88, 152, 533, 2259. Employment, 2381.
Hansard-Printing ,precedence of Council
debates, 1994.
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Lovegrove, Mr. Denis-continued.
Health,
Department
of-Proprietary
medicines, 2256. Sale of sleeping pills,
2256. Price control of medicines, 2256.
Hospitals-Number of .beds, 151. Charges,
151.
Applicants awaiting treatment,
151.
Housing-Building
.programmes,
150.
Units built, 532.
Housing
Commission-Building
programme, 150, 2379.
Applications for
homes, 150, 2257.
High-street and
Reeves-street, Carlton, projects, 150.
Recreation facilities in estates, 150.
General Revenue Account, 150. Loan
funds, 2257. Dwelling units completed
and planned, 2257.
Tenders, 2257.
Safety precautions in fiats, 3104.
Housing
(Commonwealth and State
Agreement) Bill, 911, 1052.
Housing (Home Builders' Account) Bill,
2726.
Imperial Chemical Industries BuildingDanger from falling glass, 2491.
Kerang (Alexandra Park Land) Bill, 2639.
Labour and Industry <Bread) Bill, 1162.
Labour and Industry, Department ofHours of retail trading, 531.
Trading
hours of petrol resellers, 2032. Strength
of staff, 2032.
City building accident,
2257.
Labour and Industry <Women's Hairdressing) Bill, 1831.
Landlord and Tenant (Amendment) Bill,
1331, 1351, 1352, 1353, 2052.
Law Department-Functions, 2007. Manslaughter and murder cases, 2255.
Juvenile crime, 2255. Causes of crime,
Judges and magistrates, 2788,
2255.
2859.
Divorce petitions and decrees,
2788. Cases heard in General Sessions,
2859.
Lifts and Cranes Act-Location, manufacture and inspection of cranes, 993.
Regulations, 993.
Inspection fees, 993.
Protective measures, 993.
Collapse of
crane on Colonial Mutual Life Assurance job, 2257. Safety devices, 2257.
Loan Funds-Allocations, 530, 2380.
Local Government (Amendment> Bill,
2985, 2991.
Low-income Group-Need for -inquiry into
position of, 118.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works-Sanitation services, 2252. Unsewered .premises, 2252.
Rate of
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Lovegrove, Mr. Denis-continued.
sewerage connexions, 2252.
Expenditure, 2252.
Finance for highways and
freeways, 2254. Functions, 2254, 2379.
Melbourne Harbor Trust Lands Bill, 2860.
Motor Car <Insurance Surcharge) Blll,
1020.
Motor Boating Bill, 1688.
Municipalities-Reconstruction of inner
metropolitan
arterial
roads,
2380.
Borrowing capacity, 2380.
Parliament-Duration of sessional period,
1741.
Personal Explanations - Statements in
debate, 1463, 2125.
Points of Order-Reference to matter
that is sub judice, 424, 425.
Right to
reply .to remarks of another member,
1461. Point of order on ruling from
Chair, 1500. Competency of adjournment motion, 2447. Relevancy of remarks, 2649.
PoHce Department-Condition of motor
vehicles, 2020.
Suggested compulsory
licensing of .g·uns owned .by persons
under 21 years, 2020. Strength of
Force, 2255.
Premiers' Conference - Pr.oposals and
decisions, 2376.
Prdbate Duty Bill, 2807, 2888.
Public Works Department-Contractors,
2382.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 1440,
1464.
Railway Loan Aip.plication Bill, 1586, 1613.
Roads-Expenditure in metropolis an<1
country, 2253.
Country Roads Board
finance, 2253.
Inner suburban roaas,
2253.
Finance for Melbourne and
MetropoHtan Board of Works highways
and freeways programme, 2254.
Road Traffic-Accidents and deaths, 148.
Scaffolding
Regulations
CommitteeCollapse of scaffolding at Fitzroy, 2364.
Draft re.gulations, 2364.
Social Welfare Branch-Establishment of
se.parate Ministry, 535. Under-spending
on family welfare, 2014. Under-spending on youth welfare, 2018. Allowances
for children in necessitous circumstances, 2254.
Accommodation for
children of evicted persons, 2254. Cases
of Petra Goerschel and Keryl Eastham,
2254. (See also "Children's Welfare.")
State Library-Procedure for .perusal of
newspapers, 2028.
Statute Law Revision Bill, 2718.

Lovegrove, Mr. Denis-continued.
Supply, 441, 529, 2376.
Town and Country Planning Bill, 2179.
Unlform Taxation-Reimbursements to
Victoria, 530.
Victorian Symphony Orchestra-Conductorship, 86. Subsidy, 86. Musicians, 86.

Low-income Group-Need for inquiry, 118.

:Uoxton, Mr. S. J. E. <Prahran).
Chairman of Committees-Election of Mr.
Rafferty, 25.
Crimes <Breath Test Evidence) Bill, 970.
Education Department-Distribution of
Communist literature at Prahran Technical School, 2648.
M.

Macdonald, Mr. J. D. <Burwood).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 1065.
Building Industry-Use of AustraHanmade materials, 1065. Pay·ment of employees of sub-contractors, 1066. Payments to sub-contractors, 1066.
Country Roads Board-Suggested renaming of Board, 1068.
Distribution of Population (Joint Committee) Bill, 196.
Government Departments and Instrumentalities-Use
of
Australian-made
.products, 1066.
Master Plan--Construction of freeways
and ring roads, 1067.
Police Regulation (Amendment) Bill,
1619.
Printers and Newspapers Act-Control of
illegal :bill posting, 1070.
Probate Duty Bill, 2821.
Racing (Off-course J:)oubles Totalizators)
Bill, 1729.
Railway Department-Need to advertise
services provided, 1073.
Tattooing Bill, 3094.
Tourist Development Authority-Development of office sites in Sydney and Brisbane, 1071. Development of tourist
resorts, 1071.
Alpine tourist resorts,
1071.
Wei.ghts and Measures-Bulk deliveries
of materials, 1072.
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Macdonald, Mr. J. D.-continued.
Rulings and
Speaker-

Statements

as

Acting

Debate-Use of expressions objected to,
Relevancy of remarks,
1715, 1716.
1717.
Rulings and Statements as Acting Chairman-

Debate-Relevancy of remarks, 980, 981,
2388, 2489, 2490. Reflection on Chair,
980.
Manson, Mr. J. W. (Ringwood).
Agent-General-Suggested annual report,
2005.
Education (Amendment) Bill, 1495.
Education Department-Middlefield State
School, 504, 588.
Proposed school at
Junction-road, Blackburn, 504.
Estimates for Year 1961-62, 1993, 2005,
2013, 2019.
Legal Aid Bill, 894.
Point of Order-Relevancy of remarks,
2013.
Printing Committee-Suggested revision
of functions, 1993.
Probate Duty Bill, 3273, 3274, 3276, 3277,
3279.
Public Works Department-Middlefield
State School, 588.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1603.
Standing Orders Committee-Admission
of school children within precincts of
Legislative Assembly, 1355.
Statute
Law
Revision
CommitteeReports presented: Motor Car Act, 50;
Wrongs Act, 50; Crimes and Police
Offences Acts, 89; State school committees and high and technical school
advisory councils, 297; Civil Aviation
(Carriers' Liability) Bill 1961, 801, 1677;
Limitation of Actions <Recovery of
Imposts) Bill, 1485; interest on judgments, 2124; Marriage Act 1958, 2173;
Statute Law Revision Bill, 2612; sale of
land on terms, 3219.
Workers Compensation Board-Delays in
hearing cases, 2013.
Suggested report
to Parliament, 2014.
Youth Organizations-Assistance to .pedal
clubs, 2019. Site for building on railway land at Bayswater, 2019.
Youth Organizations Assistance FundGovernment grants, 1309.
Marine (Amendment) Bill-Introduction
and first readin.g, 1046; second reading,
1176, 1848; Committee, 1852; remainin.g
stages, 1855.
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Master Plan-Route of freeways linking
Melbourne and Dandenong, 442. Construction of freeways and ring roads,
1067.
South-eastern freeway:
Cost
and source of revenue, (qn.) 1581;
bottle-neck at Grange-road bridge,
2010. Deletion of branch line railways,
(qn.) 2253.
McDonald, Sir William (Dundas).
Nomination and election as Speaker, 20.
(See also "Speaker, The (Sir William
McDonald).")
Meagher, Mr. E. R. (Mentone).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 367.
Breathalyzer - Effectiveness, 799. Improvements, 799.
Business Names Bill, 2290.
Children's Welfare (Appeals) Bill, 529,
599.
Children's Welfare (Assistance) Bill, 2185,
2214.
Church of England (Greensborough Land)
Bill, 1320, 1364.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, The,
333, 334, 422, 425, 429, 1042, 1043, 1044.
Constitution Act Amendment (Postal
Voting) Bill, The, 2533.
Co-operation (Amendment) Bill, 1323.
Co-operative Housing Societies (Amendment) Bill, 1618, 1699.
Country Fire Authoriity (Amendment>
Bill, 2868, 3271.
Crimes (Detention) Bill, 2469, 2613.
Dandenong Lands Bill, 517.
Disposal of Uncollected Goods Bill, 555,
600.
Dried Fruits (Expenses and Finances)
Bill, 2470, 2477.
Evidence (Amendment> Bill, 2185, 2213.
Exhibition <Borrowing Powers~ Bill, 610,
611, 612.
Exhibition
Building - Trustees, 800.
Tenancies, 800.
Fisheries (Noxious Fish) Bill, 2632, 2847.
Forests (Amendment> Bill, 2469, 2615.
Game (Black Swans) Bill, 333, 334, 335,
336, 350, 351.
Game (Black Swans) Amendment Bill,
2266, 2270.
Grievance Day-Suspension of Standing
Order, 1677.
Juries <Fees) Bill, 995, 1143.
Legal Aid Bill, 231, 895, 896, 897, 898,
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Meagher, Mr. E. R.·.,...,continued.
Legal Pr-0fession Practice
(Further
Amendment) Bill, 1320, 1365, 1487.
Local
Authorities
Superannuation
(Amendment> Bill, 9-34.
Melbourne Harbor Trust Lands Bill, 2860.
Mines (Explosives) Bill, 1508.
Money Lenders (Amendment> Bill, 934.
National Safety Council-State contribution, 369.
Pawnbrokers (Amendment> Bill, 612, 635.
Point of Order-Reference to matter
· that is sub judice, 424.
Police Regulation (Amendment) Bill, 995,
1185, 2125.
Property Law (Loans to Minors) Bill,
609.
Racing (Bookmakers' Course Agents)
Bill, 804.
Road Accidents-Report of Senate Select
Committee, 367, 370. Need for coordinating authority for research, 368.
Need for new accident report form, 368.
Compar·ison of statistics, 368. Legislation for prevention, 370.
Road Traffic (Traffic Control Items) Bill,
2533, 3101.
R.S.L. Welfare Trust Fund Bill, 422, 519.
Sheep Owners Protection Bill, 1531, 1909.
Stamps (Further Amendment) Bill, 322,
804.
Standard Insurance Company Limited
Bill, 2621, 2622, 2625.
State Accident Insurance Office Bill, 1143,
1211.
Subordinate Legislation Bill, 2615.
Supreme Court <Interest on Judgments)
Bill, 2713.
Tattoomg Bill, 3095.
Unclaimed Moneys Bi~l, 3095.
United Lutheran Church Incorporation
Bill, 51, 52.
Meat
Industry Quantity of
lamb
slaughtered and exported, (qn.) 506.
Medical (Amendment) Bill - Introduction
and first reading, 230; second reading,
301, 938; resolution fixing fees, 942;
Committee, 942; remaining stages, 943.
Medical Profession-Shortage of general
practitioners, 61. New registrations of
practitioners, (qn.) 417; names erased
from register, (qn.) 417; suspensions,
(qn.) 417.

Melbourne and
Works-

Metropolitan

Board

of

Administration - Area of responsibility,
827, (qn.) 2339. Membership of Board,
(qn.) 2339. Functions, 2379. Constitution of Board, 2541.
Highways and Freeways - Programme
and finance, (qn.) 2254.
Sanitation Services-Unsewered premises,
(qn.) 2252. R·ate of sewerage connexions, (qn.) 2252. Expenditure on
sewerage, (qn.) 2252. Lack of sewerage
in outer suburbs, 2541.
Sewerage
facilities in Preston district, 2572.
Water Supply-Construction of add.Uional
reservoirs for metropolitan supply, (qn.)
1581. Metropolitan supplies, 2541, 2559,
2570. Shortage in Melbourne, 2570.
(See also "Master Plan.")
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Government Guarantee) BillAppropriation resolution, 2470; introduction and first reading, 2470; second
reading, 2479, 2733; remaining stages,
2742.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Yarra River) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 885; second
reading, 935, 1325; Committee, 1327;
remaining stages, 1331.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
BoardBuses-Accidents, (qn.) 2711.
Equipment-Track vacuum cleaner: Cost
and weight, (qn.) 3217.
Finance-Financial results for year 196061, (qn.) 736.
Permanent Way-Roadways maintenance
expenditure, (qn.) 736.
Property-Leases, rentals and disposals,
(qn.) 2436:
Services-In Footscray, 2445, (qn.) 2711,
3284; in Pascoe Vale, (qn.) 2968.
Staff-Deaths and retirements, (qns.) 151,
414. Fitness for traffic duty, (qn.) 414.
Service increments, (qn.) 736.
Trams-Number taken out of service,
(qn.) 736. Use in city, 1078. (See also
"Public Transport.")
Melbourne Cricket Ground Bill-Introduction and first reading, 2185; second
reading, 2212, 2291; remaining stages,
2294.
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Melbourne Harbor Trust-Berthing facilities
in the port of Melbourne, 627, (qn.)
2335.
Williamstown ibreakwater .pier:
Reclamation .proposal, (qn.) 2336.
Melbourne Harbor Trust Lands BillIn troduction and first reading, 2184;
second reading, 2206, 2641; Committee,
2645; remaining stages, 2646. Council
amendment dealt with, 2860. Clerical
error corrected, 2969.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Port of Melbourne) Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 1047; second reading, 1214.
Melbourne University.
(See " University
of Melbourne.")
Members--Leave of absence for Mr. Floyd,
50.
Role of private members, 64.
Accommodation for Assembly members
summoned to Council Chamber on
opening of Parliament, 80. Need for
more office accommodation, 456. Correspondence with Ministers and Government Departments, 819; replies to
matters raised in Parliament, 1058, 1065.
Payment of stamp allowance, 1059.
Provision of amenities at Parliament
House, 2046. Return of The Speaker
and Mr. Mutton after illness, 2183.
Leave of absence for Mr. Wilcox, 2184.
(See also "Commonwealth Parliamentary Association.")
Mental Hygiene AuthorityAdministration - Closing of Oak-road,
Royal Park, (qn.) 2364.
Finance-1961-62 Budget statement, 168.
Receipts from Tattersall consultations,
(qn.) 332.
Revenue received, 626.
Commonwealth assistance, 626, 680.
Mentally Retarded Children-Grants to
.... organizations, 168. Need for additional
metropolitan schools, 2049. Need for
Federal assistance for education, 2050.
Patients - Payment of Commonwealth
social service benefits, 2049. Number
held under section 69 of Act, (qn.)
2611. Number eligible for "trial leave,"
(qn.) 2611.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board-Expenditure outside metropoMtan fire
district, 2746. Fire-fighting equipment,
(qn.) 3218, 3221.
Mibus, Mr. W. J. (Lowan).
Goulburn-Murray Irrigation
Allocation of water, 155.

District-
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Mibus, Mr. W. J.-continued.
Mines (Aluminium Agreement) Bill, 1143,
1467, 1725.
Mines <Explosives) Bill, 230, 353, 357,
359.
Oil Search-Finance, 2786.
Sewerage-Lang Lang township project,
154.
Proposed scheme for Seymour,
421.
Allocation of· loan moneys to
sewerage authorities, 508. Subsidies
for country sewerage works, 509. Rates
of country sewerage authorities, 1193.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission - Irrigation Districts Maintenance Equalization and Renewals
Account, 507.
Allocations of loan
moneys to sewerage authorities and
waterworks trusts, 508. Financial assistance formula for town water supplies,
508. Distribution of irrigation water in
Coliban system, 593. Supply of water in
Murray Valley Irr·igation District, 593.
Claims for compensation for land, 634.
Suggested amendment to Water Act,
634. Private diverters: Commission's
policy, 735; water charges, 735.
Revenue and expenditure of irrigation
districts, 931. Water returned to r1vers
in Goulburn-Murray Irrigation District,
932. Outfall water returned to River
Murray, 1137. Increased charges in
irrigation districts, 1137. Water supply
for Lakes Entrance, 1308. Gou1burnMurray Irrigation District: Differential charges, 1579; fifteen-year licences,
1579; pumping from Pyramid creek,
1579.
Drainage works in Mosquito
Depression, 1896. Water supply for
Karingal estate, Frankston, 3088.
Stock (Artificial Breeding) Bill, 3005,
3006.
Water and Sewerage Authorities (Proceedings and Finances) Bill, 1047, 1186.
1621, 1701, 1702.
Water <Ballarat Water Commissioners)
Bill, 89, 96, 309, 310, 311.
Water Supply-Proposed Chowilla dam,
596.
Water Supply Loan Application Bill, 603,
646, 1275.

Milk and Dairy Supervision (Amendment)
Bill-Received from Council and first
reading, 612; second reading, 636, 1911;
remaining stages, 1912.
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Milk Boa.rd-Application .by Mr. Grout
for milk shop licence, 41. Metropolitan
milk deliveries, (qn.) 296. Zoning in
metropolitan area, (qn.) 296. Sales of
bottled milk, 1062.
,Mines (Aluminium Agreement) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 1143; second
reading, 1467, 1720; Committee, 1725;
remaining stages, 1726.
Mines Department-Extraction of sand
from pine plantation area, Dandenongroad, Frankston, 80. Encouragement
of search for oil, 445. Mineral resources
of Victoria, 2392.
Mines (Explosives) Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 230; second reading, 234,
351; Committee, 354; remaining stages,
360. Council amendment dealt with,
1508.

Mitchell, Mr. T. W. (Benambra).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 360.
Agriculture, Department of-Fruit and
meat inspections at New South WalesVictorian border, 2927.
Bogong High Plains-Suggested road link,
364.
Budget for Year 1961-62, 669. .
Civil Defence-Suggested creation of civil
defence authority, 360, 504, 669. Commonwealth assistance, 1138. Issue of
pamphlet, 1138. Purchase of equipment, 1138.
Appointment of coordinator, 2259, 2386. Attendance of
members at Macedon Civil Defence
School, 2384. Instruction of public,
2385.
Finance requirements, 2385.
Suggested preparation of legislation,
2386.
Country Roads Board-Deviation of
Hume Highway near Barnawartha and
Chiltern, 929. Use of rotary snow
plough, 2529, 2612.
Decentralization-Closure of industries
in north-east, 367.
Education Department-Water supply at
Bethanga State School, 86.
Forests Commission - Threat of sirez
noctilio, 2383.
Members-Attendance at Civil Defence
School, Macedon, 2384.
P-0ints of Order-Statements ln debate,
2809, 2810.

Mitchell, Mr. T. W.-continiied.
Police Department-Police Search and
Rescue Squad, 672. Use of breathalyzer, 2529. Supervision of entertainments, 3012.
Probate Duty Bill, 2801, 2873, 2874, 2875,
2880, 2882.
Railway Department-Services on northeastern Hne, 3220.
Snowy
Mount·ains
Hydro-electric
Authority-Western side scheme: Construction and operation of, 297; control
of waters, 297; checking by Victoria, 297.
Effects of scheme on Victorian finances,
2386.
Supply, 2383.
Timber Industry-Threat of sirex noctilio,
2383. Shortage of softwood, 2384.
Tourist Development Authority-Value to
State of tourist industry, 365.
Tourists-Cost of searches, 365.
Traffic Regulation-Width of streets and
roads, 671.
Wangaratta Flour Mills-Closure, 206.
Water (Ballarat Water Commissioners)
Bill, 308.
Monash
University - Appointment
nf
Parliamentary
representatives
to
council, 34. Opening ahead of schedule,
68. Additional Government grant, 178.
Building programme, 2195. Need for
new secondary teachers' college, 616,
2545.
Money
Lenders
(Amendment)
BillReceived from Council and first reading,
934; second reading, 987, 1915; Committee, 1921; remaining stages, 1922.
Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices
-Need for legislation, 452.

Moss, Mr. G. C. (Murray Valley).
A. V. Jennings Construction Company
Proprietary
Limited - Government
financial assistance, 2260.
Bureau of Economic and Statistical
Research Proprietary Limited, 1897.
Committee of Public Accounts-Report
.presented: State Public Offices ·building
contract, 50.
Country Roads Board-Deviation of
Hume Highway at Pretty Sally ·hlll,
1580.
Dandenong Lands Blll, 886.
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Motor Registration Branch-Administrative
Moss, Mr. G. C.-continued.
control of, 537.
Number of farm
Forests <Wood Pulp Agreement) Bill,
tractors registered, (qn.) 594.
907.
Goulburn-Murray Irrigation District- Motor Vehicles--Number registered in
Allocation of water, 155.
Victoria, (qn.) 149.
Use of safety
Housing <CommonweaJt.h and State
belts, (qn.) 2260. Driving standards,
Agreement> Bill, 1050.
2568. Inspection of used cars, 2557.
Land <Industrial Grants) Bill, 2623.
MunicipalitiesLand Tax (Exemptions and Rates) Bill,
Administration Increased
responsi1626.
bilities, 25. Conduct of electricity
Mines <Explosives) Bill, 353.
undertakings, 1077. Suggested distriMotor Boating Bill, 1680.
bution of printed report on year's work,
Penal Department-Proposed gaol at
2047.
Suggested amalgamation of
Wallan, 504.
,councils, 2048. Sale of electricity, (qn.>
Probate Duty Bill, 2791, 2817, 2873.
2336. Functions, 2555.
Railway Department___.:..Cartage of wool, ·
Altona Shire-Transport facilities, 329,
2710.
330.
Revocation and Excision of Crown ReserCamberwell City Council Proposed
vations Bill, 2623.
rubbish tip at North Balwyn, 83.
Sheep Owners Protection Bill, 1907.
Collingwood City Oowncll - Suggested
Standard Insurance Company Limited
amalgamation with Richmond, 816.
Bill, 2620, 2625.
Equipment-Purchase of plant, (qn.> 88.
State Rivers and Water Supply ComFinance-Loan funds: Availability of,
mission-Supply of water in Murray
32; raisings, 808, 2554; for street conValley Irrigation District, 593.
struction in outer areas, 826; reduction
Stock (Artificial Breeding) Bill, 3000,
in interest rates, 2554. Government
3005.
assistance, 171, 808, 2537. Rates in
Water Supply Loan Application Bill, 1268.
metropolitan area, (qn.) 1425. Valuations, (qn.) 1425. Borrowings, 2196.
Loan liabilities, (qn.) 2366, (qn.) 2445,
Motions for the Adjournment of the House
(qn.) 2528. Capacity to borrow, 2380.
to Enable Honorable Members to DisAdditional borrowing authority, 2553.
cuss Public Questions - Newmarket
Libraries-Additional Government grant,
sale-yards
and
Melbourne
City
2201, 2398.
Financial assistance, (qn.)
A1battoirs:
Removal from Newmarket
2787.
Inquiry into liibrary services,
to Derrimut, 210. Bush .fires in DandeSurvey of Australian
(qn.) 2787.
nong Ranges, 2340.
Public transport
library resour.ces, (qn.) 2787.
services in Footscray, 2445.
Municipalities Assistance Fund-Grants to
municipalities, (qn.) 153. Types of
Motor Boating Bill-Introduction and fir<;t
work, (qn.) 153.
reading, 1143; second reading, 1182,
Northcote City Council-Loan liability,
1678; resolution fixing rates, 1691;
2554.
Committee, 1691; remammg stages,
Public Halls-Government subsidies, 42,
1698. Council amendments dealt with,
(qn.) 50, 172, 628, (qn.> 2338.
2125.
Richmond City Council - Non-rateable
Motor Car Act-Drivers' licences: Improper
properties, 808, Suggested amalgamaissue, (qn.) 417; testing of applicants
tion with Collingwood, 816, 2575, 2576.
for licences, (qn.> 417. Third-party
Roads and Streets-Reconstruction of
insurance
provisions,
( qn.)
2529.
roads in inner metropolitan area, 810,
Suggested amendment, (qn.) 2859.
2380. Construction in new subdivisions,
Motor Car (Insurance Surcharge) Bill-835.
Expenditure in metropolis and
Resolution fixing surcharge, 457; introcountry, (qn.) 2253. Reconstruction of
duction and first reading, 457; second
North-road by Oakleigh and Caulfield
reading, 520, 1020; remaining stages,
city councils, 3284. <See also " Country
Roads Board-Road8 and Bridges.">
1031.
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Municipalities-continued.
Staff-Number of employees, (qn. > 2366,
(qn.) 2445.
Swimming Pools-Government subsidy, 42,
(qn.) 50, 172, 628.
Toilet Facilities - Government subsidies
for provision of, (qn.) 2338. <See also
"Beaches.")
Mutton, Mr. Charles (Coburg).
Forests Commissfon-Sirex noctilio infestations, 2711.
Oil Search-Finance, 2786.
Olympic Park-Committee of management, 2967. Use by organizations, 2967.
Rentals, 2967.
Return ·after illness, 2184.
Road Traffic Act-Owner-onus provisions,
2329.
Myxomatosis-Campaign in Victoria, 1082,
2747.

N.
National Fitness Council-Special financial
grant, 2202.
National Museum-Suggested decentralization in metropolitan area, 2029.
National Parks Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 2185; second reading, 2210,
2276;
Committee, 2281;
remaining
stages 2281. Council amendment dealt.
with, 2723.
National Safety Council-Government contributions, 369.
Newmarket Sale-yards-Suggested transfer
to Derrimut, (qn.) 88, 841.
North Geelong to Fya.nsford Railway
!Deviation Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 51; second reading, 53, 237;
remaining stages, 238. Council amendments dealt with, 842.

o.
Officers of the House-Appointments, 48.
Leave for an officer of the House to
attend court of petty sessions, 156.
Oil Search-Finance, (qn.) 2786. <See also
"Mines Department.")
Olympic Park-Future use of No. 2 oval,
(qn.) 88. Departmental file, (qn.) 88.
Committee of management, (qn.> 2967.
Use ·by organizations, (qn.) 2967.
Rentals, (qn.> 2967.

P.
Parliament-State opening, 19, 22. Dress
of visitors in public galleries, 82.
Decline in influence, 84. · Role in Victoria, 2391.
Parliamentary Library-Impending retirement of Librarian, 1996; appointment
of successor, 1996. Appointment of Mr.
Frank Perry as Librarian, 2561.
Parliament House-Suggested completion,
455. Condition of wall and passage
adjacent to Liberal and Country party
room, 1086. Scaffolding around lamp
standards, (qn.) 2332.
Pa.role Board-Release of prisoners, 2572.
Pawnbrokers (Amendment) Bill-Received
from Council and first reading, 612;
second reading, 635, 1909; remaining
stages, 1911.
Payne's Properties Pty. Ltd.-Subdivision
.of land at Sunbury, 838.
Penal Department-Request for file on proposed gaol at Wallan, (qn.) 504.
Personal Explanations-Mr. Rafferty, 994.
Mr. Lovegrove, 2125.
Petrol-Proposed petrol station at intersection of Grattan and Drummond
streets, Carlton, (qn.) 1192.
Prosecutions and fines for sale outside
permitted hours, (qn.) 1426. Construction of petrol stations in residential
areas: Permits and appeals, (qn.) 2435.

Petty, Mr. H. R. (Toorak).
Agriculture, Department of-Inspections
at New South Wales--Victorian border,
2928.
Budget for 1961-62-Financial tables, 681.
Coal Canal Bridge-Cost of construction,
2858. Railway crossing, 2858.
Commonwealth Aid Roads Act-Expenditure on works connected with .transport by water, 595.
Country Roads Act 1958-Relief granted
to municipalities towards cost of
permanent works, 2173.
Country Roads Board-Development of
Princes Highway East, 152. Money
from -collections under Commercial
Goods Vehicles Act, 419. Intersection
of Dandenong ·and Warrigal roads,
Oakleigh, 461.
Deviation of Hume
Highway
near
Barnawar.tha
and
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Petty, Mr. H. R.-continued.
Chiltern, 929. Allocations to municipalities, 1307, 1424, 2260. Bridge over
Avon river, 1308. Deviation of Hume
Highway at Pretty Sally hill, 1580.
Construction of Moe-Morwell section of
Princes Highway, 1581. Acquisition of
properties at Frankston, 1858. Municipal contributions for road works,
1990, 2173. Finance for tourist roads,
2365. Use of rotary snow .plough, 2530,
2612. Proposed freeway at Strathmore,
2651.
Grants to municipalities for
traffic signals, 2785.
Education Department.
<See "Public
Works Department.")
Housing-Building programme, 150.
Housing Commission-Rentals, 150. Applications for tenancy and purchase, 150,
1424, 2257. High-street and Reevesstreet, Carlton, projects, 150. Recreation
facilities in estates, 150.
General
Revenue Account, 150. Provision of
land by municipalities, 207. Nomination of tenants, 207. Sale of North
Melbourne estate to private enterprise,
207. Transfer to smaller accommodation
of pensioner-tenants living alone, 331.
Estates with playgrounds and playground equipment, 417. Lone person
and low rental units, 461. Devon Park
housing estate: Tenders, 593; subdivisional plan, 593; water supply, 593.
Tenders requiring design, 634. Sale
of units, 800. Laverton estate, 933.
F.encing of units in Brunswick West,
1136. Walker-street, Northcote, estate:
Children's playing facili.ties, 1189;
development of adjacent areas, 1191;
tenancies and rentals of lone person
and low rental units, 1191. Purchase
of land at Pakenham, 1424. Building
programme, 1424. Availability of homes
in country areas, 1424. Loan funds,
2257. Units completed and planned,
2257. Tenders, 2257.
Housing (Commonwealth and State
Agreement) Bill, 598, 643, 924, 1052,
1056.
Korman Organization - Suggested inquiry, 2652.
Marine (Amendment) Bill, 1046, 1176,
1852, 1854, 1855.
Melbourne and Metropoli.tan Board of
Works (Yarra River) Bill, 885, 935,
1328, 1329, 1331.

Petty, Mr. H.

R.~ontinued.

Melbourne Harbor Trust-Provision of
berths on Yarra river for large overseas
passenger ships, 2335. Proposed reclamation of Williamstown breakwater
pier, 2336.
Melbourne Harbor Trust Lands Bill,
2184, 2206, 2645, 2646.
Melbourne Harbor Trust (Port of
Melbourne) Bill, 1047, 1214.
Motor Boating Bill, 1143, 1182, 1691, 1692,
1693, 1694, 1695, 1696, 1697, 1698, 2125,
2126.
Muni.cipalities-Provision of land for
housing, 207. Allocation of funds by
Country Roads Board, 1307, 1424, 2260,
27&5. Contributions for road works,
1990, 2173.
Point of Order-Relevancy of remarks,
1464.
Portland Harbor Trust (Quarrying) Bill,
51, 55, 241.
Ports and Harbors Branch-New jetty to
serve proposed aquarium at Sorrento,
461.
Public Works Department-File re Sale
canal, 508. Middlefield State School:
Tenders, construction and completion,
589. Lighting on Stony Point pier, 632.
Report of conference on foreshore
erosion, 632. Provision of longer jetty
between West Rosebud and Mccrae,
633. Storag;e of materials at Mccrae
lighthouse reserve, 633. Seepage from
Frankston High School, 633. Dismissal
of employees engaged on concreting
and asphalting, 633. Non-clerical employees, 633. Class-room construction,
931. Employment of day-labour staff,
Drainage of Brunswick West
994.
school site, 1136. Extensions to Caulfield
Technical School, 1309. Boat slipway
at New.haven, 1677. Employees on
construction and maintenance works,
2266. Work at University of Melbourne,
2266.
Acceptance of tenders, 2331.
Scaffolding around lamp standards,
Parliament House, and Statue of
Justice, Law Cour.ts buildings, 2332.
Oncost .charges, 2332.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 738,
753, 1464.
Roads-Expenditure in metropolis and
country, 2254. Country Roads Board
finance, 2254. Inner suburban roads,
2254.
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Petty, Mr. H. R.--continued.
Road Traffic-Elimination of hazards
from Elsternwick roads junction, 1990.
Supply, 2581.
Tourism-Tower at Mount Donna Buang,
2928.
Traffic Commission - High-street, St.
Kilda and St. Kilda junction traffic
.problems, 330.
University of Melbourne-Work iby Public
Works Department, 2266.
Yarra River-Capsized boat near Kings
Bridge, 2531.
Plastic Bags-Propos·ed ban: Request for
file, (qn.) 210, 1074.
Poisons-Establishment of poisons information service at Royal Children's
Hospital, 38, 167. Dangers of orchard
sprays, 2564.
<See also "Health
<Dangerous Substances) Bill.")
Poisons Bill-Introduction and first reading,
2367; second reading, 2372, 2826;
Committee, 2838, 2992;
remaining
stages, 2998.
Council .pmendments
dealt with, 3280.
Police Departnient--Administration - Taking o1 statements
from accused .persons, 453. Need for
extra police protection, 2487. Use of
breathalyzers in Victoria, (qn.) 2529.
Suppression of bashings, 2538, 2571.
Collection of revenue, 2556. Supervision of entertainments, 3012.
Finance-1961-62 Budget statement, 170.
Budget provision, 811.
Firearms - Use 1by ;private security
organizations, (qn.) 151.
Motor Vehicles-Condition of, (qn.) 152,
2020.
Se.arch and Rescue Squadr-Work of, 672.
Staff-Shortage, 76. Strength of Force,
(qn.) 151, 451, 590, 673, 674, 811, 834,
1239, 2025, (qn.) 2255, 2555, 2562.
Patrolling of metropolitan suburbs,
(qn.) 151.
Recruitments, 369, (qn.)
2440.
Employment of surgeons, (qn.)
418.
Claim for increased salaries, 812.
Strength of mobile .traffic section, 2024.
Rates of pay and conditions, 2025.
Educational quali.fications of recruits,
( qn. > 2440. Retirements and enlistments,
2441.
Junior .police trainees, (qn.)
2441.
Numbers at Northcote and
Thornbury, (qn.) 2785. Time occupied

Police Department-continued.
at courts, (qn.) 2785. Overtime, (qn.)
2785. Pascoe Vale area: Staffing, (qn.)
2786; incidence of crime, (qn.) 2786.
Stations-At Laverton, (qn.) 591, 820.
Proposed extensions at Sunshine, (qn.)
591. Tenders for new station at
Ballarat, (qn.) 1308; for new station at
East Bentleigh, (qn.) 1426. Reconstruction of Brunswick police station, (qn.)
2968.
Traffic Regulation-Protection of police
on country highways, 71. Road accidents and deaths, 74, (qn.) 149. Traffic
"blitzes", (qn.) 149; drivers booked for
offences, (qn.) 1423; use of breathalyzer,
(qn.) 1423. Convictions for traffic ·and
.parking offences, (qn.) 149. Findings
of Police Accident Appreciation Squad,
(qn.) 149.
Patrol of ·highways by
mobile traffic branch, (qn.) 590, 813,
1239, 2023. <See also "Motor Oar Act,"
" Motor Registration Branch " and
"Traffic Regulation.")
Police Regulation (Amendment) BillIntroduction and first reading, 995;
second reading, 1185, 1618; remaining
stages, 1621. Council amendment dealt
with, 2125.

Porter,

~r.

M. V. <Sandringham).

Administration and Probate (Amendment) Bill, 2371.
Building Regulations Committee-Composition, 2858. Meetings, 2858. Determinations, 2858. Fees, 2858.
Cancer (Amendment) Bill, 52.
Constitution Act Amendment <Statute
Law Revision Committee) Bill, The,
2369.
Country Fire AuthoritY.: (Amendment>
Bill, 2907.
Cranes-Safety, 1089.
Dog Bill, 1047, 1206, 1844, 1845, 1846, 1847,
2174, 2175.
I
Dog <Registration Discs) Bill, 2266, 2370.
Imperial Chemical Industries BulldingDanger from falling .glass, 2494.
Local
Authorities
Superannuation
(Amendment> Bill, 885.
Local Government Act-Clearance of
land: Service of notices .by municipal
councils, 2332. Councillors' declarations,
2651.
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Porter, Mr. M. V.-continued.
Local Government <Amendment> Bill,
2267, 2479, 2985, 2986, 2987, 2990, 2992,
3271.
Local Government Committee of Inquiry
-Report, 155, 3107.
Local Government <Municipal Assistance
Fund) Bill, 51, 92.
Local Government <Streets and Abattoirs)
Bill, 1232, 1433, 1434, 1470.
Melbourne and Metropolitan B<>ard of
Works - South-eastern freeway, 1581.
Construction of additional water reservoirs to serve metropolitan area, 1581.
Sanitation services, 2252. Unsewered
·premises, 2252. Rate of sewerage connexions, 2252.
Expenditure, 2252.
Dele.tion of branch line railways from
metropolitan Master Plan, 2253. Finance
for highways and freeways programme,
2254. Area controlled, 2339. Membership of Board, 2339.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Government Guarantee) Bill,
2470, 2479.
Municipalities-Purchase of plant, 88.
Rates and valuations in metropolis,
1425. Sale of electricity, 2336. Subsidies for halls and erection of toilet
facilities, 2338. Loan liabilities, 2366,
2445, 2528. Number of employees, 2366,
2445.
Municipalities Assistance Fund-Grants,
153.
Petrol-Proposed service station at
Grattan and Drummond streets, Carlton,
1192. Construction of petrol selling
stations in residential areas, 2435.
Radio Masts-Collapse of mast in Northcote, 1423.
Road Traffic - Proposed roundabout
at Glenhuntly-road-Brighton-road intersection, 2531.
Scaffolding Regulations Committee Collapse of scaffolding at Fitzroy, 2365.
Draft regulations, 2365.
Shrine of Remembrance-Building restrictions in surrounding areas, 2124,
2173.
Statute Law Revision Bill, 2720.
Town and Country Planning Bill, 230,
510, 1226, 1229, 1230, 1231, 2176, 2180.
Town Planning-Use of land, 416. Reconsideration of decisions by Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works, 416.
Unclaimed Moneys Bill, 2722, 2723.
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Porter, Mr. M. V.-continuetl.
Unemployment - Allocations from Commonwealth grant to municipalities, 2435.
Valuation of Land <Amendment) Bill,
230, 342, 1205.
Weights and Measures Act-Sale of
commodities, 2494.
Portland-Use of port facilities, 2742.
(See also "Wool.")
Portland Harbor Trust (Quarrying) BillIntroduction and first reading, 51;
second reading, .55, 238; ·remaining
stages, 242.
Power Generation-Use of solar and tidal
energy, 445.
Premiers' Conference - Proposals and
decisions, 2188, 2191, 2376.
Premier's Department--Expenditure, 537.
Supply of information to members
travelling overseas, 2571.
Primary Production-Outlook in Geelong
area,' 24. Development in north-eastern
Victoria, 120. Conference of producer
organizations, 618. Export earnings,
1239.
Princes Bridge-Suggested construction of
cantilever type footpaths, 1241.
Printers and Newspapers Act--Control of
illegal bill posting, 1070.
Printing
Committee - Appointed,
44.
Suggested revision of functions, 1993,
1995.
Probate Duty Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 1046; second reading, 2281,
2790; Committee, 2823, 2873; third
~eading,
2891. Council amendments
dealt with, 3272.
(See also " Administration and Probate
(Amendment) Bill.")
Property Law (Loans to Minors) BillReceived from Council and first
reading, 555; second reading, 609, 1912;
remaining stages, 1914.
Public Accounts-Surplus, 158. Interest
-cha11ges, ··160.
Removal of interest
and redemption payments from railway
accounts, 165. Surpluses and deficits,
622, 680.
Government accounting
methods, 659. Additional revenue, 806.
Interest on Government bank accounts,
818.
<See also "Auditor-General.")
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Public Accounts, Committee of-Appointed,
43. Reports presented: Building contract for State public offices, 50.
Treasurer's Advance and .the Consolidated Revenue Deficit Account, 1193.
Oncost charges for works carried out
under supervision of Public Works
Department, 2339.
Public Service-Permanent and temporary
employment, (qn.) 2438. Salaries and
conditions, (qn.) 2438. Determination
of claims, (qn.) 2438.
Public Transport-Curtailment of off-peak
bus services, 618. Services to fringe
·a.reas, 827, One-man buses: Withdrawal from service, sale and capacity,
(qn.) 2443; licensed private operation,
(qn.) 2443.
Public
Works
Committee - Assembly
members appointed, 44. Leave to sit
during sittings of House, 2125. Report
on flooding of Lake Corangamite, (qn.)
2336.
Public Works DepartmentAdministration-File re Sale canal, (qn.)
F.08. Use of day and contract labour,
805.
Need for · closeir liaison with
Education
Department,
834,
2036.
Acceptance of tenders, (qn.) 2330, 2541.
Contractors, 2382.
Beaches and Foreshores-Report of conference on foreshore erosion, ( qn.) 632.
Finance-Oncost charges, 538, 589, fl25.
653, (qn.) 2332, 2537.
Harbor Works, Piers and Jetties-NP.w

jetty to serve proposed aquar.inni at
Sorrento. 458. 461. Lighting on Stony
Point pier, (qn.) 632. Provision of
longer jetty between West Rosebud
and Mccrae, (qn.) 632. Boat slipway
at Newhaven, (qn.) 1677.
Lighthoitses-Storage of materials · at
McCrae reserve, (qn.) 633.
Ports and Harbors Branch-Additional
financial allocation, 2202.
·Schools-Tenders, construction and completion of Middlefield State School,
(qn.) 588. Type built in Mildura area,
615.
Seepage from Frankston High
School, (qn.) 633. Class-room construction: Number erected, (qn.) 931; bulk
contracts,
(qn.)
931;
successful
tenderers, (qn.) 931.
Drainage at
Brunswick West State School, (qn.)
1136. Extensions to Caulfield Technical
School, (qn.) 1309.

Public Works Department-continued.
Staff-Dismissal of employees engaged in
·Concreting or asphalting work, (qn.>
633. Non-clerical employees, (qn.) 633.
Termination of employment of daylabour staff, (qn.) 994.
Employees
on construction and maintenance works,
(qn.) 2266.
Works-File re work at University of
Melbourne, (qn.) 2266.
Scaffolding
around lamp standards, Parliament
House, and Statue of Justice, Law
Courts buildings, ( qn.) 2332.
Public Works Interim Loan Application
Bill - Appropriation resolution, 598;
first reading, 598; second reading, 599;
remaining stages, 599.
Public Works Loan Application BillAppropriation resolution, 738; first
reading, 738; second reading, 753, 1357,
1436; Committee,
1464;
remaining
stages, 1467.

Q.
Question Without Notice, 1142.

R.
Rabbits-Increase in numbers in Victoria,
2040, 2045.
(See also " Fibroma Virus " ·and " Myxomatosis.")
Racing. (See "Horse-racing" and "Totalizator.")
Racing (Anzac Day) Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 2184; second reading,
2203, 2271; remaining stages, 2273.
0

Racing (Bookmakers' Course Agents) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 51;
second reading, 110, 322; remaining
stages, 323. Council amendment dealt
with, 804.
Racing (Off-course Doubles Totalizators)
Bill-Introduction and first reading,
994; second reading, 1144, 1188, 1728;
appropriation resolution, 1740; Committee, 1740, 1897; remaining stages,
1902. Council amendment dealt with,
2129.
Radio and Television Receivers-Fines for
offences: Collection .by State, (qn.)
2444, 2579; remission, (qn.) 2444.
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Radio Masts-Collapse of mast in Northcote, Cqn.) 1423. Responsibility for
structural stability, (qn.) 1423.

Rafferty, Mr. J. A. <Ormond).
Apprenticeship (Amendment) Bill, 547.
Butchers' Shops-Wrapping of meat in
newspaper, 3014.
Chairman of Committees-Acceptance of
nomination, 26, 27.
Crimes <Breath Test Evidence) Bill, 962.
Debate - Withdrawal
of
statement
objected to, 968.
Labour and Industry <Bread) Bill, 1158.
Legislative Assembly-Amplifier system,
682.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-Public transport services in
Footscray, 2456.
Personal Explanation - Statement in
debate, 994.
Point of Order-Competency of adjournment motion, 2448.
Road Traffic - Lighting under Swanstreet, Richmond, railway ·bridge, 3221.
Subordinate Legislation Bill, 3011.
Railway Department-Administration - Advertising
services
provided, 1073. Lack of co-operation
with youth organizations, 2019. Employment, 2194.
Country
Lines - Albury-Melbourne
passenger service: Proposed new timetable, ( qn.) 421, 3220, 3222; train crews
stationed at Benana, (qn.) 934; construction of standard gauge, 1075;
opening 'Of new standard gauge line,
2559; roadside passengers between
Albury and Melbourne, 2559. Swan
Hill passenger service, 929. FrankstonStony Point goods service, (qn.) 1190.
Buffet car service on Albury express,
(qn.) 1427, (qn.) 1582, 2559. Derailments on Mildura line, 3221, 3222.
Fitnance - Establishment
of Railway
Equalization Account, 31, 164. 1961-62
Budget statement, 164. Removal of
interest and redemption payments from
railway accounts, 165. Working expenses, 176. Payment by Grain Elevators Board for conversion of trucks,
540. Detailed operating results for
year 1960-61, (qn.) 1582. Additional
grant, 2194, 2536. Result of operations,
2199, (qn.> 2612.
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Railway Department-continued.
Freights-Increases, 540. Surcharge on
bulk truck loads of superphosphate
and oats, 540, (qn.) 635, 681, 2050. On
wool, 2560, (qn.) 2710.
Goods Traffic-Carriage of record wheat
· ·harvest, 23. Transport of bread to
country, (qn.) 2711.
Land-Use of vacant land at Elsternwick, (qn.) 1677. Site at Bayswater for
hall for Boy Scouts Movement, 2019.
Level Crossings - Strathmore over-pass
project, (qn.) 295, 620. At Park-street,
Brunswick, 327; at North Williamstown
station, (qn.) 933; at Oakleigh, 1275,
1276. Accidents, 447.
Livestock - Transport on MelbourneSydney line, 2215, 2216.
Locomotives-Charging of batteries of
diesels, 444.
Princes Bridge Station-Development by
Victorian Employers' Federation, (qn.)
1190, 1241.
Refreshment Services-Closing of Maryborough refreshment room, (qn.) 333.
Rolling-stock-Suggested single-car trains
at off-peak periods, 444.
Staff-Engagement of station assistants,
(qn.) 2528.
Concessional fares for
employees, 2585.
Stations, Sidings and Buildings-Syndal

station: Shelter at, 443; need for
·additional thoroughfare to, 443; inadequacy of car parks on Glen WaverleyMelbourne line, 443. Pedestrian crossing
at Reservoir, 990.
Rebuilding of
Spencer-street station, 1075, 1242.
Renovation of Moreland, Anstey, Brunswick and South Brunswick stations,
1239. Cost of construction of Dynon
siding, (qn.) 2335.
Suburban
Lines-Cost
of
operating
Sunday trains, 31. Cost of repa1rmg
damage by vandalism, ( qn.) 2333, 3222.
Convictions for travelling without
tickets and vandalism, (qn.) 2333.
Receipts of suburban railway stations,
(qn.) 2333.
Manning of suburban
stations, (qn.) 2333, 2572. Need for
improved service between Eltham and
Melbourne, 2488. Lilydale-Healesville
line, 2488.
Railway Loan Application Bill-Appropriation resolution, 885; introduction and
first reading, 885; second reading, 927,
1508, 1583; Committee, 1613; remaining
stages, 1614.
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Railways (Funds) Bill - Appropriation
resolution, 995; introduction and first
reading, 995; second reading, 1047, 1614;
Committee and remaining stages, 1618.
Railways
(Industrial
Awards)
BillReceived from Council and flrst
reading, 2362; second reading, 2370,
2624; remaining stag,es, 2624.
Railways (Thomson River Bridge) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 2185;
declared a .private Bill, 2202; motion
that Bill ibe dealt with as a public
Bill agreed to, 2203; second reading,
2203, 2273; remaining stages, 2276.
Rees Emporiums Limited-Taking over of
Horsham Kyosan Engineering Company
~imited, 38.
(See also " Horsham Kyosan Engineering
Company Limited.">

Reid, Mr. G. O. <Box Hill).
Apprenticeship (Amendment) Bill, 22, 297,
301, 555.
Apprenticeship (Commission) Bill, 2367,
2636, 2927.
Bread Industry-Zoning of manufacturers
in metropolitan area, 208. One-man
bakeries, 734. Prosecution of bakers,
734. Saturday baking in metropolitan
area, 799.
Building Industry-City building accident,
2257.
Companies Bill, 1016, 1018, 1020.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, The,
428.
Country
Roads
Board-Junction ot
Princes and South Gippsland highways,
2755.
Courts (Jurisdiction) Bill, 2915, 2921.
Estimates for Year 1961-62, 2033.
Hotel Employee-Membership of union,
2217.
Labour and Industry Act-Registration
of factory at 86 Union-street, Brunswkk, 505.
Labour and Industry <Bread) Bill, 509,
637, 642, 643.
Labour and Industry, Department ofTrading hours of petrol resellers, 2033.
Strength of staff, 2033. City building
accident, 2257.
La·bour and Industry <Women's Hairclressing) Bill, 934, 936.

Reid, Mr. G. 0.-continued.
Lifts and Cranes Act----:Location, manufacture and inspection of cranes, 993.
Regulations, 993. Inspection fees, 993.
Protective measures, 993. Collapse of
crane on Colonial Mutual Life Assurance job, 2257. Safety devices, 2257.
Money Lenders (Amendment) Bill, 1920,
1921.
Petrol Sales-Breaches of legislation,
1426.
Point of Order-Competency of adjournment motion, 2446.
State Electricity Commission-Uniform
tariffs, 209. Proposed demolition of
Yallourn township, 506, 634. Loy Yang
brown coal deposits, 634.
Gross
profits, 801. Power failure in Elsternwick, 844. Connexions to farms, 933.
Self-help scheme, 990.
Electricity
services to properties north of Hastings
Park, 1190. Power generation at Eildon
dam, 1191. Municipal electrical undertakings, 2338.
Report on briquette
enterprise, 3090. Ballarat and Bendigo
tramways systems, 3219.
Reid, Mr. L. S. (Dandenong).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-lnReply, 446.
Country Fire Authority (Amendment)
Bill, 2898.
Dandenong Lands Bill, 886, 888.
Immigration-A:ssimilation of migrants,
446.
Racing (Off-course Doubles Totalizators)
Bill, 1901.
Railway Department - Level crossing
accidents, 447.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1602.
Sheep Owners Protection Bill,· 1906.
Stock (Artificial Breeding) Bill, 3004.
Tullamarine Jet Airport - Delay in
establishment, 2755.
Water Supply Loan Application Bill, 1261.
Rulings and Statements as Acting Ohairma~

Debate-Relevancy
2566.

of

remarks,

2565,

Revocation and Excision of Crown Reservations Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 2266; second reading, 2287,
2623; remaining stages, 2624.
Richmond Abattoirs-Suggested removal,
818.
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Ring, Mr. E. C. <Preston).
Education Department-School fencing in
Preston district, 2573.
Housing Commission-Transfer to smaller
accommodation of pensioner tenants
living alone, 331.
Local Government <Streets and Abattoirs)
Bill, 1433.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works-Sewerage facilities in Preston
district, 2572.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-Roadways maintenance expenditure, 736. Trams taken out of service,
736. Financial result for year 1960-61,
736. Service increments, 736. Track
vacuum cleaner, 3217.
Supply, 2572.
Roads-Expenditure in metropolis and
country, (qn.) 2253. Reconstruction
of North-road by Oakleigh and Caulfield city councils, 3284.
<See also "Comm.onwealth Aid Roads
Act" and "Country Roads Board.")
Road Traffic.

(See "Traffic Commission.")

Road Traffic Act-Owner-onus provisions,
(qn.) 2329.
Road Traffic (Traffic Control Items) BillReceived from Council and first
reading, 2470; second reading, 2533,
3096; Committee and remaining stages,
3102.
Road Transport-Licences for manufacturers and processors, (qn.) 209.

Rossiter, Mr. J. F. <Brighton).
Commonwealth Parliamentary Association-Visit overseas, 788.
Communism - Articles .published by
Returned Sailors Soldiers and Airmen's
Imperial League of Australia, 2785.
Debate - Withdrawal
of
statement
objected to, 665.
European Common Market-Impact on
primary and secondary economy of
Australia, 2547.
Hotel Employee-Membership of union,
2216.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-Public transport services ii\
Footscray, 2464.
Point of Order-Competency of adjournment motion, 2447.
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Rossiter, Mr. J. F'.-continued.
Subordinate
Legislation
CommitteeReport presented: Sheep Owners Protection Act 1958, 2174.
Supply, 2546.
Royal Life Saving Society-Government
subsidy, 25, 172.
Royal Surf Life Saving Society-Government subsidy, 25, 172.
Royal Victorian Aero Club-Liquor licence,
2578, 3105, 3107.
R.S.L. Welfare Trust Fund Bill-Introduction and first reading, 422; declared
a private Bill, 519; motion that Bill be
treated as public Bill agreed to, 519;
second reading, 519, 900; remaining
stages, 901.
Rural Finance and Settlement Commission
-<See "Rural Finance Corporation"
and "Soldier Settlement Commission.")
Rural Finance and Settlement Commission
Bill-Introduction and first reading,
1046; second reading, 1320, 1822;
appropriation resolution, 1829; Committee, 1829; remaining stages, 1831.
Rural Finance Corporation - Proposed
·combining of activities with Soldier
Settlement Commission, 174.
Rylah, Mr. A. G. (Kew).
Administration and Probate (Amendment) Bill, 2366.
Agent-General for Victoria-Report on
activities, 3219.
Agriculture, Department of-Use of
syringe projector equipment on animals,
506.
Appropriation Bill, 2052.
Beer-Price of canned beer sold at sports
grounds, 3219.
Breathalyzer - Demonstration for members, 333. Use, 2444, 2529.
Building Companies - Paid-up capital,
2258.
Directors, 2258.
Bureau of Economic and Statistical
Research Proprietary Limited, 1897.
Bush Fires-Summary of losses, 2329.
Fire-fighting methods and equipment,
2329.
Preventive measures, 2329.
Criticism of Country Fire Authority,
2329. Outbreak in Dandenong Ranges,
2340, 2341, 2349. Recommendations of
fire brigades associations, 2443.
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Rylah, Mr. A. G.-continued.
Business Names Bill, 2184, 2204, 2532.
Business of the House-Order of business,
738, 1046, 1897, 2754. Days and hours ot
meeting, 1046, 2052, 2054. Examination of Standing Orders, 2052. Thursday
sittings, 2491. Date of rising, 2754.
Children's Welfare. <See "Social Welfare
Branch.")
Children's Welfare (Assistance) Bill,
2297, 2716.
Cigarette Vending Machines-Installation
in private homes, 331.
Civil Aviation (Carriers' Liability) Bill,
1856, 1902.
Commercial Goods Vehicles (Tow Trucks)
Bill, 181.
Committee of Public Accounts-Appointment, 43.
Communism - Articles published by
Returned Sailors Soldiers and Airmen's
Imperial League of Australia, 2785.
Companies Act-Investigations, 87, 2366.
Report of inspector, 2362, 3284.
Companies Bill, 334, 603, 1513, 1516, 1517,
1519, 1520, 1521, 1522, 1524, 1525, 1526,
1527, 1528, 1529, 1530, 1531, 2128.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 2), 541.
Consolidated Revenue Bill <No. 3), 1245.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 4), 2582.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, T.heClerical error corrected, 2174.
Constitution Act Amendment (Postal
Voting) Bill, T·he, 2491.
Constitution Act Amendment <Statute
Law Revision Committee) Bill, The,
2362.
Country Fire Authority - Fire-fighting
methods, 2329. Criticism of Authority,
2329.
Inquiry re equipment of rural
fire 1brigades, 2529.
Country Fir·e Authority <Amendment)
Bill, 2367, 2473.
Courts (Jurisdiction) Bill, 2532, 2626.
Crimes (Breath Test Evidence) Bill, 230,
336, 342, 978, 979, 980, 987,
Debate-Withdrawal of statements objected to, 36, 2909.
Estimates for Year 1961-62, 2026.
Exhibition (Borrowing Powers) Bill, 598.
Farm Tractors-Number registered, 594.
Accidents, 594.
Fisheries and Wildlife DepartmentWildlife sanctuary on Sale Common,
3088.
Fisheries (Noxious Fish) Bill, 2613.
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Rylah, Mr. A. G.-continued.
Fishing Industry - Report of State
Development Committee, 597, 2436.
Activities of Fisheries Advisory Council,
2436. Loans for freezers, 2436.
Grievance Day-Suspension of Standing
Order, 995, 2713.
Health (Dangerous Substances) Bill, 1856.
House Committee-Appointment, 43.
Housing Commission-Release of information, 1858.
Landlord and Tenant (Amendment) Bill,
334, 523, 1349, 1350, 1351, 1352, 1353,
2052.
Land (Unused Roads and Water Frontages) Bill, 988, 989.
Law Department-Traffic convictions, 149.
Legal representation and advice under
Poor Persons Legal Assistance Act, 332.
Number of barristers and solicitors
practising in Victoria, 505. Qualified
legal practitioners in Public Solicitor's
Office, 505. Employment of stipendiary
magistrates, 505.
Appointment of
justices of the peace, 591. Court-house
at St. Albans, 592. Manslaughter ·and
murder cases, 2255. Juvenile crime,
2255. Causes of crime, 2255. Causes
of actions relating to motor vehicles,
2364.
Prosecution of starting-price
bookmakers, 2365. Judges and magistrates, 2788, 2859. Divorce petitions
and decrees, 2788.
Cases heard in
General Sessions, 2859.
Leave of Absence-For Mr. Wilcox, 2184.
Legal Profession Practice (Amendment)
Bill, 50, 55, 58, 247, 313.
Legislative Assembly Electorates-Electors on roll, 419. Informal votes, 419.
Library Committee-Appointment, 44.
Limitation of . Actions <Recovery of
Imposts) Bill, 89, 181, 184, 1727.
Local Gpvernment (Streets ·and Abattoirs)
Bill, 1245.
Melbourne Harbor Trust Lands Bill, 2969.
Metropttlitan Fire Brigades Board-Firefighting equipment, 3218.
Mines <Explosives) Bill, 234.
Money Lenders <Amendment) Bill, 987.
Motor Car Act-Drivers' licences, 417.
Third-party -insurance provisions, 2529.
Suggested ·amendment, 2859.
Motor Car (Insurance Surcharge) Blll,
457, 520.
Motor Cars-Use of safety belts, 2260.
Road accident deaths, 2260.
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Rylah, Mr. A. G.-continued.
North Geelong .to Fyansford Railway
Deviation Bill, 842.
Olympic Park-Departmental file re
future use of No. 2 oval, 88.
Parliament-Duration of sessional period,
1741.
Penal Department-Proposed gaol at
Wallan, 504.
Points of Order-Relevancy of remarks,
36, 1741. Statement in debate, 980.
Competency of adjournment motion,
2445.
Police Department-Traffic "blitzes," 149,
1423, 2444. Police Accident Appreciation
Squad, 149. Crime in metropolitan area,
152. Police patrols,
152.
Private
security organizations, 152.
Condition
of police vehicles, 152.
Employment
of surgeons, 418.
Examination of
drivers, 418. Blood tests, 418. Persons
charged and convicted, 418.
Strength
of Force, 590, 2256.
Mobile Traffic
Branch, 590.
Patrol of highways, 590.
Police station at Laverton, 591.
Pro.posed extensions to Sunshine police
station, 591. Tender for new station at
Ballarat, 1308.
New police station at
East Bentleigh, 1426.
Rates of pay,
Educational qualifications of
2026.
recruits, 2440.
Retirements and enlistments, 2441. Junior .police trainees,
2441.
Use of brea:thalyzer, 2444, 2529.
Staffing of Northcote and Thornbury,
2785. Time occupied at .courts by police
officers, 2785.
Staffing and incidence
of crime in Pascoe Vale ·area, 2786.
Brunswick police station and courthouse, 2968. Supervision of entertainments, 3012.
Prahran Election, 156.
Printing Committee-Appointment, 44.
Probate Duty Bill, 2874, 2875, 2879, 2882,
2883, 2884, 2885, 2886, 2891, 3272, 3274,
3276, 3277, 3278, 3279, 3280.
Property Law (Loans to Mh,rs) Bill,
555.
Public Works Committee-Appointment,
44.
Racing (Anzac Day) Bill, 2184, 2203.
Racing (Bookmakers' Course Agents)
Bill, 110.
Racing (Off-course Doubles Totalizators)
Bill, 994, 1144, 1150, 1188, 1740, 1900,
2129.
Radio and Television Receivers-Use,
2444; fines for offences, 2444.
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Rylah, Mr. A. G.-continued.
Road Traffic-Accidents and deaths, 148,
149. Traffic ":blitzes," 149, 1423, 2444.
Traffic convictions, 149. Police Accident
Appreciation Squad, 149. Congestion
at Elsternwick, 461.
Congestion at
Burnley, 844. Obstruction at St. Kilda,
844. Use of breathalyzer, 2444, 2529.
Lighting under Swan-street, Richmond,
railway bridge, 3222. Activities of tow
truck operator, 3285.
Road Traffic Act-Owner-onus provisions,
2329.
Road Traffic (Traffic Control Items) Bill,
2470.
Royal Victorian Aero Club-Proposed
grant of liquor licence by Commonwealth Government, 2788, 3107.
Social Welfare Branch-Allowances for
children in necessitous circumstances
148, 2254. Accommodation for children
of evicted families, 2254.
Cases of
Petra Goerschel and Keryl Eastham,
2254.
Speaker, The-Leave of absence, 1320.
Stamps (Further Amendment) Bill, 101.
Standard Insurance Company Limited
Bill, 2469, 2582.
Standing Orders Committee -Appointment, 44. Leave to sit during sittings
of House, 1320. Admission of children
within precincts of Assembly, 1357.
Starting-price Bookmakers-Prosecutions,
2365.
State Development Committee-Appointment, 44.
State Savings Bank-Eviction of shopkeeper tenants, 206.
Statute Law Revision Bill, 2367, 2472,
2473, 2891.
Statute Law
Revision
CommitteeAppointment, 43. Minutes of evidence
of inquiries, and papers, 44.
Subordinate Legislation Bill, 2584.
Subordinate
Legislation
CommitteeAppointment, 43.
Supply, 43, 541, 124.5, 2051, 2582.
Totalizator-Minimum dividends, 2338.
Tow Truck Operator - Advertisement,
3285.
Wangaratta Flour Mills-Closure, 206.
Youth
Organizations - Government
grants, 1192. Assistance to organizations in Northcote electorate, 2259.
Youth Organizations Assistance FundGovernment grants, 1310.
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INDEX.

s.
Scaffolding
,Regulations
CommitteeScaffolding collapse ·at Fitzroy, (qn.)
2364.
Draft regulations, (qn.) 2364.
Scanlan, Mr. A.H. (Qakleigh).

Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 22.
Apprenticeship (Amendment> Bill, 552.
Af)prenticeship (Commission) Bill, 2925.
Country Roads Board-Highway development, 23.
Intersection of Dandenong
and W·arrigal roads, Oakleigh, 458.
Estimates for Year 1961-62, 2030.
Supplementary Estimates for Year 1961-62,
2745.

Governor-General-Appointment of Lord
De L'Isle, 22.
Governor, His Excellency, General Sir
Reginald Alexander Dallas Brooks,
K.C.B., K.C.M.G., K.C.V.O., D.S.O.,
K.St.J.-Illness, 22.
Immigration-Migrants to Victoria, 2030.
Kindergartens - Teachers' salaries, 23.
Allowances paid to student teachers, 23.
Kindergarten training colleges, 23.
Motor Boating Bill, 1687.
Municipalities-Construction work undertaken in North-road ·by Oakleigh and
Caulfield councils, 3284.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 1447.
Railway Department-Handling of wheat
harvest, 23.
Level crossing at Oakleigh, 1275.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1606.
Teachers Tribunal-Salary de.terminations, 2745.
University Education-Establishment of
third university, 23.
Schintler, Mr. G. R. (Yarraville).

Beer-Price of canned 1beer sold at sports
grounds, 3220.
Coal Canal Bridge-Cost of construction,
2858. Railway crossing, 2858.
Country Fire Authority <Amendment>
Bill, 2904.
Estimates .for Year 1961-62, 1997, 2049.
Fisheries (Noxious Fish) Bill, 2842.
Forests (Wood Pulp Agreement> Bill, 910.
Legal Profession Practice <Amendment>
Bill, 58.
Melbourne ·and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-Deaths and retirements of employees, 151, 414.
Public transport

Schintler, Mr. G. R.-continued.
services in Footscray, 2445, 2449, 2450,
3284.
Mental Hygiene Authority-Payments of
Commonwealth social service ·benefits
to patients, 2049.
Need for additional
schools for mentally retarded children,
2049.
National Parks Bill, 2279.
Newmarket Sale-yards and Melbourne
City Abattolrs-Sug.gested removal to
Derrimut, 228.
Parliamentary Library-Impending retiremen t of LLbrarian, 1997; appointment of successor, 1997.
Points of Order-Competency of motion
for adjournment of House, 2446.
Relevancy of remarks, 2457, 2464.
Poisons-Dangers from orchard sp~ays,
2564.
Portland Har.bor Trust <Quarrying) Bill,
241.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 1446.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1508.
Supply, 2564.
Water (Ballarat Water Commissioners>
Bill, 306, 311.
Wilson's Promontory National ParkFire precautions, 2566.

Scott, Mr. G. L <Ballaarat South).

Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 66.
Agrioculture, Department of-Fruit fly
protection measures, 68.
Ballarat
Orphanage - Improvements
effected, 2564.
Building Industry-Wage rates pald in
Ballarat, 70. Operations of 'building
societies, 2562.
Com·monwealth P.ay-roll True-Payments
by Victori•an Government, 2564.
Decentralization - Government tenders,
66.
Education-Transition from secondary .to
tertiary .training, 68. EstabHshment of
.third university, 68.
Education Department-Improvement of
Ballarat Teachers' College, 2561.
Employment-Allocation to munlcipalitles
from Commonwealth .grant, 2435. Position in Victoria, 2561.
Estimates-Supplementary Estimates for
year 1961-62, 2749.
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8cott, Mr. G. L.-continued.
Horse-racing-Bacchus Marsh Racing
Club, 71.
Treatment of racing clubs
in western Victoria, 71.
Facilities
provided by Ballan Racing Club, 71.
Housing Commission-Use of cement tiles
in 'areas where terra-cotta tUes are
available, 67.
Accommodation for
deserted wives and children, 69.
Monash University-Opening, 68.
Personal Explanation - Statement in
de.bate, 1463.
Petrol Sales-Breaches of legislation,
1426.
Points of Order-Member reading speech,
Personal explanation of honor916.
able member for Fitzroy, 1464.
Police De,par.tment-Protection of .police
on country highways, 71. Tenders for
new station at Ballarat, 1308.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 1458.
Road Aecidents-Protection of ,police on
country highways, 71.
Starting-price Bookmakers-Suppression
measures, 2564.
Supply, 2561.
Tourist (Amendment) Bill, 318.
Town and Country Pl,anning Bill, 1232.
Transport Regulation Board-Cartage of
paper by road, 2563.
Unemployment-Allocations from Commonwealt·h .grant to municipalities,
2435. Position in Victoria, 2561.
University Education-Establishment of
third university, 68.
University of Melbourne-Enrolments in
faculty of medicine, 68.
Victorian Inland Meat Authority-Industrial dispute at Ballarat, 70.
Water <Ballarat Water Commissioners)
Bill, 306.
Secondary Industries-Suggested intervention :by Victorian Government in Tariff
Board inquiries, 2393.
Need for new
.protectionist movement, 2394.
Sewerage-Government subsidies for mass
septic systems, 42, 628.
Lang Lang
township project: Cost and amount of
subsidy, (qn.) 154. Financial provision
for .country schemes, 173, (qn.) 509.
Scheme for Seymour: Formation of
sewerage authority, (qn.) 421. Country
sewerage 11ut:horlties: Rates, (qn.) 1192,
1242.
<See "Melbourne ·and Metro.politan Board
of Works-Sanitation SenJices.">
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Sheep Owners Protection Bill-Received
from Council and first re<Sding, 1467;
second reading, 1531, 1904; Committee,
1909; remaining stages, 1909.
Shrine of Remembrance-Restrictions on
erection of buildings, (qn.) 2124, (qn.)
2173.
Snider, Mr. B. D. (St. Kilda).
Albert Park Reserve-Maintenance of
roads, 2043. Findings of Board of
Inquiry, 2044.
Business Names Bill, 2269.
Constitution Act Amendment BUI, The,
427.
Crimes <Breath Test Evidence) Bill, 971.
Education (Amendment> Bill, 1495.
Estimates for Year 1961-62, 2025, 2043.
Medical (Amendment) Bill, 940.
Point of Order-Relevancy of remarks,
.1717.
Poisons Bill, 2831, 2997, 3283.
Road Traffic-Obstruction at St. Kilda,
843.
Traffic Regulation - Arrangements for
emergencies, 2025.

Rulings and Statements as Acting ChairmanDebate-Interjections, 2555, 2750, 2751.
Relevancy of remarks, 2575, 2743, 2746.
Snowy Mountains Hydro-electric Authority
-Construction ,and operation of western side scheme, (qn.) 297.
Control
of waters, (qn.) 297. Checking iby
Victoria, (qn.) 297. Effect on Victorian finances, 2386.
Social Welfare Branch-1961-62 Budget
statement,
169.
Establishment of
separate Ministry, 535.
Under-spending on family welfare, 2014, 2018.
Allowances for children in necessitous
circumstances, (qn.) 147, (qn.) 2254.
Accommodation for children of evicted
.persons, (qn.) 2254.
Cases of Petra
Goerschel and Keryl Eastham, (qn.)
2254.
<See ·also "Children's Welfare
Department.">
Soldier Settlement Commission - Programme, 173.
Proposed combining of
activities with Rural Finance Corporation, 174. Additional grant, 2195.
Allocation to maintain seasonal gang
labour, 2537. <See also "Rural Finance
Corporation " and " Rural Finance and
Settlement Commission Blll.")
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Speaker, Deputy .chair, 1320.

INDEX.

Temporary

relief in

Speaker, The-Election of Sir William
McDonald, 20. Leave of abs·ence, 1320.
Absence, 1676, 1821.

Speaker, The (Sir William McDonald).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 22; presentation of Address-inReply, 1582.
Auditor-General's Report, 421.
Bills Declared Private-United Lutheran
Church Incorporation Bill, 52; Dandenong Lands Bill, 517; R.S.L. Welfare
Trust Fund Bill, 519; Zinc Corporation,
Limited Bill, The, 898; Railways (Thomson River Bridge) Bill, 2202.
Chairman of Committees-Election of Mr.
Rafferty, 25, 26, 27.
Chairmen of Committees-Temporary; 43.
Clerk, The-Retirement of Mr. H. K.
McLachlan, 47.
Commission to Swear Members, 22.
Commonwealth Parliamentary Association-Visit overseas of honorable member for Brighton and honorable member
for Mildura, 788.
Death-Mr. W. J. Towers, M:L.A., 2328.
Debate-Relev·ancy of remarks, 98, 324,
805, 1164, 1175, 1609, 2450, 2451, 2454,
2455, 2457, 2462, 2464, 2465, 2468, 2650,
2719, 2726, 2727, 2729, 2731, 2836, 2984,
3220.
Use of expressions objected to,
308, 968, 2803.
Member not permitted
to question correctness of statement
appearing in Hansard, 332.
Reference
to matter that is sub judice, 424, 3284.
Period of adjournment of second-reading debate, 426. Interjections, 765, 919,
964, 1155, 1348, 2457, 2458, 2461. Member reading speech, 916, 917, 918.
Entitlement to 1ask for withdrawal of
statement merely on the ground of its
inaccuracy,
1037,
1038.
Proposed
question without notice, 1142. Minister
to disregard irrelevant interjections, 950.
·Member to use parliamentary language
in referring to Minister, 1605. Mat~er
raised on motion of adjournment of
sitting to .be within ambit of State
·administration, 2217, 3284. Competency
of adjournment motion, 2340, 2448, 2449.
Member not .to reflect on Chair, 2466.
Member must . raise particular point,
2650.
Assemply having no knowledge
of discussions in an.other place, 2714.

Speaker, The <Sir William McDonald)continued~

Election as Speaker, 20, 21; presentation
to Administrator, 21.
Hansard-Incorporation of unread tabulated statements, &c., 597.
Jurisdiction of Speaker, 1144.
Legislative Assembly Chamber-Lighting,
330.
Amplifier system, 682.
Members-Return, after illness, of honorable member for Coburg, 2184.
Monash University Council-Parliamentary representatives, 34.
Officers of the House-Appointments, 48.
Prahran Election, 156.
Return after illness, 2184.

Stamps
(Further
Amendment)
Bill-Introduction and first reading, 51;
second reading, 101, 319; appropriation
resolution, 322; resolution fixing duty,
322; Committee and remaining stages,
322. CounciJ'.s suggested amendment
dealt with, 804.
Standard Insurance Company Limited Bill
-Introduction and first reading, 2469;
second reading, 2582, 2619; Committee,
2621, 2624; remaining stages, 2625.
Standing Orders-Suggested examination,
2054. Suspension to allow motion for
adjournment of House, 2342.
Standing Orders Committee-Appointed, 44.
Leave to sit during sittings of House,
1320. Admission of children within
precincts of Assembly, 1355, 1897, 1991.
Starting-price Bookmakers-Prosecutions,
convictions and appeals, (qn.> 2365.
Suppression, 2564.
State-Development
position, 2577.

of, 2393.

Economic

State Accident Insurance Office BillIn troduction and first reading, 1143;
second reading, 1211, 1427; remaining
stages, 1431.
State Development Committee-Assembly
members appointed, 44.
State Electricity CommissionProposal to demolish
township of Yallourn, (qn.) 505, (qn.)
634. Future of Yallourn and Morwell,
630, 1087. Proposal to use Footscray
trams on Ballar.at and Bendigo .tramways systems, (qn.) 3218.

Administration -
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State Electricity Commission-continued.
Briquettes-Report on enterprise, (qn.)
3090.
Brown Coal-Deposits at Loy Yang, (qn.)
634.
Charges-Suggested uniform tariff, (qn.)
209.
Eildon Dam-Power generation, <qn.)
1190.
Electricity Supplies-Power failure in
Elsternwick, 843, 844.
Finance-Gross ,profits, (qn.> 801.
Metropolitan

Electrical

Underta.kings-

Proposed transfer to Commission, (qn.)
2338.
Rural Districts-Electricity connexions to
country farms and homes, 631, (qn.)
" Self-help " scheme, 989, 990.
933.
Electricity services to properties north
of Hastings Park, (qn.) 1190.
State Forests Loan Application Bill-Appropriation resolution, 738; first
reading, 738; second reading, 762, 1232;
remaining stages, 1238.
State Library of Victoria--Government
finance, 668, 2398. Need for additional
funds, 2026. Suggested increase in
book vote, 2028. Procedure for perusal
of newspapers, 2028. Rationalization
and co-ordination of library services,
2399.

State
Relief
Committee-Interest
members in activities, 1084.

by

State Rivers and Water Supply CommissionAdministration-Area of responsibility,
827.
Chowill,a Dam-Cost, (qn.) 596.
Alloeation of irrigation water, (qn.) 596.
Drainage Works-At Mosquito Depression,
(qn.) 1896.
Eppalock Weir-Construction, 173.
Finance-1961-62 Budget statement, 173.
Allocation of loan moneys to sewerage
authmiities and waterworks trusts,
<qn.) 507. Additional grant, 2195, 2536.
Lack of finance, 2558.
Goulburn-Murray

Irrigation

District-

Allocation of water in Murray V,alley
area, (qn.) 155. Sums collected, (qn.)
931. Quantity of water returned to
rivers, (qn.) 932. Differential charges,
(qn.) 1579. Fifteen-year licences, (qn.)
1579. Pumping from Pyramid creek,
Cqn.) 1579.
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State Rivers and Water Supply Commission
-continued.

Irrigation-Distribution of water in
Coliban system, (qn.) 593.
Supply
of water in Murray Valley Irrigation
District, (qn.) 593.
Private diverters:
Policy, (qn.) 734.
Water eharges,
(qn.) 734. Irrigation districts: Revenue
and expenditure, (qn.) 931; increased
charges, (qn.) 1137.
Outfall water
returned to River Murray, (qn.) 1137.
Irrigation Districts Maintenance Equalization and Renewals Account-Estab-

lishment and operation of, (qn.) 507.
Land-Claims for compensation, (qn.)
634; suggested amendment to Water
Act, (qn.) 634.
Moondarra Dam-Opening, 2570.
River Improvement and Drainage Trusts

-Treatment of river improvement
trusts by Commission, 41. Government grants, 628, 2195. Programme of
works, 2195.
Water Supply and Works--Provision of
water supply to small .towns, 40. Programme, 173. Financial assistance
formula for town water supplies, (qn.)
508. For Lakes Entrance, (qn.) 1308.
For Karingal estate, Frankston, (qn.)
3088.
State Savings Bank-Eviction of shopkeeper tenants, 205, 206, (qn.) 207, 622,
680.
Head office building: Remodelling, (qn.) 207. Appointment of commissioners, (qn.) 207. General banking
business, (qn.) 332. Activities, 441.
Extension of facilities, 627, 680. Contributions to housing, 628. Extension
of overdraft provisions, 816.
Statute Law Revision Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 2367; second reading,
2472, 2718; Committee and remaining
stages, 2720.
Council amendment
dealt with, 2891.
Statute Law Revision Committee-Assembly
members appointed, 43. Re.ports presented: Crimes and Police Offences
Acts, 44, 89; Motor Car Act 1958 and
Wrongs Act 1958 (insurers' liability
and contribution), 44, 50; State school
committees and high school ·and
technical school advisory councils,
297; Civil Aviation <Carriers' Liability)
Bill 1961, 801, 1677; Crimes Act, 934;
Limitation of Actions <Recovery of
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Statute

INDEX.

Law

Revision

Committee--

cpntinued.

Imposts) Bill, 1485; interest on judgments, 2124; Marriage Act 1958, 2173;
Statute Law Revision Bill, 2612; sale
of land on terms, 3219.

Stirling, Mr. H. V. (Swan Hill).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 1081.
Country Roads Board-Finance available,
1081.
Deviation
of highway at
Boundary Bend, 1882. Suggested renaming, 1882.
Decentralization - Facilities required
for development, 1081.
Dog Bill, 1842, 1845.
Dog (Registration Discs) Bill, 2717.
Education
Department - Construction
of high schools and technical schools
in country •areas, 1081.
Hostel
accommodation for children, 1081.
School bus services, 1081.
Fibroma Virus-Use in New South
Wales, 156, 1882. Suggested ban, 156,
1882. Representations to other Governments, 3221.
Game (Black Swans) Amendment Bill,
2638.
Kerang (Alexandra Park) Land Bill,
2640.
Landlord and Tenant (Amendment> Bill,
1339.
Myxomatosis - Campaign in Victoria,
1882.
Railway
Department - MelbourneSwan Hill passenger service, 929.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission - Goulburn-Murray Irrigation
Di·strkt: Diff~rentia11 charges, 1579;
fifteen-year liceneies, 1579; pumping
from Pyramid creek, 1579.
Water
Supply - Victoria's
storage
capacity, 1083.

St. Kilda Foreshore Reserves-Lease of
site to South Pacific Holdings Pty.
Ltd., (qn.) 50.
Stock (Artificial Breeding) Bill-Re.ceived
from Council and first reading, 2584;
second reading, 2616, 3000; Committee,
3005; remaining stages, 3006.

Stokes, Mr. R. N. (Evelyn).
Bush Fires-Damage in Healesville and
Eltham areas, 2488. Rehabilitation of
people who sustained losses, 2489.
Burnt bridges in Shire of Eltham, 2490.
Morale of fire fighters, 2490.
C~
operation by authodties concerned,
2490.
Suggested creation of over-all
authority in Victoria, 2491.
Country Fire Authority - Composition,
2489.
Police Department-Need for extra police
in Eltham district, 2487.
Racing (Off-course Doubles Totalizators)
Bill, 1736.
Railway Department-Transport of livestock on Melbourne-Sydney standard
gauge line, 2215. Need for improved
service on Eltham-Melbourne line,
2488.
Lilydale and Healesville line
service, 2488.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1587.
Stock (Artificial Breeding) Bill, 3002,
3006.
Supply, 2487.
Tourism-Tower at Mount Donna Buang,
2928.
Rulings and
Chairman--

Statements

M

Debate-Relevancy of remarks,
2012, 2013, 2032, 2041.

Acting

2010,

Stoneham, Mr. C. P. (Midlands).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 72.
Agricultural Colleges (Leases) Bill, 242.
Alcoholism Foundation of Vict01I'iaGovernment grant, 2744.
Auditor-General-Availability of report
for Budget debate, 612. References
in report to Government accounting,
622.
Bread Industry-Saturday baking in
metropolitan area, 799.
Budget for Year 1961-62, 612.
Bush Fires-Government assistance for
bush fire victims in East Metcalfe
area, 1580. Summary of losses, 2329.
Fire-fighting methods and equipment,
2329.
Preventive measures, 2329.
Criticism of Country Fire Authority,
2329. Outbreak in Dandenong Ranges,
2340, 2342.
Business of the House-Order of business,
738. Date of close of sessional period,
2754.
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Stoneham, Mr. C. P.-continued.
Chairman of Committees-Election of
Mr. Rafferty, 26.
Church of England
(Greensborough
Land) Bill, 1485.
Cigarette Vending Machines-Installation
in private homes, 331.
Clerk, The-Retirement of Mr. H. K.
McLachlan, 45, 48.
Commercial Fisheries Council - Provision for fees and expenses, 2743.
Commercial Goods Vehicles (Tow Trucks)
Bill, 346.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, The,
334.
Country Fire Authority (Amendment>
Bill, 2860, 3272.
Country Roads Board-Ten-year road
programme, 617.
Crimes (Breath Test Evidence) Bill, 342,
739.
Crown Leases Bill, 1434.
Dandenong Lands Bill, 885.
Death-Mr. W. J. Towers, M.L.A., 2327.
Decentralization - Horsham
Kyosan
Engineering Company Limited, 37.
Closure of flour mill at Wangaratta,
79.
Distri'bution of Population (Joint Committee) Bill, 191.
Dried Fruits (Expenses and Finances)
Bill, 2732.
Education - Comparison with overseas
systems, 617.
Report of committee
on tertiary education, 3104.
Education (Amendment) Bill, 2128.
Education Department-Kangaroo Flat
Technical School, 421.
Shortage of
teachers, 613.
School accommodation,
613, 2546.
Temporary class-rooms,
614, 2544. Maintenance expenditure,
615. Number of temporary teachers,
615. Need for secondary teachers'
college at Monash University, 616, 2545.
Size of classes, 616, 2544. Qualifications
of secondary teachers, 616. Free milk
·scheme,
930.
Expenditure, 2543.
Enrolments in primary schools, 2543.
Secondary and technical education,
2543.
Standard of teaching, 2544.
Untrained teachers, 2544.
Employment-Position in Victoria, 35.
Registrations for unemployment benefits, 621. Comparison with unemployment rate in New South Wales, 621.
Provisions for employment of school
leavers, 621.
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Stoneham, Mr. C. P.-continued.
Equal Pay for Sexes-Implementation o'f
decisions of International Labour
Organization
and United Nations
Organization, 2712.
Estimates for Year 1961-62, 1996. Final
Supplementary Estimates for Year
1960-61, 1238. Supplementary Estimates
for Year 1961-62, 2742, 2753.
European Common Market - Proposed
entry of Great Britain, 35.
Forests (Amendment) Bill, 2840.
Game (Black Swans) Bill, 335, 350.
Governor-General-Appointment of Lnrt'I
De L'Isle, 73.
Grievance· Day-Suspension of Standing
Order, 2713.
Healesville Hospital Inquiry-Fees of
counsel, 2710.
Health, Department • of-Incidence of
hepatitis and poliomyelitis, 617.
Hospitals and Charities CommissionSouthern Memorial Hospital, 930.
Housing Commission - 1960-61 report,
1424. Building programme, 1424. Tenancy applications, 1424. Availability of
homes in towns, 1424.
Illness of Speaker, 1822.
Kindergartens--Maillltenance allowance,
620.
Extensions to Kindergarten
Training College, 620.
Labour and Industry (Bread) Bill, 642,
1150.
Land (Industrial Grants) Bill, 2622.
Land
(Unused
Roads and
Water
Frontages) Bill, 989.
Law Department-Appeal by prisoner
in Pentridge Gaol, 37.
Leave of Absence-For Mr. Floyd, 50.
Local Government Committee of Inquiry
-Report, 3104.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works-Deletion of branch line railways from Metropolitan Master Plan,
2253.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board - Public transport services in
Footscray, 2460.
Members--Return, after illness, of honorable member for Coburg, 2183.
Milk and Dairy Supervision (Amendment> Bill, 1911, 1912.
Mines (Aluminium Agreement> Bill,
1469, 1720, 1725.
National Parks Bill, 2276.
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Stoneham, Mr. C. P.-continued.
Newmarket Sale-yards and Melbourne
City Abattoirs-Suggested transfer to
Derrimut, 88, 222.
Olympic Park-Use of No. 2 oval, 88.
Parliamentary
Library Impending
retirement of Librarian, 1996; appointment of successor, 1996.
Plastic Bags-Proposed ban, 210.
Points of Order-Withdrawal by honorable member of remarks reflecting on
Chairman, 981. Statement in debate,
1737, 2349, 2352. Competence of Chief
Secretary to anticipate Opposition's
suggestions, 2341.
Competency of
adjournment motion, 2445. Relevancy
of remarks, 2456, 2462.
Poisons - Proposed Poisons Advisory
Centre, 38.
Police Department - Under-staffing, 76.
Police Regulation <Ame·ndment> Bill,
1618.
Portland-Use of .port facilities, 2742.
Portland Harbor Trust <Quarrying)
Bill, 238.
Primary Industry-Costs conference of
primary producers' organizations, 618.
Public Accounts-Surpluses and deficits,
622.
Public Transport - Curtailment of offpeak bus services, 618. Services in
Footscray, 2460.
Public Works Department-Dismissal of
employees engaged on concreting and
asphalting, 633.
Types of schools
built in Mildura area, 615. Employees
on construction and maintenance work,
2266. Work at University of Melbourne,
2266. Acceptance of tenders, 2330, 2541.
Scaffolding around lamp standards,
Parliament House, and Statue of
Justice, Law Courts buildings, 2332.
Public Works Interim Loan Application
Bill, 599.
Public Works Loan Application Bill,
762, 1437.
Racing (Off-course Doubles Totalizators)
Bill, 1149, 1728, 1899.
Railway
Department - Maryborough
refreshment rooms, 333. Strathmore
over-pass, 620.
Railways (Funds) Bill, 1614.
Railways (Industrial Awards) Bill, 2624.
Revocation and Excision of Crown Reservations Bill, 2623.

Stoneham, Mr. C. P.--continued.
Road Accidents-Deaths, 74. Repor.t ot
Senate Committee of Inquiry, 74, 77.
Lack of ·basic facts concerning problem,
75.
Road Safety-Campaign by Government,
77.
·Rural Finance and Settlement Commission Bill, 1822, 1829.
Sessional Period, Close of, 2181, 2754.
Sewerage Proposed
scheme
for
Seymour, 421.
Sheep Owners Protection Bill, 1904.
Speaker-Election,
20. Return after
illness, 2183.
Standing Orders Committee - Admission
of school children within precincts
of Legislative Assembly, 1357.
State Electricity Commission-Proposed
demolition of Yallourn township, 505.
Report on briquette enterprise, 3090.
State Forests Loan Application Bill, 1232.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission - Distribution of irrigation
water in Coliban system, 593.
State Savings
Bank-Expansion
of
premises, 622.
Stock (Artificial Breeding) Bill, 3000.
Superannuation Act - Request from
Retired State Employees Association,
621, 1308.
Supply, 34, 2201, 2541.
Tourist <Amendment) Bill, 314.
Universities - Work
undertaken
at
University of Melbourne, 2266. -Quota
system, 2434. Applicants for admission,
2434. Establishment of third university,
2545.
Victorian Road Safety Council-Affairs
and activities, 77.
Victorian Wheat and Wool Growers
Association-Costs conference, 618.
Water and Sewerage Authorities (Proceedings and Finances) Bill, 1621, 1701,
1702.
Water (Ballarat Water Commissioners>
Bill, 303, 309, 310.
Water Supply Loan Application Bill, 1246.
Wool-Suggested sales at Portland, 78,
1141, 2742, 2753.
Zinc Corporation, ~mited Bill, The, ~·
Subordinate
Legislation
Bill-Received
from Council and first reading, 2584;
second reading, 2615, 3006; Committee
·and remaining stages, 3012.
Clerical
errors corrected, 3219.
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Subordinate
Legislation
Committee Assembly members appointed, 43. Re.ports presented:
Dog Racing Control
Board <Fees and Travelling Expenses>
Regulations, 1427; Commercial Fisheries Council Regulations 1614; Sheep
Owners Protection Act 1958, 2174;
Tourist Development Authority (Fees)
Regul·ations, 2445; Dog Racing Control
Board (Fees and Travelling Expenses>
Regulations, 2445; Commercial Fisheries
Council
Regulations,
2445;
Premiums Committee Allowances Regulations, 2445.
Suggett, Mr. R.H. (Moorabbin).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 454.
Civil Defence-Suggested establishment
of Civil Defence Authority, 457.
Economic Position of Victoria, 2577.
Electoral-Position of candidates' names
on ballot-paper, 455. Facilities for
absentee voters, 455.
Members - Need for ·additional office
accommodation, 456.
Parliament House-Suggested completion,
455.

Police Department-New police station at
East Bentleigh, 1426.
Radio and Television Receivers-Use,
2444, 2579; fines for offences, 2444, 2579.
Road Traffic (Traffic Control Items) Bill,
3100.

Royal Victorian Aero Club-Proposed
grant of liquor licence by Commonwealth Government, 2787, 3105.
State Savings Bank-Eviction of shopkeeper tenants, 205.
Supply, 2577.
Taxation-State taxes, 2578.
Trade
Holidays-Suggested
SJbolition,
2579.

Sunbury-Establishment of satellite town,
838.

Sup·erannuation-Request of Retired State
Employees' Association, 621, (qn.) 1308.
<See also "Local Authorities Superannuation (Amendment) Bill.")
Superannuation
·Board - Government
advance, 176.
Surrender of superannuation units by railway employees,
177.
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Supply, Committee of - Suspension of
Standing Order No. 273A, 27. Appointed,
27.
Votes on Account, 28, 34, 433, 529,
2185, 2376, 2487, 2534.

Supreme Court (Interest on Judgments)
Bill-Received from Council and first
reading, 2637; second reading, 2713,
2999; remaining stages, 3000.
Sutton, Mr. P. K. <Alt>ert Park).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 64.
Albert Park Reserve-Report of Board of
Inquiry, 2016.
Budget -for Year 1961-62, 664.
Children's Welfare (Appeals) Bill, 1909.
Clerk, The-Retirement of Mr. H. K.
McLachlan, 46.
Constitution Act Amendment (Statute
Law Revision Committee) Bill, The,
2647.

Crimes <Breath Test Evidence) Bill, 749,
983.

Death-Mr. W. J. Towers, M.L.A., 2327.
Debate - Withdrawal
of
statement
objected to, 9sS.
Education Department-Use of television
·and radio in school curriculum, 666.
School libraries, 666, 667.
Religious
instruction in schools, 668, 2395.
Cost
;to parents of books and equipment,
2395.
Salaries of :teachers, 2396.
English instruction .to adult migrants,
2397. School leaving age, 2397.
Estimates for Year 1961-62, 2016, 2026.
Free Library Service Board-Government
.grants, 666.
Establishment of school
libraries, 2399.
Kindergartens-Increased salaries and
improvements in methods of training
teachers, 64.
La Tro'be Library-Construction, 2398.
Legal Profession Practice (Amendment>
Bill, 244.
Members-Role of private members, 64.
Municipalities-Increased grant for ipublic
Hbraries, 2398.
Parliamentary Library-Appointment of
Mr. F. Perry as Li:brari·an, 2561.
Points of Order-Statement in debate,
968.
Relevancy of remarks, 1620, 2555.
Standing Orders Committee-Admission
of children within the precincts of the
Legislative Assembly, 1355.
State Library of Victoria-Government
finance, 668, 2026, 2398.
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Sutton, Mr. P. K.-continued.
Statute Law Revision Bill, 2720.
Supply, 2395, 2561.
Tourist (Amendment) Bill, 315.
United Lutheran Church Incorporation
Bill, 313.
Victorian Teachers Tri.bunal-Composition, 2396.

T.
Tanner, Mr. E. S. (Ripponlea).
Enter.talnments Tax (Amendment) Bill,
1718.
Point of Order-Statement in debate,
1037.
Traffic Commission - High-street, St.
Kilda, and St. Kilda junction traffic
problems, 330. Suggested traffic roundabout at Elsternwick, 459.
Rulings and Statements
1nan-

<l8

Acting Chair-

De.bate-Use of expressions objected to,
665.
Relevancy of remarks, 836.
Tattooing Bill-Received from Council and
first reading, 2839; second reading, 2859,
3090; Committee, 3094; remaining
stages, 3095.
Taxation0 om monwealt h Pay-roll Tax-Payments

by
Government
Departments
and
instrumentalities,
539,
657,
2040.
Validity, 661.
Payments by Victoria,
2564.
Suggested abolition, 2576.
Entertainments Tax-Proposed reduction,
162.
Application in mainland States,
(qn.) 333.
Sug.gested ·aJbolition, (qn.)
509.
Suggested concessions for dancing, 807; for picture theatres, 833.
Land Tax-Proposed new scale for productive rural land, 163.
Exemptions,
163.
Assessment of Thir.tyniners'
Association of Australia, Victorian
Branch, 2754.
Sales Tax-Incidence, 2575.
State
Taxation-Increases,
624.
Resources, 2391, 2578.
Uniform Taxation-Support for policy of
uniflc.ation, 324.
Reimbursements to
Victoria, 324, 530, 2197.
System, 661,
2040, 2576.
Formula, 2197.

Taylor, Mr. A. W. (Balwyn).
Committee of Public Accounts-Reports
1presented: Treasurer's Advance and the
Consolidated Revenue Deficit Account,
1193; oncost charges for works carried
out under supervision of Public Works
Department, 2339.
Motor Boating Bill, 1682.
Teachers Trib~nal - Composition,
Salary determinations, 2745.

2396.

Television-Censorship of programmes, 444.
<See also "Radio ·and Television Receivers.")
Timber
Industry - Hardwood
timber:
Quantity milled and future requirements, (qn.) 594.
Threat of sirex
noctilio, 2383.
Shor.tage of softwood
timber, 2384.
Transport of timber to
metropolitan area, 2569.
Totalizator - Dividends, 627.
Minimum
dividends, (qn.) 2338, 2539.
Tottenham to Brooklyn Railway Construction Bill-Introduction and first reading, 2469; second reading, 2476, 2729;
Committee ·and remaining stages, 2732.
Tourist (Amendment) Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 51; second reading,
52, 314; Committee and remaining
stages, 319.
Tourist Development Authority-Assistance
to smaller coastal resorts, 25.
Tourist
potential of north-eastern Victoria, 120.
Value of tourist industry to State, 365.
Picking of wild flowers, 444. Development of sites purchased in Sydney and
Brisbane, 1071. Development of tourist
resorts, 1071.
Alpine resorts, 1071.
Finance for tourist roads, (q·n.) 2365.
Replacement of tower at Mount Donna
Buan.g, 2928.
Tourists-Cost of searches, 365.
Towers, Mr. W. J.-Resolution placing on
record sorrow at death of Mr. W. J.
Towers, M.L.A., and appreciation of his
services, 2326.
Adjournment of House
as mark of respect, 2328.
Towers, Mr. W. J. <Richmond).
R.S.L. Welfare Trust Fund Bill, 900.
Town and Country Planning Bill, 1.216,
1230, 2178.
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Town and Country Planning-Reconsideration of decisions by Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works on use of
land, (qn.) 416. Freeway through
Brunswick and Coburg, 673.
Town and Country Planning Bill-Introduction and first reading, 230; second
reading, 510, 1216; Committee, 1225; remaining stages, 1232. Council amendments dealt with, 2176.
Tow Trucks-Advertising by tow truck
firm, 3284.
(See also " Commercial Goods Vehicles
<Tow Trucks) Bill.")
Tractors.

<See "Farm Tractors.")

Trade Holidays-Suggested abolition, 2579.
Traffic Commission-Traffic problems in
High-street, St. Kilda, and St. Kilda
junction, 330.
New form of accident
report, 368.
Roundabout at Nepean
Highway, Elsternwick, (qn.) 459, 461,
(qn.) 1990, (qn.) 2531.
Congestion at
Burnley, 843, 844.
Obstruction •at St.
Kilda, 843, 844. Elimination of bottlenecks, 1079.
Speed limits in metropolitan area, 2024. Lighting under
Swan-street vailway 'bridge, 3221.
Traffic Regulation-Road accidents·: Protection of police on country highways,
n; number of accidents and deaths, 74,
(qn.) 148, (qn.) 2260; lack of basic
facts, 75; freighters and trucks, <qn.)
148; unroadworthy vehicles, (qn.) 148;
legislation for prevention, 370; prevention patrols by police, 674, 813. Report
of Senate Committee on road safety,
74, 77, 367, 370. Government road
safety campaign, 77.
Need for coordinating ·authority to carry out research, 368.
Blood tests, (qn.) 418;
.persons chare-ed ann convicted. (an.)
418.
Width of roads and streets, 671.
Publication of names of .persons who
breach traffic code, 1086. Arrangements for emergency vehicles, 2025.
Traffic "blitzes," (qn.) 2444, 2557;
motorists ·booked, (qn.) 2444, 2557; use
of breathalyzer, (qn.) 2444.
Transport Regulation Board-Anomolles in
permit system, 120. Lieences to country
manufacturers for manuf.actured or
processed goods, 1064.
Commercial
passenger vehicle and hire-ear licences
in Laverton area, (qn.) 1192. Receipts
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Transport Regulation Board-continued.
and expenditure, (qn.) 1896.
Gippsland Cement Comp·any:
Transport of
cement, (qn.) 1990, 1998. Bread industry:
Transport permits, (qn.) 2532,
3103, 3107. Transport of .paper by road,
2563.
Transport of timber to metropolitan ·area, 2569. Periodical permits,
2569.
<See also "Commercial Goods Vehicles
Act," "Commercial Goods Vehicles
(Tow Trucks) Bill " and " Decentralization.")
Trewin, Mr. T. C. (Benalla).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 120.
Business Names Bill, 2269.
Education Department-Pupils' travelling
allowances, 2037. Extension of .bus
services, 2037.
Estimates for Year 1961-62, 2019, 2037,
2045, 2050.
Supplementary Estimates
for Year 1961-62, 2753.
European Common Market-Proposed
entry of Great Britain, 2558.
Ftbroma Virus, 2045, 2753.
Forests <Wood Pulp Agreement) Bill, 908.
Local Government <Amendment) Bill,
2977, 2991.
Meat Industry - Quantities of lamb
slaughtered and exported, 506.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works-Metropolitan water supplies,
2559.
Mental Hy.giene Authority-Education of
mentally retarded children, 2050; need
for assistance from Federal authorities,
2050.
Primary
Production-Development in
north-eastern Victoria, 120.
Rabbits-Increase in numbers in Victoria,
2045. Use of fl·broma virus, 2045, 2753.
Railway
Department-Proposed
new
.passenger time-table for AL'bury-Mel!bourne line, 421. Train crews stationed
at Benana, 934. Buff et car service on
Melbourne-Albury express, 1427, 1582,
2559. Surcharge on bulk loads of
superphosphate and oats, 2050. Standard gauge line, 2559.
Wool freight
charges, 2560.
Road Traffic <Traffic Control Items> BUl,
3101.
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Trewin, Mr. T. C.--continu.ed.
Sheep Owners Protection Bill, 1905, 1909.
State Forests Loan Application Bill, 1238.
State Rivers and Water Supply'· Commission-Lack of finance, 2558. Water
conserviation measures, 2558.
Supply, 2558.
Tourist Development Authority-Tourist
potential of north-eastern Victoria, 120.
Valuation of liand (Amendment) Bill,
1201.
Youth Organizations-Government assistance, 2019.
Trotting Control Board-Taxation revenue,
(qn.) 416.
Government grant, 2202.
Government contribution to Trotting
Racecourse Development Fund, 2745.
Tullamarine Jet Airport-Proposed establishment, 444. Membership of committee examining proposal, (qn.) 2442;
terms of reference, (qn.) 2442; recommendations, (qn.) 2442. Delay in establishment, 2755.
Turnbull, Mr. Campbell <Brunswick West).
Administration and Probate (Amendment) Bill, 2717.
Administrator's
Speech - Address-tnReply, 448.
Attorney-General-Delegation of powers
to non-legally qualified Ministers, 2012.
Australian Workers' Union Construction
and Maintenance Award-Numbers employed in Government Departments
.pursuant to award, 1136.
Basic Wage-Cost-of-living adjustments,
449.
Budget for Year 1961-62, 672.
Building Industry-Financial stability of
C·Ontractors, 451.
Bush Fires-Outbreak in Dandenong
Ranges, 2341.
Civil Aviation (Carriers' Liability) Bill,
1904.
Civil Defence-Instruction of public, 672.
Companies Bill, 1006, 1515, 1518, 1527,
1531.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, The,
426, 427, 1031, 1042, 1043, 1044.
Constitution Act Amendment (Postal
Voting) Bill, The, 2998.
Coronial
Inquiries - Publication
of
evidence, 453.
Courts (Jurisdiction) Bill, 2908, 2920,
2921.

Turnbull, Mr. Campbell-continued.
Crimes (Breath Test Evidence) Bill, 769,
979, 982, 985.
Dairying
Industry
Commonwealth
report, 449.
Debate-Withdrawal of statement objected to, 2012.
Disposal of Uncollected Goods Bill, 1914.
Dog Bill, 1837, 1844, 2175.
Dog (Registration Discs) Bill, 2717.
Education-Matriculation students, 2363.
Education (Amendment) Bill, 1507.
Education Department-Moreland High
School, 1135, 2363.
Drainage of West
Brunswick school site, 1136. Teachers:
Employment, 2363; qualifications, 2363;
shortage, 2434; studentships, 2434.
Electoral-Incidence of informal voting,
454. Position 'of candidates' names on
'ballot-paper, 454.
Employment-Protection of unemployed
persons, 450. Statement by clergy on
unemployment, 454.
Decline in employment in certain industries, 675.
Estimates for Year 1961-62, 2012, 2025.
Final Su:pplementary Estimates for
Year 1960-61, 1239.
Supplementary
Estimates for Year 1961-62, 2752.
Evidence (Amendment) Bill, 2295.
Health,
Department
of - Suggested
.inquiry into incidence of lung cancer,
2364.
Housing-Shortage of accommodation,
450.
Housing Commission-Fencing of units in
Brunswick West, 1136.
Juries (Fees) Bill, 1144, 1324.
Labour and Industry Act-Registration of
factory at 86 Union-street, Brunswick,
505.
Landlord and Tenant (Amendment) Bill,
1341, 1351, 1352, 1355.
Land (Unused Roads and Water Frontages) Bill, 429.
Law Department-Number of barristers
and solicitors .practising in Victoda, 505.
Qualified legal practitioners in Public
Solicitor's Office, 505.
Employment of
stipendiary magistrates, 505.
Causes
of actions relating to motor vehicles,
2364.
Legal Aid Bill, 889: 896, 897.
Legal Profession Practice (Amendment)
Bill, 242, 246.
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Turnbull, Mr. Campbell-continued.
Legal Profession Practice
(Further
Amendment) Bill, 1485.
Limitation of Actions (Recovery of Im·posts) Bill, 184, 1726.
Local Government (Amendment) Bill,
2983.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works <Government Guarantee) Bill,
2737.
Mental Hygiene Authority-Closing of
Oak-road, Royal Park, 2364.
Mines (Explosives) Bill, 351, 354, 355, 356,
358, 1508.
Money Lenders (Amendment) Bill, 1916,
1921.
Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices-Need for legislation, 452.
Motor Car Act-Third-party insurance
provisions, 2529.
Municipalities-Purchase of plant, 88.
Pawnbrokers (Amendment) Bill, 1909.
Petrol Filling Stations-Construction in
residential areas, 2435.
Points of Order-Statement in debate,
979. Relevancy of remarks, 2013, 2447,
2465. Competency of motion for
adjournment of House, 2447. Reference
to matter that is sub judice, 2458, 2459.
Police Department-Strength of Force,
451, 590, 673, 674, 1239, 2025.
Statements from accused .persons, 453.
Mobile Traffic Branch, 590.
Patrol of
highways, 590, 1239. Accident prevention patrols, 674.
Ruling rates of .pay
and working .conditions, 2025.
Educational qualifications of recruits, 2440.
Probate Duty Bill, 2814, 2881, 2885.
Property Law (Loans to Minors) Bill,
1912.
Public Service-Permanent and temporary employment, 2438. Salaries and
conditions of service, 2438. Determination of claims, 2438.
Public Works Department-Drainage of
West Brunswick school site, 1136.
Racing (Bookmakers' Course Agents)
Bill, 322, 805.
Racing <Off-course Doubles Totalizators)
Bill, 1897.
Railway Department - Renovation of
Moreland, Anstey, South Brunswick
and Brunswick stations, 1239.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1608.
Rural Finance and Settlement Commission Blll, 1830.
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Turnbull, Mr. Campbell-continued.
Stamps (Further Amendment) Bill, 319,
804.
Standard Insurance Company Limited
Bill, 2619, 2621.
Supreme Court (Interest on Judgments>
Bill, 2713, 2999.
Town and Country Planning Bill, 1227.
Unclaimed Moneys Bill, 2721, 2722, 2723,
3095.
Universities-Vacancies for matriculated
students,
2363.
First-year
degree
courses, 2434.
University (Officers) Bill, 1323.
University of Melbourne-Quota system,
450, 676, 2259.
Wool-Wool pies, 449.

Turnbull, Mr. K. H. (Kara Kara).

Agricultural Colleges (Leases) Bill, 89, 95.
Agri<.:ulture, Department of-Restriction
of mileage travelled by stock inspectors, 2365.
Albert Park Reserve-Original reservation, 49.
Excisions, 49.
Pu!blic area,
49.
Departmental files, 49.
Maintenance of roads, 2045.
Report of
Board of Inquiry, 2045.
Cattle Compensation (Amendment> Bill,
2532.
Crown Leases Bill, 1143, 1212.
Dairying Industry-Production, consumption and export of butter, 2532.
Cold
storage facilities for butter, 3089.
Dandenong Lands Bill, 4~1, 888.
Egg and Egg Pulp Marketing BoardPolls for creation and abolition of
Board, 152. Advertising campaign, 331.
Egg sales and production, 331. Licensing of poultry farms, 331.
Estimates for Year 1961-62, 2045.
Fibroma Virus-Use in New South Wales,
156, 2046. Suggested ban, 15·6. Representations to other Governments, 3222.
Forests Commission-Sirex noctilio infestations, 2711, 3089.
Royalty payments
in Orbost area, 2787.
Gippsland-Report of inter-departmental
·Committee on reafforestation of unproductive land, 50.
· Kerang (Alexandra Park) Land Bill; 2469,
2477, 2641.
Land (Industrial .Grants) Bill, 2267, 2290.
Lands Department-Rents .from unused
roads '8.lld water .frontages, 210, 419.
Subsidies for weedicides, 2339.
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Turnbull, Mr. K. H.-cont-inued.
Land Tax (Exemptions and Rates) Bill,
1628.
Land (Unused Roads and Water Frontages) Bill, 156, 185.
Meat Industry - Quantities of lamb
sl,aughtered and exported, 506.
Mel,bourne Cricket Ground Bill, 2185,
2212.
Milk Board-Zoning of metropolitan milk
deliveries, 296.
Newmarket Sale-yards and Mel'bourne
City A'battoirs-Suggested removal to
Derrimut, 227.
Olympic Park-Committee of management, 2968.
Use by organizations,
2968.
Rentals, 2968.
Rabbits-Use of fibroma virus, 156, 2046,
3222.
Numbers in Victoria, 2045.
Revocation and Excision of Crown Reservations Bill, 2266, 2287.
St. Kilda Foreshore-Lease of site to
South Pacific Holdings Pty. Ltd., 50.
Stock <Artificial Breeding) Bill, 2584,
2616.
University of Melbourne-Proposed new
veterinary school, 2366.
West Melbourne Market Land <Amendment) Bill, 230, 231.
Wilson's Promontory National ParkProtective burning, 2442.

u.
Unclaimed Moneys Bill-Introduction and
ifirst reading, 2267; second reading, 2367,
2721; appropriation resolution, 2722;
Committee, 2722; remammg stages,
2723. Council amendments dealt with,
3095.
United Lutheran Church Incorporation Bill
-Introduction and first reading, 51;
declared a ·private Bill, 52; motion that
Bill :be treated ·as pulblic Bill agreed to,
52; second reading, 52, 313; Committee
and remaining stages, 314.
United Nations - Death of SecretaryGeneral, 97. Activities, 97.
Universities-Third university: Proposed
establishment, 23, 59, 68, 2545.
Staffstudent ratio at Australian universities,
60, 63. Methods of instruction, 63.
Suggested university college in Gippsland,
Cqn.)
296.
Quota
system,
(qns.) 1990, 2433, 2434.
Additional
Government il'ant, 2195.
Building

Universities-continued.
programme, 2195. Selection of applicants, Cqn.) 2433, (qn.) 2433. Percentage of failures, Cqn.) 2433. <See also
" Education," " Education Department
-Piipils," " Monash University " and
"Un\versity of Melbourne.")
University (Officers) Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 994; second reading, 1048,
1323; remaining stages, 1324.
University of Melbourne-Restricted intake
of medical students, 61. Quota system,
450,
676,
(qn.)
2259.
University
Forestry School: Payments by Forests
Commission, (qn.) 1140; Government
grant, (qn.) 1141. Building .programme,
2195.
Admission of students, (qn.)
2259. Veterinary School and Research
Fund:
Contributions,
(qn.)
2366;
erection of building, (qn.) 2366. Residential . colleges: Government grants,
(qn.) 2712.

v.
Valuation of Land (Amendment) BillIntroduction and first reading, 230;
second reading, 342, 1193; Committee,
1205; remaining stages, 1206.
Vending Machines-Installation of cigarette
vending machines in .private homes,
Cqn.) 331.
Vermin and Noxious Weeds Destruction
Board-Additional financial provision,
2195, 2202.
Destruction programme,
2195.
Rabbit infestation, 2195.
Destruction of ragwort in Gippsland, 2745.
Victorian
Association
of
Benevolent
Societies Benevolent
Societies:
Number of, (qn.) 506; number affiliated
with association, (qn.) 506; Government
grants, (qn.) 506, 810.
Victorian Inland Meat Authority-Industrial dispute at Ballarat, 70.
Victorian Road Safety Council-Affairs and
·activities, 77.
Victorian Symphony Orchestra-Conductorship, (qn.) 86.
Subsidy, (qn.) 86.
Musicians, (qn.) 86.
Victorian Wheat and Wool Growers Association-Conference on costs, 618.

w.
Wangaratta Flour Mills-Closure, 79, 206.
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\Vater a.nd Sewerage Authorities (Proceedings and Finances) Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 1047; second reading,
1186, 1621; appropriation resolution,
1621; Committee, 1701; remaining
stages, 1702.
\Vater (Ballarat \Vater Commissioners)
Bill-Introduction and first reading,
89; second reading, 96, 302; Committee
309; remaining stages, 311.
\Vater Resources of State-Suggested investigation, 540.
Suggested development, 678. State's storage capacity,
1083. Con~rvation, 2558.
Water Supply Loan Application BillAppropriation resolution, 603; first
reading, 603; second reading, 646, 1246;
Committee and remaining stages, 1275.
Ways and Means, Committee of-Suspension of Standing Order No. 273A, 27.
Appointed, 27. Resolutions agreed to,
43, 541, .1245, 2051, 2582.
Weights and Measures Act-Sale of commodities, 2493.
Weights and Measures Office
Bulk
deliveries of materials, 1072.
West Melbourne Market Land (Amendment)
Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 230; second reading, 231, 349;
remaining stages, 350.
\Vheeler, Mr. K. H. (Essendon).
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, T he,
1039.
Country Roads Board-Proposed freeway
at Strathmore, 2648.
Education (Amendment) Bill, 1501.
Education
Department - Strathmore
High School, 1534, 2038. External
examinations for high school pupils,
2038.
Estimates for Year 1961-62, 2017, 2030,
2038.
Immigration-Commonweal.th grants for
naturalization ceremonies, 2030.
Loca·l Government <Amendment) Bill,
2981, 2991.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works <Government Guarantee) Bill,
2740.
Mel·bourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-Pascoe Vale services, 2968.
Police Department-Staffing and incidence of crime in Pascoe Vale area,
2786.
0
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Wheeler, Mr. K. H.-continued.
Railway Department-Strathmore overpass project, 295.
Town and Country Planning Bill, 1228,
2180.
Valuation of Land (Amendment) Bill,
1202.
Youth
Advisory Council-Method of
assessing grants, 2017.
Youth Organizations-Government grants,
2017.
Wilcox, Mr. V. F. (Camberwell).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 97.
Budget for Year 1961-62, 830.
Chairman of Committees-Election of
Mr. Rafferty, 26.
Clerk, The-Retirement of Mr. H. K.
McLachlan, 47.
Crimes <Breath Test Evidence) Bill, 954.
Education Department-School leaving
age, 830.
Employment-Jobs for persons leaving
school, 830. Training for unskilled
and clerica'l occupations, 831, 2034.
Estimates for Year 1961-62, 2034.
European Common Market-Proposed
entry of Great Britain, 99.
Landlord and Tenant (Amendment) Bill,
1347.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works - Construction of additional
water reservoirs to serve metropolitan
area, 1581.
Mines (Explosives) Bill, 357.
Point of Order__:_Acoustics of Chamber,
764.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 1458.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1600.
Rural Finance and Settlement Commission Bill, 1827.
United Nations Organization-Death of
Secretary-General, 97. Activities, 97.
University Education-Quota system at
universities, 1990.

Wilkes, Mr. F. N. (Northcote).
Budget for Year 1961-62, 805.
Building Regulations Committee-Composition, 2858. Meetings, 2858. Determinations, 2858. Fees, 2858.
Constitution Act Amendment <Statute
Law Revision Committee) Bill, The,
2646.
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Wilkes, Mr. F. N.-continued.
Country Roads Board-Expenditure on
main and unclassified roads •in metropolitan planning area, 2554. Grants
.to municipalities for traffic signals,
2785.
Education (Amendment) Bill, 1487, 1506,
1507.
Education Department-Funds provided
by school committees, 1426. Government subsidies, 1426. Finance available for works and buildings, 1426.
Fencing at Northcote High School,
2035, 2531. Preston Technical College,
2530. Proposed Thornbury High School,
2530. Henderson Park, 2531.
Employment-Unemployed in Victoria,
805. Increases in Government employment, 805.
Effects of additional
financial allocation, 2552.
Entertainments Tax - Suggested concessions for dancing, 807.
Estimates for Year 1961-62, 2021, 2035.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Facilities for
!Payment
of
accounts, 416,
8061.
Increases in price of gas, 806.
Housing Commission-Provision of land
by municipalities, 207. Nomination of
tenants, 207. Estates with playgrounds,
417.
Walker-street, Northcote, estate:
Children's playing facilities,
1189;
development of adjacent areas, 1191.
Tenancies and rentals of lone person
and low rental units, 1191.
Loan Funds - Reduction in interest
rates, 2554. Competition ·in borrowings, 2554.
Local Govennment (Amendment) Bill,
2971, 2989.
Local Government (Municipal Assistance
Fund) Bill, 187.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board-Properties owned by Board,
24~R.

Mental Hygiene Act-Patients held under
section 69, 2611.
Number of patients
suitable for trial leave, 2611.
Mines <Explosives) Bill, 358.
Motor Car Act-Drivers' licences, 417.
Motor Vehicles-Inspection of cars in
used-car yards, 2557.
Municipalities-Loan raisings, 808. Reconstruction of roads in inner metropolitan area, 810. Loan liabilities, 2366,
2445, 2528. Number of eil'lfPloyees,
2366,
2445.
Additional borrowing

Wilkes, Mr. F. N.-contin:ued.
authority, 2553.
Loan liability of
Northcote City Council, 2554. Responsibilities of State Government,-2555 .
Police Department - Traffic "blitzes,"
149, 1423, 2444. Police Accident Appreciation Squad, 149.
Crime in metropolitan area, 151. Police patrols, 151.
Private security organizations, 151.
Condition of police motor vehicles, 152,
2021. 1961-62 Budget provision, 811.
Strength of Force, 811, 2555. Need
for additional accident .prevention
patrols, 813. Retirements and enlistments, 2441.
Junior police trainees,
2441.
Use of breathalyzer, 2444.
Collection of revenue :by members of
Force, 2556. Time occupied by policemen in attending courts, 2557, 2785.
Staffing of Northcote and Thornbury
stations, 2785.
Public Accounts-Additional revenue, 806.
Public Works Department-Day labour
and contract labour, 805.
Radio Mast-Collapse of mast in Northcote, 1423.
Railways (Thomson River Bridge) Bill,
2273.
Road Traffic-Traffic "·blitzes," 149, 1423,
2444. Accidents and deaths, 149. Convictions for traffic offences, 149. Police
Accident Appreciation Squad, 149. Use
of breathalyzer, 2444.
Supply, 2551.
Tattooing Bill, 3090, 3095.
Town Planning-Use of land, 416. Reconsideration of decisions by Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works, 416.
Tullamarine Jet Airport Proposal-Committee appointed to inquire into
establishment, 2442.
Valuation of Land (Amendment) Bill,
!193.
Victorian Association
of Benevolent
Societies - Number of benevolent
societies, 506, 810. Societies affiliated
with A:ssociation, 506, 810. Government grants, 506, 810.
Youth Organizations Assistance FundGrants to or.ganiz.ations in Northcote
electorate, 2259.
Wilson's Promontory National Park-Need
for access roads, 445.
Protective
burning, (qn.) 2442. Fire-prevention
measures, 2566, (qn.) 2612.
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Wiltshire, Mr. R. J. (Mulgrave).
Administrator's
Speech - Address-inReply, 442.
Civil Aviation-Proposed jet airport for
Victoria, 444.
Debate - Withdrawal
of
statement
objected to, 1715.
Entertainments Tax (Amendment) Bill,
1715.
Fisheries (Noxious Fish) Bill, 2844.
Master Plan-Routes of freeways linking
Melbourne and Dandenong, 442.
Mines Department-Search for oil in
Victoria, 445.
Power Generation-Suggested use of
solar and tidal energy, 445.
Property Law (Loans to Minors) Bill,
1914.
Public Works Loan Application Bill, 1438.
Railway Department-Shelter provided at
Syndal station, 443. Need for additional
thoroughfare to Syndal station, 443.
Car ·parking facilities at stations on
Glen Waverley line, 443.
Suggested
single-car trains at off-:peak hours, 444.
Diesel engine battery charging, 444.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1585.
Tourist Development Authority-Picking
of wild flowers, 444.
Town and Country Planning Bill, 1220,
1231.
Wilson's Promontory-Access roads, 445.
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Baoo~s.

Wool-Sales at Portland, 37,
1141, 2199, 2540, 2742, 2753.
of pies, 449.

78, (qn.)
Operation

Workers Compensation Board-Delays in
heari'ng of cases, 2013. Suggested
report, 2014.

Y.
Yarra River-Capsized boat near Kings
ibridge, (qn.) 2531. (See also "Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works (Yarra River) Bill.")
Youth
Organizations Government
grants and co-operation, (qn.) 1192,
(qn.) 1309, 2017, 2019. Need for increased grant to North Fitzroy Youth
Club, 2018. Assistance to pedal clubs,
2019.
Youth Organizations Assistance FundGrants to organizations in Northcote
electorate, (qn.) 2259.
Youth Welfare Division-Increased grant,
2017.

z.
Zinc Corporation, Limited Bill, The-Introduction and first reading, 885; declared
a private Bill, 898; motion that Bill be
treated as a public Bill agreed to, 898;
second reading, 898, 995; remaining
stages, 998.
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